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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the work carried out by the Industrial Research Laboratory in
cooperation with d1e Machine Tool Laboratory at the University of Florida to design and
build a Supervision System for Machining Centers. The objective of the Supervision
System is to perform three main functions: Chatter Detection and Control, Cutter
Breakage Detection, and Adaptive Feed Control(5]. [6].
Our contribution to this project consists of providing low-level intelligence to the
machine tool controller and high-level user-friendly operator interface (monitoring
screen), so that the machine tool, as a unit will be more robust and efficient, thus more
economical to operate. A simple PC based embedded control system for chatter and tool
breakage detection as well as a user-friendly operator interface unit will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
According to the 1989 Statistical Abstracts of the United States, the overall
annual outline of the US economy is represented by a GNP of $4,500 billion. The
Durable Goods section represents $580 billion. of which $220 billion represent the
Machinery section (Machines. Electrical Machines). The machine tool industry may
seem insignificant with an output of $4.6 billion of the machinery section. However,
about 25% ($55 billion) of the value of the machinery output is created by machining
operations. It is estimated that about 20% of this output represents direct labor costs and
2

another 30-40% is spent on plant engineering, process planning, and other activities.
Thus, in the manufacturing industries, $20 billion represent activities which productivity
is determined by the performance of machine tools, and which would strongly benefit
from an improved knowledge of.machine tools. These statistics are expressed graphically
in Figure 1.
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Figure l. Volume of the machining production of machinery
and of machine tool production.

THE SUPERVISION SYSTEM
Our contribution to this project consists of developing a simple PC based
embedded control system · for chatter and tool breakage detection as well as a userfriendly monitoring screen. The Supervision System performs three functions: Chatter
Detection and Control, Cutter Breakage Detection and Adaptive Feed Control.
For chatter control, a microphone placed 5- 10 ft from the tool, provides the
primary system input. This is very convenient because both tool and workpiece vibration
can be sensed, and since chatter is not detected from the amplitude of the signal, but
from the frequency content, the actual scaling is not decisive. For both cutter breakage
detection and adaptive feed, displacement transducers are used to sense the deflection of
the spindle relative to the housing, close to the front end of the spindle. These deflections

.

.
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are a reasonable rendition of the force and both the static (average force) and variable
components are obtained. The signals from the sensors are processed in the supervision
controller which is currently based on a PC 486/33 Mhz platform with additional data
acquisition and digital signal processing boards. A combined data acquisition and Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) board is used to process the microphone signal for chatter
control. Cutter Breakage Detection and Adaptive Feed Control are processed through a
separate data acquisition boards with sampling synchronized to spindle rotation through
an .encoder. The supervision system, graphical display and monitoring functions are
carried out by the PC platform (Figure 2.).

'Graphical"
_ Display
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Force
Sens or
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I
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I
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Figure 2. Interface diagram of the Supervision System.
THE GRAPHICAL DISPLAY HANDLER
The Graphical Display Handler (GDH) is a sub-system by itself which interacts
with the Supervision System (SS) by means of a protocol. The protocol consists of series
of function calls back and fonh between the GDH and the SS. Most of the functions have
a true/false return values. Since the cutting process involves high-speed data acquisition
and processing, the functions were optimized for CPU time, leaving more CPU time to
the SS.
Providing information in a clear and organized manner is essential for smooth
operation of both the SS and the GDH. A set of annunciators are provided that indicate
the different system's parameters such as the spindle commanded speed, the actual speed
4

and other pertinent parameters. A text window is provided to inform the operator of
changes in events or imponant m'essages such as warnings or action description. The
most important information is presented as a separate window with the data presented as
graphs. There are three such windows: Chatter Control window, Cutter Breakage
window, and Adaptive feed window(currently being developed).
Chatter Control Window: The Chatter Control window consists of two graphs. The first
graph represents the raw sound signal, coming from the microphone. The second graph
represents the spectrum of the sound obtained by applying a Fourrier transform on the
raw sound signal (Figure 3.). This window is set by default when the supervision system
is activated. It can also be activated at any time by pressing an appropriate function key
on the keyboard.
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Figure 3. Chatter Control graphical window.
Cutter Breakaee Window: The Cutter Breakage window is also composed of two graphs
(Figure 4.). The first graph represents the average resulting displacement per tooth
(which is directly proportional to the cutting force) of the spindle, Rn. The second graph
5

represents the first difference between the forces of the cUJTently cutting tooth and the
preceding one, (Rn ~ Rn~ t>· By looking at the second graph one can detect a tool
breakage whenever a pulse in the first difference occurs. Indeed, in the case of no cutter
breakage (Rn ~ Rn~ 1) is very small. But as soon as a tooth is missing this difference
becomes big enough to cause a pulse and be detected, since the following tooth has to
remove twice the amount of metal.
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Figure 4. Cutter Breakage graphical window.
In industrial applications the computer system is placed next to the machine tool
on the actual shop floor, and most probably used by operators. In most cases these
operators have little or no computer experience and therefore can become frustrated if
exposed to a computer system that is complicated to use. Funhermore, the process
involves high speed data acquisition and processing, where editing (text input) is not
allowed, since it monopolizes the processor. These two problems can be solved by
providing an input system that requires as little keyboard input as possible and no editing

6

at all. By using a system that needs only function keys and arrow keys as input, the
operator can perform a variety of tasks with a very small set of keyboard keys.
The justification of the Graphical Display on a machine tool is our belief that the
user will get acquainted with the displayed data (or signals), which will help him to
understand the actions of the Supervisory System. The user can influence the setting of
the thresholds or otherwise find new uses for the system.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Current research and trend indicate that the future machine tool will be intelligent
and autonomous. Such intelligence and autonomy may be provided by specialized
circuits and embedded subsystems in order to reduce cost and promote standardization.
Modem machine tools will have complex modes of controls and behavior and will
communicate and be controlled by external computer networks. Which indicates that
there is a need and opponunity to identify and develop an architecture for machine tool
controllers, based on new communications protocols, new operating systems and
specialized high-level languages.
Currently, the computer architecture is built around a PC host. The host is the
user interface. It also houses peripheral· boards plugged into its bus. The major two other
subsystems are Spindle Force Sensing and Spindle Speed Sensing. Processing
information from these two subsystems is currently done in software by the host. The
near-term objective of this project is to design and implement peripheral cards with
autonomous information processing capabilities to process Spindle Force and Speed
information. Preliminary work indicates that Spindle Force information can be processed
by analog circuitry rather than first converting to digital and then using the PC to carry
out computations (Figure 5.). The use of analog circuitry is attractive since it is far less
costly and has much wider band width. Further research consists of the optimization of
data acquisition and processing (e.g.
faster transform algorithms or methods),
implementation of the Adaptive Feed algorithm and graphical window associated with it,
and fast in process data storage and retrieval.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DIGITAL COMPUTER
LABORATORY*

CONTROL

Ali Zilouchian
Department of Electrical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida 33431
ABSTRACT

Recently, the author was funded through the National Science Foundation to
develop a Real-time Control Laboratory. The objective of this new project is to
substantially improve the instructional capability of undergraduate instruction in
real -time system analysis and control.

In addition, the great flexibility of

microprocessors in bot h single and multi-loop control actions offers the students a
.more versatile means of design and experimentation . In this paper the design,
development and implementation of this control educational project is reported .

1.

INTRODUCTION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REPORTED PROJECT

The connection between theory and practice has always been one of the most
difficult lessons to teach in engineering . This problem is particularly accentuated in
feedback control theory where there is a high level of abstraction . It is therefore
essential that students have the opportunity to obtain hands-on experience w ith
modern and typical applications of control theory encountered in industry .
During the last decade the availability of microprocessor-based systems and
development of digital control schemes have led to the use of computer-based
control systems in many areas such as numerically controlled machines, process

*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number
USE-8592114.
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control, computer-aided design and manufacturing. Although these advances have
been well received in industry, such novel approaches have not been given the
priority they deserve at the undergraduate level at universities around the nation.

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project is indeed intended to substantially improve the capability of
undergraduate instruction in real-time system analysis and control. The

new

laboratory is a one credit core course whose contents are almost divided equally
between design and analysis. The Lab course is used to supplement an introductory
feedback controls course as well as three elective courses. The contents of the
lecture course primarily address the control of linear-time invariant dynamic systems
from both time and frequency standpoints. The control lab consists of weekly
experiments using classical and modern control techniques. Students design the
parameters of the control algorithm for each real-time experiment in the laboratory
and compare system performc:nce to design schemes.

The effect on design

performance of different sampling rates, computation delay and finite wordlength
also can be investigated.
In the first phase of this project .a prototype experimental station was
developed. Such a station consists of a microcomputer system, with AID and 0/A
interface and five different experimental facilities as shown in Figure 1. This
prototype station has permitted a number of different experiments to be performed
and designed as a first stage for the development phase. In sequel, in the second
phase,

four un ique real-time experimental stations were developed . These

experiments involve the principles of feedbac~, cascade, feedforward, bang-bang
for single-input single-output (SISO) as well as multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
control techniques and design. In addition to classical control algorithms, the new
r

system allows students to implement more advanced design strategies based on
1'"1

recent developments in Robust Control. The c!l~sign parameters were chosen by the

10

students either experimentally or based on simulation to observe the behavior of the
control process using different classes of compensators.
In real -time

operatio~

the microcomputer samples experimental analog signals

at a variable rate through the A/0 converter. Between samples the data is p rocessed
digitally by the control algorithm and the resulting signal is output to the system by
means of the 0/A converter. One interesting feature of microcomputer control
loops is that the measurements can be taken directly by the computer as the process
operates and stored in memory. These data can then be plotted after the system
operation is completed.

Experimental
Facilities

I

0/A

I

1
Microcomputer w ith Intel 80386,
Programmable Timer, Math and
Arithmetic Processor

1
Color
Monitor

A/0

..
,...- - - - - '

1

x-y
Plotter
HP7475A

Floppy
Disks

Figure 1. Real-Time Experimental Setup
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The advantages of this capability are
•Familiarization of the students with real-time operation capabilities,
•Flexibility of microprocessors in the design and implementation of single and
multi-loop control processes,
•The use of test setups often utilized by industry· but rarely found in the
university environment, and
•Demonstration of the computer's ability to simulate the behavior of a fairly
complicated linear or nonlinear system and display the results on either a
screen or a plotter.

Ill. THE EXPERIMENTS
The description of some of the real-time experiments are provided here. The
complete list and descriptions of the experiments can be found in [ 1) and [2). All the
programs have been written in "C" language.
Experiment 1.

Measurement of Quantization Effect and Computer Bandwidth

A triangular waveform is sampled by the A/D and stored in computer memory.
The sampled signal is plotted on an eight pen x-y plotter. The quantization property
of the 8-bit AID is revealed. A program is written in BASIC language which samples
the output of a sine wave generator through A/0 and outputs the signal through the
D/A to a storage oscilloscope. By changing the frequency of the sine wave, the
bandwidth of the computer program is determined. The bandwidth experiment is
repeated using C and machine language for bandwidth comparison with BASIC
program.
Experiment 2.

Introduction to A/0, 0/A and Timer

In this experiment, the necessity for the utilization of a timer to control the
sampling period of real-time experiments is demonstrated.

The DT 2819

counter/timer board is mounted on slot #4 of the PC. Two programs were written in
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"C" language which interacts with the timer subroutine
Translation.

provided by Data

The students are asked to enter various parameters of selected

waveforms. The output can be displayed on the oscilliscope or plotted on an x-y
plotter.
Experiment 3.

Introduction to Analog Computer and its Interfaces with Digital
Computer

In this experiment some of the capabilities of both analog and digital
computers are demonstrated. The GP6 Analog Computer is utilized as a physical
process with a selected transfer function . The digital computer is used for the design
of lag-lead compensators. This experiment demonstrates the simulation concept of
modeling and control of real-time implementation . The block diagram of this
experiment is shown in the Appendix .
Experiment 4.

Dynamics of Heat Transfer Process

The students learn methods to address the A/0 and D/A devices. A simple plot
on the x-y plotter is made to illustrate sample time and quantization errors .
Students write a program to turn on the air switch from the computer through the
D/A device and subsequently monitor heat in the trainer by using a sensor through
an A/D device in real time.

Resultant data is stored for graphing after the

completion of real-time measurements.

Using a model for the process trainer,

students compare measured vs. theoretical data.
Experiment 5.

Temperature Control of Heat Process (Bang -bang Control)

The student writes a computer program to maintain the process temperature
at a programmed value within a specified percentage tolerance. The program is
tested on-line. The effect of delay time due to computation time and disturbance on
control system performance is measured.
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Experiment 6.

Linear Temperature Control

Prior to laboratory time, the student designs a cascade compensator based
upon a model obtained from the fourth experiment.

The design requires

satisfaction of certain specification. Steady-state error, transient response and other
dynamic behavior of the processes are studied for each compensator. Comparison is
made with the results obtained with bang-bang control in Experiment #5. Special
attention was given to the word length effect of the controller in the design
specifications.
Experiment 7.

Temperature Control of Stirred Tank

The student measures the calibration of the thermocouple and the time
constant of the stirred tank. Then, a digital controller is designed using optimal
response time for both minimal prototype and deadbeat design. The behavior of
these two techniques, based upon given criteria relating to rise time, settling time
and percentage overshoot, are observed.
Experiment 8.

Servo System Measurement and Design

In the first part of the experiment the students write a computer program to
generate and plot a sinusoidal input and to plot output signals received through the
AID converter. These two plots are repeated at different frequencies to eventually

generate enough data to obtain the frequency response of a DC motor.

Both

magnitude and phase are plotted.
In the second part of the experiment an optimal design technique is developed
to obtain the best tuning parameters for a PID controller. The desired method is
composed by using conventional classical methods.
As an example the angular velocity and position of DC servo systems using

various controller are shown in the Appendix.
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Experiment 9.

Robust Control of DC Servo Motor

In this advanced experiment a multi-loop feedback control with a forward and
complimentary feedback controller is used to improve the performance of a DC
servo and decrease the sensitivity of parameter variations, nonlinear effects and
other disturbances
Experiment 10.

Control of Two Degree of Freedom Direct Drive Arm

In this experiment the student is exposed to the concept of robotic arm
movements. The system consists of a two-link arm and two DC
amplifiers.

s~rvo

motors with

Position and velocity of the robot arms are measured through two

optical encoders and two tachometers. A control algorithm was written to move the
X-Y table to a desired position for various desired trajectories.
Experiment 11.

Simulation of linear and Nonlinear Systems

In this experiment the students is introduced to various design techniques both
in the time domain and the frequency domain approach using a Mathlab package.
In addition, the properties of nonlinear systems are illustrated by simulation of
nonlinear equations.

IV. LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Considerable thought has been given to the selection of laboratory equipment.
A good laboratory for control engineering requires the following [1)
•It should demonstrate the important ideas,
ett should reflect relevant practical problems,
•It should have suitable time scales,
•It should give visual and acoustic sensations,
•It should be non-hazardous, and
•It should be inexpensive to make and run.
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After considerable discussion with other faculty and laboratory technicians and
preliminary experimentation, the following partial list of equipment has been
utilized for each station in the laboratory.
•Microcomputer with Intel 80386 microprocessor
•7905 8/12 bit AD/DA interface board
•766 Microcomputer interface unit
•DT2819 Counter/timer board
•Tektronix digital oscilloscope
•Tektronix 250 function generator
•IBM personal printer
•7475A 8-pin HP plotter
•ES 191 DC servo motor
•PT326 feedback heat processor trainer
•Stirred tank and peripherals
•MD-2 Arrick, Inc. two-degrees-of-freedom arm
•Comdyna GP6 analog computer
The thought processes leading to the selection of a few of the above
. equipment can be summarized as follows:
Computer:
The digital computer and its peripherals form one of the major expenses of the
laboratory. The following types of c.omputers were considered:
{1) broad microprocessor (e.g. Feedback MAT 64, MAT 385)
{2) minicomputer
{3) personal computer
Since the control laboratory is taken by students who may not have knowledge
of advanced programming techniques, a computer capable of a high level language
such as FORTRAN, BASIC or C is essential. In addition, it is desirable to use the
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computer for graphic display. These reasons tend to eliminate the choice of single
board microprocessors which are usually programmable only in machine language.
However, the choice between microcomputer and minicomputer is more difficult: a
minicomputer can to accommodate several laboratory stations per unit through
sharing while the microcomputer is cheaper per unit.
The following factors entered into the decision to select multiple units of IBM
PC compatible for laboratory experiments:
•

The computer is flexible for expansion.

•

The computer meets all the requirements of the job and is reliable.

•

The maintenance is simple.

•

Most of our students have more experience with the IBM PC compatible
than with other microcomputer models.

•

The faculty and technicians in the department are familiar with the unit
and thus would be available for informal discussion.

•

Services are readily available.

•

A large quantity of hardware and software ts available for the computer,
(including several simulation programs such as CSMP, MATLAB, LSSPAK) .

ES 151 D.C. Servo Motor:
The choice of and ES 151 D.C. Servo Motor was based on the following :

•

It has a separate mechanical assembly with visible components.

•

It extends easily to cover relay control, analog/digital hybrid systems and
computer control.

•

It has active and passive compensation facilities.

•

It has armatured field control characteristics.

•

It allows for open loop measurements plus closed loop position and
velocity.
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•

.

It is compatible with an available ES 150 unit in the existing laboratory.

Plotter: (HP 7465A):
This is a six pen color plotter with a wide variety of graphic packages for the
IBM PC.
Processor trainer:
Many simple control systems can be implemented by using this processor which
is manufactured by Feedback, Inc.
Due to limited space, the description of the other equipment and their related
experiments can be found in (2).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Florida Atlantic University has recently developed a Real-time Digital Computer
Control Laboratory through an NSF grant.

The laboratory consists of four

experimental stations which demonstrate the typical industrial applications of
process control theory. Problems encountered in setting up the software include
some noisy measurements and extremely fast sample rate required by some of the
processes. The laboratory is used to supplement three undergraduate existing
courses in Control Theory as well as to provide a vehicle for senior Digital Control
design projects for Electrical Engineering students. In addition, a number of
.

.

graduate level Visiting Scholars and Post Doctoral activities are conducted in relation
to the implementation phase of this project.
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APPENDIX
Due to space limitations, only the block diagram and brief description of
velocity control experiment are presented (Experiment 8). The complete description
of this experiment as well as other experiments can be found in (2].
The block diagram of the experiment is shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
In this experiment the student designs the value of the feedback gain to obta in
a performance which satisfies a given specification. In order to achieve such a goal,
students must first measure the DC gain of the open -loop motor and the time
constant of the motor. This is easy to do for the speed -controlled motor since it is a
first order.system. The following steps are performed in this experiment.
Step 1
(a) Draw a b lock diagram of the closed-loop system.
function of each block .

Write the transfer

Remember to i nclude input and output

potentiometer in the diagram.
(b) Obtain the transfer function of the closed-loop system
(c)

Find the steady-state error. What is the type of the system.

Step 2
On a computer is a . program called "PID Con t ro l of DC Motor" which
implements a controller in the following form :
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Kl

+p
s +KDS

D(s)=K

By setting all the feedback gains equal to

~ero,

an open-loop system is

obtained. From this the output speed vs time of the motor can be plotted. The
motor time constant and the DC gain may be inferred from the plot. The
student should obtain the transfer function of the motor before he proceeds to
the rest of the experiment.
Make a plot of the motor speed vs time and determine the system time
constant and the motor DC gain.
Step 3
(a) Using the values obtained in Step 2, design a value of feedback gain Kp so
that the system settling time is 1 second.
(b) Draw a pole-zero diagram of the open-loop and closed-loop ·systems to
illustrate your design.
Step4
(a) Proceed to the real-time operation of the motor using the feedback gain
found in Step 3.
(b) Verify by actual measurement that the set~ling time is 1 second .
Step 5
Compare the behavior of the open-loop system to the closed-loop system when
a disturbance is present.
Step 6
Decide on three or four values of feedback gain and perform the experiment.
Obtain a plot of the behavior of each system.
Step 7
For various values of Kt and ko repeat above steps.
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ACTIVITIES IN THE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
Sencer Yeratan and Shennan X. Bai
Industrial and Systems Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611
INTRODUCfiON
The Industrial Research Laboratory (IRL) was founded in 1989 to provide access to
industrial grade equipment (hardware and software) for students and faculty of the
University of Florida for industry-sponsored projects and research. The IRL strives to
engage in interdisciplinary industry need-driven research with tangible end products.
The ultimate goal of the IRL, in cooperation with the applied manufacturing engineering
thrust at the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, is to form an industryand federally-funded nation-wide resource especially tuned to the needs of the Southeast
industries.
'
1990-1991 was a very active academic year for the IRL. Dr. Shennan Bai~ who has
interests in manufacturing systems engineering, joined our depanment and our
laboratory. We moved to a new wing in Weil Hall, giving us better facilities. We
contributed to the departmental effon in curriculum development. We offered three new
courses peninent to modem manufacturing engineering. The first course, ESI 6508
Systems Analysis I, covers concurrent engineering, design for manufacturability, system
design, tolerance design, time to manufacture considerations, interdisciplinary research
and development, and continuous improvements. ES/6101 Statistical Methods in
Manufacturing Engineering includes topics in reliability, quality control, design of
experiments, and forecasting, following a review of probability theory and statistics.
Finally, ES/6912, Knowledge Engineering in Service and Manufacturing Industries introduces
the student to information theory, representation of knowledge, expen systems, genetic
algorithms, neural networks, and self-organizing systems.

There was much emphasis on automation and control the intersection of hardware,
software, and solution methods specific to the application area. We began working with
the Machine Tool Laboratory of the Mechanical Engineering Department. Our tasks
involved the use of PCs to automate many aspects of machine tool control. We
continued to work with the Food Sciences and Human Nutrition Department to provide
expenise in food processing automation. We received a generous equipment grant from
Microchip Technology that included development tools for embedded controllers. We
used the equipment in the course ESI 6508 in Fall 1991. These projects have in common
the use of computer hardware and software, coupled with a good understanding of the
application area, to achieve higher efficiency and effectiveness.
As our membership grew, we felt the need to modernize our management style.
Mostly due to the ideas generated by our students, the IRL decided to experiment with
Total Quality Management (TQM). We began to identify and record our performance
and to seek ways to continuously improve our efficiency and expand our
accomplishments.
In the academic year 1990-1991, the IRL team wrote three research repons, four
journal articles, and nine research proposals. There are also concept papers that we
~xpect to evolve into research proposals and journal articles. The team has contributed to
two externally funded research projects. During that time, four Master's Projects students
and one Master's Thesis student of the IRL team graduated. Activities for the coming
year will continue in laboratory development, new course offerings, enhancing industrial
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contacts, contributing to basic research, and working toward our goal of becoming a
nation-wide resource for applied research in manufacturing engineering. We are
especially interested cooperating with other research institutions to carry out
interdisciplinary work.
In the remainder of this paper, we present summaries of the research activities and
of our course development efforts.

RESEARCH PRQJECfS

Computer Control System for a Metal Cuttina: Machine
The interdisciplinary research project on metal cutting tools has yielded many
tangible results this year. Mr. Mohsen El Hafsi, Mr. Raza Hasan, and Mr. John Bennet
have been working on the project, which is summarized below. This project is partially
supported by the National Science Foundation. We gratefully acknowledge Maxim, Inc.,
who supplied us with analog-to-digital converters and operational amplifiers used in this
project.
The metal cutting process involves huge amounts of data and high processing
speeds, where the application of high-level approaches would be inappropriate to
optimize and design efficient and optimized processes. To serve the current
manufacturing needs better, industrial and systems engineers have to face a new
challenge, which requires them to optimize, design and program at a low level. Lowlevel optimization involves real-time optimization and machine tool control optimization
such as adaptive feed rates to optimize the metal cutting process. Low-level design
ranges from the development of embedded applications such as Digital Signal Processing
for chatter detection and control on a machine tool to computer machine tool control.
Low-level programming involves real-time programming, systems programming and
network applications.
The impact of a computer control system on a machining process results in ..
increased productivity, improved product quality, increased tool life, greater part
protection, less operator intervention, and easier part programming. The project deals
with the development of a computer control system for a metal cutting machine. The
main components of the project are listed below:
chatter detection and control (Mechanical Engineering);
cutter breakage detection and fast stop (Mechanical Engineering);
fast cutter overload protection, or slow-down on cut entries from rapid
traverse (Mechanical Engineering); the development of a graphical user
interface monitoring screen (Industrial and Systems Engineering); and
the development of displacement transducers (Industrial and Systems
Engineering).
The monitoring screen allows the display of the sound signal spectrum provided by
a microphone placed close to the cutting tool. This allows the user to detect and analyze
chatter frequencies encountered during the cutting process. It allows also the display of
the critical parameters of the machining process, such as the spindle speed, the feed rate,
and the actual speed (for adaptive feed). The displacement transducers are used to sense
the deflection of the spindle relative to the housing, close to the front end of the spindle.
The transducer signals are transmitted
to a host microcomputer to be proces~ed.
.

.
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Funher research consists of the optimization of data acquisition and processin.g
(e.g., faster transform algorithms or methods), the development of two monitoring
screens to display and control cutter breakage and adaptive feed. and the design of new
approaches for fast in-process data storage and rettieval.

Application of Computer Vjsjon to Seafood Quality Evaluation
IRL has identified the automation and 'control applications in food industries as a
top priority area. Recent inter-4isciplinary work with the Department of Human
Nutrition and Food Sciences focuses on the objective. quanntative, repeatable inspection
of shrimp. Mr. Thorir Larusson from ISE and Mr. Ymir Bergman from Computer and
Information Sciences are the major student researchers.
This project is undertaken by the Industtial Research Laboratory in cooperation
with the Food Science Department at the University of Florida. The seafood industry has
recognized the current evaluation methods as inaccurate and expensive. The food
processing industry is by far the largest manufacturing industry in terms of value of
shipments (over 300 billion dollars annually), and is one of the top three in terms of value
added (100 billion dollars annually). There exist enormous opportunities in food industry
automation through increasing the cooperation between the food industry and the
computer and automation industry. Our joint work with the Food Science Department at
the University of Florida is an attempt ·to initiate such cooperation.
Visual seafood inspection requires training and expertise in physical and color
defect detection, smell and odor detection, and overall evaluation of the product. This
evaluation method is highly subjective, and at times extremely biased Because the price
of the product and its acceptance on the market largely depend on this evaluation, the
economic implications are substantial. When properly applied, computer vision offers an
inexpensive, fast. reliable, and objective method of evaluating visual quality attributes of
seafood. Combining the vision system with chemical and pressure sensors allows further
evaluation of attributes such as smell and texture.
The objective of this project is to design and develop computer-based automation
hardware and expert systems software to evaluate seafood quality. The emphases in the
design are on the portability of the hardware and on user-friendliness, enabling novice
computer users to operate the system.
This system will greatly improve the evaluation of seafood. The human ~xpert will
no longer be necessary. thus eliminating subjectivity and the possibility of buyer bias
from the procedure. The sellers will be assured fair evaluation of their shipment. The
quality grade will no longer depend on the market's supply and demand fluctuations. The
buyer will be equipped with a low-cost, easy-to-use evaluation tool, allowing efficient
record keeping on all suppliers and shipments.
The system will run on portable computers, allowing on-site evaluation. The
communication capabilities of the computer will be used to allow reponing of on-site
evaluations to main offices. Moreover, with the imminent federal regulation of seafood
inspection, such a system would offer seafood processors complete documentation for
legal purposes.
The preliminary work on this project has specifically focused on the evaluation of
shrimp. The approach selected is to complete the shrimp evaluator before moving on and
applying the system to other species. The system is being developed to run under the
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DOS and AIX operating systems on an IBM PS/2 desktop computer. An alternate
version will run on a ponable computer with an industry standard (ISA) bus architecture.
In the preliminary design the computer will be connected to a Logitech hand-held
scanner. This will allow the operator to input an image of the product by passing the
scanner over a specially designed device cont.aining the seafood sample. The computer
also will be equipped with a two-channel analog input card connected to an ammonia
sensor to detect odor since ammonia content has been shown to have a high correlation
with odor and a pressure sensor to detect texture.
Funher work could be performed in the area of shrimp and seafood inspection using
mechanical handlers and a vision system. This could eliminate the necessity of an
employee to scan the shrimps. Also, this would facilitate a 100% inspection, which is
almost impossible using a hand-held scanner.

Applications of RISC Controllers jn Embedded Industrial Control
A group of students including Mr. Syed Raza Hazan and Mr. Luiz Steinberg from
ISE and Mr. Rakesh Bhakta from Computer and Information Sciences have been
developing a high-level language especially tuned to the needs of microcontrollers. The
work is partially suppon¢ by Michrochip Technology, Inc., and is a continuation of
earlier work by our visiting scientist Mr. R. Arrestam and Mr. J. Holmlund.
Microcontrollers are used in communications, controls, and displays, in such
devices as appliances, automobiles, copiers, ATMs, and programmable logic controllers.
A microcontroller physically incorporated into the system comprises the embedded
· controller. A microcontroller almost never requires other suppon chips. The absence of
a high-level programming language for microcontrollers is a barrier to their widespread
use. Most of their application software is still written in their assembly languages. The
objective of this project is to develop a formal high-level, user-friendly language for
programming the microcontroller, and to develop a compiler to conven this program into
the machine code of the RISC microcontroller.
Considering the continuous enhancement in performance, increasingly more
complex and sophisticated applications, and the decrease in the prices of the chips over
the last few decades, a high-level programming language for writing microcontroller
application programs will have a direct impact on the way people use microcontroller
chips. Availability of this kind of a high-level language will have the following
consequences:
reduction in turnover time from concept (application) definition to
implementation in application environment;
increase in the application domain of the chip as toe language facilitates
fuzzy logic operations;
more widespread usage of the chip, as it will not be necessary to know the
assembly language; and
all allied benefits of a high-level language, e.g., ease of debugging and
modification,. ease of understanding, naturalness, portability, and
efficiency of use.
The project consists of two stages. In the first stage, a formal high-level control
language, called FLCL (Fuzzy Logic Control Language), is developed, the syntax and
semantics of which are such that it is easy to use and build a logic. The second stage
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consists of the development of a compiler for the FLCL that generates the machine code
for the RISC chip. The compiler will have a preprocessor that converts the FLCL source
code to an equivalent C program.

Industrial Ena:ioeerim: Support Network for Small Businesses
A major new area of research has been the development of a PC-based
manufacturing information collection network. Mr. Luiz Steinberg is the major
researcher.
Despite the clear impact that they are potentially able to make in the manufacturing
sector and in the economy as a whole, small manufacturers have often failed to reap the
benefits that come with using computer technology directly in the manufacturing process
and in their management of operations. Moreover, not a large amount of research has
been conducted by universities in this area because, usually, small companies do not
provide funds for such re~arch.
One area in which small manufacturers most lag behind is that of using computerbased technology to manage the manufacturing process. One way to tackle this problem
is to investigate how a simple and cost-effective networked data collection system can be
set up. Such a system can provide smaller companies with the information necessary to
better control inventory, work-in-process, machine breakdown, manufacturing quality,
etc. Our goal is to develop such a network and a set of industtial engineering
applications that will process the raw data collected and present the results in a fashion
that will help the user make some operational decision.
Small manufacturing businesses have an increasing role to play in the future U.S.
economy where more innovation and flexibility are needed. Manufacturing enterprises
with fewer than 100 employees are responsible for the employment of 20.55% of the
workers in the manufacturing sector, with more than 4.5 million employees. One
imponant datum that confmns the increasing imponance of smaller manufacturers is that
over the 1976-1986 decade, while large manufacturers showed a net loss of 100,000 jobs,
small manufacturers' net employment increased by 1.3 million workers. Many factors
contribute to this figure. One such reason is that the technological advances have made
larger manufacturers less work intensive, while smaller enterprises continue to depend
heavily upon on human labor. Another reason is the deregulation of some industries by
the government such as the phannaceutical industry in which small businesses benefit by
being allowed to enter the generic brand medicine market.
Besides their direct economic and social contribution to the country, small
companies are often the result of inventive owners who can transform good ideas into
marketable products. Therefore, small companies have the potential to contribute to an
innovative edge in the market in areas such as electronics, software development,
medical products, etc. One of the best examples of an innovative contribution is made by
small manufacturers in the steel business. The U.S. Small Business Administration
repons that 'small minim ills' are taking advantage of the availability of scrap metal and
computer technologies that allow them to produce shon runs of customized products
economically. A network architecture specifically designed to address the needs of small
businesses in the area of industrial engineering applications and manufacturing data
collection and preprocessing is needed.
The implementation of a data collection system designed for small manufacturers
can be accomplished using a network based on the EIA RS-485 communications
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standard. The advantages of using this standard are threefold: up to 32 transceivers
(nodes) can be connected to an RS-485 bus, the necessary hardware is affordable (RS485 boards for IBM compatibles can be found for $95), and a relatively simple network
protocol can be devised to manage the information flow through the bus. Also, the raw
data collected can be directed to a single computer, or a common directory in a small
microcomputer network (such as Novell), from where it can be pulled by the software
that will process it.
A key element in this project is the development of software that will evaluate the
collected data and display the results in a format designed to facilitate decision making
by the users of the system. It is important to note that the software will not recommend
courses of action, because experience shows that in a small business, an engineer or
manager will be well aware of most operational issues of the business. Therefore, the
software should provide concise information and trust the decision making to the user.

Manufacturim: System Performance and Reliability Modelin&
Semiconductor manufacturing is characterized by an extremely rapid change in
process technology, complexity and equipment. Semiconductor devices provide greater
levels of integration through complexity in feature size. Processing equipment for
semiconductor devices have also changed to keep pace with device complexity.
Equipment breakdown can result in substantial losses. h is very difficult to predict and
prepare for unanticipated and low-probability failures. On the shop floor, hesitation or
inappropriate action can lead to disastrous results. Thus, any scheme that would track
and predict equipment reliability has a very prominent part to play in semiconductor
manufacturing industries.
Our objective is to develop a model based on Markov processes to provide the most
rigorous statistical information about the cluster tools used in semiconductor
manufacturing. At the same time, we wish to examine different approaches for reliability
modeling based on neural networks, expert systems, and statistical models and the
differences between these approaches and the proposed model. We want to develop
statistically rigorous models to predict system reliability and performance of
semiconductor manufacturing tools. Since these systems are very complex, we desire
that as much of the model building as possible be automated. The advantages of the
expert systems and neural network approaches are to be retained; that is, a mechanism
will be developed to expediently incorporate existing knowledge on the systems.
Similarly, the model will be able to learn from the data presented to it; the model should
continually learn as more data becomes available during the operation of the system.
The model is based on state-space description of the system. The state of the system
is therefore given by a vector of system variables. This vector is called the system state
vector. Transitions occur from one system state to another. These transitions may vary
over time. We associate a probability mass function with each system state and we ·
assume that the transition probabilities are time variant. The proposed model will be
implemented in software. Real time data about the process, product, and tool will be
collected by a data acquisition system; the model and parameters will be modified
simultaneously. A user-friendly environment also will be created for the user to ask
questions about the system.
Future work will proceed with the development of the model from the conceptual
and experimental phase to the operational phase. The model will be fully developed in
software. It will be integrated with the existing databases and the Automation Service
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Processor. After setting up the model on a single-chamber tool, implementation on
cluster tools will follow. The model also will be extended to exploit further interactions
among tool groups and product classes. A final task is to investigate the potential of the
model in other applications.

Computerized Maintenance Lo.a: Entry System
A user-friendly computerized log entry system was developed as one of the
products of the research project "Manufacturing System Performance Evaluation and
Reliability Modeling." Mr. Mehul Patel was the principal researcher of the project.
Generally. maintenance activities are the most difficult shopfloor activities to
record in a systematic format. This is because they involve intuitive thinking and
measurements by the maintenance technician, which cannot be captured entirely in a
computerized format. The technicians usually employ a variety of elements like
sketches, tables, notes, and comments to capture the exact maintenance process. Using a
maintenance logbook has been the most widespread practice in the shopfloor
environment; but the main advantage of records is lost as it takes take too much time to
retrieve, analyze, and conclude from the logbooks.
This project is aimed at designing a user interface that will supply the technician
with all the necessary elements like figures, matrices, and comment fields to record the
activities easily and effortlessly. Aimed at the semiconductor FAB plant of ffiM at East
Fishkill. it will help in the collection of maintenance and performance data 9f the AME
5500 etching tool. The data collected will be used for performance modeling by creating
a unified database of all activities associated with the tool.
Maintenance and performance data previously recorded on paper will be accessible
and retrievable for any statistical analysis and performance modeling of the system. This
will ensure the quality of the product, and assist in reducing maintenance costs.
The approach taken relies on an iterative interaction between the designer and the
end user. The end user is periodically given the most recent form of the product and is
asked to make comments for further refinements. The following steps summarize the
approach:
requirement .definition,
creation of a working prototype to give the end user a chance to view and
critique the approach and requirement definition,
implementation and unit testing,
model integration, and
testing to ensure accuracy.
The product is coded in C++ and designed to run under either DOS or OS/2. The
prominent features of the system are listed below:
log-on facility with password protection and two levels of users,
facility to allow addition and deletion of components and subcomponents,
facility to change incorrect entries,
provision to search and view record based on time stamps or components,
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choice of mouse and keyboard, and
fields for comments, tables and radio buttons for quick entry of data on
the different subcomponents.
Funher work could be performed in incorporating different graphical objects and
figures that the user could employ to make his comments clearer. Also, a second level of
user protection could be built into the product, which would allow a few qualified
engineers to modify the list of components and subcomponents for which data is desired.

A Decision Support System for Process Plannina: and Setup Manaa:ement

Mr. Sailesh Babu from IRL spent the Fall semester of 1991 with IBM in Austin,
studying printed circuit board manufacturing operations. A summary of the research
conducted follows.
·
One major problem large manufacturers face is their inability to provide both a fast
response time and an optimal solution to problems in a dynamic shopfloor setting. Most
of the time small decisions made at the lowest level lack sound scientific reasoning, and
hence may not be optimal; this project deals with one such problem. It is meant to be a
decision suppon aid to determining solutions to common process planning and tool setup
problems faced on the shopfloor by the elecrronic card assembly plant (ECAT Division)
at IBM in Austin, Texas. The software developed for this purpose is to be used in the
shopfloor environment by engineers to determine the optimal configuration of tool setup;
to determine the optimal grouping of products; and to generate the numerical control
programs for the products within the constraims of machine availability. time, batch
volume, and capacity of the machines.
·
Upon induction, this software package is estimated to increase productivity by up to
I%, which rranslates into $200,000 per month. It is also expected to decrease the
manufacturing lead time considerably. The main application, however, will be as a
decision suppon system for rescheduling jobs in case of machine failures. Reduction in
manpower required for planning is also an added advantage.
The card assembly process by itself is deceptively simple. Reels of surface mount
devices or SMDs needed to assemble a particular electronic card are loaded onto the
feeder unit of the placement machine. The relevant numerical control program is then
loaded into the machine. The preprocessed panel is then mounted on the pallet for either
backside or topside assembly. After a few more auxiliary steps the assembly is stan~d.
The questions addressed by this project are listed below:
Which of the products should share a machine and a setup, and how _
should the products be grouped so that the number of machine setups is
minimal?
How many of each component reel needs to be loaded?
How should the SMDs (surface mount devices) be loaded onto the feeders
so that the traverse time of the feeder is minimized and the placement
mechanism is not starved?
Which path should the placement head take to minimize the total travel
time of the head, and therefore min~mize production time?
Are there any incremental setups of the feeder involved?
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What are the products to be manufactured, and what are the available
placement machines?
It is obvious that this problem has to be tackled using a systems viewpoint. The
implementation involves the following: rigorous algorithms for optimizing the setups;
group technology based on either the commonalty of the. products or the volume, or both;
an extensive database for the panels; the individual cards; a bill of materials for each
panel, including details on the component locations; information about each part and its
shape; and information about all the machines available for production. The software was
developed in C under OS/2, and currently can work with three different kinds of
machines and about a hundred panels. Through an object-oriented, help-driven user
interface constructed with the OS/2 presentation manager toolkit. the user can input the
machines available along with the panels to be made, the volume or the batch size of
each product. their priorities, and other resttictions. As an initial output, details on the
setups and machines are generated. If the user is satisfied with the number of setups and
the predicted times, he can generate the corresponding numerical control (NC) data and
run the assembly. If not, he can change the inputs and try different cases until an
acceptable solution is achieved. Since all the setup sheets and NC programs are
automatically generated, the technician's work becomes less tedious, and consequently
less error prone.

The main feature of the software is that it brings complicated algorithms and their
complex interlacing to a shopfloor worker who need not know any of it. Also, the
product is easily expandable to new machines and products due to the high modularity of
the code. The maintenance cost is also expected to be low. These features, with the
substantial savings expected, would ensure that the project would pay for itself within
months of its installation. Further research could be done to incorporate the pin through
hole machines to make the assembly line planning entirely automated.

Automated Aliamment System for a Scannina: Proton Microprobe
Mr. Baris Tan from IRL was involved in another interdisciplinary project
developing a proton microprobe.
A Scanning Proton Microprobe (SPM) has a 100-fold improved ability, in contrast
to a Scanning Electron Microscope, to identify the chemical elements present in the
biological or material sample under investigation. Although this technique has been
known for more than ten years, there has been a rapidly growing awareness of the
importance of this technique in recent years. The SPM uses energetic protons to knock
electrons out of atoms in a sample and detects the X-rays emitted as· the remaining atomic
electrons rearrange themselves. The electrons in an atom have a specific pattern of
allowed energies, unique to each chemical element; if a lower-energy electron goes
missing, one with higher energy will take its place and radiate its excess energy as an Xray. Because the energy levels of each element are different, the energies of the emitted
X-rays will be also different. By measuring the energies of X-rays emitted from a
sample, a mapping of the elements it contains can be obtained.
The scanning proton microprobe with its 0.1 micrometer spot size that is being
developed at Nanoptics. Inc., will be the highest resolution microprobe among 40 other
existing microprobes in the world, and ten times more accurate than the Oxford proton
microprobe, which currently has the highest resolution. The major application areas for
the SPM are monitoring production quality of semiconductor chips and biological
research. Constructing and analyzing the operation of the proton microprobe is a highly
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interdisciplinary activity. It has many subsystems such as superconductor magnets, laser
systems, vacuum pumps, and many others. The final spot size is determined by the
focusfng system of the probe. Superconductor magnets that can produce very strong
magnetic fields (around 8 Tesla) are used to focus proton beams. Any misalignment of
the magnetic axis with respect to the optical axis will result in a larger spot size·. The
objective of this project is to design a fully automated, computer-controlled alignment
system for an SPM that aligns the magnetic axis and the optical axis with an accuracy of
10 microns .
. There are no fully automated, computer-controlled alignment systems in other
existing proton microprobes. It is reponed that all researchers have many difficulties
aligning the system, and they usually spend six months for calibration. Our system
reduces this align~ent time to one hour with 10 micron accuracy.
A CAMAC-based data acquisition and control system is being used. Magnetic field
is measured by hall probes, and the optical axis is determined by a photo-diode that
detects a laser beam. These inputs are collected and centers of magnetic and optical axis
are found by processing this data. If they are different, stepper motors are used to
relocate the superconductor magnets. Using computer-controlled stepper motors to move
the coils to the desired location gives one micron accuracy. This procedure is repeated
until there is no misalignment between the optical and magnetic axes.
A user-friendly, flexible, and effective data acquisition and control system hardware
and software should be developed for researchers and industry.
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ABSTRACT

TAL

Currently, freely swimming robot-submarines are severely
limited in scope. They have an impoverished ability to
sense and rea.son. They require environments which are
strictly controlled. They are incapable of taking anything
other than the simplest actions when confronted with a
problem. Other key issues of navigation, range capability,
endurance, high density low volume energy systems, graceful recovery from failure conditions, aU remain outstanding
and substantial research issues.
An underwater robotic-system endowed with algorithms
that utilise both state and sensor information, able to build
a modifiable map of its marine environment, and able to
utilise this learned map to operate efficiently while carrying out its preset goals and tasks in some optimal (or
satisficing) manner is an ambitious goal.
This document describes the eft'orts currently underway in
the Advanced Marine Systems Group, at Florida Atlantic
University (FAU) whose aim is to develop one particular
robotic-system. The effort is aimed at developing a freely
swimming robot-submarine. 1 The goal is to develop technology for A UVs that will support Ocean Science.
INTRODUCTION

To fully develop an intelligent robot-submarine to operate
in the way envisioned above a multi-disciplinary, multiinstitution, multi-national approach will be essential~.2
From a "robotics" perspective it is convenient to group
the issues and problems under a number of different headings. These include such aspects as (1) sensors and sensor
1 Other

tenns in use ve, for example, Unmanned Untethered
Underwater Vehicle or Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV)
2The following partial list of subject veaa gives some indication of the range of topics and subjects involved. These
include (1) naval a.rchitecture, (2) hydromechanics, (3) control,
(4) itnage processing, (5) robotica, (6) materials, (7) structural
principles, (8) aeronautics, (9) a.coustica, and (10) the effects of
the sea.-water environment itself.
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Figure 1: Schematic of FAU-Perry Ocean Voyager.

technology, (2) navigation, 3 (3) maps and map management based both on pre-mission input and information
sensed during the task, (4) mission management, (5) command and control, (6) systems issues, (7) through water
communications,• (8) propulsion systems, (9) energy storage systems, and (10) low power sub-systems.
3 By navigation we mean a process which establishes ("fixes")
the poaition and attitude of the robot-system relative to some
frame of reference. The frame of referetae may be its own positional history or the position of objects in its environment
observed by the robot-system. Or if semi-autonomous by an external observer info~ the robot-system where it is located.
• We note recent work by Josko Catipovic u the Woods Hole
Oceanographia Inatititution using incoherent modulation resulting in shallow water 1-10-km implementations with data
rates up to 20kb/s.

Many missiou can be envisioned for an AUV/' and they
are likely to be highly complex. nu. complexity will warrant careful a.Uention to t ub like resource optimization,
mission pr~planDiDg, intelligent proc:esaiDg of information,
and critical on-board deciDon making. There ia a clear
need to model the environment in which the vehicle must
nviga.te. The problem of reliability and graceful recovery
under failure and fault conditiou ia a major systems issue
yet to be addreseed. Further, capabilities, such u scene
reconstruction and real-t~e seDSOry interpretation of the
underwater environment, are also still in their infancy. .

.

SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

In order to explicate the research issues we exhibit in
figure 2 a black box wiring diagram of the sub.ayatema
of a. prototypical UDderwater robot.subma.rine. The sub.
systems u they relate to this figure and which are under
study are summarised in the remainder of this paragraph.
Following this summarising paragraph the remainder of
this paper describes the individual contributions in more
detail.
The FAU-Perry AUV, the "Ocean Voyager" , is described.
This is a robot submarine project started jointly by Dunn
and Perry Technologies 11 in 1989. This is followed by a
description of the organisation of the sub.sea computer
systems. The 6 degree of freedom non-linear model of
a submarine vessel is referenced and it is this model on
which a simulation of the dynamic.s of both the Draper
UUV and the Ocean Voyager have been programmed by
Shein and Kloske. The numerical results of these simulations can be output and visualised on a Silicon Graphics workstation. We describe the navigation capability a.s
developed by Kloake and Ryder. The ideas underlying
Smith's work on fuzzy command and control are then described. An algorithm which embodies fuzzy principles is
exhibited as a concrete example of some of the ideas outlined by Smith. The low-level control schemes, linear, neural, and fuzzy currently under development are described.
The next section describes two recent and important developments in sensors and seuor technology. Cuschieri is
developing a high resolution 3-D sonar imaging syste_m for
AUVs. While LeBlanc, Schock, and their co-workers have
developed a calibrated wideband (2-10kHz), digital, FM
sonar that provides high resolution (=::: lOcm) , deep penetration, (=::: lOOm) low noise subbottom data. The next
seetion discuaaes the need for a new paradigm for sensory
~Example. include; vea& mappins (ecienc:e applicationa), oil
ri1 moni&oriq, aDd trackinc ol pipe line., {development of
support tec:huolos;y (or oil exploration) weather front followin1
or under-ice operationa (meteorolosic:al and climatic applic:atioas), biological auay in the euphotic zone, {climMe chanse
aad huabandry ol the oceana), submarine sentry duty, {military applicMiona), alld aut.onomoua laboratoria &o support ecience wtderstandin1 of the physia, chemistry and biolOSY oC the
oceana, (perhaps findin1 further evidence for the Gaian hypothea.is (Gaia: A new look M lite on Eanh. James Lovelock, F .R.S.
Oxford University Preu, 1979.))
11 PeJTY Teclmolosia: A Martin Marietta Company, Riviera
Beach. FL. USA
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Figure 2: A possible bla.ck box wiring diagram showing t he inter-connection of aub.ayatema for an underwater
robot-submarine. The topology of these interconnectiou
is only partially complete and accurate. For example, in
other robot-system implementations the navigation sub.
system is used to provide environmental sensors with positional information. This is done because when sensors
make measurements the global location of the vehicle is
used to "coordinate" them.
interpretalion for underwater robots. It notes that while
algorithms developed to perform sensory interpretation for
land based robot vehicles can assume that the cause of sensor motion is self generated, that underwater this assumption is, in general, no longer true. Plans are underway to
use the chirp sonar sensor, in conjunction with established
techniques from the field of machine vision, to automate
the process of "scene" reconstruction of images it has acquired from beneath the sea-floor. This work builds on
the work .of LeBlanc, Schock, et al. Ita output. would be a
data structure whose content could be incorporated into a
map by an annotating process. Ganesan and Dunn's work
on annotated mapa is then described. The annotated map
system will provide a framework to represent information
which makes mission plaaniDg and guidance easy and fast.
This work complements work at CMU also in annotated
mapa. Finally some ocean science tasks which a vehicle
of this type could undertake are described. In particular
measurements in the euphotic zone.
DEVELOPMENT OMHE FAU-AUV

It is well understood that building a real robot-vehicle
forces those involved to solve more of the real problems
than if only simulations are developed. Ocean Engineering
and Perry Technologies chose to develop a torpedo shaped
vehicle. A highly schematic version is shown in figure 1.

Ita overall length is 21ft (6.4m) and the outside diameter
is 2lin (0.53m). Ita dzy weight is 1800 lba (about 800-kg).
Ita flank speed ia 6 knot.. The controllable speed range
for the submersii)Je is 1.69 S If V II S 10.13 ft/sec, (0.51
S IIVII S 3.08 m/sec). While the duration a submarine
can cruise for is related to many factors, with the initiaJly
planned lead acid batteries, the cruise time is expected to
be about 60 minutes. The CPU ruuning time is estimated
to be about 120.180 minutes. These times will increase as
higher density energy systema become available. Hydrodynamic design will also improve these figures. Although
for this vehicle this wu not considered as a design option. Rather the emphasis wu intended to be on developing experience throughout the whole design cycle, and
in particular the intelligent vehicle control software. The
CPU is a 68020 running at 25MBz. The organisation of
the sub-sea computers for this vehicle is shown in figure 3.
VxWor.b is being u.sed for code developement. This gives

VIHICU CONI'ROI. COMPUI'D

QINDAJ. AJUtANOKMINI'
OPDATINO SYS'RM: VXWOJUCS

other sensors are planned to monitor the power &nd other
critic&! systeui.. Tliere i.s space available {or a separate ·
.boQY&ncy co.ntrol system &nd thruster for &nd aft. The
dry payload i.s approximately 0.36x0.34x0.3m3 . The vehicle is modular &nd &n additional cylindrical section can
be added.
HA.B.DWAB.E IN THE LOOP SIMULATION

Shein &nd Kloske have developed a simulation based on a
non-linear model of a submarines six degrees of freedom
(6-DOF). [14). The mathematical formulation is based on
the David Taylor Naval Ship Research &nd Development
Center report (3]. This simulation aJlows initial testing
and debugging of the AUV software to take place in the
laboratory rather than at sea. The simulation runs on a
Silicon Graphics system. The simulation i.s being used to
test linear, neural and fuzzy control algorithma. These
are described elsewhere in this paper. It also aJlows us
to develop &nd to test navigation &nd obstacle avoidance
algorithms and to generally develop, test and debug the
pre-flight and diagnostic software necessary for successful
at-sea operations. ~ fu as possible careful, attention will
need to be paid to the software design to make it modular
&nd reusable.
NAVIGATION

CONI'AcroRS
Lz.ut Dftlel'
· OKOUND FAlll.T
UCIOVDT
VIVAI.VIS

Figure 3: Actual organisation and components of sub-sea
computer syatema.
us compatability with a number of other institutions. The
onboard memory is lMByte in size. This clearly needs
to increase in size. The power of the vehicle thruster is
3 hp. InitiaJly this wu designed to be lhp but with uncertainty arising from the RF teth~r induced drag, its size
was increased. For attitude control, two 24v 8A actuators
will be used. To provide stabilization information, pitch
&nd roll will be measured with clinometers. The rate of
change of pitch roll &nd yaw will be mea.aured with Watson rate sensors. Heading will be measured with a KVH
ROV-1000. Altitude will be mea.aured using a Mesotech
801 or 809. Depth will be measured using a Precise Sensors Inc. System sensor. The navigation system is a GPS
system onboard a surface vessel with an 9600 baud RF
link to a tow float attached to the vehicle. A variety of
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Kloske &nd Ryder have written software, which enables us
to locate a vehicle using a combination of a Trackpoint II
System7 , a Global Positioning System (GPS), &nd a ship's
heading. Software has been written, tested &nd debugged
using the Harbour Branch8 vehicle, the Johnson Sea-Link.
The location of the submersible has been automatically
tracked to a horizonatal dis&&nce -of about 700ft and a
depth of about 2600ft. The system tracks &nd determines
the location of the submersible relative to a boat and the
GPS i.s used to determine the location of the ship in longitude and latitude. This aJl transforma to an uncertainty
in Geodetic position of about ± 40ft. This figure will improve as we add new depth telemetry capabilities. The
arrangement to determine position i.s shown schematically
in figure 4. The location of the submersible is recorded automatically &nd will be available to other processes. AdditionaJly, some dead reckoning capability will be available
using the speed sensor in conjunction with the heading sensor. Clearly this will only be of use over very short ranges.
Other possible navigation options are some combination o{
ring laser gyros, fibre optic gyros, doppler sonar, correlation velocity log sonar, or large scale deployment of either
active or passive beacons.
COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM
7

The Trac:kpoin& II System is a an Ultrwhon Baseline
Acoustic track.in& system from ORE International Inc. Falmouth, MA. USA
8 Harbour Branch is an Oceanographic Institution in Fort
Pierce, Florida.

ue of elastic constraints [4), (24]. Elutic constraints allow partial aatiaf&dion. The degree of satisfaction of an
elastic constraint is an invene function of how far the constraint must be stretched to accommodate the given situation. The simultaneous satiafa.c:tion of multiple elastic
constraints becomes much less problematic, since all the
constraints may be satisfied to some nonzero degree even
though it may be impouible to satisfy all of them completely.
Deci.ioa making consists of rating and ordering diJf'erI
ent options baaed on their degree of constraint resoluI
tion. With elastic: boundaries the system is more robust
to parameter variations. Fuuy logic: provides convenient
VIIIll
__
a.s_wrra
__'BACDO
___
m_Sftl'DI
____
formalisms for representing and resolving multiple elastic
constraints on system behavior [4], [24). One goal of this
research is to investigate the application of fusy dec:iaioa
Figure 4: Development of Global Politioning System and
makiag teclua.iquea to the command and control system.
Tr&ekpoint to determine vehicle polition.
The huardous nature of the oce&ll environment requires
that the control system operate reliably. The controUer
must specify an appropriate response to any event that
could prevent the A UV from completing ita miuioa. RoThe Command and Control System is a heterogeneous
bust solutions to complex problema often require generalgroup of hierarchical subsystems. Each subsystem operity. Because complexity makes it difficult to predict every
ates as an ED ACT Module with the capability of commusituation precisely, specific: solutions may not be feasible;
nicating with any other module. Because the AUV is a
whereas, general solutions are designed to work for many
dynamic system operating in real time in a dynamic envisituations.
Anticipating every possible hazardous situaronment, the primary constraint on any task is the allowed
tion
and
precisely
specifying an appropriate response may
completion time. The various time constants governing the
not
be
feasible.
A
more robust approach is to speci!y genvarious dynamic changes to the AUV /Environment syseral
responses
to
a
class of situations. Although a general
tem determine the rate at which decisions must be made.
response
may
not
be
as optimal as a specific response to a
This forces a time ordered architecture on the overall sysgiven situation, the general responses' increased reliability
tem [7}. Decision making at a higher level of the hierarchy
over a range of situations justifies the use of the general
has more time for deliberation than at a lower level. Typresponse. Fuzzy logic provides tools for approximate and
ically, the level of abstraction increases with the level of
general
reasoning, thereby facilitating the expression of
the hierarchy. Each subsystem hierarchy, however, need
general
solutions
to complex situations. Devdopment of
not be baaed strictly on the same time ordering as anthe
high
level
control
system sta.rta at a general or qualitaother subsystem. Each level of a time ordered hierarchy
tive
level.
General
solutions
are constructed for as many
may itself be a hierarchical system ordered on some other
situations
as
is
possible.
As
expertise and computation
basis such as abstraction or scope. The organization of the
power
allows,
more
specific:
solutions
replace the general
command and control system is also influenced by the size
solution
in
the
specified
situations.
The
high level conand complexity o£ the software needed Cor implementation.
troller switches between responses, general to specific to
Consequently, the formation o£ different components may
general, as conditions indicate. The control system mainreflect function modula.rization or encapsulation.
tains robustne.a while allowing for higher performance in
Inherent in each task performed by the components of the
special cases.
command and control system is the satisfaction of time
The representation of situations and responses is done with
and event baaed constraints on the behavior of the syscaac:ading levels of prec:Won. The caveat is that precision
tem. Natural constraints are impoeed by the environment
is costly. At the highest level the lowest precision or greatand by design limitations on AUV performance. Artifiest
fuzziness is uaed. Only u much precision as necessary
cial constraint. are imposed by the goals and missions the
is
uaed
at each level. Tbi. approach reduces the memory
AUV is given to perform. Communication between vari·
and
computation
required to evaluate responses. For exous components of the command and control system can
suppose
the
goal is to move the AUV to a target
ample,
be represented as the transmission of constraints. Crisp
location.
A
high
precision
path planning algorithm would
or Boolean constraints can create problems such as rapid
calculate
the
complete
path
from start to finish with the
switching between decisions. The system may be brittle
same
degree
of
precision
at
each
part of the path. A casto changes in constraint boundaries thereby making the
cading
precision
algorithm
starts
with low precision far
specification of constraint boundaries critical. Moreover,
away
from
the
target
and
then
gets
more precise as the
the simultaneous satisfaction of multiple constraints may
AUV
gets
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,;o&entially large computational coat); whereu a general
solution ia any path thai move. toward the target and
stays within a cone of a.c:cepta.bility, with the apex .of the
cone at the target location. The cone defines the degree to
which predaion must inc:reue u the AUV nears the target.
The general solution trades performance for robustness.
An early example algorithm developed by Larcombe and
Steer [18] which embodie. some of these characteristics ia
shown in figure 5. Although thia ia only a simulation' the
control ia c:anied out using some of the ideu and principles outlined in the preceeding paragraphs. The algorithm
uses a blend of three constraints to guide the robot to ita
goal; the enclidian distance between the robot and the
goal, the angular error between the desired goal posture
and the current vehicle heading, and the perpendicular
distance from a point on the robot-system to a line drawn
through the desired posture axis at the goal location. The
algorithm include. explicitly, and in a separate phase of
the overall computation, the kinematic and dynamic constraints of a non-holonomic vehicle. We therefore maintain
that such an algorithm could be applied to an underwater
robot-vehicle. We also finesse issues concerned with pro.
ducing planned paths that cannot be achieved in practise
by a real vehicle. At each "moment" on its course to the
desired goal the algorithm recomputes the next best move
to enable it, ultimately, to reach its goal. The algorithm
has also been designed to allow range and bearing information about unmapped obstacles to modify the actions
of the robot-vehicle. Since the objects are unmapped they
could be other moving vehicles. To overcome uncertainty
in the actual movement the algorithm continually recomputes the control actions needed to achieve the goal. For
this it needs navigational data. Although not implemented
the algorithm hu the potential to work in situations where
the goal location, a constraint, changes. above.
LOW-LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEMS

The low level control system is contained in one EDACT
module shown in figure 6. This low level control system
operates at the Cutest response time, (see figure 6 and controls the instantaneous state oCthe vehicle. Commands are
passed to the low level system in the form of set points for
posture, position, and velocity. The muter sequencer co.
ordinates the various low level control system components.
For example the controllers block consists of controllers
for all the various actuators on the AUV. The muter sequencer is responsible for sequencing the desired controller
at the appropriate time. For example, during testing the
performance of a neural net heading controller might be
compared to the performance o{ a fuzzy logic controller.
A message sent to the master sequeacer enables flexible
selection of the particular controller to be used without
recompiling the low level control system before each test.
Part o{ this research will investigate and compare various
low level control strategies including gain-scheduled PID,
9 The vehicle simulated is actually a non-holonomic: tricycle
vehicle. However we maintain that the same fuzzy logic: principles c:an be applied to an Wld.erwater vehicle.
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Figure 5: A {uzzy "style" algorithm that takes u its input
the robot-vehicle's current position and beading and a goal
position and heading and then "maps" the "difference"
between them directly into actions {or the controllers of
motion and heading to act. on. Unmapped objects are also
avoided.
neural net, sliding mode, and fuzzy. We describe these in
the following paragraphs.
Linear
A simulation has been built and tested. using a gain
scheduling PID controller. This simulation used a model
of the Draper Laboratories unmanned untethered vehicle.
Work is underway on validating a similar PID controller
for the Ocean Voyager.
Neural
Venugopal has developed a neural network control scheme
for the Draper Vehicle. The control scheme is on-line,
that is, the controller adapts itsel{ a.s along u the vehicle
is under operation. A-priori knowledge of the vehicle dynamics, the environment or other characteristics which are
necessary for the design of conventional controllers, are not
needed in the present scheme [21), and [22]. The neural
network learns the dynamics in very few learning cycles,
taking the correct control action {or an effective motion
through specified paths. The scheme ha.s been tested on
a linearized model of the vehicle dynamics u well u the
nonlinear model, through simulations. Also the designed
scheme is linked to the 6-DOF simulation of the vehicle.
The neural network control scheme used in our studies is
shown in figure 1 The overall mission planning, guidance
and control setup is u shown in figure 2.
The path-planner sends the desired vehicle states, the
(z, y, z) position and the pitch, heading and roll to the
controller. The controller generates the correct control actions for the stern plane and rudder of the vehicle, while
adapting itself to the dynamics, environment and the disturbances. Individual networks are used for the control of
each state, and are updated using the corresponding error. The updating of the neural network weights are done
based on the error between the desired states (generated
by the planner) and the actual vehicle states, monitored by

by the neural network once it becomes trained. During
the laat stage of &he project we would like to experiment
with our algorithms &nd architectures on an actual AUV,
which, so far, haa been limited to simulations.
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Figure 6: Communicationa layout for subsurface vehicle.

The inherent nonlinear nature o£ submersible control respon.te coupled with the variability of the ocean enviroament make robut controller desip difficult. Fuaay Lope:
Controllen (FLC) have shown promise iD coatrollias com·
plex, nonliaear, or poorly defined systems [19}. The noD•
linear nat.nre of Cnzay logic: controllen coupled with &heir
ability to reproduce qualitative &nd heuristic: informatioa
about desired coatroller response make them a prouU.ing candidate for AUV control. Smith haa shown tha&
fusay logic: con&rollen can be ·viewed aa smooth variable
structure controllers [15], [13). Thus FLCs should perform at level8 comparable or superior to conventional slid·
ing mode variable structure controllers. Fuzzy logic tech·
Diques have been applied successfully to a six degree of
freedom ftigh& controller for a helicopter system [19}. An
automated method for the design, calibration, and &Dalysis of fuzzy logic controllers has been developed [15}. One
goal of this research will be to investigate the application
of this method to the control of an A UV.
ENVmONMENTAL SENSORS

This section describes two recent sensor and sensor technology developments. Cuschieri is developing a high resolution 3-D sonar imaging system for AUVs. LeBlanc,
Schock and their co-workers have been developing a chirp
sonar system. Such technological development will extend
the type of missiona or tasks an underwater robot could
deal with.
3-D Sonar Imaging

Figure 7: Neural network controller.

the sensors. We are able to control the vehicle using this
scheme with zero tracking error for arbitrary commanded
states. The present scheme Use8 a four layer network, with
a maximum of 281 interconnediona, which is computationally inexpenaive for a real time implementation.
Three learning algorithms have been tried on the Draper
Vehicle dynamics; the backpropaga&ion algorithm, CMAC,
and the ALOPEX. The relative merits and demerits of
these algorithms for neurocol\!follers are being compared.
Currently we are also developing the ALOPEX algorithm
with an architecture involving memory neurons. We expee& that some of the problems associated with backpropagation and CMAC, when used in control applications,
could be solved using this architecture. We propose to implement the control scheme on the vehicle, initially with
a human operator. The operator would then be replaced
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Results from a high resolution 3-D sonar imaging system
being developed by Cuschieri [1] are shown in figure 8. The
device consist. of a forward looking sonar with a separate
projector and receiver. The projector is a line source with
an 80 degrees by 1 degree beam pattern, which is electronically scanned within a 150 degree sector. The receiver
is a multi-element array, where each transducer element
has a directivity pattern which covers a full sector of view,
one that is 150 degrees by 80 degrees. The purpose of
this sonar system is to produce three (3-0) images which
display the underwater topography within the sector o{
view up to a range of 200 metres, with an update rate
of 6 seconds or less. The data received by the sonar system is processed using digital signal processing techniques
which, after optimization of the system parameters c&n
produce high resolution images. The size of the sonar system is sufficiently small that it can be mounted on an
AUV. The generated images are of such quality that they
can be used for AUV tasks such aa obstacle avoidance,
navigation, and object classification. The data processing is baaed on multiple cross-spectral analysis, which allows for the abstracting of the signal from the background

noise. Significa.n&. data procesmg is required to generate
the images; but tlaroap the ue of modern Digital Signal
Proceaaing chip~, it ia J)C*ible to perform the processing
in near real-time. The generation of the croN spectra is
bued on either duacal estimation methoda or on more
modern spectral estimation techniques such u maximum
entropy method& Simulations have been carried out in
order to explore the suitability of the different approac:hes
for high resolution image recoutradion.
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Figure 8: Experimental results using 3-0 sona.r system
in-air.
Chirp Sonar

The data shown in figure 9 was obtained fzom the chirp
sona.r system developed by LeBlanc, Schock et al. [9], [10].
The figure shows the results from a geodetic survey off of
the Florida coast near FAU in Boca Raton. The location
of eac:h data point wu supplied from a Magnavox MX-200
GPS unit housed on- boa.rd our depa.rtmental vessel. The
depths were obtained from the first return of the high resolution Chirp Sonar system. The dista.nce between samples
is of order 60 feet.
A description of the chirp sonar follows. The chirp sonar
is a calibrated wideba.nd (2-10kHz) digital FM sonar that
provides qua.ntitative, (::::: 10cm) high resolution, deep penetration (::::: lOOm) low noise subbottom data. In addition,
it generates a.n acoutic pulse with special frequency domain weighting which provides a nearly consta.nt resolution with depth. The chirp sonar was developed with the
objective of remote ac:out.ic classification of seafloor sediments. In addition to producing high resolution images,
the calibrated digitally recorded data a.re processed to estimate surficial coefficients u well u complete sediment
impulse profiles. Surficial sediments from Narraga.nsett
Bay, in Rhode Isla.nd, (RI) have been used to provide a
ground truth for a.n acoustic model. Qua.ntitative acoustic
returns from the chirp sonar have been used to estimate
surficial acoustic impeda.nce a.nd to predict sediment properties. A robust acoustic classification model which uses
core models to account for the local depositional environment have been developed. The model used an estimate of
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Figure 9: Geodetic survey off of Boca Raton Florida taken
during Ma.rch 1992. Location of each data point supplied
from a Magnavox MX-200 GPS unit. Depths taken from
output of the high resolution Chirp Sona.r system. The
distance between samples is 60 feet.

the acoustic impedance to predict surficial density, porosity, compressibility, a.nd rigidity. The compa.risons showed
a high correlation between the core-determined sediment
properties and the estimates obtained from acoustic mea.surements.
A relaxation time model hu been developed that combines
the variou dissipative energy lou mechanisms of sound in
marine sediments into a single parameter. Historical data
were a.nalysed by converting attenuation values reported in
"dB/mOkHa" to a single relaxation time value. Analysis
of previous attenuation measurements supported the use
of a relaxation-time model. Based on a la.rge collection of
data, a.n empirical equation has been developed which relates relaxation time to grain size. Using this model, very
little phase dispersion ia observed for a correlated chirp
pulse travelling through 40m of sand, silt, or clay.· Yet., this
is not so for a pulse in the ultrasonic frequency ra.nge (0.21.0 MHz) traveling through only lOcm of clay. Here significa.nt dispersion is noted. Because of the unique Gaussianlike shape of the correlated chirp pulse power spectrum,
pulse elongation owing to attenuation is minimized. Using
the centre frequency shift in the power spectrum, a new

'" ututueou frequency" method of attenuation estima.tion hu been propoMd which overcomes the problem of interfering rdectiou. Bued on the relaxation-time model,
the correlated chirp pa.be L. syuthetically attenuated to~
tabli..h a rel&tion between relaxation time ud centre Crequency shift. ' /n rilu aediment.-&ype predictiou from chirp
sonar uing &he iu&utueou frequency method and analyaes of core aamples taken in N uracaueu Bay, RI, are in
good apeement.
SENSORY INTEB.PB.ETATION FOB.
UNDERWATER ROBOTS
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A new paradigm !or seuory interpretation L. required in
the marine environment. Algorithma !or senaory intepretation !or land bued mobile robot vehicles can a.uume,
qu.i te reuonably, that t he cauM o! seuor motion L. self
generated. Underwater thi.. assumption L., in general, no
longer true. Random and systematic forces impose themselves on submembles di..turbing their position and velocity from that expected. Research L. underway to develop
algorithma that would implement an interpreter !or sonar
data-10 Hallam [6) informally defines a sonar interpreter
in terma of the task it performa.
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Figure 10: Organisation of a sonar interpreter for underwater robots.

A sonar intepreter hu the task of uaing acoustic
data gathered by a physical sonar attached to
an underwater freely mobile "platform" to construct detailed extero-centric t hreHimensional
computational modela of the shape of the seabed
and objects in the vehicle's environment. Its
task is alao to deduce the positions and velocities of those objects and the observer with respect to a fixed viewpoint independent frame of
reference.
A sonar intepreter should take into account the !allowing: (1) The description it produces should be view independent, (2) the system must be real-&ime 11 , (3) objects
will be visible irregularly and a& random, (4) information
concerning both diffuse and specular reflections should be
used, (5) much of the time an object will be invisible (in
this situation range shadows contain useful in!ormation),
and, (6) u the in!orma&ion content o{ the input Calla the
quality of the in!ormation from the sonar interpreter ought
to degrade gracefully.
An outline [6) of a sonar interpreter L. shown in figure 10.
While some seuory interpretation systema invoke a-priori
models and attempt to iututiate them, the approach
adopted here is bued on the construction o! a-po•teriori
models of the structure &dually obeerved. The interpreter
L. data driven. 12 In this sense, its optiaJ analog is the
10 We are a1ao explorinc the ~oint t.e o( seo.magnetic iofanna&ion to &Upnent auc:h a map.
•
11 By real-time we mean producins output instructions at a
rate sufficient for the taak
12 In later stases we would anticipate directins the attention
of the interpreter in certain way.. Thia auertion is baaed on
the ac:cwnulatins evidence of the use o( "reciprocity" in the
perception procesteS of livins sen10ry-motor systema.
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approach which first detects the "low-level" features and
then attempts to build a computational description.
As part of this programme of work we intend to use the
chirp sonar subbottom protiling system in conjunction
with a well known and established technique from the field
of scene reconstruction to automatically extract otherwise
unavailable information about the shape, structure, and
composition o{ the subbottom of the sea-floor.

u.. of specular reflections
As Hallam originally pointed out by judicious use of the
information available in the specular reflections and the
history of the motion of the vehicle, we can cla.ssiCy the
specular echo sources and infer the local s'ructure of the
objects bearing them. The motivation for using this information is that the properties of the sources are important cues for the map making process. For example, are
these obeerntiou &he result of echoes from a cylinder or
a sphere? Thus this information cu be used to drive the
object model.liDg activity ud, almost certainly, will need
to interact with the uno&ated map processes. Knowledge
ofthe source properties is use!ul in two main ways, (1) &he
different source types reflect observer motion in difl'eren&
ways depending on the source topology, and this may be
used to construct a correction term for the motion resolution system to account for t he source behaviour, and
(2) a partial knowledge of the properties of a given source
may be used to sugges' suitable observer motion strategies
for elucidating the information necessary to complete the
description of the source.

ANNOTATED MAP SYSTEM

The annotated map system is intended to provide a framework to represent the cartographic: in!ormation that make.
mission planning and guidance euy and &.at. In additition
to repre.enting objec:U and tenain data, there are &DDota-tiona attached to the objec:U which conaist o! descriptiou
ol objec:U, hints Cor perception and control, and specifica-tiona o! actiou &t particular situationa. Tying knowledge
in annot&tiona to parlicular objec:U and loc:&tiou in the
map will make it possible to pre-pl&D difficult miuion segments and to retrieve this information efficiently during
execution. There are two type. o! &CXe8l to inlormatioll:
querie1 and triggers. Querie1 allow a module to fetch all
annotationa o! a spec:ified type or all objec:U satisfying a
criteria. Triggers are set up during mission pre-planning
and, once activated u specific contexts, they deliver an
appropriate pre-stored meaqe to wake up a set o! sleeping module. or to alert a running module to change its
conditions. This framework o! &DDotated maps will enable
miuiona which would not otherwise be possible due to realtime constraints and limits in processing and algorithmic
power. Map• &lao help in vehicle poeition conection during
a miaion.
The underwater environment poses new challenges to map
representation and processing. Some o£ the· issues are representations of objects in 3-D space, handling of uneven
distribution of objects, efficient storage and retrieval o£
large mapa, maintaining consistency during on-line updates of map data, and so on. In many o£ the missiona
envisaged the objects could be both physical (eg: rock,
sunken barge, or pipe) u well u abstract (eg. salinity,
temperature, electro-magnetic or acoustic signals). These
could be either natural or man-made and need to be supported by appropriate annotations.
Mapping o£ a large area necessitates a variable resolution
representation o£ information in order to conserve storage. space and to reduce accesa time. Aa different modules have to share the map information, there is a need
to have a distributed architecture supporting a point-topoint communication. Moreover, providing an interactive
u.eer inter!ace to create and edit map knowledge base is an
important design aspect.
The proposed design envia&ge. a multiple-level resolution
map representation, identification o£ a set o£ classes o{ objects with specific shape. and other related characteristics,
and a distributed architecture to integrate the different
functional modules. The map knowledge base consists o£
an object database, a depth information table, and a grid
database. The map system supports spatial queries with
the help of the grid database in which the positional in!ormatioD o£ objects is recorded.
OCEAN SCIENCE TASKS

Much haa been written about the use or AUVs for science tasks. A torpedo shaped robot-submarine such as
this first FAU vehicle, will have a role to play in monitoring the euphotic zone. Amongst the variables o£ interest
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are temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygeD, ftourescenc:e,
irradiance, beam traumiuion, diuolved organic and inorganic carbon, particulate organic carbon, nitrogen, nutrients, phytoplankton, primary production and particulate

Sux.
We plan to use existing selliOrs and instrumentation wherever pa.ible. This effort it beins pursued in conjunction with input from .Centists at the University o! South
Florida ud the Uninrsity of Hawaii. To gain experience with a real vehicle while Duu et al are developing the Oceaa Voyqer we are exploring the pouibility oC
taking adYantqe of the upcomi.ns availability or a robotnbmarille developed at MIT. Ou outline pl&D is to ue
this smaller, lightweight vehicle to experimeDt with and
then to share algorithms and the le110ns learned with the
development vehicle, Ocean Voyqer.
The seuonal bolllldary layer hu been identified by
Woods [23]u beins one of the principal subjects for ocean
monitorins. 15 The seuonal boundary layer of the ocean
it the upper layer mixed vertically in winter by nocturnal convection f'orc:ed by nr!ace cooling or freesing. The
depth o£ the seasonal boundary layer is leu than one hundred metres in the tropics. It increuea with latitude. The
seuonal boundary layer and the thermocline ventilation
must be accurately simulated by climate forecasting models and they must be accurately monitored by a Global
Ocean Observing System (GOOS) (23]. The plan is to
use the either the Ocean Voyager and/or the MIT Sea
Grant vehicle "'dyssey" to measure regions and zones o£
this thermal boundary. A small scale characterisation o£
upects of the gulf stream temperature variations oft' the
Florida coast could be undertaken, {or example.
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OCEAN ENGINEERING AT FAU
Ocean Enginering at FAU ofFered their first course, "An introduction to Oceanography" ill 1964. By the Fall of 1965
35 students had registered and in doing so became the first
Ocean Engineering deputmen t in the world. Moving forward in time to 1986 the Naval Systems Warfare Centre
funded a study jointly carried out by FAU (S. Dunn) and
CMU (C. Thorpe). A Florida High Technology Indust ry
Council initiative resulted in support of $110,000/yr between 1987-1989. In 1989 Cusc:hieri in conjunction with
Herbert from CMU were awarded an N.S.F grant totalling
some $200,000 for work on sonar vision. The Advanced
Marine SysteDUI Center in which the AUV development
effort takes place wu started and is directed by Professor Stanley Dunn. This centre is funded by the State of
Florida. This support is over $300,000/yr. This funding started in 1989. Again in 1989 and to complement
this support from the State Perry Technologies agreed to
jointly fund a programme o£ development in A UVa. The
total amount of that funding wu $100,000 from each partner. During the same year FAU and Perry jointly initiated the 1st International Human Powered Submarine
Race. This competition held again lut year (1991) and
attracted 36 entries of which 34 actually competed. The
total amount of £unding needed for thia effort wu of order $500,000 much of which wu recouped from sponaers.
In 1991 Dunn and Ganesan were £unded by the N.S.F to
investigate annotated maps. This programme is funded
to about $100,000/yr. This award "complements" an
N.S.F. funded programme into annotated mapa awarded
to Thorpe at CMU. The chirp sonar programme is currently !unded to about $250,000 by the Office of Naval
Research.
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NAnONAL INSTrruTE OF STANDARDS
AND TECHNOLOGY
John W. Lyons, Dltec:tol

_ ABSTRACT

The problem of constant perception despite varying visual sensations. i.e.. how
despite different images of the same scene. the world is perceived as stationary, has
puzzled many researchers in the last five decades. In an attempt to answer this question another basic question arises: Is there an image-sequence transformation under
which permanent properties of the environment are preserved during the motion of the
eye?
This paper deals with motion-based image transformations that lead to new
representations of 3-D objects for a rectilinear motion of an observer.

In the new

representations a stationary environment is kept invariant or "frozen" in spite of the fact
that the images on the retina are continuosly changing. Since the 3-D stationary
environment is also represented

~

a stationary environment. moving objects can be

easily detected and a good estimation of the scene from a long sequence of noisy
images can be obtained.
Tilree basic observations which are related to translational motion of an observer
led to the new representations. One is that the radial _d istance of a point in 3-D space
from the camera translational path is kept constant at any instant of time. The second
observation is that the relative depth along the translational path between two points is
the same at any point in time. The third observation is that points in the image plane
move away from the Focus of Expansion (FOE) and towaros the Focus of Contraction
(FOC).
The new representations are simple. All measurements for these representations
take place in camera coordinates. only one camera is necessary. and the magnitude of
the camera velocity vector need not be known. The representations are pixel based,
i.e., they involve local and parallel computations. The mathematics involved is simple.
and thus it may be suitable for real time applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During eye motion in a stationary environment, the projection of objects in the
world is continuously changing (Figure 1), but we perceive the world as stationary.
Why? Are there properties of the image that. under some transformation remain constant
during the motion of the eye? In other words, are there visual invariants that will
result in new representations in which the transformed projected objects are "frozen"?
Many researchers, especially in the field of psychology (e.g., Cutting [9] and Gibson
[12]) have asked this question before and tried to answer it. If such invariants exist
then there may be support for a new theory of perception.
Clearly, the geometrical telationships of a stationary environment are invariants.
The problem is, why do we perceive them as such. What is

meas~

and calculated

such that it is perceived as stationary?
This paper deals with motion-based image transformations that lead to new
representations of 3-D objects for a

translation~

motion of an observer. In the new

representations a stationary environment is kept invariant or "frozen" in spite of the
fact that the images on the retina are continuously changing. The representations are
based on nonlinear functions of optical flow, i.e., the coordinate system is optical flow
dependent.
•

Three basic observations which are related to translational motion of an observer
led to the new tepresentations. One is that the radial distance of a point in 3-D space
from the camera translational path is kept constant at any instant of time. The second
observation is that the relative depth along the translational path between any two
chosen points is the same at all instants of time. The third observation is that points in
the image plane move away from the Focus of Expansion (FOE) and towards the Focus
of Contraction (FOC).
The three coordinates for some of the new representations are: 1) the physical distance of a point in 3-D from the axis of motion expressed in terms of optical flow. 2)
the physical depth of the point in 3-D from the camera pinhole point expressed in terms
of optical flow, and 3) the angle of the radial line on which the point is moving in the
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image plane.
The optical ftow analysis takes place in a spherical

(R~)

coordinate system

(rather than· X-Y -Z). In this system, ·since we deal with translation only along the optical axis, any point in this coordinate system moves along a constant • radial line and
can be processed independently of any other point.
The new representations are simple. All the related measurements take place in
camera coordinates, only one camera is used, and the magnitude of the camera velocity vector need not be known in some of the representations. The representations arc
pixel based, i.e., they involve local computations that can be executed in parallel
We start with a description of the coordinate system (Section 2). In Section 3 it is
shown how points in 3-D space share the same time dependent optical-flow based
invariants. In Section 4 we show ·how to usc the invariants to represent objects in 3-D
space in a way such that they appear "frozen". Several domains arc described.
2. COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR 3-D SPACE
In a rectilinear motion with no rotation, points in the image plane move radially

away from the Focus of Expansion (FOE) (Figure 2a) and towards the Focus of Contraction (FOC) (Figure 2b). Based on this observation we usc an R -~ spherical (also
known as the velocity egosphere (8]) rather than an X-Y -Z cartesian representation of
points in space, which reduces to a

8-~

representation in the image domain.

Figures 3a, 3b, and 4 show the chosen coordinate system and the definitions of r
and the angles 8 and

f.

If the optical axis coincides with the ttanslational vector then,

in the image domain constant 9 corresponds to a radial line that emerges from the FOE
and constant 8 corresponds to a circle whose center is the FOE. Given a point
(x-y-z) in the (X -Y -Z) coordinate system, it can be transformed to a (r--8-+) point

in the (R 9

~)domain

(i.e., the velocity egosphere [8]) and vice versa.

In this paper we assume that the camera (observer) undergoes only ttanslational

motion along the optical axis. Using the R --8-4» coordinate system, any point in the
image domain moves radially, i.e., along a constant • line. In the velocity egosphere
coordinate system a point in the image can be processed independently of any other
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point, and a constant • line may be processed as a 1-0 image.
3. MOTION INVARIANTS
We describe two invariants. (Sec [S] and Figure S). It can be shown (sec for
example [4,8]) that

8
v = rsina
--

(1)

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. a is the optical flow along a
8
radial line with constant • (a great circle on the.· velocity egosphere). The value r .
sm8
is the same for all points (except for two singular points at 9=0 and 6=Jt) in 3-0 space.
If in addition the velocity V of the observer remains constant, then this relationship

holds for all time instants. a and .a can be measured/computed at each instant of time,
and hence the nonlinear function

8

.
can be ·obtained.
sm8

The following is a description of the two invariants in terms of optical flow (see
1
1
1
[S]). We denote them by - - and - - . They all have units of -.--.
'tc
'tp
tune
1.

8
(Figure 6): All points in 3-0 space (except
"Cc
sin2a
those that lie on the motion axis, i.e., 8=0 and 6=Jt) that lie on a cylindrical sur- ·

The clearance invariant l

face whose symmetry axis coincides with the camera motion direction share this
invariant, i.e.• have the same 'tc. In this case the radius of the cylinder r sin& is

.

8
constant and so, using Equation (1 ), . 2 remains constant.
sm a
This invariant has been used by Raviv (3] to develop a robust, integration-based,
and massively parallel method for reconstructing 3-D scenes. Albus [8] has suggested
that this invariant can be used to measure clearance.

2.

The time to contact invariant

1
"Cp

28 (Figure 7)· All points in 3-0 space .
sin28
·

(except for 9=0 and 8=1t) that lie on a plane which is perpendicular to the direction of motion of. the came~ share this invariant, i.e., have the same
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'tp.

In this

case rcos6 (the distance from the surface) is constant and so, using Equation (1).
26
.
sin
remams constanL
26
This is the same invariant described by

~

[1] and his collegucs [2). More about

extraction of 'tp from visual data can be found in [ 4].

4. THE NEW 3-D REPRESENTATIONS
We describe space-dependent and time-dependent representations. All representations are derived for an instantaneous translation of the observer in a stationary
environmenL
As mentioned in the introduction
section of this paper there arc three basic obser,
vations that led to the new representations. For a translational motion of of an observer
the distance of a point in 3-D space from the camera translational path is constant at
any instant of time, the relative depth between points is the same at any point in time,
and points in the image plane move away from the Focus of Expansion (FOE).

SPACE REPRESENTATIONS
These representations arc based on the two previously described invariants
and - 1-. Figure 8 shows one of the new coordinate systems.

1
'tc

The axes arc:

'tp

2

sin26
and 4>. 'tc V of a point is the distance from the point to
6
26
the motion axis. 'tp V of a point is its depth (where the camera' s focal point is at the

'tc V

= sin 6 , 'tp V

origin).

~is

=

constanL

Clearly, based on the previously described invariants and coordinate system a
point in 3-D space which is represented in this space has the same 'tc V, and the same
<P for all time instants. Thus a 3-D surface appears the same in this coordinate system at

all instants of time (except that it is shifted along the

'tp V

axis). Note that in this

representation any constant ~ plane can be processed independently of other constant ~
plane. The problem is reduced from 3-D to 2-D. Figure 9 shows a 3-D object in camera coordinates (depth, radial distance, and radial angle) at three different time instants
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(figure 9a) and the representation of this object as extracted from the optical flow at the

same three time instants (Figure 9b). Note that in the new domain the object appears
the same at the three instants of time (but shifted vertically).
Another way of representing the information about a 3-D point is by having a
coordinate system which is basically X -Y-z but expressed in terms of optical flow.
The coordinates in this case are tc V cos+, tc V sin+, and tp V. Figure lOa shows a 3-D
object in the X -Y -z camera coonlinate system at six different instants of time. Figure
lOb shows the images of this object at the same six time instants. When using this
optical flow based transformation the object appears as in Figure lOa, i.e., the same at

all time instants but shifted along the vertical axis (Figure lOc).
TIME REPRESENTATION
The space representations depend on the knowledge of the magnitude of the vector

V. However, in many cases, the speed V may not be available or not important (in
behavior related situations the important parameters are the ratios between space and
time for example the ''time-to contact" [1]). In such cases a representation which is
only time dependent can be used. The axes in this representations ate tc, tp , and cl>
or, tccos+. tcsin+, and tp. The representation Qf objects in this case is scaled as a
function of the velocity of the observer (Figure 11 ).

REPRESENTATIONS FOR "FREEZING" 3-D SURFACES
Based on the previously described space representations we describe other
representations that freeze(!) the 3-D stationary environment while the camera is moving. In other words, any surface in space appears at the same location, orientation and
size for all time instants. These representations are obtained by modifying the space
representations. In the space representations a surface in 3-D space is invariant but _is
shifted along one axis as a function of time. The shift is actually the distance that the
camera undergoes, or -JV (t)dt where the limits of the integral are from some initial
time to to the "current" time t 1•
The axes of these representations are (Figure 12): tc V, tp V+JV(t)dt, and <1>, or

tc Vcos+. tc Vsin+. and tp V+jV(t)dt. A 3-D object and its representation in the new
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domain are shown.
Clearly, these representations are very useful for recursive estimation, Kalman
filtering etc. They rely on local operations and involve simple computations. They can
be used to eliminate global ftow i.e.. ftow induced by the camera motion, detect local
motion, avoid moving objects, robustly reconstruct 3-D objects with only one moving
camera. recognize 3-D objects, ere.

S. RESULTS
Using a simulation program we verified one of the new representations. Figure 13
shows the projections of four identical 3-D objects at two different time instants. The
projections were obtained at two different locations of the camera that underwent translation only. Note that the projections at the two time instants

aJC

completely different.

The arrows show the translation of points on the objects along radial lines. At each of
the two time instants we computed the coordinates of the eight points of each object in
the new domain and verified that in the {'tc V.
are obtained.

.

'tp V

) coordinates the computed values

Since 8 can be only approximated, the values that we obtained were

"almost" the· same.
6 . FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Currently new representations are sought. We are trying to extend the representations to six-depee-of-freedom motion of the camera. The representations are being
implemented on a real robotic system.
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Figure 1: A Sequence of Images

Figure 2a: Optical Flow Relative to the Focus of Ezpanslon
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fOre 2b: Optical Plow Relative to the Focus of Contraction
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A VISION-BASED METHOD FOR AUTONOMOUS LANDING
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents eight visual cues to be used as part of a control loop for
autonomous landing. The idea is based on fixating the camera at the vanishing point of the
projection of the runway in the image. 2-D geometrical cues are used to derive the visual
cues. The visual cues that are extracted are the relative location of the camera to the runway
in terms of the runway width, orientanon of the camera. and relevant angles such as glide
slope angle.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft control is a complex real-time control task. It consists of controlling the sixdegrees-of-freedom of an aircraft using instruments' input, audio information, and visual
data. There are four major parts during a flight: take-off, cruise, descent, and landing. The
last stage, i.e. the landing, of the flight is considered to be the most difficult one. The pilot
has to control the speed of the aircraft as well as to keep it on a special approach path called
glide slope. There are audio and visual aid systems to ease the landing task. However.
sometimes this information may not be available e.g., for small runways or a field, nor
submitted (intentionally) to avoid foe radar from detecting related radar signals. This
suggests that other means of landing assistance may be needed. One of them is using vision. i.e .• using a camera on board for achieving (partially or completely) the task of
landing.
Landing an aircraft means to bring the aircraft on ground safely without damaging it.
The landing process starts with final approach and during this stage the pilot has to meet
three major subtasks simultaneously. These are: (1) keeping the aircraft above the extended
centerline of the runway, (2) maintaining approach angle to the runway at the specified
value (usually 3•), and (3) slowing down and maintaining a specific airspeed.
Currently there are several sys~ems [1.2] that assist the pilot during the task of landing
such as the Instrument Landing System (ll..S), the Microwave Landing System (MLS), and
the Precision Approach Radar (PAR). Other available systems are described in [3,4).
Lateral and vertical control of the aircraft for landing using a radar system has already been
tested [5-7].

·

Achieving the task of landing by using visual cues is one of the challenging and
interesting problems of active vision. There are several advantages of using vision. It is a
passive method, i.e. it does not require active submittance of signals from ground. Since
the runway environment is highly structured, a few relevant signals can be extracted easily
from the image. Dealing with continuous images, makes the projection of the runway move
very slowly in the image, which helps reducing the search area for the runway. A
disadvantage .of using vision is that the runway has to be visible.
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Recently autonomous landing using vision has been achieved in a lab environment.
Dickmanns and Graefe [8] developed a vision based system which is used for landing (9].
In their system, re63vant features for the task of aircraft landing is tracked by a single firstorder Kalman filter. Using this system in a six-degree-of-freedom simulation, with realtime image processing. complete landing is performed autonomously. In their approach the
airspeed is the only measurement that is not extracted by vision.
In this paper, our goal is to find the relevant visual cues with respect to the runway.
Section 2 defines the runway, camera coordinate system, and the vanishing point. Section
3 describes the geometric and visual cues for landing. In section 4, we discuss current and
future work.

2. DEFINITIONS

&

ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Runway
.
In this application, the runway is assumed to be flat and have a rectangular shape. We
also assume that information about the physical size of the runway is not available. Its
middle is marked, and the whole runway is visible, in particular the beginning T (the so
called threshold), the middle marker M, and the end E (Figure 1).
2.2 Camera Coordinate System
We assume a pinhole camera model with planar image plane. In Figure 2, (X,Y,Z) is
the camera coordinate system and the pinhole of the camera is at its origin. Planar (x-y)
coordinate system is used for the image plane.
2.3 Yanishine Point of The Runway
Vanishing point of the imaged runway is a point on the image plane, where the
projections of the parallel side lines of the runway intersect. There are several advantages of
the vanishing point. Translational motion of the camera doesn't change the location of the
vanishing point in the image plane. Yaw and pitch rotational motions, however, causes the
vanishing point to shift on the image plane. When the camera is translated along the Z axis,
the side lines of the runway will move away or towards the vanishing point (Figure 3).
Effects of moving the camera along X and Y axes are shown in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. Note that the vanishing point in all these translational motions stays in the
same location. There already exist techniques for extracting and using the vanishing point
[10] by using planar geometty, but these techniques give very noisy data that is not suitable
for our application. We extract the vanishing point for runway by using the centerline and
the three markers i.e., the threshold, the middle marker and the end.

3. GEOMETRICAL and YISUAL CUES FOR LANDING

3. 1 Geometrical Relations
In this section, we discuss some of the 2-D geometric relations that will be used later
for extracting the visual cues. Refer to Figure 6. D, C, T, M. and E are points on a planar
surface. Let TM and ME be equal and DC be perpendicular to extended TE line. The angle
TDM, angle TDE, and angle CTD are denoted by .01, ~.and .Q, respectively. Since TM
and ME are equal, !lean be found in terms of .01, and~ (Appendix A).
!l = ...!£ _ tan- 1 (
2

2

tan ~

_

1

ta~ .Ql

)

(1)

This means that if !l1 and~ are measured angles, then .Q can be computed. Later this
result will be used for finding the glide slope angle.
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Figure 7 shows a uiangle denoted by ABC. AO is perpendicular to DC and A is the
center of DC. This uiangle and the circle shown in Figure 7 have well known properties
(see Appendix Band [11]). hla and mla can be written in tenns of a and 41 as follows:

.!!. =(cos;) /c + ·J /c + 1
2

a
m

a=

. 2

4) /c +

( .

.J_Jc_2 _+_1

SID 'f'

2

(2)
(3)

where

/c

= cos'

(4)

tan a
We shall show later that using these relations, the location of the camera pinhole relative
to the runway can be determined in terms of the runway width.

3.2 Visual Cues For Landin&
Based on the previous geometrical relations and assumptions. we suggest eight
different visual cues. They are the lateral angle, the vertical angle, relative position
information of the camera pinhole in magnitudes of the runway width (3 cues), and
orientation of the camera relative to runway (3 .cues).
Figure 8 shows an overall view of the runway, the image plane, the pinhole of the
camera, the vanishing point and the relations between them. The runway and the image
plane are drawn with bold lines. The extension of the sidelines of the runway is denoted by
V, and the vanishing point by V. P is the location of the camera pinhole. CT is the
extended centerline of the runway. Let the rectangle GPDC be perpendicular to CE and the
rectangle GFEC be in the same plane as the runway. GC, QT, NM, and FE are parallel to
each other and all of them are perpendicular to the centerline of the runway. Angle GPC
and CID are the lateral 'P and vertical !J angles, respectively. a, 41, a, !J1, and .D.! angles
in the Figure 8 are real angles in 3-D.
· In this section we describe how to extract the above mentioned cues from the image
plane. First, let the camera fixate on the vanishing point such that the image plane is
perpendicular to the PV and is parallel to GPDC rectangle.
PCf and PGQ defines two planes (also shown in Figure 9). Since the plane GPDC is
parallel to the image plane, the lateral angle 'P and the angle a in GPDC plane can be
measured from the image plane. Figure 10 shows the perspective projection of the runway
in the image plane as described in Figure 8. Q, T, M, and E are the perspective
projection of Q, T, M, and E of Figure 8, respectively. By using the measured angles 'I'
and a, hlw and m/w (Figure 8) can be computed by

h

kt + Jr-~-:-+1
w = (cos'P)
2

k+J k:+

m
1
1
- = (sin'P
)----w
2
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(4)

(5)

where
k _ cos'P
1 - tan C1

(6)

'P, hlw and mlw are three visual cues.
Using Figure 8 and 11 we show how to extract another .visual cue.
, The
, pinhole of the
camera and the image plane from Figure 8 are shown in Figure 11. F and N (Figure 11) are
the perspective projection ofF and N (Figure 8), respectively. Note that in Figure 8, plane
PQF is parallel to plane DTE. Since QT. NM, and FE are parallel, angles QPN, TDM,
, ,
andQPN are the same angles and denoted by .01• Similarly, the angles QPF, TDE,
and QPF are the same angles and denoted by ~· Using .01 and ~. the glide slope angle
.Q, fourth visual cue, can be computed.
Note that in Figure 8 the image plane is perpendicular to CE. Hence QT and its
perspective projection onto the image plane are parallel. Therefore, PQ i in Figure 12
(which shows similar geometry to that of Figure 11) and PQT in Figure 8 are similar
triangles. Hence tP and a are identical in Figure 8 and 12. Using tP and a, another cue, 1/w
(Figure 8), can be computed by

k2+~
-1 = (cos tP) ~-...;....___;,__
2

w

(7)

where

..

k = cos tP
(8)
2
tan a
Note that three of the previously described cues ,i.e. mlw, hlw, and 1/w, define relative
position of the pinhole point of the camera to the runway.
All the relations derived above are based on the assumption that the camera is fixated on
the vanishing point and the image plane is perpendicular to PV (Figure 8). Note that when
the camera is rotated about Pv', these assumptions still hold. The roll angle can also be
extracted from the image. In Figure 13 the image plane is rotated about V. VQT in the
image is identical to the ones in Figure 12. Using the slope of QT, a line that is parallel to
it is drawn
, , and denoted by VB'. Note that the angle between x axis of the image plane and
the V B is the roll angle p and the sixth visual cue.
Assume that the camera can move relative to the runway on a moving platform with
pan/tilt mechanism. Since the camera is fixated on the vanishing point, the pan/tilt angles
between the camera and the platform can be used to measure pitch and yaw angles of the
platform relative to the camera i.e., relative to the runway. Alternatively these two angles
can be measured from the image for non fixating camera. In Figure 14, 0 ' is the optical axis
of the camera which is no longer fixated to the vanishing ,point
, V ., V ,{and I'0 are pamllel
to x and y axes in the image plane, respectively. Angles 0 PI and I P V are the pitch f3 and
yaw 8 angles, respectively. Note that the perspective projection of the runway will be
altered by yaw and pitch rotations of the image plane. By using the amount of rotation the
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effect can be compensated allowing us to usc the previously developed relations.
angles are the last two of the visual cues.
4.

CONCLUSION

and

fJ and

8

FUTURE WORK

Eight visual cues have been introduced: the lateral angle 'I', the glide slope angle D,
three relative position inforq1ation (h/w, mlw. llw). and the orientation of the camera (pitch
fJ, yaw 8, roll p). These cues can be used to control the camera for landing as part of a
control loop. However, we have not described in this paper how to use these cues. The
work described in this paper assumes that the camera is fixated to the vanishing point.
However it can be extended to non fixa~ing camera. We are also working on using
additional cues which are related to motion (e.g. optical flow related cues). Recently we
have achieved the f"rrst set of results on a real miniature six-degree-of-freedom real-time
vision based flight simulator.
APPENDIX A.
From Figure 15 tan(eo+D1) can be written as
tan( {I)+ tl1 ) -- I +h X

=
Similarly

tan(~D:!)

I

h+ tan

(A.l)

{I)

is
tan(

{I)+~)= 2~

+tan

(A.2)

{I)

It is known that
tan a+ tan f3
tan( a+ JJ) = 1- (tan a) (tan P)
Using Equation (A.3), tan({.c)+-.01) and tan( {I)+~) can be written as
tan {I) + tan .01
tan( {I)+ .Qt) = 1- han {I)) (tan D )
1

tan(

{I)+~)=

tan {I) + tan n2
1- han {I)) (tan~)

(A.3)

(A.4)
(A.S)

Solving for 1/Ji from Equation (A. l) and substituting the result back in Equation (A.2)
yields,
(A.6)
tan( {I)+~)= 2 tan( {I)+ .01 ) -tan {I)
Substituting Equations (A.4) and (A.5) back in Equation (A.6), and solving for tanro
results
2
1
(A.7)
tan {I)= tan ~ - tan .01
Since eo+D is equal to tr/2, .Q can be written as

n= ~-tan

-t( tan2~- tan• n.)
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(A.8)

APPENDIX B.
In Figure 7,let d be the diameter of the circle. For the circled and hare given by [11],
d= . a
(B.1)
sm a
and

';1

h=
= I cos '
. Using cosine formula. band c can be written as,
2

2

b = I +

c2 =

(8.2)

2
a)
2 - 2 12acos ( 2n - ' )

(

1 + ( ~)

2

- 2 1 ~ cos ( ~ + , )

(8.3)
(8.4)

Adding Equation (8.3) and (8.4) yields:
2

2

b + c2 = 2 1 +

d2

(8.5)

Subtracting -2bc cosa from both sides of Equation (8.5) yields
2
2
2
~
b + c - 2bc cos a= 21 + 2

-

2bc cos a

(8.6)

Note that the left side of Equation (8.6) is a2. From Equation (8.2) be is equal to dh.
Using these relations Equation (8.6) becomes:
_2

tT

2

=21

+ 2d- -2dh cos

a

(8.7)

Using Equations (8.1) and (8.2) ford and h, respectively, and after organizing it, the
equation becomes

..

~ =212 + d2

2 I cos '
a tan a

(8.8)

Dividing Equation (8.8) by 2a2 and rearranging, it yields
2

- (i)
cos'-.! =0
(l_)
a
a tan a 4

(8.9)

cos q,
k = tan a

(B.lO)

Let
then Equation (8.9) becomes

(8.11)
Solving for Ua yields
_l

a

= k + .J k 2 +
2

1

(8 .12)

Using Equation (8.12) and the angle' in Figure 7, mla and hla can be written easily.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports an approach for estimating structure and motion from stereo image
sequence. First stereo motion estimation model is derived using the direct dynamic motion
estimation technique. The problem is then solved by applying a discrete Kalman filter that
facilitates the use of a long stereo image sequence. Typically the major issues in a motion
estimation method are stereo matching, temporal matching, and noise sensitivity. In the
proposed approach, owing to the use of temporal derivatives in the motion estimation model
temporal matching is not needed. The effort for stereo matching is kept minimum by the use
of a parallel binocular configuration. Furthermore, noise smoothing is achieved by the use of
a sufficiently large number of measurement points and a long sequence of stereo images. A
preliminary simulation study has been conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recovering structure and motion from a image sequence has applications in autonomous
vehicle navigation, surveillance system, robot vision, aerial cartography, motion prediction and
trajectory planning. There are mainly three approaches towards the solution of this 3-D motion
estimation problem, viz., 1) the continuous; 2) the discrete; and 3) the direct. In the first
category, spc1tial and temporal gray-level variations are used to estimate the optical flow at each
location in the image. It relies on sufficient object texture, continuous motion, and small
displacements between subsequent frames. In the second category, significant features such as
line segments or comers in two consecutive frames are selected and matched. The measurement
of the object motion relies upon the feature points in the image through time. Finally in the
third category, the 3-D motion is directly estimated from spatial and temporal derivatives of the
image intensity function without computing optical flow.
Recently 3-D estimation of motion parameters fr:om a long sequence of images has received
a lot of attention [1]-[6], as the use of a large number of images improves significantly the
numerical robustness and accuracy of estimated motion parameters. Table 1 gives a summary
of the different methods available for motion estimation. This table is not meant to be a
<:omplete evaluation of all the methods, but only an overview of the available techn.iques.
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Young and Chellappa [1] discussed a kinematic model-based approach for the estimation of
3-D motion parameters from a sequence of noisy stereo images. The Crarner-Rao performance
bounds for motion parameter estimates were computed. The size of problem was however
unnecessarily large. Lee and Kay [2) presented a Kalman filter approach for accurately
estimating 3-D orientation of a moving object from a sequence of stereo images. The
measurement equations were formulated as quatemion representations. The basic assumption
of Lee and Kay's method was that the stereo and temporal matches had been done in advance.
No experimental results were presented. Huang and Blostein [3] applied an iterative least
squares technique for motion estimation.
Data was acquired by identifying point
correspondences from a stereo pair of images obtained at two different time instances. A stereo
quantization error effect was also investigated. Kim and Aggarwal (4] developed a two-pass
relaxation method for matching features extracted from successive depth maps. Motion
parameters were estimated by a pair of 3-D line correspondences. Weng, Huang, and Ahuja [5]
presented an approach to recover 3-D motion of a rigid body from an image sequence. Based
on the theory of dynamics, a locally constant angular momentum model was developed. To
reduce noise sensitivity, least squares estimates of motion parameters were obtained from
multiple features of two views. Spetsakis and Aloimonos [6] proposed an algorithm based on
multiple frames that employs the rigidity assumption, and was experimentally proven to be a
major improvement over two-frame algorithms. The algorithm minimizes a squared error that
is equivalent to solving an eigenvalue minimization problem.
Table 1 An overview of different methods for motion estimation
source

imaae sequence

matchina

aJaoridun

results based on

(1]

stereo

aiven

Kalman filter with
quaternioo representation,
Cramer-Rao performance
bounds are computed

synthetic imaae

[2]

stereo

aiven

Kalman filter with
quaternion representation

synthetic imaae

[3]

stereo

many point
correspondence

Iterative least square

synthetic image

[4]

stereo

two-pass relaxation

line correspondence

real image

(S]

stereo

point
correspondence is
given

locally constant anplar
momentum

synthetic imaae

[6]

monocular

given

loaded sprinJ model

synthetic imaae

The object of this work is to devise a method that determines the relative motion of a camera
with respect to an object using image brightness information. Planar and nonplanar object
surfaces are viewed with a binocular cam~ra configuration. Under the assumption that the
brightness of a moving patch is invariant to small motion, a pair of equations involving the
object depth and the spatio-temporal derivatives of left and right images, can be derived. The
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depth map is then estimated by matching and triangulating contours in the stereo images.
Kalman filter algorithm is then applied to estimate motion parameters of the cameras and/or
objects using temporal and spatial gradient information as well as the depth map.
The paper is organized into five sections. Mathematical derivations, which result in an
estimation model relating motion parameters with image features, are discussed in Section 2.
In section 3, a discrete Kalman filter formulation of the problem is outlined. Some aspects of
the proposed algorithm are discussed in Section 4. Finally the simulation results and conclusion
are given in Section S.
2. STEREO MOTION FSTIMATION MODEL
In motion analysis it is often assumed that moving objects are rigid. In this section some

basic aspects of perspective projection, motion field, rigid-body motion, and brighthess-change
constraint equation are presented. This is parallel to the results given in [7], where results
associated with the monocular image technique were presented.
2.1 Binocular Perspective Projection
An image point (x,y) does not uniquely determine the location of a corresponding scene point
(X,Y.Z). The information about the location of the scene point can be recovered using the
stereoscopic imaging technique.
image 1

image 2

JC" lens center
··._

t

optical
axis
Figure 1 Binocular perspective projection
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object
· point

Figure 1 shows the set up used for the binocular perspective projection. The distance
between the centers of the two lenses perpendicular to the axis is called the baseline. The
camera coordinate system (x.y.z;) is defined under the following assumption~
1) The right and left image plane is coincident with the xy plane.
2) The center of projection is at the origin of the cartesian coordinate system.
3) The optical axis is along the z; axis, and the point in the scene is visible on both cameras.
4) The effective focal length is unity. That is, the image is assumed to be formed on a
plane z;=l.
5) b is the baseline between the two image coordinate. The object point is denoted by the
vector R (=[X, Y, Z]l), and the vectors r, and rL represent the image coordinates for the
right and left images respectively, where
1

r..- R-z. (R+B)

(2. 1.1)

and
(2. 1.2)

where, z;=[O 0 1Y,
(2.1 .3)

and
(2.1.4)

Further the z;-component of both r11 and rL is equal to unity. In other words, r,=[x, y, JjT, and
rL = [x, y, J]T. A vector r is introduced to denote the image coordinates of a point in the
cyclopean coordinate system ·such that r=[x y ljT, where x=XIZ, and y=YIZ. It can be seen
from Figure 1 that
b
(2.1 .5)
x-x-Y,-y,
'
2·Z'
and
b
x1-x+y,-y.

2 ·Z'

(2. 1.6)

2.2 Binocular Motion Field
When objects move in front of a camera, or when a camera moves through a fixed
environment, brightness changes are induced in the image. These changes may be used to
recover the relative motion as well as the shape of the objects.
The motion field is the vector field induced in the image plane by the relative motion of the
observer with respect to the environment. Ideally the optical flow corresponds to the motion
field. But the instance can be cited wherein this is not the case. Virtual images and shadows
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lead to other possible cases in which the optical flow is not equal to the motion field.
The motion field equations for two camera case is obtained by differentiating the perspective
- projection equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2). Let the time derivative of rR, rL and R be denoted by
rRl, rw and R,. The right image is given by
1
1
rRl·-R,(R,-z.)(R+B,)
R-z.
(R-z.)l

(2.2.1)

and the left image is given by
1

1

R-z

(R-z)l

r~.~·-R,-

(R,-z.)(R+B~

(2.2.2)

By using the fact that R= (R·z)r we can rewrite the above equations as
1
1
r Rl---(zx(R,xr))(R, -z.)B,
(R-z)
(R-z)2

(2.2.3)

1
1
r ~.~---(zx(R,xr))(R,-z.)B1
(R-z)
(R-z)2

(2.2.4)

The first term in the above equations is equal to the monocular image velocity and the second
term is due to shift in the coordinate system.
2.3 Rigid Body Motion
The motion of any rigid body can be represented by two component vectors, a translational
component and a rotational component about an axis through the origin. The translational
compoJlent of the motion of the camera is denoted by 1 and its angular velocity by w. The motion
of a point in the environment relative to the observer is then given by
(2.3.1)
RI --(t)XR-t
Since R= (R·z)r, we can write this as

R,- -(R-z)c..> xr-t

(2.3.2)

By substituting equation (2.3.2) into equations (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), the velocity of right image
point and a left image point can be respectively represented as
1
1
r Rl- -(zx(rx(rxc..>--t)))+
(z'((R-z)wxr+t))B,
R-z.
(R-z)l

1

1

r ~.~- -(zx(rx(rxw --t)))+
(z'((R-z.)w xr+t))B1
R-z
(R-z)l

(2.3.3)
(2.3.4)

The inherent ambiguity about z and t present in the monocular case is absent here. The relative
image velocity in this case is given by
(2.3.5)
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2.4 Brightness Chan&e Equation
The brightness change equation for the binocular case is as follows
(2.4.1)

E.,·r.,•E,.-0
and

(2.4.2)
where

aE, aE,
- ay

E ..... - [ax
/IV

r
aE,
01J • ,
E .-at
-

(2.4.3)

and Et.r and ElL have similar definitions. Substituting equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) into the above
brigh~ness change equation, one gets,
1

1

R~

(R~)l

1

1

R~

(R~)l

EIR-Eltr -((z;x(rx(rxw--t)))+

(t((R~)(t.)xr+t))B,)-0

(2.4.4)

(t((R~)wxr+t))B,)-0

(2.4.5)

and
EIL-ELr -((z;x(rx(rxw--t)))+

These can be rewritten as
1

1

1

(2.4.6)

1

1

1

(2.4.7)

£,.-(((E,.xt)xr)xr)·<o»-+--(((E,axt)xr)'f)+-(E,a·B)(t:xr) ·<o» - --(E,.·B)('-t)-0
RT.
RT.
(RT.'/

and
ElL-(((£,_ xt)xr)xr)·<o» +-(((£,£ ><Qxr)'f)+-(£,£ ·Bj)(t:xr)·<o» - --(E,L ·B~(,'I)-0
RT.
RT.
(R'%)2

Further define
(2.4.8)
and
(2.4.9)
The corresponding vector notations are as follows

I

siU-[yE 1t+xE1lR s.,- b~Ed

=!: ]·

1

y IU-

l

2

E,R+y2E,It+xyE1lR
-E1llt-xyE,It-xlE1llt • Y1t2yE1lR-xE11t
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(2.4.10)

b

y-E
2 d

bE
X- d
2
0

(2.4. 11)

Similarly the corresponding values for the left image are defined as
(2.4.12)

Su·(E,Lxz)xr, Su·(E,L ·B)z,

and
(2.4.13)
Or in vector notation,
(2.4.14)

b
-y-E

vu -

2 :d.
b
-x-E
2 Jd.

(2.4.15)

0
Hence for the right image,
(2.4.16)
and for the left image,
1
R-z.

1
R-z.

EIL+Yu·(a)+-Su-t+-Vu'(a)+

1
(R-z.)l

Su·t-0

(2.4. 17)

Equations (2.4.16) and (2.4.17) are the binocular brightness change equations in the case of rigid
body motion.

3. KALMAN FILTER FORMULATION
A Kalman filter formulation of the motion estimation problem is presented in this section,
based on the estimation model given in the last section.
3.1 Measurement model
Let m be the number of image points used for motion. estimation. The brightness constraint
equations (2.4. 16) and (2.4. 17) can be rewritten into the matrix form
y-hx
(3.1.1)
where the matrices h (2mx6), x (6xl) andy (2mxl) are defined by
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1
(-SIU+

R-z.

(R-z.)2

1
R-z.

1

(-SJU+
1
[-Su+

R-z.

1
T
(Vu+-Vul.

R-z.

1

(R-z.)l

1

(R-z.)l

T

SR2)1

T

SR2]•

(3.1 .2)
T

Su1t

1
1
r-R-z.
-su + (R-z.)l
s 1r
u •

(3.1.3)
-(E,J~

and
(3.1.4)
The depth of the object point corresponding to each matched image point pair (i,j,) and (i1Ji),
can be calculated from equations (2. 1.1) and (2.1.2) as

Z-R-z.- fb

(3. 1.5)

iR-iL

where b is the baseline and f is the focal length. The correspondence between iL and i11 may be
solved by matching edge pixels on both left and right images along the i direction, assuming the
j coordinates of the feature points are the same.
3.2 Kalman filter
A state space representation of motion parameters can be represented as follows
x •• 1-x1 +w.t , w1 -N(O,q1)
(3.2.1)
(3.2.2)

where wt and vt are zero mean white Gaussian noises, xb Yt and ht are in forms of (3.1.4),
(3.1.3) and (3.1.2), respectively.
For a system that is described by the state space representation, the Kalman filter provides
a recursive solution. The time update equations of the Kalman filter algorithm for the motion
parameter vector x-t+. and its covariance Pt+ 1 are given as
X,t. 1 -x1

P;. 1 -P1 +q1
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(3.2.3)

The measurement update equations are
xk·t-x;•• +Kl•l[yk•t-hk•lx;•• J

(3.2.4)

pk•I-(1-Kl•lhk•l]P;.l

where,
(3.2.5)
3.3 Error covariance
A point in. the environment may appear at a wrong image location or with incorrect intensity
as a result of sensor distortion, additive noise, spatial and temporal digitization, and linearization
errors. There have been several error analysis methods. Adiv [8] discussed errors from the
perspective of camera characteristics. Blostein and Huang [9] limited their discussion to
quantization errors. Synder [10] proposed an uncertainty analysis approach. Kearney,
Thompson, and Boley [11] considered error sources by a gradient based technique for computing
optical flow .
Assume that the noise variables are distributed as Gaussian. The measurement error
covariance matrix R, can be written as
R1 -E{ v1v1T ]
(3.3. 1)

where "E" denotes expectation. Assume also that the correlations among elements of vk are
negligible; R;. can then be written as
(3.3.2)
Ri. -diag( r 1' r 2' ...... , r 2111 ]
where ri is approximated as
Tj•11t(Exxu 2 +Eyyv2 +E11+Exyuv+E.J4+E11v)

(3.3.3)

Since a direct method is applied to derive the measurement equation. Measurement noise
may be represented by a second order approximation of the brightness constraint equations.

4. ASPECTS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
· In this section, aspects involving correspondence, uniqueness of results for 3-D motion
parameters, linearity, noise sensitivity, simplicity and parallelism of the algorithm are
investigated.
1) Correspondence
No temporal matching is required for the proposed algorithm. As to stereo matching, two
dimensional searches required in general are reduced to one-dimensional searches due to the
binocular configuration assumption.
2) Uniqueness of results for 3-D motion parameters
From every matched point, one can obtain two equations in the form of (2.4. 16) and
(2.4.17). To estimate six motion parameters at least matched three points are needed.
3) Initial condition ·
The initial conditions of the six motion parameters can be chosen to be zero if they are
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unknown. The initial variance of P should be large enough to indicate the uncertainty of the
initial estimate.
4) Linearity
The problem is formulated as a linear discrete Kalman filter.
S) Noise sensitivity
The use of a large number of measurement points and a long image sequence can effectively
reduce noise sensitivity.
6) Simplicity
In the proposed estimation model, only six .motion parameters are defined as state variables.
Both the estimation and measurement noise models are assumed Gaussian and uncorrelated.
Covariance matrix R is thus in a diagonal form. Under these treatments the computational
complexity of the algorithm is greatly reduced.
7) Parallelism
The structure of the algorithm is parallel, which makes it possible to run on arrays of simple
parallel processors.
S. SIMULATION RFSULTS AND CONCLUSION

Computer simulation was performed to investigate the Kalman filter based motion estimation
algorithm. An object superimposed with sinusoidal brightness pattern was created. Image
sequences were generated based on the camera model given in [12]. The camera model is
defined by the following steps.
1) Transformation from the world coordinates (X, Y,Z) to the camera coordinates (xc.Yc•Zc),

[::]-R [~+T
where the rotation matrix is Rand the translation vector T.
2) Transformation from the camera coordinates (x'",y'",zJ to the ideal image coordinates (x,y)
using perspective projection with the pin hole model,

where f is the focal length.
3) Assume there is no radial lens distortion, the world coordinate system {X, Y,Z} to the
computer image coordinate system {x,y} can be simplified as
r X+r Y+r,Z+t}(

1
1
x-f......;;__..;;;...__.;;._...;.

r 1 X +r1 Y +r,:Z+tz.
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y-f

r 4X+r5Y+r6Z+t

.,

r 1X+r1Y+r;z+t:

Lens distortion can be added without much additional effort. The object pattern in the world
coordinates is created by

A

where k0 to kJ are arbitrarily numbers. The same brightness value at each object point is then
assigned to the corresponding image point. Rand T can be chosen to simulate any orientation
and position of surface in the camera frame. The cyclopean image sequence is first obtained
then both the left and right image sequence also generated.
The object moves with a translation velocity of [3 3 0] mm/frame and rotation velocity of
[0 0 0.0175] rad/frame. A stereo sequence of 20 frames with constant motion is generated.
First experiment simulates the image sequence without noise. Cases using 6, 9, and 12
measurement points are investigated. Figures 2-7 show the simulation results with different
number of measurements. The initial value of the motion parameters are chosen random Iy. The
initial condition of translation is [6 6 -2] mm/frame and rotation is [0.04 -0.04 0.01] mm/frame.
It turns out from the figure that the Kalman filter converges in about 20 frames. Using more
measurement points can improve estimation results to a certain extent. Table 2 lists the results
after 20 frames of computation without adding noise. In the second experiment, the image
sequence is generated by adding noise (SNR= 10). 12, 18, and 24 measurements are used in
the simulation. Figures 8-13 show the simulation results again in terms of number of
measurements. Since noise is added, more measurement points are needed to have a robust
estimation. Table 3 lists the estimation results for the noise case after 20 frames of computation.
The advantage of this algorithm is that
1) Temporal matching is not required, as both spatial and temporal gradients are used to
update the motion parameters.
2) The use of stereo image pairs recovers absolute depth of unknown objects.
3) The use of a sequence of images allows a robust estimation of motion and structure
parameters of the objects.
4) The amount of computation is relatively small, since number of state variables in this
problem is six, and stereo matching is performed only in one direction.
Future research directions include extensive experimental studies using real image sequences
and parallel implementation of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 2 Comparison of estimated parameter U in terms of number of
measurements without adding noise
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Table 2 Comparison of motion estimation results without adding noise

u

v

w

A

B

c

min 6
measurements

4.36

4.36

-0.29

0.0081

-0.0077

0.0162

min 9
measurements

3.27

3.41

0.10

0.0042

-0.0045

0.0168

min 12
measurements

3.09

3.08

0.14

0.0035

-0.0032

0.0170

True Motion

3.00

3.00

0.00
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0.0000

0.0175
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Table 3 Comparison of motion estimation results in the presence of noise

u

v

w

A

B

c

min 12
measurements

3.81

3.59

-0.71

0.0095

-0.0093

0.0159

min 18
measurements

3.30

3.31

0.30

0.0050

-0.0051

0.0168

min 24
measurements

3.20

3.18

0. 15

0.0041

-0.0039

0.0170

True Motion

3.00 .

3.00

0.00

0.0000

0.0000

0.0175
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VISUALIZATION IN REMOTE
ROBOTIC CONTROL
USING 4-D GRAPHICS
by
Dean Haddox Ronald Dalton James Tulenko & Shawn Clifford
Nuclear Engineering Center
University of Florid~ Gainesville
INTRODUCfiON

Most engineers have bad some experience with two-dimensional engineering
drawings. Many of us have stared for hours at complex 2-D drawings trying to
understand completely the length, width, depth, and "hidden lines'' of inter-related
parts. Frequently, it is not until a model is built, that one can be confident in ones
perception of intricate objects.
However, understanding one or several objects, contained within an intricate system,
does not render a complete understanding of how these individual parts "come
together" to make a functional system. Imagine trying to visualize all of the moving
parts of a running automobile engine via 2-D engineering drawings. It would be an
awesome task even though we are familiar with this common engine. Now imagine
trying to understand all of the inter-related moving parts of a exotic turbojet engine.
It seems obvious that system complexity ''breeds" a need for better visualization
methods. 2-D and isometric drawings fail to give us a complete visual understanding
of objects or syste1DS, and are not intended to demonstrate motion between machine
parts.
Computer aided drawing and design (CADD) programs have been developed that
assist draftsmen and engineers in synthesizing 3-dimensional drawings using
computers. Additionally, some CADD programs include analysis and motion ·
(animation) features. With these advanced design programs, computer modeling
becomes a "virtual reality", where objects and systems "come to life" on the computer
screen. The designer is able to smoothly rotate the object on the screen as if the
object were in their hand. And by "zooming in", the engineer can "peer" into the
inner mechanism and observe the machines hidden moving parts. Furthermore, some
CADD systems have collision detection that can be used to determine whether or not
associated parts and their related movements have spacial or timing conflicts.
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4-D GRAPIJia and the U.F. ROBOTICS PROJECf

DIE DENEB SOFIWARB
Four-dimensional graphics has the added feature of animation or motion analysis.
The Interactive Graphics Robot Interface Program (IGRIP) is a 4-D graphics
program developed by Deneb Robotics Inc, and is presently being used for 3-D
modeling and simulation (4-D) by UFs robotics team. The Deneb software is being
run on a state-of.:.the-art Silicon Graphics model 40 work station. The IGRlP
program offers interactive menus for creating parts or system components. Figure 1
shows "primitives" (sphere, cylinder, cone, pipe, etc.) that can be used for
construction of more intricate parts. By creating individual parts, a library of
common components can be created for total system assembly. Components are
synthesized to define devices with multiple degrees of freedom. For example, figure
2 s.hows a modeled robotics ann for Argonne Nati~nal Laboratory's hot fuel cell.
Additionally, a device or component' has both geometric and non-geometric
informat~on stored with it.
Non-geometric information, including kinematics,
dynamics, velocities, center-of-mass, etc, are also entered via the interactive menus.
Furthermore, components may be created using the IGRIP CAD workcell, or may
be imported using IGES, DES, MOVIE, DXF, or other input data translators.
IGRIP simulation has the ability to generate robot programs interactively. Once a
system workcell has been developed, programs can be created with the user
observing immediate program statement execution. A group of components or subsystems can be simultaneously animated or interactively simulated. In addition,
collisions between system parts can be detected, displayed, and recorded during the
simulation process.
IGRlP simulation programs may be post-processed into robot-native languages for
downloading into actual robot controllers. This procedure, referred to as Offline
Robot Progranuniilg may also include a phase of simulation verification relative to
the physical workcell. For this case, robot signature analysis and workcell calibration
may be requited (IGRIP user manual).
In addition to the IGRIP program, we are using the Silicon Graphics library and the
Because of the
C programming language, to create 3-D objects of our own.
flexibility of the C language, this alternate method of for creating components adds
new possibilities for the simulation of models under actual operational conditions.
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CURRENT MODEUNG PROJBCfS
MODeLING WE HOT FUEL CEI .I.
AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY (ANL)

The bot cell at Argonne West is a challenging graphics problem. The facility is very
complex. The buildings are large with an intricate system of tunnels. The nuclear
hot cell has viewing ports, material transfer tunnels, robotics manipulator arms,
tables, and other miscellaneous equipment. The hot cell is used to separate and
process radioactive materials in an argon atmosphere. The UF robotics project
intends to graphically duplicate the facility in its entirety, with varying degrees of
detail.
The UF project obtained complex engineering drawings; 2-D and 3-D (see fig.3)
autocad drawings, and assembly drawings from ANL The 2-D autocad engineering
drawings were successfully imported into IGRIP, via JOBS, without flaws or errors
, with the exception of line color. However, the 3-D autocad drawing was imported
into IGRIP with obviouS major distortional flaws (fig.4). Approximately 10 to 20
percent of the drawing was successfully transferred as, for example, in figure 5. A
disappointing but not unexpected result considering the well-known limitations of the
IGES format. Subsequently, the large ( over 1 million bytes), 3-D drawing wa!-.
separated into smaller drawings and transfer again was unsuccessfully attempted (sec
fig.6). Because of the possible savings in time, other data transfer formats, such as
DXF,. are currently under investigation.
Presently, the furnace at Argonne West's facility, is being modeled using 10 pages of
engineering drawings as references. This task is intricate and a time consuming task.
However, as the furnace is "pieced togethet' in the total context of the entire facility
using 3-D graphics, spacial relationships, component clearances, and plant operations
can be easily visualized and simulated. For example, it can be determined , using
inverse kinematics, whether or not a robotics arm can reach any point within a room.
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MODELING GENERAL ELECTRIC'S
ADVANCED UOUID METAL REACTOR (ALMR)
The ALMR being developed by G. E. has several hazardous-environmental
maintenance areas. Maintenance operations in these areas will require employment
of a remotely-controlled intelligent robot. A 3-D graphical representation of the
ALMR has been developed at UF for the purpose of designing a robot for the
maintenance of these areas, and the simulation of maintenance operations within
these areas. Figure 7 shows one view of the ALMR with one of the several required
robots inspecting the seismic isolators. Another maintenance procedure will require
a robot to inspect and repair the area around the beat exchanger (fig. 8). It is
anticipated a snake-like robot will be needed to gain access to this highly confined
area. The heat exchangers (kidney shaped object in figs. 8 and 9) may require
movement to properly maintain them. A comparison of figures 8 and 9 demonstrate
the collision detection feature of the IGRIP software. Note how the parts change
color when the system detects collision.
..

In summary, 3-D and 4-D graphics can be used effectively for the design of robots
and systems, and the simulation of inter-related parts.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with new and simple representations of 3-D points in a movingobserver coordinate system. Assuming rectilinear motion with no rotation of an
observer where the optical axis coincides with the direction of motion. and a stationary
scene. points in 3-D space that lie on a particular 3-D surface produce constant value of
some nonlinear function of the measurable image optical flow. Five sets of different
swfaces are introduced and there is one optical-flow based constant value for each surface. We called these values "invariants". It is shown how to exttact these invariants
and how to use them for representing 3-D space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During eye motion in a stationary environment, the projection of objects in the
world is continuously changing, but we perceive the world as stationary. Are there properties of the image that under some transformation remain constant during the motion
of the eye? In other words, are there visual invariants?
Gibson [ 11] capured this idea as follows:

"If invariants of the energy flux at the receptors of an organism exist and if these
invariants correspond to the permanent properties of the environment, and if they are
the basis of the organism's perception of the environment instead of the sensory data
on which we have thought it base,d, then I think there is new support f or realism in
epistemology as well as for a new theory of perception in psychology."
This paper deals with new and simple representations of 3-D points in a movingobserver coordinate system. Assuming rectilinear motion with no rotation of an
observer where the optical axis coincides with the direction of motion, and a stationary
scene, poin~ in 3-D space that lie on a particular 3-D surface produce constant value of
some nonlinear function of the measurable image optical flow. Five sets of different
surfaces are introduced and there is one optical-flow based constant value for each surface. We called these values "invariants". For example, one invariant corresponds to
all points in 3-D that lie at the s~ distance from an observer. This means that a nonlinear function of optical flow will result in the same value for all points on a particular
sphere that surrounds the observer.
The optical flow analysis takes place in a spherical (R-E}-4>) coordinate system
(rather than X-Y-Z). In this representation, since we deal with translation only along
the optical axis, any point in this coordinate system moves along a constant 4> radial
line and can be processed independently of any other point.
There are several advantages to using these invariants:
1.

They are measured in camera coordinates, i.e., there is no need to transform to
object's coordinate system.

2.

They can be very useful when local qualitative as well as quantitative vision-based
motion related decisions need to be made e.g., how to avoid an obstacle.

3.

Only one camera is needed to extract these invariants, and all measure ments can
be obtained from the visual data.

4.

The magnitude of the camera velocity vector need not be known. The invariants
are measured in time units rather than distance units.
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5.

Using the invariants it is possible to obtain simple representation of space, and
define obstacles in a relatively simple way.

6.

The measurement of these invariants become very simple when logarithmic n:tinas
are used.

7.

These calculated values of optical flow can be used to find relative locations of 3D points without first reconsnucting the 3-D world.

Several uses of the invariants such as understanding of fixation, analysis of looming, robust methods for 3-D reconsnuction, etc. are mentioned in the text.

2. COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR 3-D SPACE
In a .rectilinear motion with n~ rotation, points in the image plane move away
from the Focus of Expansion (FOE) (Figure la) and towards the Focus of Contraction
(FOC) (Figure 1b). Based on ·this observation we use an R -9-~ spherical rather than
an X -Y -Z cartesian repn:sentation of points in space, which reduces to a 9-CZ, representation in the image domain.

Figures 2 and 3 show the chosen coordinate system and the definitions of r and
the angles 6 and '· (Note that the R -9-CZ, coordinate system corresponds to the velociry
egosphere defined in [7].) H the optical axis coincides with the ttanslational vector then,
in the image domain, constant ' corresponds to a radial line that emerges from the FOE
and constant 6 corresponds to a circle whose center is the FOE. Given a point in cartesian coordinate system, it can be transformed to a (r~) point in the (R~)
domain and vice versa.
In this paper we assume that the camera (observer) undergoes translational
motion along the optical axis. Using the R ~ coordinate system, any point in the
image domain moves radially i.e., along a constant ' line. In this coordinate system a
point in the image can be processed independently of any other point, and a constant
line may be processed as a 1-D image. For example, in a translational motion when the
optical axis coincides with the translation vector, each point on an edge in the image
moves radially away from the FOE. This point can be traced and both its optical flow
and location in the image can be obtained independently of any other point in the
image.

+

3. MOTION INVARIANTS
We describe five invariants. First, we derive the general relationship between the
moving observer and a point in 3-D space. Based on this relationship the invariants are
obtained. It is shown that points in space that lie on a specific 3-D surface share the
same time-dependent invariant. Geometrical invariants are introduced, followed by a
derivation of each invariant from the image optical flow.
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The invariants arc time-dependent only. i.e.• points in space are described in terms
of time (scaled space) [1.2.4] rather than their location in space.
Refer to Figure 4. For a rectilinear and continuous motion of the camera, any
point in space obeys:

AI= V & sinO
Ill;;:; (r-!lr)

(1)

~a

(2)

Except for 6=0 and 6=1t, then from (1) and (2). for &--.0.

tan.1a~Aa.

and

~aAr -70

a

V =r-

(3)

sinO

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. a is the optical ftow along a
8
The value r . a is the same for all points (except
radial line, i.e.• for constant
sm
those with 6=0 and 6=1t) in 3-D space. H. in addition. the velocity V of the observer
remains constant, then this relationship holds for all time instants. a and a _can be

+·

measured/computed at each instant of time, and hence the nonlinear function

~
sme

can

be obtained.
The. following is a description of the five invariants in terms of optical flow. We
1
11
I
1
.
1
denote them by - . - . - . - . and - . They all have umts of-.-.
tR
'tr ts tc
tp
llme
1.

The

eq~l range invariant - 1-= .a

(Figure 5): All points in 3-D space (except
sm8
those that lie on the motion axis. i.e.• with 9=0 and 6=7t) that lie on a sphere
whose center is the pinhole point of the camera share this invariant, i.e., have the
same tR. In this case the radi~s r is constant, and so, using Equation (3), the
8
ratio ~ is kept constant, and . a remains constant. The meaning of this invarir
sm
.
tR

ant is that the modified optical flow

~

is the same for all points on a sphere
sm8
(except those which are on the axis motion of the _camera). Points inside the

sphere ("close" points) produce higher values of
sphere ("far" points) produce smaller values of

~

. sma

~.
sme

and· points outside the

Therefore it is possible to

find the relative distance of a point simply by calculating or measuring this value.
Points in 3-D space can be viewed as lying on shells, each of which has a
'"
.
.
- 1 mvanant.
dif,erent
'tR
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2.

1
-::6 (Figure 6): All points in 3-D space (except those that
'tr
lie on the motion axis, i.e., with 8=0 and &=Jt) that lie on a torus obtained by
rotating a circle which is tangent to the direction of motion axis about this axis,
share this invariant, i.e., have the same 'tr · This circle is an "Equal Flow Circle"

The fixation invariant -

(EFC) as described in [6). In this case the diameter of the torus, i.e.,

.

-!-is con~~

stant, and so using Equation (3), 8 remains constant. (Note that r is the distance
from the observer to the point and not_ the radius of the torus.) An extension of
this invariant to a more general motion of a camera has led to a quantitative
approach to camera fixation [5,6) and to road following [10).
3.

The looming

in~arianl

9

_!_=

(Figure 7): All points in 3-D space (excepl
'ts tan9
those that lie on the motion axis, i.e., with 8=0 and 8=7t) that lie on a sphere
which lies in front of. the camera share dlis ·invariant, i.e., have the same 'ts . The
center of the sphere lies on die optical axis of the camera, and the camera lies on
the sphere's surface. In this case the diameter of the sphere r is constant, and
.
cos9
so, using Equation (3),

u!e

remains constant. It has been shown by Raviv in (9)

that all points on a particular sphere result in the same visual looming.
8
(Figure 8): All points in 3-D space (except
'tc
sin2 8
those that lie on the motion axis, i.e., with 9=0 and 8=Jt) that lie on a cylindrical
surface whose axis coincides with the camera translational motion vector share
this invariant, i.e., have the same 'tc : In this. case the radius of the cylinder r sinO
8
is constant, and so, using Equation (3),
remains constant. This invariant
sin28
has been used by Raviv [3] to develop a robust, integration-based. and massively
parallel metho4 . for reconstructing 3-D scenes. Albus [7] has suggested that this
invariant can be used to measme clearance.

4.

The clearance invariant __!__

5.

The time to contact invariant __!_
'tp

~O

s

(Figure 9): All points in 3-D space

(except those that lie on the motion axis, i.e., with 9=0 and 6=1t) that lie on a
plane which is perpendicular to the direction of motion of the camera, share this
invariant, i.e., have the same 'tp. In this case ~cosO (the distance from the surface) is constant, and so, using Equation (3),

1 15

_2~9

Stn

remains constant.

is the "time to contact" as described by Lee in [1], and by Lee and Reddish
[2]. Lee obsenred that two macroscopic visual parameters are essential for animals •
.
the nme-to-contact
.
. denvanve
. .
d 't. He also showed how to derive
behav1or,
t and 1ts
dr
these parameters from the optical ftow. These parameters "tell" the animal how to control its motion in order to avoid collision. Diving birds use it to fold wings for enny
into water [2]. t is specific to the immediacy of contact (i.e.. when contact will be
'tp

~;

made), and

is specific to the harshness of contact (i.e.• the type of contact) with the

environmental surface. In this paper _we referred to the "time to contact" as 'tp and
showed its formulation in an image centered spherical coordinate system. More about
extraction of 'tp from visual data can be found in [3].
Figure 10 is a summary of the invariants. It shows the basic relationship berween
space. speed and optical ftow {top equation), from which the five invariants are derived.
Based on geometrical propenies, the time-dependent invariants are shown as a function
of optical flow. The geometrical interpretations of all invariants are summarized at the
bottom of Figme 10.
4. REPRESENTATIONS USING MOTION INVARIANTS
Two different representations of 3-D space using the invariants are shown in ~ig1
ure 11. Figure 11a shows a representation that uses the clearance invariant tc sin e
1
28
(Figure 8) and time to contact invariant
(Figure 9). Figure 11 b shows a
'tp
sin28
1
representation that uses the fix~tion invariant (Figure 6) and the looming invari-

-==+

-==a

.

tr

1
ant - -=__La (Figure 7). In both lla and llb Figures. the third dimension is$.
ts tan
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COMPUTER VISION USING THE LARGEST POSSIBLE OBJECf APPROACH•
Edward T. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
florida International University
University Park Campus
Miami. florida 33199

ABSTRACf
Recently. three-dimensional molion analysis and shape recovery have auracted growing
anention as promising avenues of approach to image understanding. object reconstruction as well
as computer vision for robotic systems. The image generation problem and the model generation
problem are presented.
More specifically. the inputs to the image generator are an old image, object model,
motion specification, and hidden line and hidden surface algorithms. The output is a new image.
Since the object model is given. the top-down approach is usually used.
On the other band. for the model generation problem. the input is an image sequence
while the output is an object model. Since the object model is not given. the bottom-up approach
is usually used.
In this paper, the largest possible object approach is proposed and the advantages of this
approach are stated. They are:
1. This approach may be applicable to objects with planar surfaces as well as nonplanar
surfaces.
2. This approach may be applicable to the case that there are more than one face change
per frame.
3. This approach may be applicable when the camera is moving.
4. This approach may be applicable when the object is measured by several measuring
stations.
By using this approach. algorithms for simple object reconstruction given a sequence of
pictures are presented together with illustrative examples. The relevance and importance of this
work are discussed.
The results of this paper may have useful applications in object reconstruction, pictorial
data reduction and computer vision for robotic systems.

*This research was supported by a 1991
Florida International University Summer Research Award
and NSF Grant IRI-8711405
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I.

INTRODUCTION

During the past several years, the regional approach [1] has attracted growing attention
as promising avenues of approach to three-dimensional (30) object tracking [ l J and model
generation. A regional approach to tracking 3D motion in an image sequence was presented in
[I]. In this paper, algorithms for simple object reconstruction given a sequence of pictures are
presented using this regional approach. The image generation block diagram and the model
'
generation block diagram are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
The inputs to the image generator are an old image, object model, motion specification,
and hidden line and hidden surface algorithms. The output is a new image. Since the object
QJodel is given, the top-down approach is usually used.
On the other hand, for the model generation problem, the input is an image sequence
while the output is an object model. Since the object model is not given, the bottom-up approach
is usually used.
Thus, the image generation problem (the image generator) may be viewed as a subproblem
of the model generation problem (the model generator) which is shown in Figure 3.
Most of the investigations are dealing with the image generation problem which is less ·
difficult compared with the model generation problem. More specifically, the image genenation
problem is to generate a new image given the object model and the motion specification.
In addition, the model generation problem may be viewed as the inverse of the image
generation problem. That is, to find an object model given an image sequence. One of the
difficulties in this problem is that the solution may not be unique. In other words, there may be
many solutions. With each additional image, additional information about the object model may
be obtained. The model generation problem plays an important role in image understanding,
object reconstruction and computer vision for robotic systems [2]. Furthermore, the results
obtained in this paper may have useful applications to pictorial knowledge [3-4), picture
description [5,6], two-dimensional grammars [7-10}, and related areas lll-12).
The relevance and imponance of this work are:
1. The solution of this problem has many practical applications. For example, if we want
to identify hostile satellites [4, 13-15) by taking a sequence of radar images, then this problem is
a model generation problem. Thus, the results obtained in this paper may be used in satellite
identification. In addition, the results also have useful applications in identifying airplanes, tanks,
missiles, etc.

2. Since the model generation problem may have many possible solutions, the largest
possible object approach that is proposed in this paper is to find the largest possible solution so
that all other solutions are subsets of this solution. Thus, in the hostik satellite identification
problem, if we will be able to destroy the largest possible hostile satellite, then &his implies that
we will be able to destroy all possible hostile satellites. This is exactly what we hope to achieve.
3. The largest possible object approach is applicable to objects wiLh planar surfaces as
well as nonplanar surfaces.
4. The largest possible object approach is also applicable to the case that there arc more
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than one face change per frame.
5. The largest possible object approach may be applicable when the measurement
instrument such as a radar or a camera is moving. For example, an air-born radar [13) is used
to identify a hostile satellite.
6. The largest possible object approach may also be applicable when the object is
measured by several measuring stations. For example, a hostile satellite may be measured by
several ground stations. (13).
7. The results obtained in this paper may have significant contributions in pictorial data
reduction (16) in satellite communication. The idea is that, instead of sending a sequence of
pictureS, the satellite processes a sequence of pictures using a model generation algorithm and
send the largest possible object back to a ground station. Thus, tremendous data reduction can
be achieved.
II.

ADVANTAGES OF THE REGIONAL APPROACH

Most recent investigations on 3D motion are based on the point-correspondence approach
(PCA). More specifically, this approach is to find and compare corresponding points in an image
sequence. On the other hand, a regional approach is to find and compare corresponding regions
in an image sequence. The advantages of a regional approach are:

1.
approach.

•

More accurate, more robust and intuitively clearer than the point-correspondence

2.
Identification of corresponding regions is much easier than finding a large number
of corresponding points. Thus, less computer resources are required, or faster respond time can
be achieved, or both.
3.
Usually, a region consists of a large number of pixels. Thus, the regiunal motion
information can be utilized effectively and efficiently, while the point-correspondence approach
does not have this information. Furthermore, this approach is less sensitive to both noise and
measurement inaccuracies.
Before we present the algorithms, assumptions are presented in the next section.
Ill.

ASSUMPTIONS

For ease of understanding, presentation, representation and
categories of assumptions are presented.
3.1

the following six

Assumptions on the Object.
A.

B.
3.2

draw~ng,

We assume moving objects with smooth planar faces. One way to
convert nonplanar face case to planar face case is by the fact that a
nonplanar face may be approximated by a set of planar faces.
The shape and precise 3D structure of the moving object arc unknown.

Assumptions on Motion.
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As stated in ( 1]. we assume that shape changes of a face are constrained by arran~
and/or quadratic transformations.
3.3
Assumptions on the Image Sequence.
This assumption on the image sequence may also be referred 10 as the small
perturbation assumption. More concretely. it· is assumed that for any two consecutive imag,.
frames. &here is at mosl one object face vanished or emerged, but not both. One way 10 convea'
a multi-face change case to single face change case is ao take picaures more often.
3 .4

Assumptions on the Camera.
A
B.

3 .5

The location of the camera is assumed to be the origin of the coordinate.
system.
The focal length of the camera is assumed to be normalized 10 1.

Assumptions on the Objecc Size.

We assume that the maximum object size is known. The following two meth<X.b
may be used to specify ahe maximum object size.
Let a and b denote two points on the object. and d(a,b) denote the discancc
Method 1
between a and b. Let

Lt

=max
a~b

(d

(a~

b))

for all possible points a and b on the object.

Method 2
Assume that the object can be contained in a cube of length f. Then
diagonal length as shown in Figure 4.
t---,...--

~is

the

1 ----t

Ld

Figure 4. The diagonal length L. to specify maximum object size.
3 .6

Assumptions on Initial Conditions and the Screen.

For the first frame. it is assumed that there is a screen behind the object and the distance
between the camera and the screen is known.
Furthermore. it is assumed that the object will always stay at the same side of the scrceu
during the duration of the motion.
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IV.

3D OBJECf REPRESENTATION

There are several 3D object representations. The choice of object representation plays an
important role in object manipulation as well as in object model construction.
4.1

Region Adjacency Graph (RAG)

A simple way to represent a 30 object is through the use of a region adjacency graph.
More specifically, in a region adjacency graph, regions are represented by nodes, and adjacent
region relationships are represented by links.
4.2

Boundary Interaction Graph (BIG)

Instead of using region adjacency graphs, we may use boundary interaction graphs which
is the dual graph of region adjacency graphs.
4.3

Semantic Networks

Region adjacency graphs, together with feature values of the regions, form semantic
networks. As we know, semantic networks are widely used in knowledge representation and
pictorial knowledge representation (3 ).
4.4

Intersection of Planes

In the method, planes are used to represent objects. Note that a plane divides the three
dimensional space into awo sections.
A convex object is defined below .

•

Definition 1 Let a, b be any awo points in a 30 object denoted as OBJ. If any point on the line
ab belongs to OBJ, then OBJ is a convex 30 object.
Theorem J

If a convex 30 object has only planar faces, then the 3D object can be represemcd by the
intersections of a set of planes (3).
Example 1 A cube may be represented as the intersections of the six planes denoted as

------(1)
which is shown in Figure 5.

-+-- F2(side)

/

Fl{front)

F6(bottom)

Figure 5. The intersections of six planes form a convex object.
1 ">('

Example 2

Representation of the Intersection of Two Convex Objects.
k

Let convex object OBJA be represented as

OBJA

Let convex object OBJB be represented as

OBJB •

:a

n

F J.

------(2)

•
[.l

Hj

------(3)

1-l

Then. the intersection of OBJA and OBJB is represented as

OBJA
V.

n

OBJB

(b.

•

F•)

n (b.

H~)

------(4)

ALGORITHM 1

In this paper. the intersection of planes method is used to represent 30 objects.
Seep 1: Find the largest possible object which will be able to generate the first frame or
the image sequence.
·
We illustrate this concept through the use of a simple example.
Example 3
Figure 6.

Let the object be a cube with nodes a, b. c, d, e, f, g and h as shown in

S reen

Figure 6. The projection of a cube on a screen.

e•

•

~·

Figure 7. The first frame of an image sequence.
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The projections of e. f. g. h on the screen are e•. f. g•. h·. respectively, as shown in
Figure 6.

" ...

...........

Let Fl denote the first frame of the image sequence which is sh~wn in Figure 7.
In this case. the largest possible object (LPO) which can generate the tirst frame Fl is
(LPOFl)
Step 2: Let running index i

=(30 Obj.)

abc 4 c·ra'll'·

------ (5)

=1 and the accumulated index I =.1.

Step~: Given two consecutive frames Fi and F(i+1). find the largest possible object LPOF(i+l)
which has the capability of generating the same F(i+l).

Step 4: Perfonning the transfonnation of object (LPOFI) into the (i+l) orientation using the
method presented in (I) denoted the result as (LPOFI)<i•a>·
Step 5: Find the intersection of LPOF(i+l) and (LPOFi)11 • 1> denoted the result as
LPOF(I+l) = {LPOF(i+l)} n {(LPOFI)1; .. >}

------ (6)

Step 6: Incrementing indexes i and I.
Step 7: Go to Step 3.
Therefore. each additional frame may provide additional infonnation about the object.
This additional information may be called the incremental pictorial knowledge.
VI.

•

AN IMPROVED ALGORITHM

Although ther~ is a unique correspondence from the object to the image, however, there
is no unique inverse mapping from a single image to an object. In other words, a given image
may be generated from many different objects. In this paper. for simplicity, we focus our
attention to consider a single object case. In this case. Algorithm 1 may be improved as follows:
Step I Find the largest possible object (LPO) which generate frame 1 at time tl denoted as
(LPOFl, tl)
Step 2 Translate (LPOF1. tl) to (LPOFl, t2)
Step 3 Obtain (LPOF2. t2)
Step 4 Find the intersection of (LPOFI, t2) and (LPOF2, t2) denoted as
nt2 =(LPOFl. t2) () (LPOF2, t2)

------ (7)

Step 5 Translate ()t2 to (nt2, t3)
Step 6 Obtain (LPOF3. t3)
Step 7 Find the intersection of (()t2, t3) and (LPOF3, t3) denoted as
()t3 (()t2. t3) n (LPOF3. t3)

=
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------ (8)
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Figure.S. A Sequence of Five Frames

Step 8 Similarly,
na4

=(nt3, t4} n (LPOF4, t4)

------ (9)

nan = (rlt(n-1}, to) () (LPOFn, to)

------ (10)

•
•
•
Step {n+4)

Comment:
"The without screen case" may be viewed as a special case of "the with screen case". In
this case, we simply move the screen to infinity.
Example 2 A Simple example of five frames is illustrated in Figure 8. The shaped lines
indicated the largest possible object up to that frame which is consistent with the observation.

Vll.

CONCLUSION

The largest possible object approach is proposed. Using this approach, algorithms for
object reconstruction given a sequence of pictures are presented with illustrative examples. The
topics considered in this paper relate, in the main, to simple object reconstruction. Much further
work remains to be done. Nevertheless, even at this early stage of the development of this
subject, it appears that the largest possible object approach is both theoretically interesting and
practically useful. The results may have useful applications in computer vision for robotic systems
and related areas.
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ABSTRACT:
The suitability of the parallel planar actuator (PPA) to application in an
articulated mobile robot is evaluated. Examination of several joint actuation schemes
is presented along with the introduction of the PPA The PPA has a high joint
torque generating capacity and a distributed structure that leads to a light, stiff
mechanism. A segment of an articulated mobile robot with the kinematic
configuration of the PPA bas been designed and fabricated. The design process is
outlined and the major components are described. The mechanism is operational
and meets major design criteria.
INTRODUCDON:
Articulated mobile robots have been examined with respect to their suitability
and usefulness in the environment expected in a nuclear power plant. 1 These robots
have typically had serially connected segments. A feature of the articulated structure
is its ability to make large changes in elevation. This would be useful in avoiding
obstacles and in changing floors in a nuclear power plant. The main drawback of
this feature is the excessive joint torque necessary to execute useful vertical
navigation. This leads to large, heavy segments, which in turn require more joint
torque. Previous work with this sort of mechanism lead to an articulated mobile
robot design2 as illustrated in figure 1. Actuator requirements for this design were
outside the present technological envelope. Joint configuration between segments
and actuation schemes were examined in an attempt to improve expected
performance. This paper describes the evolution of a serially connected parallel
actuated joint scheme from concept to mechanical design. Attention is given with
respect to the scheme's applicability to an articulated mobile robot.
NAVIGATIONAL REQUIREMENTS :
Specifications were developed that are believed to meet the requirements of
an articulated mobile robot in a nuclear power plant type environment. These
specifications were used to evaluate several joint connectivity-actuation schemes
qualitatively.
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Horizontal Navigation

Vertical Navigadon

Figure 1 Previous articulated mobile robot concept
There are two modes of navigation for an articulated mobile robot. The first
is horizontal navigation. The second is vertical-bridge navigation. These navigational
modes impose limits and requirements on the robot.
Minimum radius of tum: 610mm (horizontal nav.)
Ascend/descend 40 degree incline stairs (either or both)
Jump obstacles up to lm (vertical nav.)
Change elevation: 3m (vertical nav.)
Bridge gaps: 3.6m (bridge nav.)
Navigate speed: 20m/min (horizontal nav.)
The ' navigational requirements are of importance in the design of the robot.
They limit size and, along with size, set driving force/torque requirements.
Speed requirements set final ratios on wheels, tracks, or other locomotive
devices. Vehicle weight and expected inclines set wheel driving torque.
Elevation change, gaps jumped, obstacles jumped, and vehicle weight set joint
torques. For an order of magnitude estimation of joint torques required, simple
static modeling of a structure with distributed weight was performed. Figure 2
illustrates this model.
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Figure 2 Joint Torque Estimation

•

Using these rough models and an estimate of a segment's weight of 45.5 kg
and length of .610 m, order of magnitude was established for joint torque. Length
was taken as 3.6 m and w, weight per unit rength, was taken as 731.7 N/m.
Maximum joint torque (quasi static)
cantilever mode 4741 N-m (41,961 in-lbs)
landed mode 1185 N-m (10,490 in-lbs)
Note the landed case joint torque is 25% of the cantilevered case. The
magnitude of these torques is relatively large. Concepts of joint actuation were
considered in light of this requirement.
Radius of turn (for axial center line of the robot) can be used to set segment
length and joint range for the robot. A segment with a length of .610 m would
require a joint range of .±.60 degrees. Some concepts had considerably shorter
segment lengths with corresponding smaller joint range requirements.
CONCEPTS FOR JOINT AcruATION CONSIDERED:
1. Serially connected serially actuated segments.
2. Serially connected parallel actuated segments.
A brief description of joint actuation concepts follows. Initial evaluation was
based on kinematic configuration. Some of the concepts attempt to overcome the
joint torque requirements by reducing overall weight. Others allowed for
redistribution of weight while undergoing vertical or bridge navigation.
Serially connected serially actuated segments similar to previous concepts were
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examined. Each degree of freedom of this type of joint is actuated by a single prime
mover. Estimates of segment weight based on available technology indicated that
this concept would be very heavy, if feasible at all. Kinematically, this joint
configuration has several manifestations.' One can be modeled with revolute, either
intersecting or non intersecting. . Figure 3 illustrates a chain based on the Hooke
joint.

Figure 3 Serially connected serially actuated joint configuration

Serially connected parallel actuated joints were examined. Several types were
considered in evolutionary fashion. The first consisted of two joints connected by
three linear actuators and one prismatic joint. Figure 4 schematically illustrates this
joint configuration. There are three degrees of freedom between the two joints. The
linear actuators are attached to the joint by Hooke joints. These joints prove difficult
to design in compact lightweight versions capable of sustaining expected loads. The
linear actuator can be modeled as a cylindrical joint, with the prismatic freedom
driven and the rotational freedom free. One feature considered beneficial is the
mechanism's ability to stretch.
The necessary minimum radius of curvature of the mobile robot during
horizontal navigation limits the segment length. The vertical and bridge navigational
requirements relate weight per unit length to joint torque. Reduction of weight per
unit length reduces required joint torque. The ability to stretch or lengthen the
distance between joints for vertical navigation and to maintain the minimum length
between joints for horizontal navigation inspired further examination of this class of
mechanisms.
Axial symmetry was considered. H the robot were to fall or become turned
over, the ability of the mechanism to right itself is considered important. By
removing axial symmetry, mechanism weight could be reduced because horizOJ:!tal
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Figure 4 Parallel

actuate~

joint configuration

navigation requires less driving torque than vertical and bridge navigation. It is felt
that by removing this symmetry, the robot's ability to recover after an upsetting event
would be impaired.
A hybrid of the parallel and serial connections was examined in whkh one
rotational degree of freedom was derived from a parallel planar actuation. The
planar nature of the parallel actuation allows the linear actuators to be connected
by revolute joints. Figure 5 illustrates this joint configuration. The revolute joint is
much simpler to design than a Hooke joint.

Figure 5 Parallel planar actuation serial actuation hybrid
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The last significant mechanism of this type is one with two... two degree of
freedom parallel planar actuators between joints. The planar actuators are oriented
at 90 degrees to each other and ·are acting on different joints. This configuration
gives each segment four degrees of freedom. Two are collinear sliders and two are
orthogonal rotations. The two sliding degrees of freedom allow for large changes in
segment length. The planar nature of the actuator leads to revolute connections. A
joint has two orthogonal revolute joints that can intersect (Hooke joint) or h~ve an
offset. Joints are connected to each other by two collinear sliders. Figure 6
illustrates this joint configuration.

Figure 6 Orthogonal Parallel planar joint actuation
Parallel actuation gives rise to a distributed mechanism that can be both light
weight and rigid. This type of actuation introduces a sliding degree of freedom that
improves performance in vertical and bridge navigation.
Horizontal Navigation:
Methods of locomotion in the horizontal plane were considered as they
applied to each joint actuation scheme. Conventional modes are wheels and tracks.
These modes could be applied to any of the joint actuation schemes evaluated. The
joint actuation schemes with a sliding degree of freedom possess a non-conventional
mode of locomotion. This sliding degree of freedom could be utilized in an
inchworm-type fashion. This mode would be difficult to apply in cases of vertical or
bridge navigation. Of these modes, wheels, driven and passive, are considered the
best for the mobile robot. Tracks are more terrain adaptable, but weigh more and
add more complexity. The roboCs terrain is expected to be uniform enough to allow
use of wheels. Whether a wheel is driven or not and how and where it is mounted
is determined by horizontal navigation requirements and mobility between segments.
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PHYSICAL REALIZATION OF A PARAllEL ACfUATED ARTICULATED
SEGMENT:
The parallel planar actuation scheme possesses several features that make it
a good candidate for an articulated mobile robot. It has a sliding degree of freedom
that allows reduction of weight per unit length in vertical navigation while
maintaining a required minimum length for horizontal navigation. It is a parallel
mechanism that can posses high rigidity with relatively low weight and it can produce
large joint torques utilizing present technology.
Many areas were considered in developing a mechanism that possesses the
kinematics of the parallel planar actuation scheme. Mechanical advantage of the
mechanism was examined to size the linear actuators. Weight estimates for the
mechanism were made in order to evaluate expected loads. These loads were in turn
utilized in component design.
The planar parallel actuator can generate an axial force and a driving torque.
The driving torque varies with angle This is important because the primary drive
required from the parallel actuator is joint torque.
Given the notation for the parallel planar actuator as shown in figure 7,
y

Aauator force

•

push

Passive slider
X

Cf.. of segment

..
Actuator 1

Actuator force
pull

s

Figure 7 parallel planar actuator notation
equations for the moment generating capacity of the mechanism can be derived.
Each actuator contributes to the joint torque. For this discussion, forces and moments
are taken positive in a right-handed sense. The actuator forces are considered
positive in the pull sense and negative in the push sense (F0 and F 1). The equations
representing the static forces and moment generating capacity of _the parallel planar
actuator follow.
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and WY are the projection of the gravity load on the x axis and y axis, ·
respectively. The sum of forces in the x direction must be 0 because the slider
cannot support an axial load. The sum of forces in they direction yields an actuation
induced slide load.
Joint torque as a function of theta has been plotted assuming the actuators
can generate a unif force and using geometry that meets the mobile robot's
requirements. Figure 8 shows this relationship. For this plot, r 1 = r2 = 0.159 m and
the slide length S is taken to be 0.56 m.
For the static case, in the vertical plane, the torque necessary to hold a
rotating mass at an angular position is a function of the mass's angular displacemenl
from an arbitrary reference, in this case the horizon. This is shown by the curve Mr
in figure 8. In the quasistatic case, vertical navigation of the robot will require
torques that vary with angle of displacement from the horizon. Acceleration and
deceleration impose other load requirements. It is assumed that high speed and
accelerations will not be necessary or even desirable in vertical navigation. Joim
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torques in the horizontal plane
arise from inertial affects and
from rolling or sliding friction
of the wheels. These loads are
much smaller than the
quasistatic loads from vertical
navigation. The parallel planar
actuator'smechanicaladvantage 1
closely matches expected "
driving loads. This makes the
mechanism well suited for the
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the structure or skeleton of the
robot undergoes. The parallel
Figure 8 Joint torque as a
planar actuator has one nonfunction of theta
actuated prismatic joint and five
non-actuated revolute joints.
Each must be designed to withstand the expected loads.
Design objectives for the parallel planar actuated joint design are driven by
the requirements placed on it by its operational environment. General objectives
are range of motion, minimization of weight, and load carrying capacity.
A working model was designed and fabricated in order to evaluate the
suitability of the parallel planar joint actuat.ion scheme with respect to the articulated
mobile robot. The first step was to design a segment and the mechanics of a single
two degree of freedom actuator. Performance evaluation is being performed for this
step. Controllability under load is of prime concern. Secondary is evaluation of the
structural integrity of the design.
The mechanical design, fabrication and testing of the apparatus has been
performed. A test stand was designed that allowed the body with a two degree of
freedom parallel planar actuator to be tested. Loads were applied that d4plicate
expected loads for a segment of an articulated mobile robot undergoing vertical or
bridge navigation. The mechanism meets controllability criteria and load bearing
capacity.
MECHANICAL DESIGN :
The mechanical design performed was based on finite element analysis of
major components. Design of simpler components was performed using classical
methods. The design is centered around currently available linear actuator
technology.. Actuator selection will be discussed, followed by a description of major
mechanical components. Feedback schemes will be covered.
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Actuator selection:
. Due to cost and avaHability, servo hydraulics were chosen to power the first
segments. The amount of force a hydraulic cylinder under servo positional control
can exert is a percentage of the maximum force the cylinder can generate under a
given system pressure. The percentage is dictated by stability criteria. A rule of
thumb is that optim~m power transfer to the load occurs when the pressure applied
to the cylinder is equal to 66% of the system pressure.• Another consideration in
double acting hydraulic cylinders is the different force generating capacity between
push and pull strokes. This difference is caused by the reduction of piston surface
area by the rod on the pull stroke.
Sizing the actuators requires determination of stroke length and piston surface
area (cylinder bore). The actuator length determines the workspace of the parallel
planar actuator. Relationships between actuator length and workspace were
developed from the kinematics of the mechanism. The workspace is symmetric abou l
zero actuation angle. The workspace limits were determined using the equations
developed for the reverse kinematics of the mechanism (eqns. 3.1a, 3.2a).
A two inch bore cylinder with a 1 3/8 inch diameter rod provides enough
force to achieve the required moments. This cylinder has an oversized rod because
it has an integral linear transducer. This allows feedback of the cylinder length
directly. The cylinder was sized based on the workspace and joint torque
requirements. A plot of the PPA's workspace based on the selected actuator is
shown in figure 9. The joint torque generating capacity and actuation induced slide
load of the PPA is shown in figure 10.
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These loads were utilized in designing the sliding bearings. The joint torque
plot in figure 11 was generated using the moment relationships developed, maximum
actuator load, and static summation of forces in the axial direction. The joint torque
is shown for actuator 0 pushing and actuator 1 pulling, generating a positive torque.
The negative torque plot is a reflection of the plot shown.
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Apparatus:
The basic apparatus designed and fabricated to test the parallel planar
actuation concept is illustrated in figure 11. A photograph of the apparatus is shown
in figure 12. · Each of the mechanical subassemblies are detailed and a brief
description is given, with some analysis presented.

•

Figure 11 PPA test stand

Figure 13 Apparatus

The test stand was fabricated from cold rolled carbon steel shapes. Its
principle function is to apply a joint load that can be varied. The loading arm has a
sliding weight for applying moments to the actuator. The test stand holds the body.
The body is illustrated in figure 13.
The material used in the fabrication of the body was 6061 T6 aluminum. The
body is a welded assembly. The welding process produced some heat distortion that
had to be corrected. The illustration does not show the bearing rings and bearing
caps used to fix the trunions of the cyHnders in the body. Loads on the body were
estimated based on the quasi-static loads on the robot while it is undergoing vertical
navigation. A worst case load scenario was deemed to be maximum actuator thrust
coupled with a side loading on the order of magnitude of the actuator load. Finit~
Element Analysis modeling of the body was performed using the est,imated worst
case loading and approximate geometry. Static deflections and stresses were
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Cap

""'

Servo valves

Figure 13 Version 3 body with 1 pair hydraulic cylinders

evaluated using the analysis. A deflection illustration is shown in figure 14. Th v
deformations are scaled to be approximately 10% of the figure•s width. Units are i 11
inches
The slide assembly is shown in figure 15. The slide assembly was fabricate:, I
from 2024 T351 aluminum. There are two sets of recirculating ball bearing sl kk .,
mounted in the slide assembly. These slides are induction-hardened ground stetl
raceways. Recirculating ball bearing blocks are mounted on the caps of the body.
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Figure 14 Deformation of body under expected loading
•

Figure 15 Slide assembly for version 3 body
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feedback:
Two methods of determining the configuration of the parallel planar
manipulator exist. One is feedback of actuator length and the other is feedback of
the slide length and PPA angle. The test segment has both types of feedback to
allow evaluation of each type. Feedback of cylinder length with an integral L VDT
results in~ cylinder with an oversized rod (reduced pull force). This type of cylinder
is also heavier that a normal servo hydraulic cylinder (by approximately 25%).
Linear displacement is measured by LVDT's in both cases. These are absolute
devices with no need of a homing sequence. Angular displacement is measured by
an absolute encoder.
Evaluation of Mechanical Design:
The mechanism has been operated under load through it's workspace. No
mechanical failure is noted after approximately 100 hours of operation. More
extensive evaluations of the mechanism under real-time control are being performed.
CONCWSIONS:
A joint actuation concept is presented that meets criteria necessary for
application in an articulated mobile robot. A mechanism based on the concept has
been designed that meets proposed requirements based on navigation in a nuclear
power plant. These requirements include range of motion, load carrying capacity,
and joint torque criteria. The mechanism bas been fabricated and meets design
criteria. Evaluation of control schemes for the mechanism is ongoing and will be
reported elsewhere.
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ON niB DESIGN OF A 6-DOF FORCB-TORQUE SENSOR
A. Kumar, C. Subramanian and 0. Masory

Robotics Center
Aorida AtJantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431

I. INTRODUCTION
In the future, teclmologies involving use of robotic manipulators will play an important role in
exploration and commercialization of space. In these applications manipulators carried by a small
· spacecraft will be used for satellite repair, structure assembly, etc.
As such, the base of the
manipulator and the system on which the task is being performed are not fixed but free to Ooat. In
order to test these applications on earth, there is a need to simulate this particular environment. which
include the free floating robot and the task being performed.
One way to emulate the free floating environment is to mount the robot on a movable
platform which its position is controlled in response to the forces exerted on it by the robot as it moves
along the task trajectory. For that, there is a need to measure reaction forces between the robot base
and the platform and the interaction forces between the robot and and the other system during the
performance of the task. The emulator system needs to exhibit the same base motion characteristics as
would be the case in gravity-free environment. So the need arise to measure the dynamic forces acting
on the pedestal of the robot on the platform, when the robot is manipulating in the space. Since the
manipulator has six DOF, a six DOF force torque sensor is needed.
Most of the commerciaUy available force torque sensor arc designed for very small range of
forces and mostly used as a wrist sensors. Force sensors for high loads are usually limited to 3-4 DOF,
e.g. sensors for machining processes. Since no commcriaUy, off-the-shelf sensors which will meet the
required specification were availble, efforts have been devoted for the design and construction of such
sensors.
This paper describes the design consideration, design procedure, calibration, and results
obtained from a such sensor build at the Robotics Center at Aorida Atlantic University.

II. SENSOR DESIGN
The conventional approach to six degree of freedom force torque sensor design is to use
structures with hinges,springs and pivots in order to decouple the various force/torques components.
This approach makes it difficult to achieve higher order accuracy, and the cost of such sensors are very
high. Most force sensors include structurally flexible members in which high stresses are developed
due to the load. The stress (or strain) on these members are measured by transducers which their
readings are related back to the load. The main advantage of such sensors is that they are made up of
simple structure that are easy to fabricate. Moreover, low cost transducers, such as straingages, can be
used. With this concept in mind, tow different sensors have been designed (figures 1-2). Both models
were construted as two ring that are connected by three, symetricaUy positioned on the perimeter,
flexible elments. In order to select the dimensions of these elements the finite element method (FEM)
was used for their analysis.
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1.
2.
3.

The FEM analysis included the followiug:
Determination of maximum stresses under maximum anticipated load in order to avoid failure.
Determination of strains in order to avoid straingage failure.
Determination of the sensor stiffness matrix condition number is order to estimate to what degree
the six measured quantity arc separatablc. The stiffness matrix was dctcrmiocd as foUows: A unit
force in X direction was applied to the sensor and the six strains (at the location of the straingagcs)
were calculated. This relationship was written in the following format:

el
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£2
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0
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0
0
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since Fx= 1, the elements Cu ,.. ei. Repeating the process for all other unit loads produces the
coefficients of the matrix C. The sensor stiffness mctrix, K. is given by the inverse of C.
Determination of the sensor sensitivity under the assumption that the minimum possible reading
from each bridge_is one microstraio. This quantity was calculate as the norm of the vector F given
by:
fore, =10-6

5.

(1)

(2)

Determination of the sensor natural frequency in order to avoid dynamic excitation of the sensor
due to the rotating elements of the. robot mo~ted on top of it.

The results of this analysis are shown in figures 3 and 4 for the three sensors• models described
in figures 1 and respectfully.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
Observing the results shown in figures 3 and 4, it was decided to fabricate a sensor base on
model-11 design since better sensitivity and separatibility can be obtained.
A sensor was fabricated from Aluminum 6061-6T pipe of OD=lOin and ID=9in with the
ratio (hjb••2)=3.03. Metal foil strain gauge (120 ohms resistance) were used as the transducing
elements. Each flexible member was instrumented with a full bridge (4 strain gauge) in order to
increase the reading sensitivity to maximum. The output of each bridge was amplified and balanced by
strain gauge amplifier and then fed into a computer through an analog-to-digital converter. This
information was convert into forces/torques by multiplication with a stiffness matrix (6x6) which was
determined by a calibration procedure.
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III. CALIBRATION
Many attempt have been made to build high accuracy Force/forque sensors using the concept
of mechanics and placing transducers at particular locations so that each is primerily sensitive to only
one component of the load [3). The constant which relates the transducer output to the force can be
approximated using basic mechanics and the geometry of structure (e.g. FEM), and therefor
calibration of the sensor is' essential
The major advantages of using calibration arc (1):
1. It is not necessary to precisely balance or null the transducer.
2 It is not es&ential to mount that the strain gauges at a precise location or orientation.
3. It is also not important to machine the structure to a tight tolerance, which reduces the fabrication
cost of the sensor.
This procedure used to calibrate the sensor foUowed the same idea used to find the stiffness
matrix usinf the FEM. First, the sensor was loaded with a uni-axial force (force in x ,y or z direction)
shown in fig 5 (2). The magnitude of the force was measured by uniaxial load ceU which was calibrated
separately. Since it was impossible to apply a pure moment, a combination of a uniaxial force and
moment was used. However, since the force and its point of application are known and the sensor•s
readings due to the force arc already known, it is possible to determine the readings due to the
moment.

z

-X

X
~roRFz

-X
y

Figure 5: Calibration setup.
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An example of the calibration results arc ahowD io figure 6 whic:h illustrates the output from
the six bridges during loadiag and uoloadiag the ICIISOI' with a force io Z dircctioo. l-inear rclatioo was
established by finins a lioc to the above data uaiDa the least square method. The slope of these lines
arc the clements of the first row of the matrix <; of Eq. 3. If the bridge output is not scro at 'no load'

condition a constant offset vector has to be added to Eq. 1:
(3) .

Where: V
F

-

Sensor outputs (6xl)
Load (6xl)
Compliance matrix (6x6)
Offset vector (6x1)

cl G

-

At the cod of the calibration process aU clcmcota of the C 1 matrix arc known. aad a load
applied to the sensor can be determined by:
(4)
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lu the current state of the development the sensor has still to be tested for the foillowing:

1) AmpUfier drifting due to self heating of its electronic component.
2) The repeatability of the sensor will be determined by repeatingly loading and unloading the
sensor.

V. CONCLUSION
A six degrees-of-freedom force torque sensor was designed and fabricated. This particular
design has good sensitivity and high separatibilty. The sensor is a relatively low cost device which was
implemented using of the shelf instrumentation.
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THE EFFECr OF MANUFACIURING TOLERANCES

ON STEWART PLATFORM ACCURACY
-

Jian Wang and Oren Masory
Robotics Center
Florida Atlantic University

ABSTRACT

Manufacturing tolerance, installation errors and Jinks• offsets contaminate the nominal
kinematic parameters of the platform. As a result, if the nominal values of these parameters are used,
the pose of the platform is inaccurate. In order to evaluate the effect of the above factors on the
platform accuracy, the kinematic inverse and forward problems of the contaminated platform model
have to be solved. This paper presents numerical solutions for both problems and demonstrates,
through simulation, the effect of the above factors on the platform accuracy. The simulation results
provide insight to the expected accuracy and indicate the major factors contributing to the inaccuracy.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most industrial robots are open-chain mechanisms constructed of consecutive links connected
by rotational or prismatic one degree of freedom joints. These serial manipulators have large
workspace, high dexterity and maneuverability. However, due to their serial structure they exhibit low
stiffness and poor positioning accuracy. As a result, their usc in applications that require large loads
(e.g. machining) and high accuracy, is limited. In the case of parallel manipulator, the end effector is
attached to a moveable plate which is supported in-parallel by a number of actuated links. As a result,
this kind of manipulators possess the following advantages, compared with serial manipulators: 1) High
force/torque capacity since the load is distributed to several in-parallel actuators; 2) High structural
rigidity; and 3) It is claimed that their accuracy is better due to the noncumulative joints' errors.
A vast number of reports dealing with the accuracy of the serial manipulators were published
(1-5). These include topics such as: error modeling. effects of manufacturing tolerance on pose
accuracy and numerous calibration strategies. However, very few publications dealing with the same
issue as related to parallel manipulators can be found. Since the high accuracy is claimed to be one of
their advantages compared to that of serial manipulators, it is important to address this issue. The
purpose of this paper is to evaluate the effect of manufacturing tolerance and installation errors on the
accuracy of Stewart platform.
In order to evaluate the platform accuracy, it is necessary to develop a kinematic model which
will accommodate the above errors. Base on this model, algorithms for the forward and inverse
kinematics of the platform are presented. For demonstration, using these algorithms and a set of
typical tolerances, the pose errors of a particular platform were calculated and illustrated.
2. NOMINAL KINEMATIC MODEL OF A STEWART PLATFORM

A Stewart platform, as illustrated in figure 1, is composed of six variable length links, a fixed
base and a movable plate to which the tool is attached. It is assumed that the base and the plate are
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circular with radii R., and ~ respectively. A base coordinate system {B} is placed at the base center
0., with its Z axis perpendicular to the base plane. Similarly, the coordinate system {P} is located at
the center of the moving plate. !Jle joints pairs attached to the plate and the base are denoted by P1 to
P6 and B1 to 8 6 respectively.

Figure 1: Stewart platform defmitioos.
The coordinates of Bi, i= 1...6 with respect to {B} denoted as bi, and those of Pi with respect
to {P} as Pi·

The X axis of {B} is selected along the line which bisects the angle B10bB6

,

and

similarly for X axis of {P}. Denote half of the angle B10bB6 as the base angle, <la,. and half of the
angle P10PP6 as the plate angle «p .
In developing the nominal kinematic model of the platform the following assumptions are made:
AU joints are perfect so that their axes are perpendicular to each other and intersect at the same
point (referred as joint center).
2. The actuators are perfedly assembled to the joints such that its axis passes through the joints
centers.
3. The extension of each actuator can be measured without any offset.
4. The platform structure is accurate so that the locations of the joints are precisely known.
1.

Under these assumptions, both U-joints and ball-joints can be treated as points and the links
as straight lines of known length which are connected between the joints' centers. In this case the
inverse kinematics of the Stewart platform is given by:
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io=l,2...6

where:

(1)

R - Orientation matrix describing the orientation of {P} with respect to {8}
- Translation vector describing the orientation of {P} with respect to (B}
li - A vector from bi to Pi which represents the length of link i
q

No analytic solution has been obtained for the forward kinematic problem of a general Stewart
platform so far. A partial closed form analytic solution bas been presented only for the case of
triangular platform [6), however few numerical methods have been proposed to solve the problem[7-9).
3. ACCURATE KINEMATIC MODEL OF A STEWART PLATFORM

Machining tolerances and assembly errors always exists. As a result, both U-joints and balljoints are not perfect - their axes do not necessarily intersect nor perpendicular to each other. As
such, joints' centers do not exist and therefore, the axes of actuators cannot pass through them. A
kinematic model, which will accommodate these errors, is needed in order to analyze their effect on
the platform accuracy.

3.1 Modellna of multi-axis jolots
As mentioned above, U-joints and baD-joint are used in the construction of the Stewart
platform, and therefore there is a need to model these multi-axis joints. A U-joint can rotate about

two axis Zo and Zt (Figure 2) while ball joint can rotate about three axis Zo , Zt and ~ (Figure 3).
The D-H convention [10) is used to model the joint so that the above errors can be included. By D-H
convention, Ti represents homogeneous transformation from frame {i-1} to frame {i} and is defmed
by:

T/-=[R.;0 Q.;]
1

(2)

where

-sin 6i cos ai
cos6i cosai
sinai

sino..I sin a.I ]
-cos 6i sinai
cosai

(3)

and
(4)

For an imperfect U-joint the parameters a1 and dt define the distance between its axes and a 1
the angle between them. S~ilarly, the parameters in tr8nsformation matrices T 1 and T 2 can be used
to model the errors of the ball joints.
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Flglll'e 2: U-joint and its coordinate frames.
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Figure 3: Ball-joint and its Coordinate frames.

3.2 Modellna of joints-link train
A joint-link train is defmed as the consecutive structure elements from the center of the base,
{B}, to the c:inter of the moving plate, {P} through one of the links. In modeling the joint-link train
additional manufacturing errors have to be considered: 1) Dimensional errors of the base (or position
errors of the U joints); 2) Dimensional errors of the moving plate (or position errors of the baU joints);
3) Offset errors in the length readings of the prismatic actuator; and 4) InstaUation errors between the
joints and actuators.
By treating each joint-link train as a serial kinematic chain, the above manufacturing and
assembly errors can be accurately modeled. Kinematically, a joint-link train can be modeled by a set of
consecutive transformations from frame {B} to frame {P} as illustrated in Figure 4. In this figure
frames were assigned as foUows: frames {0} and {1} to the U joint; frame {2} to the prismatic joint;
and frames {3} to {5} to the ball joint. For convenience, an additional frame {6}, which its origin
coincides with that of frame {5} and its orientation is the same as of frame {P}, is introduced. Eight
transformations are needed to model each joint-link train in order to express the pose of the endeffector with respect to base:
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F"JgUre 4: Join-Link train.
(5)
where &r0 and T P are fixed homogeneous transformations from {B} to {0} and &om {6} to {P)
respectively. Denote T = {R.q). thenTp={Rp,4p)wbere Rpand qparegivcnby:
Rp = l

(6)

and
(7)

where pis the coordinates of the origin of {6} with respect to {P}.
The D-H parameters from T 0-T6 are used to model the manufacturing and assembly errors
mentioned above, for each joint-link trains. as follows:
1) T 0
Dimensional errors of the base.
2) T 1
Errors in the U joint..
3) T 2
Installation errors between the actuator and U joint.
4) T 3
Installation errors between the aauator and the baU joint.
5) T 4
Errors in the ball joint.
6) T 5
- Errors in the baU joint.
7) T p
Dimensional ecrors of the moving plate.
The joint-link train transformations. T 0 to T6t describe an 2R-P-3R serial manipulator.
However. in this case the revolute joints are passive ones, which have neither actuators nor transducers.
Three types of parameters can be distinguished in each joint-link train: 1) Measurable variables, d3.
which describes extension of the prismatic joints ; 2) Unmeasurable variables. 8. that describe the
joints angle 8 1• 8 2• 8 4• 8 5 • 86 ; and 3) Geomet.r ic parameters describing the dimensions of the
platform. In the foUowing the above variables wiU be referred as vector v and geometric parameters as

..
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vector u, for both the superscript a means 'actual' and the superscript n means 'nominal'. The nominal
D-H parameters of a joint-link train are listed io tablet:

T
0

a

d

a

6

Rb

0

900

~

1

0

0

900

2

0

0

900

61
62

3

0

oo

oo

4

0

d3
0

900

s

a.

0

0

900

6

0

0

900

6s
66

Table 1: Nominal D-H parameters of a joint-link train

3.3 Complete model of Stewart platform
A complete model of a Stewart platform is composed of six similar joint-link trains:

j=1,2,...6

(8)

where j is an index for the joint-link trains.

•

Stewart platform is virtuaUy a closed-loop mechanism, or a manipulator that is made of a set
of closed kinematic loops. One aspect of modeling of a closed-loop mechanism is the existence of a
number of dependable variables. The rotary joint ·variables in each joint-link train are dependable
ones. These passive variables are determined by the six prismatic joint variables. In other words, the
end-effe.c tor ~ is not determined by the joints of a joint-link train but by six joint-link trains, or
specifically, by six prismatic actuators.

4. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE ACCURATE MODEL

4.1 Forward kinematics
In order to evaluate the effects of the different errors on the platform accuracy, it is necessary
to compute the pose of the end-effector based on the measured link length and the accurate model
which takes into account all manufacturing errors.
The general forward kinematic problem can be stated as: given the actual link length vector d 8 ,
the nominal parameters u 0 and the actual parameters u•, find ·the actual end-effector pose x•. Since
there is no closed form solution for the forward kinematics of a general Stewart platform even for tbe
nominal case! a numerical methods is used to solve this problem.
The adopted algorithm is based on the gradient method which is used to minimize the
following cost function
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6

Q(x)= ~ldt-l;j(x, u)0

2

(9)

j-1

where cpj (x, u) is the jth joint-link train inverse kinematics solution for dj" If the nominal parameters
arc used, +j(x, u 0 ) bas an analytic solution given by A.S and A .6, and the obtained xis the solution of
the nominal forward kinematics problem. If the accurate model is applied, cpj(x, u•) has to be
obtained numerically by solving the general inverse kinematics problem (as described in the proceeding
section), and th~n the obtained xis the.solution for the general forward kinematics problem.

1.
2.

The problem is solved following these steps (k is iteration index):
Make initial guess of x.
Using x, perform the general inverse kinematics for each joint-link train and obtain an estimation
for all links length dk.

3.

Compute the cost function O~c == ld8 -daJ

4.

Check the termination condition, O~c < £, is satisfied then x• == xk and stop the program. Otherwise
continue with step 5.

5.

Calculate the cost function gradient, V Q ( x). using difference operation.

6.
7.

Update the estimated xk by xk + 1
Repeat from step 2.

= xk

+ Axk • where Axk == V Q ( x) ( d8-d~c).

4.2 Inverse Kinematics
The general inverse kinematic problem can be stated as: given the actual platform pose, x•,
the nominal parameters u 0 and actual parameters u•, fmd the actual joint variables v• (including d•
and

ea ).

The solution is obtained by solving the inverse kinematic problem of each joint-link train,
treated as a 2R-P-3R serial robot with two additional homogeneous transformations. For most
industrial robots analytical solution, for the qominal inverse kinematic problem, do exist although they
are not necessarily unique. However, in this particular case the analytical solution for the nominal
model not only exists but is also unique. The uniqueness of the solution is due to physical constraints
introduced by ball and the U joints. For example, the joint angle 8 1 (sec figure 5), between Xo and X 1,
can vary in the range of 0° < 8 1 < 180° . Similar constraint is applied to 8 2, 85 and 86• However,
there is no angle limitation for 8 4 (rotational angle of the ball-joint about the axis Zo· The inverse
kinematic solution of the joint-link train nominal model is given in the Appendix.
Although a unique analytical solution for the nominal kinematics problem exists, it may be
impossible to obtain analytical solution for the general inverse kinematics problem and therefore
numerical solution is inevitable. The model-based Newton-Raphson method (11) is employed to solve
this problem. As part of the algorithm, it is necessary to solve the general inverse kinematic of each
joint-link train. This problem can be stated as follows: given the desired platform pose x•, actual jointlink train forward kinematics model xj ==fj (vj• u•) j==1,2...6 (j is the joint link train index) and nominal
inverse kinematics model vj==&j (x•, u 0 ) ; find v•j• such that x•==fj (v•j, u•).
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Figure 5: Rotational constraints on a U-joint.
In order to secure convergence of the algorithm the initial guess of the variables, v, has to be
a.s close a.s possible to the solution. As initial guess the nominal inverse kinematics of the platform was

used. It is defined as: given x• and u 0 fmd the values of the nominal variables vn.
The problem is solved, for each join-link train, as foUows (the subscription j is omitted for
clarity, k is iteration index);
1. Make initial guess of v, using the nominal model of the joint-link train v = g (x•, un).
2. Compute an estimated platform pose by xk"" f (vk, u•).
3.

Obtain a pose error vector &xk

. 4.

Compute a correction term Avk

:f

= "t- x•.
=-=

J-1 Axk , where J is the joint-link train Jacobian which can be

formulated from the nominal joint-link train model.

• 5.
6.

Update the estimated vk by vk+ 1 = vk + Avk .
Check the termination condition, IAx.J <£, is satisfied for all joint-link trains then v• = "t• and stop
the program. Otherwise go' to step 2.

5. EFFECTS OF ERRORS ON THE PLATFORM ACCURACY
This study investigates the foUowing effects of the foUowing factors on the platform accuracy:
1) Manufaduring tolerance of the rotary joints; 2) Installation errors of the U-joints and ball joints;
and 3) Measurement offsets of the link actuators. The study is performed by simulation of a particular
platform with foUowing dimeosions : Rb 3 feet:
1 feet; link length ranges between 4.5 to 7.5 feet,

=

a.,

a.,=

=30° and ap =15°. The values for the manufacturing errors or D-H parameters deviations, are

given a.s foUows:
1.

Manufacturing tolerance for both U-joints and ball-joints (D-H parameters):

2.

I&d I < 0.004 inch, I&a I < 0.004 inch and 1&a 1 < 0.1 o .
Installation errors of the ball joints on the moving plate (tolerances):
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IAp. I . IApy I and IApz I
3.
4.

< 0.012 inch.

Installation errors of the U -joints on the base (D-H parameters):
IL\al < 0.24 inch, IAal < 1 o and lAd I < 0.12 iDch.
Offsets of the link actuators (D-H parameters):
IAd I < 0 .024 inch.

The selection of large tolerance on the base ia due to the fact the base is constructed from
welded member. The errors used in the simulation were randomly selected within the above ranges.
The effects of the above errors on the pose accuracy of the platform were investigated one by
one by simulation. The following procedure was applied in the simulation study.
1. A random error vector within the range specified above was add to the corresponding nominal
parameters.
2. A set of desired pose trajectory, x 0 , within the workspace was specified.
3: The six joint lengths variables were computed by the nominal inverse kinematics.
4. The actual pose trajectory x• was obtained by the general forward kinematics using the
parameters determined by step 1.
S. The pose error was computed by x• - x• .
The results presented in flgUJ'es

~9

illustrates the following errors: 1) Pose translation errors

dx. dy and dz along the X. Y and Z axes respectfully; 2) The norm of the translation error dl; and 3)
Orientation errors ~ dP and dY about the X. Y and Z axes respectfully.
Figure 6 compares the translation error norm. d~ for the above four cases. As expected the
tolerances on the platform base caused significantly larger error than due to the other error source s.
To further investigate the effects of the base tolerances, the position and orientation errors were
calculated and are shown in figure 7. As shown, the value of position error reached a maximum of
about 1 inch and the orientation error a maximum of about S degrees. Moreover. the orientation
errors change sign along the trajectory which will cause rocking motion. The same for the position
errors which will cause "Overcut" or "Undercut" in some applications.
Since the pose error is being determined by all tolerances. which might cause 'cancelation' or
'accumulation' of the individual effects on the pose error, the simulation program was executed again
for the general case where all manufacturing errors exist. The results of this run are shown in figure 8.
Following conclusions can be obtained from these simulation results:
If realistic manufacturing tolerances are considered. the accuracy of the Stewart platform is in the
same order of a serial manipulator which has the same nominal dimensions.
2. The magnitude of the pose errors in the same order of the corresponding tolerance. For example,
the tolerances specified for the fabrication of the base, caused errors in the location of U -joints in
order of 1/4" which resulted in pose errors in the order of 1".
3. The maximum pose errors always occur at the workspace boundary.
1.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
An accurate kinematic model, which takes into account manufacturing errors, of Stewart

platform is presented. Algorithms by which the forward and inverse kinematics of such a model were
also developed. Using these model and algorithms, the effects of manufacturing tolerances on the
platform accuracy, was investigated. . Simulation results indicate that the claim that parallel
manipulators are more accurate is not substantiated. Moreover, the fabrication of a large structure, to
be used as a base for the platform, might have a major contribution to the platform error due to its
poor tolerances.
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Figure 8: Platform pose error due to all manufacturing errors.
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APPENDIX: Aoalytlcal Solutloo of a Jolot-Llok Tralo loverse Klaematlc:s
Equation (5) can be written as
(A.l)

The right side of the equation is bown. Let oy6 •{0Jl61°46 }, Byp={ R, 4} and Tp• { Rp>4p}•
from equation (2) and (A.1), one can obtain
(A.2)
(A.J)
where supersaipt T stands for the transpose of matrix. 04 6 is also can be written as

For a nominal model, q 1 , 4 2 , q 4 , q 5 , 4 61 =0°, a 1 , ~. =90°. Plug these in (A.4), one obtains
(A.S)
bown from (A.3), assume 0q 6 :::; [ O'l6l• 0'161- 0'163). Since the range of the rotational angle of
joints
and 82 is limited between 0_180° • following expressions can be solved:
Oq6 is

a,

ai

=1°q61 =Jo ~~ -t9 ~ -t9 ~

(A.6)

0

82 = arccos(- q 63 )
dl

(A.7)
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0

81 = arccos(-

~ 61

d3 sm82

)

(A.8)

0

oa6 caD be written as
(A.9)

so we have
(A.lO)

Since a3 aod

a3arc givco, a2aod a1have been obtained in (A.7,A.8), a1,a2,a3can be computed.

Note Ga6 is given by (A.2), so the left side of the (A.lO) is obtained. Let it be a 3x3 matrix M with
components as mij, aod left-multiply M by a41:
(A.ll)

«s aod a 6 into the equation. Expanding it using the nominal constant parameters,
we caD obtain a set of equations which can be used to compute the joint variable a. to a6 . The
expressions for a. to a6 arc:
Plug constant a 4,

•

84 = arctan2(~)
mu
85 = arccos(-:m32 )

(A.l2)
(A.l3)

86 =arccos(-~)

(A.l4)

sin85

a

a

Since 5 and 6 less than 180° and greater than 0° , they are uniquely determined. So far, all of joint
variables arc obtained.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF AN INTEWGENT ROBOT
FOR LOGIC DESIGN APPUCATIONS•
Edward T. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida International University
UniveJSity Park Campus
Miami, Florida 33199

ABSTRACT

Logic design plays an important role in computer design, VLSI design, microelectronics
packaging as well as intelligent robotics. In 1his paper, we focus our attention· on the design
considerations of an intelligent robot for logic design. More specifically, the intelligent robot
consists of four parts. The fiJSt part is to perform logic minimization and draw circuit diagram.
The second part is to map 1he circuit diagram to chip diagram using an intelligent integrated
circuit chip database. The third part is chip minimization and other related optimization tasks.
The fourth part is the robot implementation of the minimized chip design. The organization of
an intelligent robot for logic design is presented. This robot is called an intelligent robot because
it figures out the whole solution by itself. The results may have useful applications in intelligent
systems, machine intelligent and related areas.

I. OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCflON
Logic design plays an important role in computer design [BART85, HAYE90, HENN90],
VLSI design [DENY85, DILL88, KORE89], microelectronics packaging (TUMM89], and
intelligent robotics [CRA186, FU87, SfAU87). Early robots were clever mechanical devices with
cams and stops that performed simple pick-and-pl~ce operations. As computer technology
improved, robots became more sophisticated. Computer control allows more precise industrial
operations, such as welding, spray painting, and simple parts assembly. However, such operations
do not really require the robot to "think". The robots are simply programmed to perform a series
of repetitive tasks. If anything interferes with the preprogrammed task, the robot must be stopped,
since it is not capable of sensing its external environment and thinking its way out of a problem.
For robots to become more efficient, maintenance free, and productive, they must be capable of
sensing external conditions and thinking very much like a human being does. Such abilities
require the direct application of artificial intelligence [F1RE88, LUGE89, SC~, TANI90).
In addition, robot technology has taken two evolutionary paths: industrial and domestic.
To perform precision assembly and control operations, industrial robots must be capable of sensing
their sunoundings and possess enough intelligence to respond to a changing situation or
environment Likewise, to be truly useful, domestic robots must possess significant sensing and
' intelligence capabilities. Thus, sensory perception, intelligence, and logic design capability
[MAN091) are the common denominatoJS of any advanced robot.
Sensory perception categories include vision, tactile sensing, range finding, navigation, and
voice communication. Of these, the range of applications of a robot is enhanced most by vision,
*This research was supported by a Florida
International University Summer Research Award.
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followed by tactile sensing, especially fOI' iodustrial assembly applications. The science of
providing vision foc a robot is called visual machine perception. Most existing vision systems
employ one or more cameras to act as the robot's eyes. Funhermore, visual languages [CHAN86)
and fuzzy languages (l.EE69) adds new dimensions to robotic vision.
Tactile sensing, or tough, foc a robot is accomplished by placing microswitches, strain
gauges, pressure transducers, and optical sensoJS in the manipulator of the robot. The most
important parameter that must be measured 10 achieve tactile sensing is foree.
Simple ranging and navigation systems employ position sensing. proximity sensing
[LEE72], or time-of-flight devices to determine the distance to an objecL However, advanced
systems must employ two-dimension [I...EE89a, 87a, 87b, 87c) or three-dimension vision to
navig~te within the real world.
Finally, robot voice communication requires the application of speech synthesis and speech
recognition. Speech synthesis is a relatively proven technology and is generally accomplished
using a technique called phoneme speech synthesis. Speech recognition, on the other hand, is
more complicated and requires the application of artificial intelligence. Two lechniques are
presenlly used for speech recognition: isolated-word recognition and connected-speech .
understanding.
Thus, artificial intelligence (LEE90), must be incorporated into intelligent robot con&rollers
to integrate sensory information with control decisions. Thus, artificial intelligence becomes the
common denominator for most of the components required in an intelligent roboa.
The design of artificial intelligence into a robot involves knowledge engineering
(COYN90, WALK90]. Both the hardware and software design components of knowledge
engineering require the networking of a mul&iprocessor system and hierarchical planning. The
software design aspect of knowledge engineering also involves the science of knowledge
representation and pictorial knowledge representation [l.EE89b, 88a, 88b, 87d).
In this paper, we focus our attention on designing an intelligent robo& for logic design.
More specifically, the intelligent robot consists of four parts. The first part is to perform logic
minimization and draw circuit diagram. The second part is to map the circuit diagram to chip
diagram using an intelligent integrated circuit chip database. The third part is chip minimization
and other related optimization tasks. The fourth part is the robot implementation of the minimized
chip design. The organization of an intelligent robot for logic design is illustrated in Figure 1.
In what follows, each component is briefly described.

!L.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT DESIGN
There are three methods for the simplification of Boolean functions:
1.
2.
3.

Postulates and Theorems in Boolean Algebra.
The Kamaugh-Map method.
The Quine-McOuskey method.

The problem with the first method is that if there are more than one theorem applicable, we do
not know which theorem should apply first in order to obtain the minimum solution. This leads
to two other methods- the Karanugb-Map method which is a graphical method and the QuineMcQuskey method which is a labular method.
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The Kamaugh-Map method is a useful tool for minimizing Boolean functions with up to
4 variables. For Boolean functions with 5 or 6 variables a Kamaugh-Map could be used but not

as effectively as using the Kamaugh-Map in the case of 4 variables. For functions with more than
6 variables the Quine-McQuskey method may be used. In order to develop an intelligent system
to help students learn how to minimize the Boolean function, we will focus our attention on the
4-variable Karnaugb-Map method.
Before we can define some rules for the intelligent system, we need to make a
transformation for the original Kamaugh-Map inputs. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are examples.
All rules are applied using Figure 3. Finally, the results are transformed back in Figure
2 using T 1• It is much easier to define rules in Figure 3. The min term m2 in Figure 2 is matched
to minterm m3' in Figure 3, etc. Now we can describe some relationships in the 4x4 KamaughMap. More than ten rules exist in the system. Here we just briefly mention two rules which are
presented in prolog-type.
Input:

Give two points (x,y), x,y belong to Figure 2, assume x<y.

Rule 1:

Horizontal Adjacent (HA)
if y-x 4 then
X Rha y
horiz_adj(Minterml, Minterm2):Minterm2>Minterm1, Minterm2 = Min term 1 + 4.

Rule 2:

Vertical Adjacent (VA)
if y-x = 1 then
x Rva y
verti_adj(Minterm 1, Minterm2):Minterml<Minterm2, Minterm2 =Minterml + 1.

=

•

We can easily see the relationship from Figure 4.
Minterm m2' and m6' are horizontal adjacent, Minterm m13 and m14 are vertical adjacent. In
addition, complex rules are defined through the use of simple rules.
Eventually, a graphically interface will be designed and implemented. Moreover, many
interesting problems are also considered. Among them,
1.
2.

consider don't care conditions;
compare the cost, fan-out, propagation delay, noise margin and power
dissipation between the Kamaugh-Map method and the Quine-McCluskey method;
are also investigated.

to
10

Also discussed are other factors such as the overall execution time and memory used with
or without transformation in the Karnaugh-Map method.

!!!:.

AN INTELLIGENT INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIP OATABASE

Integrated circuit chips [TI88] are used ever-increasingly in many industries including
computer, automobile, instrumentation, aerospace and satellite. In particular, computers now use
the major share of the integrated circuit chips being manufactured, and this share will continue
to rise. In addition, new chips appear on the market constantly and the complexity of chips is
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increasing &remendously. For example, &he new Intel 860 chip bas one million transis10rs. Thus,
i& is useful and desirable so study &he principles of organizing integrated circuit databases (KIES83,
OSKA86, SUSS].
In &his section, we focus our atcention on &he applications of integrated circuit database
to logic design. More specifically, this database is used as a useful tool mapping the circuit
diagram to chips in an automatic logic design system. In addition, the advan&ages and
disadvan&ages of hierarchical, relational, network, and entity-relationship [l.EE85a, 85b]
approaches fqr implementing an integrated circuit chip database are studied.
IV.

MAP CIRCUIT DIAGRAM TO CHIP DIAGRAM

After a minimized circuit diagram is ob&ained, the next task is to select chips to implement
this circuit diagram through the use of the intelligent chip da&abase. Furthermore, procedures for
using only small scale integration (SSI) chips and procedures for using SSI chips, medium scale
in&egratioia (MSI) chips and large scale integration (LSI) chips are presented with illustta&ive
examples.
V.

CHIP MINIMIZATION AND OJlJER REI..ATED OPTIMIZATION TASKS

The chip minimization problem is investigated using a substitution relation defmed among
chips. Preliminary results are also presented. In addition, for olher related optimization tasks, for
example, in the implemen&ation process, we want to determine the locations and the sequence of
the chips so that the to&al robot arm movements are minimized. Thus, by doing so, we can also
minimize the total implemen&ation time as well.
·
VI.

ROBOT IMPLEMENTATION OF DiE MINIMIZED CHIP DESIGN

The final task is to implement &he minimized chip design. For example, the robot has the
capability of assigning a chip sequence so that the total robot arm movement is minimized.
VII. CONCLUSION
Logic design is the foundation of computer design, VlSJ design, and intelligent robotics.
Design considerations of an intelligent robot for logic design are presented. The intelligent robot
consists of four parts. The four parts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Automatic circuit design.
Mapping circuit diagram to chip diagram using an intelligent integrated circuit
chip database.
Chip minimization and other related optimization tasks.
Robot implementation of the minimized chip design.

This robot is called an intelligent robot because it figures out the whole solution by itself.
Much further work remains to be done. The results may have useful applications in intelligent
systems, artificial intelligence and other related areas.
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Figure 1.

The Organization of an Intelligent Robot for Logic Design
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Abstract
This paper describes wavefront distortion and parallelism of a parallel laser beam
reflected by a spherical retro-reflector, which is part of a laser tracking system. An optimum
parameter design for the spherical retro-reflector is then followed systematically.
1 Introduction

•

A Laser Tracking Interferometer System (LTIS) is a high resolution and precision device
with real time measuring capability. It can be used for measuring positions, orientations and
paths of moving objects. When a target retro-reflector is attached to a robot arm, the tracking
interferometer will automatically follow the arm and measure its displacement with micron
accuracy. These features make it particularly attractive to robotics researchers[l-5].
Several kinds of retro-reflectors have been used as targets in LTIS. A comer cube retroreflector has the property that any ray entering the effective aperture will be reflected from the
entrance-exit face parallel to itself, and with opposite direction of propagation. Whenever the
incident beam is pointed exactly at the comer of the cube the beam is reflected exactly back on
itself. Comer cubes are useful as tracked targets when using the LTIS for robot calibration and
testing. However if there is any change in orientation of the comer cube or if there is a change
in the angle between the laser beam and the direction of motion, the path length of the laser
beam within the cube will be changed. If the comer cube is made of glass such change in path
length should be compensated, due to the fact that the refractive index for glass is different from
air. However the compensation task is difficult. A hollow comer cube reflector on the other
hand is useful in this situation. Another problem associated with a comer cube , whether it is
hollow or not, for LTIS application is that the angular range of the incident beam is rather small.
This limits significantly target motion when three or more laser tracking stations are
simultaneously used in LTIS.
A spherical retro-reflector has similar properties to those of the hollow comer cube.
When an incident parallel beam exactly passes through the center of the sphere, the beam is
reflected exactly back upon itself. The advantage of the spherical retro-reflector is that the path
length inside the retro-reflector is independent of the orientation as well as the angle between
the beam and the retro-reflector velocity vector. In addition, the solid angle representation of
the range of incident beam is four times larger then that of a comer cube. Wavefront distortion
and parallelism of the reflected beam deserve attention, when a retro-reflector with curved
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surface is used with a interferometer,since these factors affect the measuring accuracy in a LTIS .
This paper is organized in the following manner. The principles of a spherical retroreflector are discussed in Section 2. Errors of the spherical reflector are analyzed in Section 3.
A procedure of choosing an optimal value of the radius of the reflector is given in Section 4.
l Principles of Spherical Retro-Renector

A spherical retro-reflector consists of two glass hemispheres, each having a different
radius, joined together with a common axis of symmetry (refer to Figure 1). The radius of tht!
smaller sphere is denoted by r and of the large one by R. Figure 1 also illustrates the
geometrical relationsip when a parallel laser beam is incident on the spherical retro-reflector as
the axis of the beam coincides with the center of sphere. According to the theory of geometric
optics. for any of the incident beams refracted by the spherical retro-reflector the following
relations hold:

a

Figure 1. A Spherical Retro-Reflector
1

sin81- - nsin8

'
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(l)

. 6 d
SID--

(2)

r

smu--

d
nr

(3)

u-6-6'

(4)

•

where

ft1

a ---- incidence angle
a ,---- refraction angle
n ---- glass refractive index
d ---- distance of the incident ray from the axis of the reflector
a ---- the angle between the reflector axis and the refractive ray

In Figure 1, OB, the distance from the intersection point between the refractive ray and
the axis ray to the center of the spherical reflector, is computed by the following equation,
d

OB----nsin(6-61)

(5)

from equations (1)-(3), one has:
(6)

For the ray lying on the axis of the spherical reflector, d=O. Equation (6) can then be expressed
as:
r

OB-o n-1

(7)

Let us assume that D, the incident beam diameter, is 6 mm, r, the radius of small sphere, is 30
mm, and the refractive index of glass is 1.755. In this case,

OB0 -39.13S099mm
On the other hand, for the ray on the outer edge of the laser beam, d=3 mm. By equation (5),
one obtains:
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From equation (5), one may notice that for any rays of the incident beam, the length of
DB lies between OB0 and OB11• According to the calculated results the beam is converged in a
spot with 0.01 mm diameter. This might implicate that the parallelism of the reflected beam is
better, however the beam has not converged to the same point after refraction by the spherical
reflector. We analyze in ditail the parallelism and wavefront distortion of the reflected beam in
the next section.
3 Error Analysis of Spherical Retro-Reflector

The main features, to a retro-reflector with curved surface using in a tracking
interferometer, are wavefront distortion and parallelism of its reflected beam. The parallelism
of reflected beam is defined as the angle between the reflected ray and the axisof the incident
beam. The wavefront distortion is defined as the difference of the optical path of the reflected
beam on its cross-section. Figure 2 illus~rates a ray path in a spherical retro-reflector.In this
figure we assume that the central ray of the laser beam passes through the center of the retroreflector therefore it is reflected back upon itself. We are concerned with rays of the beam that
do not pass through the center of the reflector. The path of an off axis ray is shown in Figure
2.

Figure 2. The Path of Rays in the Spherical Retro-Reflector
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The incident ray enters through smaller sphere at point A and is refracted toward a point
Bon the inner surface of the large sphere. Inside of the sphere, this refracted ray forms an angle
ex with the axis ray of the spherical reflector. The ray is reflected from point B. The angle
between the refracted ray and the reflected ray defined as 26 is bisected at its symmetrical axis
which goes through the center of the spherical reflector. The total path in the glass is 2AB. The
equivalent distance in air is then,

(8)

S-2nAB
Furthermore,

(9)

AB-rcos81+Rcosf}
For the ray lying on the axis of the retro-reflector, the equiv.alent path length is:
(10)

which is the length of the optical path when d =0.
For any off axis ray, the total air equivalent length of the optical path from DD' plane (shown
in Figure 2) is:
(11)

..

The distance AB is in glass while the short distance h and
yields,

~~

are in air. Substituting (9) into ( 11)
(12)

From Figure 2, one has:

P-arcsin(~)

(13)

nR

h-

d
tan(!)
2

Al-rsin(6-2y)tan(!-y) l
2
cos2y
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(14)

(15)

is the angle between the ray laying on the axis of where the reflector and the
symmetrical axis of the refracted and reflected ray of an incident ray.Then,
T

(16)

y-u-~

From Figure 2, the parallelism of a reflected ray is 21'. Let us define:
(17)

+-2y
It can be shown that whenever ¢

> 0 the beam is convergent, while whenever t:P < 0 the beam is

divergent.
The wavefront distortion of the reflected beam on

pl~e

DD' is given by:
(18)

AS,-S0 -S4
That is the length difference between the axis ray and an off axis ray.

Note that whenever the incident ray is not coincident with the axis of the retro-reflector,
the reflected ray is not parallel to the incident ray, except for the cross point between the ray
and the axis which is on the inner surface of the larger sphere. It deviates by an angle <P=2T
shown in Figure 2. This causes an additional phase delay for the off axis ray compared to the
axis ray, when the reflected ray propagates. The phase delay is given by:
AL -L (1i/111

i/111

1 )
cos2y

(19)

L 110 is the distance from the plane where the receiver receives the interferometric signal.
Therefore, the total wavefront distortion at the plane of the interferometer receiver is:

(20)

Substituting equations (10), (12), (14), (15) and (11) into equation (20),

6
1
ASL-2n(r+R)-2n(rcos6-RcosP)-d/tan(-)-L410(1)
2
cos2y

-sin(6-2y)tan(!-y)
2

1
cos2y

(21)

According to the above analysis, if the radius of the small sphere and glass refractive
index are fixed, the wavefront distortion and parallelism of the beam reflected are functions of
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the drift d, the distance of the ray to the axis ray, the radius of the larger sphere R and 1;o the
distance between the DD' plane and the receiver of the laser interferometric signal. Tabulation
of the relations about t~ese values are given in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1, Relations of the Wavefront Distortion and Parallelism with the Drift of the Ray as R=R...
R=Rmua39.7351 mm, rz30
d(RIIl)

0

0.5

-<deg)

0

6S,(I')

0

0

6SL(I')*1

0

1.0

0.00007

0
*,···L..,=1 ••
* 2 ·--L..,a:3 ••

~sl <1'>*2

~.

n=1.755, 0=6 .-

1.5

0.00052

2.0

2.5

3.0

0.00176

0.00411

0

0.01

0.04

0.09

0.18

0

0

0.01

0.04

0.08

0.15 .

0

0

0. 01

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.008160

0.01412

Table 2 Relations of Wavefront Distortion and Parallelism with Drift of ray as R=Rw,.
R=R~=39.6217 ~.

r=30

~.

n=1.755

d(IIJII)

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

;cdea>

0

·0.00229

·0.00418

·0.0053

·0.00524

·o.00361

0

6S1(1')

0

·0.01

·0.04

·0.09

·0.13

·0.17

·0.19

6St (1')* 1

0

·0.01

·0.04

-0.09

.-0.13

-0.17

-0.19

6St(l')*2

0

·0.01

-0.05

-0 . 1

-0.14

-o.18

·0.19

*,---L •1 •,

These values in the tables illustrate that when R=Run. the reflected beam is convergent
since 4>>0. On the other hand, when R=Rwo, the reflected beam is divergent since 4><0, as
shown in Figure 3.
One also notices that when R = R.nu, ~Si is positive, which means that those rays at the
edge of the beam have to travel shorter distance than the axis ray of the beam. The case that
R =R,11m, can be analyzed similarly. The corresponding wavefronts are shown in Figure 4.
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R=R.u.

R=R_.

Figure 3 The Parallelism of Reflected Beam of a
Spherical Retro-reflector

'

R=R.u.

R=R_.

Figure 4. Wavefront of the Reflected Beam
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4 Parameter Optimization
It is apparent that these two cases listed in Tables 1 and 2 differ considerably. Therefore
one can ask wether there is a value of R which minimizes wavefront distortion and optimizes
parallelism of the reflected beam.
From Tables 1 and 2 as well as Figures 3 and 4, if the value of the selscted R equals to
R.u.a or Rma., the interference fringe background noise is about 15% of the useful signal. The
changeable value of the diameter of reflected beam is given by following equation:

AR-2L(M)Wl2y

(23)

For a convergent beam (R=RmaJ with Lao=3 m, the diameter of the beam would
decrease by 0.74 mm, however the axis of the beam does not change. Therefore, errors
introduced by the retro-reflector on an interferometer are rather minor. For divergent beam
(R = R111,J with Lao =3m, the diameter of the beam does not change. However distribution of flux
of the beam spot is changed.
We notice in Figure 4 that the sign of the wavefront distortion of the reflected beam
changes as R is changed from R.u.a to R..u. Therefore one expects that there exists a value of R,
R.rua < R < Rmax, where the wavefront distortion is minimal and the beam convergence or
divergence is also minimal. The problem can be formulated as follows. The wavefront distortion
is a function of d, R and Lao,
(24)
let
(25)

The objective is to find the value of R such that J, is minimized. Since the cost function
is highly nonlinear, no analytical solution is available. We take samples of the cost functions and
then fit a polynomial to these samples. The minimum of the polynomial is then used to
approximate the optimal solution. For a given d, and a given dimension L.0 , one can compute
Jri, which corresponds toRi, a sampled value of R fori= 1,2,3, ... n. Following this computation,
one obtains a set of radiui

and a corresponding set of performance measures

(J,rf,r'rJ••J..l
A plot of a sample data is shown in Figure 5. A third order polynomial was fitted to this
set of data. The minimum of the polynomial is found to be at R=Ropt~39.6946 mm. A plot of

the polynomial is also shown in Figure 5.
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· Figure 5 Relationship of ln-R

Table 3 lists the wavefront distortion and the parallelism of the beam reflected for this
optimum value R, the radius of the larger sphere. A plot of the phase distortion is shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that the wavefront distortion is much reduced.
Table 3 Relations of the wavefront distortion and parallelism with the drift of the ray as R=R.:.,.

.

R::R ...::39 6946 . ., r•30
d<nm>

0

,(deg)

0

AS,(~t)

0

AS 1 (~t)* 1

AS 1 <~t>* 2

0.5

11ft

'

.

nz1 755

1.5

2.0

-0.00058

-0 . 00038

-00041

-0.00198

0

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

0

0.06

0

0

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

0

0.05

0

0

-0.01

-0.02

-0 . 03

* 1 ---L..,::1 m,
* 2 ·--L..,::3 m,
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2.5

3.0

1.0

-0.01

-0.00455

0.02

Figure 6 Wavefront of the Reflected Beam after Optimization

S Conclusions
Errors of a spherical retro-reflector used in a laser tracking interferometer system have
been analyzed. It has been shown that by choosing the radius of the larger sphere of the
reflector, these errors can be reduced significantly. A procedure has been devised for the optimal
selection of such value.
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ABSTRACT -- Modem production f\lCilities successfully automate the high value added
processes that comprise a final product, i.e. cutting, bending, molding, assembling, etc.
However, material handling, a low (or no) value added process, complicates overall
production efficiency. Insufficient material handling control can lead to workcell deadlock
or low production, especially if the material handling is non-adaptive. Process sequencing,
routing in-process materials, changeover, and in.:process verification, can change
dynamically and hence lead to uncenainty in the workcell environment. Typically the
workcell designer must rationalize the workcell environment to achieve predictable results.
If the material handling devices inside the workcell could respond successfully to changes
in workcell geometry and machine sequencing without re-design or re-programming, there
would be less need to rationalize the workcell for each production run. Such a system
would, potentially bring new designs to production much faster.
In this paper we present a workcell model that uses sensor input as opposed to hardwired
programs to determine appropriate material handling behavior. Autonomous mobile robots
use sensors to detect potential collisions. Machines request service via general broadcast.
Robots have sensors able to respond to the broadcast, and determine the type of service
needed and the direction to move in order to dock with the machine requesting service. A
software simulation of our material handling paradigm illustrates feasibility and establishes
a constructive lower bound for autonomous material handling.
INTRODUCTION
The typical manufacturing workcell, often referred to as a Flexible Manufacturing System
(FMS), generally does not adapt well to dynamic changes in the workcell environment [1].
Although some FMS may be truly flexible, most require deterministic task planning.
Usually interconnection between material handling devices and production machines limits
the potential production design [7]. Changeover to a new product can lead to a redesign of
the workcell itself, which demonstrates the inflexibility of the system. In a complicated
deterministic workcell, since all conditions must be determined and allowed for when the
workcell is designed, a small overlooked detail could lead to deadlock.
Rodney Brooks has demonstrated that relatively simple sensor based behavior, similar to
that observed in insects, could be created without the cognitive Artificial Intelligence
burden. Work done recently at the MIT AI Laboratory has inspired us to apply some these
principles to the manufacturing environment [2],[3],[5],[14].
In this paper we present a model and a graphical simulation for exploring sensor based
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In this paper we present a model and a graphical simulation for exploring sensor based
material handling. With regard to material handling, we have removed all central workcell
control. The material handlers have small, finite-state controllers, and simple sensors. The
material handlers -- although inefficient with respect to hardware, time, and energy -successfully move materials about the workcell as needed. The design of the material
handlers• finite-state controllers is invariant to changes in process sequencing and the
number, type and location of the workcell machines. Simplicity and flexibility are key
features of the system.
An analogy to our workcell can be found in the common biological cell. The tRNA move
amino acids to the ribosome with no predetermined path, and no means of propulsion. The
mRNA codes the simple sequence of amino acids required to build a particular protein. The
amino acids permeate the cell walls, and float about randomly. Here entropy provides the
task scheduling. Our model is not based on the biological cell, but some of the random
nature found in a biological cell, can be found in our workcell model. Entropy helps to
avoid problematic dead-end, and oscillation behavior.

In this model, machines perform a nominal value added process to cause a transition in part
states, and request load and unload operations. Mobile robots with small, finite-state
controllers move about the ceU, without maps, and avoid collisions with walls, machines,
and other mobile robot.s by using detection sensors. The mobile robots also compete with
.e ach other to load and unload parts. All robot behavior is either inherent, or sensor based.
Successful, although inefficient, material handling is accomplished via sensor based
behavior with small amounts of memory. The simulation is written in C++, taking
advantage of its Object Oriented Programming features. Robots and machines have their
own classes with some inherent behaviors. Robot "sensors" only use graphic information
to determine the state of the local environment. There are no behind the scenes
communications. Future work will include learning, adapting, and multi-cell models.

Definitions
To clarify and simplify the presentation, a few assumptions and abbreviations are offered
below:

Devices. a generic term referring to material-handling mobile robots, machines. ports, and
buffers.
Devices needing material handling services will emit a request-for-service signal, referred
to simply as a signal. This signal is directional in nature such that a robot can sense the
direction to the signal source. It contains the type of service requested, and the part
number(s) involved. Enough information is encoded into the signal so that a robot can
determine whether or not to respond to the service request.

Material-handling mobile robots are referred to simply as robots. A robot could be
comprised of a manipulator mounted on a mobile platform. Robots have sensors to detect
collisions and signals. These sensors essentially allow the robot to adapt and imeract with
its environmenL
Machine represen~s any machine that is capable of functioning unattended except for
loading and unloading parts. These machines are typically CNC lathes, mills, assembly
robots, etc. In general, they accept a raw part or parts as input, perform·some operation on
the part(s), and output a completed part. Compl~te here is relative to the machine's
function.
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Pans refers to raw materials, completed subassemblies, and finished assemblies.
Parts buffers , referred to simply as buffers, allow parts to be stored for some
undetermined amount of time. Although the ideal Just-In-Time Production system would
not require buffers, without them, the robot might become an expensive mobile buffer.
Buffers may be necessary to eliminate, or recovCI' from deadlocks.

Workcell ports, referred to simply as pons, allow pans to enter and exit the workcell.
Generally there is at least one input port, and one output port.
Figure 1, an abstract representation of the work:ceU model, includes robots, machines,
pons, and workcell boundary. Notice that there are no predetermined pathways, or
conveyors.
M= machine
R =robot

L

inputport'

r-

0
®

®

[j

cell w all

c:J
®

/output port
r-

0

Figure 1 The workcell model with 4 robots, 3 machines, 2 pons, and cell walls.

Bebayjor Based Materj;tl Hapdlin&
We present here an abstract model of a manufacturing work.cell through which we study the
material handling problem. Our workcell is a collection of devices contained by the
workcell walls. Machines can be viewed as destinations for raw pans, and sources for
completed pans. In this extremely abstract setting, the robots move pans (both raw and
completed with respect to a machine's process) about the workcell as requested by the
machines. Materials enter and exit the workcell through pons. If necessary, materials
accumulate in buffers. In the larger view, a workcell can be viewed as a machine with
internal pans, and robots to service the needs of its ports. Figure 2 shows an example of a
workcell floor built out of workcells. This recursion can continue outward until a whole
manufacturing facility is created that inputs raw material and outputs a finished product.

Graphics Model Demonstrates Sepsor Based Bebayjor
In an effort to prove some of our ideas, we created a software graphics simulation model.
In this model we tested the feasibility of allowing entropy to do the task planning. We
implemented machines that request material h~dling service, and robots to supply the
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service. The machines cycle from raw to finished parts in a slightly irregular amount of
time. A random delta-time is added to a constant base time. Robots wander about the
workcell until they detect a request-for-service signal. Then they respond to the request, if
appropriate, and load or unload pans.
/

plant floor
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Workcell A
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em
input
pon
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M =machine
R =robot
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~

®
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®
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~
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M

®
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Figure 2 A factory floor viewed as a workcell composed of workcells.

BEHAVIOR BASED MATERIAL HANDLING PARADIGM

No Central Workcell Controller
The workcell itself serves only as a container to keep the material handling robots in the
area circumscribed by the workcell walls. The production machines produce a change in the
part(s). The material handler robots move parts about the workcell. With the exception of
sensor input, each device is independent, thus the workcell functions without supervisory
guidance. A combination of behavior and chance leads to the production schedule,
independent of its complexity. Both the machines, and the robots operate on a few simple
behaviors, but they do not communicate; they have no dialogue. The machines signal to
have raw materials loaded, process the parts, and signal to have completed parts unloaded.
Robots wander randomly about the workcell avoiding obstacles, until they detect a signal.
No device knows the location of any other device. No device attempts to model its
environment. In other words, no maps are built, or otherwise approximated. Robots find
machines by sensing the direction of signals. No maps are needed. The workcell ma~ifests
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itself as a boundary to keep the robots from wandering away from the machines they are
intended to service. There are no electtical connections between devices. The only interface
between devices (machines and robots for example) occurs through sensing the
environment. The sensing could use tactile, infrared, sonar. structured light, video, or
some combination of these methods. depending on the type of infonnation needed.

All Communjcatjon Sensed Throu.:h Environment
When a machine requests a mobile robot to unload a completed part or load a raw part, it
broadcasts a signal. This signal includes the type of service required and the pan number
involved. When a mobile robot receives a signal. it examines the signal to determine the
type of service, and part number involved. If appropriate. the robot attempts to render the
service. but it makes no attempt to tell the machine of its intent. The machine has a sensor
that recognizes when a service has been rendered. but it has no indication that a robot plans
to respond, or is in the process of responding to its request. There is no two way
communication between the robots and the machines in the workcell.

Robots Are Bebayjor Based
Based on their own state. and the surrounding environment. robots exhibit several
extremely simple behaviors:
o
o
o
o

Wander about the workcell without a part in hand.
Unload a part from a machine.
Wander about the workcell with a part in hand.
Load a part onto a machine.

A brief description of these behaviors follow.

Robots Ayojd Collisions. When not tracking a signal, robots will wander about the
workcell. When a robot senses an object in its path -- such as a machine, workcell wall.
another robot, etc -- it selects a new heading by random. If there is an obstruction in this
new heading, it selects another random heading. The robot continues this behavior until it
finds an unobstructed heading. This method. while not necessarily time efficient. eliminates
the possibility of dead ends. If there is a way out of a corridor, statistically it will eventually
be found. Cycli~al behavior is not possible since random headings will not produce the
repeated pattern of choices required to oscillate. This collision avoidance behavior leads to
extremely simple sensors, and very little memory (no ~p building. or complicated vector
fields are needed). Random direction wandering also leads to a fairly even distribution of
the robots about the workcell.
Robots Sense Si.:nals. When a robot senses a signal in its path, it examines the signal
to determine the type of service. and part number involved. Thus a robot knows what a
machine wants when it senses a signal, and if appropriate, the robot attempts to render the
service. Once a robot decides to respond to a signal. it orients itself along the signal and
follows the signal to find the source of the service request (i.e. the machine emitting the
signal).
Robots Haye Inherent Bebayjor. Each device has a smaH finite State machine (FSM)
to guide transitions through different behaviors. Conditional state transitions result from
sensor input. Motives such as to load or unload a part from a machine result from these
simple FSMs.
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GRAPHICAL WORKCELL SIMULATION
We have developed a software graphical simulation of the materials handling model on a
IBM-PC 386 DOS machine with VGA, 4 Megabytes ram, and Turbo C++.· Using Object
Oriented techniques, the devices in the workcell could directly determine only their own
state. Only the graphics memory is accessed by all devices. This allowance follows from
the idea that the graphics environment is the world to this simulation. The number of robots
and machines can be selected when the simulation is run.

CONCLUSION AND OBSERVATIONS
As simple as it is, workcells based on this paradigm exhibit robustness, flexibility, and the
ability to accomplish complicated tasks.

Robustness. Task sequencing is accomplished through small finite state machines,
entropy, and a few simple rules. Production resources and materials are made available.
Random chance causes the materials to be distributed uniformly enough to allow
production. Thus, task sequencing is independent of task complexity, the number and
location of machines, the number of .robots, and the geometry (shape and layout) of the
workcell. This independence leads to robustness.
Flexibility. Since there are no production rules in this model, changeover would be
extremely simple. A machine may be added to or removed from the workcell in order to
affect the capacity of a particular part. Such a change would be logically trivial. Similarly a
machine may be added to the workcell in order to affect the complexity of a particular part.
This paradigm seems to represent a constructive lower bound for behavior based material
handling.
Ljmitatjoos
Limitations in the paradigm and in the software simulation are discussed below.
Paradi~m. Since all the devices in this model are controlled independently, and there is no
central controller, no agent is aware of global conditions. For example, in a deadlock, the
state of each individual device may be error-free, however, the state of all the devices
collectively represent a condition which inhibits production. No device has access to all
device states simultaneously, so deadlock cannot be detected. Further, service times are
random, dependent on the number of robots, and the layout of the workcell. Finally, robots
expend energy while aimlessly wandering about the workcell. Production times, cost in
implementation hardware, and energy to operate the workcell discussed here need to be
compared to other systems before claims about efficiency can be mad~. For example, the
time credit received for not planning the workcell function in detail may be more than
absorbed by the time debt paid for not planning paths between machines that perform a
sequence of operations. Our experience with the simulation shows very good response time
to requests for service, but this is a qualitative "very good" since formal comparisons to
other systems have not been made yet.

Sjmulatjoo. The IBM-PC 386 simulation platform lacks the necessary graphics
processing power to keep the motion similar to a real workcell. Rigid Body Dynamics are
not employed in the motion; manipulators such as arms and hands are not used; and
docking of the material handler robots to the machines is abstracted to a zone about the
machine. Even with these allowances, the software simulation continues to demonstrate a
20~

baseline model of insect-like behavior.
FUTURE WORK

A New Platform
Our initial work on the IBM-PC has suggested further development. We plan to migrate to
a Silicon Graphics workstation to generate more realistic simulations with respect to
sensors, docking, dynamics, etc.
Robots Accumulate Experjence
In the next generation of workcell, we plan to explore robot learning. We have not decided
on a structure yet. Perhaps neural nets would allow the robots to accumulate experience, so
successful behavior could influence the decision making process. For example operations
that lead to short term deadlock could be avoided. The overall throughput of a
manufacturing workcell cannot exceed the throughput of the slowest operation (bottleneck).
So, for Just-In-Time Production it does not matter if the robots reduce all the other
machines to this rate. In fact, if the other machine rates are not reduced, they will produce
an unnecessary surplus of intermediate operation parts. In addition to individual robot
learning, group learning could be facilitated if robots are allowed to share their experience.
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This paper introduces various techniques and heuristics for
consistent world modeling . Two types of world model representations are
constructed: 1) an occupancy grid type of representation, and 2) a 2-D
line representation. These representatations are constructed from data
of sonar and position sensors onboard a mobile robot. The techniques
presented ~n this paper are the basis of the various knowledge sources
of the Sensory Knowledge Integrator, the underlying framework of the
map-builder module. The map-builder is an essential part of the Hybrid
Control Architecture presented in previous work [3, 4] as the control
model for intelligent fully autonomous systems. The techniques discusseq
here are implemented within the context of a mobile robot that maps its
environment while wandering about. Experimental results are presented
and discussed. :
1. DrrRODUCTl:ON

The development of autonomous robots is one of the main goals of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotic research. In previous work [4,
5, 6], the Hybrid Control Architecture was proposed as the control model
for intelligent fully autonomous systems. This architecture is called a
"hybrid" because it includes a cognitive component and a behavior-based
component . It consists of a hierarchy of control in which lower level
modules perform "reflexive" tasks while higher level modules perform
tasks requiring greater processing of sensor data. Figure 1 shows a
specific implementation of the Hybrid Control Architecture for an
autonomous mobile robot. The basic instinctive competences for the robot
such as avoiding obstacles, maintaining balance, wandering, moving
forward, etc. are provided by the behavior- based component of the
system, while the cognitive part performs higher mental functions such
as planning. A robot controlled by such a hybrid architecture gains the
real-time ~erformance of a behavior-based system while maintaining the
effectiveness and goal handling capabilities of a planner with a general
purpose world model.
Unlike most behavior-based approaches, which avoid modelling of
the world and the use of world knowledge, the vie~ of this research is
t hat while world models are unnecessary for low-level actions such as
wandering around while avoiding obstacles, they are essential to
intelligent interaction with the world. General, efficient, and flexible
navigation of a mobile robot require world models . The world models
prov i de a "bigger picture" for the robot when reflexive/reactive
b e haviors
encounter
difficulty.
Such
difficulties
include
trap
s i tuat ions due to loca+ minima causing cyclic behavior, oscillations in
na rrow passages or in the presence of obstacles, and inability to pass
bet ween closely spaced obstacles [1, 8 , 13) . Trap situation s are caused
by vario us topologies of the environment and by various obstacle
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configurations such as a U-shaped configuration. Arkin [2) gives a vivid
example of the difficulties encountered by reactive control as
resembling the "fly-at-the-window" problem. This situation arises when
the insect expends all of its energy trying to go towards the sunlight
outside through the glass of the window. In this paper a map of the
environment is dynamically built within the Sensory Knowledge Integrator
(SKI) framework, proposed in previous work [ 5 , 7) . The SKI framework
contains a variety of knowledge sources including different types of
"trap detector" · knowledge sources that use map data to look for traps.
This information is used by the planning module to avoid or recover from
traps. Map data is used to reconfigure the lower-level behaviors and not
to replace the function of these behaviors. In this manner the
environment is more efficiently explored while the robot still enjoys
the real-:"time operation of the reflexive behaviors. Additionally, the
construction of a general purpose world model makes use of the available
world knowledge. For example, the Sensory Knowledge Integrator, the
underlying framework of our map builder module, exploits a priori
knowledge about the environment such as objects to be encountered or
manipulated. The a priori knowledge gives the robot an idea about its
relationship to the world and allows
it to use
its
resources
efficiently.
This paper is mainly concerned with the variou~ techniques and
heuristics employed within the knowledge sources of SKI used to
construct a consistent representation of the world. Two types of
representations are constructed: 1) a spatially-indexed EOU (empty,
occupied, or unknown) representation , and 2) a 2-D line representation.
2. XMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAP BUILDER
The map-builder with the Sensory Knowledge Integrator (SKI) as its
underlying framework , implements a variety of knowledge sources and
representations. Figure 2 shows the specific implementation of the map
builder under the SKI framework with a variety of knowledge sources and
representations. The two representations used include an occupancy grid
empty, occupied, or unknown (EOU)
representation, and a 2-D line
representation . The EOU representation is a spatially-indexed occupancy
grid type of representation where space is tessellated into cells each
containing a value indicating its state whether occupied, empty, or
unknown.
This
representation
is
useful
for map-based navigation
strategies
in
computing
free
paths.
It
is
generated
in
this
implementation by the EOU knowledge source (KS) from sonar data and
robot position and orientation data; see Figure 2. The 2-D line
representation models the space in terms of 2-D line segments. This is
useful for outlining the boundaries of rooms and objects, and it is
used in this implementation mainly for robot re-referencing, i.e.,
correcting the position and orientation of the robot as it travels
within its environment. A composite local 2-D line model of the
environment (the observed lines in Figure 2) is generated by the line
finder KS, while the match/merge KS (in the consistency KSs group,
Figure 2) generates and updates the model lines, which are ~ composite
global 2-D line model accumulated over time from the various observed
lines models. Some model-driven KSs transform the global line model to
the expected local scene (i.e., what the robot should be seeing at the
moment) . The match/merge KS compares the expected scene to the observed
lines (what the robot is actually seeing at the moment) in order to
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update the global world model. If a match exists, the re-reference KS
uses the difference in position and orientation of the two models to
correct the position and orientation of the robot. All the implemented
KSs will be discussed in greater details in the following sections.
2 . 1 The EOU Knowledge Source

This knowledge source (KS) generates the spatially-indexed EOU
representation from sonar sensor data and robot position and orientation
data. It takes advantage of all the information available for an
individual sonar scan including the s~gnal geometry of the sensor and
its probabiiistic characteristics. The process of generating the EOU
evolves over several steps starting by first tessellating the space into
a finite grid of cells with each cell initialized to the "unknown"
value. Then, sonar readings are analyzed, each corresponding to a cone,
shown in Figure 3, (similar to the sound energy burst of the sonar)
which is overlaid onto the t~ssellated space. At this point, cells that
fall within the cone are decremented increasing the confidence that
those cells are in the ~mpty state, while cells that fall at the end of
the cone are incremented (increasing the occupied state of those cells).
These steps will now be discussed in greater detail:
Step 1. Grid initialization:
An initial 2-D occupancy grid array of 1000 x 1000 declared as
short integer ( 1 byte) was set up and each cell initialized with a
neutral value of 128 representing the unknown state of the cell. The
declaration of one byte per cell was chosen for reasons of memory
conservation. Thus, the value of each cell ranged from 0 or definitely
empty to 255 or definitely occupied, and the mid-value of 128 indicated
the unknown state . This grid of one million cells represented an actual
floor area of 10 m by 10m with each cell having an area of 1 cm2 . Thus,
the resolution of an individual grid cell length was 0.1% of the total
grid length, or' 0. 00001% of the total grid area. This resolution was
much finer than needed for navigation tasks, so a later version used a 5
em by 5 em cell, causing an increase in the speed of generating the EOU
representation, with less memory, and without any degradation in task
performance. The resolution or the area of a grid cell is determined by
many factors such as memory capacity, size of the environment, and the
intended use of the EOU representation. If the intention is to use the
EOU to determine large empty or occupied space, then a rough (low)
resolution will do. On the other hand, if it is desired to identify
doorways and tight places the robot could maneuver through, then a
higher resolution is needed.
Step 2. Sonar cone simulation:
Once the occupancy grid is initialized, a template 2-D cone is
generated with the same geometric dimensions of the actual physical cone
of sound waves emitted by the sonar sensor. The template cone shown in
Figure 3, is 10 m long with a 12 degree beam angle (similar to the
characteristics of the Polaroid sonar sensor cone, see (10) and (7]),
located at the origin in the x-direction, and is tessellated into
105,000 1 cm2 cells.
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Step 3. Analysis of sonar readings:
The template cone generated in the previous step is translated and
rotated from its initial position and orientation to the position and
orientation of the sonar sensor at the time of the scan with its length
reduced from 10 m to the actual range returned by the sonar sensor. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 . Next , taking into consideration the
probabilistic characteristics of the sonar sensor, i.e., the probability
of space being empty is high near the sensor and decreases as the target
is approached, while the probability of space being occupied increases
near the target, Figure 4 , the value of each cell within the resultant
cone is decremented according to its likelihood of being empty, while
values of cells at the end of the cone are increased according to their
likelihood of being occupied. A simplified probabilistic model with
discrete steps is used, as shown in Figure 4, to determine the amount of
increment or decrement.
Thus, this updating approach makes use of all the information
available for an individual sonar scan including the sensor geometry and
its probabilistic characteristics.
2.2 The Filter-Raw Knowledge Source

This KS overlays the raw sonar data over the EOU representation
and eliminates all raw points that are not supported by the EOU
representation. That is, if a sonar hit (x, y) corresponds to a grid
cell covering the same (x, y) location of that hit , and if that cell is
considered empty in the EOU representation, then that raw data hit is
not supported by the EOU representation and is therefore not passed as a
valid hit to the line-finding KS.
2 . 3 The 2-D Line-rinding Knowledge Source

This KS generates a 2-D line representation of
of the environment. It is based mainly on the Hough
and on a max-min clustering algorithm [14]. A line is
normal (p, a) form (Figure 5) as x. cos (a) + y. sin (a)
steps show how these algorithms are implemented to
lines from sonar and position and orientation data.

the basic outlines
transform [11, 12)
represented in its
= p . The following
find the observed

Step 1. Initialize the Hough transform grid:
The
(p, a) parameter space is subdivided into a grid of
accumulator cells as shown in Figure 6. In this .implementation, a
varies between ~in of 0 degrees to amax of 359 degrees, with a da of 1
degree, and p varies between 0 and 5 meters with dp
5 em. The
accumulator cells in the resulting grid were all initialized with a zero
value. That is, A[i, j] = 0 for all i and j.
Step 2. Perform the Hough transform:
For every sonar data point (xk, Yk)
number of data · points, find:
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where k

0 to N, the total

for each of the a11owed subdivisions in a. That is a - 0 to 359. Then,
if Pmin Spki SPmax , increment the corresponding accumulator ce ll:
A( (int) <ai/.6a),

(int) <Pki/.6p) 1-

A( (int) <ai/4a),

(int) <Pki/.6p) 1 +1

Step 3. Fi1ter out poor1y supported 1ines:
In this step on1y the heavily supported 1ines in the A{i, j) grid
are retained. The test is as fol1ows: For all i and j, if A[i, j) >
Threshold, then xk - i and Yk - j, and point Sk(xk, xk) is saved as the
coordinates of a heavi1y supported line in the parameter space. The
index k acts as a counter for the neavily supported lines. Assume that
"n" such 1ines are obtained.
Step 4. Cluster the points in the grid:
In this step the max-min clustering
with no cluster centers .
1. Arbitrarily, let the first sample
first cluster center c1.
2. For all the samp1e points (k - 1
furthest from C1. That is, find Sk with the

Let C2

a1gorithm is used,
point S1

<x1,

starting

Y1)

be the

to n) find the sample point
maximum distance from C1:

~

Sk, and the distance between C1 and C2 be d12·
3 . Compute the distance from each of the remaining
to c 1 and C2. That is, compute dk 1 and dk2 for k- 1 to n.
of these computations , save the minimum distance, i.e.,
dk2} for all k .
4. Select the maximum of all the minimum distances
above:
dmaxmin(l)- max{min{dk 1 , dk2}) for all k.

sample points
For every pair
save min(dk1•
obtained in 3

The '1' index indicates that the maximum distance corresponds to the k=l
sample point.
5. If dmaxmin > (1/2)dl2 then C3 - S1, else terminate.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 with the additional cluster center .
In
general, in step 5 if the max-min distance is an appreciable fraction of
all the previous max-min distances •(such as greater than the average of
these distances) then the corresponding sample becomes a cluster center.
Otherwise the algorithm is terminated, and all cluster centers are
determined.
Step 5. Find the lines corresponding to the c1usters found in step 4:
First, for every point of the total number of n data points, find
out what cluster the point belongs to. This is accomplished by finding
the distances from the point to each cluster center. The point belongs
to the closest cluster center. Next, for every point Si <xi, Yi) in
cluster k calculate the average line parameters for that cluster:
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Pk c [~wi·Yi)J/[~wi]
where wi "" A[XitYil
Thus, a line for every cluster is obtained. The parameters of the
line (p, a) are weighted by the support of each point in the original
Hough grid.
Step 6. Group the raw data points as belonging to the lines:
For every raw data point find the perpendicular distance to each
of the lines obtained in step 5. This is easy to accomplish since the
lines are represented in the normal form . Thus the perpendicular
distance from a point (xi,Yi) to line k is given by Pk:

If Pk < Threshold, then (xi,Yi) belongs to line k and is thus stored in
group k of points. The threshold value used represents the line
uncertainty in p, as the largest distance from a point admitted to the
line. This uncertainty CJp is used later in the consistency-checking
knowledge sources.

..

Step 7. Sequentially order the points in the line groups obtained above:
This is dqne by first projecting every point in the line group
onto the line, and then ordering the points according to the xcoordinate of the projections so that the group starts with points of
minimum x-coordinates, followed by points of incrementally increasing xcoordinate. If the line is close to vertical, the points are grouped
according to the y-coordinate of the projections .
Step 8. Detect breaks in the line:
Once the points are sequentially grouped, find the distance dij
between every pair of consecutive points Pi and Pj in a group. If dij is
larger than a certain threshold (usually the diameter of the robot),
then the line is split into two line groups. The first starts with P1
and ends with Pi, and the second starts with Pj and ends with Pn.
Continue looking for splits in group Pj-Pn.

2.4 The Consistency Knowledge Sources
The consistency knowledge sources · maintain a consistent world
model (the 2-D lines model) as the robot visits new places or revisits
old ones. These KSs consist of the Match/Merge KS and the Re-reference
KS. The Match\Merge KS is triggered once a new set of observed lines is
generated by the line-finder KS. These observed lines are matched to
model lines using consistency che~king techniques. If a model line is
found to be consistent with an observed line, then the two lines
represent the same physical line and will be merged into a new line with
reduced uncertainty using estimation techniques such as described in the
Appendix. The corresponding model line is updated with the new merged
line. If at the start of the process no model lines exist yet~ the model
lines are initialized to the observed lines. In addition, if an observed
line can not be matched to any model line, then eith er this line belongs
to an area of the environment not modeled yet, or a sensing error has
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occurred. To resolve such conflict, a new-area-visited hypothesis is
posted on the hypothesis panel of SKI to be confirmed or denied . If it
is found that the observed line comes from a newly visited area not
modeled yet, then it is merely added to the set of model lines.
As the robot travels, odometeric errors in its position and
orientation accumulate. These errors are kept in check and actually
reduced by the re-referencing KS. This KS uses the difference (error) iA
rotation and translation between two consistent lines , calculates the
average difference in rotation and translation of all the matched lines ,
and finally applies this average difference to the robot position and
orientation to find the new corrected position and orientation of the
robot. Details of the consistency KSs and the methods described above
are explained in the following two sections.
2 • 4 .1 The Katcb/Nerge Know1edge Source

This KS is activated when new observed lines are available. Each
observed line is received as two end points Pl(xl, yl) and P2(x2, y2).
The
first
step
is
to transform the
line
from the end · points
representation to a representation suitable for matching such as the one
shown in Figure 7. This representation is similar to the one presented
by Crowley and Ramparany
[9)
and uses· the
following parametric
representation of a line:
x.Sin(8)

- y . Cos(8) - p

and the parameters to be matched are p,8,and d, with their corresponding
uncertainties <Jp• a9, ad. "8" is the orientation of the line measured
relative to the x-axis,"p" is the offset of the line represented by the
perpendicular distance from the origin to the line, while d is the
distance from the mid-point of the line to the point of intersection of
the line with the perpendicular to the line from the origin. To find p,8
and d, given the end points Pl and P2, use the following:
8
Xm
Ym

tan- 1 £<Y2 - Yl)/(x2 - xl))
(xl + x2)/2
(yl + Y2)/2

p

Xm· Sin (8)

d

Xm·Cos(8) + Ym·Sin(8)

Next find the uncertainties <Jp,<J8,<Jd. The uncertainty in the line offset
(<Jp) is given from the line-finding KS as the largest perpendicular
distance to the line from a point (xi, yi) admitted to the line, that
is:

The

remaining

uncertaiqties

a9 and ad

are

represented graphically

Figure 7 . To find a9and <Jd, first find L, the half length:
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in

Then, from [9):
0'9

tan-1(0'piL)

O'd

L

Now, to match a model line to an observed line find the normal
distance (ND) between the model line parameters and the observed line
parameters (see the Appendix) . In this case, the ND calculations are
reduced to the 1-D case. Thus, determine if all the following three
types of matches are satisfied before claiming a line mat c h:
1. Orientation match: Accept if
ND[<8o,O'ao>, <Om,O'em>J(80-0m> 2 I ( <oa0 >2 + <oem> 2 1 ~thres .1
2. Collinearity match: Accept if
ND(<PorO'po>r <Pmr0pm>1 =
<Po -pm> 2 I [ (Opo) 2 + (O'pm> 2 ] ~thres. 2
3. Overlap match: Accept if
ND [<do,· Lo)' <elm, Lm> l =
(d0 -dm> 2 I((L0 )2 +<Lm>21 ~thres.3
The three thresholds in the above tests are chosen depe nding on the
degree of confidence required for each match. Considering the 1-D case,
note that for a normal distribution, the 95% confidence interval (i.e . ,
95% of the measurements will fall in that interval) is the mean plus or
minus twice the standard deviation. If, for example one takes the mean
to be am, then one can claim with a 95% confidence that the observation
a 0 · is within plus or minus two standard deviations of am, that is:

Similarly, the remaining two tests become:
IPo-Pml ~ 2 ((Ope> 2 + (O'pm> 2] 112
ldo-dml ~2((Lo>2 +<Lm>2Jll2
If all three of these conditions are valid for a parti c ul a r pair
of lines, then the observed line and the model line in the pair are
consistent; that is, they represent the same physic al entit y. Ne xt the
parameters of each consistent pa·i r of lines are merged t o pro vide a
better
(reduced uncertainty)
estimate .
Estimation techniques
(s ee
Appendix) are used to perform the merging including the updating of the
uncertainty. Thus , for the 1-D case, the following estimate is obtai ned :
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Onew =Om +(9o-9m> 2 <GOm) 2 1[(GQo> 2 +(Gam> 2 J
Ganew = <Gam> 2 <Gao> 2 1l<Gao> 2 +<Gam> 2 J
Pnew ·= Pm +<Po -pm> 2 (Gpm> 2 I [ (Gpo> 2 + (Gpm> 2 1
Gpnew = (Gpm> 2 (Gpo> 2 I [(Gpo> 2 + (Gpm> 21
dnew
dm + <do-dm> 2 <Lro> 2 1l<Lo> 2 + <Lm> 2 J
Lnew = <Lm>2<Lo>21[(Lo>2 + (Lro>2J

2 . t.2 TheRe-Reference Knowledge Source
This KS corrects the position and orientation of the robot. The
error in position and orientation is caused by the odometeric sensors of
wheel and shaft encoders due to wheel slfppage and uneven weight
distribution on the robot. This error accumulates as the robot travels,
and, if not kept in check will cause degradation in the world model
consistency. The steps performed by this knowledge source are as
follows:
Step 1. For all merged line segments, find the average orientation error
between merged line segments and observed segments:
for i,. 1 to n
Step 2. For all consistent pairs of line
error in translation:
L\p

( 1ln) I:lpm ( i) - Rp 0 (i))

segments,

find the average

for i= 1 to n

Where,
L\p = [L\x L\y]T
[Xrm Yrm1T
Pm
Po
R

[xro Yro1T

a selected model reference point.
a selected observed reference point.

(Cos (L\9) -Sin (L\9}]
~in (L\9) Cos (L\9U

A good choice of a reference point to determine the translation
error L\p, is a corner or the intersection of two line segments in the
model lines, and the corresponding corner point in the observed lines.
For example, if line Lro1 matches line L01 and line Lm2 matches line L0 2,
and if Pm is the intersection point between Lm1 and Lro2, while Po is the
intersection point between L01 and L0 2, then Pm and p 0 correspond to the
same physical point and hence makes for a good reference point.
Step 3 . Correct the position (Pnew is the new corrected position, and
Cnew is the new covariance matrix or uncertainty) and or~entation of the
robot knowing &9, L\x, and L\y. Note that Pold is the current uncorrected
position of the robot:
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Where the matrix F is represented as:

F

~

OS (AO) -Sin (.dO)

Sin(A0)

Cos (AO)

.dx]
.dy

0

0

1

3 . KXPER.:IMEN'l'AL RESULTS

The robot started its autonomous mission from an initial location
near the center of the lab with the motivation of discovery and building
maps of its environment.
The
initial behavior enabled was
the
"curiosity" behavior that enabled the robot to spin 360 degrees in place
while taking sonar scan data before venturing into the unknown. The end
of curiosity triggered the "avoid," "wander," and "follo w-boundary"
behaviors simultaneously . This enabled the robot to move aro und without
bumping into things, and to follow the boundaries (walls) of its
environment. Figure 8 shows the emergent path of the robot under the
control of these behaviors. Note that the map-builder module is working
concurrently with these behaviors building representations of the world
by assimilating sensor data from the various locations visited by the
robot. Thus, in the map builder, the EOU representation is being
continuously updated, while the 2-D line-finder knowledge source is
accumulating enough data points to support and warrant the generation of
its 2-D line representation. Figure 9 shows the EOU knowledge source in
action updating the EOU representation as sonar data become available.
As described in the previous section, the cones simulate an actual s o und
burst of a sonar sensor with the inside of the cone representing empty
space, while the end of the cone represents occupied space . The cones in
the figure actually extend all the way to the occupied regio n, but the
graphics display routine is set to display only relatively confirmed
empty space, and at the beginning the region of the cone away from the
sensor is not well confirmed yet, and hence does not show. Figure 9-d
shows the accumulated EOU representation after about 500 scans o r raw
data points. In this experiment, the first 2-D line representation,
Figure 10, emerged upon the completion of about 45 scans (about 500 data
points) . Figures 11 and 12 show, respectively, the correspo nding raw
data points, and the filtered raw data points fro m whi c h the line
representation was generated.
As the 2-D line representation is generated, the r o b o t c o ntinue s
to gather data in the same generalized wandering behavio r. Mea nwhile,
the target-generator knowledge source in the map builder hypo thes iz e s
the presence of "curious" locations at the end points o f the 2-D line s
that
might
be
worth
further
investigation
for
a
bett e r
map
representation. End points in close vicinity of each other were regarde d
as one target . The planning module decides that these targe ts are wort h
investigating and sets the motivation state of the r o b ot as a loc ati o n
attraction with the locations of the generated t arge ts. This trigge rs
the target-nav behavior, and the robot starts moving towards its f irst
target (one of the corners of the room) while still avoiding o b stacles.
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When a target is reached, the curiosity behavior is triggered for a more
detailed picture of the target location. Another target generator
knowledge source works on the EOU representation and hypothesizes
targets as the center of a sizable boundary between empty and unknown
space in the EOU representation. In this experiment no targets were
generated by this knowledge source. When all the targets have been
visited and the location attraction motivation have been satisfied, the
target-nav behavior is disabled and the robot resorts to the generalized
wandering behavior of the earlier stages. When a second set of 2-D lines
is produced, shown in Figure· 13, the consistency knowledge sources match
and merge the two sets of lines (Figure 14) generating the improved
lines of Figure 15.
3.1 Discussion of Results
The implemented control architecture performed as intended during
the experimental test run, guiding the robot safely through its unknown
and unstructured environment without ·operator intervention. While the
behavior~based system reacted reflexively to immediate sensor readings,
the map builder generated models of the world and navigation targets,
and the planning module determined further actions in order to achieve
the desired goal . The goal of the experimental run was to build as
complete a map of the environment as possible. As intended, this was
achieved with minimum intervention and guidance from the planning module
to the behavior-based system. The behavior-based system adapted to
dynamic changes in the environment. This was demonstrated by placing an
obstacle (a chair) at a later time between the robot and its target when
the robot was in the target-nav mode. Even though the chair has not been
modeled yet into the environm~ntal representations, the robot avoided
the chair and still reached its target solely due to the competence of
the behavior-based system and without intervention from the planning
module. Had the chair, for example, made the target unreachable, then
when some time has passed without any progress, the planning module
would have intervened by either cancelling the target, or providing an
intermediate target to the robot from which it could avoid the trap and
advance to the original target. Another validation of interaction to
dynamic ev~nts was demonstrated when people entered the lab space of the
robot and walked around . The robot avoided people running away in the
opposite direction as people approached it. People were modeled
temporarily in the EOU representation, but since they did not stay in
the environment for a long time, their image in the EOU representation
did not persist.
4 . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSZONS

The theoretical basis and details of implementation of various
knowledge sources for consistent world modeling have been presented. The
implemented knowledge sources were part of the Sensory Knowledge
Integrator framework, the underlying model of the map-builder module in
the hybrid control architecture. Some of the implemented knowledge
sources include the EOU, the 2-D line-finder, and the consistency
knowledge sources .
The experimental setup developed during the course of this
research provides an . exc~llent testbed for future research in autonomous
systems design. Within :this testbed, the addition of new behavioral
modules is easily achieved due to the flexibility and modularity of the
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proposed hybrid control architecture . Moreover, the modular distributed
approach followed by the proposed Sensory Knowledge Integrator allows
for easy addition and integration of new sensors . The testbed is general
enough to accommodate various experiments associated with a wide variety
of research problems in the relatively new field of autonomous systems
design . Such research areas include adaptive behavior arbitration and
learning, explicit goal-driven reactive systems, and methodologies and
representational structures for the interface between cognitive and
reactive systems. The classical problems of sensor data fusion and
consistent world modeling are still important, but, equally important is
how the knowledge accumulated in such world models can be cleverly
brought to bear on the behavior-based subsystem to produce useful,
efficient, and robust behavior.
An important research issue is how an artificial autonomous system
can benefit from the knowledge of its designer. That ~s, how can the a
priori knowledge of the designer be brought to bear and put to good use
in making artificial autonomous systems intelligent and useful for
various user-specific tasks in a variety of domains? Additionally, what
form or representation should th~ a priori knowledge be compiled into so
that it can be used directly by the behavior-based system to effect
immediate actions?
5 . APPBNDJ:X: CORRBLA'l'l:ON OR CONSJ:S'l'ENCY CHECKJ:NG

To determine whether sensor data or features derived from that
data could be classified as competitive,
a consistency check is
performed on the data. This is a common difficulty in robotic perception
in which the correlation between perceived or observed data and model
data often has to be determined. The well-known problem of correlating
between what the robot actually sees and what it expects to see is an
appropriate example. Following is an example that illustrates one form
of consistency checking:
Let Pei and Pej be parametric primitive vectors estimated by
sensors i,
and j
respectively. We want to test the competitive
hypothesis Ho that these estimates are for the same primitive p of an
object. Let aeij = Pei - Pej be the estimate of aij = pi - pj where pi
and pj are the corresponding true parameter vectors, then Ho:
We want to test Ho vs. H1 : aij <> 0.
errors be represented by ei = p - Pei,

aij

=

0.

Let the corresponding estimation
and ej

p - Pej· Define eij

=

aij - aeij; it follows that eij =pi - pj - Pei + Pej· Then, under Howe
have

and the covariance of the error under Ho is given by
c /Ho = E [ (eij /Ho> (eij /Ho> T1
E((ei- ej) (ei- ej)T)
:.. E [ (ei) (ei) Tl - E [ (ei) (ej) T1
E[(ej) (ei)T) + E[(ej) (ej)T)
ci - cij - cji + cj.
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If the errors ei and ej are independent then cij - cji - 0, and
c ;u 0 - ci + cj .
For Gaussian estimation
follows: Accept u 0 if

errors

the

test

of

Ho

vs.

H1

is

as

where & is a threshold such that: p( d>& /Ho} - a, and a is a small
number such as 0.05, for example.
If Ho is accepted,

then Pei and Pej are competitive and can thus

be fuse'd to obtain Peij, the combined estimate of p. Using the standard
Kalman filter equations, and lett ing the prior mean of p be Pei, we
obtain
the
following
corilbined
estimate
and
corresponding error
covariance:

Cov
ci - K ci,
where K is the Kalman filter gain, and for independent errors ei and ej
is given by
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Figure 7. Parametric representation of a 2-D line.
From [Crowley 87].

Figure 8. Robot behavior under "avoid". "wander". and "boundary-follow".
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ASSEMBLY MODELING OF SPATIAL MECHANISMS
USING GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS
David Neville Rocheleau
Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

ABSTRACT
A method is presented which allows a designer to interactively create an
assembly of comp9nents by specifying geometric constraints between individual
components. · Lower kinematic pairs are implicitly defined through the explicit
definition of geometric constraints. Upon establishing lower kinematic pair~, or joints
between several components, a spatial mechanism begins to take form. The spatial
mechanism may consist of one or several open and closed loops; it may also contain
both serial and parallel chains. Regardless of the composition of the spatial
mechanism, the designer is free to add, delete, and edit components and joints in the
mechanism, as well as grab and drag components to new positions. All is done while
maintaining previously defined geometric constraints automatically.
INTROPUCfJON

The objective of this )York is to provide an unobtrusive and intuitive CAD
assembly modeling tool which preforms as a front end modeler for kinematic and
dynamic analysis packages such as ADAMS, DADS, and IMP. The work can be
divided into two areas.
The first area details an assembly modeling representation which uses
connectivity to establish the relationship between components in a hierarchical
assembly. In it a connectivity structure called a connectivity set is developed which
stores both topology and fundamental mating information among components in an
assembly. The connectivity set retains knowledge of how the assembly was built by
using forward and ·backward pointers which assist in directive assembly traversals.
This eliminates the need for specialized, time consuming tree traversal algorithms
each time an inquiry is made into the neighbors of a particular component. Inside
the connectivity set, mating sets are developed which contain mating information that
describes the spatial restrictions of components with one another. This description
allows the designer to describe spatial relations between components without directly
specifying transformation matrices.
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The second area, of the CAD assembly modeling tool, presents a new method
of assembly modeling which allows interactive assembly construction and automatic
constraint maintenance on spatial mechanisms. Points, planes, and lines on
respective bodies ar~ constrained together in a pair wise fashion using the above
connectivity sets in order to construct the mechanism. Automatic constraint
maintenance is achieved through a novel algorithm which can best be described as
a piecewise geometric iterative approach. The approach uses a least motion
technique for updating and moving the mechanism.
The results of this work allow the CAD designer to quickly construct open and
close loop spatial mechanisms that contain both serial and parallel chains. The
designer may then edit the mechanism by inserting and deleting components, and resize existing components. The designer is even allowed to grab any component in
the mechanism and "yank" it to a new position and orientation. All of this is
performed while automatically maintaining all previously defined constraints. It is
believed that this work will promote the CAD designer to explore several design
alternatives in a timely manner before submitting the design artifact to more
extensive and costly analyses.

Virtual Link

Figure 1 Hierarchical assembly using virtual links
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ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION SCHEME
When building a mechanical model the designer often develops individual
components and then describes bow these components come together to produce an
assembled model. Once the assembly is define~ the designer may wish to add other
components or even attach other assemblies to the original assembly, thus defining
an assembly of subassemblies. An assembly data structure that utilizes a hierarchy
of subassemblies and components facilitates such assembly building. The hierarchical
assembly tree establishes the assembly as the root node, subassemblies as branch
nodes, and components as leaf nodes. Using a hierarchical assembly representation
allows the designer to perform local modifications to components or subassemblies
where the modification has minimal or no impact on unrelated components or
subassemblies in the global assembly.
An assembly data structure that embodies this hierarchical arrangement of
components and subassemblies is shown in Figure 1 and was developed by Lee and
Gossard (1985]. As can be seen the assembly is composed of many subassemblies

and components in a hierarchy. The assembly is stored in a graph like structure
using their concept of a virtual link to connect mating pairs. A mating pair is defined
as the mating of two assemblies, two components, or one subassembly and one
component. The work presented in this paper exploits the virtues of Lee's and
Gossard's assembly representation with virtual links. The work presented here in
essence is an extended or pointer intensive virtual link approach where virtual links
are replaced with what is called "connectivity sets".
The similarities of assembly representation using virtual links and assembly
representation using connectivity sets are:
- both store assembly data hierarchically.
- both store relationships in a pair-wise fashion.
- both allow interactive assembly building.
- both use the concept of instancing components and subassemblies for
identical nodes in the assembly.
- the virtual link and connectivity set both contain information of where and
how a component/subassembly pair is connected.
The differences between virtual links and connectivity sets is the latter takes
advantage of how the assembly was built in order to facilitate a directive assembly
tree traversal upon assembly modification. This is achieved by defining two forward
and two backward pointers in a connectivity set which point to other connectivity sets
which involve the same component. Virtual links only provide a single pointer to the
next virtual link, where the next virtual link does not necessarily contain a common
component of the previous virtual link. By providing four direction specific pointers
to other connectivity sets, the assembly representation using connectivity sets
embodies a tightly woven assembly representation of components, which allows ready
access to all surrounding components for rapid directive assembly tree traversal.
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ARRAYS AND THEIR

CONTENTS

The arrays and their contents used in the assembly representation utilizing
connectivity sets are shown below~
ASSEMBLY
• name of the assembly
• pointer up to the first CSET the assembly is associated with (if any)
• derived position of the assembly relative to the world coordinate frame
• pointer down to the first connectivity set in the assembly
CONNECflVITY SET
• pointer up to the assembly or subassembly this CSET belongs to
• pointer to first component or subassembly of the pair, comp_sub A
• pointer to second component or subassembly of the pair, comp sub B
• pointer to the next CSET which contains comp sub A
• pointer to the next CSET which contains comp=sub B
• pointer to the previous CSET which contains comp_sub A
• pointer to the previous CSET which contains comp_sub B
• pointer to mating set
SUBASSEMBLY
• name of subassembly
• pointer up to the first CSET the subassembly was associated with
• pointer down to the first CSET in the subassembly
• derived position of the subassembly relative to the assembly
subassembly above it
• constraint status, free or locked

or

COMPONENT
• name of the component
• pointer up to the first CSET the component was associated with
• derived position of the component relative to the assembly or
subassembly above it
• constraint status, free or locked
• pointer to component data
MATING SET
• pointer to template to use
• pointer to first mating pair data
• marker coordinate system relative to component or subassembly A
• marker coordinate system relative to component or subassembly B
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TEMPLATE

•
•
•

tennplate ~e
nunnber of nnating pair records in tennplate
pointer to first nnating pair record in tennplate

MATING PAIR
• type of mating feature on connponent or subassennbly A
• type of nnating feature on connponent or subassembly B
·MATING PAIR DATA
• mating data on connponent or subassennbly A
• nnating data on connponent or subassembly B
• restriction (positive or negative equality)
• offset (if planar faces are involved)
CONSTRAINT SATISFYING TECHNIQUE
Changing dimensional paranneters on components, dragging thenn, and
respecifying their connection locations, as well as closing kinennatic chains, is
achieved by maintaining the constraints via a piecewise geonnetric technique. When
a component which is attached to other connponents is nnoved, broken connections
with neighboring connponents are Dnininlized. The connections of the neighboring
components which have been broken are then re-satisfied. The algorithm proceeds
until a fixed 0 dof connponent (a ground, for example) is reached; then reverses itself
and propagates back toward the nnoved connponent.
Figure 2 shows the constraint Dnaintenance procedure at work on a simple
three link planar nnechanism as it cycles through one complete iteration. Five freeze
frames, Figures 2(b) through 2(f), of the piecewise geonnetric iterative scheme are
shown. Each connectivity set in Figure 2 contains a nnating set that bas a revolute
joint template.
Figure 2(a) shows the labelling of the points on the respective components
(e.g., ~ stands for point 1 on link A). As seen in Figure 2(b), the ground is
connected to link A via the constraint (fo = ~, and link A is connected to link
B by the f2... = f1a constraint. A cmnmand is given to establish a constraint
between f2s and a target pojnt fT. The goal is to have link B move to the target and
form a new constraint f28 = fTt while keeping intact the two already established
constraints, fa = fL and ~ = l l8 •
From the initial position given in Figure 2(b), link B breaks away from link
A and moves towards the target point to ~stablisb a primary constraint £28 = £T in
Figure 2(c). (There is only one primary mating set-in the current discussion referred
to as simply "primary constraint"--when a component is moved and it is always
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Figure 2 Piecewise geometric iterative scheme.
(a) Geometric teatures of 3 link planar mechanism. ."
(b) Initial position.
(c) Primary constraint: f2s = fT; secondary constraint:~ = fl8 •
(d) Primary constraint: £2..,. = fl8 ; secondary constraint: ~ = ~.
(e) Primary constraint: Eo = fl..; secondary constraint: f2... = fl8 •
(f) Primary constraint~= fl8 ; secondary constraint: P28 =fT.

(f)

enforced in an exact manner.) Upon satisfying the primary constraint, link B is free
to rotate in the plane about point ~ because the degrees of freedom available at
the primary constraint allow the rotation. The orientation of link B is chosen based
on the constraints which were broken,whicb are called the secondary constraints.
(There could be several secondary mating sets depending on how many connections
were broken in satisfying the primary mating set. Since only binary links are used
in Figure 2, there is just one secondary mating set whenever any component is
moved.) To establish the orientation of link B, link B looks at the constraints which
were broken in satisfying the primary constraint. In Figure 2(c) only one constraint
was broken, the ~ = fia constraint. link B orients itself such that it will only
have to travel a minimum distance ~o get back to the broken connection. This can
be viewed as the ~ = fla constraint pulling on link B to create the orientation of
link B seen in Figure 2(c).
The next step is to choose a broken constraint, i.e., a secondary constraint as
the next primary constraint. In Figure 2(d) link A pulls off the ground to satisfy the
primary constraint, ~ = ~- link A then orients itself based on the secondary
constraint ~ = ~ using the available degrees of freedom of the current primary
constraint. The algorithm "turns around" in Figure 2(e) when link A breaks off link
B to establish the pri.m ary constraint ~ = ~ and the secondary constraint ~ =
£.18 • One full "iteration" is completed when link B breaks away from the target in
Figure 2(t) to establish~ = ~8 as the primary constraint and £28 = fT as the
secondary constraint. Unk B .orients i~elf as shown in Figure 2(t). The algorithm
begins a new iterative cycle if all three constraints are not satisfied.
Satisfying the primary mating set and then establishing the orientation of the
component based on the degrees of freedom available in the primary mating set, .is
the most salient aspect put forth by this work. The constraint maintenance algorithm
is best described as a "piecewise geometric iterative approach". The algorithm is
"piecewise'' because components are moved one at a time, piece by piece. The
algorithm is "geometric" because only geometric constraints are used to determine
the positions of components. And the algorithm is "iterative" because mating sets are
continuously broken and then re-satisfied until the assembly settles into a
configuration where all constraints in all mating sets have been satisfied.
The assembly will only settle into a configuration if all the constraints in the
assembly are consistent with one another. If an inconsistent constraint is specified,
causing a singularity or some other type of illegal configuration, the constraint
propagation technique will not converge and the user is notified. When a legal
assembly modification is commanded, the point to point linear distance between
geometric features (planes and lines are represented as three and two points
respectively) shrinks smaller and smaller with each breaking and remaking of the
constraints. Eventually the linear distance between each geometric feature reaches
a stage where the assembly has settled into a configuration where all the constraints
have been satisfied to within a given tolerance.
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CONCWSION
Through the work presented here, the designer is able to interactively build
an assembly of components, modify the assembly, and examine motion results for any
spatial, closed loop, parallel mechanism. All of this is intended to be performed
prior to submitting the mechanism for further analyses. Because of the assembly
modeler's capability it is an ideal candidate as a front end for mechanical mechanism
design. The elegance and ease of application to complex spatial mechanisms is the
most salient feature of this work and the modeler can be easily incorporated into any
existing kinematic and dynamic analysis package available today.
REFERENCE
Lee, K. and Gossard, D.C., 1985, "A hierarchical data structure for representing
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ABSTRACT
This work addresses a hierarchical structure of path
planning for an Articulated Transporter /Manipulator System
(ATMS) in a given 3D working environment o A vertical motion
capability provides the ATMS a new ability which can be used
to advantage in the generation of collision free paths.
It
also complicates the path planning process, however, by not
being constrained to a 2D environment. In this research, an
obstacle may not always be treated as an obstacle and free
space may not always be treated as free space either.
"An
obstacle, not an obstacle,· free space, not free space• is the art of the path
planning of the ATMS.
Intelligence is implemented in the
system to recognize the situation and autonomously plan the
collision free path.
1 . INTRODUCTION
The ATMS is being designed for use in nuclear power
stations. A key design specification of this system is that
it be able to maneuver through a complex obstacle strewn
environment made up of elaborate pipe and cable networks,
dikes, and stairways .
The ability to move throughout this
type of environment will allow the robotic system to perform
inspection, maintenance, and emergency response tasks in high
radiation areas.
The ATMS is comprised of eighteen individual segments
which provide both maneuverability and locomotion.
Each
segment has a pair of motor driven wheels to provide traction
for forward and backward motion.
Segments are connected in
series by a pitch joint and a yaw joint (See Figure 1).
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In addition to the horizontal motion (See Figure 2), a
significant feature of the design is that the ATMS will be
able to cross over a horizontal gap of up to twelve feet i n
length.
This design also enables the ATMS to cross over
obstacles by 'flying' through the air.
The capability of
vertical motion of the ATMS (See Figures 3.1 and 3.2) makes it
unique from the mobile vehicles which travel in 20 space [1].
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Figure 1 Dimension of ATMS

Horizontal Motion of ATMS

Figure 2 Horizontal Motion (Top View)
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Vertical Motion (Moving to Higher Level)

Figure 3.1 Vertical Motion (Side View)

Vertical Motion (Jump Over Pipe)

Figure 3.2 Vertical Motion (Side View)
Path planning for mobile robots has been a subject of
considerable interest for AI and robotics researchers. Many
techniques that compute paths for a land-based robot assuming
a ·20 model of the world have been developed£2]-(14].
Path planning for the ATMS, however, is not constrained
to a 20 environment.
A hierarchical structure of path
planning is designed to decompose the problem into several
sub-problems.
In the first level of path planning, the
sequence of via planes of the path is planned. This reduces
the path- planning to that of navigating on each via plane . In
the second level of path planning, buffer zones and pseudo
obstacles are designed to represent the Jump-Over (J-0)
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obstacles.
This special representation of J-0 obstacle
simplifies the path planning to a 20 case.
In the third
level, modifications are made to ensure the planned path is
suitable for the ATMS to follow .

2. MODELLING WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Figure 4 shows an example of ATMS's working environment.
The environment consists of several horizontal planes which
are in different elevations. Three obstacle types are defined
based on the characteristics of the obstacle in the working
environment of the ATMS:
I.
Go Around obstacle (G-A obstacle)
.
The manner by which the ATMS can · avoid colliding with
obstacles is by going around them.
II. Juap over obstacle (J-0 obstacle)
An obstacle which is long, narrow, and low that the ATMS
can jump over. A pipe on the floor or a dike is example
of this type of obstacle.
III. Land on obstacle (L-0 obstacle)
An obstacle which is large and strong.
The ATMS is
allowed to travel on the top of the obstacle.
C-A obstacle

Horizontal plane

..

Figure 4 Landing Planes
Assumptions are made about the obstacle:
1. An obstacle on the plane is assumed to be convex
polygonal or can be decomposed into convex polygons .
2. A J-0 obstacle is assumed to have a rectangular
projection on the plane, or the projection on the
plane can be bounded by a rectangle.
The concept of configuration space is adopted in
modelling the working environment .
In the obstacle-expanded
environment, the lead segment of the ATMS can be- shrunk into
a point.
The path planning for the ATMS becomes that of
planning a path for a point to travel in the obstacle expanded
environmenb.
The representation of a J-0 obstacle is shown in Figure
5. Buffer zones are created on both side of the J-0 obstacle
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to provide the proper distances for taking off and landing.
A pseudo obstacle is created if a take-off or landing position
is blocked by an object. This representation will assure the
planned path is feasible for vertical motion.
How the
described representations fit into the horizontal planning
algorit~m will be discussed in Section 3.2.

expanckd

J-0 obatacte

J4
J1

Figure 5 Representation of J-0 Obstacle
(top view)

3. HIERARCHICAL PATH PLAHNING
The path planning for the ATMS can be broken down into
two major tasks. First, decide the planes that the ATKS will
travel through from the starting plane to the goal plane.
Second, plan a collision-free path between two designated
positions on a plane.
Figure 6 shows the diagram of the
hierarchical structure of path planning.
3.1 Vertical Planning
The objective of the vertical planning is to find a
sequence of planes that the ATMS will pass through between the
given starting and goal planes. An adjacency matrix of planes
is created according to the information of the planes in the
working environment.
Based on the adjacency matrix and the
cost from one plane to the other, a cost matrix can be formed.
The cost from one plane to the other can be any factor that
needs to be minimized (e.g., maximum torque needed for
traveling from one plane to another, difficulty of travel on
the plane, etc . ). A via plane matrix can be established based
on the cost matrix. From the via plane matrix, the sequence
of via planes can be easily decided.
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Figure 6 Hierarchical Structure ·of Path Planning
Figure 7 shows the above mentioned matrices for the
environment shown in Figure 4.
Maximum torque needed for
traveling from one plane to another is used to form the cost
matrix.
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Input of vertical planninqz
The plane

w~ere

the starting and goal points are located.

Knovle4ge nee4a4 for planninql
1 . Reachable relationship among planes.
2. For each plane:
Access ways to other planes, wbich includes:
a. Positions of the take off point to every reachable
planes .
b . Position of the landing point from other planes.

Result of vertical planninqz
A sequence of via planes from the starting plane to the
goal plane.
3 . 2 Horizontal Planning
Planning a horizontal collision free path for each of the
via planes is the objective of the horizontal planning.
A
heuristic search technique, A• search,
is applied for
horizontal planning to reduce the search effort .
The concept pf visible tangent point is used to expand a
node in the search tree (see Figure 8) •
After a node is
expanded, an evaluation function, f•, is used to estimate the
promise of each of the successors of the node. The leaf node
in the search tree which has the minimum cost is chosen to be
the next expanding node. An example of the search is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Horizontal Planning
Two steps are designed to fit buffer zone and pseudo
obstacle representations of J - 0 obstacles into the process of
horizontal planning (See Figure 10).

r•aulting path

G

l

••ponded
J-O
obetacle

buf_!•

\'

s

Figure 10 J-0 Obstacle in Horizontal
Planning
1 . When a J-0 obstacle is intersected (e.g . , line
segments SG and SC), the pseudo obstacles related to
this J-0 obstacle must be included as obstacles in the
horizontal planning.
2. When only a J-0 obstacle is intersected in step 6
(e.g. line segment SC), find the intersection points
(T and C) of the boundary of the buffer zone and the
line segment . Select the appropriate point (T) as the
starting point for a vertical path.
Draw a
perpendicular line to the boundary of the buffer zone
and find the intersection point (L) with the boundary
of the buffer zone on the other side of the J-0
obstacle .
This point will be the end point of the
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vertical path.
From point L,
planning continues.

the horizontal path

Result or horisontal plaDDiDgl
The nominal horizontal collision free path on each of the
planned via planes.
3.3 Operative Planning;
The objective of this level of planning is to modify the
nominal horizontal collision free paths and connecting each of
the horizontal collision free paths with vertical paths to
form a overall collision free path. The modification of the
nominal horizontal collision free path includes:
1. Plan circular arcs around the turning points of the
path (see Figure 11).
2. Plan vertical path segment for J-0 obstacle (see
Figure 12).

Figure 11 Modify Nominal Horizontal Path

...
""--·
J-0 olbollac..

t ., ..

(To, 'new)

._:-~~·~:

T~g ~
-:.-..---r--

Figure 12 Planning Vertical Path over J-0
Obstacle_
After the modifications, the path on each of the via
planes is suitable for the ATMS to travel o Vertical paths
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between via planes are planned to complete the overall
collision free path.
aeault of operative planninqz

The data for each path segment of the overall collision
free path .
4. COMPQTER GBAPHICS SIMQLATION
The path planning algorithms were
successfully
implemented on a Silicon Graphics 4D-310VGX workstation.
Motions of the ATMS are animated in a designed working
environment which consists of more than 40 obstacles to verify
the results. The computation time varies from less than 1
second to approximate 3 seconds depending on the specified
start and goal points .
The simulated horizontal and vertical motions of the ATMS
are shown in Figures 13 - 15. In Figure 13, the ATMS passes
through a labyrinth entrance.
Figure 14 and 15 show the
vertical motions of the ATMS to jump over an obstacle and to
move between planes which are at different elevations.

Figure 13 Passing Through Labyrinth Entrance
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Figure 14 Jump Over Obstacle

Figure 15 Motion Between Planes
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The vertical motion ability of the ATMS enlarges the
working space of the traditional mobile vehicle which can only
travel in a 2D space. This paper presents a strategy to break
down a 3D path planning problem into a 2D problem based on: 1.
A hierarchical structure of path planning which reduces the
problem into path planning on a plane.
2. Buffer zone and
pseudo obstacle representation of a J-0 obstacle to enable the
algorithm of horizontal path planning to plan vertical path
without additional effort.
Fabrication of the ATMS has begun and the first prototype
segment was completed in Dec 1991. The algorithm developed
here will be applied to provide an autonomous navigation
capability for the ATMS.
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Simulation Study of a Multichip Module Testing
Facility
Dr. Oren Masory S. L Tulshibagwale
Department Of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431.

Abstract
The simulation of a capital investment intensive Multi-Chip Module (MCM)
testing facility is desaibed. The complexity of the system made it difficult to evaluate
its performance using analytical methods, and therefore, a computer simulation was
used to determine the facility requirement from equipment and manpower point of
view. In addition, utilization of machines, buffer sizes, processing time and other
production data were obtained.

I. Introduction
As a part of the initiative · to incorporate the Multichip Module (MCM)
technology into the educational curricula which will include the fabrication and
testing, Florida Atlantic University proposed to setup a MCM testing facility [1].
This paper examines the proposed system from Industrial Engineering point
of view through the use of a computer simulation language named SIMAN (2]. The
computer simula.tion technique was used at the design phase of the MCM testing
facility due to following proven facts :
• It improves the awareness of the factors that have an effect on the system
performance.
• It reduces the risk of implementation of improper strategies.
• It helps understand the inter-relationships of the factors involved.
• It acts as a communication link.
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As mentioned earlier, the computer simulation of the proposed facility was
performed using a simulation program called SIMAN (acronym for SIMu~tion
ANalysis).
Within the SIMAN framework, a fundamental distinction is made between
the system model and the experimental frame. The system model defines the static
·a nd dynamic characteristics of the system whereas the experimental frame defines
the experimental conditions under which the model is run to generate specific
output data.
Given the system model and the experimental frame, the SIMAN simulation
program generates an output file which records the model state ttansitions as they
occur in the simulated time. The data in the output file can be used for data analysis
that aids in evaluating the performance of the system under consideration.

II. Fundamentals
Implementing subsystems as MCMs offers significant advantages in
operation, speed, miniaturization, mixed technology, increased pin-out capability
and ultimately reduces production rosts.
An MCM consists of a set of dice of various functions which are mounted on
Silicon (or Ceramic) substtate which provides the interconnection between the dice
and the input/ output terminals for the module. The following table gives some
examples of currently fabricated MCMs.

TECHNOLOGY
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Mitsubishi liTCM
Hitachi RAM
Honeywell SUC
NECSX
IBM 4381
IBM 3090

IOFCHIPS

IOFI/OS
624
108
240
2171.
882

9

6

110
36
36
100

1800

A substrate is an important part of an MCM that provides mechanical
support, base for the electrical interconnect pattern and a medium for dissipation of
heat. Alumina is the most widely used material for substtates.
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Subsequent to the assembly of chips on a substrate, the module is packaged.
Thi.s involves the following steps:
1. Bonding of the substrate to the package.
2 lnteroonnection between the substrate and the terminals.
3. Encapsulation or providing a cover to the module.
Thus, the electronic packages serve the following functions :
1. Provide connections for signal lines leading onto and off the
silioon chip.
2 Provide connections for supplying electric current that powers
the circuits on the chip~
3. Provide a means of removing heat generated by the circuits.
4. Provide a structure to support and protect the chip.
In this system a "Tiny MCM (TMCM)" is considered. The proposed
specifications of the Tiny MCMs for this facility are:
1. Substrate.: 0.5" x 0.5"
2 Nine or sixteen chips could be mounted on the 0.5" x ~.5" substrate (see
figures 1 & 2). It is assumed that MCM9s would comprise of Bare die and
TAB technologies whereas the MCM16s would comprise of Flip-chip
technologies.
3. The die size is 0.1" x 0.1" with 40 connection pads per die.
4. The project would be returned in a standard 160 pin PGA package.
The processes used to assemble MCMs differ primarily in the choice of
assembly process of the dice to the substrate. Three different processes are used as
follows:
1. Wire bonding: In wire bonding, as shown in figure 3, the die is bonded to the
substrate by epoxy, and the electrical connections between the die's pads and the
substrate's pads are made by attaching very small wires from the device side of the
chip to the appropriate locations on the substrate. The major types of wire
bonding processes are: Thermocompression (TC), Ultrasonic and Thermosonic.
Thermocompression bonding: Many metals can be joined to themselves or to
other metals at a temperature lower than the melting temperature of either of the
metals if pressure is applied. TC bonding consists of joining two metals by
diffusion at elevated temperature and pressure. There are two variations of TC
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bonding: Wedge bonding and Ball bonding. Wedge bonding is done with a cone
shaped tool which feeds the aluminium wire at different angles. Wedge bonding
follows the following steps :
1. Position and lower tool to the first bond position.
2. Bond wire (with defined pressure).
3. Raise tool.
4. Form loop.
5. Form second bond.
6. Break wire and raise tool.
Ball bonding is similar to wedge bonding except that gold wire is used and one
end of the wire is formed into a ball which is bonded into a "na.il head"
configuration. In ball bonding, gold wire is usually used since it melts and readily
forms a ball even in an air ambient. The tool is positioned and lowered over the
intended bonding site. The bonding force plastically deforms the ball into a "nail
head" configuration producing the first bond. The tool is then raised, moved and
positioned over the second bond site. Since at this point no ball can be formed on
the wire, a wedge bond is produced. The wire is then prepared for next operation
by again ••flaming off" the end to form a new ball and the cycle is repeated.
Ultrasonic bonding : Ultrasonic bonding differs from TC bonding in that
ultrasonic energy instead of heat is used to form the bond. The ultrasonic energy
is coupled through a transducer to the bonding wedge tool. The oscillator is tuned
to resonant frequency of the transducer and tool. Ultrasonic bonding employs
ultrasonic energy to scrub the wire onto the bonding pad resulting in mirofriction
· bond mechanism. This scrubbing action, coupled with pressure, is the means of
forming the molecular bond. Ultrasonic bonding is essentially a "cold" process
and caan be used to join a wide variety of metals thus rendering it a popular
bonding technique. Both, gold and aluminium, wires can be used and wire sizes
are typically 0.7 to 2 mils in diameter.
Tbermosonic bonding : This type of bonding combines the best features of
thermocompression and ultrasonic bonding. Pressure, temperature and
ultrasonic energy are combined to produce the bond. Thermosonic bonding
employs low temperatures , is omnidirectional and is less sensitive to surface
contaminants.
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2. Tape Automated bonding(TAB): TAB (refer figure 4) is composite of printed
circuit wires held in an area configuration by a thin organic substrate (usually
polyimide). The printed circuit wires are in a window and bent down for strain

relief where they join the chip. The joining is by automatic thermal compression.
One of the advantages of TAB is the handling ability ~ manufacturing.
3. Flip Chip bonding: In Flip Chip bonding (refer figure 5), dice are attached with
pads facing down and attached via solder bumps which form the mechanical and
electrical connections. This improves pad density, usable silicon area, thermal
conductivity, ease of assembly and repairability.

III. Major Processing Stations:
The assembly and testing processes involved are described below.
Receiving and Shipping : The receiving procedures check the availability of the test
programs for the chips entering the facility and the shipping station performs the
mailing procedures for the processed chips/modules.
Carrier Mounting; The chips are mounted in carriers in order to avoid damage to
the die. This option improves the handling and is also considered essential during
Burn-in process.
Die Testing: This is the initial screening process where a die is checked for damages
before it goes into the process sequence.
Burn-in : The burn-in· is performed at the c~ip level. The Burn-in process is
important due to the rigorous reliability requirements. It is a process in which a die
is tested under elevated temperature and voltage stress conditions over a
predetermined period of time.
Die Bonding : In case of single chip packaging, the dice which pass through the
Screening and I or Bum-in (since Bum-in is considered optional) are attached to a
suitable header in an epoxy die-attach operation. The same is true for attachment of
chips/dice to substrate, in case of MCMs, and the die-attach of the MCM substrate to
its header.
Interconnection process : The interconnection process follows the die-attach
operation wherein the dice are electrically connected to the header. Depending on
the technology class of the dice, the appropriate interconnection process is chosen
(refer section- U).
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Packaging : This process comprises all the final assembly activities: application of
thermal grease and mounting and bonding of the cap assembly.
Final Testing : The ultimate requirement of a drcuit is its ·reliable electrical
functioning. Thus tests are performed for the sole purpose of assuring that intended
electrical performance of the circuit are met.

IV. Process Desaiption:
The generic flow of the chips and the stations used in the model of the
testing facility is shown in figure 6.
Die processing : Single chip packages re.quire the same die-bond and wire-bond
operations required in the final packaging steps of MCM. The same equipment can
be used for both efforts and hence is considered as an option during simulation of
the facility
The chips enter the system daily_(or as mentioned in the following section).
The chips undergo the following sequence of operations :
• The availability of its test program is checked. Then the chips are routed to
the Bonding station (Wire bonding or Die bonding - depending on the technology
clas~ of the chips).
• After the respective bonding operation the chips are routed to the Carrier
mounting station where each chip is mounted in a carrier. This handling option
reduces the risk of damage to the die and is also considered essential during Burn-in
process.
• Once the chips are mounted in the carriers, they are routed to the
Screening station/ Die testing station where they are tested for possible damages and
if found acceptable are routed to either Burn-in station or I<i~ng station or Die
,bonding station. ·This is because Burn-in process is considered optional i.e only a
certain percentage of the chips undergo Burn-in.
• The chips that do not go to Burn-in station are routed to the Kitting
station if they belong to an MCM; or to the Die bonding station if they belong to the
'stand alone' chips category. The same applies to the chips that undergo Burn-in
process.
• At the Kitting station, the chips that belong to a particular School and a
particular Project are placed in a tray or a kit. As soon as a kit is full i.e. nine/ sixteen
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chips that belong to the same School and the same Project are available, the kit is
routed to the Bonding station along with a pa~ge and'-a substrate.
• After the Die bonding operation the chips/modules are routed to the Wire
bonding station where they undergo the interconnection process.
• The Wire bonding operation is followed by Packaging and Marking
operations.
• Finally, the·chips are tested again (fmal testing) and the acceptable chips or
modules are routed to the Shipping station.
Substrates & Packages : Apart from chips, the entities that enter the system are
substrates and packages. The substrates are first tested at the Substrate testing station
and are routed to the I<itting station where they become a part of a kit. Similarly, the
packages that belong to modules are routed to the I<itting station whereas those that
belong to 'stand alone• chips are routed to the Die bonding station. Each entity that
enters the system is assigned attributes that are typical of the entity.

VI. Simulation:
To evaluate the performance of the system, three cases were investigated. The
first case represents the amount of activity /load expected after the first 2-3 years of
operation of the proposed facility. It is the maximum load expected considering the
amount of work being done in this fiel4. The second case is the same as the first case
except the percentage of chips going through the Burn-in process. The reason is that
once the chip design is tested and its proper functionality confirmed, the Burn-in
process is not necessary unless the design is changed. The third case represents the
activity or load expected during the first year of operation of the facility.The
simulation inputs for the three cases are given in table 1.

VII. Results :
As mentioned earlier, this simulation program was run to quantify the
requirements of the system.

CASE 1: The simulation output of the first case shows that the probable bottlenecks
of the system are the Receiving station and the I<itting station.
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At the Receiving station, the operator checks all the mail that is received
every day and checks if the test programs for the chips are available or not. If the test
programs are available, the chips are sent for processing else they are stored in a
buffer till the test programs are made available. In the simulation program an
assumption is made that 20~ of the chips that enter the system every day do not
have test programs.The maximum number of chips at this station, encountered
during the run of case 1, was 64. However, the average utility of the operator at this
station is about 21~. Therefore, it would not be feasible to increase the number of
operators at this station. Instead, it would be advisable to have a buffer capacity
designed to accommodate the maximum number of chips at any given time.
SimiJarly, the chips wait at the Kitting station till a full kit is available. It is
assumed that on an average two MCM16 ldts and four MCM9 ldts are available per
week. This assumption was made considering the fact that all the chips belonging to
a particular MCM are not mailed to the facility at the same time. The average
number of chips that belong to MCM9, waiting at this station,rises as high as 448
chips and the average number of chips that belong to MCM16 is.44. This dictates the
buffer capacity required at this station when the system is run under the conditions
de&Qibed in case 1.
The other waiting lines that draw attention are of chips waiting for 100 I 150
hours of Burn-in, tiny-chip packages at the die bonding station, packages-formodules at the Kitting station and the substrates at Kitting station. These buffer
capacities should therefore, be designed considering the maximum number of
waiting entities.
The average number of chips in the waiting lines at other stations is less than
15. The average number of chips (stand alone) exiting from the system is shown in
_figure 7 whereas the average processing time for each type of stand alone chip is
shown in figure 8 .The number of MCMs exiting from the system is shown in figure
9. Figures 10 and 11 show ~e maximum queue sizes encountered for MCM9 chips
and MCM16 chips at station 7; and the maximum queue sizes encountered at the
receiving station and Burn-in stations, respectively.
The utility of the operator at station 1 is shown in figure 12. The Oven utility
(Burn-in) station is unity and the queue sizes at the Burn-in station are quite high.
This indicates the necessity of an additional Oven or an Oven with increased
capacity. This will also reduce the average processing time of the chips that undergo
Burn-in process (rises as high as 2023 hours for case 1). The utility of other
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operators/machines is less than 10% indicating that the facility could be operated to
obtain even greater throughput.
CASE 2: The seoond case results correlate well with the results obtained from case 1.
The buffer requirement is same as for case 1 as far as the Receiving station is
concerned but apparently the buffer requirement for the Kitting station increases
(refer figure 10 &t 11).
The utility of the operator at Receiving station for this case is shown in figure
12. The utility of other machines/operators (apart from Oven utility) is less than
10% as in case 1 The point to be noted in both cases is that the .buffer requirement for
the Kitting station increases with time. This can be partly taken care of with an
understanding between the customers/ Universities and the testing facility
managers. If all the chips belonging to a particular module ~re received by the
facility within a prescribed amount of time (ideal case would be to get them at the
same time) , the waiting period and in turn the buffer requirement at this station
would be reduced.
The plots of processing rate, processing time for chips and MCMs are shown
in figures 7, 8 & 9. The processing time of stand alone chips and the buffer
requirement at the Kitting station show a tendency to increase, in this case. This is
because 80% of the chips that enter the system belong to the modules. As a result, it
takes longer time to form groups of chips belonging to the same technology class
(processing at most of the stations is assumed to be done only when a certain
number of chips of any class are available).
CAS~

3: The third case reflects the amount of processing , the facility is expected to
do in its first year of operation. Here, though the buffer requirements of the
Receiving station and the Kitting station are of importance, they are reduced to a
great extent. The corresponding plots of buffer sizes, processing times,and processing
rates are shown in figure5 1 to 12.The processing time for the 'stand alone' chips
increases drastically in this case(reason is mentioned earlier).
All the cases indicate that the operator at the Receiving station has the
highest percentage ~tility which is about 21% and the utility of the rest of the
operators is very low. Therefore, it wouldn't be feasible to have operators at each
station. It would be more economical to 'Club' two or more operations i.e. schedule
one operator on more than one machine but at different times of the day.
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A
1

~

~Annual

Volume
3 One shift
4 Traveling time between stations
5 Initial Screening Rejects
6 Final testing rejects
-:;- ·substrates Rejects
8 % of chips belonging to MCM
9 % Bare chips
1 0 "'o TABs

B
Case 11
10,00 chips
8 hrs
4 It/min
200.4
10%
20%
70%
400/o
30%

C
Case 12
10,000 chips
8 hrs
4 ftlmin
200/o
10010
200/o
80%
40%
30010

0
Case 13
2000 chips
8 hrs
4 ft/min
200/o
10%
20%
70%
40"/.,
30"/o

:...l~ip~c~h~l~p~S----~---=--~------+------30%~~----~----~~~V.~o------r------3~~~V.~o-----;
-11 21 "'o -Fchips
that undergo Burn-in
20".4
10%
20"1..
o/.,

1'3 a·atch
1 4 Batch

size (chips)
size (other entities)

50/day
20/day

50/day
20/day

Table 1: Input to Simulation runs.
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175/month
1 00/month

11111111
11111111
11111111
11111111
Fig.t: A Tiny-MCM16.

Package Lid

Package Base

Fig.3: Wire Bonclins-
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II II II
II II II
II II II
Fig.2: A Tiny-MCM9.

Fig.t: Tape Automated Bondlns (TAB).

Fig.S: Flip-chip mounting on a Silicon substrate.
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SIMULATION AND ROBOT SCHEDULING OF A JUST-IN-TIME FLEXIBLE
AUTOMATED SYSTEM USING TIMED PETRJ NETS
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ABSTRACI'

This paper makes an attempt to investigate the effect of number of robots and their
scheduling on the performance of flexible automated systems operating with JIT principles. To this
end, Timed Petri nets are used to model tht: system. The models obtained are then analyzed to
determine the effect of number of robots and different robot scheduling policies on the system
performance. The performance criteria considered are production rate, work in process inventory,:
robot, AGV and machine utilizations. The additional advantages of Petri nets over other modeling
tools in the context of manufacturing systems are highlighted.

1. INTRODUCI'ION

•

Just In Time (JIT) manufacture is a well proven manufacturing management philosophy
which aims to eliminate the work in process inventory and optimizes materials delivery timings. The
benefits of JlT in the context of mass production systems are widely known (1-6). But, to meet the
dynamically changing requirements of the market, the present day manufacturing industries are aiming
at small lot production with a wide variety of products. To this end, flexible automated system,
comprising both flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) and flexible Assembly System (FAS) is
emerging as an integrated manufacturing system. Furthermore, a recent survey which included 450
U.S. manufacturing firms emphasizes· that a computer integrated just in time system is more
productive, cost efficient and highly effective to produce a quality product than a JIT or flexible
automated system alone (7). Several studys dealing with the implementation issues of JIT in
conventional mass production systems WC?re reported (1,2,8,9). However, there is no detailed
investigation of implementing JIT in the environment of flexible automated systems. Hence, to realize
the benefits of JlT in the arena of flexible automated systems, many implementation issues have to be
investigated.
Considering the potential of implementing JIT in flexible automated systems, the differences
between the implementation issues of JIT in conventional manufacturing systems and flexible
automated systems were fust highlighted in (10), in which the authors also elucidated bow Petri Nets
(PNs) - a modeling tool in the context of asynchronous concurrent systems can be used to achieve the
goals of implementing JIT in flexible automation. Subsequently it was shown that PNs are versatile
tools for the implemention of JlT in flexible automation systems by modeling, simulating and
investigating the effect of various implementation issues on the system performance (10). A case study
of an flexible automated system functioning as both FMS and FAS was formulated using PN models
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(PNMs). The model was used to investigate the effect of processing times, production lot sizes.
moving lot sizes,. setup times, conveyance times and number of AGVs assigned for each unique
transportation task on the implcmcntioa of JIT in flexible automation systems. The same system
considered above was investigated to compare the effect of operating the system under both •push• and
•pun• paradigm. In both cases it was found that robots utilizations were very poor, and therefore it was
concluded that the reduction of number of robots in that system may inacasc their usage. Hence, this
paper considers the similar system as considered in the above stated papers and aaaJyzcs the effect of
number of robots and their scheduling on the production rate, machine, AGV and robot utilization•
.Z. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The criteria for implementing JIT in Ocxiblc automated system is to achieve both the lowest
possible work in processing inventories and the highest possible utilization of system hardware (10).
One way to achieve these goals is to reduce the conveyance times among work statioos ia the system.
In conventional manufacturing systems conveyance times arc reduced by using belt conveyors, chutes,
fork lift etc. (3,4,5,6). However the usc of such cquipmcot is limited in flexible automated systems
since asynchronous flow of parts/materials is mandatory to achieve the flexibility in routing. In this
case robots aad AGVs arc being used. For a system with one or two machines, one robot may be
sufficient for loading and unloading parts/tools, but for more complex systems which arc composed of
several machines, more than one robot might be needed. If there arc more robots than required, ~
their utilization will be minimal, but on the other hand if fewer robots arc used, the utilizatioos may
increase but the utilizatioos of other system elements may dcacase. Thercfoc, in order to optimize
the total system utilization, it is important to investigate the effect of robot•s task allocation, robot's
scheduling on the system performance.

In this paper, the effect of number of robots and their scheduling on the goala mentioned
above is investigated for a particular flexible automated system shown iD F"agurc 1.

1
1

F"agurc 1: System layout.
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It cooaista of four work cells and an assembly shop. Each work ceU consists of a machining
ceU (MC), an assembly ceU (AC) and a robot. AA AGV is used in the system to transport parts and
subassemblies amoag the work cells and the assembly shop. The track layout of the AGV is shown in
the Fagure 1 with the corresponding travel time marked oo each segment of the track layout. The
system is used to produce two products:
1) Product #1 (PR1) which consists of parts A. B, C, and D in the quantities of 2, 1, 3, and 2
respectively. These parts are fabricated by MCl, MC2, MC3 and MC4.
2) Product #2 (PR2) which consists of subassemblies SA, SB, SC, and SO in the quantities of 2, 1, 3,
and 2 respectively. These subassemblies are assembled by AC1, AC2, AC3 and AC4.
The machining/assembly sequence of above parts and subassemblies is shown in Table 1
along with the conesponding fabriactioo/assembly times. The foUowing assumptions were made
about the system:
1) JoitiaUy the AGV is at work ceU 1.
2) The setup time of any MC or AC is sequence independent.
3) The set up time of each MC or AC, loading /unloading an MC or AC are assumed to consume
ODe time unit.
4) At a giveo time only one product is being processed by the system.
S) Assembly cells are always provided with the needed parts.

A(SA)
B (SB)
C(SC)
D(SD)

MCl (ACl)
30 (10)•
40 (8)

----

MCl (ACl)

--

.,._
35 (8)
40 (6)

MC3 (AC3)
46 (12)
42(71

MC4(AC4)

-----

---__
_,

26 (9)
32 (5)

Table 1. Processing/assembling time of parts in the system.
• Values in parenthesis represent assembly times for product2

3. PETRI NET BASED SOLUI'JON
To address the problem at hand, easier and integrative tools are direly needed [6). The
solution to the problem is based on a simulation study of the system using "Timed Petri Nets (TPNs)
(11).
Using TPNs, PNM is formulated and then used to evaluate system performance. The
performance aiteria used for evaluation were production rate and the average utilization of the
machine ceU. assembly ceU. robots and AGV.
The system desaibed earlier can be simuJ,ated by using standard software packages like
SIMAN, SLAM D, GPSS, CIMFACfORY etc. and other modeling tools such as queuing networks,
perturbation analysis, mathematical programming. However, PNs have the foUowing some advantages
over the above methods.
1.

The software packages mentioned above (other than PNs) are useful only up to the analysis
of different system configurations. However, they can not be used for the realtime control of
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2.

3.

4.

the system. But, PN aided ~ulatioo assists not only in the simulation of the system but also
in ita subsequent implementation (11,12). ·
The models mentioned above (other than PNs) such as perturbation analysis. queuing
networks and mathematical programming arc easily understandable to specialists in those
particular fields only. Further, they can not model the system realistically. For the details of
the limitations of these models the reader is referred to (13,14).
Simulation using the software packages may capture the system details realistically, but
simulation alone is an expensive technique to analyze the system because il is time consuming
(13). The amount of this simulation time can be drasticaUy reduced if PNMs arc used to
simulate the system. This is because using PN aided simulation, the system tNnsient time and
system cycle time can be estimated. Once these times arc determined, the simulation can be
stopped and the results of the simulation can be extrapolated for longer durations without
actually simulating the system (15).
Many surveys dca.liog with the implementation of flexible automated system projects report
that the communication between personnel working in the projects is as much as essential as
integrating different activities of production (2).

Even though there arc other classes of PNs such as colored PNs, stochastic PNs.,
predicate/transition PNs., Time Petri Nets (TPNs) arc suffice to address .the problem in hand.
In general a PN is defined as a bipartite graph containing "places• (represented by circles) and
"transitions" (represented by bars). Places and transitions in a PN are connected by "directed arcs"
(represented by arcs with arrows). Places contain •tokens• (represented by block dots). The
distribution of tokens in the places of a PN is caUcd as the "marking* of the PN. Sometimes, "weights"
(represented by labels on the arcs) may be also present in the PN and its usc is described latter. If
there is no weight on an arc, unit weight is assumed on that arc. Places can model different entities
comprising the system under investigation, such as r~ machines, AGVs, pallets etc. and different
intermediate states of the system such as "robot i is ready.to load part j on the machine k", "machine m
is processing part n", "AGV n is traveling on its track to reach machine o" etc. Transitions can model
activities involved in the system such as "robot i has finished loading of partj on the machine k, AGV n
fmished its travel to reach machine o• etc. Directed arcs can represent information and the material
flow in the system. A tokens in a place represent the truth value of the conditions modeled by the
place. For example, in a place modeling "robot i is ready to load partj on the machine k", if there is a
token, then.only the "robot i is ready to its intended task and if there is no token, then robot i may be
performing some other task but it is not ready to load partj on the machine k". "Weights" can increase
the modeling power of PNs by putting some constraints on the fuing of a transition [15-17).

If time is associated with the PN described above, then the PN is said to be "Timed PN". AU
places which have arcs leading into (out of) a transition are said to be that transition's input (output)
places. A transition is said to be "enabled" if each of its input places has a number of tokens equal to
the weight of the arc leading from that place to the transition. An enabled transition •fires• by
removing a number of tokens equal to the weight of the correSponding input arc from each of its input
places and depositing a number of tokens equal to the weight of the corresponding output arc in each
of its output places. Hence, firing of a transition changes the tokens in some of the places of the PN
which in turn changes the marking of the PNM. As said earlier, each marking of a PNM models a
unique state of the system under investigation. Hence, as each transition in the PNM fires., each
unique state of the system can be easily determined by seeing the marking of the PN. For example, if
there are 40 tokens in a place modeling the buffer in between •machines i and j", it can be said that the
inproccss inventory between "machines i and j" is 40. The formal defmition of TPNs are briefly
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presented below:
Petri Net (PN): PN - •N" is a S tuple, N :: (P,T,IN,OUT,M)
where P • (pl,~....,po) is a set of places

T • (tt,t2J....,to) is a set of transitions
IN: (P x T) -- > S and OUT: (T x P) -- > S are input ·and output functions defining
directed arcs between places and transitions, where S is a set of aU positive
integers k.
U k > 1, a directed arcs is labeUed by k
U k • 1, a directed arc is drawn without label
U k • 0, no directed arc is drawn from •p( to •pf

Input plllce set: It - The input place transition set for •t( is given by:
It • { P /(Pi,lUE IN }

Output plllce set: Ot - The output place transition set •tt is given by:
Ot • { P /ti,pi)t OUT}

Mtuldng:

'

M -Marking of a PN is a mapping from set P to 0 • (0,1,2, ...) i.e. M: P -- > 0 where ·
M inputs tokens to every place, Mj • M (pj) 0 indicates the number of
tokens in place Pi·

Trtuasition firing: A transition tj of a PN is said to be enabled in a marking M, if and only if
M(pj) ~ IN (pi,tj}'/Pi&lt{tj)·
Enabled in a marking M, tj fires and results in a new marking M according
to equation,
M (pj) • M(pj) + OUT(pj,tj) - IN(pj,tj)\/Pi~ P.

•

Then M is said to be reachable from M.
Tuned PN:
A timed PN (TPN) is an improvement over untimed PN described earlier and
includes a set of firing durations D. The TPN is formaUy defined as TPN = (P,T,IN,OUT,M,D) where

D: T -> {O,R +},where {O,R +} is the set of aU non-negative real numbers. A transition bas an
associated deterministic firing. There are two events namely, •start firing• and •end f~tiog•. In between
these two events, the firing is in progress. The removal of tokens form a transition's input places(s)
occur at start faring. The placement of tokens on a transition's output places occurs at the end
of firing. While the faring of a transition is in progress, the time to end firing, called the remaining
firing time (R) decreases from f~ting duration to zero (when R = 0, the firing of transition is
completed).

Instantaneous description (ID): The state of the TPN can be defined by the instantaneous description
ID which is a four-tuple ID = (M,F,R,AT, ) where:
M ~ a marking function,
M: P ->S; F is a selector function, F: T --> (0,1);
R is remaining f~ting time function,
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R: T -- > (O,R +) is a cumulati\'Ciy decreasing time function.
AT: is the ac::t.ive time durarioa fuoc:tioa,
AT: T --> (O,AT+) is a cumulatMiy inc:reasing time function.
The selector function is nothiDg but firiDa vector (F-vector). From the cumulati\'C time
function. it is possible to bow the state of the system ud performuce at any instant of time.
ReQCJaabilily set: The set of

an markings reachable &om ao initial marking M0

of a PN is said to be the

reachability set of M 0 and is denoted by R(Mo). Coasidering the specifications of the system before
modelling it, M 0 represents the initial state of the system. The functional reliability of the system can
be checked by obtaining an the reachable markiap (all possible states of the system) from M0 •

PLACE
DAMi
IMl
SMlA
MtRA
AMl
PAMl
PARM1
OMl
A GMt
AMij
AMi (i=l)
AMOi
AlASMl
Traosllh!D
1,6,14,19,28,33,39,44
2,7,15,20,29,34,40,45
3,8,16,21,30,35,41,46
4,9,17,22,31,36,42,47
5,10,18,23,32,37,43,48
12,24,26,50,51,52

INTERPRETATION
Demand for~ A on MCi
Input buffer of MCl with parts ready to feed
MCt
Sctu~ for MCt to _process~art A
MCl re~ to llfOCCSS~A
Part A loaded on MCl"s table
Part A is being unloaded l!l Rl
Part A is ready at the MCl
Output buffer of MC1 ready_ with~arts A and B
AGV at the output buffer of MCl
AGV travelling from ·Mci• to ·Mcj•
AGV at the input buffer of · Mci•
AGV at the output buffer of ·Mci•
AGV travelling from AS to MCl
S~_ for

machioe setu~
Robot finishes the loadiD_g_ o~ation
. of part is finished
Pr
Robot fini£bes the unloading operation
Number of parts specified iD the final assembly
are kept iD the ou~ut buffer of MC
AGV reaches its dcst.i nation

Table 3. Interpretation of places and traasitioas iD the Petri Net Model
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•• SYSTEM MODEUNG USING TIMED PETRI NETS

The c:oovcntioos of modeling a Oexiblc automated system using Timed Petri Nets are shown
i.o Table 2. The PNM of the flexible automated system considered with four robots is shown i.o Figure
2 and the i.oterpretatioaa of places and transitions are given i.o Table 3. The timings for the activities i.o
this system are also shown in the PNM at the right band side ·of the transition modeling the activity.
For example, only after machine ceO 3 (MC3) finishes the processing of part A, (transition 32), it
signals (moving boban function modeled by the output arc &om transition 32 to the place DAMl) to
MCl to start processing Thea transition 2 signals (production kanban function) for MCl to start
production.

lmplemeotatloa Issue to be lnvestlpted
Setup time
Conveyance time
Moving lot size or production lot size
Routing of an AGV
Number of AGVs assigned to each
transportation task, work stations and
pallets
Values of inprocess inventories

Utilizations times of work stations, robots.
AGVs
Production volume
Dynamic state of the system for the
monitoring and control of the system

PN moclell111 of the Implementation Issue
Yariog duration of the transition modeling setup
activity
Firing duration of the transition modeling
conveyance activity
Weight of the directed arc modeling the function
of moving or productioo kanban
Firing sequence of transitions
Initial marking in the corresponding places
modeling AGVs, work stations and paUets
Number of tokens deposited in the places
modeling input and output buffers of work
stations
Active time durations of transitions modeling the
activities of work stations, robots, AGVs
Number of tokens deposited in the place
modeling the condition •fmished product ready"
Marking of the PNM giving the distributions of
tokens, F-vector, R-vector giving the status of
transitions

.

Table 2. Conventions of Petri Net Modeling

Since one robot is assigned to load/unload two machin.iog cells (or assembly cells), cooffits
might occur. To detect these conflicts the simulation should track the state of each element of the
system. As an exam}ile, figure 3 shows the dynamic status of all system elements in time interval
102<time< 13S (when the system is functioning as FMS with two robots). lo this case conflit occurs at
time=88 when robot 1 had to serve both MCl and MC3 at the same time. Similarily, at time=98 robot
2 was requested to load/unload MC2 and MC4 simultaneuosly.
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F"sgurc 3: Dynamic: status of system clements.
•
Conflit corresponding to robot #1
••
Conflit corresponding to robot #2
Contlicts can be resolved by selecting a scheduling policy which give higher priority to one
clement over the other (e.g. MC2 hashigber priority over MCJ and therefore in case of conflict robot 1
will serve MC1 first). The selection of a scheduling policy is dectated by its effect on system
performance. The best policy will maximize the averall system performance which can be measured
by production rate while minimizing the utilization of the system components. These data can be
obtained by repetitive execution of the simulated model of the system.
In this particular case four scheduling policies were investigated for both the FMS and the
FAS systems. The scheduling policies arc as follows:
Scheduling policy 1: gives priority to MCJ over MCl and to MC4 over MC2.
Scheduling policy 2: gives priority to MCl over MCJ and to MC2 over MC4.
Scheduling policy 3: gives priority to MCJ over MCl and to MC2 over MC4.
Scheduling policy 4: gives priority to MC1 over MCJ and to MC4 over MC2.
5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Tables 4 and S show the results of the PNM analysis for different loading/unloading time. In
all cases the work in process inventory is same which is equal to the minimum possible buffer size of
the corresponding cells. For example, MCJ•s maximum buffer size is 3 which is the summation of
production lot sizes of A/SA and 8/SB. Similarly, MC4•s maximum buffer size is 5 which is the
summation of production lot sizes of C/SC and C/SD.
For FMS and FAS increase in loading and unloading time cause: (1) Decrease ~f the average
machine/assembly cell and AGV utilization; and (2) Increase in the average robot utilization. These
inferences are true whether 4 or 2 robots are being used. Furthermore, from the simulation results, it
can be concluded that 2 robots are suffice in both cases.
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In both cases, FMS and FAS, confticrs arc resulted when 2 robots arc used. From the results,
it is concluded that. for both cases, the system performance is better when scheduling policy #4 is
applied, compare to aU other policies studied. However, it can be concluded that FAS is mOI'c
sensitive to robot scheduling than FMS. This may be due to the fad that in the case of FAS, the values
of loading and unloading times are comparable to the assembly times. Ia other words, if the activity
durations performed by robots are comparable with those of machiDc cells/assembly cells, the
scheduling of robots may affcc:t the system performance &igaificantly.
In this paper the effect of number of robots and their scheduling on the performance of
flexible automated systems operating with JIT principles is investigated. To this end, Ttmed Petri nets
are used to model the system. The method of investigating the iatlucncc of number of robots and their
scheduling on the system pc?rformancc is elucidated after analyzing the PNMs formulated. The
performance criteria considered arc prc>ductioa rate, work in process inventory, robot, AGV and
machine utilizations.
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(Anfaguratioa Production AverageMC
AverageRobot
AGV
Time
~tilizatioa(% Utilization(%) Utilizatioo(_%
4 Robots
Case#1
~#2
~#3

41.12
38.69
36.44
~ RoboU • Scbeduliog policy # 1 aad #2
2451
41.11
~ase #1
2604
38.70
~ase #2
2751
~#3
36.70
~ RoboU • ScbeduliogJ)olicy #3
2351
42.84
~#1
2551
40.20
~#2
2753
36.69
~#3
~ Robots • Scheduliog policy #4
2351
42.84
~#1
40.23
2504
~#2
2751
36.58
lease #3
2501
2604
2802

39.82
37.75
35.55

40.11
37.75
36.21

15.96
22.17
16.62
31.30
44.65

35.26
32.85
33.27

17.33
32.45

35.26
33.11
32.86

17.33
32.54
44.44

Table 4. Performance of FMS
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8.37

46.88

jconf"aguratioo ProductioD !Average AC
Time
I 'tilizatioa

14 RoboU
lease #1
lease #2

AverageRob04
Utilization(%J

39.88
36.97
34.81

46.12
43.27
40.60

9.65
17.fr1
25.16

4057
37.51
34.31

47.41
43.27
40.15

36.34

39.67
35.96
33.25

46.35
41.48
39.01

36.34

41.63
38.72
36.16

38.42
35.79
33.46

21.45
37.42
52.35

41.88
38.70
35.74

38.43
35.79
33.11

20.24
35.10
52.11

1%>

2101
2302
2453
~ase #3
~ Robots - Sclleduli.og policy #1
2101
lease #1
2302
lease #2
2451
lease #3
IZ Robots - Schcduliog Policy #2
2149
lease #1
2401
lease #2
lease #3
2553
IZ Robots - Sclleduliog policy #3
2.051
lease #1
lease #2
2202
lease #3
2355
~ Robots - Scheduling policy #4
2001
lease #1
2202
lease #2
2353
lease #3

AGV

lutilizatioo %)

Table 5. Perfonnaocc of FAS
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Abstract·
A new dasa of nonlinear learning control laws is introduced for a robot manipulator to track
given trajectory in performing a aeries of tasks. The learning control scheme is applicable to
robots with both revolute and prismatic joints, requires only position and velocity feedback, and
removes acceleration measurement required by the existing results. It bas been shown that, under
the proposed learning control, the tracking errora are always guaranteed to be asymptotically
stable with respect to the number of trials. The proposed control is robust in the sense that exact
knowledge about nonlinear dynamics are not required except for the bounding functions on their
magnitudes. In addition, the new learning scheme can be used without the assumptions such as
repeatability of robot motion, repeatability of tasks, resetting of initial tracking errors.

1

Introduction

There has been extensive research effort devoted toward tracking problem of rigid-body robots.
There are typically three class of control techniques that have been proven to be effective: adaptive
control, robust control, and learning control. Adaptive control usually requires detailed modelling
such as parameterisation of system dynamics. For systems with constant unknown parameters,
an adaptive controller can be designed. Full parameteriaation i8 generally not possible since a
robotic system is inherently nonlinear and some of dynamics such as friction, backlash, and so on,
can not be modelled accurately. In this case, robust control can be applied which does not require
exact expression of system dynamics as long as bounding (usually nonlinear) functions can be
found. Adaptive control can also be combined with robust control. Recent results on robust and
adaptive control schemes can be found in (17,18,191 and references therein.
Both adaptive control and robust control guarantee asymptotic (or exponential) stability.
However, many robotic applications contain a sequence of jobs and each tasks in the sequence
bas finite time span. In this case, standard robust (adaptive) control does not have the ability of
achieving good performance during finite period of time. In this case, a learning control which
modifies control input from trial to trial can be used. Learning control is therefore of great
importance for these applications.
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There are baaicaUy two types of learning control~~ehemes. One i.e model-baaed, and the
other i.e not model-baaed. Model-baaed learning control ia designed and analysed using mathematical modela and toola such u Lyapunov atability theory. Learning control ia alao studied from
artificial intelligence point of view. More apeci6cally, neural network approach, fussy logic, and
memory-baaed modeUiag have been uaed for learning control of robots. Current status in thia
area can be found in (1,5) and references therein. Ia this paper, we choose to atudy model-baaed
learning control because of the following advantages: theoretical reaulta on guaranteeing stability
and performance, and applicable to all robotic ayateJDJI without training.
Much research attention haa been attracted in the laat decade on the model-baaed learning
control of robot manipulator. Learning control of robota baaed on repeatability of robot motion
and linear approximation waa investigated by Kawamura, et al(12,13). The exact repeatability of
robot motion waa alao required in order to design learning filters in (7,8,9). Learning using a •high
gain• position, velocity,and acceleration feedback control waa studied by Bondi, et al(6). Aa an
improvement of the work in (6), a learning control~~eheme for robots waa introduced by Moore, et
al(15) in which there ia a time-increaainggain. A learning control framework for a claaa of dynamic
(mainly Lipschit.ian) systems waa proposed by Arimoto, et al (2,3,4,20). Baaed on the framework ,
stability waa studied in (10) for the cue there are bounded disturbances or uncertain initial
conditions, however, only boundedneaa i.e guaranteed and there i.e no convergence result. Although
these results represent recent progress, the following requirement• are major obstacles in poaaible
applications of learning method: Exact repeatability of dynamics, acceleration measurement,
resetting of initial erron. Adaptive acheme waa alao uaed in (14,11) for developing learning control.
but the result requires full parameterisation in ~ of inftuence functions, periodicity of tasks,
and sometimes persistent excitation conditiona. Recently, a linear learning control baaed on
classical PID law was proposed in (16). Although the PID learning control provides no solution
to removing either acceleration measurement or initial error resetting, it does not require the
repeatability of error dynamics, and the analysia therein on stability and convergence waa done
for the nominal control together with the learning law aa a whole.
In this paper a nonlinear learning control law to achieve trajectory following for a robot
manipulator is proposed baaed on Lyapunov•s direct method. The control consista of two parts,
a nonlinear nominal control and a nonlinear iterative term. Comparing with the PID learning
controller (16), the requirement of acceleration meaaur~ment i.e removed by nonlinear learning
controller. This means that the nonlinear learninc control i.e more practical than all the existing
results. This feature makes learning control more viable for robotic applications. The tradeoff is
that on-line computation ia alighdy increased.
This paper consists of the followinc sections. Ia section two, dynamics of rigid robot
manipulators and their properties are outlined, then learning control problem i8 formulated. A
simple Lyapunov function usable for robots with both revolute and prismatic joints is introduced
in secti~on three. In section four, a new learning controller ia proposed which makes the tracking
errors converge to sero. Convergence rate ia shown to be adjustable by properly choosing a design
parameter. The learning controllen remove all aaaumptions required by the existing results.
Those assumptions include repeatability, acceleration measurement, resetting of initial tracking
errors, etc. Section six contains a computer simulation example.
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2

Problem Formulation

The dynamics of a robot couidered in this paper are described by the following nonlinear differential equation:
f'

N(q,q)

=

M(q)q + N(q,q)

(1)

Vm(q, q)q + G(q) + Fct(t)q + F.(q)

+ Td,

where q is an n x 1 vector of joint angle variables, T is n X 1 vector of input torques, M(q) is an
n x n inertia matrix(symmetric and positive definite), Vm(q, q) is an n x n matrix of centripetal
and Coriolia terms, G(q) is an n x 1 vector of gravity terms, Fd(t) ia an n x n diagonal matrix of
dynamic friction coefficients, F.(q) ia ann x 1 vector of static friction terms, and Td is ann x 1
vector of any unknown but bounded disturbances.
Let qf, If/, and ~ denote .the desired trajectory that the robot should track in the i -th
trial. We can aaaume without lou of any generality that qf, tit, qf be uniformly bounded functions
of time for all i. For simplicity of notation, the subscript i may be dropped if there is no ambiguity.
Let e and e be the position and velocity tracking errors defined by ei = qd. - q and e = qd. - q.
The state of tracking error system ia then chosen to be z = I eT eT JT.
The important properties of robot dynamic. that will be used in this paper are listed a8
follows:
P. l It has been shown in

I7J that the inertia matrix satisfies the property that, for any w

E

R n,

Vq E Rnxl

where m > 0 ia a constant, m( q) ~ m ia in general a positive function, and m and m( q) are
assumed to be known. For revolute joint robots, m(q) = m reduces to a constant.
P.2 It has been shown in (7j that Vm (q, q) ia a function at moat of first order in q and
if II · II denotes the operation of taking Euclidean norm,

q.

Therefore,

P.3 It has alao been shown in (71 that

IIG(q) + Fd.q + F.(9)11 :S fJ3

+ fJ,Uzll ~ Pl(2:).

P.4 It ia aaaumed that there exist a known and non-negative function p3(2:) such that IITdll :S
p3(z) for all poaaible disturbances.
It ia assumed that p,, i = 11 • • • ,4, are known constants. Although not used in this paper, the
skew symmetric property I7J ia frequently cited, that is, the centripetal and Coriolia terms Vm(q, q)
satisfy that, for any w E Rn 1

Based on the above discussion, we can rewrite system dynamics (1) into the following
error system
(2)
:i = A%+ B(~A- T),
where
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AA = M(q)(f' + k,e + k.,e) + V,..(q,cj)cj + G(q) + Fctq +F.+,._,,
where k, and k., are some non-negative, in&ermediat. control gain. to be chosen. It ia well known
· that, if the dynamica of robot are known exactly, a computed torque control can be used to yield
aaympto&icala&abili&y of the tracking error (7). However, due to imperfect knowledge of the robot
dynamics, a learning control may be used to compensate for the unknown dynamica.
The learning problem ia formulated aa follows. Suppoee that a robotic ayatem ia designated to perform a aeries of &uk.a. These tub may or may not be of the same nature, but every
of theae tuka ia auppoaed to be accomplished in a &ni&e interval of time. Mathematically, if the
i-th task ia numbered aa the i-th trial, the time span of the i-th trial ia t E (Ta, Ta +ST.) where

The robotic aya&em operatea either continuoualy from trial to trial, or ataya idle between trials.
Since every trial baa &nite length of time, it ia desirable if information of previous trials ca.n be
used to improve trackins performances from trial to trial.
The control problem addreaaed in &hie paper ia to desisn a learnins controller which make
the robot track asymptotically aa number of trials become larser and larser. The robotic system
ia not assumed to be repeatable since it may contain bounded unknown dynaniica and aince taaka
are not neceaaarily the same either. The moat fundamental feature different from the existing
results ia that the proposed learning controller doa not require acceleration measurement, nor
repeatability, nor resetting of initial tracking erron after each trial. Although the learning control
algorithm is nonlinear, it ia much simpler to implement since it requires leaa feedback information,
and guarantees faster and adjuatable convergence rate.
The proposed learning control baa the following formulation:

(3)
where the subscript i denotes the corresponding variable at the i-th trial, sa = I e, e, ) ia the
state, A, ia the learning contribution which dependa only on Sa-lt U(·) ia the nominal control,
L( ·, ·) is the learning contribution. Both expresaiona of the functiona U( ·) and L( ·, ·) ia independent
of the index i.
Substituting control (3) into (2) yields the error ayatem at the i-th trial

(4)
where

Bt

= [

~-•(q,)

].

The stability and tracking performance of the robotic manipulator will be investigated in
terms of this error system.

3

Lyapunov Function

To show that system (4) is stable, conaider the Lyapunov function candidate de&ned by

V(s) =
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sTPs,

(5)

where

p

=! [ (A:,+ ock.,}/ + oc2 /
2

a/

a/ ]
I
·

The following lemma guarantees that ·P is positive definite.
Lemma 1: The mcstri% P u poaitive definite i/ A:,+ ock., > 0. Moreover, the Lyapunovfunction
{5} acstuJU• the follotuing inequcsliCJ.
1

1-

2

2

i!,llzll < V(z} < i~,llzll ,
tuhere

Ap

= 1 + oc2 + k, + ak.,'

Proof of Lemma 1: It follows from (5} that

V (z) = (A:, + ak., )eT e + llae + ell 2 •
If A:,+ ock., > 0, we know V(z} ~ 0. It follows from V(z} = 0 that e = 0 and ae + e = 0, which
impliea that e = e = 0.
To fi.nd upper and lower bounds on the Lyapunov function, let us first introduce the
following identities:
det [

~: ~:

1

] = detAtdet(Ac - A3A! A2}

det(A6Ae) = detA6detAe

.

if At is nonsingular,

if A6 and Ae are square.

It is worth noting that any two diagonal matricea are commute. Applying the identities to the
diagonal-block matrix P yields
det(~/- 2P)

det [ ~- {kp + ak., + a2)
-oc

-a

]

}n

=

{

=

{~ 2 - (A:,+ ock., + 1 + oc 2 )~ + (k, + ock.,)

~-

1

r.

which hu only two distinct eigenvalues as
+
~ = (k, + ock., + 1 + oc 2 ) - y(k., + ak., + 1 + a 2 ) 2

-

4(k, + ak.,).

2

Thus, the eigenvalues of P are bounded by !, and

1,

defined in the statement of the lemma.

0

Remark•: The Lyapunov function (5) ia better than the previous one reported in ll6,17,18,19J,
since it can be used for robots with not only revolute joints but also prismatic joints. The idea is
to remove the inertia matrix from matrices P and A. It is therefore feasible to calculate explicitly
maximum and minimum eigenvalues of P.
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4

Analysis of Stability and Convergence

The following lemma illuatrat.ea t.he property of t.he derivative of Lyapunov function V(z) along
every trajectory of ayat.em (4).
Lemma 2 : Tle LJ4pw.raow/w.r&ctiora {5) •4CuM• elefollowirag iraeqw.4lie,.Jor cAe i-cA tri4l:

V(si) $ -~vlls•ll 2 + •r(~)(kpe + k.e) + ll•(sa)lle•(s,)- •r(s.)M- 1 (qi)~,,
wlere

~v = min{arlcp, k.}- ar(l +

Ui(s,)

= 119111 +

vft + a2),

z(s)

a/

L!.. (

{6)

I ] s,

_!_{Pt(z,)ll9•1l + P2(z,) + P3(s,)}.
m

Proof: It. follows from (4) and (5) that

V(s,)

=

sf(.ArP+P.A)si+2sfPBe(~As-~,)
-sfQsi +sf Rs, + zT(~)M- 1 (q1 )(~.A,- "•)

$

-~mi-.(Q)IIz•ll 2 + ~.,._(R)IIsell 2 + •f(s,)M- 1 (q,)(~As- ,.,),

-

where ~mi-.(·) and ~m~O represent. the operation of taking the minimum and maximum eigenvalues, respectively, and

Q -_ [ arkp/
0

0

lc.I

] ·

'

R _ _! [ 0
- 2
o2/

01 2/ ]

2ar/

·

Thus, we have

0

Upon having Lemma 2, we can proceed the nominal control design. That is, we shall &rat
design a memoryleaa feedback control U(·). Auume without loaa of any generality that

(7)
where
that

~,(t)

> 0 is a known time function and e(s,) is a positive definite function of s,. Choose
(8}

where kp and k., can be chosen ao that ~v > 0, a= kp/lc., and k,. is chosen such that -'kn~• > 1.
It is straightforward to show using Lemma 2 that, under control {8), Lyapunov function (5) has
the property

(9)
where r(s•) = ~v llz•ll 2 - e.(s,)lls•IIIIZill + knll.aall 2 e?(s,) ia a positive definite function.
Now, we are in a position to introduce a nonlinear learning controller. The nonlinear
learning control law ia described by

z(s)
_
2
L(s, ~. T, eST) = llz(s)lldt) + ~.-.,. ~ (t)m(q),
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, E (0, eST),

(10)

where A ia either a coutant or scalar function representing a measure on past tracking history
of the robotic ayetem, 'J > 0 ia a deeign parameter, and a ~ t - T ia the local time at a specific
trial. More epecifically, at the i-th trial, the learning control ia of the form

where '' = t- Tt, and the learning term Ai = A(%i-l) ia to be designed.
The following theorem ahowa etability and convergence of robotic systems under the
proposed learning control (11).
.
Theorem 1: Coruidcr •J•fem (4) under control {10} or {11). Let the !earning term A, be the
conatant mea~ure on the terminal trochng error of the previoua trial a•

(12)
Then, if the
'J

parameter~

in the learning controller arc choun 1uch that

lei< 1,

> 0,

the tracking error % c:onwcrgu to .aero

and

0<

E

$

(1 - e)e"U: - 1
5T

I

a~ymplolically a~

V(%i(••)) $ (1 + u,)e-"•'V(%i(O)) ==> .lim V(zi(,,))

•-oo

= 0,

Vai E !0,5Tt).

Proof: It foliowe from (6) that

V(%1)

$ -~V(%i)

+ llz(%i)ll~i(t)- .aT(z,)M- 1 (q,)L,,

where ~ = ~v /i.P. Applying control (11) to the above expreaaion yields

V(z,)

$ -~V(%1 )

+ A,e- ..,••.

Now, define a new variable wi(t) ae

w,(t) = V(%i) + ~V(%i )- 6.,e- ..,•;.
It follows that w,(t) $ 0. Then, for any •• E

V(zi(ai))

10, 5T,) , we have

1••

=

V(z,(O))e-A••

+

$

V(%i(O))c-A••

+ e-A•; ~o•· 6.,e<A-..,)r dr

$

V(z,(O))c-~'•• + e-P•; ~o·• 6.,d,.,

e- A(••-r)(t::,.,e- ..,r + w1 (1'))d1'

(13)

since c<A-..,)r $ 1 if~ ~ 'J and e<A-..,)r $ e<A-..,)•• if otherwise. It follows from the choice of 6.,
that
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Letting •• =

.sn yields
V(za+l(O)) = V(z,)(c5Te))

~
~
~

V(z,(O))(l + Ec5Te)e-"6T•
V(z,(O))(l + Ec5T)e-"U:
{1- c)V(sa(O)),

where the laat inequality foUows from the choice of E.
0
The learning contribution ~~ ia choaen in Theorem 1 to be a constant, the simplest choice.
This choice is specially made for &he general cue that trials may have different duration. If every
trial ia of the same length, the learning contribution can alao be chosen aa a function of the
tracki~g error in the previous trial u

{14)
where Ao > 0 and ~Te = ~T for all i. In thia cue, the following theorem shows stability and
convergence of robotic systems.
Theorem 2: Oora1ider •r.tem (4) uftder cofttrol (11) together with lC4f'fting low {14). Ohoo1c the
poromder1 aft the learning cofttroller ••cl t.\ot

Then, the trading error z cora•erge• to uro Gl,mptoticoll,

41

which impliu that
lim [

J:T V(z,(r))dr ] = 0

V• E (O,c5Tj.

V(z1 (•))

1-.oo

Proof: It foUowa from {13) th•t

V(z,(cST))

~

V(z,(O))e-"6 T

-

V(zt-t(6T))e-"iT

Integrating both aides of (13) yields
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liT
LiT

+ e-"6T E

+ e-,aiT E

V(z,_ 1 (r))dr
V(z,_I(r))dr.

Combining the above two inequalitiea yields (15). h ia easy to check that both eigenvalues of W
are inside the unit circle if 0 < E < t•.
0
In Theorem 1, convergence of functional norm llz•(·)lloo defined in 1211 can be tuned by
the parameter e. In Theorem 2, convergence of both functional norma llz,(·)lloo and llza(-)112 can
be changed by the eigenvalues of W. In a word, convergence rate of the tracking errors can be
adjusted by properly choosing t.
It is wonh noting that control {10) does not require acceleration feedback, which makes
it not only more practical but alao smoother since acceleration measurement are usually jammed
with noise. Moreover, the proposed learnins control ia continuous and well defined for all choices
of t1 > 0 since

llz(z)ll

2

-

-

IIU(2:, li, T, 6T)II $ llz(z)ll~(t) + t:.e-'JU' ~ (t)m(q) < ~(t)m(q),

Vt E IT, T

+ 6T}, 2: E Rn.

It ia easy to show that, if the robot dynamics contain no discontinuity, the proposed continuous
~ontrol (10) or (11) remains to be continuous as time approaches infinity.

5

Simulation Example

A simple two-degree-of-freedom manipulator was simulated to test the proposed learning control
law. The manipulator was modeled as two rigid links of lengths l 1 and h with point masses m1
and ~ at the distal ends of the links. The dynamic eJ~.Uations of the manipul~tor can be found
in j7j. The simulation was carried out usins SIMNON<9 with the parameters
m1

=

~

= 1.0 kg,

l1 = l2 = 1.0 m.

The initial condition was chosen to be q1 (0) = 92(0) = 3.0 rad, tit (0) =:= ti2(0) = 0 rad. The desired
trajectory was chosen to be 9dl = 9d:l = 3.0coa(0.7t).
The nominal nonlinear controller (8) was implemented with the following choices:

Jc, =<tO,

k.

= 40;

a= 2,

m

= 5,

~,(zi) = 5 + 5112:•11;

~i = 5,

T.

= 25 seconds,

The learning ponion was chosen using the parameters:
kn

= 0.004,

1

= 0.001,

£

= 0.05,

Vo

= 100.

For purpose of comparison and illustration, we shall compare the nonlinear learning control with the linear PID learning control law 116}. The PID learning law is of the form

r;

= kpt + k.,e + k1

1'

e(4»}d4» + f:t.i,

where
kp = 200,

k., = k1 = 50;

kL.

lii+l

= 0.05,

= tii + kL•t + kL. e+ kL. e,
kL.

= 0.25,

kLr = 0.5.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed learning control law, the following type of
performance indicea (PI) waa used in aU the existing results including ll6J. The Pla contain an
exponentially decaying function as weighting are calculated during each trial.
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PI= o~a~r.
max e- 1oa_/e2 (t) + e 2 (t) + e2 (t) +
V' 1
2
1

e22 (t).

This 'ype of Pia may be misleadins in tenna of 'he na'ure of conversence. The simula,ion of PID
learnins control is shown in Fisure 1 wi'h the above performance indices. Now, let ua look at the
following performance indices:

PW E =

max Jel(t)

o~e~r.

PW

+· el(t),

= O~t~T.
max -'el(t) + e~(t) + el(t) + e~(t).
v·

The same PID learning control waa simulated with calculation of PWs. The simulation result
is shown in Figure 2. Comparins Figures 1 and 2, we eee that PWs are more appropriate for
convergence analysis. Unfortunately, all ex.i.atins reeulta on learnins convergence are baaed on
weighted performance indices.
The simulation result. of the proposed nonlinear learning control law are listed in 6gure
3 . Comparing 'he three &gurea, it is dear that 'he proposed nonlinear learning control scheme
is more effective. In addition, no acceleration meaaurement is needed, and therefore guarantees
better performance under noiae.
In the 6gures, at the trial numbered sero, the learning contribution is sero. That is, only
the nominal control is presented at trial number sero.

6

Conclusion

For the tracking control of robot. a novel nonlinear learnins control law is proposed . Comparing
with the existing linear learning conh'ol laws which require acceleration feedback, the nonlinear
learning scheme baa several signi6cant advantages: requiring only position and velocity measurement, better performance on stabili~ and conversence, no repeatabili~ requirement on initial
conditione or dynamics. Although the nonlinear learning control requires a little more on-line calculation than the linear onee, computer technolosy has been developed so that on-line computation
of a nonlinear function becomes trivial. Meanwhile, removing 'he requirements of accelera,ion
measurement and repeatability makea the proposed control more practical and lesa sensitive to
noise.
The proposed learning scheme can be applied not just to robots but to any physical
system satisfying the Lagrange-Euler formulation. In addition, the theoretical analysis baaed on
the Lyapunov direct method is generic for possible extension to other daeses of dynamic systems.
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ON TilE CONTROL OF STEWART PLATFORM
Lawrence Marquis and Oren Masory
Robotics Center
florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL 33431
Abstract
This paper describes an attempt to model the dynamics of the hydraulic actuators used as legs
of a Stewart Platform. The model is used to design a velocity/position PID controller that stabilizes
the system and provides a desirable response to velocity command signals. The closed-loop model of
each leg includes a discrete PID controller, current amplifier, electro-hydraulic servo valve, hydraulic
piston and uses an optical encoder as velocity/position feedback device.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robot manipulators play an important role in the exploration of space and deep ocean
environments. In space, a robot manipulator would likely be attached to a spacecraft and under-water
to a small submersible. In both cases the vehicle to which the manipulator is attached is free to float
(1). As a result, motions of the robot would cause a disturbance in the velocity/position of the vehicle
to which it is attached. In order to develop applicatioas and control schemes to overcome this
problem, it is necessary to emulate the free-float behavior in a laboratory environment. One possibility
is to mount the robot on movable platform with it's motion simulating the required environment.
In this case two Stewart platforms are being used as a space emulator. A robot manipulator
will be placed on top af one of the platforms, a device upon which a task will be performed will be

placed on top of the other. Force-torque sensors are mounted between the manipulator and it's
platform and between the device and it's platform. The forces generated by moving the manipulator
are measured by the sensor and these readings are used to determine the platform motion. This type
of control strategy is called admittance control, and can be modeled as the traasfer function between
the pose of the platform and the forces applied to it (2). In the case of the space emulator admittance
control is achieved by measuring the forces exerted on the platform, computing the response as if the
manipulators vehicle was located in space, and then controlling the platform motion accordingly [2).
A Stewart platform is a six degree of freedom manipulator with it's actuators arranged in a
parallel configuration [3). Some of the advantages of a parallel configuration over a serial configuration
are: greater rigidity, higher position / velocity accuracy, higher force / torque capacity, and ·a relatively
simple inverse kinematics which is advantageous for the realtime computations that are necessary for
its control (4). In this regard, the controller of the Stewart platform has to solve the inverse kinematic
problem, check wether a kinematic constraint has been violated and then control the velocity/position
of each link in a dosed-loop fashion.
This paper deals with identification the dynamic model of one link of the Stewart platform and
with the design of its controller.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Stewart Platforms under consideration are hydraulically driven. Each of its legs are
hydraulic pistons attached to the platforms upper and lower plates by ball-joints and U-joints
respectfully. Hydraulic pumps deliver oil to electro-hydraulic servo valves which regulates the Oowrate
of oil into the hydraulic pistons that in tum determines the piston's velocity . The Oowrate through
the electro-hydraulic servo valve is directly proportional to the electric current that flows through the
valves inductors. Amplifiers are used to convert the voltage signal produced by a motion controller
into the current required to drive the electro-hydraulic servo valves. A block diagram of the system is
depicted in figure 1.
Digital PID control is implemented on a special modules attached to a card that interfaces to
the IBM/AT bus. Six such modules can be installed on one card and thus control simultaneously all six
links of the platform. The motion control board allows the user to select the gains of the PID
controller. Therefore, proportional (P), proportional plus derivative (PD), proportional plus integral
(PI) and proportional plus integral plus derivative(PID) can be implemented. All these controllers are
sampled data type, with a faxed sampling freque~Jcy of T1 =341 microseconds. The PID controller's
difference equation is aP.ven by:
D

u(n)= K (l(n)+ Kd[e(n)-e(n -1))+ K1I,e{n)
...o
where:

(1)

~

- Proportional Gain.
Derivative Gain.
~
- Integration Gain
~
u(n) - Controller output at sampling period n.
e(n) - Velocity/Position error at sampling period n.

In this particular implementation the gains
range from 0 to 65,536.

~

J<.. and ~

must be positive integers in the

D
\

Figure 1: Components of the Stewart Platform.
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-~

m. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
A dynamic model for the links of the Stewart platform needs to be determined in order to
design an appropriate controller (seledion of the gains ~· ~ and ~). The model should include the
dynamic and sta~c behavior aU the ~mponents that compose the closed· loop velocity /position
contro~er ~hown m figure 2.
Expenments were conduded to help determine the following; 1)
System s gam; 2) Step response of the open loop; and 3) Frequency response of the open loop.
In these experiments, the aduator velocity was measured by a small eledric generator
attached to the piston, rolling along a flat reference surface by maintaining contact through a small
rubber wheel

DCX MoUon Control Module

Vw (pp/sec)

Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Single Leg Depicting Gain

..

Closed-Loop Plaat Gala Determlaatloa

In an attempt to identify the system gain the closed loop steady state following error was
measured for a set of velocity inputs. This was accomplished by: 1) Setting the motion control boards
PID gains kp, kd, and ki to 1, 0 and 0 respectively; 2) Putting the system in vel~ity mode; and 3)
Issuing a command to extend the leg at a constant velocity. The extension velocity was measured by
the generator attached to the piston, with the PCs data acquisition card measuring the generator
voltage. Generator voltage was converted to velocity using data obtained from generator calibration. At
steady state the output of the system should be equal to the input times K I (K + 1), where K is the
system open loop gain. The value of the system gain found from this experiment is K = 5.8 (see
equation 2).

Open-Loop Plant Gain Determination
A second experiment was run to verify the results of the ftrst gain experiment. The D I A
converter of the data acquisition card was used to supply a step input directly to the amplifier. The
A/D converter of the data acquisition card was used to measure the voltage supplied by the generator
attached to the piston. The open loop gain of the series connection of the amplifier, servo valve, and
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piston was measured as approximately 6.73 inches/sec/volt. In order to see if the gain was linear, the
experiment was run for a series of step inputs of different magnitude , the results are shown in fagure 3.
The system behaved in a piece wise linear fashion where the Oowrate through the valve (and therfore
the piston velocity) is roughly linear amplifier excitation. The maximum velocity of the piston is -15 or
+ 15 inches per second due to the limitation of the pump used in the experiment (5HP/lOOOpsi). The
• gain that relates the piston velocity to the amplifier input and the maximum velocities will change when
the 50HP/1500psi pump, which is designed to drive the platform, will be used.
Velocity versus input voltage to the Amplifier
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Slope •6.73(in/s/V]
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~
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I
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~

-10.00
-15.00
Amplifier input M
Figure 3: Piston steady-state velocity venua amplifier input.
The gains of the motion control modules D I A converter and the gain of the encoder were
measured at 0.0003volts/pulse and 7832 pulses/inch respectively. Accordingly the open loop gain of the
system (with JC,=1,~=0,~=0) is 16.1.
The gain values of the two experiments are substantially different and the cause of this error
has yet to be determined.

Open- Loop Step Response
The transient behavior of the open loop step response of the series connection of the
amplifier, servo valve and piston was found by applying a step input to the amplifier and measuring the
voltage signal of the generator attached to the pistons leg. The data acquisition board sampled the
output at 2 millisecond intervals and the transient behavior of the step response was stored in data files.
to be used to help determine the system model (see figure 4).
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FJgUre 4: System open loop step response.

Opea Loop Frequeaey Reipoase
The frequency response of the series connection of the amplifier, valve, piston and generator
was determined over the range from 1 to 200 radians per second using a software program developed
for FAU•s Control Lab. The program uses the D/A converter of a data acquisition card to provide the
amplifier with a sinusiodaJ input of the form Asin(wt), then uses the A/D converter to measure the
generators output. If the system is linear the output should be of the form Bsin(wt + 'P) where the
magnitude B is determined from the difference of the outputs maximum and minimum value. The
phase 'P is determined by 1) Averaging the output to determine a line where the average values are
located; 2) Determining the time difference, delta t, between when the input Asin(wt) changes sign and
when the output crosses over the axis that represents the average output value and; 3) Comparing della
t to the period T to determine the phase shift 'P (see figure 5). The experimental results of the openloop frequency response is given in figure 6.
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FiguJ"e 5: Frequency response measurement.
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FiguJ"e 6: System open loop frequency response.
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Model Determination
Data &om the above experiments was plotted on a personnel computer using the commercial
software program Madab. Programs were written using matlab commands that would plot the step
and frequency responses of a linear syste.._ given a transfer function supplied by the user. The user
tried to fmd the lowest order linear transfer function that would closely match the experimental
responses. Straight line Bode approximations provided a starting place and clues as to the system
order. From there trial and error was employed until a good match was achieved.
A transfer function that provides a good match is:

K e -O.Olk(_s_ + 1)

G(s)=

_180

)(56~ 38; + 1x-1~-5 + 1)

(2)

(-56-:-38-; + 1

where Sis the Laplasc operator, K is the system gain and e(~.Olls) is Laplase transform of a pure time
delay of 0.011 seconds. The open loop step response of this transfer function, and the experimental
step response o~ the system is shown in figure 4. The open loop frequency response the transfer
function and the experimental frequency response of the system is shown in figure 6.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The three design techniques attempted were: 1) Ziegler-Nichols PID Tuning; 2) Continuous Time
Frequency Domain Design; and 3) Sampled-Data System Frequency Domain Design. The designs
were based on the model described by Eq. 2 with gain K = 1.

Ziealer- Nic;hols PID Tunina
The advantage of this method is that it does not require a dynamic model of the system. ZieglerNichols tuning is a method for picking the PID gains based on the system's open loop step response.
The gains are easily calculated from the time delay L and the steepest slope R of the step response as
shown in figure 7 (5). The PID controller gains are given by:

1.2

K=P RL

r.

K·=-

2L
1L
K =-d
2T.$

(3)

1

These equations will yield the following values: ~ =3, ~ =29 • and ·~ =0 when integer values
for the gains have to be considered. This method should yield a damping of about
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r=

0.2.

saw •

K '•

t

L
Yagure 7.

Ziegler-Nichols definitions.

Coatlauous Time FrequeaCJ Domala Deslaa
If the sampling frequency is fast eaougb the digital controUer can be approximated as a continuous
time controUer. Ts the sampling period is 341 microseconds the sampling frequency is about 2932hz.
Since the highest operating frequency of this system will be less than 60 hz, we should be able to
approximate the discrete conttoUers as being continuous time controUers.
The linear system model (2) with u•s associated time delay was simulated using the software
program Matlab. The pure time de.l ay was approximated using a second order Pade Approximation .
Programs were written that would calculate and plot the open loop step response, closed loop step
response (unity negative feedba~). and the open loop frequency respo~. The program would iose~
a PID controUer in the loop and recalculate the plots using user supplied gains Kp, Ki, and Kd, or
recalculate the plots based on proportional gain and the location of the two zeroes and one pole that
result from PID control. Some of the different design strategies and their effects on the system are as
foUows:
1) An integrator was added to the controUer to drive the steady state error of the piston•s extension
velocity to ·zero, a zero was placed at low frequency (w=O.l radfsec) to change the slope of the
magnitude plot from -20 db/dec to 0 db/dec and thus increase the bandwidth of the system and
another zero was placed at w=80 rad/sec to further increase the bandwidth. The simulated closed
loop step response of the system with this controUer had reduced steady state error, but at the cost
of increased overshoot and settling time. The overshoot and selling time could be reduced by
decreasing the controUer gain but the gain had to be reduced to values of the order of 0.001. The
PID controUer gains are limited to integer values thus a suitable controUer containing an integrator
could not be implemented.
2) The best simulation results were obtained with PD control. Placing a zero at 15 radians/sec
increased the bandwidth of the frequency response and decreased the rise time of the open and
dosed loop step responses. The gain was adjusted to help dampen the overshoot of the closed
loop step response. The best PD controller found had a proportional gain Kp of about 0.2, and the
derivative gain Kd of about 8.
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Sampled- Data System Frequency Domain Desian
. To compute the Z-tr~orm of a continues time system with a pure time delay we use Jury's
modified Z-traosform (5]. This method breaks the delay alpha into two terms;
a=(b-m)~

(4)

where Ts is the sampling period , b is a positive integer and m is a positive real number less than one.
If the linear term of the system's transfer function is H(s) and we are considering a zero order hold
then

G (s) = e<-~>e<~> H(s)

(5)

The Z-traasform G(z) of the function is

G(z)= z:l1 z{e~ H(s)}
z
s

(6)

Thus the integer part b of the pure time delay places (b+ 1) poles at the origin of the Z-plane
and the fractioaal part of the delay m causes a shift in the location of the zeros of the transfer function.
If m is close to lthc zeros arc close to the origin of the Z-planc, as m approaches zero the zeroes move
outside the unit circle to near negative infmity (5].

.

The experimentally derived system model has a pure time delay of about 0.01 seconds. If T 5 is 341
microseconds the integer part of the delay is 30 and the fractional part is -0.675. Obviously the
experimentally derived model must have some error in it. The sampling frequency is very high and
cannot be adjusted. Realistically the integer part of the delay, b, and the fractional part of the delay, m .
are not precisely known. The effects of these uncertainties were explored using Matlab simulations.
These simulations showed that precise knowledge of the delay term may not be necessary. The
simulated system's step and frequency responses indicated no noticeable changes when m was varied
from zero to one. The integer part b could be increased or decreased slightly without a noticeable
change in the responses. As expected large changes in b were noticeable in the delay time of the step
response and effected the phase portion of the frequency response.
The Z-traasform of the PID cos:-troller described by lhe difference equation given above is ;

_ ( K P + K i + K d )z2 - ( K P + 2 K d )z + K d
E(z)·
(z-l)z

U ( z)

(7)

The Matlab programs would integrate the controller model into the transfer function of the
system. The user would supply the zero locations of the PID conlroller and its proportional gain. The
program would recalculate and plot the step and frequency responses. Alternarively the user could
supply the controller gains ~ ~. and ~ and the program would replot the responses. As in the
continuous time simulations, integral control was found to be destabilizing and undesirable. An
integrating component in the controller could have been used if the value of gain ~ could be selected
less than one, but unfortunately, the gains of this controller are restricted only to integer values. As a
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result, a PD controller had the best performance. With the PD controller the gains K., and 1e.s adjusted
both the gain of the system and the location of ooe zero. The PD controller's discrete transfer function
is given by:

(8)

Matlab simulation shows that the dosed loop system is dose to inslability. ~dosed loop
step response was highly oscillatory and a Kp value less than one would be best. The best controller
found was one with K.,=0.3, and K.s•9. The effect on the step response was a dcacasc in the rise
time, and a damping of the oscillations, while limiting the overshoot to about 10%. The bandwith of the
frequency response was increased. This controller is not implementable since the gains arc limited to
integer values. The closest implementablc controUcr has kp•l, and kd•9.
V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The systems performance was evaluated with the same set up used to determine the system
model. A •c- program was written that could change the control parameters K.,. ~ and ~ of the PID
controller and then instruct the motion control board to extend the hydraulic actuator at a constant
velocity. The output of the generator attached to the piston was read by the A/D converter of a data
acquisition card located in the same PC. The ·c- program was run from the Matlab environment and
the results of each change of the PID control parameters wocre immediately plotted on the computer's
screen.

If the proportional gain Kp was set to a gain of five or greater the actuator oscillated back and
forth at a frequency of about 11 hertz. If kp was much more than S the oscillations were violent and if
left unchecked would almost certainly damage the setup.
The parameters were varied in a systematic manner until a set was obtained that seemed to
yield the best results. Kp could vary from 1 to 3 with the dosed loop velocity step response remaining
stable, if there was any change in rise time, it was not noticeable. Changes in Kd seemed to effect the
seuling time of the step response. The response was osciUatory with longer settling time if Kd was
above about 20 or below about 3. The best values seemed to be 8 or 9. The parameter Ki had no
discernable effect and the system functioned fine with Ki equal to 0. Ki might be expected to effect the
steady state error of the step response but that effect was not ciiscemabte.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The system simulations and controller designs all rely on knowing the system gain. Obviously
the system gain needs to be conclusively determined before reliable simulations of system behavior can
be achieved. Most of the work is in place and will be easily implemented once the gain problem has
been resolved.
The experiments on the physical system show adequate control with PID parameters set to Kp

= 1, Kd = 0, and Ki = 0. This effectively is proportional control only, the benefit of the digital filter
comes from the reduction of system gain that results from D I A conversion. It does appear that a wider
variety of controllers could be implemented if the system gain could be further reduced.
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F'agure 8: System closed loop step response

A few methods of reducing the gain can be suggested. 1) Replace the gear on the shaft of the
optical encoder with one with a larger diameter. 2) Implement a frequency divider in the feedback
path. 3) Reduce the gain of the servo amplifier.
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·Stroke in its non-fatal form affect pans of the brain resulting in varied
degrees of paralysis. At present there are about two million Americans
affected
like
this.
Conventional
therapies
have
not
shown
much
of
improvement on the rate as well as amount of recovery. Researchers have
demonstrated
the
ability
to
rehabilitate
the
paralyzed
patients
using
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) [1).[2).[3].[4). It is the application of a
controlled stimulus
to the
intact
peripheral or
intra-muscular
nerve to
replace
upper motor neural control which may be lost through stroke.
The hypothesis is as follows:
The stim~lus pattern for movement of paralysed limb is
generated based on the
Electro-Myographic signals (EMG) obtaines from the
non-paralyzed limb for similar
type of movement. On stimulated movement.
the brain recieves the message about the performed movement through the
sensory nerves. thereby ·relearning of the signal generated for such
movements. after a six week therapy [S] .(6] .
This relearning process has been evidenced by Frackowiack et.al (7] •
based on the measurement of regional cerebral blood flow measurements in
the brain using Positron Emission Tomography.
A closed loop control system that generates the stimulus pattern
requires the characteristics of the muscle•s response to the stimulus pattern. A
muscle model relating the biceps and triceps EMG and the position of the arm
has been developed by Kilmer et.al[8]. This being a highly non-linear model. is
not suitable for on-line control. This model was funher improved by Pajunen
et.al [5]. to make it suitable for on-line adaptive control of arm position.
This model is concerned with the relationship between the EMG and arm
position. But the input to the muscle is the stimulating pulse. Thus the model
has to be further improved to establish a relationship between the stimulus
pulse parameter. viz. pulse width or amplitude. and the position.
The arm movement can be controlled either by controlling the stimulus
pulse width. with fixed amplitude. or vice versa. But. it is easy and most
reliable to build a pulse width modulator (PWM) by using crystal oscillators.
Where as. Pulse Amplitude Modulator (PAM) requires
a current
amplifier to
drive the elctrode load that will be non-linear and the elctronics required may
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not be reliable. The charge per pulse, which is a very imponant factor in this
type of applications, is very less in PAM rather than in PWM. Thus the type of
stimulus pattem generator has to be chosen based on the patient's anatomical
condition.
Fig.l shows the block diagram of the system. EMG amplifier is used to
obtain the EMG signal from the non-paralyzed ann. The parameters of the Auto
Regressive Model (9] are estimated from this signal. The parameters are then
compared with the previously stored parameters, to decide on the movement to
be performed. Based on the modified muscle model, an adaptive controller is
being designed to adjust the stimulation pattern so that the desired movement
of the paralyzed arm can be achieved. The piezo-electric accelerometer
transducers Al and A2 gives the acceleration of the arm which is integrated
twice to get the position of th~ arm. To conven the digjtal stimulation pattern
generated by the adaptive conttoller model in to an analog electrical stimulus
suitable for the subjects and to accomplish the electrical isolation necessary
for patient safety.
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PROPULSION MECHANISMS FOR MICRO MOBILE ROBOTS
by
Hariharan Viswanathan and Barry Steer

Abstract

The meduulics of propulsioa at very low Reyaolds a umbers bas beea studied with coasiderable interest
duriag the last three decades. Mucb of the study, however, bas beea focused oa explaiaing the motion of micro
orpaisms ia a ftuid medium. Ia this paper, we discuss the application of these propulsion methods to small
mechaaical devices.
The three maio types of propulsioa medlaaisms fouad in nature viz. ciliary beat, plane wave
mechaaism, aad helical wave mechaaism are described briefty. Siace propulsioa by propagation of helical waves
is most simple to be used 011 mechanical devices, the helical propeller is aaalyzed in detail and its application
to mechaaical devices is iUustratecl with a desian example.

1.

•

Introduction

The flow associated with the motion of micro organisms is highly viscous (Reynolds number
~ 1) and hence the propulsive forces are derived from viscous resistive forces rather than inertial
forces. Since there is hardly any momentum transfer involved, conventional propellers like fins and .
screw propellers will not work, and the mechanisms adopted by these micro organisms to propel
themselves are quite different Observations on micro organisms reveal that their motion is effected
largely by the presence of one or more long slender filaments attached to their body surface. The
term flagella is used to describe these filaments when there is only one or a few of them present on
the body, whereas the term cilia nonnally applies to a dense distribution of the filaments on the body
surface. Usually the flagella are much longer than the cilia. These cilia and flagella propagate waves
along their length and develop a net propulsive thrust. Based on the type of motion of the flagella
or cilia, three types of propulsion systems can be identified (fig 1.2):
(i.)
(ii.)

(iii.)

ciliary beat,
undulating propeller (Planar waves), and
helical waves.
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(a) Ciliary beat

c

(b) Transverse wave.r

(c) Helical wave.r

Fig. 1.2 Propulsion mechanisms

2.

Ciliary Beat

Each element of the cilium oscillates predominantly in the direction parallel to the motion
of the body. Figure 2.1 shows the typical activity of a cilium. Each element oscillates back and forth
sending a wave starting from the base and extending to the tip. During the fOJWard stroke (fig. 2.la)
the motion of the elements are in the negative x-direction and so experiences a resistive force in the
positive x-direction tending to push to head fOJWani. During the backward or recovery stroke~ the
elements move in the positive x -direction and experience a force in the negative x-direction tending
to retard the motion of the head. It is obvious then that if there should be a net forward motion~ there
must exist an asymmetry in the the two strokes. 1be cilia oscillate in such a way that during the
forward stroke the elements try to orient themselves normal to their motion while during the reverse
stroke the elements tend to align themselves tangential to their direction of motion. 1be effectiveness
of the above motion is due to the fact that the drag coefficient associated with the flow normal to
the element is greater than the drag coefficient for tangential flow~ and hence the force developed
is greater during the forward stroke. For a thin cylinder at very low Reynolds number~ Hancock
(1953) has shown that the drag coefficient for normal flow approaches a value twice that for
tangential flow.

(a) Forward stroke

(b) Reverse stroke

Fig. 2.1 Motion of cilia
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3.

Plane Waves

The second mechanism is that of an elongated flagellum propagating sinusoidal waves in the
direction opposite the motion of the head. 1be waves are generated by angular and linear oscillations
of each element of the flagellum . Figure 3.1 represents a spherical head of radius a propelled by a
flagellum executing sinusoidal oscillations which results in waves propagating in the negative x
direction. The velocity of the head and the flagellum with respecl'to the coordinates fixed to the fluid
at rest at infinity is the propulsion speed U and the velocity of wave propagation with respect to the
body is c.

L
Fig. 3.1 Propulsion by plane waves

Propulsion by plane waves is well understood and has been solved by several authors (see
for example Gray & Hancock (1955), Taylor (1951-52), Carlson (1957)). The efficiency of the
plane wave mechanism is comparable with that of the helical propeller. However, the generation and
maintenance of the required wave form may be difficult due to the hydrodynamic interaction
between the flagellum and the fluid.

4.

Helical Propeller

Some micro organisms have been observed to propel themselves by propagating helical
waves in the fluid by the rotation of the flagella which has been defonned to fonn a helical coil (fig.
4.1 ). Before analyzing a similar mechanism proposed for a micro machine, we will b1iefly discuss
some facts about helical propellers in the context of living organisms.
The helical propeller consists primarily of one or more flagella which by rotating about a
central axis sends waves in the fluid resulting in a propulsive thrust on the body in the. opposite
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-X

L
Fig. 4.1 Helical Propeller

direction. The problem can be analyzed in a manner similar to that of plane waves, except that now
we have to take into consideration the induced rotation on the head.. As has been pointed out by
Taylor (1952) and others, the helical coil experiences a torque about the axis of rotation (x- axis)
and this torque has to balanced by an external torque of opposite sign ifsteady rotation has to persist.
The torque experienced by the helix can be balanced by; (1) the presence of an eccentric weight W
on the head (fig. 4.2a), (2) the rotation of the head alone in the opposite direction thus developing
a resistive torque (fig. 4.2b), or (3) the rotation of the head and the material of the tail together at
some rate 0 about the x axis in the direction opposite the rotation of the helix (fig. 4.2c).

w

apparent rotation (w - U)

4. 2b

4. 2c
Fig. 4.2 Counteraction of torque

The size of the micro organisms and the magnitude of the torque developed by the relatively
long tail make torque balance by eccentric weights ineffective if not impossible. Rotation of the head
alone in the direction opposite the tail is possible only if the connection between the head and the
tail permits relative motion. Although such a joint has been claimed to exist in living organisms by
some (Doetsch ( 1966), there Is still some doubt and the connection between the head and tail appear
to be rigid. So if the head rotates at a rate Q, and the tail at a rate w in the opposite direction, then
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the tail will coil up like a rope. Tills problem was resolved by Chwang and Wu ( 1971) who proposed
that:
a)

every cylindrical element of the tail rotates about thex- axis at a rate w in the counter
clockwise direction,

b)

the head spins about thex-axis at a rate OHEAo= Q in the clockwise direction, and

c)

each cylindrical element of the tail rotates about the tangential axis through its
centerline like a curved speedometer wire at a rate Q, = 0 cosl3 in the clockwise
direction. Thus each cross section of the tail rotates at an angular velocity Q
(clockwise) about an axis passing through its center and parallel to thex- axis so that
there is no relative rotation between the material of the head and tail. (fig. 4.3).

Therefore, the rotation of the tail about the x-axis has two components, one from its rotation
w about the x-axis (counter clockwise), one from a gyration about its centerline at a rate Q
(clockwise), and the apparent angular velocity of the tail is Wapp = w - Q in the counterclockwise
direction. At steady f01ward speed U, we can now obtain two equations, one from the force balance
. and one from the torque balance.
...

_:.~·
Cross setion of tail

- -y....

,'

•
'

z

•

••

..

- - ... -- .

,,

Head

Fig. 4.3 Rotation of head and tail

- l: Fbody + l: Flail = 0
. l: T body + l: T tail =0
Chwang and Wu (1971) have developed and solved these equations simultaneously to obtain the
expressions for U. 0. and the efficiency 1] 1 of the propeller. Omission of the induced rotation in
the analysis by Holwill and Burge (1963) resulted in slightly higher values for VIc and T).
The expressions for U and 0 given by Chwang and Wu are,

1

In defining efficiency, Chwang and Wu ( 1971) have considered the rate of useful work
done PH6AD in propelling the head as the rate of work done in overcoming the drag on the head
moving at a speed U plus the rate of work done in resisting the torque on the spinning head.
PnEAD = (Drag)nEAD U + (Torque)n6AD Q
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£. = 1

U

+ 2N2 +A ( 1 + 2(1 + x 2 ) + (2 + x 2 ) A}
x2
(1 + 2N 2 + A) B

(4 . 1)

2

w
{
(l + 2N + A) B
}
Q =
1 + 2(1 + x2)2.+ (2 + x2) A

(4 . 2)

where
(4 . 3)

4.1

Helical Propeller for Mechanical Devices

The application of helical propellors to mechanical devices is slightly different from that
employed by the living organisms in that it is possible to use bearings and fabricate connections
between the head and tail using bearings that permit relative rotation at the joint. So, as the helico_idal
tail rotates (w, anti clockwise) about the x- axis it induces a rotation Q (clockwise) on the the head
(fig. 4.4). Since the head can now rotate independent of the tail, the induced rotation on the head
will have no effect on tail and there will be no speedometer type of rotation on the tail. The net
rotation rate remains the same as w. 1be equation for force balance will then be exactly the same
as that obtained by Holwill and Burge (1966), but we now include an additional equation for the
torque balance to obtain the induced rotation. 1be torque balance equation is also simpler than that
of the case discussed by Chwang and Wu ( 1977).

a= o

a

4.4a Single helix

4 .4b Contta rotating helixes

Fig. 4.4 Helical propeller$ for mechanical device

However, since the work done in resisting the torque is actually a loss of energy it is perhaps
more appropriate to omit the second term in considering the useful work.
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4.1.1 Thrust and Forward Speed
The motion of the central curve of the helical tail can be described in cylindrical polar
coordinates by the equations
r

=h

(4. 4)

6

= b - WI

(4. 5)

For an element ds on the helix, the forces normal and tangential forces as shown in fig. 3.4 are
dF,. = C,. (V, cosp- Usin /l) seep dx
(4 . 6)

dF,.

= C, (V,

cosp - U sin /l) seep dx

v, = h 06
at = huJ

(4. 7)

(4. 8)

where fJ=tan -1 kh is the constant pitch of the helix. Equations (3.6) and (3.7) simplify to

dF.

=

2C, " (c - U) dx

(4. 9a)

+

(4. 9b)

dF, = C,

(H 2C

U) dx

where x = kh. The thrust on the element ds, which is the component of the resultant in the x - axis
is then
tiT

= dF,.

sinP - dF, cosp C,

= 2C,H2(c - U) - C,

Jt + ,2

(Hl

+

(4. 10)

U) dx

(4. 11)

Integrating dT over the number of waveleng~ gives the total thrust Ton the helix,

(4. 12)
0

(4 . 13)

When the body and the tail are in a steady motion at speed U, the total force on the body plus the
tail equals zero, i.e.
T- Dra~EAD = 0

(4. 14)

Substituting the expressions forT and Dra81JEAD for a sphere from equations ( 1.**)and (3.13), we
get the velocity of propulsion U to be
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U = _ {
C

Hz

( 1 + lNZ) + 3 (:.) (ln (~) - 0. 5) /1 +

}
HZ

(4 15)
•

Although we have considered the rotation of the head, the expression obtained for u is exactly the
same as that of Holwill and Burge (1967), since the nature of the rotations are such that Q does not
appear in the equations (3.9) and (3.10).

4.1.2 Induced Rotation
The torque on an element ds is

dF

=-

(4 . 16)

h ( dF.cosJl t- dF,sinJl )

The total torque on the head and tail together must equal zero when the head and tail are rotating
at steady rates,

f
IIi

f(
IIi

di'

+ MHBAD = - h

0

dF.cosJl

+ dF,ainJl ) + 8nJtasa = 0

(4 . 17)

0

where we have assumed the head to be a sphere so that Mn"£AD = 8nJta3a ( Lamb 1935). Using
equations (3.9), (3.10) in (3.17) we get the induced body rotation~
·

1{n.t}(h)
2+ xz - ~
a; = 4 a a (In<¥> - o. 5) Jt +
2

a

}

{

H2

(4 . 18)

where w =kc is the angular velocity of rotation of the tail about the x - axis.

4.1.3 Efficiency for a Single Helix
The total power required to maintain the motion of the helix ~·nd the head is
(4. 19)

'I

=

F~

P

U

=

6rqcauz
81rJta'!J (Q + w)

which on further simplification yields
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(4 . 20)

(4 . 21)

4.1.4 Efficiency for Two Contra Rotating Helixes
We now consider two helixes spinning in opposite directions so that their total torque .dlout
the x - axis is zero. Thus there is no induced rotation on the body and we would expect the effic iency
to be higher as there is no loss associated with the torque on the head.
For two helices each of radius h extending a length nL along the x - axis and propelling a
head of radius a,
2 x ( Thrust from a single helix ) = drag on the head.
Using equation (3.13) for the thrust gives,

(4 . 22)

Using the expression for c. from equation (2.2b)

u- {

c-

"2

(1

+ x2) + ~ {,~) In(~ - 0 . 5)Jt +

}

(4 . 23)

x2

Note that the veloci ty of propulsion is not doubled in adding a second helix. This is obvious from
the fact that adding a second helix rotating in the opposite direction is the same as doubling the length
of a single helix as far as the force balance equation is concerned and we have already seen that
increasing the length increases the velocity only marginally for large Ua.
The power expended in turning a single helix is
p

=w

=

M

..

{2 + "2- U}

n.t . 'bqt . "2 c2

In(~ - 0 . 5) h

+

x2

(4 . 24)

c

(4. 25)
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4.2

Discussion of Results

4.2.1 Single Helix
Propulsion Speed. For a given body the propulsion speed U is a measure of the thrust developed
by the propeller. Values of Ulc are plotted in figures 4.5 through 4.6 for different values the pitch
kh, dimensionless tail length Ua, dimensionless amplitude hla, and body to tail thickness ratio alb.

Single helix: U/c vs kb
0.4
bla=.S, alb=lO

0.35
0.3
0.25
~

::>

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

kh

Fig. 4.5 Dimensionless propulsion speed versus pitch kh for different values
ofL/a

a.)

kh (fig. 4.5)

The propulsion velocity U/c increases steadily with increase in the pitch " . For values of
pitch greater than about 2, U/c increases only slightly and approaches approaches asymptotically a
limiting value of 0 .5 as x --+ oo.
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L I a (Fig. 4.6)

b.)

The length of the tail influences the propulsion velocity substantially only for lower values
of L/a. The effect of the length of the helix is only marginal for tail lengths L/a approximately greater
than 15. Since we are mainly interested in the region of l../a > 15 where the thrusts are higher, we
will consider a value of 15 to be representative of the length of the helix.
h I a (Fig. 4.6)

c.)

An increase in the amplitude h/a results in higher forward speed, but the influence of the
amplitude on the propulsion speed is small.

Efficiency.

The efficiency '1 of the helical propeller is more sensitive to the various parameters
than is the propulsion speed. The efficiency for different values of the governing parameters is
plotted in figures 4.7 through 4.8.
Single helix: efficiency vs kh
0.025 .------.---....------.---......-----.--........_--..------..----..-------r------,
_ _blu=.S. ulb=10

0.02

.r

~

0.015

0 .01

0.2

0.4

0.6

O.N

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

l.H

2

kb

Fig. 4.7 Efficiency versus pitch kh for a single helix for different values of the
length parameter. LJa = 10,15,20.

a.)

x (fig.4.7)

For each length l../a of the helix. there is an optimum value of the pitch ;, at which the
efficiency is maximum. For a fixed length and amplitude, this would mean that there is an optimum
number of waves. The optimum value of x differs only slightly for different lengths and is about
0.8 for L/a > 15.
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b.)

L I a (fig. 4.7)

The efficiency decreases with increasing length of the helix, since any gain in thrust is
accompanied by a much larger loss due to increased rate of spinning of the bead. However, there
are practical limits to reducing the length of the helix due to thrust requiiements and a compromise
with the efficiency has to reached.

c.)

hI a (fig. 4.8)

For each x there is an optimum h/a at which the efficiency is maximum. In other words, for
a fixed pitch and length there is an optimum number of waves. Forx =0.85, the optimum b/a is about
0.2. However, the need for higher thrusts generally require that b/a is more than 0.5.
d.)

a I b (fig. 4.8)

Since the theory is based on the assumption that the tail is a thin cylinder, the thickness of
the tail must be much smaller than its length (l.Jb of the order of 150). For a length LJa. of 15, bla
is about 10. It can be seen from fig.4.8 that the efficiency incre8$es only very slightly for values of
increasing a/b.

Single heli~: efficiency vs h/a
0.022

_ _ _ Ua:alS, kh=.8S

0.02
0.018

0 .016
~ 0.014

·ou

~ 0.012
alb=lO

0.01
0 .008
0.006

0.2

0.4

. 0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.ti

• h/a

Fig. 4.8 Efficiency versus amplitude b/a for a single helix for different values
of tail thickness parameter alb
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2

·· 4.2.2 Two Helixes
Propulsion Speed. Figure 4.9 shows a plot of U/c versus kh for different values of L/a and h/a. Since
the propulsion speed of two helices each of length LJa is exactly the same as that of a single helix
of length 2L/a, all the results that apply to a single helix are vali~ for two helices. (as far as the
propulsion speed is concerned, two helixes sp~rming in opposite directions can be considered to be
a single helix of twice the length with all the elements of the helix spinning in the same direction.
Two helixes: U/c vs kh
_ _h/a=O.S, alb=lO
0.35
0.3

Ua=S
0.25
~

;::)

Ua= 1.5
Ua= 10

0 .2
0.1::>

0.1

o.os
0

0

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

l,fo

1.8

2

kh

Fig. 4.9 Dimensionless propulsion speed versus pitch kh for different length
ratios l.Ja 5, 7.5, 10. Corresponding L/a for a single helix are 10,15 & 20

=

Efficiency. The efficiency of two contra rotating helixes is markedly different from that 0f :1 <;ingle
helix. As there is no loss of energy due to the rotation of the head, the efficiency is much hit-l ,~r Lhan
that of a single helix and is also much less sensitive to many of the parameters.
Note that whenever a comparison is made with a single helix, two helixes u t length L/a are
always compared with a single helix of length 2L/a. ·
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Two helixea: Efficiency vs kh
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Fig. 4.10 Efficiency versus pitch kh for dUferent lengths of the helix. 1be amplitude
fatio h/a=0.5 and thickness parameter 8/b=lO.

a .)

" (fig.4.10)

The optimum value of the pitch 1e for L/a > 15 is again around 0.8.
b.)'

Ua (fig. 4.10)

As with a single helix the efficiency decreases with increasing helix length. However, the
influence of L/a is less pronounced than for a single helix.
c.)

hla (fig. 4.11)

Unlike the case of a single helix, there is neither an optimum value of the amplitude ratio
hla for a particular length nor does the efficiency decrease with increasing amplitude. ln~tcad, the

efficiency increases rapidly as h/a goes from zero to about 0.2 and thereafter increases very
gradually, remaining almost constant for values of h/a greater than 1.
d.)

alb (fig. 4.11)

The thickness of ~e tail has very little significance on the efficiency particularly for values
of alb greater than about 10.
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Two helixes: Efficiency vs bla
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··ig. 4.11 Efficiency versus amplitude ratio h/a for two helixes for three values
of tail thlckness parameter, a/b=5, 15, 25

6.

Examples

In this section we illustrate the procedure for choosing a suitable propeller for a micro device
working in a highly viscous medium. We shall restrict the design problem to that of a helical
propeller since in 11rder to design propellers that generate plane waves, we need to know the elastic
properties of the materials to be used. Also a detailed analysis of the dynami cs of slender filaments
oscillating in a fluid medium has to be carried out before any meaningful design of plane wave
propellers can be made. The method used for designing the helical propeller can however be applied
to the design of undulating tail propeller by using the appropriate propeller characteristics.
We consider the design of a helical propeller for a small spherical device which is 500 J! in
diameter and operating in water of viscosity 1 x l0-3 kg/m s.
Body radius a= 250fl
Viscosity
J.L = 1 x to-3kg/m s
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Single Helix
We know from the earlier sections that the efficiencies are higher for smaller values of the length
of the propeller. Also form a structural point of view. a long tail will be S~!bjected to larger bending
moments resulting in undesirable deformations. For this reason we would al~o like the tail to be
reasonably thick. Within the limits of slenderness approximation for the tail we choose a tail length
of about five body diameters. tail thickness 2b = 2a/10;and helix radius h = 0.5a.

I a =- 10. L = 2500~-& (2.5 mm)
hI a= 0.5. h=-125~-& (1.25mm)

L

a/ b =- 10,

b =- 25~-& (0.25mm)

We are naturally interested in the most efficient propeller and so from figure 4.7, the maximum
efficiency 11 is about 2.1% and the corresponding value of kh =- 0.9.
k:::; 2 1t I A.:::; Q.91 h:::; 7.2 X 10-3/IJ
A.= 872~-&
Number of waves n = L I A. = 2.86

Propulsion speed. Having fixed the dimensions of the helix, the maximum propulsion speed
achieved by the propulsor will depend on the rotation speed. The rotation speed will be limited by
the power a· 'i 1able and the torque of the motors used. Also the rotation SJX:ed should be such that
the Reynolds " .·mber based on the velocity of the tail and the tail thickness 2b is less than unity so
the the theory is val; '
Since informu..
· I;~ power supplies and torque output from micro motors are not readily
available, we will proceed by using the Reynolds number limitation to decide on the rpm. As the
lateral velocity of the tail Vy due to rotation about the center of the helix is much larger than the
velocity in the x - direction, we shall use Vy to represent the velocity of tail .
=- Vy 2b I v < 1
< 1 x 1o-6 1 (2 x 25 x 1o-6>
w < 80 rad I s
Rtail

v, =1uu

The ·maximum rotation speed is about 765 rpm. The wave propagation speed is then,

c = w 1 lc

= 80/7.2 x 10-3

= 1111~-&ls ( 1.111 mm/s)

From figure 4.9, the propulsion speed is given by
Ulc =- 0.18, so that

U = 0.18 X 1111 = 2000 IJ
Thus the maximum propulsion speed is four body diameters per second.

Power and Torqueo The drag on the sphere moving at 2000 IJ I s is given by
D = 6 n: p. a U = 9.4 x 10-9 Newtons.
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The power required, P = D U I '1
= 9.4 X 10-9 X 2000 X 10-6 I 0.021
= 8.975 x to-to watts
The torque required to tum the helix is
r = P 1(I) = 1.12 x 1o-H

Head Rotation. From equation (4.18), the head rotation Q is given by,
Q

I (1.) = 0.25 X 10 X .25 X (2 + .81 - 0.18) 11.345 (ln(69.76) - 0.5) = 0.33

Q = 26 rad Is

=250 rpm.

Two Helices
We now consider the the same device propelled by two helices each of which is half the
length of the single helix considered earlier. All other dimensions of the helices are the same. The
maximum rotation speed will again be 765 rpm and the propulsion speed is 2000 l'l s. The efficiency
of the propulsor is, from figure 4.10 corresponding to kb:::().9 and Lla = 5 is '1 = .0315.
The total power required to spin both the helixes is
P=DUI'l = 9.4x to-9 x2000x 10-610.0315
= 5.98 x 10-10 watts
which represents a 33 % reduction of power.
Since each helix consumes only .half the total power, the torque required to spin each helix
is given by

r

= P 1 2(1) = 3.74 x to-12

Each helix requires a torque of only a third of that needed for a single helix. This is obviously due
to the fact that no power is wasted on a spinning head.

7.

Concluding Remarks

Although propulsion by plane waves is comparable in perlonnance with that of a helix, there
other practical difficulties associated the undulating tail mechanism. Since the oscillating tail works
in a fluid medium, it will respond to the fluid forces and so a detailed analysis of a mode shapes and
frequencies of a thin filament oscillating in a fluid has to be carried out before evaluating the
possibility of maintaining a desired wave motion. Also the structural properties of of the materials
used has to be studied as the elements of the oscillating tail are subject to alternating stresses which
may lead to fatigue. The ciliary beat is also too complicated to reproduce and may not be a suitable
mechanism for propelling mechanical devices. In this context, the use of shape memory alloys
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(SMA) to execute the required motion is worth exploring.
The helical propeller has higher efficiencies over a wider range of operating conditions. The
simplicity of construction and operation make the helical propeller an attractive choice fo r
propelling bodies in a highly viscous medium. 1be use of contra rotating helixes results in a 30%
to 40% increase in the efficiency. Even if this represents only 1% or 2% increase in efficiency, there
are many other valuable practical advantages. 1be spinning of the head is completely suppressed
and this may be important for some applications. It may me pointed out that with an undulating tail
propeller, large lateral excursions occur. From a structural point of view, using two helixes in place
of one long helix means a reduction in the size of each helix by one half and hence a reduction in
any bending stress and undesirable deformation of the helix. By splitting the helix into two. each
helix requires less than half the torque and hence the power required by a single long helix spinning
at the same rate. This fact may be important if there are limitations on the maximum torque delivered
by micro motors.
Inherent ~o viscous propellers is the associated low efficiency. The efficiency of the
propulsion mechanisms typically do not exceed about 4%. Hence the need for large amount of power
compressed in small batteries is very essential. Some of the questions that need to be addressed in
order to enable propulsion at such micro scales are:
i.)
How small are the batteries that can supply adequate power to the propulsion device? What
are the present limitations in size, output
duration of life of these batteries?

and

ii.)
iii.)

. How small can micro motors be fabricated to give sufficient torque?
If the devices are to operate in a medium like water how can they be made water tight?

If shape memory alloys are used for propulsion mechanisms, what is their strength and what
iv.)
are the power requirements?

What will be the method of communication used to control the device and to enable it to
v.)
perform useful operations?
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Abstract
A model
syseems in a

reduce~on

eechn~que

for linear,

eime invariant:, stable control

given range of frequencies is proposed. A meehod for ehe model

reduction of unstable discrete eime syseems is also presented.

I. Introduction
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confronted with a
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the reduced order model

complex high order model.

representation of a
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physical system,
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synthesis

Since a
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is mathematical

the simplification of such a system is
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analysis

problems.

However

such

a

simplification is not necessarily possible for a given . large scale system . The
purpose, motivation and other factors should be specified in order to

ach~eve

an

accurate reduced order model for a particular application.
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have
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the
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specific
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problems
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related

analysis

to

model

technique

approximation and develops the concept of internally balanced representations .
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Pernebo and Silverman(2} reviews the propertie• of •uch representations to bring
about the model reduction . In [3} ' [4} the concept of •ingular perturbation h••
been investigated thereby obtaining good low frequency approximations . In [5} the
weighted impulse response gramians technique for the reduction of discrete time
systems was proposed. In [6} the reduction of un•table continuous time system•
is discussed.
In general model reduction through the balanced representation

correspon~s

to the high frequency approximation. on the contrary low frequency approximation
corresponds

to

the steady state approximation. One may conclude that it's

necessary to approximate a system so as to obtain a reasonable approximation in
the transient region . The .forementioned concept necessitates the mid-frequency
approximation.
For unstable systems one does not need to Lind the low or inter.ediate
frequency approximation . However model ~eduction is required to design feedback
compensators in stabili•ing the system.
This paper deals with the mid frequency approximation of stable systems and
model reduction of unstable discrete time systems. Section II deals with the
internally balanced representations '

Singular perturbation approximations.

Section III presents the Hid frequency approximation we have proposed . section
IV deals with the Hodel reduction of Unstable Discrete time systems.

II. Balanced and Singular perturbation
approximation.
Consider a linear time invariant system represented in the following state
space form .

X•Ax+BU • • •• • • • ••••••••••• • •••••• (1)

y-CX+DU •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2)
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Where x e

~

is the state vector, U e R' is the input vector, yER' is the

- output vector A,B,C,D are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions .
The controllability and observability gramians can be written as

t At T ATt
W0 (t)• 0 e BB e
dt ••••••••••••• (3a)

J

As

t ATt T At
W0 (t)• 0 e
B ce dt •• • •••••••••• (3b)

t

l

approaches in inity the gramians converge to a constant value. These

values are given as

we

~

w••

(10 At T AT
e
BB e
tdt ••••••••••••• (4a)

W0

-

W0

-jo•

10

(10 ATt T

At

c ce

dt ••••••• • •• • •• (4b)

To calculate the above gr.amians, we can utilize the following Lyapunov
equations

T
T
AW0 +W0 A - - BB ••••••••••• • ••••(Sa)
T
T
A W0 +W0 A- - C C •••••••••••••••• (Sb)
It is well known that using a
The system described in (l)
-

A-T
-

-1

B-T

-

~(2)

can be represented as follows

AT •••• • ••••• • •• (6a)

-1

C-CT

non-singular similarity transformation'T '

B • • ••••••••••• (6b )

-1

•••••• • ••••• • (6c )
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Let ' T' be the similarity transformation in the following form[7).

T•L0 UE

-1/2

•••••••••••••••••••••(7)

Lc is the lower triangular of the cholesky

decomp~sition

of

~c•

u is an orthogonal modal matrix .
~

is the diagonal matrix containing the singular values of the system

The singular values are given by the formula

1/2

ai-~i

(WcWo) ••••••••••••••• • •••

(e)

The system that results from the above similarity transformation has equal
and diagonal gramians which is called balanced system.

Now the new system representation can be decomposed into strongly and
weakly controllable '

observable subsystems in ·the following form

-A- t11 A121 ••••••••• • • (ta)
21 A22
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-c-(c

1

The subsystem A11 ,Bz,Cz

c 2 ) ••••••••••••• (tc)

is the weakly controllable

&

observable subsystem.

This corresponds to the smallest singular values of the system i.e . the singular
values below a particular number. The

removal of this subsystem gives the

reduced order system.
In (3} & (4} it wa• found that the error between the original system and
the reduced system was high in the case of low frequencies and low in the case
of high frequencies. In

or~er

to have a reasonable approximation in the case of

low frequencies they approximated the system by means of singular perturbation
method . The method can be explained as follows. Let the system be represehted as
in

( l)

and be balanced according

approximation of the system . in the

to

the

procedures mentioned

above.

The

frequency 'o' is given by(4]

•

Where

n is the order of the original system and r is the order of the

reduced system •
When 'o' approaches zero, the system represented by (JO) becomes a singular
perturbation approximation and when 'o' approaches infinity it becomes Moore's
direct truncation method. In the case of discrete time systems the approximation
is slightly different from the above. 'o' is replaced by z and the approximations

are at z

=0

and z=l for o

=

infinity and zero respectively.
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Ill. Frequency dependent balanced approximation
In this section a method by which a system can be approximated in a given
range of frequencies is presented. From (lO) it's observed that any arbitrary
syseem can be approximated at a given frequency 'o'. If we need to approximate
the system between two frequencies wl 6 w2 then the lower order system can be
obtained by the following method.
l. Find the approximation of the syste• at various frequencies between wl
&

w2.

2. Obtain the L.,for each frequency.

where

and

o is the frequency at which the lower order system is approximated
3. Determine the frequency approximation which gives the minimum magnitude
error between wl

6

w2 ( o 0 ) .

4. Substitute o•

~in

(ll).
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The following Lyapunov equations can be obtained for (11) [4)

T-r
'rA(a0 ) L. 1 +L. 1 A(a0

) •••••••••

(12b)

LV. Model Reduction of unstable discrete time
systems
Let the discrete time system be described by

X(k+1)-PX(k)+GU(k) •• o ••••••••••(13a)

y(k)•HX(k)+JU(k) •••••••••••••• (13b)
Where x(k) « Jr is the state vector, U(k) «

~

is the input vector, y(k)ERP

is the output vector F,G,H,J are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions.
In the case of discrete time systems.

The gramians can be written as

follows

i-ao

T k T

W0 -:Ei-O (F )

k

T

T

H HF -H H+F W0 F •••••• (14b)

The balanced representation can

be obtained by obtaining
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th ~

similarity

transformation 'T' and hence obtaining the values F,G ' H. The model is reduced
in the similar way as it is done for continuous time systems .
For model reduction of unstable Discrete time systems the following methods
can be utilized
a) Hethod I.In this method the unstable · system is being separated into
stable and unstable subsystems. The Unstable subsystem is left unaffected and the
stable one is balanced and reduced. Any given unstable system can be de composed
into stable and unstable subsystems as follows.

Now the stable subsystem order can be reduced by the methods discussed in
section 2.
b) Hethod II .In this method the extension of continuous time unstable
system model reduction(6} technique to discrete time systems is proposed. We
first examine the eigen values for the given unstable system. We then consider
the one with the highest magnitude(a). Divide F by a. Now the stabilized system
does obey the Lyapunov Equation mentioned below.

We can hence obtain

W~

'

w..

Using the proper similarity transformation we

can obtain the resultant balanced system. The system is then reduced by observing
the gramians. The reduced system matrix A is then multiplied by a to give the
reduced unstable system . The resultant system is of the reduced order. The figure
of merit that may be of significance is the behavior of the system in the
frequency domain with the different values of a . We have observed as will be
evident later that lower values of a produce lesser errors.

Algo rithm
1. Find out the value of a by observing the eigenvalues
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3. Balance the system by means oL the method mentioned in section 2 .
4. Remove the weakly controllable and observable subsystems.
5 . Nultiply the matrix F by a and

obtain the results desired

V Numerical Examples
Example #1
To illustrate our method we considered the Lollow1ng example which appeared i n
[4] .

-1.1685
A

1.1685

0 •• 1.26

0.05098

- 3.1353

-2.8352

- 0.32885

2.8352

- 12 •• 753

- 3.2.92

3.2.92

- 2.9516

0.05098 -0.32885

BT•[ - .1181. -0.1307 0.0563. -0.006875 ]
c{-.1181• o.1307 o.o563• -o.oo6875]
The system was approximated at various Lrequencies between wl & w2 i t was found
that the optimum Lrequency Lor approximating the system is 10 r adj s.

At the

Lrequency oL 10 radjs the reduced order model was Lound to be optimal and the
reduced order system was characterized by,

A fo . 4283

1.1697J

11.2375 - 3.1.37

8

_fo.1171]

1-o.137&

c{-o.1•o o.1312]
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The error curve for the approxL.ation i• shown in the Figure 1.
Evidently the error curve is better than the on•'• found in Anderson ' •
method(4) praarily because of the fact that the comparison was done with lloor•'•
method(l} and Anderson ' • method .

FIGURE 1.
Error

curves

for

lleighted

frequency

approximation
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Example #2
Consider the following unstable discrete time system

.02

F-

H-[

1

0

0

0

0.9

1

0

0

0

0.95

1

0

0

0

1.5

5 . 67 7.1 2.8 0.01 ]
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0 .11

'·'

2

is reduced to

a third order system.Figure 2 shows the result produced by the

method involving the separation of stable and unstable parts .
The reduced order form using this method is shown below •

~'11

• 9784

0.047

0

0.047

0.873

0

0

1.5

0

H1 •(

25.1435

-23.2906

0.01

]

FIGURE2
Brror curves Lor unstable Discrete time
system model reduction

J ~

-'~.--~-~.---_~2~~0~--~2----~.--~6~--~.--~,0

By means of the alternative method mentioned in section 4. The reduced
order system was characterized by
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.2404

.5823

0.0144

.. 11 -.5823

.7113

-.53fi7

0.0144 0.53fi7 2.3fi37
'1'

G1•(

-0.1'3' 3.,0fi3 10.70'1

a1 f.1'3'

)

3.,0fi3 10.70,1]

when the scale factor a • 2.

When the scale factor a • 3 then the reduced order syste• was characteri•ed
by

~

1'11
'1'

G1-[

H 1 -(

0.2023

-0.001'

-.2023

0.1255

0.105fi

0.001,

-0.105fi

0.25fi0

10.13,, 1.8308 0.038

-10.13'' 1.8308 0.038

A comparison of the graphs of error for a •2

~

)

)

3 clearly

establish•~

the

fore mentioned statement that the increased values of a provide increased error.
They can be justified by the final value theorem .Figure 3 shows the error curves
for a=2 and Figure 4 shows

i~

for a•J.
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FIGURE 3.
Error curve
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unstable Discrete
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system model reduction. as2 .
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VI Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the method Lor Approximating a stable
continuous

time system in a

given

frequency range .

fie have also presented

techniques to reduce Unstable Discrete Time systems.
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AB.STRACT
This paper provides motivations for pursuing adaptiv e ar~ ifi c ial
neura 1 network contro 11 ers, a 1 i terature review or th e c ur r ent
state of the art in artificial neural network con~roll e r s, a nd a
framework for conducting research in the field .
Hybrid neural
network I fuzzy controllers are briefly discussed, and a s ection on
benchmarking comparable adaptive controllers is included.
A.

INTRODUCTION

In the process industries hundreds of parameters must often be
tuned continuous 1 y to keep processes operating at or near an
optimum value. Although the implementation of adaptive co ntrol may
result in only a slight increase in efficiency, substantial
economic savings can often be realized.
The application of adaptive techniques in industry have r e ce ntly
taken the form of commercially available single loop self - tuning
regulators
(STR) .
Self-Tuning
Regulators
are
controllers
consisting of a parameter estim~tor, a linear controller, and a
block that determines the control parameters from the estimated
parameters [ABLW77].
Early attempts recursively fitted a model ,
then proportional-integral-derivative (PID) tuning parameter s wer e
c6mputed from the model. The main disadvantage of this meth o d wus
that a good prior estimate of the time seale of the pro c e ss
d y n ami c: s i s r e q u i red [As t 8 9 ) •
Current 1 y there a r e two bas i c
approaches that work well in practice, the pattern reco g ni t ·i on
approach
and
the
re 1 ay
feedback
auto - tuner .
The
pat tern
recognition method observes the response to a step input o r o th e r
disturbance and adjusts t .he tuning of a PID controller b as ed o n th e
pattern of the response. The relay auto - tuner momentarily s witch es
a fe e dback relay into the loop, thus causing the loop to os c ill at e
at the ultimate frequency.
Once the ultimate frequen c y i s
determined, the well know Ziegler-Nicho1s [Shi79] tuning c r i t o ri ort
are app 1 i ed.
Wh i 1 e these STRs have shown some promi se . th ~
algorithms
actually
implemented
are
often
proprietar·y
a nd
confident i a 1 .
The performance of these contro 1 1 e r s
i s o ft;. en
1 imited for processes with long dead times and hi g hly os c: i l lat u r· y
sy s tem s .
There are also many coupled systems wher e f ee d f or ward
and multi v ariable control should be used [Ast87]. Recent a dv a n c~s
in the application of artificial neural networks (ANN ) p r o vid e a
motiv a tion
for
developing
techniques
and
a l go r"it. hm ~;
f<q ·
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systematically applying ANNs to the generation of STRs for a class
of process dynamics.
Another promising area for the application of ANNs is in the
development and implementation of adaptive model controllers (AMC),
adaptive inverse controllers (AIC), and model reference adaptive
controllers (MRAC) [WS85].
In adaptive model control, a direct
mode 1 of the p 1 ant is formed, and is used to determine contro 1
inputs to the plant which will cause desired plant outputs. These
same control inputs are applied to the actual plant, and the result
is p 1ant outputs that c 1ose 1 y match desired outputs.
Adaptive
inverse control uses an inverse model of the plant dynamics, which
is placed in cascade with the actual plant dynamics resulting in a
transfer function of essentially unit value within the frequency
band of the p 1 ant input signa 1.
Mode 1 reference contra 11 ers are
similar to adaptive inverse controllers, however they involve the
use of a reference model to generate a reference control trajectory
that the system is to follow. A disadvantage of these controllers
art that they often require more a priori information than the
self-tuning regulators [Ast89].
Astrom has proposed an expert
system to handle the gathering of the required information,
determining which algorithms are to be used, status of various
loop s , production of excitation signals, etc.
Since ANNs require
no prior knowledge of . ~he system structure, they have been proposed
as candidates for adaptive controllers.
Finally Bart Kosko [Kos92] has recently presented an approach for
app 1y i ng Neura 1 Network techniques to the deve 1opment of Fuzzy
Systen1 Controllers. These can be referred to Hybrid Neural Network
1 Fuzzy System Adaptive Controllers. These Hybrid controllers show
great pron1ise in the area of very complex control problems, where
conventional methods are difficult to apply.
B.

Referenced Work

1 Basic Neural Network Controller Designs
Following are five basic controller forms (after Werbos)[Wer91a]
that have been implemented using ANNs in one form or another.
a) .
Supervised contra 1 - An ANN 1 earns to s imu 1 ate a human or
other- controller which is already fami 1 iar with controlling the
plant.
This method has been successfully used in the application
of ANNs to control the inverted pendulum problem by training the
ANN to s imulate a human controller [GS88].
Fujii and Ura [FU90]
used an ANN to simulate a simple Fuzzy controller as an initial
default co ntroller during the application of ANNs to the control of
auton~mous underwater vehicles .
These systems can be viewed as the
development of "Expert Systems" designed to control specific
plants.
One may question the utility of training such a
c o ntroller, however,
it may be impractical
to use a human
co ntroller
in a
particular environment,
the controller may
det . ~rmine a control algorithm based on system parameters that are
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easier to measure than those used by the original controller, or a
default controller algorithm based on ANNs ma y be desir ed.
b) .
Direct Inverse Control - In direct inverse control a n ANN is
used to learn a static mapping s uch as learning the inver se
kinematics of a robot manipulator.
After the static mappin g is
1 earned, the p 1 ant can be contra 11 ed by providing a trajectory
input to the controller.
See for example the control of a robot
man i pu 1a tor [ VK91] or [ GA88] and the centro 1 of an autonomous
vehicle [LP91].
c).
Neural Adaptive Control - For Neural Adaptive Control, ANN s
are used fo1~ the 1 i near mappings used in convent i o n a 1 adapt 1ve
control.
Conventional adaptive control includes des igns suc h as
the self-tuning regulator (STR) and Model - Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) as described previously.
For applications to
controlling robot manipulators using MRAC see for example • [Els88]
and [ PSY88], and for more genera 1 1 i near and non 1 i near· plants
[LGI89]. For a more complete and unified approach to applying ANNs
to the adaptive contra 1 of non 1 i near systems usin g MRACs se e
[NP89b]
and [NP90].
To my knowledge there have been no
applications of ANNs to the development of STRs.
d).
Back-propagation-Through-Time (BTT)- Here the u ser specifies
a utility function or performance measure to be maximized and a
model of the external environment.
BTT is used to calculate the
derivative of the uti 1 i ty summed across a 11 future times with
respect to the curre~t actions. These derivatives are then u sed t 0
adapt an ANN which outputs the ~ctions .
A major disadvantage of
this approach is that the derivatives must be stored for all time
steps to be computed, thus requiring large memory requirement s .
Thus this algorithm has been used predominantly in off line mode s,
or approximations are made to the method are made.
Wi 1 1 i ams
[Wil91] focuses on the theory of BTT and popular approximations.

e).
Adaptive Critic Methods - These methods a 1 so use a ut·i 1 it y
function, as in BTT, to be maximized.
A second ANN is used as a
critic of an ANN which i·s centro 11 i ng some p 1 ant.
Th e cr· it i c
eva 1 uates the progress · that the ANN centro 11 er is making.
The
controller is adapted to maximize this uti 1 ity fun ct ion in t h e
immediate future. Many adaptive critic designs have been proposed.
See [Wer91b] for a treatment on designing adaptive critic~.
There
are many applications of this technique, among them is an approach
for controlling a one-legged hopping robot [HCWK].
Of the five basic contra 11 er designs described above, the fi rs t
three are of interest in the present effort in design ·ing aduptive
neural network controllers.
2

Neural Networks and Identification of Di screte-Timt:: Dynam ·ical
Systems

Current ,~ esear ch on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) has be en
in the traditional areas of centro 1 , signa 1
· making advances
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processing, and pattern recognition. Many of the learning methods
studied are examples of "Parameter Estimation" methods. Parameter
Es timation is an essential element for pattern recognition,
adaptive signal processing and adaptive control.
In signal
processing and control a "model" is often desired which is capable
of producing an output which matches the output of a phys i ca 1
sys t e m. The application of parameter estimation in this context is
ca 11 ed "system i dent if i cat ion".
It is assumed that the mode 1 has
a s pecific mathematical form expressed in terms of a set of unknown
p ar ameter values, and a parameter estimation method is used to find
parameter va 1ues such that the mode 1 c 1ose 1 y approximates the
system.
The parameter estimation method requires data consisting
o f output from the system to be modeled for a collection of inputs.
The system being mode 1ed acts as a teacher by supp 1 y i ng target
outputs for each input.
The identification of a system "inverse"
can be performed using similar parameter estimation techniques .
The pr inc i pa 1 components of a parameter estimation prob 1em are
(after Goodwin and Sin 1984 [GS84]) :
a).
Class of Model.
A selection is required to choose an
appropriate c 1ass of mode 1 structures .
This se 1ect ion is often
made based on experimental evidence.
In addition since a complete
des c r i p t i on of the system i s often e i the r not f e as i b 1e or i s
impractical, a compromise is made between model complexity and its
adequacy for a given app 1 i cat ion.
For our purposes, the chosen
c l ass o f models may be either 1 inear or nonlinear depending on
knowledge about the system to be · identtfied and the type of control
application to be developed .
For 1 inear deterministic single-input-single-output (SISO) systems,
Goo dwin and Sin, [GS84], refer to the Determinist i c Autoregressi v e
Moving - Average Models:
n-1
y(k+1) =-

r

i-o

m-1

a 1 y<k-i> +

E b:Ju<k-j-d)

(1)

J•O

wh e re d represents a time delay .
For nonlinear representation of SISO systems the following models
as proposed by Narendra and Parthasarathy [NP89a] are introduced :
n-1

=I: a y(k-i) +.f[u(k)

J

(2)

m-1
y(k+l) =.f[y(k) ,y(k-1), ,y(k-n+l)] +}: b 1 u(k-i)

{3)

y(k+1)

1

1

u(k-1)

I

1

u(k-m+1)

~a:O

~=0

For
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with

Neu ral
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Networks,

a

selection

of

an

y(k+1)=f[y(k),y(k-1,,y(k-n+1)]+g[u(k),u(k-1),,u(k- m+1)]

(4)

y(k+1)=f[y(k),y(k-1),,Y(k-n+1);u(k),u(k-1),,u(k-m+1)]

(5)

appropriate model is necessary for the particular system to be
mode 1 ed.
The actua 1 choice of the type of art if i cia 1 n e ura 1
network (multilayer or recurrent),
number of
layers in the
structure, number of neurons in each layer, type of nonlin e arit y
employed within each neuron, etc.; constitute choosing a s y s tem
mode 1 . This process is intimate 1 y connected to choosing the f1U111ber
of parameters to be estimated.
These issues and others w i 1 l b e
discussed in greater detail below .
b) .
Performance Criteria.
The relative performance o f different
models inside the class of models must be measured.
Sinc e it i s
the intent that the individual models be implemented, the integral
of the error squared (ISE) or some other appr o pri a te error
measurement can be used . See for example McMillan [Mc M83].
c) .
Experimental conditions.
The relative performance of
different models wi 11 depend, to some extent, on the conditions
under which they operate. Therefore the conditions under which the
performance is to be measured, is an important aspect of parameter
estimation .
d).
Choice of Estimation Algorithm .
The two main class e s of
algorithms are "off-line" and "on-line".
Off - line algorithms
require that all data are avai.lable prior to analysis.
On - lin e
algorithms deal with sequential data, which requires that th~
parameter estimates be recursively updated within the time limit
1mposed by the sampling period.
This often requires that the
algorithm be relatively simple to meet the imposed time constraint .
Parameter estimation algorithms for linear system identification
are well established and choosing an appropriate algorithm i s a
function of the particular system, form of model being used, and
conditions under which the system operates, se e for e xample
[Eyk74], [LS83], or [t,..ju87].
Alternatively few results exi s t in
nonlinear system theory that can be directly applied to the
identification and adaptive control of nonlinear systems [NP90].
Using artificial neural networks for parameter e s timati o n o f
nonlinear systems or as linear approximations of these s yst e ms ma y
have s ignificant merit.
The choice of the estimation algorithm (weight adaptation rul e ) f o r
neural networks also depends on the system to be modeled, th e mo d e l
-rhi s
s tructure and conditions under which the system o per· ~t es .
weight adaptation rule is closely connected with the c hoi ce o f
neural networ·k model chosen.
This area i s currently in n( :e J n f
greater res e ar c h and wi 11 be addressed in the cour s e o f thi s
r esea rch.
e) .

Use of a priori knowledge.
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The inclusi on o f

a ::; mu c h p r··i or·

knowledge as is possible in the estimation algorithm is often
advantageous.
This
information
might
include
structural
con s traints, parameter values, feasible ranges of parameter values,
etc.
One additional component of parameter estimation to be considered
in the context of ANNs as pointed out by Andrew G . Barto [MSW91] is
problem
representation.
Problem
representation
involves
d e termining what aspects of objects, inputs, states , etc., should
be measured to provide data for modeling.
Additionally decisions
about coding inputs or outputs, preprocessing of inputs, etc .
3

Sour c es of Input/Output Data for ANN Parameter Estimation

In th e first three basic controller designs, described in part A
a b o ve, s everal parameter estimation problems are implied as part of
t he o verall system.
Although there has been some attention to
i dentification of linear systems in an off-line fashion [SM91], we
a re c oncerned primarily with on-line techniques .
These on-line
s ubs e ts of the over a 11 contro 1 prob 1 em can be c 1ass if ied as
[B a r91]:
a) .
Copying an e x isting contro 11 er .
In this case the target
o utput s for the ANN are the actual control outputs of the expert
tea c her (existing controller). See figure 1. Motivation for this
t ype o f application is described above .
b).
Adaptive prediction . For adaptive prediction (see figure 2),
o n e wi s hes to predict the signals in the lines that run across the
top of the figure . For training purposes the input to the network
c o n s i s t s of delayed values of the signals, and the network target
co nsi s ts o f the current values of the signals.
A more gene r al
app 1 i c ation wou 1 d have cascades of de 1ay units (tapped de 1 ay
line s ), f o r the inputs, and possibly past outputs of the sequence
or ANN a s inputs to the ANN as well.
For examples of "th i s type of
application see [NP89a], [JLQ90], [MD89], etc .
c).
Sy s tem Identification.
Training information for sy s tem
identifi c ation can be obtained by observing the input-output
behavior of a plant (see figure 3) .
Of course the inputs to the
ANN may be delayed values of the plant inputs and the delayed plant
o utput s of the p 1 ant may be ANN inputs as we 11 .
The most
c o mpreh e n s ive treatment of using ANNs for system identification can
b e f ou nd in [NP89a].
d) .
1 dent if i c ation of System
Inverse .
Figu r e 4 shows how an
a d a p t iv e ANN controller can be used to identify the inve r se of a
pl a nt. Here the plant outputs become the ANN inputs and the plant
input s become the ANN outputs .
An ex amp 1 e of this type of
a p p 1 i ca t i o n i s [ P s Y8 8] .
A pro b 1 em w i t h i n v erse i dent i f i cat ion
a r-i s e s when many plant inputs produce the same output (the plant's
in ver s e i s not well defined).
c:: ) .

D i f f e r en t i at i n 9 a Mod e 1.
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5) identifies a plant model, as was done in figure 3, and then uses
this plant model to back-propagate the error at the plant o utput
all the way back to the input of the ANN controller. A variation
of this approach was used by Fujii and Ura (FU89].
Another important issue when obtaining data for t r aining ANN ~ i s
whether to use plant outputs as ANN inputs in recursive training,
or to use the output of the ANN as these inputs ( recur·Tent
networks). These two system identification models are presented in
figure 6, and ~re referred to as the para 11 e 1 and SE:!t~ i e~ - p e:w a 11 e 1
identification models.
While it has been shown that for the
series-parallel model, · the estimated parameters will converge t o
the true parameters as the tracking error approaches zero,
the
same cannot be said about the parallel model [NA89].
4

Network Structures,
Algorithms

Node

Nonlinearities,

and

Learning

Artificial · neural networks to be used for identification and
control of dynamical systems should have certain properties fo r
successful implementation.
Some of these properties are close
approximation of the dynamical system to be modeled, a minimum of
parameters (network weights) to be trained, fast convergence,
reasonable guidelines to faci 1 itate network convergence
for a
class of systems, and weight adaptation rules which are not
computationally intensive.
Perhaps one cannot hope to find a
neura 1 network with a 11 of the above characteristics. however· r11o s t
of the recent advances in applying ANNs to control have employed
the multi layer perceptron with error back-propagation algo r· ithm
[ RHW88] which has few of these advantages.
This alg or ithm ha ~
certainly been studied and applied the most in the last sev eral
years, but no where has it been reported that this network i 3 th e
best or even a good choice for modeling dynamic a l systems .
Recently the literature has been replete with new and innovat ive
network architectures, training algorithms, modificati o n s, ~tc. ,
a 11 of which are touted to have one or more superior- qu a 1 i t i e ~ l o
that of the multilayer perceptron using error back-prop a ga ti o n. It
is in this context that further research be done in this field.
The following discussion is not meant to be an exhaustive r·ev ·iew o f
connectionist theories and architecture.
In s tead it is \'11 ' i t ten
with the idea of presenting a view of current research di t ~c cl i on~
from a perspective of one who is interested in modeling dynurn i c a 1
systems.
A single reference or two in each secti o n i s typi c. -t lly
given, however in many areas the literature is large.
a.

Network Architecture

Artificial neural
networks can be gt~ oup e d
into t wo
l ctt.. gt~
classifications: feed . forward networks and recurt~e nt nt:d:wt)rl\s (s e -::
figure 7). · In the context of modeling dynami c al s y s tE.:nt~, thi ~
implies that either a parallel-series (feed forward t raini n g) or
parallel (recurrent training) model be used for ~·· a ·ining a :.,
depicted in figure 6, which have functional form of equation ~.:; 6 a nd
1 respectively .
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E
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m-1
a 1:9(k-i) + ~ b 1 u (k- j)

(7)

J•O
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i).
Feed forward Networks.
Feed forward networks are a class of
networks which include the familiar multilayer perceptron [RHW88] .
Within this class Lippmann [lip87], further classifies these
networks as shown in figure 8.
For system identification we are
typically interested in continuous-valued inputs and supervised
training.
In view of this, although there may be isolated
applications of either binary-input networks, or more likely
unsupervised learning algorithms in connection with this research,
the multilayer perceptron is by far the most important network, for
our purposes, in this class.
Extensive use of these networks has
been made in very diverse fields, including system identification,
adaptive control, chaotic and time series prediction, linear and
nonlinear static mapping, and pattern recognition.
A main disadvantage of the multilay~r perceptron is that using the
conventional error back-propagation algorithm, convergence is slow
when compared to other parameter estimation techniques.
This is
partially due to the large number of weights and layers that are
often needed for reasonable
modeling of functions and systems.
Additionally in order to use feed forward networks for modeling
dynamical systems, multiple time delays are often needed for plant
input
and
p 1 ant
output
data,
this
is
sometimes
ca 11 ed
'parallelizing time' and can result in large network input layers.
This in turn can be a problem for modeling high order systems or
predicting long temporal sequences.
ii). Recurrent Networks.
Recurrent networks are those that have
feedback connections as well as feed forward connections. Current
research efforts have made limited progress in developing error
gradient learning algorithms for these networks . Thus the current
thrust in this area is to apply the li~ited algorithms available or
in attempts
to discover
better algorithms and or network
architectures [Wil91]. There are currently two general approaches
to training an arbitrary recurrent network by adjusting weights
along the error gradient.
They are the back-propagation-throughtime algorithm [Wer90),[Pea90), and real-time recurrent learning
algorithm [Pea90].

The back-propagation-through-time (BTT) algorithm can be derived
from the familiar back-propagation algorithm for multilayer
perceptrons by unfolding an arbitrary recurrent network into a feed
for·ward network that grows by one layer each time step.
The
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implementation implies that the storage of activity of the network
must be stored as it runs.
The implication is that unbounded
memory requirements would be required for continuously runnin g
identification.
The real - time recurrent learning (RRL) algorithm keeps a runnin g
tally of the partial derivatives of the outputs of all units with
respe c t to a 11 the adaptab 1e weights in the network .
Whenever
the r e is an error in network operation the appropriate err or
derivatives are then computed directly from this information . Th ~
me mory requirements here are obviously not unbounded as for ~TT ,
how e v e r
both
algorithms
require
substantial
memory
and
communication compared to traditional back-propagation.
Several s implifications to recurrent networks have been made t o
alle v iate these disadvantages [Wil91], including using recurrent
c onne c tion s on 1 y at the input or output node s , or handcraft in ~
conn ections for specific app 1 i cat ions .
Another approach is t o
r ep lace no de outputs with their targets before computing t h e
s ub sequent stat of the network, this is called teacher forcing.
All o f the s e strategies have drawbacks of thei r own.
iii) . Me mory networks .
Recently memory neuron networks [Pod91] ,
h ave been proposed .
These networks incorporate memory neuron s
whi c h are designed to store past activations of network neuron s.
Th ese me mory neurons are in addition to a conventional multilaye r
p e r ce ptron . This network is able to adapt not only the weights o f
t he multilayer perceptron, but is also able to adapt the memory ,
thi s allow s . prediction without knowing the order of the predictor
a pri o ri .
Since there are only feed forward connections, thi s
n e twork is s table.
A disadvantage is that the learning i s
con s iderably more complex than for multilayer perceptrons.
It i s important to note that each of these types of networks may be
preferable for certain types of specific applications or classe s of
ap pli c ati o ns .
All
of
these approaches
deserve additional
at.t e nt i o n.
b.

No de Nonlinearities

Computational elements or QOdes u s ed in neural networks ar e
no nlinear and are typically analog. The choice of the nonlinearit y
i s part o f the network specification.
i )
S igmoid Functions.
The term sigmoid refers to the .. s" shap e
o f th es e functions (see figure 9) .

The tw o mo s t

common sigmoids in use are:
1

f(h)

= 1+exp ( -h/T)
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(8)

g(h) - tanh(h/T) -

e Ch/71 -e (-h/21
e CIJ/21 + e ' - IJ/'1')

( 9)

where T is called the temperature.
Multilayer perceptrons with these types of nonlinearitys in t he
nodes can be trained to have particular stable s tate s .
Hertz et
al, [HAP91] describe the relationship between the stabilit y o f t he
states being trained and such factors as the temperature term and
the number of states to be trained vs . the number o f no de s in the
network. One major disadvantage of this type of nonlinear fun c tion
is that the temperature must be chosen carefu 11 y t o ma x ·im i ze
c onvergence of the network and is a function of th e part i c u 1 a r
problem being addressed. Incorrect choice of this temp e rature term
can result in no convergence as well .
ii) Gaussian Functions.
Moody and Darken [MD89] have propo sed a
single hidden layer of locally tuned Gaussian fun c tion s to lear n
real valued functions.
They examine a completely s upervised and
a hybrid training method where the centers of the Gau ss ian
functions are trained as well as the connec ti o n weights (thi s
constitutes a form of self organization) .
The l e arning rules ar e
These netw o rks ha v e beer.
1 i near and therefore converge quick 1 y.
reported to require large amounts of training data, and provid e
poor i nterpo 1 at ion [ BBF91].
Further ex tens ions o f t hi s co n c ept
have been presented by Barnes et . a 1. [ BBF91] and Jone s et. a 1.
[JLQ90], for example, called Connectionist Normalized Lin e a r S pline
Networks (CNLS Nets). Modifications to the original trainin g rul es
and adjustments of the network architectures result in impr ov ed
interpolation, fewer training examples , better ac c uracy, and b e tter
convergence.
A r~current training algorithm ha s al so b een
pre s ented.
These networks, using Gaussian non 1 i near it i es a s th e
node functions represent a large impro v ement over tra dit i ona 1
mulitlayer perceptrons using error back - propagation
l ea rning
algorithms .
iii) Other High Order Functions.
Other high e r or~ d e r f u n c t ·i o n s
(products of inputs, powers of inputs, or trigono met r i c fun ct i o n s
of inputs) have been proposed as replaceme nt s to th e typ ica 1
sigmoid functions [PB88], or as a way to expand th e input s p ace o f
the traditional multilayer perceptron using sigmoids in s u ccessive
layers [E ls88].
These techniques have been rep o rt e d t o imp r·ove
performance by increasing the speed of convergenc e of the n etwo rk
or impr6ving the ability to interpolate or to a cc urat ely repres ent
a function .
Some of these methods may also be e x pl o it e d in t ht:
c u rrent research effort.
c.

Learning Algorithms

• Neural networks are trained by minimizing a cr ·i ter..io n f unctio n.
Since such a function can almost neve r be minimi z e d a n a l yt i c a ll y,
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optimization has
to proceed
iteratively.
The number
of
optimization variables equals the number of weights to be trained
in the neural network
and
is a
function of
the network
architecture.
Traditionally
network
training has had the
reputation of being very slow, and as a result, much research has
been directed at improving the speed of this training .
One method
has been to take existing algorithms, and improve them, or to use
other algorithms that are more efficient for a particular class of
problems.
i).
steepest Decent Algorithms . Steepest decent methods have been
the most popular used for multilayer perceptrons using error back propagation networks [RHW88], and minimizes the criterion function
by the following steps:
1)
2)
3)

Compute the gradient at the current weight value.
Perform a 1 ine search in the direction to find the loca 1
minimum in this direction.
Use this local minimum as the current weight value in step 1.

This method is very slow and many modifications of this algorithn•
have been proposed [RHW88].
ii). Conjugate Gradient Algorithms . Martin Moller [Mol90], as well
as others, has suggested the use of a Scaled Conjugate Gradient
Algorithm, as well as several others for improving the convergence
of mu 1til ayer perceptrons as opposed to the steepest decent method.
His results indicate that several magnitudes improvement
in
convergence rates can be realized for certain classes of problems.
Other learning algorithms have been proposed and deserve attention
for their possible application to the use of ANNs in control.
ina 11 y many researchers have presented various ideas for improving
the
performance
of
artificial
neural
networks,
including,
refinements to the existing learning algorithms, modularized
network structures, gain terms associated with processing nodes,
etc..
It is obvious that additional methods will be proposed in
the future, and that the net.works used in the future may have
little resemblance to the multilayer perceptrons which are in such
favor today .

F

5

Benchmark Examples for Adaptive Control using ANNs

Ben c hmark examples are an important means for contrasting and
comparing different solutions to adaptive control problems.
The
general guidelines for an effective benchmark test include:
a)

Accurate characterization of the tasks to be accomplished.

b)

Initial validation · by brief testing with simple problems.

c)

Additional , more complex tests with situations which app r oach
even more closely the tasks which are to be e n counter ed in an
e veryday industr i al env i ronment [MC90] .
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Vo 1 ume 4, 1990 issue, of the I nternat iona 1 Jour·na l o f Ad a ptiv e
Control and Signal Processing presented a spec ial
i ss ue on
benchmark examples for comparing adaptive controllers (a s imil ar
spec i a 1 issue was pub 1 i shed in 1989, with 1 ess c o mp 1e x prob 1 ems
with 1 ess uncertainty).
Masten and Cohen [ MC90], provide th e
details of a set of such benchmark problems.
The pr o blems co n s i s t
of a first, second, and third order linear systems with pu re gai n
terms in the numerator (the 1989 issue did not inc 1 ude a third
order sy s tem).
In the 1989 issue, parame ter variati o n s fr·o m
nominal values of the system parameters and piec ewise - con s ta nt
input disturbances were applied to each system.
In th e 19 9 0 i s s u e
additional complexities include:
a)

Addition of sensor noise to the p 1 ant . outlJ"Ul t o r· e pr- ese rJ t
imperfect instruments to measure the s ystem p e rf o ,~ m anc e .

b)

Addition of first order unmodeled dyn a mic s to represent
ac tuator limitations or unmodeled d y namics within the plant .

c)

Addition of
con s tants.

d)

Addition of unmodeled
sec ond order system.

a

time

delay

which

c an

system zero to

be
the

se t

to

numerator

various
of

the

A progres s ive stress procedure was developed to grad u ally introdu c e
these
factors.
The remainder of the special
i s s ue
is
a
presentation of various approaches of adaptive control d es i gn t o
cope with these benchmark prob 1 ems.
Various adaptive co ntr o l
approaches were provided by : Astrom [Ast90]; Narendra and Bos kov i c:
[NB90]; M' saad, landau, and Samaan [MLS90]; Go odwin, Nin ness ,
Cock ere 11 and Salgado [ GNCS90]; Mudgett and Morse [MM90]; an d
Johnson [Joh90] .
Thes e informative arti c les pro vi de detail e d
resu 1ts of running the s imu 1 a ted benchmark prob 1 ems u si ng t h e
di v erse adaptive centro 1 1 er algorithms .
Thes e b enc hm ark s a r· e
appropri a te for
comparing
the
performanc e
of
ANN u d&p t iv e
c o ntr o llers in controlling linear systems.
Appropri a t e n o n li ne&r
c ontr o l benc hmark problems for comparing ANN b as ed a d aptive
contr o ller s may be those as presented by Narendra a n d P a r t h a s a r a th y
(NP89] .

c.

Conclusion

Thi s p a per exp 1 ores many of the current issue s inv o l ve d w i U 1
adaptive artificial neural network controllers.
The majo r iss u e s
covered include : exploring basic neural
n e tw o rk
c o nt r o ller
d e sign s , modeling of linear and nonlinear systems usin g art ifi ~ ia l
neural networks, finding the sources of input a nd ou t put d ~ t a fo r
pa rame t e r
e s timation,
various
network
s tru c tur e ~
and
c h a ra c teristics , and a framework for comparing adaptive a rt i fic i a l
neural n e twork c ontrollers with other adapti v e controller ~ u s ing
ben c hma rk e x amples.
Ne w an d

i nnovati v e

artificial
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neural

ne t wo rk

ar c hit. e c t ur·e s

are

being introduced continuously, which possess characteristics that
enable more efficient implementation of these networks to real
world applications in identification, pattern recognition, and
control.
Yet it is likely that the future of intelligent control
does not belong to artificial neural networks, but rather to hybrid
contro llers which exploit the best features of various approaches.
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APPUCATIONS OF INTEWGENT PICTORIAL
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL TO ROBOTICS*

Edward T. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida International University
University Park Campus·
Miami, Florida 33199

ABSTRACT

Fuzzy languages are applied to the retrieval of geometric figures, chromosome images and
leukocyte images. Procedures for answering composite fuzzy queries such as •retrieve the
triangles which are very similar to equilateral triangles and more or less similar to right triangles•,
•retrieve the chromosomes which are very similar to median chromosomes, but not similar to a
given chromosome,• and •retrieve leukocytes with deeply indenled nucleus or elongated nucleus, •
are presented. 1be results may have useful apPlications in robotics, artifical intelligence, natural
language processing and related areas.

I.

INTRODUcnON

Natural languages are intrinsically imprecise. This contrasts rather sharply with &be
precision of programming languages. In order to reduce the gap between them, it is natural to
include randomness into the structure. This leads to the concept of stochastic languages. Another
possibility lies in the introduction of fuzziness. The result is called fuzzy languages [LEE69).
Actually, fuzzy concepts and stochastic concepts are not mutually exclusive but complemented
to each other. Thus, a language may have both characteristics. The products are called fuzzy
stochastic languages or stochastic fuzzy languages. The relationships among these six types of
languages with respect to precision are shown in Figure 1.

11.

FU1ZY LANGUAGES

As defined in (LEE69), a fuzzy language is defined to be a fuzzy subset of the set of
strings over a finite alphabet. Intuitively, a fuzzy language is a class with unsharp boundaries,
that is, a class in which the transition from membership to non-membership may be gradual rather
than abrupt. For example,
1.
2.

•Retrieve all young people from the database•,
•Retrieve all patterns which are similar to the given pattern•,

are sentences in fuzzy language.
In [LEE69}, the notions of union, intersection, concatenation, KJeene closure, and grammar
for fuzzy languages are defined as extensions of the corresponding notions in the theory of formal
languages. An explicit expression for the membership function of the language L(G) generated
*This research was supported by a 1991 Florida
International University Summer Research Award.
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by a fuzzy grammar G is given, and il is ahowa that any context-sensitive fuzzy grammar is
recursive. For fuzzy context-free grammars, procedures for constructing the Chomsky and
Greibach no~al forms are outlined and illustrated by examples.
In this paper, fuzzy languages are applied to.inaelligent information retrieval.

III.

SIMILARITY OF A TRIANGLE Wlnl RESPECf TO SPEOAL TYPES OF
TRIANGLES

In (LEE69], given a triangle AABC with angles A, B, C, quantitative measures of the
similarity of this triangle to isosceles triangles. equilateral triangles, and right triangles may be
defined as:

~min{ I A-B I 1 I B-C I 1 I C-A I }

J1 1 ( AABC) • 1 -

1

J.t. ( • ABC ) = 1 and

t'a ( AABC)

=1

18 0

max { I A -B I

- -,}-mi.n{

1

I B -c I I c -A I }
1

I A-90 I I B-90 I l C-90 l }
1

1

(1)
(2)

(3)

respectively.

A quantitative measure of the similarity of AABC to isosceles right triangles may be
defined as:
(4)

J11a = min {l't , J.lal
or

.

(5)

Jl IR = f1a • J.la

Depending on its prospective application, 11a may be substituted by ....... or vice versa.
A quantitative measure of the similarity of AABC as an ordinary triangle may be defined
as:

Poa = 1 - max{J11 , f1t ,

(6)

J,l 8 }

For a triangle AABC with
convenience.
AABC =(A,B,C)

~&C,

we shall use the following vector reJWesentation for
(7)

The following two theorems can be proved.
Theorem 1 Given a triangle AABC with angles A,B,C if we assume that
~Boe:C then

J£ 1 ( AABC)

=1

J.lz ( AABC)

:;=

-

1 -

~min{ A-B 1
A-C

B-C}

(8)
(9)

180
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l1a (AABC) - 1 Theorem 2

I A-90

(lO)

90

Given a triangle AABC,Ihe set {0, ....... (AABC), f.&.ta (AABC), f.&.t (AABC),

f.&.a (AABC), 1} wilh max and min as the two binary operations fonns a distributive but not

complemented lattice.
Example 1
Figure 2.

f.&.t, f.&.8 , f'a• f.&.ta and f.&.oa of the following twelve triangles are shown in

ID
1.

AABC

.....

lla

lla

llta

(90°' 70°, 20j

f.&.oa

2/3

11/18

1

2/3

0

2.

(90°, 60°, 30j

1/2

2/3

1

1/2

0

3.

(120°, 60°, 0°)

0

1/3

2/3

0

1/3

4.

(600, 600, 600)

1

1

2/3

2/3

0

5.

(90°' 45°' 45j

1

3/4

1

1

0

6.

(180°, 0°, Oj

1

0

0

0

0

7.

(75°, 60°, 45°)

3/4

5/6

516

3/4

1/6

8.

(75°, 75°, 30°)

1

3/4

5/6

5/6

0

9.

(90°, 75°, 15°)

3/4

7/12

1

3/4

0

10.

(120°, 30°, 30j

1

1/2

2/3

2/3

0

11.

(120°, 45°, 15°)

1/2

5/12

2/3

1/2

1/3

12.

(150°, 15°, 15°)

1

1/4

1/3

1/3

0

Figure 2. Similarity Measures of Triangles

IV.

ANSWERING COMPOSITE RJZZY QUERIES

In [ZADEH71 ), the meaning of "not" and "and" and "or" is interpreted as "the operation
of complementation (or, equivalently, negation)", "the operation of intersection" and "the operation
of union", respectively. In [ZADEH72), a linguistic hedge such as "very", "more or less", etc.,
was viewed as an operator which ac1S on the fuzzy set representing the meaning of its operand.
More specifically, "very" is interpreted as "the operation of concentration" which has the effect
of squaring the membership function; and "more or less" is interpreted as "the operation of
dilation" which has the effect of taking the square root of the membership function. Composite
fuzzy queries can be answered by using the concepts of linguistic hedges and quantitative fuzzy
semantics.
Example 2
The grade of membership of triangle (90°, 75°, 15°) with respect to the class "very
similar to isosceles triangles" is 9/16 while the grade of membership of this triangle with respect
to the class "more or less similar to isosceles triangles" is ./3/2.
Example 3

Assuming abe twelve triangles in Example 1 as the database, the composite fuzzy
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query, "retrieve the triangles which aue very similar 10 equilateral triangles and more or less
similar 10 right triangles• may be aaswered by computing
a)
b)
c)

1118 , the membership function of very similar 10 equilateral triangles;
11 & , the membership function of more or less similar 10 right angles;
Min(l118 , 11 a} denoled as 1128 A 11 & , the membership function of very similar
to equilateral triangle and more or less similar to right triangles.

The results are shown in Figure 3.

ID

AABC

(a) ·
112&

(b)
J1&

(c)
112& A 11

1.

. (90°, 70°, 20°)

0.37

1

0.37

2.

(900, 600, 300)

0.44

1

0 .44

3.

(120°, 60°, Oj

0.11

0.82

0.11

4.

(60°, 60°, 60j

1

0.82

0.82

5.

(90°, 45°, 45°)

0.56

1

0.56

6.

(1800, oo, oo)

0

0

0

7.

(75°, 60°, 45°)

0.69

0.91

0.69

8.

(75°, 75°, 30°)

0.56

0.91

0.56

9.

(90°, 75°, 15°)

0 .34

1

0.34

10.

(120°, 30°, 30°)

0.25

0.82

0.25

11.

(120°, 45°, 15°)

0.18

0.82

0.18

12.

(150°, 15°, 15°)

0.06

0.58

0 .06

&

Figure 3. Composite Fuzzy Queries
If we set a threshold to be 0 .6, then the answer of the above query is triangles (60°, 60°,
60°) and (75°, 60°, 45°). If we do not set a threshold then the answer of the above query is the
fuzzy set ((AABC, J128 (AABC)A11 & (AABC))} where J128 A J1 & is the membership function.
Further discussions on the classification of linguistic hedges and the operations of contrast
intensification, fuzzifacation, accentuation may be found in [ZADEH72].
V.

SIMILARITY OF TWO TRIANGLES

In (LEE?2], given two triangles Ax with angles A~ 8 :a C and A y with angles A':a B':a
C', a quantitative meas~ of the similarity of these two triangles may be defined as:

Jls (Ax, A y) • 1 -

l

2 0

min{

I A-x I +I B-Y I +I c-z I }

(six possibilities)
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(11)

The six possibilities represent the correspondences:
X= At, Y = 8', Z = C', or X= A', Y = C', Z = 8 ', or
X= B', Y =A', Z = C', or X= 8', Y = C', Z =A', or
X= C', Y = B', Z =A', or X= C', Y =A', Z = 8'.
Note that we allow a clockwise ordering of angles in A x to correspond to a clockwise
or counte~elockwise ordering of angles in A y and that if Ax is similar to A y, then f.ls(A x, A y)
= 1 and conversely.
Theorem 3
Given any two triangles, the six possible values of lA-XI + ID-Yl + IC-ZI
with max and min as the two binary operations form a complemented but not distributive lattice,
and lA-A' I + IB-B'I + ICC' I is the minimum among the six possible values.
The definition of a complemented but not distributive lattice may be found in
[KOHAVI78).

Theorem 4

As a consequence of Theorem 3, Equation 11 can be simplified as

f.'.... (Ax,Ay)

= 1-

1

240

{ 1A-A'

1+I B-B'I +Ic-c' 1}

(12)

By using Equation 12, we can simply obtain the value of t.ls by only calculating one
possibility instead of trying all six possibilities.
Given a triangle A y with angles A''it B''it c• and a tolerance e with 0 :s e :s 1,
Example 4
the fuzzy query, •retrieve all the triangles which are very similar to a given triangle A y within
a tolerance a•, may be answered by using one of the following three methods. Let a= e2•
Method (a)
Find the set of triangles Ax with A in the range of
max { 60°, A' - 240° e} :sA :s min ( 180°, A'+ 240° e }
and
flA (AX,Ay) 'it 1 -e.
Method (b)
Find the set of triangles A x with 8 in the range of
max { 0°, 8'- 2.WO e} "8" min { 90°, 8•+ 240° e}
and
f.lA (AX,Ay) 'it l - e.
Method (c)
Find the set of triangles A x with C in the range of
max { 0°, C' - 240° E } " C " min ( 60°, C' + 240° e }
and

(13)

(14)

(15)

A dissimilarity measure of A x and A y may be defined as the complement of the
similarity of A x and A: y as:
(16)

f.lo1s (AX,AY) = } - f.'s (AX,Ay)

Example 5

Given two triangles Ax and A y, the fuzzy query, "retrieve an the triangles which
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are more or less dissimilu 10 Ax or very similu to A y,- may be answered by computing I' DIS
(At, Ax) V l'•s (At, A y) for aU triangles At in lhe database where Vis an infix opera10r for
max.
V.

CHROMOSOME IMAGES

In (LEE75), quantitative measures of the similarity of a chromosome image with respect
symmetrical chromosomes, median chromosomes, submedian chromosomes, and, acrocentric
chromosomes are defined and investigated. An algorithm for classifying a chromosome image
as an •approximate median chromosome, • •approximate submedian cluomosome, • or •approximate
acrocentric chromosome• is presented. 1bree distribute lattices and six most unsymmetrical
chromosome images are found. Advantages of shape-oriented chromosome classification over
chromosome classification done by human beinp an: stated.
to

By using the results obtained in (LEE74,75], other composite fuzzy queries involving
chromosomes can also be answered in a similar manner as discussed previously. Examples of
composite fuzzy queries involving chromosomes are •retrieve the chromosomes which are very
similar to median chromosomes, but not similar 10 a given chromosome,• and •retrieve the
chromosomes which a~ more or less similu 10 median chromosomes and very very similar 10 a
given chromosome. •

Y!L.

LEUKOCYTE IMAGES

In (LEE76], eight advantages of applying lhe shape-oriented appl'oach to classification,
storage and retrieval of white blood cells arc pn:sented. An equal-peri.m eter circular shape
measure and an equal-area circular shape measure are pi'Oposed, and various properties and results
are obtained. Quantitative measures of other visual concepts such as elongated, spiculed, indented,
slightly indented and deeply indented ue also pn:sented and illustrated by examples. In addition,
proposals are presented for an effective way of organizing a shape-oriented leukocyte database so
that, for answering queries, the amount of leukocyte data needed to be searched can be reduced
and the response time can be improved.
By using the results obtained in (LEE76], other composite fuzzy queries involving
leukocytes can also be answered in a similar manner as discussed previously. Examples of
composite fuzzy queries involving leukocytes are •retrieve leukocytes with deeply indented
nucleus or round nucleus,• •retrieve leukocytes with elongated nucleus or slightly indented
nucleus, • etc.

Y!!L.

CONCLUSION

It is demonstrated that fuzzy languages can be applied to information retrieval. Geometric
figures, chromosome images and leukocyte images are used as illustrative examples. The
application of fuzzy languages to information retrieval offers what appears to be a fertile field for
further study. Much further work remains to be done. The results may have useful applications
in robotics, artificial intelligence, natural language processing and related areas.
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ABSTRACT

This paper suggests several iconic image ''w81pings ••. or ~emappings.
which facilitate computationally inexpensive measurements of moving 3-D
points relative to a camera. Assuming ttanslational motion of the camera.
where the optical axis coincides with the direction of motion. and a stationary scene, points ui 3-D space that lie on a particular 3-D surface produce
a con$tant value for some nonlinear function of the optical flow. This function need not be computed after the image is fonned, but rather can be
implemented by hardware at the ~etinal level, i.e., via non-linear variableresolution (usually logarithmic) ~etina. Four sets of different surfaces aJe
introduced and there is one optical-flow-based constant value for each surface. We call these values "invariants". An invariant, which is a scalar.
describes a 3-D surface. For each invariant a logarithmic retina is defined
which will cause optical flow on these surfaces to have identical values.
The process of image ~emapping, called --normalization'", is defined
for four 1-D paraineterizations of space: range, depth, looming and clearance. For each invariant a camera-~etina imaging model utilizing spherical
projection and foveal peripheral ~esolution is described for analyzing optical flow. Computer simulation demonstrates how the new suggested
~etinae nonnalizc the optical flow with ~espect to each one of the paramcterizations.
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1. INTRODUCI10N
This paper describes nonlinear retinal mappings that simplify motion measurements
of points in 3-D space. Assuming translational motion of a camera whose optical axis
coincides with the direction of motion and a stationary scene, points in 3-D space that lie
on a particular surface pnxluce a constant value of some nonlinear function of the image
optical flow. Four sets of surfaces are introduced, each of which corresponds to one
optical-flow-based constant value (invariant). This means that the nonlinear function associated with a particular surface will result in the same value of optical flow function for all
points on that surface, independent of where the points are in the image.
The nonlinear functions of optical flow can be implemented using multi-resolution
(usually logarithmic) foveal-peripheral retinae and hence no computations are required. We
list the four different surfaces that correspond to the 1-D parameterizations of 3-D space:
(1)

Constant Range Surface: This surface corresponds to points in 3-D that lie at a constant range from the camera pinhole point, i.e., points lying on a sphere centered at
the camera pinhole.

(2)

Constanl Depth Surface: This surface corresponds to points in 3-D which lie in the
plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the camera, and are also referred to as constant time to contact points [LEE, RA VIVl].

(3) Constant Looming Surface: Looming of a point is defined [RAVIV2] as- -r lr where
r is the distance of the point from the observer and dot corresponds to the derivative
with respect to time. It is a measure of an obstacle's collision threat. Points of constant looming ~e on a sphere ·passing through the center of the camera pinhole point.
The diameter of the sphere coincides with the translational motion vector of the camera.
(4) Constant Clearance Surface: This surface corresponds to points in 3-D ~hich lie on
a cylinder whose axis coincides with the translational vector i.e.• points in 3-D which
have a constant radial distance (or "clearance") from the camera [RAVIVl, ALBUS].
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The analysis takes place in a spherical (R~ CZ,) coordinate system. In this representation, since we deal with translation only alone the optical_axis, the projection of any 3-D
point in this coordinate system moves alone a constant • radial line and can be processed
independently of any other poinL
Similar ideas have been documented in a number of places, e .a .• [WEIMAN,
FISHE~ MESSNE~ SANDINI), for the ..log-polar.. ttansform. The log-polar remapping
is the planar projection image "nonnalized for depth".

2. SPHERICAL COORDINATES AND PROJEcriON FOR J..D SPACE
In a rectilinear motion with no rotation, points in the imaae plane move away from
the Focus of Expansion (FOE) (Figme la) and towards the Focus of Contraction (FOC)
(Figure lb). Based on this observation we use an R -~CZ, spherical rather than a Cartesian ·
representation of points in space. which reduces to a e-cz, representation in the image
domain.

Figures 2 and 3 show the chosen coordinate system and the definitions of r and the
angles 8 and f. (Note that the R -e-cz- coordinate system corresponds to the velocity egosphere defined in (ALBUS].) If the optical axis coincides with the translational vector,
then in the image domain, constant corresponds to a radial line that emerges from the
FOE and a constant 8 corresponds to a ci.tde whose center is the FOE. Given a point in
Canesian coordinates, it can be transformed to a (r--8--+) point in the (R--e-cz,) domain
and vice versa.

+

3. PROJ~CTIVE SURFACE INVARIANTS
This section summarizes previous results on the invariants (RAVIVl]. For a translational motion of the camera, for any point in space (except for 9=0 and O=x) it has been
shown that:

v

8

-; = sinO

(l)

Here, v is the translational spce~ of the observer, and the dot denotes differentiation with
respect to time (Sec Figme 4). 8 is the optical ftow along a .radial line, i.e., for constant

f . At any point in

8

time v is constant, and hence the value r .

SID8

is the same for all points
•

in 3-D space, except those with 9=0 and 9=Jt. The values 8 and 8 can be
measured/computed for 8: point in stationary 3-D space at each instant of time, and hence
the nonlinear function

8

.
can be obtained.
sm8
The following is a description of the four invariants in terms of optical ftow. The
derivations hold for all points in 3-D except those that lie on the motion axis, i.e.. with
8=0 and O=x. We denote the invariants by _!._, _!_, _!._, and_!__ They all have units
'tR
'ts
'tc
'tp
1 - . Figure 5 is a summary of the invariants. It shows the basic relationship between
of -.-

nme

space , speed and optical flow (top equation), ~m· which the four invariants are derived.

Based on geometrical properties, the time-dependent invariants are shown as a function of
optical flow. The geometrical interpmtations of all invariants as !-dimensional parameterizations are shown at the bottom of Figure S.
1.

The constant range invariant

't~ =

s!e.

All points in 3-D space that lie on a sphere

whose center is the pinhole point of the camera sham this invariant. i.e., .have the
8
same 'tR. The meaning of this invariant is that the modified optical flow · . a is the
sm
same for all points on a sptiem (except those which are on the axis motion. of the

camera). Points

in~ide the

sphem ("close" points) produce higher values of
•

points outside the sphere ("far" points) produce smaller values of
.

.aa

and

SID

--$L-.
m

· Hence, it is possible to find to within a scale factor the range of a point by simply calculating this value.
8
2. The constant looming invariant _!_=--. All points in 3-D space that lie on a
tan&
sphere which. lies in front of the camera share this invariant, i.e., have the same 'ts.
The sphere diameter coincides with the optical axis of the camera, and the camera

"s

lies on the sphere's surface. In this case the diameter of the sphere _!__a is constant,
.
cos
and so, using Equation (1),

3.

.!a

remains constant It has been shown by [RAVIV2]

that all points on a particular sphere msult in the same visual "looming".
8
The constant clearance invariant ...!... . 2e . All points in 3-D space that lie on a
'tc SID
cylindrical surface whose axis coincides with the camera translational motion vector
share this invariant, i.e., have the same "tc •
1
The constant depth (time to contact) invariant
_28 . All points in 3-D space
'tp
sm28
that lie on a plane which is perpendicular to the ditection of motion of the camera,
share this invariant, i.e .• have the same 'tp . 'tp is the utime to contact" ~ described
by [LEE]. It tells the animal how to control its motion in order to avoid collision.

.

4.

4. VARIABLE RESOLUfiON RETINAE
In this section we show how these invariants may be exploited by an appropriate
"retina" to nonnalize optical flow. For purposes here, it is immaterial whether this retina
is implemented optically. as spatially variant receptor arrays, or by explicit nonlinear subpixel sampling.
[ORSER] gives additional motivation as well as describing a binocular wire frame
scene simulator which gives simulated results for all four retinae.
For each invariant we show the corresponding structure of the retina. Range, depth,
looming and clearance normalizations correspond to the previously described range,. depth,
looming and clearance invariants, respectively.
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4.1. RANGE NORMALIZATION
Equation (1) describes the basic relationship between range, velocity and optical flow
for a forward translating camera. First we rewrite it as:
d8 = !..dt.
sin a
r

(2)

Another way of tewriting Equation (1) is

..!!_ln(tan.!.) = !...

(3)

2
r
When integrating both sides of Equation (2) (for fixed r and v) we obtain:
dt

In

a
8o
v(t- to)
tan-ln tan-=---2 ·
2
r

(4)

The meaning of Equations (3) and (4) is that a In (tan~ ) retina will produce
same oprlcal flow for all

poi~ts that lie at the same distance

~e

8
from the observer, i.e., .

SID8

will be measured linearly. For the In (tan ~ >. retina, the optical flow magnitude is in a

simple inverse relationship to range.
•

We call this remapping range normalization, since the magnitude of optical flow
values will be equal if and only if they are generated by points having the same range.
Figure 6a

sho~s

3-D points which are at the same range from the moving observer.

The optical flow 8 generated in the image plane by these points (for a forward translating camera) is shown in Figure 6b. Note that the optical flow values vary from one point
to another as a _function of radial angle 8. However, the range-normalized optical flow for
8
these points .
is identical for all the points (Figure 6c) and is generated directly by a
SID8
ln(tan ~)retina.

If'

and 8 are plotted against each other, the resulting representation of the sphere is
called the isometric plane. Figure 6d depicts the optical flow in this manner while figure
6e is the range-normalized optical flow using an analogous logarithmic isometric plane
representation.
The nonlinear radial displacement as a function of retinal eccentricity and resolution
elements per unit of eccentricity for dlc range normalizing retina are shown as the solid
and dashed lines of Figure 6( respectively.
4.2. DEPTH NORMALIZATION
Instead of keeping range r constant, as in dlc preceeding section, it may be desirable
to keep depth (i.e., 1the projection of range onto the optical axis) constant. Points at a
common depth X from the camera-retina are parameterized by 8 and in tenns of range r
are given by :
X = r cos 8

0 S 8 S90°.
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Hence by dividing Equation (1) by cos
v
1
r cos 8
cos 8

e. we get:

8
sin 8

(6)

or:
v

dt

=

2

d9

(7)

r cos 8
sin 28
Another way of writing Equation (6) is:
d
v
dlln(tan9 ) = r cos 9

(8)

After integrating both sides of Equation (7) we obtain:

.

ln, tan 8- In tan 8 0

=r

v

cos

9

(9)

(t -to)

The meaning of Equations (8) and (9) is that a ln(tan8) retina will produce the same
optical flow for all points that lie at the same depth
v
from the observer. i.e .•
.
.
rcos8
8
.
(which equals ~a) will be measured linearly.
sm9 cos9
s
·
For the ln(tana) retina, the optical flow is in a simple inverse relationship to depth.
We call this remapping depth normalization, since the magnitude of optical flow
values will be equal if and only if they are generated by points having the same depth.
Figure 7a shC?ws 3-D points which lie in the same depth from the moving observer.
The optical flow a gener~ted by these points is sh?wn in Figure 7b. The nonnalized optical flow for points in 3-D witll the same range

5~9

is identical for all the points (Figure

7c). This value is measured directly by a In (tan a) retina.
The isometric plane and logarithmic isometric. plane representations are shown in Figures 7d and 7e. respectively.
The nonlinear radial di_splacement as a function of retinal eccentricity and resolution
elements pee unit of eccentricity for the depth nonnalizing retina are shown as the solid
and dashed lines of Figure 7f. respectively.
This depth normalization is the spherical projection analog. of the log-polar transform
[WEIMAN. FISHER].

4.3. LOOMING NORMALIZATION
Spheres of constant looming have been discussed in [RAVIV2] and refer to points at
range r lying on a sphere whose diameter is given by r I cos a. Looming normalization
refers to the mapping of the spherical projection in such a way that optical flow . values of
two points are equal if and only if they lie on the same sphere of constant looming.
These points of the sphere can be parameterized by the reciprocal of the radius of the
sphere in tenns of a and range r as:
1
radius · of sphere

cos 8

r

•
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Hence by multiplying Equation ( 1) by cos 8. we get:
v cos

.

a_

e
-cos 8 sm
. e

r

(11)

or
v cos

a dt =

r

da
tan

(12)

a

Equation ( 11) can also be rewritten as:
.!!.ln(sin8) = v cosO
dt
r

(13)

After integrating both sides of Equation (12) we obtain:
• 8 = v cos
. 8 - ··.tn sm
1n sm
0

r

a <t

- t

o>

(14)

The meaning of Equations (13) and (14) is that a ln(sin8) retina will J!IOduce the
same optical flow for all points that lie on the same looming sphere. i.e..

:!a

will be

measured linearly.
For the In (sin 8) retina. the optical flow produced by it has a simple direct relationship to the loomi~g sphere on which it lies.
We call this remapping looming normalization, since the magnitude of optical flow
values will be equal if and only if they are generated by points having the same looming
value.
Figure 8a shows 3-D points which lie in the same looming sphere. The optical flow
a generatt:d by these points is shown in Figure 8b. The normalized optical flow for these
.

points,

~a. is

identical for all the points (Figure 8c). This value is measured directly by

a In (sin 8) retina.
The isometric plane and logarithmic isometric plane are shown in Figures 8d and 8e.
The nonlinear radial displacement as a function of retinal eccentricity and resolution
elements per unit of eccentricity for the looming normalizing retina are shown as the solid
and dashed lines of Figure 8f. respecti~ely.
4.4. CLEARANCE NORMALIZATION
In the situation in which the camera-retina is translating along a straight line. the
prediction of obstacles adjacent to. this line which it will not "clear.. is desirable. The
locus of these points for a constant radius of lateral clearance is a cylinder whose axis is
collinear with the axis of translation. [ALBUS, RAVIVl)
A point at range r will lie on the cylinder whose radius is given by r sin 8. Hence

~

r SID 8

is constant for all points on the cylinder. and so by dividing Equation (I) by sin~

·

we have:

v
---r sin a

1

e

sin 8 sine
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or

v dt = 1 d8
r sin 8
sin2e

(16)

Another way of writing Equation (15) is:

_!!.cot&=
v
dt
r sin 8
By integrating both sides of Equation (16) we obtain:

v
.

T SID

8

(t - to)

= -(cot 8 - cot 80)

(17)

(18)

The meaning of Equations (17) and (18) is that a cot& retina will produce the same
optical .ftow for all· points that lie at the same radial distance from.· the moving observer,
8
i.e.. . 2e will be measured linearly.
SID

Note that this retina is the only one which is not logarithmic. However, it can be
written as a logarithmic one by using the identity:

cot 8 =In ec«

8

(19)

The optical flow produced by the cot 8 retina is directly proportional to the inverse of
the radius of the cylinder. i.e.• the clearance the object has with respect to the ttajectory of
the camera.
We call this remapping clearance normalization, since the magnitude of optical flow
values will be equal if and only if they are generated by points having the same clearance
(radial distance).
Figure 9a shows 3-D points which lie in the same cylinder surrounding the observer
(each point on the cylinder has the same distance from the ttanslation axis). The optical
flow 8 generated by these points is shown in Figure 9b. Note that the optical flow values
vary from. one point to another. However, the clearance normalized optical flow for these
8
points . 2 is identical for all the points (Figure 9c). This value is measured directly by
sm 8
a cot 8 retina.
The isomettic plane and logarithmic isometric plane representations for the unnormalized and clearance normalized optical flow is shown in figures 9d and 9e respectively.
The nonlinear radial displacement as a function of retinal eccentricity and resolution
elements per unit of eccentricity for the clearance normalizing retina are shown as the
solid and dashed lines of Figure 9f, respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown several retinal mappings. They are extension.s of the
well known log-polar retina as. described by [WEIMAN, SANDINI] and others. Each
retina described in this paper allows simple and direct measurements of a function of opti• cal flow. A value of this function corresponds to a 3-D surface.
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Figure la: OPTICAL FLOW RELATIVE TO THE FOCUS OF :
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PARALLEL TIUNNING ALGORITHM BASED ON LOCAL
OPERATIONS
A.D.Mandalia•, A.S.Pandya', R.Sudhakar•
-oepanment of Electrical Engineering,
'Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
Florida Atlantic University.
Boca Raton, Florida 33431, U.S.A

ABSTRACT
A key aspect of any thinning algorithm when reducing a two-dimensional binary pattern
to its skeleton is to preserve the structure of the original pattern without any ragged extensions.
An existing fast parallel thinning algorithm [1] violates this requirement. Several attempts by
other researchers to improve this algorithm have resulted in modified algorithms that are effective
for certain images but also fail to retain the structure of the pattern for other images. Therefore,
we propose a modified fast parallel thinning algorithm, which performs thinning by local
operations. It is aimed at improving the original algorithm and satisfying the key aspect of the
thinning procedure.

JNTRQDUCTION
Thinning is a procedure when applied to a two-dimensional binary pattern consisting of
strokes should provide the skeleton which is of unitary thickness. Thinning reduces the edges of
a pattern layer after layer, i.e. converting the redundant pixels which have values of 1 to O's,
until the pattern is thinned to a single line drawing. A key aspect of any thinning algorithm is to
reduce the.two-dimensional binary pattern to its skeleton without destroying the structure of the
pattern. It must preserve ·the connectivity and shape of tl)e original pattern.
In [1), a fast parallel thinning algorithm is proposed which consists of two-subiterations
to thin a digital pattern. It has been shown il} [1] that this algorithm is 1.5 to 2.3 times faster than
the four-step and two-step methods [l]. Though this algorithm is effective for certain images, it
possesses certain problems which will be described. In [2,3), modifications of this algorithm
have been proposed. When the above three algorithms were used on a database of noisy
handwritten characters, it was observed that the Lu-Wang [2] algorithm performed better than
the others but it had problem in removing the noise along a diagonal I ine.
In order to improve the algorithm further, all of the thinned characters were observed and
the nature of noise that was not removed by the thinning algorithm was analyzed. Based on the
study, we propose an extension to the Lu-wang algorithm for improving the fast parallel thinning
algorithm.

BACKGROUND
The definitions and terminologies used throughout this paper have been adapted from [ 1].
A binary digitized picture, matrix IT, consists of 1 and 0, where 1 represents the image
information in the picture. Assuming the image content to be more than one pixel thick, iterative
transformations are applied to matrix IT pixel by pixel according to the values of a small set of
neighboring pixels to thin to its skeleton. In this thinning algorithm, an 8-neighbor pixel window
around pixel (i,j) is chosen as shown in figure 1.
A pixel (P1) is assigned a new binary value which depends on its own value as well as
those of its neighbors in the 8 neighbor window. It is assumed that pixel P 1 is also connected with
its eight neighboring pixels.
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ZHANG-SUEN ALGQBIDIM Ul
The underlying approach in this algorithm [ 1] is to remove all contour pixels of the image
while preserving the pixels that belong to the skeleton of the image. In this algorithm, each
iteration is divided into two sub-iterations.
The first subiteration removes the south-east boundary pixels and the north-west corner
pixels. A contour pixel P 1 is deleted.if it satisfies the following conditions:
(a) 2 ~B(P1 ) ~6
(b) A(P1)•1
(c) P2 .P4 ·P6
(d) P4 ·P, .P1

•

•

0
0

(I)

where A(P1) is the number of 01 patterns in the ordered set P2,P,, ~.,P, that are eight neighbors
of P 1• B(PJ is the number of nonzero neighbors of P 1, that is
B(P1) • P2 +P,+P4 + .... +P0
(2)
The second subiteration removes the north-west boundary pixels and the south-east comer pixels
where conditions (c) and (d) are replaced as follows:
(c') P2 ·P4 ·P, • 0
(3)
(d') P2 ·P.-P1 • 0
while the other conditions remain the same.
Though this algorithm is fast and efficient, it does have certain drawbacks (2), viz., ib
inability (1) to preserve the structure of the image and (2) to remove noise (ragged edges), a:-.
discussed in the following section. To correct these problems, Lu-Wang made modification which
improves the algorithm to a certain extent.

LU-WANG ALGQRimM (l)
The Lu-Wang algorithm [2] is exactly same as the Zhang-Suen algorithm except that
condition (a) is changed to
(4)

The implications of this change can be observed in figure 2 where the algorithm is applied to the
character •v• (figure 2(a)).
Figure 2(b) shows the output of the Zhang-Suen algorithm in which the structure of the im~gl·
is completely lost. The underlying reason is that the endpoints are not preserved. With the
modifications in equation 4, the Lu-Wang algorithm preserves the structure as seen in figure 2(c).
Though this algorithm is effective, the problem with this algorithm is that it does not
provide a complete skeleton of the image (figure 2(c)) of thickness 1 pixel. The difficulty !ies in
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the removal of the pixels which lie near the diagonal segment. In other words, the ragged edges
should be eliminated to obtain a complete skeleton. Therefore, a modified solution has been
proposed in [3].

-----::-

---(a)

·----- --------

-

~)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) original character
•v•,(b) output of Zhang-Suen algorithm,(c) output of Lu-Wang algorithm
0

MQDmCATIONS TO DIE LV-WANG ALGORJTIJM l31
This modified algorithm (3] is an improvement of the Lu-Wang algorithm and involves
one extra scan and a delete process prior to terminating the algorithm. This extra scan is to delete
a contour pixel P 1 from the digital pattern if it satisfies the following condition:
(S)

or the above can be substituted by the following condition
(PlDP,)'(P.}DPJ¥. ·P4 •1

(6)

which yields a similar result. The result of this algorithm on figure 2(a) is shown in figure 3.

.-. ... - -----

......

Figure 3: Partial
Solution for Lu-Wang
algorithm

From the figure, the structure is preserved but the ragged edges are not removed. Although this
algorithm is effective for certain types of images, it does have a problem of not preserving 8neighbor connectivity. To illustrate this point, figure 4 shows two patterns where the center pixel
is tested for deletion.
0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

(b)

(a)

Figure 4: Digital patterns showing
connectivity of pixels
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When the center pixel of pattern fiiUI'e 4(a) is tested using equation s. it sets the!
condition for the deletion of the center pixel. This result isolates pixel P, from P2 and P1 which
results in the loss of connectivity. However. if equation 6 is used. the result of this equation is
o. thereby preventing the deletion of the center pixel. Consider. now the digital pattern (b) in
figure 4 . Applying equationS results in preserving the center pixel while applying equation 6
results in the deletion of the center pixel. Consequently. both equations give different results and
also the algorithm bas problem in preserving the connectivity as well in removing small pixel
noise. Therefore. we propose in the next section a solution for the modified Lu-Wang algorithm
where the connectivity of the image is preserved and also the small n<>ise pixels are removed.
AN IMPROVED SQLUfiON FOB DIE LU-WANG ALGQBJTIIM
In this section. a complete solution is presented to overcome some of the problems of LuWang algorithm. The proposed algorithm is same as the Lu-Wang version except one more scan
of delete process is required after the application of Lu-Wang algorithm on the input image.
An extensive study was performed by running the Lu-Wang on several nois·y handwritten
characters and studying the output images to locate where the algorithm had problems in
removing noise from the character images. The study resulted in a number of patterns that
contained pixels ranging from 3 to S. There were patterns that were critical in preserving th~
structure of the image and other patterns that contained pixels which bad to be eliminated for
removing the noise to give an accurate skeleton. These patterns were studied and the following
features were monitored:
(1) horizontal and vertical projections were computed for all the patterns to observe the!
occurrences of 0 and 1 pixels.
(2) the occurrences of the 0 and 1 pixel in rows and columns.
(3) the occurrences of 0 pixel in the comer positions of the patterns.
(4) diagonal projections were also computed to study the connectivity of pixels in the various
patterns.
After studying thoroughly these patterns. the following equations were derived:
(1) P/P",·P1
(2) P2 ·Y, ·P4 ·P,
(3) Y,·P.-P1
(7)
(4) P4P6 ·JT;
(S) P2 ·"IT,·Y , ·77:,

Using these equations. the center pixel (P1) is deleted from a pattern if any one of the condition
is satisfied. This algorithm (Figure 6) was applied to figure 2(c) and the output can be seen in
figureS.

..-..--

--....

---..............-

Figure 5 : Output of
Improved algorithm
From the result. it can be observed that (1) the two pixel diagonal is transformed into a single
line of pixels. (2) where the ragged edges are not present. (3) and an accurate skeleton of the
character •v• is obtained without losing the connectivity and the structure of the pattern.
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DUNNING ALGORITHMS ON NOISY
HANQPRJNTED CHARACTERS
In order to assess the significance of the proposed algorithm, all of the algorithms were
tested extensively on noisy handprinted character data. A few of these characters are shown in
figure 7 . Outputs of Zhang-Suen algorithm, Lu-Wang algorithm, modified algorithm [3) and the
proposed new algorithm are shown respectively in figures 8, 9, 10, 11. From the figures, the
following deductions can be made:
(1) connectivity: the modified algorithm output (figure 10) exhibits connectivity loss for
0 character 'A' and •z• (shown in a rectangular box) while the proposed algorithm retains the
connectivity.
(2) ragged edges: except for the proposed new algorithm, all the other algorithms do not
remove the noise or the ragged edges along the diagonal lines.
Overall, the proposed algorithm provides accurate skeletons and retains the structure of the
original characters.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a modified version of the fast parallel thinning algorithm. The
modified algorithm rectifies the problem of the original algorithm, i.e. , it preserves the structure
of original pattern after thinning. In comparison to the original algorithm and others [2,3], results
indicate that the modified version performs well and accurately provides the skeleton of the
original pattern. Currently, the new version is being tested extensively on noisy handprinted
characters and initial results show 100% performance. Work is also underway for comparison
of the algorithms in teems of computational speed for parallel implementation.
REFERENCES;
[1] Zhang, T .Y., Suen, C.Y., A Fast Parallel Algorithm for Thinning Digital Patterns,
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 27, pp. 236-239, 1984.
[2] Lu, H .E. , Wang, P .S., An Improved Fast Parallel Thinning Algorithm for Digital Patterns,
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[3] Wang, P.S.P, Hui, L., Fleming Jr., T ., Further Improved Fast Parallel Thinning Algorithm
For Digital Patterns, in Computer Vision, Image Processing, and Communications systems
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C=C+ I , IF U(i,j) = I

Figure 6: Flowchart for Improved Solution
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TEXTURAL IMAGE LABELING
USING GABOR FILTER ORIENTATION IN
RELAXATION
G. Boutros, R . Sudhakar, H. Zhuang
May 20, 1992

Abstract
This paper describes the derivation of a new type of probabilistic relaxation
neighbor-weighting scheme. The new scheme would assign a normalized weighting, to the other Gabor filters in a set, based on the angular proximity of the
filter orientations. This weighting scheme would also consider the Gabor filters in
neighboring windows, as well as the current window.

1

Introduction

In previous work, we have used probabilistic relaxation (3), [1), [4), (5) , [2] to assign
labels to each window of an image. The labels indicated unique textural content as
characterized by a set of Gabor filters. The relaxation algorithm used an iterative
weighting scheme to calculate the probabilities that each window had a particular label.
The weighting scheme assigned weights based on the degree of intersection of common
gray level

magn~tudes

(image edges or lines). That is, the closeness of neighboring

image edges or lines to a fixed point.
In this new scheme, the weighting is varied between Gabor filter outputs based on
their angular proximity, as measured by the cosine of the difference of their angular
415

orientation. A factor is still included to assign different weights between the filters
in the current window and those in neighboring windows. The measure of this other
window weighting is the percent overlap of the two windows, similar to that proposed by

Rosenfeld et al.

(~).

The labeling of a particular window would therefore be contingent

on the spatial proximity of filter indications in neighboring windows, as well as angular
proximity of filters in neighboring windows and the current window.
The last section presents simulation results, using the the new scheme to assign a
normalized weighting to the other Gabor filters in a set, based on the angular proximity
of the filter orientations. This weighting scheme also considers the Gabor filters in
neighboring windows, as well as the current window.

2

The Relaxation Algorithm

The goal of relaxation is to assign a texture label to each image region (window) based
on the calculated probability that a window has a particular texture. To express that
probability, first consider:
a set of n windows: A = {a., ... , an}

(1)

and a set of m textures: A= {At, . .. , Am}

(2)

= {gtt . .. , gn}

(3)

a set of 12 Gabor filters: G

For the pth window we can construct a vector Pp( A), that is composed of the probabilities that the pth window has a texture label A.

(4}
m

for each p

E Pp(A;) =

1

(5)

j=l

A measure of Gabor filter 'orientation influence' is needed to gauge the effect of the
labeling of an image window relative to the other filters in the set. rs;(g,,g;) measures
how compatible Gabor filter i is with filter j, and should approach '1' when the two
Gabor filter orientations are close together, and '-1' when they are very different. We
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can define the jth Gabor filter orientation influence as:
(6)
The filter orientation can be 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, or 165°.
Therefore r,; can have seven values between 1 and -1 . (inclusive), and the degree of
compa:tibility is determined by comparing the filter orientations of filters 9i and g;.
Recall the distinction that was made in the introduction between spatial and orientation weighting.

Weight~ng

for the jth filters in the current window are subjected

to the r,; angular orientation weighting. The jth filters in neighboring windows are, in
addition to the orientation weighting, subjected to a spatial weighting. This weighting
dpq is calculated as the percent overlap of the neighboring qth window with the current
pth window: We can therefore combine the weighting of the texture label probabilities
as shown in Equation 10

Sp,, (.Xr)

=

t

dp9(W,, W9) .

q= l

E.[f:

J=l,~a

ri;(gi, g;)P9 J(At)]

(7)

t=l,~r

dpq

L dpq =

> 0 and

1

q

rand t E [1,m},

(8)

p and q E [1,n],

(9)

i and j E [1,12]
The calculation of the influence of the eight neighbors around the current window

(d,9 ) is done on the basis of percent overlap of the neighboring windows. Assume that
window centers are 4 pixels apart, and filtering is done in a 16 x 16 pixel window. The
four diagonal neighbors will have an overlap of 9/16, and the non-diagonal neighbors
an overlap of 3/4. It is desired that the total weighting of all dp,q, including the center
window weighting of '1 ', be equal to:
9

:Ldpq = 1

(10)

q=1

where we have (including the center) nine windows
The center window has 11 filters, other than the one currently being weighted. Each of
the eight neighboring windows has 12 filters, each contributing a weighting, as shown
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r

II filters

overlap

d,,,

d,, 9 • filters

center window

11

1.0000

.J_

74

0.1486

4 non-diagonal

48

0.7500

.n
74

0.4865

4 diagonal

48

0.5625

neighbors

II TOTALS

11

.5625

74

101 1

0 .3649

1.oooo

11

Table 1: Normalization of d,,9
in Table 1. Probability relaxation labeling is an iterative procedure, and Rosenfeld et
al. show that after a finite number of repetitions, the algorithm stops at the unique
greatest consistent texture labeling. The number of repetitions required is at most
12n (number of filters x number of wind?ws), the kth repetition k E (1,12n). For our
simulation this is 12*17*17.
(11)

(12)
(13)
The relaxation procedure described above yields a probability that a window p has
a texture label r, considering only the ith Gabor filtering process within the current
window, and its influence from other filters. That influence deriving from both within
the window and neighboring windows. The combined selection, of a texture label for
the current window, of all of the filters within the current window is described here.
For clarity, the description provided is the procedure for a single window. The
relaxation method is used individually for each filter output, within a window, to
generate a probability vector. That vector is composed of the probabilities that the
window has one of a set of texture labels, taking into con.sideration only a .single filter
output of the 12 filters. The window label probabilities p 9 ;(-Xr) for each ith filter are
multiplied by the magnitude of the corresponding filter output. The idea is to weight
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LABEL PROBABILITIES
filter

At

. .A2

.A3

.A.

As

oo

0.70

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.00

15°

0.40

0.30

0.10

0.10

0.10

30°

0.30

0.20

0.50

0.00

0.00

Table 2: Window Label Probabilities for each Filter
the probabilities with the strength of the filter indication.
The probabilities for each filter 9i are summed up by label (Ar) as shown in Equation 14 for a single window, for each label.
(14)

The window label is that A corresponding to MAX[P(.Ar] from the set of all labels.
That is, the label with the greatest weighted probability sum. This concept is illustrated
with an example as shown in Table 2. Suppose that there are five possible labels A1
through As, and three filters, at orientations of 15°. For each label At, we sum:
1

P(.At) =

3 [Go · 0.7 + G15 · 0.4 + G30 · 0.3]

P(.A:~) =

31 (Go· 0.1 + Gts · 0.3 + G30 · 0.2]

P(.A3) =

3 [Go · 0.1 + Gu · 0.1 + G30 · 0.5]

P(.A.) =

3 [Go· 0.5 + Gts · 0.1 + G3o · 0.0]

P(.As) =

3 [Go · ?·0 + Gts · 0.1 + G3o · 0.0]

1
1

1

.

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

We choose as. the window label Ar with the largest P(Ar)· This ·average weighted sum
of probabilities is divided by the number of filters to average the probabilities (3 in this
case).
A simplified flow of the procedure is shown in Figure 1.
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From our filtering process, we
have 12 Gabor filter outputs for
each image window

Caculate update of each iteration:
pk+l(,\ } _
9i
r -

P:i(.\r)(l+SP,;(.\r))

E:'!1 P:O (.\,)(l+Sp,. (.\,))

where

S

P,. (..Xr) =

E~=l d,, 9 (w,, Wq} E}!t,j~i E:'!:t,t~r ri.;(gi,g;}Pg;{Ae)

NO

All
Windows
Done?
YES
'

Do for each window, a
combining of label probabilities
,(..\r) = E:~l Pg.(..Xc)9i

Select window label equals
MAX{P(..\ 1 ), • •• , ..\7n}

Figur e 1: Probabilistic Relaxation for Texture Labeling
_,
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3

Method of Weight Assignment

In the scheme outlined above, the weighting is varied between Gabor filter outputs
based on their angular proximity, as measured by the cosine of the difference of their
angular orientation. A factor is still included to assign different weights between the
filters in the current window and those in neighboring windows. The measure of this

other window weighting is the percent overlap of the two windows, similar to that
proposed by Rosenfeld et al. (3]. The labeling of a particular window would therefore
be contingent on the spatial proximity of filter indications in neighboring windows, as
well as angular proximity of filters in neighboring windows and the current window.
We have defined in Equation 6 the jth Gabor filter orientation influence.
The jth filters in neighboring windows are, in addition to the orientation weighting,
subjected to a spatial weighting. This weighting dpq is calculated as the percent overlap
of the neighboring qth window with the current pth window. We can therefore combine
the weighting of the texture label probabilities as shown in Equation 10, where <P

i~

defined in Equation 20. The label Ar is either a number from 1 to 12, to indicate thE
dominant filter response, or 0, to indicate that there was no dominant filter 1·esponse.

4

Algorithm Results

The Gabor filter responses for four frequencies are summed by window for a composit·
filter response. Initial probabilities are assigned to each label within each window, ar
are equal. Peleg et al. (2] suggest an assigned initial probability based on a neighbo1
hood mask, but I found that regardless of the initial probability, convergence could b
achieved with only a small increase in additional iterations as compensation.
The neighbor weighting, and filter angular proximity weighting were calculated c:
described in the section above. A nonlinear function however, was used to scale tl:
weighted data in an unbalanced addition or subtraction, depending on the thresholt
The choice of threshold was found to be unimportant since it served only to set tt
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Figure 2: Synthetic Image Data
speed of convergence. The values shown in the non-linear weighting are shown below.
1 _ e-n·[(data.r,,;(.~i.~,))-o.s]
</»;..;(data)

=

1

+ e-25·((data.r,;(~i.~.i))-o.s]

(20)

The number of iterations could be a maximum of 17 x 17 x 12, according to Rosenfeld,
however it was found that probabilities had converged for the most part either to an
unchanging ambiguous equal probability, or to a probability of 1 by 300 iterations. The
maximum label probability was selected for each window, with an arbitrary threshold
of 50 percent probability considered as unambiguous. Ambiguous window labels were
assigned a label of '0'. Figure 2 shows the synthetic image data. Figure 3 shows the
r eal texture image data.
Figure 4 shows the results after 1000 iterations for the synthetic data. For the real
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Figure 3: Real Texture Image Data
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Figure 4: Relaxation Labeling (synthetic Data)- 1000 iterations
texture image data, accurate classification was achieved for texture types with strong
orientations; results for other texture types were inconclusive.

5
~he

Gabor Filtering Results
image texture data was Gabor filtered at five different center frequencies, and four

standard deviations of the modulating Gaussian (f 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 pixel
wavelengths; a = 6, 12, 50, 20K pixels). Results were obtained that show the 12
individual filter results at each filter attribute variation ( orientation=O, 15, 30, 45, 60,
75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, and 165°).
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Figure 5: Texture Data Fourier Transforms

6

Fourier Transform

The texture image data is composed of four different real textures (shown in Figure 3.
The Fourier Transform of each texture was individually calculated. The four transforms
are shown together side-by-side for comparison. Figure 5 shows the Fourier Transforms
of the composite texture image. It highlights the difficulty in classifying the weakly
oriented texture patterns.
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ESTIMATION OF HUMAN EMOTION THROUGH FACIAL EXPRESSIONS
Edward T. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida International University
University Park Campus
Miami, Florida 33199

ABSTRACT
Eyebrows, eyes, and mouth are used as facial primitives for emotion estimation.
A pictorial knowledge base and a pictorial knowledge tree are constructed. Rules such
as:
If "the eyebrows are slanting, pointing towards the nose", and "the mouth is
straight", then "the person is angry" are also constructed. Pictorial knowledge
representation are investigated.
Other interesting research topics include: use computers to estimate the age group,
the height, the weight, the race or the religion of a person. Use computers to deal with
human emotions adds a new dimension to computer and robotics applications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital computers are effective and efficient in problem solving using
computational approaches, cognitive approaches, logic models, and other reasoning tools.
For example, an expert system can perform certain tasks at a level comparable to or better
than a human expert. The goals for future intelligent computer systems are to have the
capabilities of:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Performing approximate reasoning and common sense reasoning.
Management of uncertainty.
Knowledge processing.
Learning using neural networks and fuzzy logics.

A new frontier is for computers to learn to deal with human emotions [ 1]. As a
first step toward this goal in this paper, we present some preliminary thoughts on
estimating human emotions through facial expressions.
Human emotions may be classified into glad Goy, happy), sad (sorrow), mad,
scared, calm (peaceful), and surprised (startled). Facial expressions usually display the
feelings of joy, sorrow, or hate of that person at that moment. Facial expressions are
usually determined by the internal state of a person together with his environment. For
example, an unarmed person most likely feels terrified when he is surrounded by ·a group
of hungry lions. In general, it is quite difficult, if not impossible, to estimate correctly
the feels of a person at any environment all the time. Sometimes, a person does not
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know bis own feelinp. HQWever, from the facial expressions, we usually can obtain
some informatipn about that penoa'a current emotional state.
As a first step toward emotion estimation. we assume that buman•a true feelinp
are shown through facial expressions. In thia paper. we attempt to (i) construct a pictorial
knowledge-base of major emotion feelina features &om simplified facial expressions, (ii)
derive rules for classification, aod (iii) implement an expert system for emotion
estimation. The results may have useful applications to computer vision. intelligent
systems, robotic research, human communications. aod neurolinguistic programming.

U.

FACIAL MUSCLES AND OVERVIEW OF DIE SYSTEM
Facial expressions are controlled by facial muscles as shown in Fipre 1.

Figure 1. Facial Muscles
More specifically. the contraction or relaxation of facial muscles together with the
state of facial skin and the bone structure form the facial expression.
In this human emotion estimation system, the input is a human portraiL The
objective is for the system to output the estimated person's emotion. H the system fails
to estimate the emotion, then the system will output that •the system is not sure of the
emotion state•.

The input/output relationships are shown in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, other fundamental emotions such as disgust (contempt). excitement.
and curiosity may be included in later versions.

llL

FEATURE EXTRACJJON AND FACIAL PRIMITIVES FOR ESTIMATING
EMOTION

The study of human face anatomy shows that emotions are usually expressed by
the movement of the various muscles, in particular, the muscles associated with the eyes,
the eyebrows and the mouth. This simplification procedures helps in reducing the amount
of data needed to be stored to exemplify the emotions due to the variety of human faces.
Furthermore, as a first attempt. the facial emotion estimation system using this pictorial
knowledge-base needs to be sensitive to the shapes of the facial primitives.
The eyebrows, eyes, and mouth are extracted from the given human portrait anc
used as facial primitives for estimating emotion. This is shown in Figure 3.
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The nose and the
play a less significant (secondary) role in expressing a
human's emotion and therefore they are, for the time being, not included in the facial
primitives. A more complex model may include other primitives such ~ nose, ears, and
face contours. This complex model may be suitable for other pattern recognition
applications such as face identification and recognition.
IV.

PICfORIAL KNOWLEDGE-BASE FOR HUMAN EMOTIONS

In this section, a set of basic modules to identify emotions are constructed from
the facial primitives. A search tree is developed. The pictorial knowledge is then
compiled using rule-based knowledge representation. The backward chaining search
method is implemented.

IV.l. Compilation of basic modules simulating facial expressions
As mentioned before, movement of the eyebrows and the mouth will distinguish
one's emotion. In coming up with the basic modules of facial expression, changes in the
orientation of the eyes, the eyebrows, and the shape of the mouth are studies and
correlated with the emotions. Statistics could be used to produce a credible correlation.
For example, a group of people could be tested individually by showing them dramatized
situations and recording their facial expressions. As opposed to Cuceloglu's [2] method
of determining correct emotion to predefined drawings of faces from primitives as shown
in Figure 4, compilation of the basic facial expressions and their related emotions are
done by constructing the primitives to closely exemplify facial expression as depicted in
photographs. Facial primitives for emotion estimation used in this paper is shown in
Figure 5.

For example, the facial primitives of interest and enjoyment emotions are shown
in Figure 6, while the facial primitives of surprise and distress emotions are shown in
Figure 7. Thus, a knowledge-base of facial expressions with specific common attributes,
each module corresponding to a specific emotion may be constructed.
IV.2. Construction of pictorial knowledge tree
The attributes of the basic facial expressions are divided into two groups: the
common and specific attributes. For example, for one case of slanting eyebrows, there
will be three cases which represent three different emotions depicted by different shapes
of the mouth. Therefore, the attribute of slanting eyebrows which point towards the nose
is grouped under the common characteristics. Another possibility is that for one particular
shape of the mouth, there can be three different shapes of the eyebrows, and therefore thr
one particular case can be grouped under the common characteristics. This is one
possible selection. There may be other selections. For large pictorial data-base system,
the shortest path to reach a specific goal should be chosen so that the amount of
execution time can be minimized. The theory of probability may be used for this
purpose. A pictorial knowledge tree is then constructed using this information, as shown
in Figure 8. The departure from a node towards the right will generate more specific
attributes. If each condition is met, then the specific emotion will be the output of the
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search.
The knowledge represented in the knowledge-tree can be compiled into rules, and
then stored in a pictorial expert system. One example of such rule is:
If "the eyebrows are slanting, pointing towards the nose" and "the mouth
is straight" then "the person is angry".

For a more exact description, Facial Action Coding Systems (FACS) [3] can be
implemented. FACS observes and analyzes slight changes in facial movements.
Interactive implementation of FACS or the above knowledge-base on a machine require
sensitive "eyes" which could capture the changes in the facial expression and represent
them in a meaningful ·d ata to the inference engine of the expert system, which host the
knowledge-base. In the example above, if the ~nditions are met, then it is deduced that
the person is angry. In order for a system to be accurate, more conditions specifying the
state of an angry person need to be stored in the data-base. This, in the end, will require
a large memory storage capacity. A more complex data-base is a challenge research topic
for future investigation.
V.

ADDmONAL THOUGHTS ON PICTORIAL KNOWLEDGE-BASE
Additional thoughts on the pictorial knowledge-base are:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

VI.

The compiled pictorial knowledge-base is simply a stereotypic depictions
of simple emotions.
Slight movements of the face may not be detected easily by the "eye" of
the machine, or information on the movements are not accurate.
The person being observed may not be showing or may not succeed in
showing the real emotion.
It is difficult to observe the differences in ages or origins of people, while
these differences will greatly affect the accuracy of the method.

CONCLUSION

Computers have been used to estimate human emotions through the use of facial
primitives. A complex knowledge-base can be compiled ~om the facts that are available
in literature. Fuzzy concepts can be implemented to accurately predict the emotions
corresponding to the various changes in the face. Applied to neurolinguistic programming
and coupled with a sensitive perceiving system ("eyes") and capabilities of natural
language processing, the computer set up can ·replace or aid a counselor. Other
interesting research topics include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Use computers to estimate the age group of a person.
Use computers to estimate the race or religion of a person.
Use computers to deal with human emotions adds a new dimension to
computer and robotics applications.
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Figure 6. Interest and Enjoyment
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A Target Fixation System for
Telerobotic Applications in
Unstructured Environment
Shou-Hung Ling, Raghavendra Prasad and Ming z. Huang
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431
ABSTRACT
A distance measurement system is proposed in this paper.
The proposed system consists of two video cameras, each to be
mounted on a two-axis motorized positioner with pan (yaw) and
tilt (pitch). Pan and tilt angles, together with triangulation
principle, are used to find the distance of a specific object.
In this paper, we describe (1) the PC-based controller and the
stepper motors, and (2) the triangulation method to calculate
the distance . The preliminary experiment results are also
attached.
1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem of facilitating any robotics
operation is the establishment of where the location of robot
workstation is with respect to the task frame of interest or
vice versa. For example, in a remote robotic manipulation
task, it is necessary to know the relative position and
orientation (coordinate transformation) between the target
object and the robot workstation, say, a mobile base mounted
with a robot manipulator. While such a problem is usually not
an issue in a well-structured environment, it is however a
very crucial one and is deemed a main difficulty in an
unstructured environment or one with limited knowledge, for
achieving full robotic automation or even partially autonomous
(telerobotic) operation.
In the following,
coordinate fixing is
described, is effective
is simple since it is
principle and can be
components.

a new position sensing system for 30
proposed. The system, as will be
and flexible. In addition, the system
based on simple active triangulation
implemented using all off-the-shelf

The proposed system is especially suited for obtaining a
'fix' of mobile robotic workstation as well as the target(s)
for applications in unstructured environments, such as in
hazardous waste sites, nuclear power plants, or under the sea.
It, of course, can also be used in structured environment,
either as an alternative to the existing means of position
sensing or as a fail-safe redundancy backup in critical
situations. Two specific potential applications include: (1)
replacing or complementing beacons to locate landmarks during
robotic vehicle positioning or navigation, and (2) mapping the
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worksite and
planning.

establishing

its

geometric

model

for

task

2. DESIGN OF THE PAN-TILT MECHANISM
The proposed system consists of two video cameras, each
to be mounted on a two-axis motorized positioner with pan and
tilt. Initially, we have only one video camera system, to
carry out some preliminary testing. The two axis drives are
provided by two stepper motors, i.e., one for each axis. The
pan-tilt mechanism has two degrees of freedom as shown in
Figure 1.
In order to make the important dimensions
conceptually clear, Denavit-Hartenberg [1] representation is
used here. The Z0 axis is the pan rotation axis, and the Z1
axis is the tilt rotation axis. The X1 and Z1 axes are attached
to·the tilt platform with Z1 coincide with the focal axis of
the camera. The values of the D-H parameters are listed below:

1

IJi
variable

2

variable

goo

ai
0

di
0

goo

a,

0

Q i

The kinematic scheme is also shown in Figure 1.
3. CONTROLLER OF STEPPER MQTORS
The stepper motors are driven in an open-loop fashion
through software routines, which is a common way of using the
stepper motor. The host computer is mounted with special
boards to drive the stepper motors •. The computer can talk to
a separate function module, which actually drives the stepper
motors. This function module has stepper motor translator
driver chips (UCN-42028 and UCN-42058). These chips are
capable of providing control and drive to the stepper motors.
In addition to direct drive capability these devices feature
on-chip logic to provide direction, output enable, thermal
shutdown, power-on, reset functions as well as one phase, two
phase, and half step format.
The module is capable of driving four stepper motors at
up to 1. 5 Amps and at sv or 15V. A six bit input port is
provided to sense the presence of limit switch or external
stimuli.
The stepper driver receives commands from the host
computer to control steps and modes of operation for all four
motors. A single byte from the host computer will set a step
bit and a direction bit for all four motors. Thus each step
will require a byte from the host computer. This method
provides the most flexibility and the lowest cost . On the host
computer, we made use of the flexibility afforded by the
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stepper function module to develop a software, which could
read keyboard inputs and convert it to pan and tilt.
4. TORQUE ANALYSIS AND MOTOR SELECTION
In the following, we are going to analyze the torque
required for the pan-tilt mechanism. The analysis, then, will
be used as a guidance to choose the motor. In addition to the
torque requirement, price and compatibility with existing
controller are also two important factors for the motor
choice.

*

The torque analysis:
The gear ratio of the tilt mechanism is chosen to be :
n - 3:1
T,=T11 * ( 1/n ) + (I._. + Ipea) * 8L * (1/n)
where T, : Torque required for tilt motor
T11 : Holding torque = 0. 25 N-m
I._. = 0. 00214 kg-m2
I,_ • o. 00324 kg-m2
8L = 9. 42 radJsec2 (Assumption)
After substituting the above numbers, we can obtain:
=- 0.1 N-m
• 14.1 oz-in

T,

The gear ratio of the pan mechanism is chosen to be :
np s 2:1
T,• Itilt * 8L * (1/np)
where T, : Torque required for pan motor
Itilt - 0.009~2 kg-m2
8L - 9.42 radjsec2 (Assumption)
We can obtain:
T, - 0. !:>458 N-m
a
6.5 oz-in

*

Choosing the motor:
SIGMA20-3424-24244 STEPPING MOTOR
Important specifications are as follows:
Required voltage: 9.5V
Motor current per phase (Uni-Polar): 0.5A
Step Angle: 1.8°
steps per revolution : 200
Holding torque (energized) : 60 oz-in
Running torque (energized) : 45 oz-in

From the above data, we know that the Running torque (45
oz-in) is greater than both T, and T,. The safety· factor is
more than 3.
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5. FORMULATION OF GOVEBNING EQUATIONS
The method of JD position measurement here is based on
the triangulation technique. This approach can be easily
explained with the aid of Figure 2. suppose two triangulating
devices are at a certain distance, say k, apart and both
devices can get a "fix" on an object as shown in Figura 2. As
we can see, if the two cameras and the object form a triangle
whose pan angles (811 82 ) and t i l t angles (t/11 , t/12 ) are known,
the JD coordinates of the object point can be calculated.
Based on the coordinate systems as shown in Figure 2, the
homogeneous transformation matrix relating the ith coordinate
frame to (i-1)th coordinate frame is :

jce

.1-tTj

=

.1
C6.1 -s8 1 Ca .1 s8 1 Sa .1 a
s81 c8 1 Ca 1 - c8 1 Sa 1 a.1s8 .1
CCIC 1
0
SCIC 1
dJ.
0

0

0

(1)

1

If the object is r distant away from camera · 1, then the
coordinate of the object relative to frame 2 is 2 ( o, o, r)T.
The object's coordinate relative to Xo-Y0 -Z0 (frame 0) can be
obtained:
(2)

Following the same procedure, the object's coordinates
relative to camera 2 (Xo'-Y0 '-Z0 ' ) can be obtained: ( " ' "
sign is used to represent everything corresponding to camera
2.)

0

R'

= 07i

1~

0

(3)

r'
1

combining Eq(2), Eq(J) and the geometric structure of the two
cameras, we can obtain the following relation:
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R (1) • R 1 (1)
R ( 2) • R 1 ( 2 ) - k
R (3) • R 1 (3)

(4)

The •atrix notation of Eq(4) is:
AX=b

(5)

where,

X • [;,]

aae61$t1 - aacGaSta
b • aaS81st~ - a2S8aSta - k
-a2ct1 + aacta

I

Here we have 3 equations but only 2 unknowns (rand r') . The
least squares solution can be found:
(6)

After solving r, the vector B can be calculated by using
Eq(2).
6. EXPERIMENT RESQLTS
In order to test the feasibility of our concept, we did
an experiment in which only one vision system is required . The
functions of camera 2 are simulated by moving the same one to
the second position.
The target or object of interest were holes drilled on a
rectangular board. These holes are at equal distances of 1
inch. We placed the camera at a known distance from this
board, and then picked a fixed point (hole) on it. we · panned
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and tilted the camera, counting the steps, till we picked the
marked point. Then the same device was moved to the position
of the second camera and the procedure was repeated to obtain
a set of data.
The experimental data are shown as follows:
Exp.1

Exp.2

Exp.3

Exp.4

(Xo, Yo, Zo)
directly
measured

(40.5,
-8,
-6.125)

(40.5,
-15,
12.875)

(120.5,
-9,
-6. 375)

(120.5,
-22,
14.625)

(Xo, Yo, Zo)
Calculated
from 81 82

(41.33,
-7.88,
-6.20)

(39.78,
-15.03,
12.71)

(116.7,
-9.19,
-6.69)

(116.03,
-22.13,
13.05)

"'· "'2
Distance
Error

0.84

0.75

3.82

4.74

Radius
Resolution

0.66

0.71

1.90

1.94
( Unit : Inch)

The Radius Resolution is calculated from : r * Atl
The step sizes of the pan-tilt mechanism are 0.9 deg (Atl) and
0.6 deg (At/!) respectively.
7. DISCUSSION

As can be seen, the preliminary results show that the
proposed system functions reasonably well. One interesting
phenomenon of these experiments is : the Y0 and Z0 errors are
much- smaller than the radius resolutiono The study of this
phenomenon will be included in the future work.
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APPLICATION OF THE WEIGHTED GENERALIZED-INVERSE
IN ROBOTICS AND DISCRETE-TIME CONTROLS
by
Eric M. Schwartz and Keith L. Doty
Machine Intelligence Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Florida.
Fifth Conference on Recent Advances in Robotics
Florida Atlantic University, Boca. Raton, Florida.
June 11-12, 1992

Abstract
It is often necessary in robotics and control applications to "invert" non-square
matrices. The robotics literature (with a. few recent exceptions) and the control
literature have often used the Moore-Penrose (pseudo-) inverse to solve these problems. The use of .the pseudo-inverse ma.y lea.d to solutions which are not invariant
with changes to reference frames and/or changes in units. The weighted generalizedinverse can be effectively used to replace the pseudo-inverse by finding an appropriate
metric or metrics.
For the linear vectQr equation u = Ax, the pseudo-inverse of A is physicaJly
inconsistent, in general, if the Euclidean inner product u 0 u = uru (or x 0 x = :cTx)
s um different physical units. This will be the case whenever the elements of tt (or x)
have nonidentical units. In robotics, A is often the Jacobian J of the manipulator,
x is the joint velocity vector q, and u is the 6-vector V composed of the three linear
and three angular velocity components. The pseudo-inverse in robotics involves a
term Jr J (for J full column rank and manipulators with less than six joints) or J]T
(for J full row rank and redundant manipulators, i.e. with more than six joints).
These matrix products often generate physically inconsistent terms that add Length
squared with unitless quantities. Furthermore, in manipulators with at least oue
re volute joint, neither Jr J nor J Jr has physically consistent eigenvalues invariaut to
rigid -body transformations.
It is also observed that ·the algorithm used in solving a particular type of state
tracking problem in the discrete-time cont:rol, x( k+ 1) = A( k )x( k )+ B( k )u( k ), uses the
pseudo-inverse. Again in this problem, the pseudo-inverse makes use of the Euclidean
norm on .two (usually) non-Euclidean spaces.
The weighted generalized-inverse, through the introduction of m etrics on the domain and image spaces, i~ found to be physically consistent and invariant to both
changes in reference frames and changes in units. The problem in areas including
(but not limited to) robotics and controls is to find metrics that are appropriate to
the given application.
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In this paper, a units' analysis of A, x, and u in u = Ax leads to some generalizations about the eigenvalues of A and the solution x •. In addition, the weighted
generalized-inverse, as it applies to robotics, is discussed in this paper (and is formal ized in Doty [8]). The weighted generalized-inverse is also used to solve a discret<!· lirrw
control state tracking problem, i.e. an "optimal" control u~(ki), ki = k0 ,. : ., /.: 1 - J,
is found given the initial and final states, x(ko) and x(k.). The conditions that determine the need for each metric are presented, the form of the metrics is discut->scd,
and an example showing when metrics are and are not needed is given.

1

Introduction

Both robotics and controls problems often involve solving a set of linear equations
of the form u = Ax when A is non-square or singular. More often than not (see
subsequent references), researchers have solved these problems by using the MoorePenrose pseudo-inverse (5). The invalid use of the pseudo-inverse 'is detailed by Doty
(7) in a paper that is presented at this conference. The robotics literature abo makes
use of the "eigenvalues" and "eigenvectors" of matrices whose eigenvalues arc not
invariant to changes in scale or coordinate transformation, and are therefore not true
eigenvalues.
Section 2 of this paper discusses the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
matrix to have physically meaningful eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The inappropriate
use of the Euclidean norm in several robotic applications is presented in Section 3.
The discussion in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 focuses on the physical consistency of two
matrices which are commonly used as key components in a wide range of robotrelated algorithms, while Section 3.3 specifically discusses several algorithms that use
the non-invariant quantities mentioned in the previous sections. Section 3.4 pret->e nt.s a
theorem and proof relating to the necessary conditions for the existence of a Euclidea.11
norm.
The discrete-time control problem is formulated in Section 4. The applica.t.ion
of weighted generalized-inverses in robotics is modified in Sections 4.1 and 4. 2 to
apply to a state tracking problem. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 also discuss the form of lhc
weighted generalized-inverse metrics and the conditions that determine the need for
each metric. Finally, an example mechanical system is analyzed in Section 4 .3 to
demonstrate some of conditions necessary for a system to have results iuva.ri<utl. to
scale and coordinate transformations.

2

Conditions for Physically Consistent Eigenvalues and
Eigenvectors

When does a matrix A have physically consistent eigenvalues and eigenvectors? Let
A be ann x n matrix,
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A=

( 1)

and let the domain of A be xn, where xn is a space with physical units. The xn-space
can be characterized as follows. Let fJ be an n-vector of possibly distinct physical
units

P=[Pt P1 ··· Pnr.
Any

X

E

(2)

xn is equivalent to an item-wise multiplication of {J and y, y E ~n' i.e.
X

-

fJ ® y

X

E

xn

y

E

Rn

= [ Pt Yl

fJ'lY'l

• • • fJnYn

r

(3)

(4)
(5)

so that ~n _p__. xn.
By definition (18), the eigenvalues ,\(i) and the eigenvectors e<•> of A (if either exist)
must satisfy the equation
(6)

where each eigenvector e<•> is an element of xn_ space.
Substituting (1) into (6) and performing the matrix multiplication results in the
following equations:

+ auel(i) + · · · + a1nen (i) a21e1(i) + a22e2(i) + · · · + a2nen(i)
-

,\(i)el (i)

+ an2e2(i) + ... + annt!n(i) -

,\(i)en (i)

au e1 (i)

anl t!t (i)

,\(i)e2(i)

(7)

Recognizing that only quantities with identical physical units may be added leads to
the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Ann x n matrix A has physically consistent eigenvalues and eigenvectors
if and only if each of the following statements are true:

S 1. The corresponding components of each eigenvector have identical units,

(The number of eigenvectors is less than or equal ton.)
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S£. All eigenvalues of A have the same units or are equal to zero,
units(..\ (')]

=

units(..\(j)]

cief 'units(..\)

,

for all i,j < n, except i or j whe1·e ..\ = 0

UJ)

S9. Each main diagonal elements of A has units identical to the units of the eigenvalues or is equal to zero,
units[a;;)

S4.

= units(..\)

, for all j < n, except j where a;; = 0

{10)

Off-diagonal elements of A must be zero or have the following units,
. [a;~c ) = unats"'
. [']units[x;}
t
' k
unds
. [ ] , Jor
aII J,
unats x~c

< n, except j

k wh e1·e

o1· ~

ajk

0

=

( I 1)

Proof The following units equation is obtained from (7) and noting that onl y t e rm s
with identical units may be added:
units[a 11 e 1<•~]
units(a2 1e 1 <•>]
units(ant e1(i)]

-

units(ane2<•>]
units(a22e2<•>]

-

-

units(atnen(i)]
units(a2nen (i)]

-

units[..\(i)e 1 (i)]
units(..\(i)e1(i))

-

units(an2e2(i)] -

-

units(ann en(i)]

-

units[..\ (i) en (i))

-

(J 2 )

• Since all eigenvectors a.re in xn-spa.ce ( e<•> E xn ), the k-th compone nt iu every
eigenvector must have the same units a.s every other vector in xn space. Tl1i s
proves Sl.
• To prove 82 from 81, note the following:
From (12), units(a;~cek(i))
From 81, units(ek(i)]

= units[..\<•>e;<'>].

= units(xA:], so that

units (a;~cxk) = units[..\(i) x; ).

If j = k, then units[a;;x;] = units[..\<•> x;}, which can be red uced to
units(a;;] = units[..\<•>], for all i.
By transitivity, units[..\<1>] = units(..\(1)] for all i and I. E ven if
units of this term ca.n still be considered to be consist ent.

,\( i) =

0, t ile

• We now show that 82 implies 83. Equation (12) a nd 82 prove that the 1111i ts of
any diagonal term of A, units(a;;], must satisfy the equation
units(a;;x;)
which implies t hat
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=

units[..\x; ) ,

( I :l )

. [ ) units(~z;)
. [ ]
umts a;; =
. [ ) = umts ~
uruts z;

(14)

Even if a;; = 0, the units of this term is still determined by {14).
• Finally, we demonstrate 84. Equation (12) implies the following equation:
(15)
which implies that
. ·[ . ] _ units(~z;) _
. [ \] units(z;]
umts a 1" - umts
• [
] - umts "
. [Xk )
uruts

x"

( 16)

Even if a;k = 0, the units of this term is still determined by the above equation.•

3

Inappropriate Uses of the Euclidean Norm in Robotics

A multitude of researchers (26, 27, 3, 15, 21) have characterized a robot configuration
or condition in terms of the scalar quantity of the Euclidean norm. This will be shown
t.o be invalid, in general. One or more non-Euclidean metrics are often necessary
[7, 8, 9] to find a physically consistent (non-Euclidean) norm. Although this may not
seem obvious at first glance, consider the following examples.
A twist vector V -:- (v"' w"')"' is composed of the translational velocity vector
'V = (vx v 11 vz)"' and the angular velocity vector w = (wx w 11 wz]"'. The square of
t.he Euclidean norm (known as the Euclidean inner product) is often inappropriately
applied to the twist vector,

(17)

Dut the expression V 0 V is physically inconsistent since
(18)
and v has units of (length/time) while w has units of (angle/time]. This is like adding
apples to oranges, totally meaningless without a metric on the worth of an apple
compared to an orange ((length/time) compared to (angle/time]). ·
For example, if v"' = (1' 1 1)c~, and w.,. = (1 1 1)r~, then IVI 2 ? 6. Changing
1

the scale from em to mm will change the result to IVI 2 303 =I 6!
For a second example of the problem of using Euclidean norms in robotic applications, let us look at the joint torque/force vector r. The square of the Euclidean
norm of r is
(19)
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If all the joints of the manipulator are revolute or all are prismatic, (19) is valid; but,
if the manipulator has both revolute and prismatic joints - i.e. the manipulator is
a compound system (7)- this equation is physically meaningless since force-squared
and moment-squared terms are added.
Let us view the Euclidean norms of V and; from a different perspective - mundy,
by looking at the manipulator Jacobian. The below equation maps a joint rate vector
4 into an end-effector twist vector V, through use of the Jacobian J:

v =Jq.

(20)

The Jacobian J is a. 6 x n matrix, where 6 is the number of coordinates necessa.ry to
describe the position and orientation of a body in space and n represents the number
of joints of the manipulator. Of course if the manipulator has .6 joints and J ht:L.S full
rank, then ;-t can be found and the solution to (20) is

.q-

;-• v

(~1)

.

To solve for 4 when J is not a. square matrix, many researchers use the pseudo-inverse
)t and the equation

4?

Jf

v

(22)

For a. full row rank matrix J, the pseudo inverse is
(23)

Equation (23} is often used with redundant manipulators (manipulators with more
than 6 joints). For manipulators with less than 6 joints, the pseudo-inverse for a full
column rank matrix is often used,

;t = (J"' J)-1 J"' , J

full column rank.

(24)

Note that the pseudo-inverse in one case involves the term J J"' and in the other
case involves the term J"' J. There is often a units problem (physical inconsistency)
with both of these terms. One of each of these terms also appears in the norm of a
twist V and the norm of a special joint torque vector Tw, as will be shown below.
From equations (17} and (20), we get the Euclidean norm of twist V of

(15)
A similar technique will be used to find an alternate form of the Euclidean nonn of
a joint torque/force vector.
The application of a wrench at the end-effector of a serial manipulator will induce
balancing joint torques (or forces) that satisfy the. equation
Tw

= J"' W
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,

(2f>)

where Tw is then-vector of joint torques (for revolute joints) and/or forces (for prismatic joints) induced by an end-effector wrench W, and the Jacobian J is identical
to the one discussed above. A wrench W = (/'T n'T)'T is composed of the 3-vectors of
force f and moment n.
The term J J'T again appears in the Euclidean norm of Tw . Equation (19) can be
rewritten using (26) as

(27)
Let us now look at the physical consistency of these Euclidean norms by perfornling a units analysis on J'T J and J J'T.
The units of a manipulator Jacobian matrix is found simply by noting that the
units of the range of J is equal to the units of V and is not dependent on the structure
of the manipulator. Therefore the units of elements in a Jacobian column have one
of the following two forms [9, 10):
'

• If manipulator joint i is revolute, the ith-column of the Jacobian has the units
units(J(•,il)

= [ ~~~::: ] ,

for revolute joints .

(28)

• If manipulator joint i is prismatic, the ith-column of the Jacobian has the units
units(J(•,il) = [

\~/:::

]

, for prismatic joints .

(29)

The [ )j,k in the above equations corresponds to a j x k matrix whose elements have
units of L for units of length or U for unitless. The (O];,k term identifies a matrix
whose elements are equal to zero (and says nothing about the elements' units).
3.1

Physical Consistency of J'T J

If all n joints of a manipulator are revolute, the units of JT J i.s
units(JT J)

1

(

[Ll + UJn,n ) , for

n revolute joints ,

(30)

i.e. each term sums a length-squared term with a unitless term. Since the Euclidean
norm 9f V in (25) requires the product (JT J), the Euclidean norm of Vis obviom;ly
physically inconsistent, as we saw in (18).
Similarly, the Euclidean norm is also physically inconsistent for compound manipulators (manipulators with both revolute and prismatic joints). The Euclidean nonn
of V is physically consistent for an all prismatic-jointed manipulator since the entire
JT J matrix is unitless and V = [vT 0 0 O]'T, i.e. the angular velocity is zero.
Now let us look at J JT.
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3.2

Physical Consistency of J

}'T

The units of J }'T for an n-jointed all revolute manipulator is
units(J J'T) = [

[~b·3

[[t]]3 •3

3,3

,

]

for all revolute joints

(3J)

3,3

Note that this units matrix is physically consistent. But since the units of the main
diagonal of J }'T are not identical, Theorem 1 tells us that there are no meaningful
eigenvalues .or eigenvectors for this matrix.
For an all prismatic-jointed manipulator, the J J'T units matrix is also physically
consistent,

= [ (U) 3•3

[Ob·3
(0]3,3 (Ob,3

units(J J'T)

]

'

for all prismatic joints

(3~)

Since the units on the main diagonal of this matrix are the same or equal to ~ero,
by S2 of The9rem 1, the diagonal terms meet the requirements of a matrix with
valid eigenvalues. This matrix also meets the other conditions of Theorem 1 so that
J }'T for an all prismatic-jointed manipulator does have meaningful eigenvectors aud
eigenvalues. {At least three eigenvalues of J J.,. are zero.)
Finally, for a compound manipulator, the J J.,. units matrix is

units(J J.,.)

.

1

[

(£

2

+ U]3 •3

[L ]3,3

[Lb·3

]

,

for a compound manipulator

(33)

[U]3,3

Since this matrix is physically inconsistent, the matrix J }'T does not have meauiugful
eigenvalues or eigenvectors for compound manipulators.

3.3

Invalid use of J J.,. in Robotic Applications

In that the pseudo-inverse for redundant manipulators of equation (23) contains the
matrix J J.,., many researchers have used this factor in solving (20) for the joint raks
or to characterize a manipulator configuration [26, 27, 1, 3, 6, 11, 12, 14, 19, 20, ~ 1, 25].
Yoshikawa. (26, 27), for example, was the first of many to use Jdet(J J.,.) as a. manipulability measure for a manipulator in a given configuration. Further, Yoshikawa
(and others including (15, 22]) defined a. manipulability ellipsoid with principal axes
in the direction of the eigenvectors of J J'T. Each ellipsoid axis was given the length
of J1j)..(i), where >.,(i) is an "eigenvalue" of J .}.,., Since J J.,. does not have eigenvalues or eigenvectors (except for an all prismatic-jointed manipulator), this theory
is invalid. (Doty et. al. (9) shows the non-validity of several of the cornrnonly used
manipulability ellipsoids.)
References (7, 8) tell us that the pseudo-inverse is only valid for manipul<~.tors
in configurations with V in the range of J and with J full columu rank. lu al l
other instances the weighted generalized-inverse should be employed. (The weighkd
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generalized-inverse is defined in Section 4.1 of this paper and is discussed in deta il iu

[5, 8).)
If V is in the range of J, no metric on the twist space is needed. Since all
manipulators (including redundant manipulators) have singular configurations (4],
and at singular configurations v is not in the range of J ; every manipulator has
configurations in which a twist metric is needed.
If J has full column rank, no metric on the joint rate spa.ce is needed. Since .J
does not have full column rank for redundant manipulators, compound reduutlaut
manipulators always need a joint rate metric.
For compound redundant manipulators, when J ·has full row rank, the pse udo inverse will give a "valid" solution for the joint rates, but this solution may not be
invariant to coordinate transformations or scaling on the joint rate space. Since there
are an infinite number of solution~ for this problem, the so called optimality of tlw
pseudo-inverse solution is highly suspect.
3 .4

Consistency of

lu =

Axl Versus A"'" A

Finally, let us generalize some of the above results for the Euclidean norm. For a I i uca r
set of equations u = Ax, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 (both below) shows that tla(•
physical consistency (or inconsistency) of the Euclidean norm of u can be determined
by the physical consistency (or inconsistency) of A"'" A .
Theorem 2 If u
ments:

=

Ax, where A is an m x n matrix, consider the following stalt:-'

Sl. The equation lui~=

u 0 u = u"'"u

i~ physically consistent {inconsistent). ·

S2. The elements in a given column of A have identical units or are equal to ze1·o
(not all identical units}, i.e.·
If aik =F 0 or a;k =F 0, then
units(aik] = units(a;k] ,
for k < n and i, j < m.

(34)

S9. The matrix A"'" A is physically consistent {inconsistent).
Sl implies S2 and S2 implies S9, so that Sl implies S9, i.e. the physical consist ency
of the Euclidean norm of u implies that all elements in a given column of A ha·Vt:;
identical units (or are equal to zero} and that A"'" A is physically consistent.
Proof This proof is split up into two parts: the first proof shows that Sl implies
S2; the second proof shows that S2 implies S3. Then by transitivity, Sl implies S3.
The following hold throughout these proofs: i , j < m and k, h < n .
• Assume Sl to prove S2.
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- Since u-ru is physically consistent, units[ui] = units[u;)
- Since u = Ax, Ui = Ei:=t

=

units(u].

aikXk.

= units[a;hxh)·

- Since Ui is physically consistent, units[ai/cX/c)
- Since units(ui)

=

units[uj), units[Ei:=t

aikXk]

= units[Ei:=t ajkXk]·

- But units(Ei:=t aikXk] = units[a;~cx~c), so that units[aikXk] = units[a; kx iJ
- Therefore, units[ai~c] = units(ajk) and all terms iri column k of A have
identical units, proving, S2.•
• Assume S2 to prove S3.
Given that units(ailc] = · units(a;~c].
Let B =AT A, so that bu =

E~ 1 aihaik·

- Since units(ailc] = units(aj~c), units(bh~c] = units[aihai~c] so that each element.
bhk of B = AT A is physically consistent, proving Theorem 2, S3.•
Corollary 1 If u = Ax, where A is an m x n mat,·ix, and the Euclidean 1w1·m of
x is physically con.s istent, then all statements in Theorem 2 are equivalent, and all
elements of A must have identical units.
Proof To prove the corollary, it is only necessary to show that S3 of T heorem 2
implies Sl.
Throughout this corollary, let i,j < m and k, h < n.
• Assume xT x, and A-r A are physically consistent.

• Since xT x is physically consistent, units[x~c)

= units(xh] = units(x).

• Then units(ui] = units[ai/c x] = units(aih x), and units(aik] = units(a;~o] . This
means that all elements in the i-th row of A have identical units.
• The diagonal elements of B = AT A are bkk = E~ 1 aikaik· Since B is phys icall y
consistent, units[a,~c) = units[a;~c). This means that all elements in the k-th
column of A have identical units.
• Therefore all elements of A have identical units and since u = A x with the
elements of x also having identical units, then. the elements of u must a lso have
identical units, t.e. u has a. physically consistent Euclidean norm.•
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4

Weighted Generalized-Inverse in Discrete-Time Controls

A linear (or linearized) discrete-time control system can he described at time
the state difference equation

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k) ,

t~~;

by

(35)

where x(k) is the state vector, x(k) E xn, and u(k) is the input vector, u(k) E f.?. If
the matrices A(k) (ann x n matrix) and B(k) (ann x p matrix) are not functions of
k (i.e. they are constant matrices), the system is time-invariant.
The state solution to (35) - which can he found by iteration of (35) - is
k-1

= 4>(k, ko)x(ko) + L

x(k)

[4>(k,j + 1)B(j)u(j)) , for k > ko ,

(36)

i=ko

where 4>(k,j) is then x n discrete-time state transition matrix,

.
t/>(k,J)

=

{ A(k- 1) A(k- 2) · · · A(j + 1) A(j), for k > j

for k = j
for k < j

In,
not defined, .

(37)

and In is the n x n identity matrix.
Equation (36) at time kt > ko can he written as
x(kt) = t/>(k., ko)x(ko)
where p is the (k1

-

+ P(ko, kt)IJ

, for kt > ko ,

(38)

ko)p-vector of inputs, .

u(kt- 1)
u(kt- 2)
(39)

IJ=
u(ko + 1)
u(ko)
and

P(k0 , kt) -

[B(k 1 - 1), t/>(k., kt - l)B(k1 - 2), t/>(k., k1 - 2)B(kl - 3), · · ·
tf>(k.,ko + l)B(ko)) , for k1 > ko ,
(40)
I

where P(ko, kt) is a n x (k1
then

P(ko,kt) -

-

ko)p matrix. If the system of (35) is time-invariant,

[ B AB AlB ··· A<"~-~- 1 >B]

,

for time-invariant systems and k1 > ko.
and
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( 41)

for time~invariant systems and k1 ~ k0
not defined for k < J

</>(kt,ko) = { Ak•-ko

(

42 )

In both the time-varying a.nd the time-invariant case, P( k0 , k1 ) is known as the
controllability matrix of the system. A digital system is completely state coul1·ollable
[16] if a.nd only if the ra.nk of P(ko, k.) is n, i.e. the controllability ma trix has full row
rank.
4.1

Solving for the Input JJ

To solve for JJ, (38) can be rewritten as
( 43 )

or
!1 = P JJ ,

( 4·I)

where y def x(kt) - </>(k., ko)x(ko) and P def P(ko, kl).
If Pis a square matrix with rank n = (k1 - ko)p, then P can be inverted a nd used
to solve ( 43) for JJ,
JJ = p - 1 (ko,kt) [x(kt)- </>(kt , ko)x(ko)] , for P(ko , k 1 ) full rank.
..

(45)

If P(ko, k1 ) does not have full rank, then a pseudo-inverse of P(ko , kt) is often
used to solve (43) for the inputs JJ [2, 13]. As in the several instances in robotics
where the pseudo-inverse was inappropriately employed, the pseudo- inverse iu this
control problem may not result in the minimum-norm least-squares solution ex pected
without the judicious use of metrics on the input and state spaces.
If P(ko, k1 ) has full row rank and n < (k1 - ko)p, then the solution to (4:3)
with minimum-norm IJJI that minimizes the least-squares error IY - PI' I is o ft.('ll
(inappropriately) taken a.s
JJ

1

pt(ko,k1 ) (x(k1 ) - </>(k1 ,ko)x(ko)] , for P(ko , kt) full row ran k.

(46)

where pt is found with (23). When P(ko, k1 ) does not have full row ra nk (ra nk n),
the system is not completely state controllable and no exact solut i·on can be found.
Doty et. al. (7, 8) shows that in general, the pseudo-inverse does not ap ply uuless JL
and y have physically consistent Euclidean norms. The weighted genera lized-iu versc,
however, ca.n be used to solve this problem with the appropria te use of naetrics 011
the input a.nd state spaces.
The weighted generalized-inverse that gives the minimum M,..-norm, kly- lcastsquares solution toy = PJJ (see [7, 8, 5]) is
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p # - C*F*
F* - (F"' M, F)- 1 F"' M,
C* - M; 1 C"' ~C M~ C"')- 1

(47)
( 48)

(49)

where P = FC is a full-rank factorization, F full column rank and C full row rauk.
There are three special conditions of P that may occur to simplify the equation
for P* :

• If P bas full rank, then p# = p- 1 and no metrics on either the J.l or y space::;
are needed. Let For C equal the identity matrix to easily verify this fact .
• If P has full column rank, then p# = F* and 'no metric on the J.l space as
needed. Let C equal the identity matrix to easily verify this fact.
• If P has full row rank, then p# = C# and no metric on the y space is needed.
Let F equal the identity matrix to easily verify this fact.

4.2

Metrics on p, u, and x

A metric on the space of u vectors, M,u should make the Mu-norm of u, uT Mu·u ,
physically consistent. Metrics must be symmetric, positive definite, and thus invertible. Let M~ be a metric on the space of p vectors. Then, from the definition of I' iu
equation (39), a valid M~ is the Mu-block diagonal matrix,

0
0

M~=

(50)

0
0
0 Mu
Although this particular M~ metric is not the only valid M~, it is the only one that
will equally weight each of the input vectors u(k) in p in the weighted generalizedinverse solution.
A metric on the space of x vectors, Mz, will make the Mz-norm of y physically
consistent. Notice that the Mz metric minimizes the error IY -:- P J'IMs.
If P has full row rank, then no Mz metric is needed and the Mz-least-square::;
error (Jy - PJ'IM,. = Jy - Ppl) is zero. If P does not have full row rank but y is in
the range of P, again no metric Mz is needed and the Mz-least-squares error is zero.
In this case, a fortuitous y (in the range of P) allows us to get a solution p. where
another y' in the vicinity of y might not.
4.3

An Example Using the Pseudo-Inverse

To clarify the problems with the pseudo-inverse, the following examples will show that
the pseudo-inverse is not invariant to either scaling or coordinate transformations ( ou
the input space, for this example).
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Figure 1: A two mass mechanical system.
Consider the mechanical mass-damper-spring system of Figure 1. Two masses M 1
and M2 are separated by spring k1 • A second spring k2 and a damper c2 connect
M 2 to the ground. Mass M 1 has an external force / 1 acting on it. This force is
created by torque r 1 on the pulley with radius r. (Assume that the pulleys contribute
nothing to the dynamics of the problem we are discussing other than the creation of
the force acting on M 1 .) External force h is acting on mass M 2 . The v, w, aud z
coordinate systems are all shown in the figure, where v is defined as the displacement
of M1 from the position of M1 when the springs are uncompressed, w is defined as
the displacement of M2 from the position of M 2 when spring k2 is uncompressed, and
z is the relative displacement of M2 from M., i.e. z = v- w .
The following continuous-time equation models this mechanical system for :c(t) =
(z(t), w(t), .i(t), tb(t)]T and u(t) = (r1(t), h(t)]r, where Tt = -r h:

z
w

z
w

-

0
0

_ _a_
M1

.h.
M-;,

1
0
0
M1
{kl+kl}
0
M-;,

0
0
.h.

0
1
0

w

_s_
M'l

w

z
z

+

0
0
-rM1

0
0
0

0

Ml

I

x(t) =A x(t) + B u(t)

1

[;: l

(5 1)

(52)

Since this A matrix satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, the eigenvalues of J\
are physically meaningful. It is easily proven that all control state-space formulations
have an A matrix with meaningful eigenvalues.
The continuous-time formulation can be recast as a discrete-tit'ne problem tlirouglt
use of the following equations (17]:

x(i + 1) =Ad x(i) + Bd u(i)
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(53)

Where the diSCrete-time State z(i) (z(i), w(i), z(i), W(i))T and the input
u(i) = [rt(i), h(i)]T represent the same variables as in the original continuous-time
system, and

Ac~

-

eAT

{54)

Be~

-

<loT eAT dr )B

(55)

T

-

ti+l -

t, ' assumed constant for ' all i

(56)

The following numeric values were used for this example:

= 5~,
k2 = 5~,

kt

Mt
M2

= lkg,
= 2kg,

c2

T

= 10¥,
= 0.5s

r

= lm = lOdm

(57)

With the above values, the continuous-time system matrices (A, B) are transformed
into the following discrete-time system matrices (Ac~, Be~):

Ac~

=

0.4561 0.5243
0.1260 0.7284
-1.885 1.749
-0.6251
0.~445

Be~=

-0.1127
-0.003917
-0.4042
-0.02723

0.4042
0.02723
0.4561
0.1260
0.003917
0.02911
0.02723
0.07613

The ·initial and final states at discrete times i 0 and

Xo =

XJ

x(io) -

= x(it)

-

0.05447
0.1523
0.2520
-0.03281

[ 0.1m, O.lm,

(58)

(59)

ih

respectively, are given as

1.0~\ 1.0~

[ O.Om, O.Om, 2.0~, 2.0~

r

r

(60)
(6J)

To obtain a two step control- i.e. a control that takes two steps to move from the
initial state to the final state- let i 0 = 0 and i 1 = 2. Since P(i0 , i 1 ) = P(O, 2) is a
full rank matrix, (45) is used to determine the inputs I'= [u(l), u(O)],

Tt(l) = -8.420N-m h(l) = +21.64N
r 1 {0) = +4.301N-m /2(0) = -23.64N

(62)

The three step problem is given the same initial and final states as the two step
problem, this time at times i 0 = 0 and i 1 = 3. After applying ( 46) with the pseudoinverse Pt(i0 , i 1 ) = pt(o, 3) - since P(O, 3) is a full row rank matrix - the three
calculated inputs are
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r1(2) = -2.157N-m /2(2) =. +21.43N
r1(l) = -4.884N-m h(l) = -11.09N
r.(o) = +7.492N-m h(O) = -8.659N

(63)

The non-invariance of the pseudo-inverse to scaling will now be shown using the
example problem formulated above. Let S be a. diagonal scaling matrix for the input
space of vectors u(i) of the form

S=[~ J.l

(64)

Without changing the validity of the system equations (either continuous-time or
follows:
discrete-time), the scaling matrix may be used

=B

Bu

(S- 1

as
S) u = (B s- )(S u) = B' u'
1

(65)

The continuous time matrices, Band u(t), are transformed into the following:
0 0 _ _r.._ 0 ].,.
f'MI
- [ 0 0
0
1L

B'-

u'(t) = [

Ml

..

f.] .

( 6())

If the scaling variables are given the values r. = lN-m and J, = IN, the scaling
matrix is the identity matrix, the units of the inputs torques and forces are dimensionless, and the results are identical to those of the previous section.
But now let us make a scaling matrix other than the identity matrix. Let

lN-m
N-m
- - - = 0 . 1 -N-dm
10N-dm
/. =

l

(67 )

where dm is an abbreviation for decimeter (equal to 0.1 meters). These sca.liug
elements change the units of the inputs. The new B and u( t) matrices a re

B' =
[

0 .1
.0 0 - f'MJ
0 0
0

l

'T

0
1

-M2

r:

u'(t) = [ ;: ]

(68)

where
= 10Tt.
.
These new equations are solved using the same initial state and final st ates used
previous examples. When P(i 0 , i 1 ) = P(O, 2) is a full rank matrix, the resui Liug
solution of inputs p is

r 1 (1)
r 1 (0)

= -84.20N-dm

/2( 1)
= +43.01N-dm h(O)
"
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= +21.64N
= -23.64N

,

(6~ )

which, as expected, equal the solutions of (62).
For the case when P(i0 , i 1 ) = P(O, 3) is not invertible, but has full row rank, the
pseudo-inverse is applied. The resulting solution of inputs is

Tt(2)
Tt(l)
Tt(O)

= -55.02N-dm

= +21.33N

=

= -15.81N

=

/2(2)
-15.98N-dm /2(l)
+42.82N-dm /2(0)

=

-6.653N .

(70)

These inputs are not equal to the solution of (63) obtained before the problem was
scaled. In fact, the solutions are not even close.
When P has full rank or full row rank, the solution p. is invariant to both scaling
and coordinate transformations on the states x. This can easily be shown by rewritiug
the system equations in terms of the coordinates z and w, for example, instead of v
and w .
When P is not invertible but does have full row rank, the pseudo-inverse determined solution is not invariant to coordinate transformations on the inputs u. This is
easily seen by recycling the above example to demonstrate the non-invariance of the
input space to scaling. Assume a.coordinate transformation on u that will conve rt the
torque T 1 into a force It = T 1 /r, where r is the radius of the pulley. This coordinate
transformation can be cast into (64) by letting T• = r and /. = l. Therefore, since
scaling of u was found to cause inconsistent results with the pseudo-inverse technique,
so too will coordinate transformations on u.

5

Conclusions

It has been shown that the Euclidean norm is inadvertently applied to systems in
both robotics and controls through the use of the pseudo-inverse. The necessary
and sufficient conditions for a matrix to have physically consistent eigenvalues and
eigenvectors is also given. In robotics, both the physical inconsistency of the Euclideau
norm and the physical inconsistency of the eigenvalues are found through a uuits '
analysis of J.,. J and J J.,.. The J.,. J matrix is also used in calculating the pseudoinverse when J has full column rank (for manipulators with less than 6 joints), while
J J.,. is used in calculating the pseudo-inverse when J has full row rank {for redundant
manipulators).
A particular discrete-time control state tracking problem is formulated using the
weighted generalized-inverse, since the use of the pseudo-inverse may lead to non invariant results to both scaling and coordinate frame transformations. The conditions that determine the need for each of the two metrics of the weighted generalizedinverse and the form· of the metrics are also given. Finally, a mechanical system is
analyzed and several example are given that show the conditions in which the solution
is inva~iant to scaling or coordinate transformations.
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GEOMETRY-BASED OPTIMAL RATE COORDINATION FOR ROBOT
MANIPULATORS WITH REDUNDANCY

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431

Abstract
Tile redundancy resolution problem for kinematically redundant serial chain manipulators is
addressed. In this paper. we present a generalization of the geometry based rate allocation algorithm.
developed initially in [12) for only minimum nonn solution, to obtain the optimal joint rate solution for
any specified objective function. with or wil.bout weightage. This generalization is made possible
through a physical interpretation of the common pseudoinverse-based gradient solution scheme. and
by developing a modified formulation for the objective function as a minimum criterion not with
respect to the origin of the joint rate space. but with respect to another point in the joint rate space
represented by the gradient of the specified objective. Application examples of the algorithm
including procedures of solution are demonsarated using 7R manipulators with two generic types of
geometry. Moreover. a closed form optimal solution for the class of 7R anthropomorphic arm is also
given.

l. Introduction
Redundant robotic systems present flexibility in achieving the task requirements. due to the
additional degrees of freedom they enjoy than the minimum requirements. ·on the other hand. they
also bring in difficulty in the choice of the one necessary solution from among the infinite choices.
Studies to resolve this problem of choosing the best alternative. at joint displacement level, rate level
and acceleration level have been widely reported in the literature. Of the above three levels, the rate
coordination problem due to the existence of a linear relationship. is the most amenable one.
The rate decomposition problem of redundant serial chain manipulators has been addressed
mostly considering the Moore-Penrose pseudoinversc based solution [1-5]. However. the computational
requirements for the explicit pseudoinverse based solution or using the Singular Value Decomposition
(S.V .D.) [6), has later led to search for more efficient algorithms [7-9]. 1be concept of utilizing the
null space of the Jacobian in obtaining the solution. has been reported in the literature recently
[10,11]. Another interesting development includes the geometry based rate allocation algorithm [12].
which has been shown to be computationally very efficient especially when the degree of redundancy
(d.o.r.) is high.
The geometry based rate allocation algorithm [ 12] was developed based on the duality
principle of the force coordination problem of parallel chain manipulators with the rate coordination
problem of the serial chain manipulators as detailed in [13]. Taking advantage of the above duality. an
algorithm originally developed for the force distribution in systems with closed kinematic chains
involving multiple frictional contacts between an actively controlJed structure and an object [14.15].
was shown to be suitable in resolving kinematic redundancy in rate coordination of serial chain
manipulators. The original work [12] however. caters to only special cases like the minimum norm
solution for the Hollerbach 7R arm [16].
We in this paper address the above problem in more general nature and attempt to develop
generalization of the geometry based algorithm. utilizing the physical concepts of the rate
coordination problem developed in [17]. In section 2. we introduce the general fonn of an objective
function from a physical point of view. 1be geometry based rate allocation algorithm is outlined in
section 3. In section 4 . the 7R arm example is utilized in fonnulating the general solution fonn.
Discussion on simulation results. is given in section 5. The paper is concluded with a brief summary of
the work. in section 6.

2. Generalization of Objective Function from Geometrical Perspective
In this section we propose to approach the general solution of a redundant linear system from
a physical perspective. The linear equation representing the rate coordination problem of serial chain
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manipulator is given by.
(2.1)
where.

J is the mxn

Jacobian matrix of ann d.o.f. manipulator.

8 (nxl

vector) the joint rate vector

and X (mxl vector) the end effector velocity vector. 1be general solution for (2.1). based on Moore·
Penrose generalized inverse is given [1] as.

e= J·x + (•- J. J)+

(2.2)

where.

J• = JT (JJrr•
and the term

(2.3)

(I- J+J) is a matrix operator which projects an n-D vector+.

J. 1be n-dimensional

+

+=

onto the null space of

=

vector is usually given by
k VH where. H H (8). a performance
criterion which needs to be maximized in addition to the main task requirements. And k is an
arbitrary scale factor which determines the rate of maximization. The above solution fonn in fact

+.

means that. (2.2) represents the projection of the position vector given by
in the n-dimensional
joint space to the m-dimensional constraint surface given by (2.1 ).
It has been shown [11] that. such a solution is also equivalent to the form given by.

(2.4)

.

where X'= J;!X and J. is given by the partition of the Jacobian as.
(2.4) is also shown [11] 10 be the same as the following.

J = [J.IJ•-•].. Equation

(2.5)
where.

Equation (2.5) represents the null space based formulation for the general solution of any
underdetermined linear systems having equality constraints.
Consider a single d.o.r. system in two variables
given by a

X1 and X2 • as

given in Fig. 1. The line

x1 +b x2 =e. represents the sets of all solutions satisfying the constraint equation. The

vector given by 08 represents the minimum norm solution. which also means that this is the solution
of the 2-D space.
at the minimum distance from tbe origin

·o·.

Let us now consider an arbitrary point P. given by the position vector OP=+. The projection
of P on10 the constraint line. i.e .• op•. gives a solution which satisfies the constraint equation as well
as the least distance criterion with respect 10 P. In other words. in addition to satisfying the constraint
equation. op• also minimizes the function given by.

where.

•=[!J
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Flaure 1: Representation of a single d.o.r. syslem in two dimensions
We may note from Fig. I, that, in tenns of (2.5).

OA

=[!']

and

OP.=OA+AP.=OA+AT+ AT AP

The above conceptualization shows that, for a 2-D case. a solution of the form given by (2.5)
represents that solution which. in addition to satisfying (2.1), is the least distance solution from a

P

OP=+ (+ +

point represented by
= 1 2]' . in the 2-D space. Extrapolating the above concept to the
n-dimensional case of redundant robot systems, we see that. a solution of the form given by (2.5)
represents that solution which satisfies (2.1) and also gives the minimum norm solution with respect to
a point in the n-dimensional joint space. given by,
modified objective function, where

OP•+.

Such an interpretation could lead to a

+~ already known. as

(2.6)
The solution to (2.1), which also satisiiCS tbe optimality of (2.6), in fact corresponds to that solution

+,

given in (2.2), can be treated as a point
given by (2.2). In other words, we may also consider that,
in the n-dimensional joint space. The mathematical proof for the above concept is developed in [17].
In a similar way. it has been shown [17) that, to obtain the solution for the joint rates with some
weightage is applied, a similar formulation for the objective function. can be developed as.
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(2.7)
where.

W

is an n-dimensional diagonal matrix. with the diagonal elements given by. W; .
Equations (2.6) and (2.7) provide &he modified version of an objective function which when
optimized provide that solution satisfying (2.1) as well as optimizing the original objective function

+.It is also interesting to note that, (2.2) is basically, the minimum
norm solution with respect to certain point in the joint space, given by +. Rather, it could also be
interpreted that (2.2) is in fact the minimum norm solution with the origin of the joint space shifted to
+. 1be minimum norm solution with respect to &he origin of joint space, i.e., += 0, provides the
whose gradient vector is given by

the

solution conventionally termed the minimum norm case. The weighted joint rate case is also
analogous to the above situation. with the solution to (2.1) with (2.7) being the weighted minimum
norm solution with &he origin shifted to

+.

3. Geometry Based Rate Allocation Algorithm: A Review
In this section we provide a review of &he geometry based rate allocation algorithm developed
by Huang and Waldron [12}. The underlying principle of this algorithm was the application of
"ForceNelocity" duality between the parallel/series kinematic chains and the axial field solution
scheme to &he redundancy resolution of joint rates in serial chain systems. The axial field solution (to
be deaailed later) is based on a scheme which assume zero interaction between the all pairs of the
solution vectors. By zero interaction it is meant that there is no component along the direction joining
any pair of points with which &he solution vectors are associated. 1be axial field solution scheme was
developed initially for &he fon::e allocation problem for statically indeterminate parallel chain systems
[14.15]. For example, in legged robot locomotion, this means that the resulting solution for contact
forces exhibit no force component in the direction joining any two contact points. First, they showed
that the axial field solution scheme developed in the above context is equally applicable to the rate
allocation problem in a kinematically indeterminate serial chain system, specifically, a manipulator
having all ball joints (Fig. 2). The 8lgorithm is then convincingly extended to manipulators with allrevolute joints in obtaining a minimum-norm rate solution. The following is a reiteration of the
concepts in [12] .

•

$
9'b$z
(Jly$ly __.,_-_,.

Figure l: An N-link Ball-Jointed Manipulator

3.1

The Approach

The basic idea is that the revolute joints are initially modelled as ball joints. providing a
modified equivalent geometry with hypothetical ball joints with the center located at the intersection
of the axes. Then. utilizing the axial field solution scheme, the angular velocities of the ball joints,
referred to as the 'pseudo-velocity vectors' are obtained. Since, in general, these pseudo-velocity
vectors may not lie in the same direction as permitted kinematically by the original revolute joints, an
adjustment procedure is developed using the null space system. The null space velocity system so
considered, is formed by a system of angular velocity vectors applied through the center of the ball
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joint with a zero resultant magnitude. Such a sysaem can be obtained simply by applying equal and
opposite pairs of angular velocities directed along the line joining the pairs of joint centen. By
sequentially superimposing the null space velocity pairs on the pseudo-velocity vectors. a set of true
solution for the joint velocities can be obtained.
Since the null space velocity system can be obtained in an infinite number of ways. there
also exists abe irUmite sets of solutions. as may be expected for a redundant situation. It has been
shown however in [12) that in a non-redundant system. the adjustment procedure yields the unique
solution. In redundant cases. the task becomes the choice of that particular null space velocity system
which also satisfies any specific objective function. It should be noted that. both the velocity
decomposition and the adjustment procedures for null space velocity components are. however.
geometry dependent and hence need to be worked out separately for individual geometry.
3.1

The Axial Field Solutio• Scheme
The following gives the axial r~eld solution in the form applicable to the kinematically
redundant velocity system. An axial r~eld solution takes the same form as the velocity vector field
generated by a rigid body undergoing general motion. in which case the velocities of all its points
J>elong to a helicoidal field whose axis is the instantaneous screw axis. In applying the axial field
solution to the rate allocation problem of a serial chain manipulator. the centers of the modeUed ball
joints are taken to be the points at which the solution velocity vectors are located. Then the
corresponding velocity vector solution computed at the ball joint center is given as [12]:

'Va = s. >.< (p1 -p)+ H s
where

Ya

(3.1)

is the joint velocity vector at i-th ball joint. s is the unit direction vector of the field axis.

p is the position vector" of any point on the axis and H is the pitch of the vector field. Here. Pa is
the position vector of the 1-th ball in the system. In (3.1 ). the IJCid axis direction vector s has been
shown to be given by
s

=r1 (1.a.- pxCil]

(3.2)

in which Cll and 11 are. respectively. angular velocity and translational velocity of the end effector.
p is the centroid of the system of ball joints. and I is the centroidal inertia matrix of the ball joint
system. The centroid and the centroidal inertia of the ball joint system can be computed from:

-p=-~p
1~
n ;.1 1

=

(- -)T
x.y.z
(3.3)

where

•

"
lu = l:((Y,y)l + (z;- %)2)

1111 = I,((X; - .f)(Jf - y) )

i•l

i•l

•
I"= I,((x;- .f)2 + (z;- z)2)

ID

i•l

Iu

=i•l
I. ((x; -

H =
L

i•l

•

and

,!

2

•

lp = I.((Jf- y)(z;- z))

.f)l + (Jf - y)2)

i•l

(s· Cll)
(3.4)

=lsi= II- (11- p xm~
1

(3.S)

1 {(SXCil) -s·ps+p
( -)} p=2

L

•
= I,((x;.f)(z;- z) )

(3.6)

n

The above equations. (3.1)-(3.6). give the instantaneous velocity vectors of the balls.
each of the ball center. Having obtained

Ya .

Ya.

at

the velocities are decomposed along the axes of the
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individual links constituting the ball joiniS.

4. Generalization
In general, geometries with three or four ball joint equivalents essentially cover all the
conceivable cases of 7R revolute manipulators. For example, Hollerbach's 7R anthropomorphic ann
[16), can be modelled into a three ball equivalent. In fact, it is the only 7R case with a three ball
equivalent geometry. Another 7R geometry proposed by Waldron and Reidy [18) may be modelled
into a four ball equivalent geometry. It is pertinent to note that, a four ball equivalent can cover up to
a maximum of 9R arm with four sets of tripleiS of intersecting axes. In the following. the three ball
joint case is discussed by considering Hollerbach's arm and a general solution which can cater to any
desired objective function, is developed for the same. It is then followed by the velocity
decomposition scheme for a four ball joint case using the Waldron's 7R arm [18].
.- .

4.1

Three Ball Joiat Type Geometry

As alluded to earlier, the commonly available 7R manipulators can generally be modelled
into equivalent three or four ball joint cases. A three ball joint case is however possible only to the
Hollerbach's 7R arm with its three sets of triplets of intersecting axes. In [12], a velocity
decompositioo scheme for this arm was developed to obtain the minimum norm joint rates. In the
following. we present a closed form solution for the above arm, obtained by utilizing the modified
objective functions for both non-weighted and weighted case as developed earlier, in section 2, and
given by (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. This approach presents a generalization of the geometry based
rate allocation algorithm to obtain the solution for any obj~tive function.
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Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of 7R Anthropomorphic Arm [16]

4

2

Figure 4: Ball Joint Representation of 7R Anthropomorphic Arm
The schematic diagram for the 7R anthropomorphic arm is given in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, the ball
joint equivalent of the above and the pseudo-velocity vectors, obtained from the Canonical Axial
Vector Field Solution, are shown. The velocity decomposition algorithm given in (12]. for the 7R arm,
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is illustrated in the following. Initially. lp1 • the velocity vector at the second ball joint. is
decompoSed as.

'1'1 =Ol21e! + m21e: + m23e!

(4.1)

where.

Also.

u,

is the unit vecaors in the direction of the i-th joint axis and

th ball centu. Now (4.1) enables us to oblain C811. C8u and
rate along the fourth joint axis.
ball centers. namely.

Oll3 .

PJ is the position vector of the J-

Since

Ol21

is the magnitude of the

8_. = Ol21 • Since the velocity components along the lines joining the

e: e:.
and

contribute coiTespondingly to the screw velocity vectors at the first

and third ball joint centers. they also get added to '1'2 and Y 3. It is also necessary to consider a
velocity component along the the line joining the first and third ball centers. It may be noted that the
magnitude of the velocity .component along this direction. say. l. wiD be dependent on the objective
function being used for resolving redqndancy and hence is treated as a variable. 1ben. the final screw
velocity vectors at the first and third ball joint centers become.
(4.2)
(4.3)
where

el _ P1- P,

1-,pl -pJ .

From (4.2) and (4.3). one may detennine the adjusted velocity vectors at the fust and third ball joint
centers provided that the variable. 1. is known. Here. it is worth mentioning that the number of such
variables required in the above adjustment procedure are equal to the degrees of redundancy.
In summary. following from the foregoing JWOCCdure as given by (4.1)-(4.2) and given the
value of l. . a solution of the joint rates can be obtained which can be compacdy expressed as.

8;1y;,

8=

(l)ll

(4.4)

8)1y;,

l. depends on the user supplied performance c.riterion. In
the case of minimum nonn solution. i.e.• F = 9r 8. it has been shown that an analytical formulation
is w ssible by obtaining the value of 1. as.
As mentioned above, the variable

(4.S)

in which

y, =83'('1'3 + (1)23e~)

(4.6)

y, = 8; (y. + Olne!)
-1 3
x 1 = 8 1 e1
1

= 8) e!
8 1 =(u1 u 3
xl

(4.7)
(4.8)

1

u3

(4.9)

t

(4 .10)
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(4.11)

In the following, we generalize the above minimum norm solution to one that accommodates
any user selected objective function, or performance criterion, both weighed and non·weighted. The
basis of this generalization lies in the interpretation, as presented in section 2, that the gradient of the

+. represents a point in the solution (joint rate) space and that the optimal
solution with respect to that objective function is one that has the least distance away from +. For
the 7R case discussed above, the performance criterion equivalent to (2.6) can be written as
objective function,

F = (B;'y;,-

+,3t(a;'y;,- +13)+

(e. -+.)2 +
(4.12)
where,

(4.13)
Then, one can easily derive the analytical formula for

1, which optimizes any objective function with

knowngradient+.as

~ ._ y~x, - yJ~
AT
T
x1 x1 + x3 x3

(4.14)

where

..

(4.15)

YJ =B;'(yJ + O>ne!)-:- +s7

(4.16)

and all other parameters remain the same as described by (4.8H4.11).
In a similar way, if the weighted f01111ulation is considered, then the objective function of the
form (2.7) for the Hollerbach's arm becomes:

F = (a;'y;,- +13tWu(B;'v:,- +13)+

w.(&.-+.Y +

t

(B;''I';,- +s7 Wn(B;'y;,- +s7)
where
W1

W13 = 0
[

0

(4.17)

0 0]

w2 0

0

W3

(4.18)

•

Then the corresponding closed form expression for

1

satisfying the weighted joint rates becomes,

~ _ yJW57y3- YtTWnYt
A.-

T

T

(4.19)

x3 W57 x3 + x1 Wux 1

where alllhe parameters are given by (4.8).(4.11), (4.15) and (4.16).
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Here we may note that (4.19) .epresents lhe most general solution form fo.. the geometry
under consideration. On keeping •
0. we oblain the weighted minimum norm condition. In addition.
if the weight~ matrix is treated as identity matrix. the minimum norm case. namely. (4.4). is
available. If on the olhec hand. with weighted matrix equal to identity matrix. and • based on certain
objective function, we obtain the general solution given by (2.2). With lhe above properties. this
formulation can be used for any general performance criterion and hence can be treated to be an
improvement to the geometry based rate allocation algorithm.
Simulations were performed based on the above development to verify the concept. The
results wece compared with the solution fonn of (2.2). Pol' the purpose of verification. arbitrary values
of weighted matrix and • were used. 1be solutions using both the methods showed identical resuhs
for all the different cases, namely. the weighted minimum norm condition and solution with an
arbitrary • . Since the purpose of simulations were to verify lhe formulations by comparing with
pseudo-invecse based formulation, the results are not reproduced here.

=

4.1. Four Ball Joiat Type Geometry
Let us now consider the rate coordination of a four ball joint model. In general, redundant
manipulators with 7R. 8R or up to a maximum of 9R are the only feasible cases of four ball joints. In
the following, the example of an efficient 7R arm proposed by Waldron and Reidy [18], modelled into
four ball joim case, is presented. The geometry of the above arm and its co..responding ball joint
representation are given in Fig. S and 6 respectively. The kinematic parameters may be obtained from
[18].

Figure 5: 7R Manipulator proposed by Waldron and Reidy [18].

.

Figure 6: BaU Joint representation of Waldron's 7R manipulator

Here, the ball joint representation provides a geometry with four balls with their instantaneous

Pt . P2. P3 and P• respectively and the corresponding screw velocities computed as 'l't .
Y 3 and Y 4. The screw velocities are assumed to be composed of the rates along the joint axes

center at

V 2.

and also along the vectors joining lhe ball joint centers. 1be decomposition can then proceed in two
different ways. (1) start at the second ball joint, proceed to lhe third ball joint. then go to first ball
joint and finally decompose the resultant velocities at fourth ball joint. or (2) start at the third ball
joint. proceed to the second ball joint. then go to the first ball joint and finally decompose the
resultant velocities ~t founh ball joint. In the present case. either scheme will be equally desirable
and hence will be demonstrated separately.

Case 1.
Let the vectors joining the various ball joint centers of lhe above arm be represented by.
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(4.20)
and

A. 11

be the corresponding velocity magnitude.
The decomposition starts from the second ball joint at P2. The screw velocity '1'2. obtained

from (3.1). is to be decomposed along
•

..

e~. Then.

2

'1'2 = 83 + ~A,le,
1• 1
h•2

(4.21)

In matrix form. we may express (4.21) as.

"2

where

=

lr

81[&3 A.l An 1 ..

8 2 =(u3

e:

e~

(4 .22)

e!]

It may be noted here that. (4.22) represents a system of three equations in four unknowns. thus having
a single degree of redundancy. It is desirable to resolve the redundancy at this level itself, in which
case. the rest of the overall system becomes nonredundant. One set of simple solutions would be
obtained by constraining any of the four velocity components. namely.
zero. For example, we may consider a special case where.

e3. 1 12 . 1n

or

A42

to be

A42 = 0 . Then. (4.22) can be modified as.

'1'2 = B:a.[e3 Aal 1 32r

(4.23)

and.
Then

•2

[e3 112 A32r = 82~
(4.24)
Having obtained the velocity components at the second ball center. by proceeding to the third ball
center. the final screw axis velocity and the corresponding velocity system along the joint axes
become
(4.25)
where.

8 3 = (u4

u5 e:]

This being a set of three equations in three unknowns. a unique solution is obtained as.

[e.. 143 113r = o;•y3/
Proceeding further to farst ball center,

~e

(4.26)

obtain the following relationship.

2+ 1 13e13=8 1[.81 8•2 A41 ]T
'l'u ='1' 1 + 1 12e1
and. 8 1 = (U1

(4 .27)

e~]. which gives the solution.

U2

[e. e

2

r

A41 = o;•'I' 11

(4.28)

And finally. by resolving at the fourth ball joint. we have
•

'I'..,= Y • + A14e 2 + A34 u 5 + 1 14e1 =8 4 8 5
4

4

where
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[ .

(4.29)

8 4 =(u5

u, u7).

for which the solution is

r

(8s 8, 8,

= y 41&;1

83, 4 12 , A32

or

<4.30>
1be procedure given above leads to lhc necessity of resolving redundancy at the second ball
center level itself. However. we may keep any of the velocity components at the second ball joint
center. i.e .•

A42

as a variable, and obtain expression for all other velocity

Ba and t . Such a modifiCation would lead to closed
fonn expressions for joint rates in terms of Ba. t and Av. by utilizing the modified forms of objective

components in terms of this variable as well as
function given by (2.6) and (2.7).

Case 2.
The procedure for the second case is very similar. The steps are given below. Starting from
the third ball center. we obtain,

4 3

.

V 3=e.+ l:A13e 1=C ~·e. A13 Au 1.43
1•1

]T
(4.31)

and C 3 = 4 e: e~
5 ];
As in the first case, here again, we bave a single degree of redundancy case. One solution

[u

u

may be obtained by keeping

1ben•

c,.[e..

1.23 A..lr

C,. =[U 4 e~ u5].

This leads 10.

. .3

and

1.13 =0.

=

]T

[e4•

. (4.32)

-1

A23 A..3 = c3. '1'3

(4.33)

Proceeding to the second ball joint center. we obtain,

Yu ='I'J + Ane~ =c~83 Au
. and

cl =[u3

e~

(8

3

e!]
1 13 ·

l.ar

(4.34)

The solution then becomes,

l.ar =

c;~..,Jf

(4.35>

The rest of the decomposition is done according 10 (4.27) to (4.30).
As in the first case. redundancy exists. but in the third ball joint center. The general solution
for joint rates based on (2.6) and (2.7) can bring in closed form solution in a similar manner as
discussed in the former case.

5. Computational Requirements
The improvement in computational efficiency of the procedure for obtaining the
minimum nonn solution for the 7R anthropomorphic ann using geometry based algorithm, compared to
the pseudo-inverse based formulation, as per [12], is very significant. Whereas the pseudo-inverse
based solution requires 497 multiplications and 413 additions, the geometry based algorithm for the
three ball joint situation requires only 154 multiplications and 119 additions. This itself proves to be of
considerable savings in -computations. Now, the modified geometry based algorithm which caters to
any objective function. gives the general solution simply by an extra of seven additions provided

+.

+is

known. That is, given
only a total of 154 multiplications and 126 additions are necessary for
obtaining the joint rates. 1be computational requirements for the scheme developed for Waldron's 7R
arm with four ball joints. are only 195 multiplications and 157 additions. It is worth mentioning that
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lhe efficiency of the geometry based raae allocation algorithm becomes more and more significant as
lhe degrees of redundancy increases.

6. Conclusions
The geometry based algorithm for the purpose of resolving redundant rate coordination
problem had been shown to develop minimum norm solution in a very efficient way. In this work, we
present the generalization of the above algorithm to suit any objective function. It includes the general
case with some objective function in addition to the end effector task requirement, with and without
weighted joint rate formulation. This is made possible by developing a modified formulation for the
objective function as. a minimum criterion not with respect to the origin of the joint rate space, but
with respect to another point in the joint rate space represented by • . Also, while considering a
weightage for the joint rates, the corresponding objective function is also modified as the weighted
minimum norm case with respect to •. Such a modification in the general objective function enabled
the present work.
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ABSTRACT
The author and others have recently demonstrated that application of the Moore-Penrose
inverse to matrices whose elements have different physical units may lead to physical
inconsistencies and produces results that are neither scale invariant nor invariant to
translations of the coordinate frame. Essentially, difficulties with the Moore-Penrose
inverse arise when considering coupled systems employing different physical units of
measure. This essay attempts to provide a physical understanding of the weighted
generalized-inverse and refute some of the more common arguments posited in favor of the
continued use of the Moore-Penrose inverse of the manipulator Jacobian in those situations
were it clearly leads to questionable results. Examples illustrate some of the consequences
when one ignores the warnings of physical inconsistency and uncritically applies the
Moore-Penrose inverse.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Approximately six years ago, Professor Joseph Duffy at the University of Florida privately
made the observation that robotics hybrid-control theory, the simultaneous control of force
and motion, appeared to be based on the fallacious assumption of the existence of a
Euclidean metric on the six-dimensional space of twists V

= [v'f

lJ)'J-r, v a translational

velocity and man angular velocity, and the six-dimensional space of wrenches F

= 1/-r

n 'f/'r ,fa force and n a moment of force. Specifically, the Euclidean metric on the twists

computes to

v <•> v

:=

v-r v

= v <•> ·v

+ m<•> m (???),

(1.1)

2

1
, a physically meaningless sum.
[time)
[time]2
Similarly, the Euclidean metric on the wrenches computes to

which adds physical units [length!

with

F <•> F =f <•> f + n <•> n (???),

(1.2)

which adds physical units (force) 2 with [force] 2 [length] 2 , also a physically meaningless
sum.
·
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The literature on hybrid-conttol is quite extensive and one can imagine Professor Duffy's
reluctance to point out the fallacy until he was quite cenain of his position. After all, either
he was wrong or a large number of his colleagues subscribed to a theory based on a false
premise. About four years ago, the author and Duffy discussed these difficulties at length.
At that time, the author's respon·s e to Duffy's position was that one could certainly patch
the problem by scaling the variables appropriately. Satisfied with his own resolution, the
author ignored the problem for several years. This response, in many ways, reflects the
immediate response elicited from most researchers when fust appraised of the absence of a
Euclidean metric on the spaces of twists and wrenches. After all, even a novice understands
one cannot add "apples and oranges", so the observation is trivial and easily remedied, one
need to look no further than to scaling the variables appropriately. As harmless as this
correction appears, it can, in fac~ lead to misleading or arbitrary results.
Partial solutions for resolving the difficulties inherent in hybrid-control were presented in
Lipkin and Duffy (1988). In response to this work and unpublished comments by Duffy,
two of the author's Italian colleagues, Researcher Claudio Melchiorri and· Professor
Claudio Bonivento became concerned about applying hybrid-control to the mechanical hand
being developed at the University of Bologna. They were understandably reluctant to
expend time, money, and manpower to a conttol scheme that may not have general validity.
They, too, attempted to salvage hybrid-control and came away with further insight (Abbati
Marescotti, Bonivento, Melchiorri, 1990].
In May of 1989, while visiting the University of Bologna, the author once again became
caught up with the hybrid-control problem after many discussions with his Italian
colleagues. During the next year, while attempting to salvage hybrid control theory, we
became convinced the consequences of the fallacy observed by Duffy had more wideranging effects on robotics research than just the area of hybrid-contol. We than began
investigating and questioning the fundamental assumptions our colleagues employed in a
variety of research areas in robotics. This activity resulted in several publications
[Melchiorri C. 1990a,b; Doty K.L., Bonivento C., Melchiorri C. 1990]. In the meantime,
Duffy had decided to publish his observations in a Journal of Robotics Systems editorial
entitled "The Fallacy of Modem Hybrid Control Theory that is Based on 'Orthogonal
Complements' of Twists and Wrenches Spaces" (Duffy J., 1990]. The hybrid-contol
fallacy, which, heretofore, had only been discussed in back hallways at conferences or in
private meetings, had now become an open topic. In addition, a tentative solution to the
more general problem of the definition of a physically consistent inner product was
published by Griffis and Duffy (1990).
The author and hi& Italian colleagues, however, were not content with this work. The
difficulties in hybrid-control theory had not bee~ laid to rest by the above publications.
Doubts in the theory and the proposed patches still persisted and, perhaps, more seriously,
no replacement theory was fonhcoming. In August of 1990 we submitted our answer.
Almost two years later, this work has yet to appear in print, although it will soon be
published (Doty K.L., Melchiorri C., Bonivento C. 1992]. The long publication delay of
this paper has caused considerable difficulties to the author and his colleagues in publishing
other work related to it. Generally, other robotics researchers, as did the author originally,
view the problem as having an obvious, trivial fix. Until the robotics community becomes
more informed, this difficulty will most likely persist.
The purpose of this essay is to better inform the research community what the author and
his colleagues are trying to say about the role weighted generalized-inverses play in hybridcontrol theory specifically and robotics in general.
The essay begins with as clear a statement of the central observation as the author can
produce. There follows an elaboration of the consequences of the central observation to the
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solution of robotics problems, not only in hybrid-control but other areas of robotics
research as well. Next, several simple examples will illustrate the points discussed earlier.
The essay continues with comments upon paraphrases of some responses the author has
received in objections to the resulting theory. Many of these objections the author himself
has put forward during his investigations and so he feels a certain concordance with those
who respond in a like manner. The essay concludes with closing arguments and a
summary.

2.

THE CENTRAL FALLACY

Consider any mu1t~-variable physical system where at least two of the variables have
different physical units. Such a system will be called a compound system. Designate the
variables of a compound system by v 1, .•• v,.. and one pair of variables known to have
different physical units by v~c, and Vj· The manifoldS of all n-tuples [v 1 •.. Vnl-r of the
system variables, typically, has the properties of a vector space. These tuples will be called
compound vectors. Immediately one can state that no physically meaningful Euclidean
inner product exists on S because

[v 1 ..• v,J-r

[~~] =
v,.

will add the terms ~ and

±~

(?11)

(2.1)

i=l

1 which have di:fferent physical units. The space S cannot be a

Euclidean inner:product space. Therefore, one cannot, in general, apply to compound
systems any algebraic theory dependent upon a Euclidean inner-product. While no one
appears to dispute this observation, the consequences are often ignored, sometimes
intentionally and, at other times, not so intentionally. We remind the reader of the
importance of an inner-product to a wide variety of calculations in linear algebra. In the
next paragraphs we discuss a few. In compound system such calculations will not
generally hold for the Euclidean inner product.
Without an inner product, orthogonality has no meaning. For example, the
meaninglessness of (1.1) and (1.2) prove that the space of twists V and wrenches W
cannot have orthogonal vectors in the Euclidean sense. This fact was pointed out by Duffy
in his editorial (1990). Unfortunately, researchers fmd it tempting to say that the twists

V1

= /1/mls}

0

0 0 0 0}-r and V2

= /0

0 0 1/radls} 0 0}-r

are Euclidean orthogonal, since their fonnal.Euclidean product is y-r V 2 = 0. Aside from
1
the fact that the computation is meaningless in general, how does one interpret such an
"orthogonality"? How can an axis labeled by [m/s] (meters per second) be orthogonal to an
axis labeled by [radls] (radians per second)? One might be tempted to draw Figure 1 as an
example of a compound system with two variables, one measured along the a axis in (m/s]
and one measur~ along the b axis in [radls). Geometrically, the figure is appealing until
we ask what it means to rotate the axes by 8 degrees. Rotations must be dimensionless
operations, but somehow, after rotating the a axis to a'. the Euclidean projection of a'
along the b axis has units of [mls] and its Euclidean projection along the old a axis has
units [rad/s] ! How does the rotation determine the exchange rate between meters per
second and radians per second? While the absurdity of this operation is apparent here, it is
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often performed unknowingly in some research papers when the twist and wrench spaces
of a robot are under consideration. In compound systems, therefore, one can only rotate
axes into directions measured with the same units.

Radians/second

b

b'

a

Meters/second
Figure 1

=

Referring to the twist V tv" (J)"J", one can rotate translational velocities v in the three
dimensional subspace V1 spanned by the ftrst three.components and one can rotate angular
velocities (J) in the three dimensional subspace V m spanned by the last three components.
However, one cannot rotate an ro into the subspace V1 • For example, the six-dimensional
rotation

1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 -1
1 0
0 0
0 0

cannot be meaningfully applied to V ~ince R6V

0
0
0
0
1
0

=fvx

0
0
0
0
0
1

(2.2)

v1 -COx Vz £l>y ro;e {' implies the

vector fvx v1 -COx 1" is in V1 , but the third component does not have the correct physical
units for a vector in V 1 • The last three components cannot be elements of a vector in V w
either. The six-dimensional rotation

(2.3)

where R 1 and R 2 are arbitrary three-dimensional rotations and cp a 3 x 3 matrix of zeros
can be applied to V in a physically consistent manner since linear velocities are rotated into
linear velocities and angular velocities are rotated into angular velocities and the two are not
.

~~

One could continue in this manner, but the point has been made. One must examine any
results in robotics that utilizes a Euclidean inner product on the twist or wrench spaces and
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question its general validity. The central fallacy is to apply the Euclidean inner product and
propenies derived from it to compound systems and expect physically meaningful results.
The next section examines the Moore-Penrose inverse, or pseudo-inverse (Ben-Israel,
A.,Greville, T.N.E ., 1974] whose validity depends upon a valid Euclidean inner product.
3. GENERALIZED INVERSES IN. COMPOUND SYSTEMS
Consider the linear system u =Ax, A : X ~ U . The unique minimum-nonn, least-squares
solution to this system is Xs :=A+ u, where A+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the
matrix A. If A= FC a full-rank decomposition of A, i.e., F has full-column rank and C
has full row...rank, then

A+:= c+ F+,

(3. la)

where
(3.lb)

The minimum-norm propeny implies lxsf S lx' I for any other solution x·. The leastsquares propeny means that I u -Axs I S I u -Ax' I for any other solution x'. The
norms on X and U must be Euclidean if the Moore-Penrose inverse is used. For these
optimal properties to make sense, there must be a physically consistent Euclidean norm on
the spaces X and U .

In compound Systems we have observed that the Euclidean norm does not apply in general,
so ifu =Ax describes a compound system, the Moore-Penrose solution will not produce
physically consistent results in the general case.
In robotics, for example, the twist V = 1~-r (J)-rj-r of a robot end-frame is related to the
joint rates q through the manipulator Jacobian}. Namely, V = J q . In the literature one
observes the inversion tis= J+ V, where, simultaneously, lq8 1 and IV - J tis I have
minimum values. The matrix J+ = [J-r J T1 J-r is the Moore-Penrose inverse when the
manipulator has less than 6 degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) and J has full column-rank. For
manipulators with 6 or more degrees-of-freedom andJ with full row-rank, J+ =J-r/JJ-ri 1•
Because of the different physical units possessed by elements in J one can demonstrate
that the matrix products JiJ and JJ-r produce, in general, sums of terms with different
physical units. An example will illustrate this point later.These physical inconsistencies
point to the fundamental problems mentioned earlier.

Weighted, Generalized-Inverse
In contrast to the Moore-Penrose inverse, the weighted generalized-inverse of the Jacobian

produces physically consistent results invariant to scaling and coordinate frame
transformations. To compute the weighted generalized-inverse
one must, in general,
select a metric M" on the space V of twists and a metric M q on the joim-rate s~ace Q
[Doty •. Melchiorri, Bonivento, 1992]. When J has full column-rank, the wetghted

.1.

generalized-inverse is computed by the expression/= [J-r Mvl T 1 J-r Mv . When J has
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1

full row-rank/= K:J" [J K:J" T . These metrics must be symmetric, positive-definite

matrices. The metric M.., essentially detennines the trade-off between angular velocity and
~~ear velocity. The metric Mq specifies the trade-off between angular joint-rates and linear
JOmt-rates.
The most general expression for the weighted generalized-inverse of matrix J = FC,
where F has full column-rank and C has full row-r~ is
(3.2a)
where
(3.2b)

.1' is unique and produces the minimum M q-nonn,

The weighted generalized-inverse
least-squares solution fs := J 1 V
robot velocity equation, we have,
I. I
S I ., I
9sMq
q Mq

to V = J

q . Thus, for -any other solution q·

IV - J

and

q51Mv S IV -

J

q'

M v-

to the

I ,
Mv

where the norms are defined by the generalized inner product,
ti1 <Mq> f2 := f1 <•> Mq f2

Hence, lq1 l~q

=

and

V1 <Mv> V2 : = V1<•> M v Y2 .

fJ <•> Mqq1 and IV -J tis'!,.,= (V- J

(3.3)

tis> <•> Mv (Y -J q

5) .

The weighted generalized-inverse is a generalization of the Moore-Penrose inverse. In
systems where the spaces X and U have Euclidean inner-products, the Moore-Penrose
inverse equals a weighted generalized-inverse whose metric is the identity matrix. The
weighted generalized-inverse does not discredit the Moore-Penrose inverse. but. rather,
extends the robot researcher's mathematical tool-kit by providing an inversion technique
with wider applicability.

4.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE CENTRAL FALLACY

The 3-DOF robot depicted in Figure 2 will be used to illustrate the various observations and
consequences mention_e d above. The DH-parameters for this robot are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1 : Kinematic Parameters for an RPR Robot
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Fi ure 2 An RPR robot mani ulator.
The Jacobian for this RPR manipulator, expressed in the end-frame F 3 , is

0
0

J.-

d2
CJ
·SJ

0
where c;
•

•

= cos 8;

SJ
CJ
0
0

0
0
0
0

o.

O·

0

1

(4.1)

and s; = sin 8; . The manipulator's joint-rate vector is

q = [8•1

'f

~ 831 .

Moore-Penrose Solution to the Robot Velocity Equation
To invert the manipulator velocity equa~on V = J q when J is singular, requires the use
of generalized inverses. Usually, the Moore-Penrose inverse J+ is employed to produce
the joint-rate solution fs := J+ V. When} has full-column rank, as in (4.1), the MoorePenrose inverse J+ =

IJ"' J [ 1J"'. However, the matrix product
'f

J 'J =

[~+1
0
0
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0

1

(???),

(4.2)
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produces the physically meaningless tenn ~ + 1, which adds a number with physical units
2

[length] to a physically unidess number. If one ignores this fact and computes the Moore-

Penrose inverse}+

=IJ" J T1 J" for this full column-rank Jacobian, one obtains
0

dz.

0

~+

CJ.

-SJ.

~ + 1 ~ + 1

1

.o

J+=

(4.3)

(???).
SJ

CJ

0

0

0

0

. 0

0

0

0.

0

1

which also has physically inconsistent terms (interestingly enough. this does not always
happen, as the SCARA robot example to follow demonstrates). To press the point further.
compute the Moore-Penrose joint-rate solution fs := J+ V to the manipulator velocity
equation V = J q :

.

V1

d2 +

COx C3 -

~ +

lis=

COy S3

1

(???)

(4.4)

Both the numerator and the denominator of the first term are physically inconsistent.
Adding more joints at the distal end of the manipulator will not change the fact that J -rl[1.1 J
contains the sum ~ + 1. So, physical inconsistency can arise for manipulators with any
number of joints.

Weighted
Equation

Generalized-Inverse Solution to the

Robot

Velocity

The Jacobian in (4.1) has full-column rank everywhere in configuration space. According
to the theory in [Doty K.L., Melchiorri C., Bonivento C. 1992] no metric is required for
configuration space in such cases, but one is required for the twist space V in order to
provide physically consistent results. The twist metric must be a symmetric, positive
definite matrix whose physical units are such that the norm V <•> M vV is physically
consistent. Since the twist V describes the insta~taneous motion of frame F 3 , we can
choose the 6 x6 kinetic-energy metric Mv = M 1 associated with the mass properties of a
rigid tool tmnly attached to the end-frame flange. The kinetic energy K of the tool may be
expressed by the relation
K =

21 V<•>

M 1V
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The matrix M 1 has the sttucture

M,=

m1 I 3
[

m 1 R'fLR

R

'f

'f

flm + m 1·L L)R

l

(4.6)

where m1 is the total mass of the tool; l3 the 3 x 3 identity matrix; I m is the standard,
center-of-mass inertia tensor ·expressed in principle coordinates, i.e., lm is in diagonal
form; R is the rotation that transforms vectors from principle coordinates to link frame F 3
coordinates; and L is 3 x 3 skew symmenic matrix. equivalent to the operation {p x}.
i.e. La= p x a for all vectors a. The vector p = [p~ p pJ'f describes the translation
vector from frame F 3 origin to the center-of-mass of li~ three. Since M 1 contains zero-,
frrst-, and second-order mass moments of a rigid body, the author refers to it as the massmoment matrix of a rigid body.
The solution to the manipulator velocity equation is now solved using the weighted

fsm := J' V, where J' = [J'f M 1J { 1 J'f M 1• For simplicity, assume
Pz )'f ,/XJC = lyy = lk and thatR = l3. With these values

generalized-inverse:
p

= [0

0

M, = ,

m,

0

0

0

0

m,

0

-m,pz

0

0

0

0

m,

0

0

0

0

-m 1 p,

0

0

0

ffltPz

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

lzz

0

(4.7)

In contrast to the product J"'J. the product J'fM1J used in the computation of the weighted
generalized-inverse is physically consistent:
.

2

2

It + m, (d 2 + P,)

-m,p,
0

-m,p,
m,

'f

J M,J=

0
0
0

I,,
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~ v"' M V is physically consistent, then K = ~ q ~ I J -r M J 1 q

proves thatJ"'M J must be physically consistent.
Define the second-mass-moment term fj := 11 +

m1 ~ , then for this manipulator
1
Pz
0
Pz

!...&.. + ( d2 +

m,

2

p2)
z

(4.9)

0
0
0

p
lzz

and the weighted generalized-inverse computes to

I' 1p

(4. 1(})
0

SJ(IJc

2
+ m 1 d 2)

0
Cj(IJc

m 1 d2

2
+ m 1 d 2)

0

0

It CJ

-1" s3

0

m 1 d2 pz

2
-c3 m 1 d 2 pz

2
s3m 1 d 2 pz

0

0

0

0

2
IJc + m 1 d 2

The minimum-nonnM,-least-squares solution fsm calculates to

m, d 2 v, f_t
fJ
+ fJ ( c 3

.

qsm=

(s3 VJC

+

c3 v)'

(J) JC

)+ m, dj Pz (vz -

-

c3

s3

d2

(J) y)

(J)JC

+

SJ

d2

m y)

•

<4 · 1 r

Comparison of Solutions
When the desired twist V is in the range of J then V = }q8 = J q·sm· Since J linear, o
can deduceJ(q8 - q•sm) = 0. Since J has full column rank, tis- 4sm= 0 , illustrati
the more general result that the Moore-Penrose and weighted generalized-inverse soluti•
must be the same when V in Range[}1 and J has full-column rank, even when the MO<
Penrose is physically inconsistent! We reoeat this property in a more general context:
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The Moore-Penrose and weighted generalized-inverse solutions to u = Ax must be the
same when u in Range[A) and A has full-column rank. even when the Moore-Penrose is
physically inconsistent!
No wonder researchers are reluctant to forefo the usc of the Moore-Penrose inverse. If the
compound system u = Ax is consistent. t.e., u in Range/A), and A ·has full-column
rank, then the simpler Moore-Penrose inverse will yield the correct solution by incorrect
means! Difficulties arise, however, when u is not in Range[A} or A does not have full
column rank. In this case, one must have some measure on the space U in order to get Ax
as "close" to· the required u as possible and some measure on the space X to obtain the
"smallest" joint-rate vector solution.
To illustrate the ideas above consider the following problem. One seeks joint-rates that will
develop the twist V= [l[mmls) 0 d2/mmls) 0 -1[1/s 1 l[lls} )1: at the end-frame
of the robot in configurations where 61 and d2 are arbitrary and 6 3 = 90°. Under these
specifications, the solution (4.4) numerically and dimensionally equals the solution in
(4. 11):

• = 9sm
•
9s

= [1 I 1Is)

1 /mmls}

1 /lis})'t .

The physical units produced by (4.4) are correct because the inconsistent term~ + 1
appears in both the numerator and de~ominator of a fraction and, thereby, cancels out.
Differences in the solutions arise when the desired twist V is not in Range/J} . For
example, the twist V 1 = [0 0 Vz 0 0 0 )1:, expressed in the end-frame F 3 , is not in
Range/J). If one desires to move the robot end-frame according to V lt the corresponding
joint-rate solutions using the two methods differ considerably:

.=

9s

v, d2

~

+ 1
0
0

(???)

and

.

9sm=

m,
It+

d 2 v,

m,

2

d2

1]
[
Pz

.

Q

The twists associated with these solutions are

(???)

•

and Ysm = Jqsm=

m, d 2 v,
2
It+ m, d 2

Pz SJ
Pz CJ
d2
CJ
-SJ

0

Neither twist appears to be even close to the desired twist V Jt namely, a translational
velocity along the end-frame z-axis. The "twist" Vs appears to be "closer" (according to
what measure?), but has physically inconsistent terms. While the twist V sm does not
suffer this defect and is the best possible for this robot with respect to minimizing the
kinetic energy of the link three during the motion, the resultant motion may not be
-acceptable in some applications. If this is the case, the problem is not with the weighted
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generalized-inverse technique, but with the choice of metric. Choosing a metric suitable for
application requirements, then, constitutes an imponant issue. This problem will be
addressed ina future paper and will repon the work by Doty and English [1991].
j

Scaling the Moore-Penrose Approach
An often proposed resolution to the cited problems with the Moore-Penrose inverse is
simply to scale the variables with appropriate weights to keep the physical units consistent.
The goal of this section is to prove scaling is misleading at best and arbittary at worst.
Consider scaling twists with the diagonal scaling matrix S := Diagonal{s1 , ...s6], where one
chooses the physical units of the diagonal elements to cancel those of V in order to make
the components of the vector SV unitless. Similarly, scale the joint rates with unitdiagonal Q. The velocity equation becomes
SV

= [SJQ- 1] Qq.

The elements in the matrix SJQ- 1 have no physical units. The Euclidean metric is
physically consistent on the space of transformed twists, Vs = {SV} and transformed
joint-rates space Qs = {Q q} because the scaled spaces have no physical units. Hence,
the Moore-Penrose inverse [SJQ- 11+ will be physically consistent. If J = FC is a fullrank decomposition, then SJQ- 1 = F'C' is a full-rank decomposition with F' = SF and
1
1
C' = CQ-1 • From equations (3.1a),/SJQ- /+ = [CQ- 1+/SF1+, hence, the joint-rate
solution becomes fs = [CQ- 1}+[SF1+SV. From (3.1b), we conclude

The matrices s2 and Q 2 are certainly symmetric and positive definite, hence, may be
considered metrics on the twist and joint-rate spaces, respectively. With this interpretation,
(3.2a,b) produces the weighted generalized inverse

1# := Q-2 c-r tc Q-2 c-rr1 tF-r s 2 FT 1 F-r s 2
for the Jacobian and the same joint-rate solution fs =J#V = [CQ- 1+ {SF]+ SV ! Scaling a
compound system, therefore, is equivalent to choosing a metric for the compound vector
spaces involved.
1

Typically, authors taking the scaling approach set each diagonal terms; of S and Q; of Q
numerically to one. Numerically, S and s 2 equal 16, the 6 x 6 identity matrix, but,
physically, S #S2 #16 • because some of the diagonal elements have different physical
2
units. Similarly, if n is the number of actuated joints, Q and Q equal I n• the n x n
identity matrix. Physically. Q #Q 2 #In for a compound manipulator, again, because some
of the diagonal elements have different physical units. In any case, we have
J+ numerically equal to /SJQ-11+ when S and Q have ones on the diagonal.
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While this approach may appear vali~ or, at least, harmless, there are two significant
difficulties with it. First, settingS numerically equal to 16 is completely arbitrary. Any
other numerical choice of scaling will not. in general, produce the numerical equality 1+ =
[SJQ-11+. Hence, the solutions will change for different choices of scale. On what basis
can one argue that the particular solution found using S numerically equal to 16 is better
than for some other choice of S? Choosing a scaling matrix S subtly introduces a nonEuclidean metric S 2 into the problem specification, a fact just demonstrated. What is the
physical meaning of such a metric 1
. For the second difficulty, the solution is not invariant to rigid-body transformations.
Assum~ rotation R convens unprimed to primed coordinates and the vector p translates
the primed origin to the unprimed origin. The vector p defines the skew-symmetric matrix
L = [px]. The quantities R and L define a rigid-body transformation expressed in prime
coordinates,
(4. 12)
The manipulator Jacobian with a full-rank decomposition J = FC , transforms under the
rigid-body transformation in (4.12) by the rule
(4. 13)

J'= GJ = GFC.

Our objective is to compare joint-rate solutions obtained in the primed and unprimed
frames. Since F ' := GF has full-column rank and C' := C has full row-rank, (4.13)
yields a full-rank decomposition of J'. If scaling matrics Q • and S • are used in the
primed frame,

The solution in the primed coordinates computes to
(4. 14)
where F# := [F'" G" S 2 G FT1 F '" G" S 2 G is the weighted generalized inverse ofF'
with metric G"s 2 G .
1

1

A sufficient condition for the joint-rate solution q' to equal is= Q- /C Q- 1+ [SF1+Sv
..
s
2
2
in the unprimed frame is that the scaling matrices ttansform according to Q := Q and

s 2:= G"s 2 G.

In other words, s 2 must ttansform according to a non-Euclidean metric!

Since one has no way of deterimining which frame is the primed frame and which not, a
proper choice of scale cannot be determined. Is itS or S' 1
If the translation p ~ 0 in G, the scaling matrices S ' and S cannot both be diagonal.
Why should the scaling matrix be diagonal in the unprimed coordinate frame and not in the
primed one, or vice-versa 1 If the primed frame and the diagonal scaling matrices S and Q
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= Q-1 /CQ- 1]+ [SF'}+sv.

which, in general, is not equal to the solution fs obtained when the unprimed frame is
selected as the frame of reference and the same two scaling maoices are used. Since the two
frames may be arbitrarily selected, the solution will depend upon which frame is picked for
the problem description if the same scale is used! This clearly illustrates the arbitrary aspect
of scaling the problem to avoid dimensional considerations. In what sense can one say that
such a scaled solution is "optimal" when one can obtain a wide range of results by
appropriate choice of frame and scale, factors having no bearing on the physical aspect of
the problem?

Solutions based on scaling are, in actuality, weighted generalized inverse solutions. Such
solutions, however, have an arbitrary quality since the metric may or may not have any
physical significance. Justification for the use of such a metric !n a particular frame of
reference must be based on considerations other than making computations physically
consistent. Otherwise, the choice of frame and, hence, metric, is arbitrary and one can
expect the solution so obtained to be equally arbitrary. In summary, scaling amounts to
selecting an arbitrary non-Euclidean metric that is assumed to be diagonal in whatever
particular frame of reference one computes the solution.
In contrast, the weighted generalized-inverse approach forces explicit selection of metrics
M based on physical properties of the system. Generally, one seeks metrics that transform
according to M' = Y "'MY, where Y belongs to the set of permissible coordinate
transformations on the space for which M is a metric. Metrics that do transform in this
manner will yield solutions invariant under any such Y. The kinetic energy metric satisfies
this transfonnation rule for rigid-body transformations and, so, the joint-rate solution to the
robot velocity equation (4.11) will be invariant to rotations and translations of the
coordinate frame whereas (4.4) is not invariant to translations. For further details see [Doty
K.L., Melchiorri C., Bonivento C. 1992.].

A SCARA Robot
The nominal kinematic parameters for the indusoial SCARA robot depicted in Figure 2 are
given in Table 2~
Joint
1
2
3
4

Type
r
r
r
p

Table 2 Kinematic Parameters for a SCARA Robot
Variable Limits
Range
a
d
a
a
-160. to 160.
320.
0
at
Ot
320.
-160. to 160.
0
a2

82

0

a1

d4

0

0
0

o·
o·
o·
o·

±oo
114mm
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H • __ _4
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Figure 3 A Selective Compliant Aniculated Robot fOI' Assembly (SCARA )
The manipulator Jacobian expressed in the end-frame F 4 is given by
a2·s3 00

ars2+3 + a2·s3

arc2+3 + a2·CJ a 2 -c3 00
J=

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

0 1
00
00
1 0

(4.15)

Refer to Doty (1987) for a ·table look-up scheme for determining a manipulator Jacobian
such as the one above.
The joint-rate vector q for this manipulator is

e,•

.
q -

•

82
•

(4. 16)

83
•
4

This manipulator has several interesting propenies. Given the six-dimensional space V of
all twists. the twist manifold Vc =V -Range/J) is a subspace and the whole space is the
direct sum V = V c ED Range{J]. V c is the twist subspace spanned by the range of the
matrix B.
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00
00
00

B .·-

(4.17)

1 0
0 1
00

The column vectors in B (4.17) have no common, non-zero components with the columns
of J in (4.15). Such vectors are said to decouple. In contrast, two vectors couple when
they have a common non-zero component.
Essentially, the SCARA manipulator physically decouples interaction between the possible
motions, Range[J], and the motions not realizable by the manipulator, the space V c . This
is not the usual case. For the RPR manipulator discussed earlier Vc is not a subspace. For
example, the twists
• 1 := [-1 2

oo0

and SJ := [2 -1

OJ-r

o o o OJ-r

are in manifold Vc, but the linear combination s3 • 1 + c3 ~ = = [s3 c3 0 0 0 0)-r is in
Range[}] and not in manifoldVc . This coupling action in the RPR manipulator between
the manifoldVc and Range(J] forces one to utilize metrics in order to create a direct sum
decomposition of the twist space V .
Since the formal Euclidean inner product of any column vector of B with any column
. vector of J is zero, many researchers falsely conclude that the spaces Vc := Range[B) and
Range[}] are Euclidean-orthogonal complements. But, any sense of orthogonality based
on the physically inconsistent Euclidean inner product has no physical meaning in twist
·
space [Duffy, 1990].
Although J-rJ

has physically inconsistent terms, in frame F 4 those terms cancel in the

computation of J+ = [J-r J T1J-r and the results are physically consistent! For example, at
the co~guration ~ = 90°, 83 = 0°, a 1 = a2 = a
a

J+=

-1

-a

-1

0

a

-1
-1

0

-a

0

0

and the Moore-Penrose solution is
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

(4.18)
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v 1 - Vx
a

:!l.

(4.19)

.

a + m.

Again, if not careful, one can falsely conclude that the Moore-Penrose inverse J+ may be
safely applied for this robot. In general, however, computation of J+ in a reference frame
translated from F 4 will not produce invariant results. For example, the rigid body
transformation

G=[ ~
translates the frame of reference F 4 by p
at this new origin is J' =GJ,

J'=

= IPx

a1 S23

+

a1 c23

+ a2 CJ + Px

a2 SJ-

( -p x} ] ,

p1

(4.20)

13

p1 pJ". The expre~sion for the Jacobian
p1

-p,

0

+ Px

Px

0

a2 s3a2 CJ

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

(4.21)

Observe that V = Range[B} $Range[J'}. A translation of coordinate frames cannot
change the physical fact that the twists in Range/B) and Range[}'] decouple for the
SCARA robot.
We now demonstrate that J'+ = [J'" J' T 1J ''f is physically consistent, even after the
transformation. To simplify the computations, configure the SCARA at 82 = 90°, 83 =
0°, a1 = a2 = Px =a andp., = 0 in (4.21). With these values the Moore-Penrose inverse
J~+ of the transformed Jacobian computes to
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Since the rank of a manipulator's Jacobian cannot exceed six, the greatest SDOF equals
six.

Definition 2: Manipulator Spatial Order
A manipularor with a Jacobian whose rank r = nfor at least one configuration, but has rank
r ~ n for all other col{igurations, is said to have spatial order n.

The spatial order (SO) of a manipulator equals the maximum possible rank of its Jacobian.
In those configurations where the manipulator's SDOF equals the manipulator's SO, the
manipulator has the greatest freedom of motion permitted by its structure.

Definition 3:

Manipulator Singular Configurations

A manipulator with spatial order n is said to be in a singular configuration when

Rank{}]< n.

As a manipulator moves through various configurations the rank of J may' vary, and,
hence, its SDOF. When a manipulator's SDOF drops below its spatial order this author
defines that as a singular configuration. The SCARA robot, for example, has spatial order
four (S0-4) and 4-SDOF when not in a singular configuration. The SO does not always
equal the OOF of the robot. A six revolute planar manipulator has 6-DOF but only S0-3,
hence, at most 3-SDOF. This concludes the aside on singularities. We now return to the
discussion at hand.
·
When s 2 = 0, the Jacobian of the SCARA drops to rank three and looses motion
capability. In this con.figuration the manipulator bas 3-SDOF, one less than its spatial
order. J has full-rank decomposition J • FC, where
a2 -s3 00
a2·c3 00
F=

0
0
0

0 1
00
00

1

1 0

(4.24)

has full-column rank of three and

1+;;;100

c :=

1 - '!1. 0 1 0
ill
0
0 0 1

(4.25)

has full-row rank of three. The null space Null[]) is no longer empty, so finding a
minimum-norm joint-rate vector solution fs to the manipulator velocity equation V = Jq
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would typically require a trade-off between the angular joint-rates and the prismatic jointrate. Since there is no "natural" metric for trading radians/second for meters/second, one
must usually select a configuration space metric when the manipulator is in a singular
configuration. The SCARA is an exception. When the SCARA is in a singular
configuration, no trade-off is necessary between linear and angular joint-rates because they
do not couple in the matrix C of (4.25)! This statement can be verified by computing

c+ =

c" [C c"r1 and verifying it is physically consistent:
a2 (al+a2) a2 (-al+a2)

0

a; - 2 al a2+2 a~
a;+2 al a2+2 a~

0

0

.

0

0

The Moore-Penrose inverse for the SCARA robot changes in a singular configuration and
is computed by J+ = c+ F+. The minimum-norm, least-squares-solution to the velocity
equation V = Jq now becomes fs = c+ F+. Both c+ and F+ are physically
consistent in F4 , so the solution fs means something. The question is what? Based on
the previous discussions, one interpretation is that fs = C# F#, where the squares of the
unit-diagonal scaling matrices Q on Q and S on V are the metrics employed in the
calculation of
and p#, respectively.

c'

Configure the SCARA at~= 0°, 83 = 0°, OJ= a2 and compute the joint-rate solution in
the primed frame which is F4 translated Px along the x-axis. With these values the primed
solution is
2 (vy - Px a>z)
5 a2

.. =

(4.26)

qs

The frame F4 solution fs equals the primed solution (4.26) with Px = 0. Again the two
solutions are physically consistent but are not equal. Extolling the merits of a solution in
one frame over one found in another would be difficult to justify on physical grounds.
The special circumstances and properties of the SCARA robot depend upon
Vc =V- Range[}] being a subspace for any coordinate frame and configuration. In
addition, no metric is required on Q when the SCARA is in a singular configuration since
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Qf : = Q - Null[C} is a subspace. These properties do not hold for all robots. For example,
Vc is not a subspace for the RPR robot discussed earlier.

5. CRITICISMS OF THE WEIGHTED GENERALIZED INVERSE Tt1EORY
A number of objections have been leveled at this theory by various colleagues. In this
section the author addresses actual comments by unnamed reviewers. The defense here will
perhaps clarify the points being made by the author.
Criticism:
Every robots researcher that I personally know is well aware of the fact that there is no
natural scale-invariant and velocity reference point-invariant metric on SE(3 ).
Comment:
.

.

Apparently, !'natur.aJ." means "Euclidean", otherwise one must know what "natural"
means in order to evaluate the comment. Non-Euclidean metrics, of course, do exist on
SE(3) (the Special Euclidean group in three-space), for example, the kinetic energy
metric. If one grants that most resean:hers know this fact, why does one find extensive
robotics literature where the Moore-Penrose inverse, which assumes a Euclidean metric
on SE(3), is applied to ttansformations on SE(3)? Apparently many researchers assume
.that scaling solves the problem, yet they clearly fail to realize that the solutions they
obtain depend upon the particular choice of scaling and the particular location of the
origin of the frame of reference in which the solution is computed.
Criticism:
Sure, "improper" expressions involving the Jacobians (such as JJ"J lead to nonsense
units. However, with proper care,for a given manipulator, with given geometric units
and with a given end-effector velocity reference point, the use of pseudoinverse
techniques and manipulability singularity measures can be useful.
Comment:
Such a comment should be dismissed out-of-hand. One can always deduce true results
from false premises. Unfonunately, one can also deduce false results from false
premises! In particular, by carefully picking the scaling and reference point a researcher
can obtain a wide variety of distinct results. This clearly puts into question any
conclusions derived from solutions so obtained.
Criticism:
The Moore-Penrose inverse works for redundant manipulators.
Comment:
This criticism obviously comes from a researcher involved with redundant
manipulators. For redundant manipulators the Jacobian is assumed to have full-row
rank (what if it does not? ! ! !). For an n -DOF manipulator, n ::? 6, inverting the
manipulator velocity equation cleady requires a cost function to discriminate amongst
the possible solutions and so researchers in this area do not compute J+ , rather, they
compute}#= M" 1J"IJ M 1J"T 1 , where M -1 is the manipulator mass matrix. This
result derives from inverting the manipulator velocity equation while minimizing the
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total kinetic energy of the manipulator. The solution obtained in this manner is identical
to the weighted generalized-inverse approach when the metric on the joint-rate space Q
is the kinetic energy metric M. Defining J+ = M-Jir/J M 1J-rT 1 adroitly avoids the
issue by extending the Moore-Penrose inverse to the weighted generalized inverse. In
other words, it is not the Moore-Penrose that works, it is the weighted generalized
inverse that works.

Criticism:
What is usually done in practice (to keep things tractable) is to assume (falsely, of
course) that M•l, while keeping the identity tensor I dimensionally correct and thereby
finessing the dimensional difficulties.
Comment:
As this paper has shown, one does not finesse the dimensional difficulties. Essentially,
setting M•l is arbitrary and any general conclusions drawn under this assumption is
suspect. By the way, how can I be called an identity? :F I. since the physical units
of
are the square of the units of I.

r

r

Criticism:
What is physically meaningful is the fact that the Moore-Penrose solution for a
redundant manipulator has no component in the null space ofJ and therefore, causes no
self-motions of the manipulator while causing the end-effector to move. Dually, joint
motions of the form (I - J+ J )q cause pure self-motions with no end-effector
movement. It is incredible that the author does not find such properties meaningful.
I

Comment:
I believe this critic assumed]+= M 1J-r/J M 1J-rT 1• which is not the Moore-Penrose
inverse of J. but rather a weighted generalized-inverse with the manipulator mass
matrix M as the metric on the joint-rate space. The author then agrees with the critic
that the resulting properties are meaningful. On the other hand, if the critic really meant

J+ = i'!JJ-rT1 • then one must ~peat that true results can come from false premises!

Criticism:
The author raises the question whether we can form an "inner-product" or "normed"
space with independent variables of different physical units. Nonetheless, this is a
usual practice in many disciplines, since an absolute length of a vector in a
configuration space may not have a physical meaning, but the comparison of vectors in
lengths may have a meaning. It "may require an appropriate interpretation implicilly.
Comment:
This sentence appears to be self-contradicting. Otherwise, an appropriate interpretation
is that one is defining an arbitrary scaling metric! If a researcher does so, (s)he must
demonstrate 1) why the metric has particular significance, 2) how the metric transforms
under·coordinate changes.
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Criticism:
The author appears to be engaged in Moore-Penrose inverse bashing!
Comment:
Not at all! The Moore-Penrose inverse is a special case of the weighted generalized
inverse and is applicable when one can employ Euclidean mettics on both the domain
and range spaces of a linear operator or no such measures are needed. My objection is
to the use of the Moore-Penrose inverse when these mettics do not have physical
validity.

Criticism:
The fact tlwt one must provide a weighting factor to compensate for elements of
different physical dimensions is very well-known to both researchers in the redundant
manipulators community as weU as to those that do work. with approximating desired
trajectories. The fact that some technical papers do not explicitly specify a weighting
matrix does not imply an ignorance ofsuch a basic concept.
Comment:
My intent is not to insult my colleagues. but bring to their attention that the usual
practice may lead to misleading and false conclusions. For representative examples. see
Schwartz and Doty [1992]. These examples were not selected to embarrass anyone. but
rather demonstrate that the problem is really quite subtle and merits presentation to the
robotics community.

6.

CONCLUSION

In compound systems, multi-variable physical system where at least two of the variables
have different physical units, the Euclidean inner product produces physically inconsistent
results by adding terms having different physical units. The kinestatics and dynamics
equations in robotics are compound system, including, as they do, angular and linear
velocities, forces and moments-of-force. Without a Euclidean metric in these robotic
systems, one cannot rotate an axis of a compound vector into another one with different
physical units. nor COillP.Ute their Euclidean lengths, nor compute a host of other algebraic
properties based on the Euclidean inner produc~ including, and especially, the computation
of the Moore-Penrose inverse. Correction to all these woes is simple. Use a non-Euclidean
inner product or metric to compute the desired algebraic properties! One consequence of a
move to general metrics is the extension of the Moore-Penrose theory to weighted
generalized-inverse theory.
Weighted generalized-inverse theory provides a physically consistent approach to inverting
linear equations describing compound systems. When Euclidean norms apply to both the
domain and image spaces of the system's linear operator the Moore-Penrose inverse
applies. Otherwise, for physical consistency, scale invariance, and coordinate
transformation invariance, one must select mettics for the domain and image spaces.
Exceptions do occur. When the null space of the system's linear operator is empty, no
metric is required for the domain space. If the range space of the operator equals the image
space no metric is required for it either. When both conditions apply, the operator is
invertible and no metrics are required. Another exception occurs when the system operator
completely decouples into independent subsystems with uniform physical units. These
subsystems are not compound, hence, a physically consistent Euclidean inner producg
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exists and the Moore-Penrose inverse theory applies to that subsystem. The concatenation
of all the subsystem Moore-Penrose solutions constitute a globally optimum solution in the
minimum-norm, least-squares sense.
For some robots, such as the SCARA , the Moore-Penrose inverse is physically consistent
in every frame, even though no Euclidean metric exists on either the twist space or the
joint-rate space. However, the solutions obtained by the Moore-Penrose inverse will not be
invariant to translations of the coordinate frame.
·
The necessity of replacing the Moore-Penrose inverse with the weighted generalizedinverse in robotic applications has not been fully recognized nor accepted by the research
community. The objective of this paper has been to help bring such recognition and
conviction to the reader.
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ABSTRACT
The kinematics for a class of hybrid robotic mechanisms comprising both serial
open and parallel closed chains is analyzed. The hybrid system has 6 d.o.f. which features
a 3 d.o.f. serial manipulator mounted on the moving plate of another 3 d.o.f. in-parallel
actuated manipulator. Methods of solution for forward and inverse problems were
established fiJ'St for both the serial-chain and the parallel-chain components. Constraint
compatibility conditions necessary for arriving at meaningful solutions are identified.
Finally, for the hybrid system, the formulation of a new solution algorithm is presented
together with a demonstration of its validity. The method is based on a velocity
decomposition scheme that in effect 'decouples' the interplay between serial and parallel
structures.

INTRODUCTION
The manipulators used in indusuial applications are often built with a single open
kinematic chain characterized by a serial structure. The serial-chain manipulators usually
have longer reach, larger workspace and more dexterous maneuverability in reaching small
space. But such a structure is inherently not rigid and lack of good dynamic performance
at high speed and high dynamic loading operating conditions, because the cantilever-like
structure causes the robot to have low stiffness. The above disadvantages of serial, openchain manipulators have motivated active research on an alternative manipulator design
based on the closed-chain configuration ( 1-5, 7, 11 ].
Implementation of closed-loop, in-parallel actuated mechanisms as robotic devices
derived initially from a design of the so-called 'Stewart platform,' originally designed for
use as an aircraft flight simulator by Stewart (1 ). Since then many examples of this type of
parallel manipulators have been kinematically (2-6) and to some extent dynamically ( 13)
investigated by a number of researchers. A main advantage of the parallel-chain
manipulators is that it enjoys high positioning capability produced by its inherent high
structural rigidity and noncumulative actuator errors. In view of the reciprocal advantages
reflecting from both the parallel- and the serial-chain manipulator, it seems natural to
propose a design which might benefit from both configurations by having a ' hybrid'
mechanism comprising basically a open-chain manipulator mounted to a close-chain, inparallel actuated platform. The literature addressing the kinematics of the hybrid type of
robot manipulators has been scarce, however. A study on the kinematics of a specific
hybrid manipulator which takes the fonn of two 3-freedom parallel elements connected in
series has been reported by Shahinpoor (7) only recently .

In the present article, we introduce a novel robotic mechanism of this hybrid nature.
In this hybrid manipulator, both the serial element and the parallel element are present and
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can be actuated to fwtction as a highly articulated robot manipulator. Figure 1 illustrates a
model of the hybrid robotic mechanism. The manipulator system to be analyzed here
consists of a 3 d.o.f. tripod-like in-parallel actuated manipulator and a 3 d.o.f. cantileverlike serial manipulator. The in-parallel component has two degrees of orientation freedom
and one degree of translational freedom whereas the serial component has 3 degrees of
rotational freedom. The purpose of this investigation is to develop a systematic procedure
to analyze the basic kinematics involved in the design and implementation of this type of
hybrid manipulator. Due to the fact that the support links of parallel manipulator create a
kinematically constrained motion for the platform. the linear motion of the actuators must •
be perfonned in harmony so as not to violate the kinematical constraints.

ANALYSIS OF IN-PARALLEL COMPONENT
The kinematic function of the hybrid structure depends on the integral perfonnance
of both the serial and the parallel elements in the manipulator. In order to complete the
velocity and position analysis of the hybrid robot, it i~ necessary first to treat them
separately and thereafter link the individual steps into an integral procedure for the
combined hybrid system. In this section, the kinematic analysis of the in-parallel
component is treated fust.
A schematic of a 3 d.o.f. in-parallel manipulator component is shown in Figure 1.
The manipulator consists of an upper plate which beholds the serial slave arm, three
extensible links, and a base plate. The upper plate is connected to the links by means of
ball joints which are equally spaced at 1200 apart and at a radius r from the center of the
upper plate. The other ends of the links are connected to the base plate through equally
spaced pin joints at a radius R from the center of the base plate. As the actuators eJ.ttended,
the upper plate can be manipulated w.r.t. the base.
Consider the following fundamental question: ••oiven the desired location and
orientation of the moving plate in the workspace of the manipulator, what are the three
linear displacements of the actuators to place the upper plate at the desired position with the
desired orientation?" As will be shown next,' this problem, namely the inverse kinematics
problem. is a relatively straightforward one to solve in the case of manipulators with inparallel configuration.
Referring to Figure 2, one can observe that the actuator link lengths are given
directly from the constraint that the actuator joint position is specified by the distance
between the corresponding pair of the ball joint and the pin joint center. That is, fori= 1 to

3,
(1)

where
R .. , q .. :
• P pi
r,.:

0

•

Ppi :

the 3x3 orientation matrix and the position v~tor of the end-effector
frame w .r.t. the base:
position of the ith ball-joint center w .r.t. the body-fixed frame and the
base frame, respectively:
position of the ith pin-joint center w.r.t. the base frame.
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Solution of inverse velocity kinematics problem requires the formulation of
differential kinematic relationship involving the Jacobian matrix. As illustrated in [6], a
convenient and intuitively easy to understand approach to formulating the Jacobian matrix
of a parallel manipulator can be arrived at by starting with a static force analysis and
transforming back into the velocity domain via an application of the principle of virtual
work. The expression which relates the end-effector (i.e., the moving plate) velocities to
the actuator joint rates is given as (referring to [6] for details of derivation):

[::; ~::~:Jv"J=(!:J
u.. 3T

(

r3x u.. 3)T co,.

•

(2)

l3

The 6x3 matrix on the l.h.s. of (2) is defmed as the Jacobian, namely:

J,.

=[:~; ~~:::~;]
u/ (r3 x u3t

where U3:
li:

unit ~ector along the axis of ~th prismatic joint.
position vector of pin joints w.r.t. tbe origin of the end-effector body fixed
frame.

It should be noted that in computing the r.h.s. of the above equation, namely the
actuator joint rates, the angular and linear velocities used in the l.h.s. must belong to the set
of velocities which are physically attainable by the 3 d.o.f. parallel platform. In other
words, while it is mathematically possible to obtain the r.h.s. of the above equation t.tsing a
•velocity' vector with arbitrary values, the •joint rates' which result will not necessarily be
physically realizable by the actuators.
The inverse kinematics, as seen from the above, is relatively straightforward for the
in-parallel type manipulator, however, it is not the case with the forward kinematics
problem. Basically, the forward problem involves finding the position and orientation
and/or linear and angular velocities of the upper plate in Cartesian space once given the
actuator displacement and/or actuator rate. This solution is more difficult due largely to the
nonlinear mapping from the Cartesian space into the joint space. This nonlinear
characteristic, the lack of a complete well-defmed algorithm and the absence of a condition
to assure existence of a solution are the major obstacles in obtaining a closed-form
solution. A numerical solution implemented using direct root finding algorithm for
forward position analysis has been described in [12]. A similar iterative solution algorithm
is also illustrated by Huang [6]; however, as opposed to using a "gradient function", the
method utilizes the geometrically formulated Jacobian.
In the velocity domain. the forward problem involves the task of how to find the
linear and angular velocity of the origin of upper plate once given a set of actuator
displacement rates. Examining the linear relationship of Eq. (2) again, one may be
thinking about multiplying each side of the equation with the inverse of the Jacobian
matrix. The apprqach would have been appropriate in the case of 6 d.o.f. Stewart platform
in which the the Jacobian, whose rows are basically the 6 screw coordinates of the
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actuators, is a 6x6 square matrix. This of course is tnJe only provided that the Jacobian is
of rank 6 (i.e., full rank).
The foregoing procedure, however, does not apply to the present case with 3 do.f.,
since the Jacobian is now 3x6 matrix and its inverse in the usual sense is non-existent.
Mathematically speaking, Eq. (2) contains tJm:e equations in six variables rep~senting a
physical system whose motions are indeterminate, which clearly is not the case with the
present system under consideration. This can be easily conimned by the fact that if all
three actuators are ' locked' in place, so is the top moving plate; that is, the motions of the
top plate is indeed completely determined by the tJm:e input joints. In other words, it can
be concluded that Eq. (2) does not fully describe the motion kinematics of the 3 d.o.f.
system given in Fig. 2 and the~ must be additional constraints which need to be found
A further consideration reveals that Eq. (2) in its present form does not entail any
information about the inherent kinematic constraints of the moving top plate due to the
revolute (pin) joints at the base. That is, being constrained by the pin joint connections at
the base plate, the three vertices (ball joint centers) of the moving ·t op plate can only move
in their corresponding planes of rotations allowed by each of the three pin joints. The
above observation can be fonnulated into three additional constraints equations which are
compatible in fonn with Eq. (2) as follows.

Let P. be the position vector of the ith ball joint w.r.t. the moving platfonn
coordinate frame, V; denote the ith ball joint linear velocity w.r.t. the base. Also let V, and

w,. be the linear and angular velocity of the moving plate at the origin. Then, fori= 1 to 3,
we can write

V; =

v, +(I), Xp;

.

(3)

Since the lo~er end of each actuator link is pinged by a pin joint, the velocity of each ball
joint. V;, must lie on a plane perpendicular to the axial direction of each pin joint Denoting

k; as the unit direction vector of ith pin joint axis, then the innec product between k1 and ~
must vanish.

Th~t is:

k. · V. =k.·V +k -· ((1) xp.)=O

'

'

',',.

Making use of the identity a· (bxc) = b· (ex a) =c·(a x b) the above equation becomes:

..

k.·
' V, +(I), ·(p.xk.) =0

or in matrix form:

(4)

The above expression gives the three additional equations which explicitly relates the
admissible velocities of the moving plate tO the geometric consttaints due to the pin joint
connections. Now combine Eq. (4) with (2), we get:
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.. T
u,
(r. xu.t
.. T
ul (rlxult
.. T
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(r,xu,t
.. T

kl

.. T

.. T

(p1 Xk1)
..

T

k1

(p2xk1)

.. T

(p3xk,)r

k3

ll
ll

i,
v,)=
•,
0
0
0

~

(5)

Equation (5) can be used, by inverting the 6x6 now augmented Jacobian matrix on the
l.h.s., to obtain the linear and angular velocities of the moving plate for a given set of
actuator rates at any known configuration of the platform.
Summarizing, with our approach of adding constraint equations to the already
existed Jacobian velocity equations and f()rge the two into one enhanced expression, we are
able to get the link rates and solve the forward velocity kinematics problem presented
before. The enhanced Jacobian matrix which includes the pin-joint constraint equations
will be used later in the arriving at the solution for the combined hybrid system. It is
remarked that the methodology presented here is general and applies to all in-parallel
manipulator with 6 or less do.f.

ANALYSIS OF SERIAL COMPONENT
In this section, we present the position and velocity analysis for serial manipulator
systems with only 3 d.o.f. following a similar treatment.as in the previous section. A
spatial 3 joint manipulator to be mounted on a moving plate supported by the in-parallel
device illustrated previously, is shown in Figure 3 with its D-H parameters. Using the
conventional transformation notations [8], the position and orientation of end-effector can
be obtained:
oy£_oT
_oT. 'T2 .2T3
- , - 1.
(6)

where
ce, -cu1S81 Su1S81 a,ce,
se, cu,ce, -su,ce, a,se,
1-1T. =
•
Cu,
d,
0
Su1
1
0
0
0
In addition, it is also easy to show that the following hold for velocity relationship [9]:

(7)
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Similar to the definitions in the parallel chain case,

u, in (7) is the unit vector of the axis of

each revolute joint, P; is the position vectm of ith joint axis relative to the end-effector; and
the 6x3 mauix on the r.h.s. of the above is tbe Jacobian for the 3 d.o.f. serial manipulator.
As can be seen from Eq. (6) and (7), there .is not much complication in getting
closed form solution for the forward kinematics problem. However, for the inverse
problem in the case with d .o.f. less than 6, a compatibility condition that stipulates the
relationship between (J). and V must be found for the joint rates to exist. The following
derives such a condition. For convenience, let's define

8 1 = ((p1 X

B1= (u,
and

u

(p1 X U1 ) (p3X U3))
ul u3)
1)

8=(8, B2 B3t

then (7) is equivalent to:

Pre-multiplying both sides by inverse of 8 1, one can obtain

i=o,-•v

(8)

m=~8=~B~V

00

and

Notice that, in general, the foregoing operation can be replaced with the procedure of
Gaussian elimination when n is not equal to 3. Equation (9) gives the compatibility
condition between the attainable linear and angular velocities of the end effector for a
solution of joint rates to exist

ANALYSIS OF THE HYBRID MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
We now tackle the manipulator system with a hybrid configuration comprising
both the serial and the parallel sttucture as illustrated in Figure 1. It is convenient to
consider 4x4 position and orientation transformation of the end effector as· being the
product of two transformations, namely, T p•Trei• where T p is the transformation of an
intermediate frame located at the junction where the serial part of the manipulator is
attached to the parallel one, and T rei is the end effector transformation relative toTp taken
across the serial chain. The six joint variables are three length parameters in the parallel
component, and three angular parameters in the serial component
We start with the velocity kinematics. The problem addressed here is to obtain the
six joint rates (three linear and three angular) for a given velocity state (V; (J)) of endeffector. Since the solutions to this inverse velocity problem have been individually
obtained in both the parallel and the serial cases, it is our observation that if the (V; (I)) can
be decomposed into the summation of velocities of platform w.r.t base and the velocity of
end-effector w.r.t. moving platform, then the problem can be solved using the methods
developed in the earlier sections.
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Following the above rationale, we decompose the end-effector velocity into two
components:
(10)
Here the subscript •rei' denotes components of the end-effector velocity relative to the
moving platform; whereas the subscript •p• denotes the velocity of the platform relative to
the base. The above decomposition is physically sensible only if the pin-joint constraint
equation of (4) and the compatibility condition of (9) axe satisfied simultaneously for the
corresponding platform velocity and the serial relative velocity components, respectively.
That is, again from (9),
m,d =8V,d

where 8

= 8 2 8 1-

1

(9')

and from (4):
(4')

where A has been used for convenience to represent the 3x6 matrix in r.h.s. of (4).
Now, pre-multiplying each side of Eq. (10) with A and then applying (4') and (9'),
we have:
13

A(v·-·) = A(v,.) = A(8 )v,.,
CD•-•

So:

CD,d

v,., = c-• A(v._.)
m._.

(11)

And angular part of tl\e relative velocity componen~ CD,..1 ,can be directly obtained from
(4'). At this point, one can easily compute the platform velocity component from (10).
Now with the end-effector velocity appropriately 'distributed' between the parallel and the
serial part of the hybrid manipulator system, to compute their associated joint rates is
relatively straightforward using Eq. (5) and (8) anived at earlier in the preceding sections.

ANUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A numerical example is used to illustrate validity of the closed-form inverse
velocity solution for the hybrid system based on the above decomposition scheme. The
numerical test proceeds as follows. We first generate a set of values for end effector
velocity vector by consuucting the serial-chain relative velocity vector and the parallel-chain
platform velocity vector. This is done by using a set of pre-selected angular joint rates in
(7) for the serial velocity component and similarly. using a set of pre-selected linear joint
rates in (5) for the parallel component. The resulting end effector velocity is then
decomposed using the foregoing illustrated scheme, through the sequential use of
equations (11), (9) and (>10). Finally, the corresponding values of the angular and the linear
joint rates are computed as before. The test is concluded with comparing these values with
those originally assigned to generate the initial end effector velocity vector.
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For the serial component of the system, we use one that has a geometty as given in
Figure 3. Specifically, the D-H geometric parameters are assigned as: a2 = 1.0, d2 =0.3,
d4 = 1.0. For the in-parallel component. a geometty with the radii of 1.5 and 1.0 unit are
used for the base and the moving plates. The points of connection for the linear actuator
links on both the base and the top moving plates are all equally spaced at 120 degrees apart.
For this simulation the joint angles (serial) and the link lengths (in-parallel) adopted are,
respectively, (10.0, 20.0, 3.0) - the latter coJTCsponds to a platfonn position at (0.015,
0.01, 2,50) with no orientation. The values chosen for the joint rates are (0.5, 0.4, 0.63) for
the angular rates, and (12.3465, 11.7158, 5.9146) for the linear ones.
The following records the data obtained in some key steps.
The velocities of end-effector with n:spect to moving platfonn are calculated from
(7) as:

V,., = (0.5358, 0.7699, -0.7783)T, CD,_,= (-0.1789, 1.0143, O.SOOO)T
And, using (5), we arrive at a set of admissible moving platfonn velocities:
V, = (-0.9880, 0.7113, 4.0000)T,
C., = (1.0000, -0.4880, 2.0000)T
Summing the above, the end-effector velocity with n:spect to the base is:

=

=

V•-• (-0.4523, 1.4813, 3.2217)T, ••-• (0.8211, 0.5263, 2.5000)T
The joint rates computed after applying the proposed velocity ~sition:
8 (0.5, 0.4, 0.63)T;
l (12.3465, 11.7158, 5.9146)T
Clearly, the results are in agreement with the values originally assigned at the onset of the
simulation, confmning the validity of the theory.

=

=

CONCLUSION
We have presented the kinematic analysis for a 6 d.o.f. hybrid robotic mechanism
consisting of a 3 d.o.f. serial manipulator mounted on the moving plate of another 3 d.o.f.
in-parallel actuated manipulator. General methods of solution for forward and inverse
problems have been established by first identifying the constraint compatibility conditions
necessary for arriving at meaningful solutions for both the serial-chain and the parallelchain components. We have also presented the fonnulation of a new solution algorithm
for the hybrid system that leads to a solution of the joint rates in closed-form. The validity
of this method, which is based on a velocity decomposition scheme that in effect
'decouples' the interplay between serial and parallel structures, has further been
demonstrated using a numerical example.
·
It is noted that, while in this paper we have not touched on the solution for the
position kinematics of the hybrid system, such a problem is expected to be relatively
straightforward to solve once the velocity solution is available. One can easily obtain the
position solution numerically using a common scheme similar to the Newton-Raphson one
(see [6] for example). It is, however, not as clear whether it is feasible to obtain a closedform solution for the inverse position kinematics problem in such a hybrid system. The
effort toward this goal is currently underway.
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Figure 1: A 6 Degree-of-Freedom Hybrid Manipulator.
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Figure l: Schematic of the tbn:c-degree--of-fieedorn in-parallel actuated platform.
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ABSTRACT

The parallel mechanism used in this paper has 6 degrees-of-freedom and comprises two
platforms, the base and the top (which we denote as the platform) connected by 6 legs.
The inverse kinematics problem for a parallel mechanism involves determining the leg
lengths given the position and orientation of the platform. The forward kinenmtics
problem involves determining the position and orientation of . the platform given the leg
lengths. In examining the kinematics of a mechanism, the issue of singularities arise.
Singularities exist when the Jacobian loses rank (the determinant is zero). When this
happens in serial mechanisms. the device loses the ability to generate arbitrary twists by
controlling joint-rates. while in parallel mechanisms the device loses the ability to
generate arbitrary wrenches by controlling joint-forces. The kinestatic [10] equations of
a parallel mechanism consist of the twist equation

q=

Q V and the static wrench

equation F = Q't 't. These equations, along with the serial mechanism kinestatic
equations, are used to analyze the dual relationship between parallel and serial
mechanisms. This paper explores some of the issues in parallel mechanism kinestatics
and elaborates on its singularities. It also discusses' the dual relationship between parallel
and serial mechanisms and presents examples of parallel mechanism Jacobian
calculations.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Parallel mechanisms are often referred to as Stewart Platforms. The Stewart Platform
was introduced by Stewart [13] in 1965. The two terms Stewart Platform and parallel
mechanism, have since come to be used inter<;hangebly. Parallel mechanism research
(Behi [2], Griffis and Duffy [6], Kerr [8], Mohamed [11]), has focused on mechanisms
with varying numbers of legs, joints, and degrees of freedom. Fichter[51, however,
presented a general design.
In the parallel mechanism used in this paper, each leg is a 1-DOF mechanism at:tuatcd
by a single prismatic joint, see Figure 1. The legs attach to the base and platform by
passive spherical joints. The base is stationary. The platform serves as 1he
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mechanism's end-effector and can be positioned by adjusting the leg lengths. The
kinematics of parallel mechanisms has been explored by a number of researchers. The
inverse kinematics problem for a parallel mechanism involves determining the leg
lengths given the position and orientation of the platform. The forward kinemarics
problem, on the other hand, involves determining the position and orientation of the
platform given the leg lengths. The ldnestatics analysis is discussed in Section 2. Hunt
[7] presented a class of singularities for parallel mechanisms which occurs when the six
leg · vectors all intersect one line, resulting in linear dependence of the six leg vectors.
Fichter[51 also presented a class of singularities resulting when the platform is positioned
arbitrarily and rotated one-quarter tum in either direction about the platform z-axis while
maintaining its plane parallel to the base. Singularities will be presented in Section 3.
Section 4 shows the dual relationship between parallel and serial mechanisms. The
Jacobian is examined in Section 5 using a J .J parallel mechanism.
2.

PARALLEL MECHANISM KINESTAnC ANALYSIS

Figure 1 illustrates a parallel mechanism with 6 legs. Each leg has a prismatic actuator
and is attached to the base and platform with passive spherical joints. Figure 2 shows an
elevated view of the parallel mechanism. The body attached frame !To of the base serves
as the base reference frame. The attached frame !!1 of the platfotm relates to the base by
the homogeneous tt~sformation,
(2. 1)

The vector ai , i = 1 w 6, defmes the direction and distance from the base centroid to the
jlh leg base connection point. Its components are known in !fo but not in ~TJ. Similarly,
the vector lbi, i = 1 w 6, defines the direction and distance from the platform centroid to
the ilh leg platform connection point, and is known in !!1 J?ut not in!/(). The 3 -t3 rotation
matrix R := 0R 1 describes the orientation of the platform with respect to the base, and the
3 -t 1 translation vector p := 0p 1 describes the distance from the base centroid to the
platform centroid. Variables with no left superscript in this paper are expressed in the
base reference frame !/(). The forward and inverse kinematics of a parallel mechanism
are defined in the following sections.
2.1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE KINEMATIC EQUATIONS

From Figure 1 or 2 one can write the vector equation
di

= p + bi - 8i, i = l

(2.2)

w 6,

where bi:= R 1bi. so that the length-squared of the ilh prismatic leg is
2
.
di = di <·> di = (p + bi - &i) <·> (p + bi - &i) , ' =
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l to 6,

(2.3)

where ,; <·> y : == x1 y is the Euclidean inner product.

2.2

FORWARD KINEMATICS

The parallel mechanism forward kinematics problem can be stated as follows: given the
mechanism leg lengths 4 compute the position and orientation of the platform 1-1.
Griffis and Duffy [6] presented an analysis that reduced the comple~ity to an eighth
degree polynomial in the square of the tan-half-angles. The forward problem will not be
solved in this paper.

2.3

INVERSE KINEMAnCS

The inverse kinematics problem can be stated as follows: given the position and
orientation of the platform H, compute the mechanism leg lengths di.

2.3.1

INVERSE POSITION KINEMATICS ANALYSIS

In the inverse kinematics problem p, 8i. and bi are known: p and R from II; ai and 1bi
and therefo~ bi. from the respective platform geometry. Hence, one obtains
di ==

-v

(p + bi - 8j) <·> (p + bi - 8i) ' i

= 1

to 6.

(2.4)

Without loss of generality, we chose the positive square-root to make the lengths
positive, di ~ 0. Changing the sign of di reverses the direction of di, but not its length,
and so the negative sign associated with di can be absorbed in the vector direction and di
itself can be considered positive. Derivation of the inverse velocity kinematics follows.

2.3.2

INVERSE VELOCITY KINEMATICS ANALYSIS

The derivative of (2.3) is

di ==

p + bi- 8i

d·

1

.

<·> (v + ro x bi) , '= 1 to 6,

(2 .5)

where v =pis the translation velocity of 1'1, ro is the angular velocity of the frame and ai
is fixed in frame 1'o. Rewrite (2.5) into the form

(2.6)

.
In terms of the platform twist, V = [v"
represented in matrix form,
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ro't)1 , the joint rates may be conveniently

(2.7)

where q = [

dt d2 d3 <4 ds

~

P and, from (2.6),

(bt

+ p - at)"
dt

(bl + p - a2)'t
d2
(b3 + p - a3)"

Q=

d3
(b4 + p - 84)"

d.t
(bs +p-as)"

ds
(b6 + p - 86)"

~

2.3.3

(bt

X

p ~;l)'t

(bl X p ~; 2)'~
(b3

(b4

X

p ~3a3)'t

X

p ~ )'t

(2.8)

84

(bs x P ~;

5

)t

(b6 X p ~a6)'t

INVERSE STATIC WRENCH ANALYSIS

If a prismatic joint on leg i exens force fi, the wrench acting on the platform at the .

=[ f··s·]
'0
1

connection between the leg and the platfonn at point.Pi is Fpi

•

where si is the unit

vector along the leg from the base to the platfonn,
(2.9)

Transfonning this to an equivalent wrench acting at the centroid c of the platform
produces
F ci = fi [

si ] , i :: 1 to 6.
b I· xs·I

(2.10)

Therefore, the total wrench F acting at the centroid of the platform is
(2.11)
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From (2.8), (2.10) and the defmition 't := [f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f61 1 we see that the matrix
form of (2.11) is

F = Q1 't.

(2.12)

Equations (2.7) and (2.12) are the kinestatic equations of a parallel mechanism. The next
section addresses singularities of a parallel mechanism.

3.

PARALLEL MECHANISM SINGULARITIES

In looking at (2.7). we know that singularities of a parallel mechanism occur when the
matrix Q loses rank. When Q loses rank, det[Q] = 0. Analysis and computation of detl Q 1
can be greatly simplified by noting that
Q=DS,

(3.1)

where

1
dt

D=

•

0

0

o1
d2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

d3

0

0

0

1
d4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1
ds

0

0

(bt + p - at)1
(b2 + p - 82)1
(b3 + p - 83)1
(b4 + p - 84)1
(bs + p- 8s)1
(b6 + p - 86)1

andS=

0
_!_.

(bt x (p- a 1))-r
(bl x (p - a2))-r
(b3 X (p - 31) )'t
(b4 X (p - 84))1
(bs x (p - 85))-r
(b6 X (p - 86) )'t

d<;

From this decomposition we have
det(S)
det[Q] = det[D] det[S] = 6
ndi

(3.2)

i=l

As long as none of the leg lengths are zero, di~ 0, i = 1 to 6, then detl Q I = 0 if, and only
if, det[S] = 0. The matrix S only depends on the geometry of the base and the platform
and their relative pose. Specifically. it depends on the relative orientation R of the
1

platform to the base, the platform geometry bi • the base geometry ai, and the
translation vector p from the base centroid to the platform centroid. For any panicular
mechanism, the base and platform geometry is fixed. A singular pose of the mechanism,
therefore, occurs when the choice of orientation R and translation p resuhs in detl S I = 0.
Symbolic computation of det[S]. even for numerical values for the
lengthy.
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1

bi and ai , is quite

Looking at the twist equation (2.7), we see that when the mechanism reaches a singular
configuration, there exists twists V in 1111:= Null[Q) such that the end effector is free to
move without joint actuation. These twists constitute a vector subspace [3).
From (2.12) we also know that in a singular configuration, the mechanism loses the
ability to completely control the wrench F acting on the end effector. These wrenches
cannot be completely controlled through joint forces and do not, in general. form a vector
subspace [4), see Section 4. They are defined by ~,z.= !lp,- Range[Q't), where 7'pt is the
six-dimensional wrench vector space. The next section examines the duality of parallel
and serial mechanisms.
4.

THE DUALITY BETWEEN PARALLEL AND SERIAL MECHANISMS

The kinestatic equations of a serial mechanism are[lO):

V=Jq.

(4.1)

't = J't F.

(4.2)

where V is the end effector twist, J is dle mechanism Jacobian, q is the joint-rate vector,
F is the wrench acting on the end effector and 'tis the joint-force vector.
The kinestatic equations of a parallel mechanism are [3):

q=QV,

(4.3)

F = Q't 't, .

(4.4)

where Q is the mechanism Jacobian.
Table 1 illustrates the dual relationship between the variables in parallel and serial
mechanisms. Using (4.1) - (4.4) and the dual relationships given in Table 1, we can
analyze and compare the roles of the vector spaces and manifolds of 't, V, F and q in the
two classes of mechanisms. The manifolds consists of sets of vectors that are not
necessarily subspaces. Table 2 summarizes the spaces of interest.
is the six-dimensional twist vector space of a serial mechanism. and 7,, is the sixdimensional wrench space of a parallel mechanism. ~ 1 : = Range[J] describes the twists
that can be generated by joint-rate control of a serial mechanism. ~ 1 = ~. when the
~.

Jacobian possesses full rank [1]. Similarly, ~,1 : == Range[Q't] describes the wrenches
that can be balanced by control of the joint-force of a parallel mechanism.
Table 1. The Dual Relationship between the Variables in Parallel and Serial Mechanisms.
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Serial Mechanism
Variables
J
F

v

~.

~

Parallel Mechanism
Variables
Q'~

<=>

v

~

q

<=>
<=>

't

<=>

F
't

.

q

is the joint-force space of a serial mechanism and Q 11, is the joint-rate space of a

parallel mechanism. ~ 1 : = Range[J"] describes the joint-forces that can balance an
applied wrench at the ct.nd effector. Clearly. ~1 = ~. when the Jacobian possesses full
rank. Similarly. Q 11 = Range[Q] describes the joint-rates that can be produced by twists
applied at the end effector of a parallel mechanism, provided, the mechanism is free lO
move.

.
h'JP B etween Sena
'1 andPara111
e Mechants ms.
T a ble 2 The D ual Vector s•pace Re1anons
Parallel Mechanism Spaces
Serial Mechanism Spaces
~

Twist
Space

~1

= Range[J] <=>

11,: = ~. - Range[J)
Joint-Rate
Space
Wrench
Space

711 = Range[Q"1

<=> 7 112 = 7p, - Range[Q"1

= N ull[J]

~

'T,1 = Null[Q"l

Q,: = Q,. - N ull(J]

~

tz:z = tz:. - N ull[Q"1

1",1 = N ull[J"]

~

¥,1 = Null[Q]

Qs~

Wrench
Space

<=> ¥,2 = ¥,.- Null[Q]
'T,1 = Range[J"] <=> Q 111 = Range[Q]

Joint- Force
Space
Twist
Space

7,: = 7,, - N ull[J"]

Joint-Force
Space

q;2 = ~. - Range[J"] <=>

Q 112

Joint-Rate
Space

= Q 11, - Range(Qj

Q,, is the six-dimensional joint-rate vector space of a seria.l mechanism and rr;,, is 1he sixdimensional joint-force space of a parallel mechanism. Q sJ : = Null[J] describes the

joint-rate subspace that produce a zero twist at the end effector of a serial mechanism and
is not empty when the Jacobian loses full rank. Similarly, 'T, 1 : = Null[Q"] describes the
joint-force subspace that produces a zero wrench at the end effector of a parallel
• mechanism.
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!!11 is the six-dimensional wrench space of a serial mechanism and

'v,"

is the six-

dimensional twist space of a parallel mechanism. ~J : =. Nuli[J't) describes the wrenches
at the end effector of a serial mechanism that requires a zero joint-force for balancing.
!JJ 1 is not empty when the Jacobian loses full rank. Similarly, 'v,1 : = Null[Q) describes
the twists that the platform can experience with zero joint-rates.
Each set of vectors described thus far forms a subspace. We now present the sets of
vectors (manifolds) that in general do not form a subspace. Given a linear system
u = A x, we know from linear algebra that the vector space U= {u), may be expressed as
the direct sum decomposition tt. =Range(A) Ql Null( A't) (9). This decomposition may
not be meaningful when matrix A has elements with different physical units [I2j. For
example, the serial mechanism equation (4.1) results in a physically meaningless

decompo~ition

~.:

1: Range[J) Ql Null(J't].

The subspace Range[J] describes the
twists (screws in axis coordinates) that can be generated by joint-rate control, but
Null[J't] describes the wrenches (screws in ray coordinates) at the end effector that do not

require joint-forces to balance the load (4.2). Thus, Nul![J't) is a subspace of vectors not
physically consistent with or proportional to twists in 'V... (ftrSt 3 compo~ents of screws in
ray coordinates have no physical units but in axis coordinates have units of [length]).
Therefore, the manifold"'~:=~~- Range(J) cannot equal Null(J't).
The twist manifold "'~ : = ~. - Range(J) describes a subset of o/,, that cannor be
produced by joint-rates of a serial mechanism. "'~ is not a subspace in general [4) and is
not empty when the Jacobian loses full rank, i.e., the mechanism is in a singular
configuration. Similarly, the wrench manifold !F,z: = 7,- Range[Q't) describes a subset
of !J, that cannot be balanced by joint-forces of a parallel mechanism. !!,2 is also not a
subspace, in general, when the Jacobian loses full rank.
For a serial mechanism, the joint-force manifold 'T~ : =T,, - Range[J't) describes a subset
of T,, not in Range(J't] for which no balancing wrench at the end effector exists. T, 2. is
not a subspace in general [4] and is not empty when the Jacobian loses full rank.
Similarly, for a parallel mechanism, the joint-rate manifold, Q,2 : = Q,,- Range[Ql
describes a subset of Q,. not in Range[Q] which, if the joints are free to move, cannot
be produced by a twist at the end effector. In general,Q,z is also not a subspace when
the Jacobian loses full rank.
For a serial mechanism, the wrench manifold 7~ : = ~~- Null(J't) describes a subset of

!fs, not in Null[J't] balanced by joint-forces. When the Jacobian loses full rank, !FJz is
not, in general, a subspace. Similarly, for a parallel mechanism, the twist manifold
o/,.2 : = V,,- Null(Q] describes a subspace of V,, not in Null[Q] that, if the joints are free
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to move, will generate joint-rates. When the Jacobian loses full rank, 'VP2 is also •. in
general, not a subspace.
The joint-rate manifold QAZ: = Q,- Nuli[J] describes a subset of Qs, not in NulllJ I that
will produce twists at the end effector of a serial mechanism. When the Jacobian loses
full rank, QAZ , in general, is not a subspace. Similarly, for a parallel mechanism, the
joint-force manifold ti,.z: = t.r,,- Null[Q"] describes a subset of 'T,, not in Null[Q1:1 that
produce balancing wrenches at the end effector. 'I,.z is also not, in general, a subspace
when the Jacobian loses full rank.
From the analysis of the mechanisms' vector spaces presented in Table 2, via the dual
relationship described in Table 1, one can transfer knowledge about ·o ne system to the
other. Because much research is yet to be done in parallel mechanisms, the transfer of
knowledge between parallel and serial mechanisms may help achieve a better
understanding of parallel mechanisms by relating the information known about serial
mechanisms ~o the analysis of parallel mechanisms.
5.

PARALLEL MECHANISM JACOBIAN CALCULATIONS

Figure 3 depicts the J-J parallel mechanism, 3 base connection points and 3 platform
connection points, designed by Griffis and Duffy [6]. This mechanism is used here to
illustrate the application of the parallel mechanism Jacobian derived in this paper. From
(3.2) we know that we can evaluate Det[Q] by evaluating Det[S].
The base and platform body attached frames have been moved from their centroids, as in
Figures 1 and 2, to the attachment point.s of the 1st leg, i.e., the ends of vector d 1• The
translation vector pis now equal to d 1• The orientation of the platform with respect to
the base is denoted by R. The base and platform geometry is described by a , = a 2 =0,
a 3 =a 4 , a 5= a 6, b 1= b 4= 0, b 2= b 5, b 3= b 6 •
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a general 6-DOF parallel mechanism with hexagonal base and
platform geometry. Analysis using this design is quite complex. Figure 3 presents a
simpler mechanism. However, a general symbolic analysis of this device presents
excessive analytical complexity as well. Therefore, to reduce the computational load, we
funher simplify the base and platform geometry.
Let the base and platform geometry be described by right-isosceles triangles. The sides
forming the right angles align with the x- and y- axes of the body attached fn1mes and
have length a on the base and 6on the platform. The ai and bi vectors describing the base
and platform then become
b 1= b 4 = R [0 0 O]'t.
a 1= a2 = [0 0 O]".

a 3 = a 4= [a 0 O]".

b 2= b 5= R [b 0 O]'t,

a 5= a6 = [0 a 01".

b 3 = b 6 = R [O b
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oft.

We define the mechanism zero-reference position by R = 13 and d 1 = p = [0 0 0)". In
this position, the base and platform ttiangles are parallel and co-planar.
We now examine various configurations of the mechanism and analyze the system for
singularities.
Example 1: The 3-3 mechanism in a non-singular configuration.
In the f"rrst configuration, the platform is rotated 45 degrees about the reference frame; xaxis and translated by d 1 = p = 2a [0.1 0.1 ·If'. The scaled Jacobian S computes to

S=

0.2a
0.2a + b
-0.8a
-0.8a
0.2a + b
0.2a

0.2a
0.2a
0.2a + 0.707b
0.2a
-0.8a
- 0.8a + 0.707b

2a

2a
2a+0.707b
2a
2a
2a +0.707b

0
0
1.273ab
0
0.
1.980ab

0
-2ab
-0.566ab
0
-2ab
0.14lab

0
0.2ab
0.566ab
0
-0.8ab
-0.14lab

for which
Det[S) = 0.41a6 b' + l.Sa'b• = a5b3(0.41a + 1.8b).
This 3-3 parallel mechanism in the given configuration is never singular, since Det[S)>O,
independent of the non-zero lengths of the sides of the base and platform triangles.
Example 2: The 3-3 mechanism in a singular configuration
In this configuration, the platform is now rotated 90 degrees about the reference frame zaxis and 45 degrees about the reference frame x-axis and translated by
d 1 = p = [0.5 0.5 1]". The mechanism geometty variables are assigned lengths a= l
and b = 0.5. The scaled Jacobian computes to
·

S=

0.5
0.5
-0.853
-0.5
0.5
0.146

-0.5
0
-0.5
-0.5
-1

-1.5

0
0.5
0.177
0
0.5
0.530

l

1
1.353 .
I

1
1.353

0
0
0.177
0
0
0.530

0
:-0.25
0.177
0
-0.25
0.530

for which
Det[S] = 0,
and
Null[S] = [ 0

0

0
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-0.267

0.802

1

-0.534 ]

,

-1

0

0

-2]"C..

3

With this configuration, Det[S] = 0, so the mechanism is in a singular configuration.
Null[S] has one vector and therefore S has r~ 5. From the nullspace, we see that the
mechanism is free to rotate about the axis [-1 3 -2]"', but is not free to translate. This
particular position and orientation will always yield a singular configuration, independem
of the lengths a and b.

Example 3: The 3-3 mechanism with arbitrary z rotation and base and platform
parallel.
In this configuration, the platform is now parallel to the base but rotated 9 1 degrees about
the reference frame z-axis and translated by d1 = p = [ p 1 Py Pz J"'. The triangular base
and platform variables are assigned lengths a = 1 and b = 0.5. The scaled Jacobian
computes to

where
1

1

S1 = [ P..

i'Ct + Pa

l Py

Py +251

s2 =

-l+p.. - 28•
I

1

S3 = [ Pz

Pz

S4=[0

2PzS1

s 5 =[O

-2'CtPz

Pz

Pz

Pz

i'CtPz

0

I

1

1

s6 = l s6t

i'Ct+Py

s62

1

s63

Py

s64

2Ct+Px

Px - l2S1

1

1

I

-2CtPz
s6s

.

2CtPz 1"'.

2PzS1

1

2J>zSl

]"'

•

s66 J',

and
s61 = 0,
1

1

s62 = 2CtPy - 2Pxsl,
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

S63 = 2Ct - 2CtPx - 2PySt •

s64 = 0,
1

s65 = -2Ct+2CtPy - 2Pasl,
1

s66 = 2st - i'CtPx- 2PYSl,
and
Det(S] = O.l25c 11 pz3 s 1 +0.125pz3s 13 = 0.125p:t.3 s 1.
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p•

-1 +py +~c 1 )'t,

1

-l+pY+2St

Pz ]"',

0

2PzSI

1

-1 + P..

From Det[S] we see that the mechanism reaches singulat: positions at sa = 0 and Pz = 0.
At Sa =0, i.e., a.= 0 or 1t, Null[S] becomes
Nuli[S]

=[ 0

-0.5pz

0.25

0

0.5

1

Pz J ·

This set of possible configurations has no singulaiities that depend on coordinates Px or
Py· In other words, if the base and platform of the mechanism are parallel, the platform
can be translated with any p& or Py and not reach a singular configuration unless the base
and platform are co-planar.
Examples have been presented here to show the application of the Jacobian Q derived in
Section 3. The complexity involved in the inverse twist and static wrench kinestatics
problem for parallel mechanisms is comparable to the forward twist and static wrench
kinestatics problem fo~ serial mechanisms.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed issues in parallel mechanism ldnestatics. The inverse position and
velocity kinematics were derived for a 6 DOF parallel mechanism with 6 legs. Each leg
is a 1 DOF mechanism actuated by a single prismatic joint and connected to the base and
platform by passive spherical joints. Singularities were also addressed from both an
analytical and physical point of view. From the decomposition of the parallel
mechanism Jacobian,
det[Q]

=det[D] det[S) =det(S)
6
fldi
i=l

we showed that as long as ~/: 0, i = 1 to 6, then det[Q) =0 if, and only if, det[S] = 0. The
matrix S only depends on the base and platform geometry and their relative pose.
The dual relationship between parallel and serial mechanisms was also discussed. Table
1 illustrated the dual relationship between the variables in parallel and serial mechanisms.
This relationship can be used to achieve a better understanding of the behavior of parallel
mechanisms from the analysis of the kinestatics of serial mechanisms. Examples were
also given that evaluated the Jacobian of a J-3 parallel mechanism [6) to detem1ine a
methodology for looking at singular configurations.
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Figure 3 A 3-3 parallel mechanism [Griffis and Duffy, 1989]
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WORKSPACE EVALUATION OF STEWART PLATFORMS

Oren Masory and Jian Wang
Robotics Center
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida 33431

ABSTRACf

The workspace and the dexterity of a Stewart Platform are effected by the
choice of its major dimensions, actuators' stroke and the kinematic Constraints of its
joints. An investigation of the effects of these parameters on workspace volume of
the platform is presented. The obtained results were .normalized so that these can
be used as a design tool for the selection of dimensions, joints and actuators.
I . INTRODUCI'ION

Most industrial robots are open-chain mechanisms which are constructed of
consecutive links connected by rotational or prismatic one degree of freedom joints.
These serial manipulators have large workspace, high dexterity and
· maneuverability. However, due to their serial structure they exhibit low stiffness
and poor positioning accuracy. As a result, their use in applications that require
large loads (e.g. machining) and high accuracy, is limited. Therefore, in recent
years, some effort and attention have been given to parallel manipulators. In
parallel manipulator, the end effector is attached to a moveable plate which is
supported in-parallel by a numbers of actuated links. It has been recognized that
this kind of manipulators possess the following advantages compared with serial
manipulators: 1) High accuracy due to the noncumulative joints' errors; 2) High
force/torque capacity since the load is distributed to several in-parallel actuators;
and 3) High structural rigidity. Therefore, these are suitable for applications in
which high speed, high positioning accuracy and fast dynamic response are
required. However, despite these advantages, this type of manipulators do have a
major drawback which is their restricted workspace.
The first parallel actuated mechanism was originally proposed by D. Stewart as
an aircraft simulator (1) hence so called "Stewart Platform". Once the drawbacks of
serial manipulators were recognize4, parallel manipulators have attracted
considerable attention. Topics that include: inverse and forward kinematics analysis
[2-6], dynamics [7,8], workspace analysis [9-12), practical design/construction
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considerations [2], calibration [13) and variety of applications [14-23), were
addressed in literature.
The workspace of a Stewart Platform can be defined as a reachable region of
the origin of a coordinate system attached to the center of the moving plate. Since·
its major drawback ~ a restricted workspace, it is of primary importance to develop
algorithms by which the workspace can be determined and the effect of different
designs on the workspace can be evaluated. Determination of parallel manipulators
workspace is rather difficul~ compared with serial manipulators, due to: 1) An
analytic solution of its forward kinematic problem, which involves the solution of a
set of highly non-linear simultaneous equations, is not available; and 2) The
workspace depends also on constraints introduced by joint angle limitations, link
length limitations and interference between the links. Few published reports are
concerned with this issue. In [9) the workspace of a special case platform, where all
joints are evenly distributed and the payload platform is allowed to rotate only
about one axis, was analyzed. In [10) the workspace of a three degree of freedom
parallel manipulator was simulated. Algorithms .for the determination of the
workspace of a Stewart Platform, based on numerical discretization of Cartesian _
space and integration of all workspace blocks, were proposed in (11,12). However,
in the above references physical constraints such as joint angle limitations and link
interference, which exist in practical system, were not considered.
Since
in many cases
the manipulator workspace determines its applicability
'
.
for the task, optimizing the workspace of parallel manipulators is essential in order
to expand their range of applications. The purpose of this study is to present the
effects of all kinematic constraints on the Stewart Platform workspace. This
information can be used by a designer to determine dimensions and specify joints
range of rotation, so that the maximum workspace can be obtained.
This paper is organized as follows: First, geometric parameters and
kinematic constraints related to the workspace of the Stewart Platform are
described and a kinematic model for workspace evaluation is established. Secondly,
a comp·u ter algorithm is presented to calculate the workspace of a Stewart
Platform, where all the constraints are taken into account. Third, based on a
proposed workspace criterion, the effects of different manipulator geometric
parameters and constraints on the workspace are investigated. The parameters and
constraints include joint locations of plate and base, radius ratio of two plates, joint
angle limitations, link length limitations and link interference.
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II. GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND KINEMATIC CONSTRAINTS
Coordinate system and geometric parameters

The Stewart Platfo1111, illustrated in figure 1, is composed of six variable
length links, a fixed base and a movable plate to which the tool is attached. It is
assumed that the base and the plate are circular with radii Rt, and R, respectively.
A base coordinate system {B} is placed at the base center <>t, with its Z axis
perpendicular to the base plane. Similarly, the coordinate system {P} is located at
the center of the moving plate. The joints pairs attached to the plate and the base
are denoted .by P 1 to P6 and B1 to 8 6 respectively.
The coordinates of Ba, i =1...6 with respect to {B} denoted as bi, and those of
Pi with respect to {P} as Pi· The X axis of {B} is selected along the line which
bisects the angle B 10bB6 , and _similarly for X axis of {P}. Denote half of the angle
B 10bB6 as the base angle, a,, and half of the angle P10PP6 as the plate angle a,.
These angles are used to define the location of joints on the base and the plate
relative to {B} and {P} respectively:
bi =Rb (cos a,.I , sin a,.I ,0)
Pi =R, (cos a,i, sin~ ,0)

(1)

where i =1...6, and

= ab
ab2 = 120.
ab3 = 120"
ab4 = 240.
ab5 = 240"
ab6 = 360°

ab1

= aP
aP2 = 120.
aP3 = 120.
aP4 = 240.
aP5 = 240°
aP6 = 360°

aPl
- ab

+

ab

-

ab

+

ab

-

ab
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-ap

+

aP

- ap

+

aP

-ap

Kinematic constraints
Three types of kinematic constraints affect the available workspace of a
Stewart Platform: link length limitations, joint angle limitations and link
interference.
Unk length Umitations

The plate pose can be described a 3•3 orientation matrix Rand a translation
vector q which define {P} with respect to {B}. li, the vectors connecting Bi to Pi
expressed in {B}, where i =1,2...6 indicates the leg number, are given by:

(2)
The links length, denoted as L. to ~ , are given by:
(3)
The link length constraint is expressed by:

(4)
•

where Laini and L..i are the minimum and maximum allowable length of link i.
Joint angle constraints
The links are typically attached to the plate by ball joints, and to the base by
U-joints. A ball joint is free to rotate about all three axes, however in practice, its
motion is restricted by the joint physical construction. As shown in figure 2, the
rotational angle of a ball joint, 8, defined as the angle between the Z axis of a
coordinate syst~m attached to its socket and u, a vector along the leg connected to
the joint, is physically constrained; The rotation angle of a U-joints is restricted in a
similar way. In other words, every practical joint has its maximum rotational angle

emu.
Assume that the socket of a ball joint i is installed so that a unit vector nPi
describes its orientation with respect to {P}. The rotational
its constraint can be computed by:
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angl~

of a ball joint and

(Sa)
Similarly, the rotational angle of a U-joint is given by (see figure 3):
(Sb)
where

• is the unit vector which describes the U-joint orientation with •respect to

Db:

{B}, 8t,max and 8Pmax are the maximum allowable rotational angles of the ball and

the U joints respectively. ,
The joints can also be installed along a particular directions. If each joint is
installed along its nominal direction ·~· which is the direction of vector ~ when each
link length is equal to 0.5(~ + ~) and the plate has no rotation with respect to

base, then the rotational angles are given by:

·

(6a)

and
(6b)
With such installation, it is possible to substantially increase the platform
workspace as will be shown in the simulation results below.
Unk Interference constraints
Since links have physicat dimensions, interference might occur. For sake of
analysis assume that each links is cylindrical with a diameter D . Let Di (i= 1-6) be
the shortest distance between the center lines of two adjacent links, the interference
constraint can be expressed by:
(7)

D·I ~D
.
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Let a, be a unit vector in the direction of the common normal between two
consecutive link vectors ~ and 11+ 1:
(8)

A; the shortest distance between the two lines defined by the vectors 1, and
11• 1 , as shown in figure 4, is given by:
(9)

It should be stressed that in general the shortest distance between links (01)
is not necessarily equal to the shortest distance between the link vectors (Ai). The
relationship between the two depends on the location .of the intersection points (C1
and c, + 1>) of the link vectors 11, ~ + 1 with their common normal ni. The coordinates c1
of c, can be computed by (see Appendix A for derivation):

(10)

•

where Bp1 are the
defined by:

~rdinates

of P 1 with respect to the {B}, and mi is a vector

(11)

c,.

Similarly for
1• According to the location of Ci and
cases need to be distinguished:

c,.

1 ,

three different

Case 1: Both intersection points are on the links
In this case, as shown in figure 4a, 0 1= Ai, and interference occurs if D > ~·
Case 2: One of the intersection points is outside the link
In this case, as shown in figure 4b, the distance Di can be determined
according to the positions of the two intersection points. As shown in figure 4b 1, if
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c, is located beyond P1, but c,. 1 is on the i+ lth link, then 0
from P1 to the i + lth link, is given by:

1,

which is the distance

B

D. =I( P; -b;.1 )XIi+tl
I
IIi+II

(12)

if ci+l is located beyond pi+lt but ci is on the ith link as shown in figure 4b2, then
Di, which is the distance from P, +1 to the ith link, is given by:
(13)
Case 3: Both iatersectioa poiats are aot oa the links
In this case, as shown in figure 4c, Di depends on the location of Mi , which is
the intersection point between 1,. 1 and the normal from point P1 to vector 11• 1, and
the location of M, +1 , which is the intersection point between 11 and the normal from
P, +1 to vector ~ . There are three possibil~ties:
1. If M,. 1 is located on the link P,. 1B1+1 while Ma is out of the link PiB,, as shown in
figure 4cl, then 0 1 is given by equation (12).
2. If M1 is located on the link P,B, while M1• 1 is out of the link Pi+tBi+lt as shown in
figure 4c2, then 1?1 is given by equation (13).
3. If both M1 and M, +1 are located out of the links, as shown in figure 4c3, then D1
is the distance between two joints P1 and P,. 1•

III. WORKSPACE CRITERION AND DETERMINATION
The workspace of the Stewart Platform can be defined as the 3D Cartesian
space which is reachable by the center of the moving plate, namely, the origin of
{P}. Since the workspace of a Stewart Platform is closed, the volume of the
workspace can be used as a criterion for workspace evaluation and optimization.
Furthermore, the volume of the workspace for different platform orientations can
be used as a measure for the platform dexterity. The workspace volume is a
function of the geometric parameters as well as the kinematic constraints of the
platform. Therefore, the volume criterion can also be used to evaluate the effect of
different geometric parameters and kinematic constraints on the workspace.
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For every pose (position and orientation) of {P} the links length ~. joint
rotational angle 8Pi , 8t,1 and the distance between link pairs, Di , can be
determined as described in the previous sections. These values are then compared
with a given set of physical constraints I....u. L..uD , 8Pmax , ebmax and D. If any of the
constraints is vioh~ted, the particular pose is not reachable and therefore is out of
the workspace. Similarly, if all of the constraints are satisfied,.the pose is reachable
and is within the workspace.
The workspace volume, V, was compute as follows:
1. The workspace was divided i~to slices of thickness llZ parallel to X-Y plane, as
shown in figure 5.
2. The boundaries of each slice were found and the volume of each slice was
calculated.
3. The volume of the platform workspace is computed by summing all slices'
volumes.
A program that calculates the workspace volume according to the above
procedure was written. In this regard, few points should be emphasized:
1. The search for a pose, which is within the workspace, starts at the plane Z = Zo
which lies well below (do not intersect) the workspace. Note that Zo is not
necessarily defined by the plane where all links are at minimum length (~ = L.ru,.)
and therefore Zo should be less than zmiD.
2. The search ends at the plane Zmu which contains only one feasible pose.
3. The intersection of the workspace with a plane parallel to the XY plane is in
most cases a simply-connected domain. In this case, the boundary of the slice is
found using a fast search method illustrated in figure 6. Assume that a point A 1
on the boundary was obtained by increasing radius p until one constraint is
violated. Then the angle y is increased by Ay and the coordinates of the point T 1
are calculated using the values yi+Ay and Pi· If the point is within the workspace,
p is increased gradually until a constraint is violated and a new boundary point
(A2 in figure 6) is found. Otherwise, if the new point is out of the workspace (T2
in figure 6), pis decreased gradually until a new boundary point is found. (A3 in
figure 6). Once all boundary pointS were registered, the volume of the slice is
determined by:

Vi=~ ~pfAyAZ

(14)

J
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4. In some cases, as shown in figure 7, the intersection is not a simply-connected

domain, which often happens in the lower part of the platform workspace. In
this figure, the hatched area is within workspace. Therefore, the search radius
Pmu should be large enough to cover the whole region. In this case the volume
of the slice is given by:

(t5)
The workspace volume, V, is computed by summing up the volumes of all
slices.
IV. EFFECfS OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS AND CO~STRAINTS
The effects of different geometric parameters and kinematic constraints on
the workspace and dexterity of a Stewart Platform are presented in this section. The
results obtained by changing a particular parameter of a platform while keeping all
others constant.
Workspace of a •Normalized Platform•
A "Normalized Platform•, in which all dimensions were normalized with
respect toR,. was used in this study. Its dimensions, joints' location and kinematic
constraints are defined by: ·
R,= t

Rb=3

CX, =t5°

ePmu =A.vbmu

=

L.nio=4~5 .

L.nu=7.5

45°

D=O.t
A Stewart Platform, with the above parameters and constraints, was
simulated and its workspace is shown in figure 8. Figures 8a and 8b illustrate the
platform workspace for the case where the plate orienation, defined by RolJ, Pitch
and Yaw angles, was constrai~ed to move parallel to its base (Roll= Pitch= Yaw= 0)
while in figures 8c and 8d the plate all three angles could vary from 0° to
+5°,+ 10°, and + 15°. In figures 8e and Sf the plate orientation was varied in the
range of 0° to +too and 0° to -too . Observing these figures the following
conclusion can be drawn:
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1. The surface that contains the workspace is composed of three sections

determined by three constraints: a) Upper dome which is constrained by L.uu ;
b) Conical surface constrained by the joints' angle limitations; and c) Bottom
dome constrained by l.mia (figures 8a and 8b).
2. For Roll=Pitch=Yaw=0° the platform workspace is symmetrical about the Z
axis while for any other orientation it is not.
3. The workspace of the platform is substantially decreased as the orientation
requirements increase (figures 8c-t).
Effect of kinematic constraints
1. Joint angle constraint
The workspace volume, V, for different end-effector orientations versus joint
angle limitations (all other parameters and constraints are no~al) is illustrated in
figure 9 (RPY are the Roll, Pitch and Yaw angles of the plate). As shown, this
constraint has significant effect on the workspace volume and _for a large orientation
angles the volume can be zero which means that the platform is locked. The effect _
of the joints angle is further demonstrated in figure 10.
Although the maximum rotational angle of the joints cannot be changed once
. the joints have been selected, it is possible to enlarge the workspace by fully utilizing
their range of rotation. Rather than mounting the joints perpendicular to the base
and the plate plane, it is advantageous to install them along the direction of the
vector IDJ • Comparing the results shown in figure 11_to the ones in figure 9, the
workspace volume in this case is increased about three times for joints with limited
rotational angle. This improvement is clearly shown in figure 12 when compared
with figure 8.
2. Link length constraint
In practice, l.mm can be approximated by the travel range of the link, S, pl_u s
a constant, C (in case of a hydraulic actuator this corresponds to the · actuator's
stroke plus a constant). Thus, l.mia and L.n.. can be expressed by:

= S +C

(16)

L.nu=2S+C

(17)

1

.
-ntaa
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The effect of the link travel on the workspace volume is shown in figure 13,
where C = 1.5 was assumed. The workspace volume approximately increases with
the cubic power of the stroke.
3. Unk interference
Simulation results show that the link interference usually do not effect the
workspace of the platform since other constraints are being violated first. However,
an example in which the Normalized Platform is rotated about the Z axis at a
constant position defined by X=O, Y=O and Z=5 will be used to demonstrate
interference. Figure 14 illustrates the values of the min(D;), max(~) and max(&.t,8p)
for this special case as function of the rotation angle. As shown link interference
occurs at roll angle of 165° while link length and joints angle constraints were not
violated through out the motion. One has to realize that this is an extreme case, and
in most cases where the platform is also translated, other constraints are likely to be
violated first.
Geometric parameters
1. Joints' locations
The results, shown in figure 15, were obtained by fixing location of the joints
on the base, defined by Rt, = 3 and a., = 30° , while changing the location of the joints
on the platform. It appears that locations of the joints have a little effect on the
workspace. Although the maximum workspace volume is obtained at a.,-~, this
configuration is not recommended since in such a case the Jacobian of the Platform
is singular[2].
2. Base and plate dimensions
Figure 16 shows how the platform workspace 'varies as function of the ratio
Rb/~ . As shown, the volume, v .. reaches it maximum value at about Rt,/R, = 1.
For Rb/R,> 1.0 the volume is constrained by links' length and/or joints' angle. For
Rb/R,, < 1 the volume might be also constrained by link interference. In this
particular case the platform will be locked (V =0) when Rb/R, is close to 0.1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the workspace volume and the dexterity of a Stewart Platform,
considering all kinematic constraints and platforms' dimensions, was presented.
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The workspace volumes aJJd boundaries for different geometric parameters and
kinematic constrai~ts are computed and presented by normalized dimensions.
Therefore, the information provided can be used for the selection of dimensions,
joints and actuators.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQS. (10) AND (11)

Assume the link vectors ~ =Bp1 -bi , 11+1 = 8 pi+l -b,. 1 where n 1 is their common
normal. The points c1 and c 1+1 are the intersection points of n 1 with 11 and 11• 1
respectively. As shown in figure A. S 1 is a plane determined by ni and 1, + 1 and its
normal vector m1 is given by the cross product of n 1 by li+ 1 as given in Eq. 11:
(At)
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Let the plane Sz be parallel to S 1 and the point 8 pi on plane S2 • The distance
from the point bi to S 1 , Id-bi 1, and the distance from bi to S2 , 1e-bi I, are given by:
l(bi+ 1-bi ) · mi

I

(A2)

and
(A3)
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Figure 1: Stewart Platform parameters' definitions
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Figure 6: Searching method for workspace boundaries.
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Introduction
Inherent in each task performed by the an autonomous robot's command and control system is the
satisfaction of event and time based constraints on the behavior of the system [6,7]. Natural constraints are imposed by the environment and by design limitations on robot performance. Artificial constraints are imposed by the goals and missions the robot is given to perform.
Communication between various components of the command and control system can be represented as the transmission of constraints.
Conventional techniques use crisp or Boolean constraints. These can create problems such as
rapid switching between decisions. The system may be brittle to changes in constraint boundaries
thereby making the precise specification of constraint boundaries critical. Moreover, the simultaneous satisfaction of multiple constraints may become problematic due to contradictions that arise
as the number of constraints increases.
One solution to these problems is the use of elastic constraints [13,15]. Elastic constraints allow
partial satisfaction. The degree of satisfaction of an elastic constraint is an inverse function of how
far the constraint must be stretched in order to accommodate the given situation. Although it may
be impossible to simultaneously satisfy every constraint completely, given enough flexibility, it
may be possible to simultaneously satisfy every constraint to some nonzero degree. Decision
making consists of ordering the space of decision alternatives based on the degree of constraint
satisfaction. With elastic boundaries the system is more robust to parameter variations. Fuzzy
logic provides convenient formalisms for representing and resolving multiple elastic constraints
on system behavior [14,3]. The fuzzy model of decision-making originally proposed by Bellman
and Zadeh [1] and subsequently amplified by others [3,10,14] is symmetric in that both objectives
and constraints are represented by fuzzy sets as elastic constraints.
This paper will briefly introduce the fuzzy decision model and indicate areas of application currently being pursued by the Ocean Engineering Department at FAU.

Elastic Constraints
In the real world, constraint boundaries are often flexible depending on the circumstances. Hard
constraints are often specified arbitrarily. The idea of an "elastic constraint, can be represented by
a fuzzy 1·estriction [13,12). Let u be a variable taking values from the universe of discourse X. The
fuzzy restriction Ron u can be defined by the relational assignment equation, ·
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R(u) iiA.

(l)

where A is a fu.zzy set on X with membership function
~A(x) : X -7 (0,1]

'Vx EX.

(2)

The fuzzy restriction R can be thought of as a restriction on the possible values of u. This restJiction on possibility associates a possibility distribution nu with the fuzzy restriction R [19]. This
association gives special interpretation to the meaning of the fuzzy set A. not as membership in a
set but as a fuzzy restriction or elastic constraint on the value of u. The value of ~ix) indicates
the degree to which the constraint R is satisfied by x. Equivalently, the value 1 - ~A(x) indicates
the degree to which R must be stretched to allow the assignment of x to u. Bearing in mind this
interprepttion of a fuzzy set as a fuzzy restriction. reference to a fuzzy restriction will be made
henceforth simply by the label given the assigned fuzzy set.

Fuzzy Decision Mod.$~
Given a state of nature, a set of decision alternatives, a set of constraints, and a set of objective
functions. conventional decision-making consists of finding the alternative that maximizes the
objective functions while satisfying the constraints. This model of decision-making is not symmenical in the sense that constraints (expressed as crisp sets) and goals (expressed as objective
functions) have different representations. The fuzzy model of decision-making represents both the
constraints and goals as fuzzy sets [1,3]. Decision-making consists of finding the confluence of
goals and constraints by aggregating the fuzzy sets. The terminology associated with the fuzzy
model will now be defined.
The current state of nature, u, is an element of U, the state space. A decision alternative is denoted
ro and is taken from Q, the set of decision alternatives called the decision space. Each decision is
evaluated with respect to a set of criteria C. These criteria are expressed as fuzzy constraints or
goals on one or more criteria or result spaces. The set of criteria spaces is represented by
X = {X., ...• X m} . The criteria space X; with elements x; is the universe over which a given
constraint is expressed. On each criteria space, X;, one or more fuzzy constraints may be given.
The fuzzy constraint C 11 with membership function ~c _(x;):X; -7 [0,1] represents the j'11 constraint on the i'" criteria space. Associated with each X; 11 a relation between the decision space
and the criteria space,
(3)

The constraint C iJ induces a a constraint D lJ on the decision space n ttu·ough the relation M. If
M; ii m,{x;). a function, such that an element X; = m,{ro). then D;1 is given by
~DJro)
IJ

= ~c,.(m;(ro))

'Vro E Q.

(4)

1

The final decision D is obtained by aggregating the constraints D iJ on Q, that is,
~D(ro)

=

Agg~D (ro), ~D (ro), .. ·• ~D (ro), ...• ~D )
11

ll

21

(5)

mn

One interpretation for the ·confluence of constraints is the fuzzy intersection or "anding" of the
constraints. An appropriate aggregation operator for and is min or some other t-norm. Should a
crisp decision be needed then some form of defuzzification is used on the fuzzy set D. If the constraints are thought of as prohibitive, then the conventional defuzzifications commonly used in
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fuzzy logic controllers are inappropriate. For example, if the fuzzy set D is multi-modal then a
center of gravity defuzzification might result in a defuzzified decision value that lies between the
modes. Recently, defuzzification schemes have been proposed that are more appropriate for prohibitive constraints [7,13].
Aggregation operator(s) are selected based on the type of decision being made. Different aggregation operators might be used for different constraints on the same criteria space and also for constraints on different criteria spaces. For example, goals and objectives might be aggregated in a
different manner than other constraints. Many different fuzzy aggregation operators have been
developed that provide great flexibility in tailoring the decision-making process to a given problem [2].
When multiple criteria spaces are involved with multiple constraints on each criteria space, then
at least two approaches to aggregation are possible. One, is as just described, first, map each constraint from its respective criteria space onto the decision space and then aggregate. 1be other is,
first, aggregate the constraints on each criteria space separately, then map these aggregated constraint to the decision space where a final aggregation is made. The two approaches are equivalent
if the aggregation operator(s) is associative. The fuzzy decision model is easily extended to bier- .
archical decision processes by considering a lower level decision space as a criteria space for a
higher level decision.
A questions remains on how to translate an objective function into a fuzzy set. An objective function orders the criteria space, but a fuzzy set can also order the criteria space. A given objective
function, J(x): X ~ Y, that is bounded over X, can be normalized to produce the maximizing fuzzy
set F 111(x):X ~ [0,1] where,
J(x) - inf j(x)
~F...(x) =

{

sup j(x)- inf ~x)

sup J(x) - inf J(x) :~< 0

(6)

otherwise
The set F m(x) becomes the membership function of the fuzzy constraint representing the objective function J(x) . A problem arises when different objective functions are involved. The normalization may not preseJVe the relative importance of the original objective functions. In this case, a
weighted aggregation of the constraints could be used [11,12,3].

Fuzzy Constraints on Crisp Decisions
In some decision process the goal is not to evaluate and rank the available alternatives but to
ascertain how applicable each alternative is to a given situation. The constraint is on the allowable
range of the state space of the system and not the decision space. A loose interpretation of "decision alternative" could also incl~de sensor data. In this case, the application of fuzzy constraints
to crisp sensor data is called heuristically constrained estimation [9,7]. The constraints are derived
from heuristic information in addition to the statistics of the signal. The constraints act as "filters."
In cases where conflicting decisions arise from different sources, some means of resolving those
conflicts is needed. Assuming that the decision space is continuous and that no regions are prohibited then weighted averaging operators can be used. The outcome is a consensus of the various
decisions. One such operator is the weighted convex sum [2,11],
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N

E wt.u)D (u)
1

D(u) =

N

EI; = 1

_t•_1.:.....,.-,--_ __

N

E w,~u)

,

(7)

i. 1

i. 1

where D is the crisp output decision. the D 1 are the crisp input decisions. J.l;(u) is the degree of
compatibility of D 1 with the current state u, and 11 is the relative importance of D;. An example
application of this type of operator is in Sugeno's format for a fuzzy controller [14,12]. The output
of each control rule is a cesp function of the inputs, not a fuzzy set. The antecedent fuzzy sets act
. as a constraint on the region of the input state space where the output function is applicable.
Sometimes the decisions are noncompeting but are additive and consequently should not be normalized. The nonconvex weighted sum is given by [11],
N

D(u)

=

L w,~u)D,~u),

(8)

i. 1

where D is the crisp output decision, and Dp J.l;(u), and 1 are as in (7).
1

Applications
The Advanced Marine Systems Center in the Ocean Engineering Department at FAU is developing an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) named the Ocean Voyager. Central to this project
is the development of the command and control system for the AUV. The uncertain and hazardous
nature of the ocean environment requires that the high level controller operate reliably. The controller must specify an appropriate response to any event that could prevent the AUV from completing its mission. Robust solutions to complex problems often require generality [7].
Anticipating every possible hazardous situation and precisely specifying an appropriate response
may not be feasible. A more robust approach is to specify general responses to a class of situations. Although a general response may not be as optimal as a specific response to a given situation, the general responses increased reliability over a range of situations justifies the use of the
general response. Fuzzy logic allows the expression of general and qualitative goals and constraints on AUV behavior thereby facilitating the expression of general solutions to complex situations [6,21].
Development of the high level control system starts at a general or qualitative level. General solutions are constructed for as many situations as is possible. As expe1tise and computation power
allows, more specific solutions will be developed to replace the general solution in the specified
situations. The high level controller switches between responses general to specific to general as
conditions indicate. The control system maintains robustness while allowing for higher performance in special cases. The representation of situations and responses is done with cascading levels of fuzziness. At the highest level the lowest precision or greatest fuzziness is used. Only as
much precision as necessary is used at each level. This approach reduces the memory and computation required to evaluate responses. For example, suppose the goal is to move the AUV to a target location. A high precision path planning algorithm would calculate the complete path from
sta11 to finish with the same degree of precision at each part of the path. A cascading precision
algorithm starts with low precision far away from the target and then gets more precise as the
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AUV gets closer to the target. A specific solution might give ~ minimum energy or time path to
ttie goal (at a potentially large computational cost); whereas a general solution is any path that
moves toward the target and stays within a cone of acceptability, with the apex of the cone at the
target location. The cone defines the degree to which precision must increase as the AUV nears
the target. The general solution trades performance for robustness.
Specific examples of the application of fuzzy decision-making techniques are being made to the
AUV Navigation system, AUV Docking controller, AUV Emergency Response System, Variable
Buoyancy System Controller and The Low Level Flight Controller.
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FUZZY REASONING FOR AN INTEGRATED MOBILE ROBOTIC SYSTEM
l:!aiquan Dai, Ronald Dalton, James S. Tulenko
Mobile Robotics Laboratory,
Nuclear Engineering Sciences, University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL 32611

INTRODUCTION
Many intelligent robotic systems have been modeled and developed in the past tcw
years. However, many problems occur when we try to apply the models to the real
world, e~-pecially when we talk about the robotics application in nuclear industry.
Current robots are far away from taking over tasks from human beings involved in real
world applications. And even worse, it often requires several people to allow an
autonomous robot to carry out even a very simple task. So, we can say that robots are
rarely fully autonomous.
In our team, is working on the development of an integrclted robotic system to do
simple inspection and surveillance in nuclear facilities. A stereo video vision system will
be mounted on the robot. In addition an intelligent computer will be on board to take
care of communication and it will have self-contained intelligence to help bring the robot
back to a safe docking place in case of a communication failure situation. A higher level
intelligence is being built on the conttol system. To make the control better able to deal
with imprecise and uncertain information, fuzzy logical reasoning will be the top level
reasoning mechanism of this intelligent system. The system we are developing will have
intelligence, beyond just tete operation and close to a semi autonomous robot system.
An expert system will be at the center of the integrated robotic system, and will consist
of several expert sub-systems to caraway out the different types of tasks in this integrated
system.
·

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
In this work, the integrated robotic control system consists of the following
components:
1) A Sun SPARK 2 computer,
2) A Silicon Graphics 4D-GT computer,
3) A stereo video camera system,
with frame grabber and processor,
4) A Motorola 68030 based on board computer.

The Sun SPARC 2 work station serves as a central system, which will handle tbe majOf
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data tlows. The central expert system will locate in this computer, a hierarchical subexpert system will handle distributed file system. Tbe top shell will be built based on
CLIPS expert system shell. The major reasoning mechanism' will be fuzzy logic
reasoning. The Silicon Graphics 40 machine will handle all the graphical user interface
and graphical modeling. A graphical simulator type environment will be developed to
assist the decision building and updating the worl~ model.

The vision system, with two video cameras on robot, will return the 'sensed' real
world view that will be used for updating the world model. An on board computer will
be equipped with an intelligent sub system, it will be responsible for on board control and
communication to the central system, and plus a near real time updated database. For
the case of failure of communication with central system, the computer will be intelligent
enough to direct the robot back to the safe place, i.e. original place.
Fuzzy logic reasoning will be used in all of the expert sub-systems mentioned above.
For example, the world model database updating will be involved with many geometric
data comparisons. Because state of the art image processing of raw vision data can
consume large amounts of cpu time, it will be slow if unless we use fuzzy logic
assistance. We introduce fuzzy logic frame image processing techniques which will
dramatically reduce the cpu burden, and speed up object identification. We are most
interested in are just those simple geometric measures such as the distance between an
object and the robot, and the location of the outer most edges of an object. Another
important consideration is the fuzzy logic control system in assisting the buman operator
to have quick, reliable and accurate control.
A computer model of a robot navigation system bas been programmed. The robot
steering was made very responsive to operate control input in order to make the robot
difficult to control. The task of •driving• the robot from one (x, y, angle) location to
another is depicted by the path shows in Figure I , and requires continuous opertttor
supervision to avoid going off course and into a wall. After a fuzzy logic control system
is applied, the robot can easily go from start to fmish, without any operator supervision.
This is pictured in Figure. 2.
By fuzzy modelling we mean the representation of the characteristics of a process by
a set of its fuzzy behaviors which are also expressed by using fuzzy implications
connected with inputs, state variables and outputs. In general, there are two techniques
for designing a fuzzy controller based on a model. The fust one is a heuristic method
in which we set a fuzzy control rule to compensate for an undesirable system behavior
by considering the control objective. The second is a method which, as in optimal
control theory, determines the structure and the parameters of control rules so that the
system with a fuzzy controller satisfies the control objective. For example, it minimizes
the performance index. In our project, we adopted the first approach and use it in a
generalized application to the mobile robot control system.
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A control sy~;tem using fuzzy rules can be structured as shown in the following Table.
1. The heuristic decision rules replace a conventional feedback controller in the error
channel. The calculation of the control action is composed of the following four stages:

Table. 1. Control System Using Fuzzy Rules
/

( 1) Calculate the change of error,

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Convert to fuzzy form such as PB, PM, etc ..
Evaluate fuzzy control rules,
Compute deterministic control input from fuzzy value,
Process.

(A) Calculate the present error,
(8) Assign the error value to a fuzzy variable such as "Positive Big",
(C) Evaluate the decision rules using the composition rule of inference,
(D) Calculate the deterministic input required to control the error.
The exact form of the decision rules and the variables used in them depends on the
situation under cmitrol and the heuristic employed. In general, the operator uses error
E and rate of change of error CE to calculate a change in the value of the process input
CU, and the decision rules are designed to have the same effect.
The error value and the change of error values calculated are quantified into a number
of points corresponding to the elements of a universe of discourse, and the values are then
assigned as grades of membership in a fuzzy subset such as following:
(l) NL --- Negative Large,
(2) NM _.:_ Negative Medium,
(3) NS --- Negative Small,

(4) ZE - - Zero,
(5) PS --- Positive Small,
(6) PM -- Positive Medium,
(7) PL --- Positive Large.

For the mobile robot control system, the corresponding process for control is steering
the robot's wheels. So the output steering instruction will be defmed as the following set:
( l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Right Large
Right Medium
Right Small
Centered
Left Small
Left Medium
Left Large
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:

RL --> NL,
RM --> NM,
RS --> NS,
CE --> ZE,
LS --> PS,
LM -- > PM,
LL --> PL.

Fuzzy decision rules are defmed as a three tipples format, that is, two antecedents
and one consequence:
robot position, robot angle, robot steering wheel angle.
A total of 49 rules were defmed in this system, some typical ones look like:
PL,
PL,
PL,
PL,
PL,
PL,
PL,

NL, LL,
NM, lL,
NS, LL,
ZE, LM,
PS, LM,
PM, RS,
PL, RS.

The meaning of each rule could be explained in the same format, for example, PL,
NL, LL, -- means If the robot position is Positive Large and the robot angle is Negative
Large, then turn the robot's wheel angle to Left Large.
The relationship between measured error or change in error value and grade of
membership are defmed by a look-up table.
CONCLUSIONS

The man machine interface is a major tool for robot control because the human has
the ability to deal with vagueness, imprecision and uncertainties. Fuzzy logic has the
capacity to allow machines to deal effectively with uncertainty and allows the transfer of
tedious tasks, such as detailed navigation to autonomous sub systems. Fuzziness exists
everywhere and bow we deal with it in an effective manner is of major concern in this
work. We already have very powerful computers to help us to solve many problems.
For robotics applications, the existing systems can be improved significantly by the
application of fuzzy logic and other forms of intelligence to the task of controlling the
robot.
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Figure 1. Robot Path Without Fuzzy Logic Controller

Figure 2, Robot Path With Fuzzy Logic ContJ"oller Applit:d
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AISfiACT A tool wear model based on Abductive Networks, which consists ot a network ot
•polynomial" nodes, is described.
The model relates the cutting parameters,
components ot the cutting force, and aachining time to flank wear.
Thus real time
-asurements ?f the cutting force can be used to aonitor the aachining process.
The
aodel is obtaJ.ned by a t .r aining process in which the connectivity between the network's
nodes and the polynomial coefficients ot each node are determined by optimizing a
performance criteria. Actual wear measurements ot coated and uncoated carbide inserts
were used tor training and evaluating the established model .
For comparison, one set ot measurements was used to train a multi-layer perceptron
Artificial Neural Network, using back propagation algorithm .
once the network
converged, its predictions ot tool wear were compared with the predictions obtained by
the corresponding model established by the Abductive Network.

INTRODUCTION. Real-time tool wear sensing of metal cutting
tools is essential for the implementation of modem unattended
manufacturing systems. The information obtained from such a
sensor can be used for diffecent purposes which includes:
1. Establishing tool change policy:
2. Economic optimization of machming operations;
3. In-process compensation for tOOl wear;
4. Avoiding. to some degree, catastrophic failure of the tool.
Tool change policy and static optimization of machining
operations can be achieved by using static models that predict
tool life based on off-line experimental data For these purposes
numerous deterministic models have been developed. Most
deterministic models are based on Taylor tool life equation [1).
The extended Taylor equation which incorporates the effect of
feed and depth-of-cut [2), and the Second Order Logarithmic
model which is obtaine~ by fitting a second order polynomial
(ratber then a straight line as in the previous models) to
experimental tool life data plotted in logarithmic ~es [3). To
overcome the wide scatter in the experimental data, stochastic
models have been introduced, some of which are still based on
Taylor equation [4-7].
However, implementation of Adaptive Control for
Optimization (ACO) systems, where dynamic optimization is
performed [8,9), and for the achievement of the other two
objectives listed above, there is a need for on-line
measurement/ estimation of tool wear.
Toward these goals, off-line deterministic and stochastic
dynamic models, which predict tool wear as a function of time
and machining variables were proposed (10,11). Typically, these
models were obtained by fitting curves to experimental results
without any physical interpretation. A dynamic tool wear model
which provides physical interpretation to the wear process is
presented in [12,13]. However, it includes nine constants that
have to be found experimentally for each tool/workpiece
material/ geometry combination and might change within a wide
range.
Sensing methods of tool wear are divided into direct or
indirect measurements. The first method requires the
measurement of a feature which is directly related to tool wear.
Some of these sensors include: electrical resistance (14,15],
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radioactive (16,17], optical [18-20], proximity (21,22) and touch
probe [23). Although some of these sensors provide reliable
information, none is suitable for the harsh industrial
environment and their use. in most cases, is limited to turning
operations only.
On the other hand, indirect tool wear sensing employ the
measurements of parameters which are indirectly related to tool
wear. Some of these parameters are acoustic emission ( 24-27],
cutting forces (29-36), vibrations (37,38), temperature (39-41)
and surface roughness (42.43). The reliability of these indirect
methods depend on the accuracy and the robustness of the
relationship between the tool wear and the measured
phenomena.
Some indirect methods use multi-sensor readings to
estimate tool wear (4446]. The difficulty in this approach is how
to fuse the physical unrelated reading to coherent piece of
information. In this regard, attempts were made to fuse data by
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which were trained to
recognize sensory input patterns and relate them to tool wear
(47,48). Although somewhat successful, the "model" established
by the network does not provide any insight to the wear process.
This paper describes the development of tool wear
model, based on a set of experimental res•Jits, using Abductive
Networks (ABN) (49], which will be described in the following
section. An experimental data set, that includes measurements
of flanlc wear as well as the main and the feed components of
the cutting force, was used to train the network and establish
different models and another data set was used to evaluate these
models. This process was repeated for coated and uncoated
cutting tools. For one particular case, an explicit model was
obtained by using a symbolic manipulation program. This
presentation of the model provides better understanding of the
~~

.

For comparison, the same particular data set was used to
train. using the Baclt Propagation algorithm. and evaluate multi·
layer perceptron networks. The performance of both networlcs.
in terms of tool wear prediction, were then compared.
A8DUCIIYE NElWQRKS BACKGROVND. An abductive
network is simply a network of functional nodes in which

information generally flows forward from the input variables
through the network to the output variables; however, feedback
loops are also possible. A generalized abductive network node
can ~ a function, a neural network, a decision table or tree, a
production-rule knowledge-base system. or a conventional
algorithmic procedure. The capability to integrate various types
of knowledge using generalized abductive networlcs is
exceptionally important since it results in a common hybrid
representation for abductive. deductive. and inductive rea.soniJla.
The concept of abductive networlcs has been present in
oeural and polynomial network research and was applied in
various forms by many others. One very effective algorithm for
inductively creating abductive networlcs consisting of high-order
polynomial equations is called the Abductory Induction
Mechanism (AIM), which bas evolved from research in neural
networlcs and advanced statistical methods [SO]. In this case, the
abductive network has the following typeS of nodes:
1. Normalizer element (N) • The Normalize element
transforms the original input variables into relatively a
common region with a mean of zero and a variance of one,
using sigma normalization.

(1)

2. White element (W) - The White element consists of the
li near weighted sums of all the outputs of the previous layer
and is given by:

synthesizes networks from layer to layer until the network model
ceases to improve. In synthesizing each layer, every type of
element is computed and scored for all combinations of eligible
inputs. The eligible inputs for each layer and the network
synthesis strategy are defined in a set of rules and heuristics that
are an inherent part of the synthesis algorithm.
'fbe training algorithm automatically determines the best
network structure, node types, polynomials' coefficients, and
connectivity by minimizing a modeling criterion that attempts to
select as accurate a network model as possible without
"overfitting" the data. This is accomplished by performing a
trade-off between model complexity and accuracy.
The
underlying assumption is that simpler models are more likely to
better fit unseen data (i.e.. data not used for training). The
modeling criterion used here is given by [51]:
(7)

where: Y. - Model calculated value.
Y4 - Measured value.

M -Total number of model coefficients.
N - Number of training data.

s; -A prior estimate of the true unltnown model
error variance.
KP- Complexity penalty multiplier.

The first term is the fitting squared error of the model on
n

W(X1,···X.)= W0 + L W,X,

(2)

o•O

3. Single e1ement (S) - The Single element implements a third
order polynomial of one variable given by:
)

S(X)=

:Lw,x•

(3)

1.• 0

4. Double element (D) • The Double element implements a
third order polynomial of two variables given by:
DC

xlt x2 > = w0 + w1x1 + w~2 +
W,.X~

W)Kf +

+ WsX1X2 + Wf>Xf +

W1X~ (4)

S. Triple element (T) • The Triple element implements a third
order polynomial of three variables given by:
T(X1, X1 ) =W0 +W1X1 +W 2X2 +W3X3 +W4 Xt +W5Xf
+w,x: +W1 X1X1 +W1 X1X3 +W9 X2 X3
(5)
+W10 X1X2X3 +W11

xt +W12 X: +W13 X:

6. Unitizer element (U) - The Unitize element converts the
outputs to their original units to reverse the normalization
used throughout the network.
(6)
The output of any given element can feed subsequent
layers, together with the original input variables.
AIM
:.
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the training data. The gain K P is used to control the trade uff
between ;~e complexity and the accuracy of the model.

OESIG:-4 OF THE EXPERI'\otEyt. The objective of the design
of experiments is to provide an efficient means of
experimentation and analysis of results. A central composite
design, originally proposed in [52), has been used in this
investigation. The factors which affect the force ratio are cutting
speed, feed and depth of cut. The crater and flank wear have
opposing effects on cutting forces. Hafnium nitride coated
carbide tools result in negligible crater wear as compared to
uncoated carbide tools, which have heavy crater wear while
machining steel. The type of tool has thus been introduced as a
fourth variable.
Hence this constitutes a 24 factorial
experiment. This variable tool type bas only two levels, coated
(C) and uncoated (U). Hence, two separate 23 factorial control
composite designs have been used. The cutting conditions at the
five coded levels designated by -2, -1, 0, + 1, +2 selected for t.b e
experimentation is given in Table 1.
The range of the cutting conditions represents the range
of operating conditions used in practice. The cutting conditions
corresponding to the six axial points ( +2 and -2 levels) were
chosen so that their values are approximately equidistant from
the origin. The choice of the cutting conditions was limited due
to stepped speed and feed drives on the machine and the limited
capacity of the spindle motor of the lathe. The design matrix
showing the combination of the levels for each of the variables
used for the 36 tests conducted in this investigation is given in
Table 2.

The main (tangential) and the feed components of the
cutting force during machining of AISI 4145 steel were
measured using a Kistler piezoelectric dynamometer model

9251A. The tlan.lt wear was measured on a tool maker's
microscope. Two types of triangular carbide insertS (TN~G
322E), "NTA uncoated" and "HN Hafnium Nitride coated, were
use<t Steel bars of 5" in diameter and 3(1' in: length were used.

Coded
Level

Cutting Speed
(sfpm)

Feed
(lpr)

Depth of cut
(in)

-2
-1
0
+1
+2

89
209
320
458
583

0.007
0.011
O.ot5
0.021
0.025

0.020
0.040
0.055
0.070
0.100

Each of the above models was obtained by training the
system using experimental data. Each experimental data set (for
coated and uncoated tools) was randomly divided into to two
subsets (as indicated in table 3): One data subset was used for
training and the other for model evaluation. During the training
process, the training algorithm was fed with pairs of input and
output vectors. The input vectors contain the following
information (depends on the model): Cutting parameters. the
relevant components of the cutting force and the machining
time. The output vectors contain the corresponding measured
values of flank wear. The training process was stopped upon
convergence, which means that the performance index, given in
Eq. 7, reached a minimum.

Table 1: Cutting conditions

Trial Speed Feed !Depth Tool
1
2

3
4

s
6

7
8

-1
+1
·1
+1
·1
+1

-1
·1
+1
+1
·1
·1

·I

H
H

+1
0
0
0

9

10
11

12

0

13
1..

.z

l5
16
17
18 I

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
·2
•.!
0

•2
f)

0

I

t)

0

c

·I
·I

c

·1
-1
+1
+I

+1
H

0
0
0
0
0
0

.

:)

()

1
-l

I

I

I

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

rial Speed Feed DePlb Tool
19
u
·1
·1
·1
20

21

22
Z3
24

+1
·1
+1
·1

·1
+1
+1
·1
·1
+1

+1

2.S
26

·I
•I

!7

0
0

0
0
0

.H
}2

0
0
·2
•1

33

0

~

;:<)
~

~

()

35

0

l6

0

+I

0

I

I)

0
·~

·~

0

0

·1
·1
·1
+1

u
u

u

u
H
u
H
u
+I
u
0
u
0
u
0
u
0
u
o· u
0
u
·l
u
0
u
·2
u
?2
u

Table 2: Design matrix for 23 factorial central composite design.

TOOL
WEAR
MODELING
USING
A8DUCDVE
NEIWQRK5. The following six different models were used to
relate cutting parameters, force readings and machining time to
the wear of coated and uncoated tools:

(8b)

vi>J

= F.(v~ l1d1t1Fc)
= F(v~ l1d1t1Fr)
= F { V 1 I 1 d 1 l 1 Fe 1 Fr)

VIII

= F(V 1 l 1d1Fc)

(8d)

vt>s

= F { v 1 I 1 d 1 F1 )

(Be)

vt.&

= F { v 1 I 1 d 1 Fe 1 F1 )

(8f)

vt>t

vt>z

where:

V -

(8a)

(8c)

F. -

Cutting speed [sfpm]
Feed [ipr)
Depth-of-cut [in)
Cutting time [min)
Main component of the cutting force (lb)

Fe •

Feed component of the cutting force [lb)

f

·

d

•
-

vb - Tool flank wear [in)
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Tool

Number of
experimental
data points

Coated
Uncoated

102
83

Number of data umber of data
points used for points used for
evaluation
training
26
76

62

21

Table 3: Use of experimental data for training and evaluation.

At this point, the model is established and the second
-subset of data was used for its evaluation. The model was used
to predict tool wear for all input vectors contained in the
evaluation data subset. The predicted values we re ~o mpared
with the measured values and the differences (prediction eroors)
were statistically evaluated. This process ·.;as rtpear::J :nr
different v'llues of the penalty facto r in o rde r w Jeter;;i~e 1;s
effect on t!-:e model accuracy.
The evaluation results for the different models. ••hicil
include :he average absolute prediction errors and :tie
corresponding standard deviation, for both kinds of wo ts. lS
function of the penalty factor are shown in figu res I through ~
Observing these graphs, one can conclude:
I. The predicted tool wear values for coated tools are far better
than the ones for uncoated tools.
2. It seems that the value of the penalty factor has very little
effect on the evaluation results; however, in most cases,
values between 0.75 and 1.25 provided slightly better results.
3. For both kinds of tools, the models V2 and V3 provide the
best predictions, which indicates that machining time and the
fe.e d component of the cutting force, Fr. are the most
dominant factors. Moreover, since the model V2 provides
better estimation than the model V1, for an effective realtime tool wear detection, it is more important to measure the
feed component of the cutting force.Fr rather than the main
component F..
4. In cases where the model V1 provides better results than the
model Vz, it is simply because additional factor is being
considered and, therefore. a better fit could be established.
However, the estimation results are not substantially better.
Implicit expression of the above models might reveal
more insight information about the wear process. For example,
the model V1 for coated tools and penalty factor of 1.25, will be
examined in the following section. For this particular case,
figure 5 shows the connectivity between the network's nodes and
the following polynomials describe the computation that take
place at each node:

N 1 •-2.10 +0.08¥
N% .z-3.48 +219.6/
N, a-0.50 +0.01St
N4 a -2.76 +0.00934F0

(9-d)

Ns a-2.07 +0.01Fr
(9-e)
W1 "'0.22N1 +0.31N% +0.27N3 - 0.90N4 +t18N5 (9-f)

7i

......
....

(9-a)

(9-b)
(9-<:)

= 0. 92W1 + 0. 56N3

+ 0.19N:

(9-g)

0

0
0

q,-

D1

= 1.17Tl + 0. 24Ji

0. 31JiNs

-

D1 •l05D1 -0.32N1 +0.12N:
U 1 a15.34 +10. 4302

::>

I

11
....., 0•

<1>0
..0 -

<•
q,i!:

;f

.......>

<

(9-j)

Observing figure 5 and Eq. 9, one can derive at the
following conclusions:
1. Depth-of-cut is not included in the model, which indicates
that its effect on tool wear is negligible.
2 The training algorithm omits those terms that have little
effect on the model (e.g. compare the polynomial T 1 in Eq. 9
with the definition of a Triple element as given in Eq. 5). As
a result, the obtained model is farther simplified, which
make it even easier to evaluate the factors and their effect
on the process.
Using a symbolic manipulation program, an explicit
model equation was derived by multiplying the polynomials of
• Eq. 9, according to the network architecture shown in figure 5.
This model contains 68 terms, which make it impossible to
analyze.
To overcome this difficulty, all variables were
expressed in form of man tissa and exponent. Observing the
range of the cutting parameters. shown in table l. and the values
of the cutting force components, the variables were expressed as
follows: V- #.###"E+2,f- #.###"E-2. t- #.###"E+ 1, Fe#.###"E+2, and Fe- #.###"E+2. Then the coefficients of
all terms were recalculated and sorted and the first 10 term are
shown below:
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Figure 1: Average absolute error for different models of coated
tool wear as a function of penalty factor.
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-10. 35/3
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As implied from Eq. 11, the wear is a strong function of
the feed and the machining time. This is, in a way, unexpected
res~t since it was anticipated the cutting speed, V, will have a
maJOr effect of the wear. Since the feed and the cutting speed
are constant, the wear rate is given by:
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Figure 4: Error standard deviation for different models of
uncoated tool wear as a function of penalty factor.

Eq. 12 indicates that the wear rate. and consequently the
'tl(ear, is a strong function of the feed. AJso, from sensing point of
view, the measurement of the feed component of the cutting
for~ is advantageous.
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place: during the training process (switch in position 1) the
network is presented with the input and the output vectors which
are used to train the network off-line. During operations (switch
in position 2) the network is fed only by the inputs and by using
the "model" established during the training. provides estimation
of tool wear.
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Figure 5: Abductive network architecture.
TOOL WEAR MODELING BY A&miCIAL NEURAL
NElWORKS. The use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for
tool wear estimation rooted in the realization that a highly
skilled operator develops, during years of experience, the ability
to sense, in process, the level of the wear. It is believed that the
operator establishes a "sensory pattern" which is composed of
sensory inputs available to him, such as sound and vibration,
which is compared with "sensory patterns" he had experienced in
the past, for which he does know the wear level of the tool.
Once a match, or a close match, is found, tool wear is being
estimated by pulling out the tool wear value related to that
patte rn.
Moreover, during the years these patterns are
reinforced each time the re is a match between the current and
the "stored" patterns. In case, no match is found, some
interpolation or extrapolation is taking place in order to come
with an estimate. New patterns are established when new
processes are introduced.
Similarly, Artificial Neural Networks, when used as
Pattern Associators. are "trained" to associate an input patterns
(vector) to an output pattern (target or desired vectors) in a
process duri.n g which both are presented to the network (53,54).
These patterns are enforced and embedded in the network by a
learning algorithm that updates the COMections' weights,
between the processing units composing the network. It uses a
gradient search technique to minimize the mean square
difference between the desired output vector and the actual
output vector calculated by the network. Upon convergence, the
network is presented with an "unseen" input vector and
according to the model, established in the training process, it
produces and output vector. If a match, or a closed match,
between this input and any of input vectors used for training is
found, the corresponding trained target vector will be provided
as an output. Moreover, the network is capable to interpolate
within the trained vector space and extrapolate, to some degree,
outside the trained space.
In this case, the network will be used to relate an input
vectors, consist of the cutting parameters (V,f and d), machining
time (t), main and feed components of the cutting force (F. and
Fr), to an target vector that consists of the corresponding
measurement of flank wear (Vb). Since more than one sensory
readings are used, the network perform "sensor fusion"
automatically. Figure 6 describes the procedure that takes
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Figure 6: Neural network in training and operation modes.
For comparison, the same data set used to derive the
model in Eq. 9, was used to train an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN). A fully coMected three-layer perceptron network. as
shown in figure 7, was used in this case. The input layer
consisted of 6 processing units (PU) which were fed by the
machining parameters, machining time and the cutting force
components. The single hidden layer, which consisted of 32
PUs, was fully coMected to the input and the output layers. The
output layer consisted of a single PU, which during training was
fed with the corresponding measurements of tool wear. The
network was trained by the Back Propagation algorithm (53-54).
Upon convergence, which was achieved after completion of
about 5000 training iteration. the network was presented with
the same data set that was used to evaluate the model in Eq. 10.
The network's outputs, which represent predictions of tool wear,
were recorded and compared with the actual measurements of
the wear.

Figure 7: Neural network architecture.
Figure 8 shows the prediction errors of both the ABN
and the ANN networks. As can be seen, the predictions errors of
the Abductive Network are, in most cases, smaller than the ones
corresponding to the ANN. Sta,tistically the average prediction
error for the ABN is 0.00095in and for ANN -0.00076in with a
standard deviation of 0.00516in and OJXl683in and medians at

0.00186in aad O.Oin respectively. These results indicate that the
model obtained by the ABN is more conservative (or on the safe
side) since in most cases the predicted value of tool wear is
bijher thaD the measured ones. Thus, at least from tool change
policy point of view, the tool will be changed slightly before
rather thaD after wear reaches its maximum allowable level
The reader bas to bear in mind that these conclusion refer only
to this particular case and cannot be generalized.

From tool wear modeling point of view, some conclusions
can be drawn:
1. The model that include machining time as a variable {V10 Vz
and VJ provide better predictions thaD the other models {V.

Vsand VJ.
2. The "best• two models, V1 for coated and V1 for uncoated
tools, provide predictions which are not accurate enough for
optimization and geometrical compensation. However, for
tool change determination they can be used.

2J)

In this work tbe raw data was used to train the network.
It it suggested that better results would be obtained if the·
network was trained with preprocessed data (e.g. force
measurements in frequency domain [47]). Further investigation
along this line is required.
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Figure 8: Tool wear prediction errors.
CONCLUSIONS. The use of Abductive Networks for the
development of tool wear model have been demonstrated, and
for one panicular case it was compared with a model obtained
by training an Anificial Neural Network. Few conclusion, with
regard to these networks, can be drawn:
1. Conversion speed - The ABN converge by at least two order
of magnitude faster than the ANN. On an IBM/AT (with
lntel-80386 & Intel 80387 co-processor with a system clock of
25MHz) the conversion time for the ABN was in the ra~ge
of one to three minutes while the execution time for 5000
iteration of the Back Propagation algorithm was above two
hours. Therefore, the ABN training algorithm provides an
almost real-time tool for modeling.
2. Modellng - The model established by the ABN can
interpreted to provide some insights about the input/output
relationship. With ANN, an internal model is established,
and there is no easy (or at all) way to interpret it.
3. Model complaicy - The complexity of the ANN model is
determined but the number of PUs in the hidden layer which
have to be decided before training. The complexity of the
ABN is determined by the selection of the penalty factor and
the number of layers. Training ANN with larger number of
PUs in the hidden layer (64 and 128 PUs) did not improve
the prediction results. Similarly, increasing the number of
layers of the ABN did not improve the prediction results.
The difference is that with ABN the complexity of the model
is determined by the penalty factor and therefore increase in
number of layer will not change the model once it reaches a
certain level of complexity. From ANN point of view it
means that contribution of each PU to the total model have
to be evaluated, and in case of no/minimal contribution that
PU bas to be removed. With current algorithms this is not
being done, and therefore larger than needed networks have
to be specified.
4. Assumptlou - In both cases no a priori assumptions were
made with regard to the model. However, AIM outperform
conventional statistical methods because it makes no
assumptions about the form of the relationship it is
modelling or about the independence of input variables.
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APPENDIX: TilE BACK PROPAGATION ALGORITIIM
In general. Neural Networks are used as (53,54]: Pattern
Classifier, Associative Memory, or Pattern A.ssociator. As
Pattern A.ssociator, the network is "trained" to associate (or to
map) an input vector to a target vector in a process during which
both vectors are presented to the network. For this purpose a
multi-layer perceptron network, consist of a large number of
simple neural-lilce units organized into layers, are used. Each of
these units has weighted connections with the units of the
previous and the next layers. and a bias input. The bias and the
weights values are found by a "learning rule" during a training
session, in which pairs of input/output vectors .are presented to
the network. The Back Propagation algorithms (55,56] is
commonly used for training. It updates the weights using
gradient search technique to minimize the mean square
difference between the desired output vector and the actual
output vector. Thus, upon convergence the network will perform
the correct mapping.

,.

A multilayer feed forward perceptron network, shown in
Figure A.l, will be discussed. The network consists of input
layer, to which the input vec:tor is presented, one or more bidden
1ayors, and an output layer which produces the network output
cfuriq operation and to which the target vector is presented
cfuriq training. In each Processing Unit (PU) two operations
are performed: 1) all inputs including a bias, 9, are added to
produce the net input to the element:

(A.l)
i - Index for PUs in the lower layer
j
Index for PUs in current layer.
p • Index for target vector components.
9 • Bias value.
and 2) the element output, o,. , is generated by applying an
activation function. F, to above summation result The function
F is a nonlinear one such as hard limiter, threshold Iogie or
Sigmoid function.
The Back Propagation algorithm. which is commonly
used to train the network, updates the weights using gradient
search technique to minimize the mean square of the difference
between the target and the output vectors. As such, it requires
that the derivative of F will exist, therefore the Sigmoid
function is used in this case and is defined by:
where:

gives some importance to past weight change on the current
change:

where:

n •
a •

Iteration number.
Constant

This iterative process, in which pairs of input and target
vectors are presented to the network, stops when a convergence
criteria reaches a prespecified value. Typically, the sum of
squares of the errors between the network output and the target
vectors for all target vectors is used to indicate convergence. In
this ease the Total RMS error, TRMS. is used as criteria:
TRMS

= ~I
pl p

{1: {7j -

2
0;) }

The convergence rate of the network depends not only on '11
and a but also on the number of processing units, number of
target vectors and presentation order.

(A.2)

The learning procedure uses the ''Generalized Delta
Rule" which has the same form as the standard version of the
"Delta Rule" -that is. weight on each connection should be
changed by the amount proportional to the product of the error,
available to the receiving input along that connection, and the
output of the element sending activation along that connection:

o,

(A.3)

where, '11. is the learning rate.
For output elements. the error is given by:
(A.4)

The error for the bidden layer units, for which there is no
specified target, is determined recursively in terms of those units
to which it directly connects and the weights of those
connecti.ons:
(A.S)
The rule is applied in two phases: 1) The output vector
is
(the output values of the units in the output layer),

o,.

computed and then compared with the target vector and an
error, 8 Pi' is calculated for each unit; and 2) A backward pass
allows the recursive computation.of o as indicated in Eqs. A.4
andA.S.
The changes in the weights is affected by the learning
rate constant Tl. For high learning rate, this constant has to be
as high as possible without inviting oscillatory phenomena. One
way to reduce such phenomena is to add a momentum term that
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Figure A. I: Artificial neural network architecture.
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AJisTRACf
Hlgb Levd Petri Nets (HPNs) • a class of Petri Nets (PNs) are powerful and versatile tools for
modeling. simulating. analyzing. designing and controlling of complex asynchronous concurrent systems.
Some of the import.a nt applications of HPNs can be found in addressing problems related to computer
hardware and software and flexible factory automation. In this research, an initial and solemn attempt is made
to model biological neural networks (BNNs) wit.h HPNs. since the interactions among neurons are basically
asynchronous concurrent ·in nature. Eventhough, there are many types of HPNs are reported in literature, none
have the constructs to model BNNs. Hence a new cJass ·off HPNs is proposed in this paper. With this aim the
· analogies between BNNs and HPNs are explored. The detailed procedure of PN modeling is elucidated by
modeling the mammalian olfactory bulb.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling of biological neural networks is paramount for the dear understanding of the functioning of
the brain. This is corroborated by the DARPA report (1) which emphasizes that researchers should explore the
biological models to guide the experimental work. Models with these aims are actively pursued (2.3}. As the
field of neural networks uses theoritical results and insights from many research areas, DARPA report also
emphasizes the need for hierarchical network models which can be easily understandable by people of different
backgrounds.
With these models, interactions among modelers, neurobiologists, engineers, cognitive
researchers, physicists, mathematicians, computer scientists can be encouraged.
Keeping the above points in view, hierarchical models which not only perfectly replicate the
interactions in · the brain but which are easily understandable are direly needed for the successful
implementation of artificial neural systems. In this paper, hlp level petri nets (HPNs) - a class of Petri nets
(PNs) are explored in order to model biological neural networks (BNNs). The model of lhe syslem oblained
using PNs is c:alled petri net modd (PNM) of the system.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the motivation to model BNNs with HPNs is
presented. The working of a HPN is briefed in the third seaion with an example. The derailed procedure of
modeling BNNs with HPNs is presented in .the fourth section. The fifth Section is devoted for modeling the
olfactory bulb of a rabbit with HPNs. The analysis method of the obtained HPN model and the results which
can be drawn from 'the analysis arc also discussed in the same seCtion. F'mally, conclusions are presented.
II. MOTIVATION TO SELECf PETRI NETS FOR MODELING BRAIN
PNs are recently claimed as ideal modeling tools for simulating. analyzing. designing. and cont~olling of
complex asynchronous concurrent systems. The details of PN theory can be found in [4). Some of the important
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and diversified applications of PNa caD be fouad ia performance of multi processor systems (S]; c.ommu.aication
protocols (6); software dcsip (7); data base dcsip (8); pi'OCCSI control (9); VLSI dcsiga optimization (10); VLSI
testing (11); and flcDble factory automation (12,13,14,15, and 16). Surveys oa PN applications can be found (17)
and (18). As the biological braiD ia also basically a complex a&JDchraous system, PNs can be exploited to study
the brain. Modeling BNNs with PNa bas the foUowiaa advantages:
1) Generally, the reported models used for studyiaa BNNa (other than PNs) arc easily understandable to
specialists ia those particular fields only. Further, they can not model the system realistically. Por the
details of the limitations of these models the reader ia referred to the report by DARPA (1).
2) Simulation using the staaclard software packages ia often an expensive tcdmiquc and consumes lot of time
to study the fuactioa.iag of braiD. The amount of the simulation C06l and time caD be drastically reduced if
PNMs of braiD arc formulated priOI' to simulalioa. This is because, usiag the PN aided simulalioa, the
s)'Stem traosleat Umc aad sy.tcm qdc tbDc caD be estimated. Once these times arc detcrmiacd, the
simulation caD be stopped and the results of the simulation can be c.xlrapolated for loagcr durations
without actually simulating the system under study. The details of estimating the system traasicnt and
system cycle times can be seen ia (17).
3) The other forte of PNs is they can be hierarchically modeled. Further as they arc srapbically elegant. they
can be easily understandable to experts ia different related areas of neural networks. Hence, PNa arc
suitable tools fOI' integrating the cffOI'll of people with different backgrounds. Thia ia because. same PNM
can be used for:
a) Investigating the effect of different firing scqueacca of aeuroas oa the fuactiooiag of the brain. (Each
fuiag sequence ia a PNM results ia an u.aiquc aeuroa firing scqucacc which ia tum results in particular
sensory output). (which
ia a task of a biological researcher usually);
b) Real-time coatroUiag of the artificial braiD system, (which is a tasks of aa clcctric:al and computer
engineer);
·
c) Formal specification tool for the development of software, (which is a task of a software eagiaccr);
d) Evaluating the performance of the system understudy (which is agaia a c:ombiacd task of a electrical
and computer engiaccn), aacl
e) Applying the neural network developed for the real-life eaginecriag problems (which is the task of a
manufacturing cngiaccr)(19).
Furthermore, a careful observation of the rich literature of PNs ia aU the above stated areas (except ia
biology) prompts one to exploit the power of PNs ia the contc.xl of BNNs. However, simple PNa arc not
powerful enough to model BNNs. Hence, laap lnel PN1 (HPNs) arc aecdcd to ad4fcss the problem at band.

Ill. HIGH LEVEL PETRI NETS
HPNs are c.xlcasioa of simple PNs and arc capable to model complex asyaduoaous concurrent
systems. There arc maay classes of HPNs reported ia litcraturc[9). However, ao available type: of HPNa can
model BNNs due to the absence of particular coastructa which will be proposed ia this paper. A typical HPN,
consists of the following clements. is shown ia figure 1:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Places (circles), representing the conditions or physical clements;
Traositloas (bars), rcprcscatiag activities;
Directed an:s (coaacctioas between places and transitions), representing flow of information;
Weights (labels on directed arcs), reprcscatiag additional oonditioas associated with both placca and
transitions;
e) Tokens (block dots) residing ia places. representing either the iaformat.i on sud. as the truth value of
conditions modeled by places or physical clement&;
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f)
g)

Marldns (distribution of tokens in places), representing the current state of the system in the real time;
PredJcates (conditions embedded in the transitions), representing the conditions to be fulfilled for the
occurence of activities;
b) Colors (associated with tokens) representing different conditions simultaneously; and
i) 11mes (associated with transitions), representing the time delays involved in the activities.
Flrins of a transition changes the marking of the PNM. Hence, the transition ftring sequence
represents the evolution of the dynamic behavior of the system in the time. A transition can be fared only when
it is enabled. A transition is said to be enabled when an its input places contain tokens which arc at least equal
to the input weight of the corresponding arcs. When a trans~tion is fire~ tokens from its input places are
withdrawn and deposited in its output places. Before suggesting the detailed methodology of modeling the
human braiD with HPNs, it is important to recapitulate the dynamics of human braiD.

IV. MODELING OF BIOLOGICAL BRAIN WITH HIGH LEVEL PNs
· The neuron is the fundamental building block of the nervous system. The braiD contains over one
hundred billion neurons which perform an of the computational and communication functions within the
brain. This is achieved by uansmitting the information among the neurons in the form of electrochemical
signals (action potentials). Before explaining the events underlying the Uansmission of the signals in braiD, it
is mandatory to know about the elements of the neuron and its functions.
The neuron consists of three sections, (i) the ceU body, (ii) the dendrites and (iii) the axon each
with separate but complementary functions as shown in figure 2(a). FunctionaUy, the dendrites receive the·
signals from other cells at connections points called synapses. From there, the signals are passed on to the
ceU body where they are essentially averaged with other such signals. If the average over a short time
interval is sufficiently large, the ceU fues, producing a pulse down its axon that is passed on to succeeding
cells. Primarily, the axon carry the signal in the form of action potential. Near its end, the axon has
multiple branches, each terminating in a synapse where the signal is transmitted to the another neuron
through a dendrite or in some cases directly to a ceU body. For more details of the underlying mechanisms
of biological brain, the reader is referred to (20). The PNM can replicate the biological structure of braiD with
the additional proposed constructs to model! pre~s~optic cleft, axon uansition, dentrite transition, receptor
generating excitatory pulse ,and receptor generating inhibitory pulse. These new elements as well as the
available ones in HPNs are explained below, and summarized in table 1:
1) Normal places in the PNM can represent ceU bodies. In the biological neural networks (BNNs), one of the
function of ceU body is to receive the input signals from a.xons/dendrites and transmit the output signals to
other axons/dendrites. Similarly, a pia~ in PNM receives information from several input arcs and
transmits the information to output arcs.
2) Arcs in PNMs replicate the function of axons/dendrites in BNNs. Axons/dendrites are channels through
which information travels. Similarly, arcs in PNMs act as channels for transmitting the information. In the
PNM, a normal directed arc models the axon carrying excitatory pulse and an arc with the ·small circle at its
edge (called as inhibitory arc in PN te~inology), models the axon carrying inhibitory pulse.
3) Timed transitions combined with their output arcs in the PNM can model the function of axons/ dendrites
in BNNs. To be more specific, an output arc from an 'axon uansition' represenls the axon and an outpul
arc from a 'dendrite uansition' represents a dendrite. Axons/dendrites receive signals from cell bodies at
connection points caUed synapses. Similarly, uansitions in the PNM receives signals from its input places.
IN BNNs, an the incoming signals arc averaged at the ceU body. But, in PNMs, the calculation of the
output from a place is carried out in the axon uansition. The threshold value which decides the firing of the
cell body is modeled as a weight on the arc connecting the place modeling that cell body and the
axon/dendrite transition. For some neurons which do not have axons (e.g. Granule cells in the olfactory
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4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

bulb), this output calcut.lion is done in tbc dendrite transition. In PNMs, the output signal from thia
transition can't be distinguished either as excitatory or inhibitory until it passea through ·the 'predicate
transitions' modeling different recepton in BNNa. (The transition ia called predicate transition because it
models the receptor which checks whether the tranamitter pesaina through it produces· an excitatory pulse
or an inhibitory pulse)
In PNMs, weights on arcs represent either the threabold value or the number of input arcs for the place.
For e.g, the threshold value of a cell body can be modeled 11 a weight on the arc coanectina the place
(modeling that cell body) and the transition (model.iaa the deodrite conncctina to tbc ceU body). The
number of axons/dendrites carrying signal to a ceU body can be represented as a weiabt on the arc which
acts as a input arc the place modelina the cell body. For e.a. if there are 4 axons carrying excitatory sipa1
and 5 axons carrying inhibitory signal to the cell body, two weights +4 and-Scan be associated with the two
input arcs carrying information to the plaee. Weights on area also reprc:aent the amount or tneuro
ransmitter released from the pre-synaptic cleft to post -synaptic cleft. Modeq or the transmitter
transmitted is very much essential as it decides the changes in elcdro chemical potential at the posl synaptic cleft. which in turn affects the firing of the neuron.
Ia PNM5, tokens represent both the information and the chemical moleculca pessina through the uons. AI
in BNNs, there arc many types of chemical molecules p'lsina throup the UOGI simult1neously, colored
tokens model the above chemical molecules.
In PNs, places represented as concentric circlea model pre synaptic clefts. Thc:ae placca receM the sigDala
from the normal transitions and transmits the sipals to ita output traDSilioas. Eada DOnDal transition
representing the dendrite can have many output plac:a reprcsentina muy poll synaptic dcfta.
Tbe output transitions of the concentric circles arc auociated with prcclicatea to model the chemical ptes
(receptors) for interneuron communication in BNNa. A transition with '+' signal at ita right hand side
models a receptor allowing the chemical molecules which produce excitatory pulse. Similarly, a trusitioll
with •-• signal at its right hand side models a receptor a1Jowi.na the chemical moleculca which produce
inhibitory pulse.
Times associated with transitions represent the time delaya inwlved in the in.tenctiona among neurons such
as tbe time required for the axon potential to travel &om the neuroa to the pre synaptic ~ time required
for tbe chemical pte at receptor to open etc. Tnllsition firing aequcnee iD the PNM represent the flow or
information among the neurons.

V. PNM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Considering the objective of the present p1per, the hudling of any breakdowns in the system such as
malfuoctiong of neuron, axon etc. arc not considered duriaa modeling the system (the reader is referred to (181
in wbicb PNMs are formulated for such cases). To illustrate the modeling concept& of PNs described abcwe,
lhe olfactory bulb of a rabbit given in (20) and shown iD ragure 2a. The basic circuit or the olfactory bulb ia
shown in figure 2b. Certain assumptions arc made while modefuls. They arc (i) for simplicity sake as given in
[20), rbe terminals of dendrites arc assumed as synaptic clefts; (ii) post-synaptic-cleft (synaptic cleft on the
process which is receiving the signal) is embeded in the output trusition or the place modeling pre-synapticcleft (synaptic deft OD the process which is sending the sipal). The PNM or neuronal elements or the
mammalian olfactory bulb considered is Shown iD rqpare 2c. Table 2 shows the interpretation or the PNM
elements to tbe activities in brain. F'agurc 2 represents the logical srep required to model BNNs with HPNs.
First the biological structure is collverted into a circuit that dc5cribes the information Bow, and thea HPNs arc
used lo modeltbe circuit.
The advantages of PN modelina over other models arc (i) for the analysis, the PNMs are easily
understandable as they are graphicaUy elegant, (ii) the PNM£ can be both qualitatively and quantitatively
analyzed yielding the invaluable information about the functioning of the brain. The qualitative information
yields properties such as livelless, deadlock, boundllcss ud safellcss etc. For e.& if the PNM is live, it implies
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that at a given time at least one transition is ready to fire wbic:h in turn implies that at least one activity in the
brain is ready to take place. U there is a deadlock in PNM it implies that at some time not even single
transition is enabled to fire wbic:h in turn implies that there ia DGt even a single activity in the brain ready to take
place. Quantitative information yields (i) the number of tokens deposited in eac:h place representing the
information present in eac:h neuron; (ii) the active times. remainina times for transition represent the state of
activities modeled by the transitions, (ill) the marking of PNM along with the faring vector, active times, and
remaining times of transitions, all with respect to real time represent the dynamic behavior of the brain. For
the analysis of PNM, a software package is being developed wbic:h comprises the principles of HPNs. The
developed package is on the similar lines of the package by (13).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper, an initial attempt is made to model BNNs with HPNs. The motivation to use HPNs for
modeling BNNs and its advantages are discussed in detail. The structure of the proposed HPNs is explained.
The analogies between the functioning of HPNs and BNNs are explored. The formulat.ion of the PNM
corresponding to BNNs is elucidated by modeling the olfactory bulb of a rabbit. The qualitative and
quantitative results whic:h can be drawn using the software package to be developed are presented. Thus this
paper is aimed to generate the further interest in many groups of the people with different backgrounds for
applying HPNs to solve the related problems in the arena of neural networks.
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·-------------·------------------------------·----·---------------Places:

---------------------·---------------------Element

Interpretation

PAONl
Pre-synaptic-deft (P) oa the uoa of olfactory DCI\'e (ON) 1
PAON2
P oo the axon of ON2
PA1C
P oo the axon 1 of ceDlrigugal fibre (C)
PPDM1
P on the primarty clenclrite of mitral ceU 1 (M1)
PDPG
P on the clenclrile of periglomerular short-uoa ceU (PO)
M1
Mitra ceU 1
PG
Periglomerular short-axon ceU
PAPG
P on the axon of PG
M2
MitraceU 2
PA2C
P on the axon 2 of C
PAAON
P on the axon of anterior olfactory nucleus (AON)
PAAC
P on the axon of aDierior commisaure (AC)
PSDM1
P on the secondary dendrite of Ml
GR
Granule ceU (GR)
PD1GR
P on the denclrite 1 of GR
PD2GR
P on the denclrile 2 of GR
Transitions:
Each transition represent£ the ac:tiviry of information flowing &om its input place to the output place,
Time duration for this activiry is associatecl at the riaht bud side of the trusitioa. For e .g. Tl reprcsenta the
information flow from PAONl to PPDMl and tl models the time duralioa for this activiry to take place.

Weights:
TM
TPG
TGR

w1

Thresholcl requirecl to 6re Ml
Threshold requireclto 6re PO
Threshold requirecl to 6re GR

W represents the amount of transmitter released &om pr"e-lynaptic cleft to post-synaptic cleft. Fcx e.g.
models the amount of transmitter molcculca releuc.d &om PAONl to the post-synaptic cleft ofM1.

----- - -------- -----------------------------,--~--------~-----------~~-------------------------------------------

Table 2. IDlerpretatioa of elementa in the PNM shown
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Element In HPN1

Element(a)/lmplementadoa paraltleter(a) In BNNa

Place

a) CeU Body
b) Pre synaptic cleft
a) Axon generator
b) Dendrite generator
c) Any activity
Axon/dendrite generating excitatory pulse
Axon /dendrite generating inhibitory pulse
a) Threshold required to fue the neuron, b) the number of
input axoos/dendrites for a neuron, c) the amount of neuro
transmitter released from pre-synaptic cleft to post-synaptic cleft
Chemical molecule flowing or information stored in the neuron
Receptors at inter-neuron communication allowing selected
type of chemicals to pass through them
a) Chemical gate allowing molecules causing excitatory pulse
b) Chemical gate allowing molecules causing inhibitory pulse
Different chemical molecules traveling ~brougb the axon
Neuron firing sequence
Initial state of the BNN
Timing duration (tj) of the activity modeled by that traositioo(Tj)

Transition

Normal Arc
Inhibited Arc
Weight

Token
Transition with
predicate

Colors for tokens
ruing Sequence
Initial Marking
Transition asso-ciated with time

Table 1: Analogy between HPNs and BNNs.
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Figure 1: A typical High Level Petri Net
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Figure 2. Steps for modeling BNNs by HPNs.
a) Neuronal elements of the mammalian olfactory bulb.
b) Basic: circuit diagram for the mammalian olfactory bulb.
c:) Petri Net Model of the olfactory bulb.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a neural network based recognition scheme for 2-D objects. The Fourier Descriptors
of the object boundary are taken as the features and they form the input to the neural network. A
multilayered perceptron architecture is used for the classification and a stochastic algorithm called
Alopex. is used for the network: learning. The scheme is invariant to translation, rotation and scale
changes to the object. Taking isolated hand written digits as the input data set, we show that the
presented scheme gives very high recognition accuracy. The recognition scheme. learning algorithm
and simulation results are discussed in detail.

1 INTRODUCTION
Object recognition is an essential part in ·any machine vis_ion system. In most of the situations Jt 1s
necessary to have a recognition scheme which is invariant to translation, rotation and scale changes
to the object. In many of the traditional techniques. the information about the objects is transformed
in to another domain to get invariant features such as Fourier descriptors 1•2 and moments3 and
classification is done based on these quantities. The success rate for the recognition mainly depends
up on the features selected and the classifier used. The emergence of neural networks as an alternative for traditional pattern recognition techniques has resulted in their applications to machine vision
problems in a large way. Object recognition was one of the first problems on which the artificial
neural network: techniques were experimented. The ability of these networks to derive informations
from raw data helps in combining the feature extraction and classification stages to some extent,
there by avoidi!lg the need to find optimal features and reducing the computation time involved.
Several feature extraction methods for the raw images are explained in the literature. Some of the
techniques extract the boundary information of closed curve of an object and generate invariant
features like Fourier descriptorsl,2. Moments3, chain encoding4 and polygonal approximation 5 are
some of the other generally used feature extraction methods. A good feature set is defined as one
has small intra class variance and large inter class separation6. The accuracy of the recognition
scheme depends up on the accuracy of the features and the classification scheme used. Khotanzad
et. al6 claims that the neural network classifiers perform better than the three common u·aditional
classifiers: nearest neighbor, minimum mean distance and the Bayes classifier, in the case of English
alphabetical character recognition. Also. for this application. the neural networks were found to per'
form well when the input data was noisy. A 20 object recognition scheme using distributed a:;sociative memory is discussed by Wecshler and Zimmerman7 • Complex- log conformal mapping is com-
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bined with the fourier transform to extract features invariant of scale and rotation and form lhe input
to the associative ~emory. Using Walsh function for the feature extraction Rajavelu et.al8 describes
an optical character recognition scheme with a recognition rate up to 98% for the type written characters.
In this paper we describe a neural network based object recognition scheme using Fourier descriptors. The descriptors for the objects are calculated using Zahn and Roskies • melhod1 and a multilayered neural network is used for the classification. The neural network: is trained using a simple algorithm called Alopex. Using the NIST database of isolated handwritten digits from 0-9. we show that
the described scheme results in a recognition accuracy ofup to 98%. The scheme, learning algorithm
and simulation results are discussed in detail in the following sections.

2

FOURIER DESCRIPTORS

In many object recognition problems, information about the boundary alone is sufficient for successful classification. 1\vo such examples are, hand written charactec recognition and lhe assembly
line vision system. Fourier descriptorsl.2 provide one of the powerful techniques to described
boundaries for non-overlapping objects. The descriptors are defined as follows,

Consider a simple closed curve y with parametric representation (x(l),y(l)=z(l)) where I is the arc
length 0 .s. I .s. L . Denoting the angular direction at the point I by a function 8(1), we can generate
which is the cumulative angular bend between the starting point and point I (see
a function
Fig. I), defined as +OJ= 6(1)- 6(0). For a clockwise orientation +lL)=-2n.

+<l)

lle. 1.

RepretentaUon or a plane curve. 6(1) Ia lhe taneentlal direction
dlatance I and +<•> the cumulative anplar bend

Normalizing the function w. r. t. length, we get,

~•(t)

+

= ~<4!> + t

where t ranges from 0 to 2n. •(t) is invariant under translation, rotation and scale changes*. Expanding
t) as a Fourier series,

+•(
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t; •(t)

= l'o

I<a.

+

·-·

cos kt

+ b4 sin kt)

In polar form the above expression becomes,

t; •(t)

=a + I

·-·

0

A 4 cos(kl - A. 4 )

. The set {A.t, At, k=l,.. oo} is defined as the Fourier descriptors for the curve y, where
A1 =

l

•

/a~+ b~

= tan _,(ba~.4)

For a polygonal curve having m vertices Vo, V1 •...Vm (see Fig. 2), the Fourier descriptors could be
calculated using the following set of equations 1,
a4

=-

1 ~ A,/o. • 21'lkJ,.
Jar L Lly ,.sm

,..t

-r-

where

AI; is the length of the edge (V;_1 , V;) and At,. the change in angular direction at V11

v,

''

'

''
Flg. 2. Description or ll polygon~tl curve

The parameters A+n and In associated with each venex point on the object boundary could be esti·
mated by following the boundary in clockwise or anticlockwise direction. In our studies we use the
scheme proposed by Sidhu et. a19 to follow the boundary points of an object. The boundary is fol·
lowed by keeping the inside region of the object (Ri in Fig. 3a) always to the right side the path.

of
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The direction of following at each boundary point is determined using the 'containment' and 'direction' codes9 at that point. They are found as follows:
Consider a boundary point G (which is same as the grid point) as shown in Fig. 3b. a.b,c and d are
the four neighboring grids and i•• ib. io and ict. their grid values. Let the grid value is •t • if it is inside
the object and ·o· if it is outside. The 'containment code'9 at G, Cc = (i•• ib, ic. icili .. ia + 2ib + 4ic
+ Sid. There are 16 possible canonical forms and it could be seen that for every grid point G on the
boundary with Cc ~ 5 and Cc ~ 10. there is exactly one neighboring boundary point o· satisfying
the following two conditions: (i) G' is on the boundary and (ii) when moving from G toG' we can
keep the inside region of the image to the right. The direction in which the boundary can be followed
by moving from G toG • is only a function of the containment code at point G. The directions and
codes taken here are: 0->right, 1->up. 2->left.and 3->down. It is to be pointed out that the above
condition (i) ensures that the boundary is not lost while it is followed and condition (ii) restrain from
moving back along the path.

•

(a)

(b)

Fla. 3 Followlna ol the boundary ola .ample cloeed curve

Grid points with Cc = 5 & 10. called as the crossing points, give rise to difficulties in the direction
of movement. This can be solved in different ways depending up on the class of the boundary followed. For example in the case of objects with simple crossover points like the one shown in Fig.2a.
the new direction code is nothing but the old direction code incremented by one. When previous Cd
= 3. the new code is taken as 0. For a digitized object. the angular change at each grid point is always
0, 9QO or -CXP:
The minimum number of descriptors needed for classification depends up on the complexity of the
image and accuracy needed. We have taken the first 15 values ofthe Fourier descriptors for the classification.
3

3.1

NEURAL NETWORK ARCWTECTURE

Network Configuration:

One of the most important advantage in using neural networks as classifiers is that they eliminate
the need for a large data base for comparison of the features. Also, because of the parallel nature of
computation, the classification is often faster than other methods. We have employed a multilayered perceptton architecture of four layers, having 30 input neurons ( 15 each for the amplitude and
phase descriptors). two hidden layers of 20 neuronS each and the output layer having 10 neurons.
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The 10 output neurons corresponds to the 10 classes to be recognized. Experimental Iy we have found
that the input set- size of 30 gives the best classification accuracy without increasing the number
of network interconnections. The selection of hidden layers and the number of neurons in the layer
was determined empirically by observing the convergence time as well as the accuracy of classification.

3.2

The Alopex Learning Algorithm:

Alopex is a stochastic parallel algorithm which has been used previously, in different forms 10•11 in
models of visual perception and for solving combinatorial optimization problems 11 • Here, the learning process in a neural network is treated as an optimization problem. The objective is to minimize
an error measure E, which is a function of the network weights ( wu }and training ioputs. The version
of the algorithm which is used in the present studies, as a learning algorithm in neural networks is
as follows 12 :
Consi~er a neuron i connected to neuron j through an interconnection strength w;j. The net input
to the neuron i ,

where Olllj is the output of neuron j and 6; is the threshold of neuron i. 6; is same for all the neurons
in a layer and is updated like a weight in each iteration. If neuron i contains a sigmoidal transformation, its output is given as.
ouJ1

=

1 + exp( - net1 / Qo)

where Qo is the sigmoid gain. Using the Alopex algorithm, during the nth iteration, the weight wij
is updated according to the rule,

where 0;1(n) will have a small positive or negative step of size f> with the following probabilities:
f>;,j(n)

=

- f> with probability Pij( n)
+ f> with probability ( 1- Pij(n))

The probability Pij(n) is given by the expression:

where ~(n) is given by the correlation:

ll.w;j(ll) and AE(n) are the changes in the weight w;j and the error measure E over the previous two

iteration. i.e.

= [wii(n - 1) - w 41(n - 2)]
.dE(n) = [E(n - 1) - E(n - 2)]

.dwii(n)
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and

In the expression far Pv(n). T is a positive 'temperature' that detecmines the effective randomness
in the system. With a non- zero value forT. the algorithm takes biased random w.alks in the direction
of decreasing E. The simulations are started• with a large value for the 'temperature· T. Subsequently,
the 'temperature' is set equal to the average value of the correlation A;j over all weights.
i.e.,

T= IAI

This method automatically reduces the 'temperature• when parameters are close to the optima and
hence the correlations are small. Towards the end. the step size al.s ocan be reduced for precise convetgence. The only assumption in the algorithm is that the error measure is a function of the weights
and the training set. It makes no assumption about the structure of the network or the actual error
measure being used. This allows the use of networks with feedback connections and error measures
other than the traditionally used squared esror. In the present studies we use an infonnation theoretic
error measure13 described below:
The error at the output neuron k
ea = log (-1-)

outa

when the desired output for neuron k, It, is •t •. and

when It is ·o·.
outt corresponds to the output of the neuron k. 1be total error B is given by

•
The infonnation theoretic error measure is found to have fewer local minima and hence smoother
error surface than squared esror in a number problemsl2.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Data Set:
The NIST database of hand printed digits was taken far the simulation swdies. The training set consists of 100 digits, 10 from each class. The training set is selected such that it contains diverse samples
such as 'broken • '8' (without the upper loop as in Fig. 4b), ' broken' '9's and '2' with and with out
loops. The orientation of the digits varies considerably so that only a rotation invariant recognition
method could classify them correctly. The Fourier descriptors of the digits are estimated by following the boundary points keeping the inside region of the image to the right and using Zahn and Roskies equations1 for polygonal curves. Only the first U descriptors are used for the
* During lho fint two iterationa, the weipta .,. randomly pertwbod.
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recognition. Fig. 4a-d shows samples of four digits and their FDs are shown in Table. 1. It is to be
noted that no preprocessing like smoothing or thinning is done on the digits and the FDs are calculated directly from the raw digits.
The Fourier descriptors form the input to ~e neural network classifier. The network was shown all
the 30 descriptors for each digit. 100 samples from the training set were presented sequentially and
the training continued till the output error became less than 0.1

0
(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)
Flg. 4. Example• from the training &el.

4.2 Simulation results:
The training ofthe network was done with 100 samples 10 each from the 10 different classes, selected
at random. The netWork was presented with the FDs for the 100 samples and was allowed to converge in all the patterns in all the samples. Tile step-size for adaptation of the weight and t~ number
of layers and number of neurons in each layer are adjusted to get an optimum error convergence.
The best convergence was obtained with a step size 0.00.5 and learning rate of 1. 0. Fig.5a shows the
convergence of the network in this case. The error corresponds to the average error per neuron per
sample at the output. The final converged patterns in all the 100 samples are compared with the target
pat~erns and Fig..5b shows the error at each output neuron over the entire length of 100 samples.
It could be seen that the convergence rate is 100% with an error less than 0.08. The converged network was tested with .50 digits, .5 from each class, which do not belong to the training set.
Table 1: Fourier Descriptor• for the digits shown In Fig. 4

·o·

digit

'8'

"4'

' 2'

FDa

Ao

A..

A,.

Ao

Au

~

An

An

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0 .397391
4.473992
4.974376
0.341206
4.732828
3.665055
3 .761235
6.049779
2.356178
4 .452450
4 .962071
4 .712157
5.113578
0 .944651
2 .879648

4.913768
5.788829
1.023792
4.084522
0.747564
5.348615
1.056302
6.210600
5.891035
4.914101
2.515147
2.711829
2.595903
3.774034
0.861592

1.043340
0.583478
1.362550
0.243549
0.129215
0.326039
0.304407
0.108860
0. 188501
0.223674
0.123568
0.143159
0.058676
0.058071
0.052779

0.003838
5.694290
5.025680
2.471761
5.860723
3.514683
3.523595
3.842446
3.036107
2.276665
6.201783
4 .238128
0.527760
2 .487405
1.620927

0.899992
2.123099
0 .505276
0.664876
0.430750
0.259116
0.275651
0.241269
0.216520
0.295206
0.041615
0.142797
0.202963
0.161343
0.141194

5.812483
4.365014
4.073431
1.283149
2. 1669 13
5.794081
5.489411
1.884809
4.41 2789
1.914344
5.619387
0.485972
5.889127
3.873921
4.512780

0.156 129
1.042735
0.063147
1.121947
0.233035
0.166677
0.048544
0.289675
0. 157 144
0. 125 147
0.067688
0. 166668
0 .11 5988
0.020803
0. 175954

0.397739
4.473992
4.974376
0.341206
4.732828
3.665055
3.7() 1235
6.049779
2.35o l 78
4 .452450
4 .9o207 1
4.7 12 157
5.113571!
0.94465 1
2.879048
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The network was able to classify 49 of the presented digits correctly.
One of the difficulties encountered with the presented method was that of the misclassifications due
to the •broken• 8s and 9s. It could be seen that the boundary of the digit in both of these cases differ
from the normal 8s and 9s by a large amount and hence the FDs may differ very much. The problem
could be tackled either by increasing the number of such digits in the training set ar by classifying
them in to separate classes and making the final recognition combining both the classes.
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S. CONCLUSION

We described a neural network based recognition scheme for 2-D objects. The Fourier Descriptors
of the object''boundary were taken as the features and they form the input to the neural network..
The scheme is invariant to translation, rotation and scale changes to the objects. The neural network.
implementation helps in faster and accurate classification of the objects. Using a multilayered perceptron architecture and the Alopex algorithm as the learning algorithm • we have shown that a
recognition accuracy up to 98% could be achieved using this scheme for isolated band written characters.
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ROBOT NAVIGATION USING FUZZY LOGIC

Edward T. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida International University ·
Miami, Florida 33199

ABSTRAcr
COordinate-based navigation, behavior-based navigation, navigation with a conic minor,
navigation with a spherical minor are briefly reviewed. In this paper, we propose to include
fuzzy languages and fuzzy instructions to perform robot navigation. Illustrative examples are
given. One main characteristic of this approach is to trade precision with speed. This approach
may also be applied to object motion tracking and fault-tolerant task scheduling.

1.

INTROPUCJJON

Autonomous navigation of robots in real environments such as factories or warehouses,
is of great practical interest and importance. One promising approach is based on having the
robot use conspicuous fixed objects as landmarks or reference points. This has been leading to
the development of a system ("landmark expert") comprising a "landmark map" and controlling
the landmark-related image processing and position determination. H a mobile robot bas an
approximate knowledge of its location, the landmark expert enable it to detect and identify certain
landmarks registered on the map in order to obtain the robot's precise location. Thus, the robot
may then determine its exact location relative to the landmarks. For an initial demonstration of
autonomous navigation based on this approach a mobile robot was selected [1,2]. This robot is
able to move along the hallways inside a building.

!L.

COORDINATE-BASED NAVIGATION

AND BEHAVIOR-BASED NAVIGATION

There are two approaches for robot navigation. One is called coordinate-based and the
other is called behavior-based (3]. In [3], behavior-based approach was found to be more flexible
and more practical. For modeling the environment it only needs an imprecise topological map
that may eventually be generated automatically, and not a precise geometrical map that would
be much more difficult to provide. Autonomous navigation based on this approach was
demonstrated in a factory environment. This concept seems to resemble the methods by which
people orient themselves in a building. A similar technique has been proposed in (4-6), partly
inspired by the results of studies of animal behavior.
The basis for behavior-based navigation is that a robot possesses a certain repertoire of
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built-in behaviors and cognitive abilities, such as, to
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

recognize a hallway
follow a hallway
recognize a comer or intersection
negotiate a comer or intersection
recognize objects and avoid collisions while moving
recognize locations in the environment

Vision is an ideal sensing modality for such cognitive abilities. The behavior to be
executed in a given situation is commanded by the behavior selection. The selection of certain
behavior is mainly determined by the result of an interpretation of data provided by the dynamic
vision system. The image processing is carried out by the vision system and managed by the
landmark expert. The position and orientation of the robot are calculated only relative to
recognized landmarks. This is done within the spatial interpretation subsystem by using the
measured image coordinates of some visible features, such as edges and corners, belonging to
the landmark.
A complex navigation task, like moving from one part of a building to another, is thus
reduced to the activation of elementary built-in behaviors in an appropriate sequence. Additional
information may be found in (3,7,8].

lll.

NAVIGATION WI11I A CONIC MIRROR

In (9), vision-based navigation of autonomous ~tobile robots has been studied. These
mobile robots view only in front of themselves and, as a result, they may collide against objects
approaching them from the side or behind. Thus, an image sensor is needed to view the
environments around the robot so that it may navigate safely.

An omnidirectional image sensor is used for navigating a mobile robot. Its feature is
passive sensing of the omnidirectional environment in real-time using a conic mirror. Because
a conic mirror is used, its image is under conic projection; where the azimuth of each point in
the scene appears in the image as its direction from the image center.
The proposed system acquires an omnidirectional view around the robot in real-time by
using a conic mirror. Under the assumption of constant motion of the robot, locations of objects
around the robot can be estimated by detecting their azimuth changes in the omnidirectional
image. Using this method, the robot generates an environmental map of an indoor scene while
it is moving in the environment. A collision avoidance method by detecting thdr azimuth
changes is also presented.

IV.

NAVIGATION Willi A SPHERICAL MIRROR
In ( 10], a target location is represented by compressing a 360° image from a spherical
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mirror into a circular waveform. Naviptioa tub arc specified u a sequence of bomina auks
on target locatioos.. This is accomplished by matching laoclmarka from the current view with abe
next target view. FurtherJDOR. a metbod for matching uaioa qualitative geometric features of
each of the waveforms. In addition. a geometric analyaia allows us to do 3D reuonina about the
environment, which is sufficient for computing the rotaaioD NMI translation between the current
location and abe targea locaaion. Ia eventually may allow acquisition of a 3D model of abe
environmenL

V.

NAVIGATION INLLUDJNG fllZZV INSTRUCJlONS

Fuzzy languages (11-13) can nanow the · gap between the precasaon of computer
programming languages and the imprecision of natural laoauages. The relationships among
computer programming lanpages, stochastic lanauages. fuzzy languaaes, and natural lanauaaes
in terms of precision are shown in Figure .1.

N.a....a•--··

c-..,.............. ..........

......

Figure 1.

Fuzzy languages narrow the gap between computer programming languages and
natural languages.
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In this paper, we propose to include fuzzy languages, more specifically, fuzzy instructions
to perform robot navigations.
Examples of fuzzy instructions are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Move forward several steps
Drive slowly
Turn to the right a little bit
Drive faster but not too fast

The words with an underline indicate that these words are not precisely defined.
Fuzzy rules of driving a car include:
a)
b)
c)

H the road is slippery. then reduce the speed until you feel in full control.
H it is a winding road, then rapidly reduce the speed until you feel safe.
H you suspect that the car driver in front of you is drunk, then keep a reasonable
distance from that car.

A simple example of robot navigation including fuzzy instructions is shown in Figure 2.
Fuzzy instructions for finding the goal direction can be included in Figure 2. "Parking
a car" is a good example for trading precision with speed.
VI.

CX>NCLUSION

Fuzzy instructions adds a new dimension to robot navigation. One main characteristic of
this approach is to trade precision with speed. This approach may also be applied to object
motion tracking [ 14-17] and task fault tolerant scheduling [ 18].
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KINEMATIC CALIBRATION OF CNC MACHINE TOOLS
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ABSTRACf
A technique, based on a closed-loop mechanism synthesis approach, by which machine tools can
be calibrated is proposed. The calibration procedure is features a simple low cost measurement dc:vice and
requires minimum setup and data collection time. It allow the characterization of quasistatic errors
induced by the machine geometry imperfection, thermal expansion, and internal loading. Simulation
studies of five-axis CNC machining center, devised to include realistic operating conditions, is presented to
demonstrate the feasibility of the identification procedure. The effects of the number of measurements
needed and of the required sensor resolution, on the overall quality of identification are also investigated.

I. INTRODUcriON
Machi.oc tools accuracy is a major factor which affects the produced part accuracy. This statement
is believed to be true although a formal quantitative technique to translate machine errors into part errors
(and the reverse) does not exist. The need to cobaoce machine tools accuracy is rooted in tbe following (1):
1. Future usc of Machine Tools:
a) In high volume production machine tools arc (and will be) used whenever dimensions, form, and
surface finish of the part arc important and cannot be achieved by other means.
b) In small-batch and one-of-a-kind production the use of machine tools will remain the most
economical solution for parts production.
' 2. More geometrically complicated parts will be designed in the future which will demand higher versatility
and accuracy. Also, it is predicted that more parts will require high accuracy in both critical dimensions
and surface texture. The primary driving forces behind this trend are to increase the efticieocy of new
machine designs and automated production and assembly.
3. The emerging in-process gaging and inspection techniques will put higher requirement on the machine
accuracy.
Machine tool errors can be classified into quasistatic and dynamic errors. Ouasistatic errors
include: 1) Thermally induced errors (2-4) caused by the machine structure expansion due to exposure to
beat sources such as: drive systems. coolants, friction and the culling process itself; 2) Geometrically
induced errors (5-9) due to the machine structure imperfections which include: straightness deviations of
linear axes. perpendicularity errors between axes. lead-screws errors, etc. and 3) Loading induced errors
(10-11) caused by the deformation of the machine members due to static and slowly varying forces such as
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dead weight of machine's components._ clampioa devic:ca wb.ida exerts iotemal forces oo the machine's
members etc.
Dyoamic: errors arc caused by sourccasuch u spiDdlc rua-out, CNC controller erron, dcflcc:aions
due to inertial forcca and struc:ture vibratiou.IA additioD the proc:cas itself causes errors due to tool/work
deflectioo, tool wear aod fUturiDs. Tbesc erron caa DOt be eliminated but caa be reduces by a proper
selection of cutting parameters, e.g. a fioish cut usiDg a acw tool, low feed and smaU depth-of-cut will
substantially improve part a<:auacy (12).
The qu.asistatic errors acc:ouot fOJ' about 70 perceat of the errors attributed to the machine tool
[13). These errors manifests mainly as positioa.iog deviatioos between the commanded (ideal) aod the
actual tool pose. Here by 'pose' we mean both the position and the oricatation of the tool with rcspca to
the workpiece. If a relatiooship, or a mappina. between the actual and the ideal c:oofiguratioqs of the tool
caa be established, the errors caa be c:ompeosated for by corrcct.iooa given to the machine controller
calculated in the early programming stage.

to
1.
2.
3.

To enhance machine tool accuracy through compeosatioo for the quasistatic errors, it is necessary
perform the following:
The errors, within the machine workspace, have to be mcuured in different temperature aod loading
conditions.
Models, or mapping. based oo these mcasuremeots, should be developed in order to reduce data aod
for interpolation aod/or Cllrapolatioo purpo6C&.
Compensation algorithms should be developed wb.ida wiU be used in a off-line (e.g. APT
postprocessor) or real-time fashion to Correct the errors.

Different measurement methods have bccu used in the past: (1 Probing a standard master part or
ftxture [13-17); 2) Magnetic baD bar (18); 3) Suspended wire (19); aod 4) Optical method based on laser
interferometry (20-24). There arc different problems usoclatcd with each of the above measurement
techniques: sensitivity, case of use, ability to detect aD errors, aod cost. However, the necessity to measure
positions of a tool point aod then to infer its deviatiooa is a common feal\lre to aU of the above techoiquc:a.
Different error modeling aod compensation techniques have been proposed. In (12) homogeneous
transformations were used to describe the relative translation aod rotation errors of the machine slides with
respect to a reference coordinate system. This method was cxpaoded in (16,17) to include errors related to
the shape of the machine clements. Curve fitting techniques were employed in (6,15) to relate positioning
errors to the tool position within the workspace of the machine. Direct geometric methods were used in
(7,8) to describe the volumetric accuracy of a machioc tool
The approach adopted in this paper is based on the following rcasooi.og: The CNC c:ontroller uses
a nominal kinematic model of the machine to drive each axis to a position so that the will be brought to the
required pose. Since the qu.asistatic errors manifest u position deviations between the required aod the
actual tool pose, it might be possible to modify the oomioal kinematic model of the machine, so that these
errors will eliminated or at least minimized. Since the parameter of the kinematic model change ~b time
(due to temperature chang~ etc) the model has to be updated periodically. Therefore the above three steps
procedure, in particular the measurement scheme, have to be simple aod time efficient since the machine is
not productive during that period. Since these parameters chaogc linearly along the axis (16), the machine
workspace will be divided to regions for each a coostaot parameters model will be fitted. This approach
will simplify the compensation algorithm.
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II. BASIC APPROACH
As related above, to identify the actual parameters of the machine tool kinematic model, it is
necessary to have data on the positioning errors. These data are then used in conjunction with the machine
error model in solving for the actual parameters. In the present approach an existing method in
formulating the error model of the manipulator as weD as in choosing the parameter identification
algorithm (25) is being foUowed. However, in implementing the means of measurement, a particular
scheme, developed as an extension to the fixed-end measurement method attributed to [6], was adopted.

The measurement system discussed here is based on a scheme akin to mechanism synthesis. The
basic idea is as foUows: In a mobile single-loop linkage, a set of loop-closure equations, in terms of
kinematic parameters, must be satisfied at each of its allowable configurations. Consequently, if such a
linkage is guided through a series of configurations, it should be possible, then, to infer the dimensions of
the kinematic parameters. Kinematically speaking, a machine tool is essentiaUy an open-chained linkage.
However, once the tool makes contact with the workpiece mounted on the machine table, the kinematic
chain is closed. In this case, the open kinematic chain that is closed by a measuring device mounted
between the spindle and the machine table, resulting in a mobile closed chain of mobility one. The sensor
indicates with very high accuracy, the distance and the orientation between the spindle and a mounting
point on the table. By moving the spindle/table within the machine workspace and collecting data from the·
sensor and the CNC controUer, it will be possible to deter~ine the machine errors.
The measurement device consists of a passive instrumented mechanical linkage, with its one end
fixed to the table through a universal joint, whereas the other end connected to the machine spindle
through a baD join~ as shown in figure 1. The universal joint is instrumented with high resolution position
feedback devices, such as rotary encoders, while the linear axis is instrumented with a linear posi~ion
sensor. Thus, the position of spindle (or the tool), which is connected to the manipulator with a ball joint,
can be easily measured. Effectively, one may consider the sensing linkage as a six degree-of-freedom
•passive', spherical type manipulator. As such, the closed chain which results from the combined machinesensing linkage configuration, would always be mobile (having flllite npn-zero degree-of-freedom) for all
type machine tools. Due to the mobility of the resulting closed chain, the machine can be guided through
the machine workspace manuaUy or by the execution of some pre-programmed trajectory in order to
collect data.
IUCIOJ0-.1

lllllOIO "'"'

Figure 1: The proposed instrumented linkage.
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An Illustrative Example

. The closed·loop identification method can be best illustrated by the foUowi.og simplified example.
Cons1der a pla.oar closed·loop four·bac mechanism u sbowa in Yagure 2. The kinematic parameters to be
determined in this case ace the link lengths only, whida will be denoted as

a1 • i •

1,2,3,4. Tbe problem then

becomes basicaUy one of identifying these link lengths from the joint angle rca~ 8,, 8 J and 8 ,
obtained at various configurations of the mechanism. The two kinematic loop cl06urc equationa can be
written as:

a
3

F"~gure 2:

Oosed-loop k:inematic chain

As can be seen, the above equatioos are in terms of the four kinematic parameters to be
determined, namely the l.iok lengths. Note that these equatioos must be satisfied at every configuration of
the mechanism. Hence, each additional configuration taken by the mechanism results in two additional
equations, with changes only in values of joint angles. It foUows that, with enough configuration data
collected, a 'best• estimate (in a least square sense) of the kinematic parameters can be obtained.
In this example a minimum of two poses is required to yield an estimate of the link lengths. In
general, a unique solution of the kinematic parameters is guaranteed using a least square method. Observe
that the length parameters in (1) and (2) may be scaled arbitrarily while not violating the equations. This
causes ambiguity which can be remedied by assigning one l.iok length as unity, and merely using it to define
the unit of length.

Analytic Modellna

To determine the tool positioning errors. an analytic model describing the kinematics of the
machine tool is required. lt is convenient, foUowiog the notion that a machine tool is essentially a chain of
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linkage, to develop the kinematic model using homogeneous coordinate transformations. In formulating the
4x4 homogeneous transformation which relates one link to another, we will adopt the Dcnavit-Hartenberg
convention (27). Let Tj denote the D-H transformation from link j to link (j-1) which, symbolically, is
formed as:
(3)

where 6,d,a,a are D-H parameters: joint angle, joint offset, link length, and twist angle, respectively. The
notation Rot(z,6j) indicates a rotation about an axis z by an angle 6J and Trans(x,ai) indicates a

-

translation along an axis x by a distance ai. The 3x3 upper-left block of Tj represents the orientation of
frame j while the 3xl vector in rightmost column represents the position of its origin, both with respect to
frame (j-1).
Formulatloa oltbe Closeci.Chaln Model
The development of a closed-chain model can now be presented based on the homogeneous
transformation matrices. For demonstration purpose a five axis CNC machine tool, described in Figure 3,
will be considered. The corresi>onding kinematic linkage model is illustrated in Figure 4 along with aU the
coordinate systems. Locating the fixed reference frame, denoted as frame 0, at the base of the spindle slide
block, the following relationship should hold in describing the position and orientation the measurement
device, with respect to the fixed reference frame:
(4)

.

..

Note that 4 T and 6 T · represents, respectively,.the position and orientation of the measurement
device expressed in coordinate frame 4 (the secondary rotating table) and in frame 6 (the spindle slide).
Equation (4) can be rewritten, denoting I as the identity matrix, as:
(5)

By taking the three position terms resulting from the above matrix multiplication, the loop closure
equations fOI' the system can be obtained. Since the three resulting equations will be functions of all the
kinematic parameters, they can be expressed as: Q = f. ( fl, g' ~' a). However, due to the errors
associated with the kinematic parameters, the foregoing closure equations will not be exactly satisfied.
Taking into consideration the parameter errors, the closure equations can be modifie<\ as:

Q

= f.(fl* +

A6,d* + .1d,~* +.!\a, a*+ .!\a)+ n

(6)

Note that the term .n bas been added to emphasize that there exists also modeling and measurement noise
in the system.
Dlffereotiate Equation (6), assuming the errors are small and of fust order, we get
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iJiJB! A8 + iJiJ! Ad + iJ! Aa + iJ~ Aa +
_
d
iJa
iJa

-

-

-

1

n...

(1)

Defining the combined Jacobian as:

(8)

Also, letting Af

A! =

=(A~T A§.T Ag_T AaT)
G

Af_ +!!

Equation (7) may be written in a more concise form:

I

(9)

Equation (9) describes the differential relationship between the deviation of position, at the point
where closure is made, and the errors in the ki.oematic: parameten. This relationship is the very basis of the:
work proposed here. We will compute the errors in the ki.oematic: parameters based oo this relationship.
The characterization of these errors will, of course, allow a more accurate model of the machioe tool to be
established, which is essential in eoh.ancing the machine tool accuracy.

Parameter ldeot1ncat1oa
To determine the parameter errors, data from a series of different. say m, configurations of the
machine, with the measurement device coDDCCted, oeed to be c:ollected. This will result in m cquatiooa of
tbe form (9). By concatenating the resulti.oa m ·c quatioos, ooe c:ao write:
(10)

where

We have added the superscripts i.o the above to distinguish dat.a taken at various coofapratioos. By
using tbe least square method, ao estimate of the parameter errora c:ao be obtained:
(11)

The least-square method is used here i.o order to reduce the sensitivity of the results to
measurement errors. The result from (11) can be used to update the kinematic parameters of the machine.
An iterative procedure ~ch involves successive computation of (11) and then updating the parameters will
lead to an optimal solution for the ki.oematic parameters.
Note that at each iteration in the above process, it . is also necessary to compute the combined
Jacobian as given in Equation (8). A computation procedure, which is not only simple but also
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geometrically meaningful. will be adopted for this work. Details of its formulation can be found in [24) and
hence is omitted here.

IICIM OIITANCI '11011
'IIIMAaY TAII.I TO
IICONOAIIY TAI\.1
OIIIICTlOM

* ..,.

Figure 3: Five axis machining center under coosideration.

X

0

Figure 4: Kinematc Linkage Model of Machine in Figure 3.

Ill. ERROR COMPENSATION METHOD
The strategy of compeosating the tool path errors will be based on nullifying the effect of the
errors itself by modifying the NC programs which defme the nominal part geometry. The error
compensation melhod proceeds basically as foUows. Based on the -calibrated" kinematic parameters
identified from the foregoing step, an error vector, which describes lhe deviation between the ideal position
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(prescribed by part geometry) and the actual tool po6ition (predicted by the model), can be obtained. This
error vector is subsequently used to modify the po6ition command ia NC program through a
straightforward algebraic process. Such a process fits very weD in the post-processing phase in which the
actual NC program is generated. Figure 6 illustrates a possible scheme of including the proposed
compensation process in relation to the overaU NC programming steps. As can be seen, the process can be
added very easily to any system.
To obtain the correct joint commaqds for error compensation, a Newton-Raphson-type iterative
algorithm may be adopted. The basic idea of the algorithm is as foUows. Since the positioaiag error is
assumed to be small, it can be regarded as a diffcreatial vector equivalent to the cbaage required of the
tool. The Jacobian which relates the differential cbaage in the tool to those changes in the macbiae axes
can be developed and then used to decompose the po6itioaiag error into corresponding changes ia the axis
motion coordinates. Ia this way, the method estimates the necessary corrections of the joint positions and
updates the joint commands iteratively until a satisfactory accuracy criterion is met. The foUowiag gives the
outliae of the algorithm.
Step 1: Determine the required axes position in order to bring the tool to the desired pose, X~ using the
nominal parameters q,..
Step 2: Based on the calibrated model, Fct predict the 'real' pose of the tool, X~, wrrespondiag to the
intended joint coordinates from step l, q,.. That is, compute X~"" F c(qJ.
Step 3: Calculate the error vector between the desired pose, X.,. aad the estimated actual pose, X~; that is,
dX"" X~- X~
Step 4: Form the error vector, 6X, compute the cbaages in axes positions using dq•J"•dx, where J is the
machine tool J acobiaa.
Step 5: Update the axis position by setting q,. +dq
Step 6: Repeat this procedure iteratively from step 2 until aU the elements of dq become smaUer than the
position feedback resolution on each axis.

IV. SIMULATION S11JDY
To substantiate the feasibility of the proposed macbiae tool calibration method, a simulation study
bas been undertaken. The same 5 axis CNC macbiae tool example, shown in F"lgUJ'e xx, was used as the
basis for this stu~y. Elements of this simulation include lrlaematic models, both the nominal and the real,
for the machine tool and the measurement device (Figure 2); also needed are an error model (Eqa. 10) and
the Jacobian of the macbiae tool (Eqn. 8). Notice that, to be as realistic as possible, the 'real' models for
both the machine tool and the measurement device are arrived at by adding to the corresponding nominal
models, simulated random noise which include attributes from factors such as part tolerances and sensor
resolution.
The simulation, essentiaUy an implementation of Eqn. (8)-(U), proceeded as foUows. A number
of simulated measurements are first generated arbitrarily, using the 'real' model of the measurement
device. These measurements are then compared with the desired data to form the differential error set.
This, in turn, in conjunction with the machine tool error model, is used in the least squares identification
algorithm to come up with a •best• estimate of the real model parameters. In this study, simulations are
conducted in two groups using 7 (the required minimum for this case) and 15 measurements. with each
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containing three different levels of joint sensor resolutions, namely: low (0.01 in deg. or mm) , medium
(0.001), and high (O.Wll).
Sensor Resolution
[mm) or[degree}
'

0.01
0.001
0.0001

Number of Measurements
1
0.0804
0.0083
0.0069

15
0.079
0.0086
0.007

Table 1: Simulated errors after calibration
The results, shown in table 1, indicated that the proposed scheme of calibration is feasible and has
promising potential -· in this case, a calibrated model of the S axis machine tool can be identified to achieve
an accuracy between the order of 10 to 80 micro~. It is also interesting to note that the achievable
accuracy level after calibration for both sizes of measurement are about tbe same. That is, the size of
measurements has little effect on the calibration result. In fact, as demonstra~ed in this case, it is sufficient
even to use only the required minimum measurements for the proposed method. Recall that the minimum
number of measurements necessary is determined by the size of the system Jacobian matrix of the machine
which in turn is only proportional to the number of axis present (a three axis machine tool, for example,
requires a typical minimum of four measurements). The relatively low number of measurements required
for tbe proposed calibration method further asserts the efficiency characteristic mentioned previously.

V. CONCLUSIONS

•

We have presented a simple method suitable for automatic identification of kinematic parameters
in machine tool calibration. The identification method utilizes a measurement device which is connected
physically to the manipulator to be calibrated, and features an approach which is more akin to that of
closed-loop mechanism synthesis. The measurement device is basically an articulated mechanical linkage
instrumented with position sensors. Being connected to and able to move with the manipulator, the sensing
linkage can provide the necessary end effector positions in an very efficient way without complex data
processing.
The identification procedure has been proven feasible based on simulation studies that were
devised to include realistic operating conditions. Using a five-axis CNC machine tool, the simulation results
indicate that, with the present procedure, it is possible to identify an accurate kinematic model of the robot
using the closed-loop approach. In addition, the effects of the number of measurements needed and the
required senor resolution on the overall quality of the identification have also been investigated.
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Abstract
Selection of a proper robot kinematic model is a crucial step in error-model based robot
calibration. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) model exhibits singularities in calibration of robots
having consecutive parallel joint axes. The complete and parametrically continuous (CPC)
modeling technique is one of the more versatile alternative modeling conventions designated to ·
fit the needs of manipulator calibration. No modeling convention is however perfect. One "user
unfriendly" aspect of the CPC model is a condition handling technique needed, when
constructing the error model, to avoid model singularities due to the adoption of the direction
vectors of the joint axes as link parameters.
This paper presents a modification to the CPC model which brings the model closer to
the DH model. Rather than using the direction vectors of joint axes, the modified CPC (MCPC)
model employs angular parameters to accommodate the required rotations for each link
transformation. This modification results in a much simplified error model. The model, like
the CPC model, is capable of completely describing the geometry and motion of the manipulator
in a reference coordinate frame. Its error model possesses a minimum number of parameters
to span the entire geometric error space and it can be made singularity-free by proper selection
of the tool axis. The paper presents a calibration study of the PUMA robot using the MCPC
model. A moving stereo camera system was employed for end-effector pose measurements.
The MCPC error model was then used for kinematic identification. Results on the PUMA arm
show that the MCPC performs well for robot calibration. The well-defined structure and user
friendliness of the MCPC model may facilitate the implementation of robot calibration techniques
on the factory floor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Robot calibration is a necessary step in realizing a true off-line robot programming
environment on a modem factory floor. Calibration is a process by which the accuracy of the
manipulator is improved by modifying its control software. In an error-model-based kinematic
calibration process, selection of a proper kinematic model is one of the keys to the success of
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the calibration task1•2 • This paper presents a new kinematic model particularly designed for a
convenient error model based robot calibration.
A kinematic model suitable for robot calibration is one which is complete and
parametrically continuous2 • A complete kinematic model is one that can completely describe the
geometry and motion of any type of serial manipulators. It also allows the arbitrary placement
of the world coordinates and assignment of the robot home position. In order to be complete
the model has to possess the (minimum) required number of independent kinematic parameters.
This number, for a serial manipulator having a low pair joints is 4R+2P+t;7, where Rand P
are the number of revolute and prismatic joints respectively. Parametric continuity implies no
parameter jumps in the model. It means that any continuous change of position and orientation
of any robot joint axis will result in continuous changes of the model link parameters.
The Denavit-Hartenberg3 (DH) model is neither complete nor parametrically continuous.
Parameter jumps always arise when two neighboring joint axes change from nominally parallel
to actually almost-parallel. The assignment of the world and tool frames is also restricted in
the DH model. If the world and tool coordinates cannot be placed arbitrarily, their locations
will vary due to variations of the robot geometry. In order to solve these problems in the DH
model, Hayati4 introduced an additional rotation in they direction in the DH link transformation
to describe a misalignment of two consecutive parallel axes. The model however requires two
sets of link error parameters which makes the modeling task unnecessarily complex.
Furthermore, Hayati's model does not cover the transformation from the last link to the tool
coordinate frame which requires in general a separate treatment.
The ..zero reference.. model used by Mooring and Tang• avoids model singularity by not
using common normals as link parameters. The S-model' added two extra parameters to the DH
model to allow an arbitrary placement of the link frames. The S-model is thus complete but not
parametrically continuous.
Roberts' presents a new line representation consisting of four parameters which are the
theoretical minimum. The Shape Matrix approach separates the joint variables from the other
link parameters7 • The complete and parametrically continuous (CPC) model'·' has a similar
structure to the shape matrix convention. For the internal link transformations it adopts Roberts'
line representation. Two extra parameters are introduced in the last link transformation for the
arbitrary assignment of tool frame. It was shown• that the CPC model is complete and
parametrically continuous. The error model in the CPC convention is also singularity free. A
condition handling technique however was used in the CPC error model to avoid singularities
due to the adoption of two particular components of the direction vectors of joint axes as link
parameters.
This paper presents a modification to the CPC model. Rather than using the direction
vectors of joint axes, it employs two angles to accommodate the required rotation for each
internal link transformation. Furthermore, three angular and three linear parameters are
employed for the last link transformation. By this modification, the resulting error model can
be derived in the same manner as that for the DH model, which is more user friendly compared
with the CPC error model. The penalty for this modification is that the error model may be
singular if the tool axis is perpendicular to the last joint axis. This singularity can be avoided
by either changing the z axis of the tool frame or by introducing an intermediate link frame that
is fixed in the tool frame and has different orientation with respect to the tool frame.
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Following the choice of an appropriate kinematic model, the next calibration step is the
selection of the measurement system. The measurement system for calibration purposes should
provide both the position and orientation of the robot's end-effector in the world coordinate
frame. The success of the entire calibration operation depends critically on the precision of the
pose measurements. A measurement technique, which uses a stereo hand-eye system with
moving camera coordinates, is chosen for the kinematic calibration demonstrated in this paper.
Generally speaking, high resolution and large field-of-view may be conflicting requirements. On
the other hand, if a precision fixture provides global (coarse) measurements, and a stereo camera
system provides local (accurate) measurements, then such a conflict can be resolved. It means
that the robot can move to a wide range of configurations and still have a calibr~tion which is
as accurate as desired. Without using expensive or labor intensive equipment, such as
theodolites, laser tracking system, high resolution optocamera systems etc., our mobile camera
system provides low cost, efficient and fully automated features which are suitable for academic
research as well as industrial applications.
·
A brief review of the CPC model is given in section II. Section III describes the
construction procedure of the MCPC model. The MCPC error model is derived in section IV.
The mobile camera measurement system is discussed in Section V. Experimental results using
PUMA 560 robot are assessed and verified in Section VI. Concluding remarks are given in
Section VII.

H.

REVIEW OF THE CPC MODEL

The material in this section is adopted from Zhuang8•9 • Let the 4x4 homogeneous
transformation T,. from the manipulator's world coordinate frame to its tool coordinate frame be

r
T,. - B0 B1 B2

•••

B,._ 1 B,.

(2. 1)

where
i=O,l, ... ,n. (2.2)

The world and tool frames are defined arbitrarily with the only e~ception that the z axis of the
tool frame must not be opposite to the z axis of the n-1 • link frame. The transformation Q;
solely depends on the ,-. joint variable,

Rot(z , 8)
Q; - { Trans(O , 0 ,d)
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for a revolute joint
for a prismatic joint

(2.3)

with Q0 =I.
In (2.2), V, is independent of the joint variable. V, transforms the i-t• link coordinate
frame to the ,.. link coordinate frames if the fla joint position is kept at zero. A plane, termed
the Bi-plane, i= 1,2, .. . ,n, is constructed to be perpendicular to the I+ t• joint axis and to pass
through the origin of the (i-1)* link coordinate frame (Fig. 1). The internal link of i-1
coordinate frames {x1, y1, z1}, i=O,l , .. . ,n-1, are placed according to the following convention
(for simplicity {xl, y1, z1} will be denoted as {1}):

1. The origin of {i} is at the intersection point of the B,-plane with the i + t• joint axis.
2. Z; is parallel to the i + t• joint axis.
3. X; is parallel to the projection of X~o1 on the Deplane. If the projection of xi.1 on the
Bi-plane vanishes, then y1 is taken to be parallel to the projection of y._1 on the B,plane.

Joint #i

zi-t

~

"'
X.1-1

''
'

'

''

1.

l,X

~'

,
'" 1

'

"~.

i,y

I

B .- plane
1

Fipare 1. The CPC modeling convention.
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Recall that in the DH model, xi is defined along the common normal of the two joint axes. By
removing the common normal from the model, the singularity due to possible Jarge variations
of the common normal is removed. Vi consists of a rotation transformation followed by a
translation transformation. Let -Z:i-z = [0 0 J]T and %j = [z,,.. zi,y zi.zt be respectively the
coordinate of the i* and i+ 1* joint axes in {i-1}. {i-1} can be brought to be parallel to {i} by
·
the following rotation,
(2.4)

Ri - Rot(k1 ,a)

where
a1

-arcos (z,_1

•

z)

(2.5)

is the familiar twist angle and

k,-

z,_. X Z
0Z.-t x z,l
1

-z,,y
Jz:.. + z:,y
zj,..
Jz:.. +_ z:.y

{2.6)

0

where II • II denotes the Euclidian norm and "x• stands for cross product. Rj is undefined from
(2.6) whenever %j=%j.1 • It however can be defmed without an explicit reference to z:.j. 1 x Z;Substitution of (2.5) and (2.6) into the general r~tation matrix formula of (2.4) yields1•2
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2

1-~ -z,,. z,., z,,. 0
1+Zt.z

1+z1,~

R,-

2
-z,,. z1.; 1-~
z,., 0
1+z ,~

1+~"

(2.1)

1

-z,,.

-z,.,

Z,,~

0

0

0

0

1

R, is always nonsingular since by definition Z.,a ~ 0. Since the origin of {i} is defined on the
Bi-plane, li,z =O for i=O,l, .. . ,n-1. The origin of {i-1} can be brought to be coincident with that
of {i} through translations along thex andy axes of {1}, that is the transformation Trans(l;,u li,y•
0). For a prismatic joint, li,a and 1;,1 are set to zero. This is similar to the construction of the
DH model, in which prismatic joint offset distance and link length are set to zero.
The link transformation B; for a revolute joint is then given by
B 1 •Q1 R1 Trans(!,,. , 11.,

In this case, the independent link parameters are {z,,.

B1

-

,

i=0,1,2, .•. ,n- l. (2.8)

0)

-z.., _I,,. _I,.,}.

For a prismatic joint
i=0,1,2, ... ,n-l. (2.9)

Q1 R,

In this case, the independent link parameters are

{~.•, ~1 } .

Finally,

B. - Q. R. Rot(z , {J,) Trans(l.,. , 1• ., , 1." ) .

(2.10)

The corresponding link parameters are {IJ. ,z.,. ,z.., .1.,. ,1•.1 -1."}. The additional parameter 1•.,
allows an arbitrary placement of the tool frame origin, and the parameter P. allows an arbitrary
orientation of the tool frame's x axis. If the n111 joint is prismatic, we set I ... = I •., =0. In
some applications, it may be convenient to let the structure of B, be the same as that of B.. In
such cases, fj1 and 11,,, i =0, I , . .. ,n-1 are redundant link parameters.
The CPC model is complete as it has 4R +2P+6 independent link parameters. The model
is never singular for any orientation of two consecutive joint axes since the matrices R, are well
defined by restricting the z axis to the upper half space.
The assignment of link frames and link parameters for a "simple" robot (i.e, in which
each two consecutive joint axis are either perpendicular or parallel one to another) can, like in

.
'
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the DH model, be done by inspection using _the following convenient assignment rules:

1. If zi is parallel to x._1, then let xi have the same direction as xi-a·
2. If zi is perpendicular to x._., then let Yi have the same direction as Yi-t·

Ill.

mE MODIFIED CPC (MCPC) KINEMATIC MODEL

As in the CPC model, the MCPC model uses four parameters to represent the internal
link transformation of a robot. It too separates joint variables from link parameters. The
difference is that the MCPC model employs two angular parameters to model the rotation part
of each link transformation. The procedure for the assignment of the MCPC internal link
~meters is as follows (Fig. 2):
1. Construct a plane (B.) perpendicular to the Z; axis passing through the origin of {i- 1}.
2. Rotate an angle a 1 about X1-1 axis until the y axis of the moving frame lies on plane BiThis y axis is now parallel to the y1 axis.
3. Rotate an angle fj1 about the resulting y axis until the x axis of the moving frame lies on
This x axis is now parallel to the x1 axis. The resulting z axis is also parallel
plane
to the Z; axis. .
4. Translate along the x1 and y1 axes by x1 and y;, respectively. The moving frame is now
coincident with {i}.

a..

joint

z

#

i

i- 1

Y.

1-1
i

B . - plane
1
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In summary, the
B1

-

•'* link transformation in ~e MCP~ convention is
Q, Rot(x ,

Ot~ Rot(y,

{J 1) Trans(x1

,

y, ,0)

i-0,1,2, ... ,n-1 .

(3.1)

Similar to the CPC model, two additional link parameters are used in then* transformation to
allow an arbitrary assignment of the tool frame, that is,
B. - Q. Rot(x ,

Ot.)

Rot(y , fJ.) Rot(z , 'Y.) Trans(x. , y. , z.) •

(3. 2)

For convenience, we sometimes denote (xi, yi, 0) by 11 and (x. , y. , z.) by 1•.
IV~

THE LINEARIZED MCPC ERROR MODEL

Since the MCPC model can be used to model link frames for both parallel or
perpendicular consecutive joint axes, there is no need to develop separate error models for these
two cases. This is one of the advantages in using the MCPC model convention over Hayati's
convention. The linearized MCPC error model can be derived using either the differential
transformation method3 or the geometric method10• The differential transformation method has
been adopted for the derivation of the MCPC error model.
.
The derivation procedure is composed of two steps. First, the differential relationships
between cartesian errors and link parameter errors in each link are derived. The MCPC error
model is then obtained by substituting the above results into a generic form of a robot kinematic
error model 11 •12 •

A.

Individual Unks Errors
For compact notation define

0

0 (v) -

-v, v_,
v, 0 -v~
-v.)1 v~ 0

(4. 1)

where v = [ vA • v_, , vzf· Let dT be the additive differential transformation of T

dT- T- 'JG
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(4.2)

where TJ is a transformation which is a function of nominal kinematic parameters and Tis a
function of actual kinematic parameters. Then, to a frrst order approximation,
(4.3)

dT- T' 6T
where 6T has the following structure,

-6% 6}1 d~
6% 0 -6 dy
-6y 6~ 0 d%
0

6T •

[ 0(&)

Q

d]O

(4.4)

~

-

0

0

0

0

d and i are the translational and rotational errors respectively. 0(6) is a skew-symmetric matrix
representation of the vector [6~ , 6y , 6:Y·
In the following derivations all the coefficients correspond to~. However, for simplicity
of notation, the subscript "0" may be omitted.
Theorem 1: Let i 1 and d 1 be respectively the orientation and position errors of the ilb link.
Let ~a;, ~{3;, 4x1 and ~y1 be the corresponding parameter errors. The differential relationship
between orientation and position errors and kinematic errors in each internal link ·can be written
as
(4.5a)

i-0,1,2, .. . ,n- 1

(4 .5b)

where
(4.6a)

(4.6b)
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k.r,l -

(4.6c)

[1 0 O]T

(4.6d)

11

-

[x, y 1 O]r

(4.6e)

Proof: Let e 1 = [1 0 O]r, e1 = [0 1 Ot and

B- [R,Q p,]
0 •

(4.7)

I

Then
r

0 (~) - R1 dR1

-

(Rot(y,IJ)T Rot(x,a)l){

dRot(x,a)
dRot(y,IJ)
d
Rot(y,IJ)•a, + Rot(x,a)
ll(J, }
a1
dfj 1

- { Rot(y,IJ)r O(e1) Rot(y,IJ) } Aa1 + O(eJ ll(J1

(4.8)

and
d1

r

- R; { [

-

R{ dp1

dRot(X,otJ
Rot(y,IJ) 11
dot,

]

-

R{ d (Rot(x,a J Rot(y ,fj) I)

llot 1+ [ Rot(x,a)
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dRot(y,IJ,)

dfJ,

l, ] •IJ, + [ Rot(x,ot) Rot(y,fj1)

)

where extensive use has been made of the property that, 0(~ = Rr 0(~ 1 ) R implies ~ 2 = R1" ~,.
if R is a rotation matrix. Equations (4.5)-(4.6) follow in a straightforward manner.
Theorem lA: Let~" and d,. be respectively the position and orientation errors in the last
link, and also let Aa,., i1{3,., A-y,., At,., Ay,. and Az,. be the corresponding parameter errors. Then
the differential relationship in the last link is
(4.10a)

(4.10b)

where
(4.lla)

k11,,.

-

(4.llb)

Ro1 r(z, 'Y,.) [0 1 0] r

(4.11c)

k..,,,. - [0 0 l)T

(4.lld)

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Equations (4.5) and (4.10) are the differential relationship between cartesian errors and
link parameter errors in each link. If the· error link parameters of the tool are arranged in the
order [Aa,. , A{3,. , .Ax,. , Ay,. • A-y,. • Az,.f, then the substitution of (4.11) into (4. 10) yields

-c11.s..,.z.-S11_Y,.
sll_x,. -cll.c..,_z,.

[::]

-

c..,.z,.
-S'Yoz

II

cfJ.c'Y.Y" +C11.s..,.x,. S..,_Y,.- c..,.x,.
cc
s'Y.
fl. 'Y.
-Cfl.S'Yo
c'Y.
sfJ.

0
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1 0 -y,. 0

AQ

11

0 1

x,.

0

A{3,.

0 0

0

1

AX,.

0 0

0

0

AY,.

0 0

0

0

A')',.

0 0

1

0

A.Zn

.

(4.12)

Where C11i • cos{PJ and S-ri • sin(yJ. Note that the first and fifth columns will be dependent
whenever the rotation angle fl. = ± 90°. This singularity can be avoided if the z axis of the
tool frame is not chosen to be perpendicular to the last link of the manipulator.

B.

The Linearized MCPC Error Model
Define:

• 8 1 8 1• 1

•• • • B,.

•

(4. 13)

By .definition, Uu 1 =1.
Theorem 2: Let 6 and d be respectively the position and orientation error vectors of the
robot end-effector. Then the linearized MCPC error model can be written as follows:
(4.14a)

(4. 14b)

where
(4.15a)

(4. 15b)

(4. 15c)

(4. 15d)

and R"' , R11 , Ta , T11 , T"' and T1 are all 3 X(n+ 1) matrices whose components are functions of
joint variables and link parameters. More specifically, the f't column of each such matrix is as
.follows:
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[TJ,-

[Tp),-

(RJ,-

n,•• • ka,l
o1• 1 • ka.1
a,•• · ka,l

(4.16)

[Rp), -

n1• 1 • k11,1
o1• 1 • k 11•1
a,. 1 • k11,1

(4. 17)

n1• 1)

( (p, •• +I,)

X

( (p, •• +I,)
( (p,•• +I,)

x o1• 1)
x a1• 1)

( (p, •• +I,)

x

( (p, •• +I,)
( (p, •• +I,)

(1j], -

[n,••. J

•

ka,t

•

ka.1

•

k ...t

•

k11,,

X 0. 1) •

k11 .
••
kfl.t

n~. 1 )

••
x a,. 1)

•

o,•• ,J a,••. Jr

k:..- - [n•.:. o•.:. a•.:.Y

(4.18)

(4. 19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

where j E {x, y} and both ka,a and k11,1 are defined in (4.6). k.,_,a is the z-component of each unit
directional vector in R,..
Proof: The starting point is the following well-known generic link-by-link error model8 •12
(4.22)

and
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d -

•

E R,~. o,., P,..

+ Rt~. d, .

(4.23)

1-G

By substituting (4.5) and (4. 10) into (4.22) and (4.23), one obtains

·-· R1~1

{, - ,:,

{

ka,,Aa 1+lc11;14J1} + /ca,!f•a• +k11•A{J• +lc"',.•'Y•

(4.24)

A-1

d - ;:, {(p1• 1 XRl+ 1)T(ka,,Aa 1+k11,,A{J) + R1~1 ((kaJX11)Aa 1 +(k11,~Xl)•/j 1 +k~.,.X1 +k1,,AY)}

(4.25)

By a simple algebraic rearrangement, (4.24) and (4.25) can be brought into (4.14)-(4.21).
Theorem 2 can be applied for the construction of the identification Jacobian J which
relates the differential errors of end-effector with the parameter errors of each link. Let yj and
p be the pose errors of end-effector and the independent link parameter errors respectively. That
is,

(4.26)

and
(4.27)

where tl and II are respectively the/' measurement of d and i . Hence J1 can be defined as
j=l,2, . .. ,m (4.28)
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where m is the number of measurements. In a compact form,
(4.29)

y-Jp
where

y-

Yt
yl

Jl

and

J-

Y.

}2

(4.30)

J,.

p can then be solved by a least-squares method.

V.

MOBILE CAMERA MEASUREMENT SYSTEM13

The calibration system consists of a pair of CCD cameras rigidly mounted on the robot's
end-effector, a camera calibration board, a robot calibration fixture and a PC-based image
processing system. In the proof-of-concept experiment, the robot calibration fixture has been
replaced by a Mitsutoyo CX-D2 coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The CMM has an
accuracy of approximately 0 .1mm and a work volume of 400x500x800 mm3 • Each camera has
a resolution of 512x480 pixels in the image frame. Readers are referred to the Figure 3 for the
schematics of the measurement system.
Each CCD camera has 512H by 480V picture elements with a 8.8x6.6 mm2 sensing
area. The camera calibration board is a glass plate painted with vapor deposited metallic
chromium. It has lOx 10 dot array circular points with center to center distance of 10 mm. The
diameter of each dot is 2mm. The flatness of the calibration board is within ± 0 .003 mm and
the center to center accuracy of the calibration points is within ± 0 .002mm. Figure 4 shows
the actual measurement system set-up.
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Cameras

Robot
Cat tbratton
Ftxture

Figure 3. The schematics of measurement system.
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Figure 4. Measurement system set-up.
The CMM coordinate frame or more generally the robot calibration fixture defines the world
frame {W}. The stereo cameras are pre-calibrated using the camera calibration board so that
the 3D coordinates of any object point seen by the stereo cameras can be computed with respect
to the camera coordinate frame {C} defined by the calibration board. Since {C} is fixed with
respect to the tool frame {T} of the robot, it moves with the robot hand from one measurement
configuration to another. In the robot calibration fixture, dot patterns are uniformly distributed.
Each three-non-collinear dot pattern defines a local coordinate frame {Ei}; its pose is assumed
known in the world coordinate frame. The dot pattern is designed in such a way that by
observing the dot pattern in the image plane, the pose of {Ei} can be estimated with respect to
{C} in each robot pose measurement. Thereafter the pose of {C} becomes known in {W} . For
a sufficient number of measurement configurations, the homogeneous transformation from {W}
to {C} can be identified using a least-squares technique. Since the robot calibration fixture (or
the CMM) in this case provides global measurement information and the stereo cameras provide
local measurements. the conflict between high resolution and large field-of-view is resolved ~ and
the measurable workspace of the robot is hence enlarged.
VI.

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE MCPC ERROR
MODEL

To test the validity and performance of kinematic identification using the MCPC model, a
simulation study on the PUMA 560 manipulator was conducted. Experimental calibration of a
real PUMA manipulator was also performed. Identification and verification results for both
cases are presented in the next two sections.
An observability index 14 •15 was used to test the goodness of the selected robot 1neasurement
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configurations. Let ai, i= 1, ... ,m, be the singular values of J . An observability index can then
be defined as follows:
0 ( J ) - (a,

<12

•••

(4.31)

a,. )•'• q-o.s

where q is the number of rows in J.
A.

Simulation Results

At the first stage of the robot calibration process, an average of 4x4 array dot points in
calibration board were taken to perform camera calibration. An average of 10 dot points in
image plane were recorded to compute end-effector pose at each measurement position. For the
purpose of checking the sensitivity of the identification algorithms, uniformly distributed random
noise processes were introduced to both position and orientation measurements. The range for
orientation noise was taken to be U[-0.001, O .OOl]ra~~ and for position noise U[-0.1, 0.1]_ . A
total number of 25 measurements was taken within the PUMA workspace, out of which, 15 were
chosen to identify the model, and the remaining 10 measurements were used for accuracy
verification. The nominal parameters of the MCPC model are listed in Table I. The identified
MCPC model parameters using different number of measurements are illustrated in Tables IIIV . Each result was obtained after 3 iterations. Figure 5 illustrates the mean and standard
deviation of the end-effector position errors. Figure 6 shows the statistics of the orientation
errors. Figure 7 gives the plot of observability index versus the number of measurements.
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TMie I. Nowioal MCPC link parameters for tbe PUMA 560.
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y1(ww)

x.(ww)

o 1(rad)

0

-0.630751

-0.004091

14.050427

0.004552

I

-56.535917

-0.018899

30.388187

0.013260

l

-8.389414

-0.002388

11.966066

0 .007881

3

13.560631

0.005817

27.272145

0.016248

4

39.378411

-0.007458

-49.731790

-0;017483

5

17.388759

0.007776

-78.855775

-0.028425

6

32.497044

0.009703

8.764103

0.002926

Liuk I

Table D. ldwalified MCPC link
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-0.000146

2

-0.001548

0.000176

-0.137570
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3

-0.296553

-0.000618

-0.544907

0.001611

4
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0.000284

-0.363196
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5
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6
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(ww)

• 1

o 1(rad)

y 1(ww)

IJ1(rud)

0.010687

0 .000179

0

-0.078111

-0.000048

I

-0.004715

-0.000577

0.089685

-0.000164

l

-0.015140

-0.000068

-0.077901

-0.000325

3

-0.063235

-0.000222

-0.810296

0.000890

4

0.043753

0.000400

-0.213577

-0.000120

5
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-0.213789
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-0. 144791

-0.000090

Table IV. 1deutilied MCPC link
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Figure S. Position errors for simulation study.
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Figure 6. Orientation errors for simulation study.
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Figure 7. Observability index for simulation study.
The following observations can be made by analyzing the simulation results:
1. The identified MCPC error parameters are small if 10 or more measurements are used
for identification, even if there exists measurement noise.
2. Since there are 30 geometric parameters in the PUMA model, it seems that 10
measurements or equivalently 60 equations are required for a robust identification of
these parameters. Both the observability index given in Figure 7 and the verification
results given in Figures 5 and 6 confirm this observation.

B.

Experimental Results

Experiments using the PUMA 560 robot were also carried out to study the performance of
MCPC model presented in the previous sections. A measurement technique using the mobile
camera coordinate system, discussed in Section V, was employed to perform the measurement
task. During the first stage of the calibration process, an average of 16 dots in the calibration
board were taken to accomplish the camera calibration. A simplified Radial Alignment
Constraint16 (RAC) based method was adopted among available camera calibration techniques17•111
to achieve stereo camera calibration. An average of 10 dots in the image plane were recorded
to obtain the pose of end-effector at each measurement position. Both positions and orientations
of the end-effector were obtained .
.The nominal MCPC model parameters for the PUMA robot in the experimental study are the
same as those listed in Table I, except for the specifications of the base and tool transformations
(see Table V). Tables VA-VC list the calibration results of the linearized base and tool error
models. Tables VI-VIII show identification results of the MCPC error model after 5 iterations.
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Link I

x,(mm)

Cll,(dcJ)

yo(mm)

tJ~deJ)

0

-ISO

90

-960

110

6

0

0

0

0

z,.(mm)

300

')'6

(deJ)

100

Table V. Nominal MCPC ~and 6•1ink paramctcra.

Link I

x,(mm)

Cll,(rad)

0

-43.007704

-0.001890

78.711593

0.004517

6

-41.321240

-0. 131619

-46.480359

-0. 180228

yo(mm)

tJ1(rad)

(rad)

z.(mm)

')'6

~3 .298SS2

1.298447

Table VA. ld<'nlificd baso and tool paramctcra (# of moaau,.mca&a - S ) .

Link I

X;(mm)

or.{rad)

0

-36.369590

-0.041252

45 .766876

..0.006916

6

-27. 119822

-0. 132970

-39.903490

-0.137121

y;(mm)

tJ.<rad)

(rad)

z,.(mm)

')'6

-24.696246

1.301344

TMble VB. ldentifi<'d baso and tool paramctcn (I of mcaaurcmcnu - 10 ) .

Link I

x,(mm)

or.(rad)

0

-44.216896

..0.055913

45 .469827

..0.010517

6

-25 .466091

-0.134451

-33 .866230

-0.120207

y,(mm)

tJ;(rad)

z,.(mm)

"Y•(rad)

-26.558253

1.307441

TMble VC. Identified baso aod tool panmctcn (I of mca......mea&a - IS ) .

Link I

x,(mm)

or.(rad)

Y;(mm)

tJ.(rad)

0

50.680111

-0.003825

-78. 142564

-0.018984

I

- 15.526660

-0.006734

-0.605606

-0.066611

2

6.937112

-0.005094

-4.894057

..().002068

3

-8.896092

-0.003031

~.4SIJ473

0 .010011

4

8.848725

0 .007S83

-13.184488

..0.026955

5

-11.81SSOS

-0.003974

8.950398

-0.07S3SO

6

-1.911377

0.053S92

-3.295208

0.082784

z.(mm)

73.742776

Table VJ. Identified MCPC link parameter erron (I of mcaaurcmcnu - 5 ).
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"Ya(rad)

0 .026889

Link I

x,(mm)

a,(rad)

y,(mm)

t),(rad)

0

32.320293

0 .039763

-42.394995

0.000511

I

0 . 119378

-0.000673

1.442590

-0.066600

1

0 .466906

0 .000194

0 .144121

-0.000114

3

-0.761861

0.004693

-0.634956

0 .010268

4

-0.351650

0 .001312

1.150715

-0.023378

5

1.341826

..o.ooun

0.269071

-0.078613

6

-10.459876

0.053185

-0.854582

0.044799

z.(mm)

y6 (rad)

29.559546

0 .0011092

Table VII. Identified MCPC link parameter errors (I of mcasurem.:nt11 = 10 ).

Link I

x,(mm)

a,{rad)

y,(mm)

J),(rad)

0

40.160292

0 .048515

-41 .885082

0 .004098

I

-0.154299

-0.000715

1.745687

-0.065828

l

0.488876

-0.000027

0 .093711

-0.000460

3

-1.116960

0 .004340

-0.297157

0.010392

4

-0.016503

0 .001741

1 .043655

-0.023318

5

0.929132

-0.001362

0.603039

-0.078147

6

-11.263112

0 .054451

-6.760906

0 .027106

z.(mm)

y4 (rad)

31.246730

0 .002335

Table VIII. Identified MCPC link parameter errors (I of meu uremenb = IS).

Figures 8-9 show the verification results if only the base and tool frames are calibrated. Figures
10-12 demonstrate the actual complete PUMA calibration results.
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Fi&ure 8. Position errors if only base and tool frames are calibrated in
experimental study.
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Figure 9. Orientation errors if only base and tool frames are calibrated
in experimental study.
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Figure 12. Observability index for the complete calibration of the
robot.
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.

As can be judged by looking at the verification results, the way to suppress the effect of
measurement is to increase the number of measurements to a certain degree. For a six degreeof-freedom PUMA robot, a minimum of 5 measurements are required for kinematic calibration.
By checking both the verification results and the identified MCPC model link parameters, it is
evident that 5 measurements are far from sufficient to accomplish the identification task.
In addition to the comments given in the simulation section, the following remarks due:
1. The nominal parameters in Table V were established using "rough" position
measurements. Therefore the corrections to the nominal link parameters are very
substantial, comparing to those in the Tables II-IV.
2. The experimental study confirmed that due to measurement uncertainties of the camera
system and the CMM, at least 10 measurements have to be taken for the calibration of
the whole manipulator. On the other hand, using more than 10 measurements did not
improve much the calibration accuracy.
3. Since the pose measurements of PUMA robot were not uniformly distributed in the entire
robot workspace due to the limitation of the work volume of the CMM, the actual
PUMA calibration has a lower observability index in comparison with that of the
simulation case. Therefore the measurements used for robot calibration were not as
"persistently exciting'' 19 as the simulated measurements. In fact, the orientation of the
PUMA arm did not change much when the arm was kept in either its left arm
configuration or right arm configuration, due to the restriction imposed by the CMM and
stereo cameras. It is conjectured that the CMM is replaced by a precision cubic fixture,
the measurable orientational workspace of the PUMA arm can be greatly extended.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
The MCPC model presented in this paper is similar to the CPC model in the following
aspects. First, it separates robot joint variables from link parameters. Second, it employs
minimum number of the parameters for a complete description of the robot geometry and
motion. Third, the only singularity for the error model in the tool transformation can be
removed by avoiding the tool axis being perpendicular to the last joint axis. Last, it allows a
unified representation of the error model for both parallel and perpendicular robot joint axes.
An impressed aspect is the advantage of the MCPC model over Hayati's modification to the DH
model. The advantage of the MCPC model over the CPC model is that, by adopting angular
parameters for rotation transformations, the MCPC error model is easier to derive and easier
to implement on a computer. A disadvantage of the MCPC model comparing with the CPC
mOdel is that there is a singular point in the tool error model. This singular point can be
avoided by introducing a "dummy transformation" . Simulation and experimental results have
indicated that the MCPC model performs well for robot calibration. The well-defined structure
and user friendliness of the MCPC model may facilitates the implementation of robot calibration
techniques on factory floor.
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Abstract
Measuring robot positions and orientations is a crucial step in a robot calibration process.
Off-line selection of measurement configurations can significantly improve the accuracy of
kinematic identification. Since the dimension of the parameter space is very large and the cost
function is highly nonlinear, this selection process could be well beyond the capacity of today's
computers if a global optimal solution is sought by an exhaustive search. On the other hand.
gradient-based algorithms often get stuck in local minima.
A simulated annealing approach is adopted in this paper to obtain optimal or near optimal
measurement configurations for robot calibration. Simulated annealing, as opposed to
gradient-based algorithms, is capable of overcoming local minimum points, which is a very
appealing feature for robot configuration selections. It is also very convenient to include joint
traveling limits in an annealing process. Computational intensiveness is a disadvantage of the
simulated annealing algorithm. However, since optimal configuration selection can be
performed off-line, this may not be a serious problem. To accelerate the convergence rate, a
temperature cooling ~hedule is devised. Practical considerations are discussed to facilitate the
implementation of the technique. Preliminary simulation results are presented to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Robot calibration is the process of enhancing the accuracy of a robot manipulator through
modification of the robot control software [1-8]. It encompasses four distinct actions:
selection of a kinematic model, measurement of the pose (position and orientation) of the robot
end-effector in world coordinates, identification of the robot kinematic paramerers, and
modification of control commands to allow a successful completion of a progr.tmmed task.
Measurements of the robot pose is probably the most crucial step in robot calibration.
Optimal selection of robot measurement configurations is a means to improve numerical
stability of the identification algorithms and hence the quality of the entire calibration.
Qualitatively, optimal selection of robot configurations can be stated as the problem of
determining m robot measurement configurations within the reachable robot joint space so that
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the effect of measUJ:ement noise on the estimation of robot kinematic parameters is minimized.
Borm and Menq defined an observability measure using all singular values of the
Identification Jacobian, which is a matrix relating pose errors of the robot to its kinematic
parameter errors, for the seareh of optimal measurement configurations for robot calibration
[9]. Experimental studies were performed which demonstrated that relatively low number of
well-selected measurements can produce superior results, compared with identification done
based on a set of large number of random measurement configurations. Based on the
observability measure, the optimal measurement configurations for robot calibration were
determined in a closed-fonn. The problem is that joint travel limits are not considered in the
closed-form solution.
Oriels and Pathre examined the factors influencing the identification and observability of
kinematic parameters during robot calibration using the condition number, that is, the ratio of
largest to smallest singular values, of the Identification Jacobian [10]. Among these factors
are selection of measurement configurations and number of pose measurements required for a
successful robot calibration task. The paper however did not present methods for systematic
selection of measurement configurations.
Khalil, Gautier and Enguehard used Powell's method to minimize the condition number
of the Identification Jacobian [ 11 ]. Joint traveling limits were considered in the solution
procedure. Powell's optimization technique is a gradient-based method, which does not
require the computation of derivatives.
While optimal robot configurations may be found through exhaustive off-line sim~lation
studies, using quantitative performance measures such as the observability measure or the
condition number of the Identification Jacobian, computational cost can be way beyond the
capacity of today's computers. This is due to the following two factors:. 1) The dimension of
the parameter space is generally very large. For instance, for a 6 degrees of freedom
manipulator, the dimension of the parameter space is 6m, where m is number of
configurations. 2) the cost function is highly complex. For instance if the condition number of
the Identification Jacobian is used as the cost function, then each optimization step will require
a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the Identification Jacobian. On the other hand,
gradient-based algorithms such as the Gauss-Newton or the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms
may get stuck at local minima.
A simulated annealing approach is adopted in this paper to obtain optimal or near optimal
measurement configurations for robot calibration. Simulated annealing, as opposed to
gradient-based algorithms, is capable of overcoming local minimum points [12], which is a
very appealing feature for robot configuration selections. It is also very convenient to include
joint traveling limits in an annealing process. Computational intensiveness is a disadvantage of
the simulated annealing algorithm. However, since optimal configuration selection can be
performed off-line, this may not be a serious problem. To accelerate the convergence rate, a
temperature cooling schedule is devised. Practical considerations are discussed to facilitate the
implementation of the technique. Preliminary simulation results are presented to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed approach.
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2. Preliminaries: Error Models, ldentifi~ation Jaconbians and
Kinematic Parameter Observability
In this section, we first review a few basic aspects of differential transformations, which
lead to a generic kinematic error model. We then defme kinematic parameter obsetvability and
obsetvability measures. Readers are referred to [13,14] for more details.

A. Differential Transformations
Let OA,. denote the homogeneous transformation matrix relating ann-degrees-of-freedom
manipulators tool frame to the world frame,

Each link transformation A; relates coordinate frames located on two consecutive joint axes.
The -1 th, Oth and nth link coordinate frames are often tenned the world, base and tool frames.
Let A be an arbitrary homogeneous transformation matrix,
A - [ R
p
0JxJ 1

I

a

where R ( • R3x3) is rotation matrix and p ( • /P) is a translation vector. dA = A - A o is the

differential transformation of A, where A o is the transformation that corresponds to the
nominal kinematic parameters and A corresponds to the actual kinematic parameters. M , the

differential transfonlllllion of A, is defined as 6A = (A O)-ldA.
To simplify notation, any vector v = [vz, vY' V1 ]T may be represented by a skewsymmetric matrix .Dv.

By this notation, 6A has the following structure [15],
M

where d

_ [ Ds 4
0JxJ 1

l

= [dx, dy, dz]T is the translation error vector and 6 =[6x,

error vector.
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6y, 6zj'l' is the orientation

B.

A Linear Mapping Relating End-Effector Cartesian Errors to Cartesian
Errors of Individual Links
Let y = [ dT, c9)T = [ dx, dy, dz, 4x, 6y, 6z]T be the vector of cartesian eiTOrS of the end-

effector and x = [d0 T, 60 T, • • , d,.r, 6,l)T = [dx0 , dy0 , dz0 , 4x0 , 6y0 , flz0 ,

••• ,

dx,., dy,.,

dzn, 6xn• 6y n• 6zn]T be the vector of cartesian errors of every link frame of the rob.ot. Let U;
= A;A;+J··· An_ 1A,. fori= O,l,... ,n with U,.+1 =1. Thenthelinearizedrelationshipbetween
the cartesian enors of individual links and those of the end-effector can be given by
y =Lx

(1)

The l_inear mapping L : R6<n+l) + B6 is [13, 17]

L=

where

np,i•

R ,.T
1
-R ,.T,.
1 D p,l
[

0 JJd

R

i = 1, · ··, n,

, T
1

•• ••••

. . . . ..

R ,.T
,. -R ,.T,.
• D p,• I Jv
0 Jv

, T

R •

0 Jd ]

(2)

0 Jd I JJd

is a skew-symmetric matrix constructed from the elements of P";

associated with U ;· R"; is the rotation matrix associated with U i·

C. Linear Mapping Relating Cartesian Errors to Link Parameter Errors ·
It is assumed that the link kinematic model is differentiable. Then
X

=Kdp

(3)

where p • 8 1' is the link parameter vector of the robot manipulator, (

= l: t;', t;' is the number

of link parameters in A;, dp is the robot error parameter vector, and K: II'' + R6(n+l). By (1)
and (3), the pose error vector y is related to the parameter deviations through

(4)

y =LKdp

The matrix structure of K depends on the particular choice of the kinematic modeling
convention. For a given kinematic model, K can be deduced from &t = (A 0 )· 1dA. More
specifically,
(5)

K = diag(K0 , K 1 , ••, K ,.)

whereK;: R'i' +R6.
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D•

Elimination of Redundant Parameters

A necessary condition for the Identification Jacobian LK to be full rank is that the
elements of dp are independent. If dp contains dependent elements, it is always possible to
find a linear mapping M:

W

+

w·.

relating dp to

z • II', where the elements of z are

independent and t < t' is the number of independent parameters in the kinematic model; that is,
dp =Mz

(6)

M has the following form,

M = diag(M0 ,
where M;:

M~t

.., M,.)

(7)

II'; + II';'; ti is the number of independent parameters in A i·

Conse-quently KM is

block diagonal.
Finally

y =LKMz =Jz
where J

=LKM:

W

(8)

+ R6 is a Jacobian matrix which relates the sensitivity of the end-effector

pose to changes in the link kinematic parameters.

E•

Observability of Kinematic Error Parameters
Let m be the number of different measurement configurations taken to calibrate the robot.

To find the inverse solution from (8), a sufficient number of measurements needs to be taken.
Let 1; be defined as in (8); i.e., J;: W

+ R6

for i = 1,2; · ·• m, are the kinematic sensitivity

Jacobians at each measurement configuration. The aggregated Jacobian matrix. 1 is known as
the robot Identification Jacobian,

J=

(9)

.

'"'
where J: II' + 116m.
It was shown in [16, 17] that the number of independent parameters N in a complete
model of a rigid robot must satisfy the following inequality
·
N S4n -2p + 6

(10)
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where p is the number of prismatic joints of the manipulator. The minimum number of
measurement configurations can be detennined accordingly. For example, 30 independent
kinematic parameters are required to model a 6 degree-of-freedom PUMA-type of robot. For a
unique solution of the parameter error vector dp. S measurement configurations must be
chosen as each configuration provides 6 equations. H IDOI'C than S measurement configurations
are used, least squares methods are employed to solve the overdetermined system.
Iterati"e algorithms can be applied to estimate the parameter vectol' p. To obtain a robust
estimation, J has to be nonsingular. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique is
often applied to solve the overdetermined system.
For the sake of discussion, let us assume that full robot poses can be measured, and
assume that 6m = t. In this case, J is a square matrix.
The problem of potential illconditioning in the system of equations (8) can be visualized by considering each equation as
defining a hyperplane in the Euclidian space 9. The solution to the system is the intersection
of all hyperplanes. H the system. is degenerated because two or more planes are coincident,
then the intersection is not a single point and the system of equations has an infinite number of
solutions. H there are no coincident hyperplanes, but two or more of the planes are near
parallel, then a unique solution exists; however, high-precision arithmetics is needed to find it
accurately. Similar observation can be made for the case 6m > t. The following definition is
cited from [ 17).

Definition: The kinematic error parameters are said to be observable ifPJ is full rank.
The observability depends on both the kinematic modeling convention as well as the
selection of measurement configurations.
An observability measure suggested in [10] is the condition number of J which is written
in terms of the maximum and minimum singular values of J:
Cond(J) = tS,.dtSm; 11

(11)

Cond(J) ~1 where Cond(J)=1 is the ideal case for observability of error parameters.
Cond(J) = oo indicates that the at least one of error parameters is unobservable.
Another observability measure proposed in [9] also uses the singular values of J:
(12)

where m, is the number of rows in J. and

tS;,

i =1,2;· ·, m, are the singular values of JTJ. It

was pointed out in [9) that whenever O(J) is zero, the vector of error parameters is
unobservable from the measurements performed. As ()(J) increases, the contribution of
geometric errors to the overall robot positioning errors dominates the effects of nongeometric
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and other unmodelled errors; consequently better estimation of the error parameters is expected.
Optimal measurement configurations for robot calibration can be found through exhaustive
simulations using the observability measure.

3.

The Problem of Optimal Measurement Configuration Selection

Generally, the problem of optimal robot measurement configuration selection can be
stated as follows: Determine m robot measurement configurations within the reachable robot
joint space so that the effect of measurement noise in parameter estimation is minimized. Note
that m should be a sufficiently large number. For instance, when full poses of the robot can be
measured, 6m > t, where t has been defined as the number of independent kinematic
parameters of the manipulator.
The problem is difficult to solve since the mathematical relationship among parameter
errors, measurement noise and measurement configurations is not known. Whenever an errormodel-based technique is adopted for kinematic parameters identification, the optimal
configuration selection problem may be solved through investigation of the condition number
of the Identification Jacobian since the upper bound of the parameter error norm is proportional
to the condition number of the Identification Jacobian [1]. In the following discussion, the
error model based technique is used to.illustrate the concept of the proposed method. The
configuration selection method is equally applicable to other robot calibration techniques in
which linear transformations relating pose measurements to the unknown kinematic parameters
are available (for instance, in the closed form solution method proposed in [18]).
Let us define the problem of optimal robot measurement configuration selection as
follows:

Problem A: Determine m robot measurement configurations in the reachable robot joint
space so that an observability measure such as the condition number of the identification
Jacobian J is minimized.
Problem B : Determine m robot measurement configurations from g (m << g < oo) robot
measurement configurations so that the condition number of J is minimized.
Strictly speaking, problem B is a special case of problem A. The solution of problem B
is a suboptimal solution of problem A. However, if the finite set of configurations in problem
B is sufficiently dense in the set of problem A configurations, then the solutions to both
problems are expected to be close.
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4.

The Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Simulated annealing is a stochastic optimization algorithm derived from Monte carlo
methods in statistical mechanics [19]. It has been successfully applied to a variety of
optimization problems. Extension of the simulated annealing technique includes the mean field
annealing [20] and the tree annealing [21]. The simulated annealing algorithm summarized
next is adopted from [22].
Given a cost function F defined over a finite state space S. Let ( T 1 } be a sequence of
positive numbers. In the context of the annealing algorithm, F is the energy function, and

( T t) is the temperatwe schedule. For every state S • S, let Q(S)
Similarly for every S.

s· • S. let D(S. s·)

~

~

0 and l:s • s Q(S) =- 1.

0 and ~s. s·. s D(S. S') =- 1. Q(S) is the initial
'

state probability, and D(_- ~ ·) is the probability of generating a new state from an old one. Both
probabilities are problem-dependent.

A general outline of the simulated annealing 11lgorlthm:
1)
2)
3)

Setk = 0.
Generate an initial state X 0 with probability Pr(X 0 = S) = Q(S).
Generate a candidate state Y 1 with·a generation probability Pr(Y1

s·>.

4)
5)

If F(Y

= s·1 X 1 = S) = D(S.

t> < F(X A;). let X A:+I= Y 1 , and go to Step 6; otherwise go to Step 5.

Select a sample ~A: of a random variable~ • [0, 1). Let X A:+I

= Y1 if
(13)

6)

and X A:+I =X A: otherwise.
Set k = k+1, and go to Step 3.
In Step 5, a mechanism is provided for occasional "uphill moves". The occurrence of an

.uphill move depends on two factors: the size of uphill move and the temperature. An uphill
move is less likely to occur as the size of the uphill move becomes larger. The temperature T A:
strongly influences the likelihood of an uphill move. Tt is often taken as a monotonically
decreasing function of k. Initially, at large values of Tt• large uphill moves may be accepted.
As Tt decreases, only small uphill moves will sometimes occw: Finally. as Tt goes to zero,
no uphill moves will be allowed. This means that the simulated annealing algorithm, in
contrast to local search algorithms such as gradient-based procedures, can escape from local
minima while it still exhibits the favorable features of local search algorithms.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the simulated annealing
algorithm were derived by Hajek [23]. To guarantee that the algorithm converges to a
minimum, the simulated annealing (S . D, P) has to be irreducible and weakly reversible which
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are defmed as follows.
A state S • is reachable from state S if there is a sequence of states S = S O• S 1 , .. . , S k max
= S ' , such that D(SA:• S A:+J) > 0 for 0 S k S kmar (S, D, F) is irreducible when for any pair of
states s and s·, s· is reachable from s.
A state S' is reachable at height h from state S if there is a sequence of states S = S 0 , S 1 ,

•· ·, S kmax = S', such that .D(S1 , S A:+l) > 0 for 0 s k S kmax and F(S A:) < h for 0 ~ k ~ kmar
(S , D, F) is weakly reversible when for any h and any pair of states S and S ' , S' is reachable
at height h from S if and only if S is reachable at at height h from S' .
To fully implement the annealing algorithm. the following issues have to be settled:
1) Formulation of the cost function F;
2)

Selection of initial configurations through specifying the probability distribution Q(· );

3)

Generation of candidate states through specifying the conditional probability distribution
D(·. ·);

4)

Design of the cooling schedule {TA:} .

5. Robot Calibration Measurement Configuration Selection by
Simulated Annealing
We now consider the problem of measurement configuration selection for robot
calibration. Let q • II" be a joint positions vector, which can also be treated as a robot
measurement configuration corresponding to a robot end-effector's pose. Let S

= [q 1T, q 2T •

... , qmTJT be a set of distinct measurement configurations. S is the set of all possibk
combinations of configurations in the reachable robot joint space. To assure that S is finite, we
assume that joint variables can only take finite number of different values. This is problem B
defined earlier. If the grid is sufficiently fine, the solution of problem B is expected to approach
that of problem A.
Example: Consider a two degrees of freedom rotary manipulator arm. Denote its joints by
8 1 and 82 . Let the reachable joint space be defined by 450 S Si S 135° for i = 1, 2. Let the
candidate measurement configurations be Si = 450 + k so. fork • {0, 1, ... , 18). In this case,

S 1 is fmite, however not sufficiently dense in the set of all possible configurations. Assuming
an encoder resolution ofO.olo, then the setS 2 of the configurations Si = 45° + k 0.01°, for k
• {0, 1, ... , 900}, is practically dense.
The cost function of the problem at hand can be any observability measure, either defined
by Equation (11 ), or by Equation (12) (in the latter case the sign of the cost function ( 12) needs
to be reversed to form a minimization problem). Q(S) is chosen to be a uniform distribution
over S. This means that we randomly select m measurement configurations overS as Lhe
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initial state X 0 • The remaining task is to define the generation probabilility distribution D( · , ·)
and the cooling schedule ( T t}.

A.

Generation of Candidate States
Although the generating of ••good.. candidate states is critical for good convergence of the
annealing algorithm, for the problem at hand. the procedures of generating candidate states are
relatively simple.

Candidate states generation-procedure 1:
Randomly select a robot joint variable vector q; • X t· It is then replaced by another joint
variable vector q; •. which is randomly selected from S.

Candidate states generation-procedure 2:
Randomly select one element of a robot joint variable vector q; • X t· The joint variable
is then replaced by another value to form a new joint variable vector q; • • S.
Each candidate generation procedure listed above implicitly defines the generation
probability D(. • . ). Let X t = [q JT• q 2T• ···• q i -JT• q ;r. q i+JT• ···• q ,.T]T, and y t = [q JT• q zT•
Let the neighborhood Ns 1 of a stateS consist of those
states. such that only one of the configurations of S is changed (discretely) to create a states·
in N s 1• Similarly. let the neighborhood N s 2 of a state S consist of those states, such that only
...• q ;_ 1T, q;"T,qi+JT• ••• • q,.T]T.

'

one element of one configuration of S is changed (discretely) to create a states· inNSl· D(· .
·) is thus a uniform distribution over N s 1 for procedure 1 and a uniformly distributed function
over N s2 for procedure 2. Furthennore, the resulting simulat~ annealing algorithm (S. D. F)
is trivially irreducible and weakly reversible in both cases.

B.

Cooling Schedule
To guarantee the convergence of the annealing algorithm, the cooling schedule has to be
carefully designed. Consider a schedule of the form [23]

n. =

r

(14)

ln(k+2)

An annealing algorithm using Equation (14) requires inimite number of transitions to converge
to a global minimum [23]. Since this cooling schedule is not practical for implementation.
many researchers have developed suboptimal cooling schedules that obtain approximate
solutions using lmite number of iterations.
A practical cooling schedule consists of the following actions: 1) setting the initial
temperature, 2) setting the temperature decrement, 3) specifying the equilibrium condition, and
4) specifying the stopping criterion.
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Bl The initial temperature
Practically, the value ofT0 cannot be chosen to be exceedingly large. On the other hand,
it also cannot be chosen to be too small since the system should be "hot enough" to allow large
percentage of the transitions to be accepted. For the problem at hand, the value of r can be
determined by an initial acceptance ratio %o = %(T0 ).
Let m 1 denote the number of possible transitions for which F(Y 0 ) ~ F(X 0 ) and m 2 be the
number of transitions for which F(Y 0 ) > F(X 0 ). Furthermore, let LJ.Fave be the average
difference in cost over the m2 cost-increasing transitions. Then the initial acceptance ratio z 0
can be approximated by the following expression [12)
m 1 + m2
l::o.
mt

ex~- (M

4

+

".))

To
m2

Let Q(S) be chosen as a uniform distribution overS, which implies that the initial state X 0 is
chosen randomly. In this case m1 = m2 , therefore

(15)

Thus if .:t0 is given, T 0 can be solved from the above equation; that is
To =

1

iiF9 .,.

(16)

12:.::~- 1)

As %o depends on ~Fave• its value is application-dependent. Finally,
Equation (14); that is,

r is determined from

(17)

r=T0 1n2.

B 2 The temperature decrement
The sequence given in (14) tends to decrease too fast if the initial temperature is chosen
according to (15). Although an early detection of equilibrium, which will be defined in (83),
and an aggressive temperature decrement are desirable for fast convergence, the temperature
should not be decreased until a new equilibrium is established [12). A modification of the
cooling schedule is as follows:
T" =

r

(18)

ln(llc, + 2)

where k s (> 0) is a constant scale factor, and
0
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l = l(k)

= truncate(klLt)

(19)

where truncate(.) denotes a truncate operation, and L 1 is a control parameter determined in the
section about equilibrium condition. Note that temperature is changed only· after every L1
transitions.

B 3 The equilibrium condition
To choose a proper value for L 1 , a defmition of quasi equilibrium is in ordet The
annealing algorithm generates a discrete time Markov chain {X1 }. Let L 1 denote the length of
the k'h Markov chain and T1 be the corresponding value of the temperature. Then quasi
equilibrium is achieved if S(Lt,T1), i.e., the probability distribution of the solutions after Lt

trials of the k'Ja Markov chain, is 'sufficiently close' to S(T1 ), the stationary distribution at T1 ,
i.e. ,

for some prescribed positive value of £. To establish a quasi equilibrium at a specified
temperature T k, all neighborhood states of a given solution state have to be visited at least once.

B 4 The stopping criterion
When the temperature is decreased to a sufficiently low levet, the system approaches a
point of "freezing" where very few uphill moves are made. At this moment we can drop the
temperature to zero and the annealing algorithm becomes a standard greedy random selection
algorithm.

6.

A 1\vo Link Planar Manipulator Example

A simple two-link planar manipulator consisting of two rotary joints and a base was used
to illustrate the proposed approach. A Modified Complete and Parametrically Continuous
(MCPC) kinematic model was employed to model the manipulator [24). The link parameters
of the manipulator are listed in Table 1.
Table 6.1 Link parameters for the two-link robot in the MCPC convention
Link#

X;

Y;

0

0

0

1

200

0

2

100

0

64 1

0

wherex; andY; are ith link!s ttanslational parameters and r 2 is the base orientation parameter.
The Identification Jacobian matrix in terms of the MCPC error model is

-y2]

+ 82) sin(8a + 82) cos(82) sin(82) 1 0
l= -sin(8a + 82) cos(8a + 8z) -sin(82) cos(lh) 0 1 X2
cos(8a

(20)

(

0

0

0

0

0 0

1

Only seven link parameters are observable in this case, which are listed in Table 6.1. The
condition number of the stacked matrices J was used as the cost function in the simulation
study. The configuration set S consisted of a totalof 20 candidate states. The initial
configurations were randomly chosen from S. Candidate states generation-procedure 1, given
in Section 5, was adopted for the generation of candidate sates. The cooling schedule of the
form (18) was used in simulation. Twas empirically chosen to be 0.5. For simplicity k s, was
chosen to be one and Lk was tested for different values. Our experience was.that in this case
the algorithm converged faster for a small Lk• say one. After about 1000 iterations, the
temperature dropped to a very low level and the output of the algorithm became steady.
Depending on the initial condition, the selected configurations were not unique. A typical
simulation result is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Condition Number vs. Number of Iterations (Number of measuremenLs = 4)
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To compare the result with those·obtained ·by other methods, Table 2lists the condition
numbers computed using the measurement configurations selected randomly, with Borm and
Menq's method [9], and with the simulated annealing algorithm. Note that the listed costs are
average values as these values are not unique. Although Borm and Menq's method does not
allow one to introduce joint limits, it provides an upper bound on the observability index for
optimal measurement configurations. Table 3 lists the corresponding observability index values
(the cost function in this case for simulated annealing is still the condition nwnber). The results
obtained by the simulated annealing approach are very close to those of Menq and Borm 's.
One advantage of the simulated annealing approach is that it allows the user to introduce
the joint travel limits in a configuration selection process, which is extremely desirable in
practice. Another advantage is its capability of not being trapped in local minimum points. Its
applicability to any type of robot is still another advantage. The disadvantage of a relatively
. high_computational cost is not crucial for optimal measurement configuration selection as th~
task can always be done offline.
Future study should include more comprehensive simulations on tuning of the cooling
schedule parameters, and experimental verification of the proposed method.
Table 6.2 Comparison of condition numbers
# of meas.

Randomly selected

Bonn and Menq•s

Simulated annealing

4

4.9904

2.6180

3.1036

5

3.7135

2.8864

2.9005

6

3.4475

2.6510

2.7982

Table 6.3 Comparison of observability index values
#of meas.

Randomly selected

Menq and Dorm's

Simulated annealing

4

0.4855

0 .5541

0.5399

5

0 .5155

0 .5592

0 .5560

6

0.5275

0.5750

0.5611
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Abstract
Kinematic error prediction is essential to improve pose measurement accuracy of
measurement devices such as a vision-based robotic inspection system. It is also a crucial pan
of accuracy compensation for a robot manipulator. A two-stage procedure is proposed in this
paper for kinematic error prediction of a robot manipulator that moves along a nominally
known surface. In the first stage, the homogeneous transformation from a reference coordinate
frame of the robot to the base coordinate frame is calitnted using the quatemions approach, by
which the robot pose error can be reduced by a significant amount. In the second stage, the
remaining pose error is then predicted with a parametric surface fitting technique. Under the
assumption that the robot end-effector bas only a single orientation at each point in the canesian
space, the number of polynomial parameters can be effectively reduced to two, which facilitates
the use of a Bezier surface for error prediction. Since the pose error is predicted at each robot
task point, the pose modification technique can be applied to effectively compensate this error.
This paper presents the theoretical background of the solution procedure. Simulation results
will be reported later at the conference presentation.

1.

Introduction

Kinematic error prediction of a robot manipulator is a process by which the pose error of
the robot end-effector at an arbitrary task point is computed based on a precalibrated moot error
model. Error prediction is normally required for robot accuracy compensation, at which stage
the robot pose error is corrected by modifying the robot software. These tasks are related to
robot calibration [1-8].
Kinematic error prediction for a robot moving along a nominally known surface by itself
has certain applications. For one specific application, the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is
currently in the process of designing and constructing a robot called the Automated Radiator
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Inspection Device (ARID) to inspect the radiator panels on the shuttle L9]. These panels,
located on the inside of the cargo bay doors, are inspected when the shuttle is horizomally
parked in the Shuttle Processing Facility. After the cargo bay doors are opened to expose the
radiator panels, the inspection is presently performed by workers in a crane-assisted bucket
over the radiator surface. The radiator surface is divided into grids, and surface defects are
cataloged by location in the grid. These surface defects are monitored periodically to detemline
if repair is needed.
To automate this inspection process, the ARID robot is being constructed to move along
the shuttle on a long track. Utilj.zing a vision-based system, the ARID will be able to divide the
radiator panels into smaller grids and thus provide better cataloging of defects. The ARID
robot has to be precalibrated before it is used for inspection. Based on the calibrated error
model, the robot control software can predict errors which are then used to correct the location
of the cameras in a reference coordinate frame. Consequently, the measurement obtained by
the cameras at that particular point. after th_e correction, will be more accurate. In this case, the
joint commands of the robot do not need to be modified.
There are basically two major ways for robot calibration (includ:ng kinematic enor
prediction): 1) off-line parameter identification based on a robot kinematic model [3-8],
followed by one-line compensation; and 2) off-line numerical fitting, followed by on-line
compensation [1,2]. Model-based calibration is an effective way to calibrate small or medium
size robots as it normally requires few measurements. On the other hand, since the numericalfitting approacl,)takes care of both geometric and nongeometric errors, it may be more useful
for calibrating ultra large robots. The major problept with the numerical-fitting method is that it
usually requires more data points. The computational cost for identifying parameters of a filling
function may also be relatively expensive as the dimension of the problem becomes large.
The problem at hand is a subset of a general kinematic error prediction and accuracy
compensation problem. Because the robot is restricted to move along a prescribed surface, the
number of measurements needed for parameter identification is significantly reduced.
Furthermore, the required computational time is also drastically lessened.
In this paper, a two-stage procedure is proposed for kinematic error prediction of a robot
manipulator moving along a surface. In the first stage, which may be tem1ed the robot base
calibration stage, BASE, the homogeneous transformation from a reference coordinate frame
of the ~obot (normally defined at a convenience location) to the base coordinate frame (normally
defined inside the robot) is calibrated using the quaternions approach, by which the robot pose
error can be reduced by a significant amount. In the second stage, which may be rerm~d the
parametric fitting stage, The remaining pose error is then predicted using a parametric stuface
fitting technique. Under the assumption that the robot end-effector has only a single orientation
at each point in the cartesian space, the number of polynomial parameters can be effectively
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reduced to two, which facilitates the usc of a Bezier surface for error prediction. The Bezier
interpolating technique is chosen for error prediction since it is more locally sensitive (10-11 J,
and since it was successfully used for correction of image deformation from lens distortion
[ 12]. As to accuracy compensation, a pose modification stage follows the previously
mentioned two stages [4,13].
The remaining of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 defines tht:
problem and discusses the solution strategy. Sections 3 to S give details of the solution
procedure. The quatemions approach for robot base calibration is summarized in Section 3.
An error prediction technique using the Bezier surface is discussed in Section 4. Accuracy
compensation by pose modification is reviewed in SectionS. Simulation results will be given
in the presentation.

2.
1.
2.

Problem Statement and Solution Strategy
Listed below are the assumptions of the problems to be solved:
The end-effector of the robot manipulator moves on a 30 surface deimed by cartesian
coordinates. The nominal structure and the boundary of the surface is known a priori.
The end-effector's orientation at each position of the 30 surface is unique. Its nominal
value is also known a priori.

Based on the above assumptions, we propose the following two related problems:
Problem A: Given an arbitrary point on .the nominally known surface, predict the pose error
of the robot end-effector at that point. By pose we mean both position and orientaf,ion. ·
Problem 8: Given an arbitrary point on the nominally known surface, modify the robot joint
commands to compensate the pose enor of the robot end-effector at that point.
To illustrate the concept of the proposed solution method, we use a vision-based robotic
inspection system as a working model. The method however is applicable to other similar
systems.
The vision-based robotic inspection system (see Figure 1) consists of a multiple degreeso f-freedom robot, a pair of cameras, and an image processor (not shown in the figure). The
cameras, rigidly mounted on the wrist of the robot are precalibrated; therefore, the position of
any object seen by the cameras may be computed in the camera coordinate frame {C) (to be
more general we use the tool coordinate.frame ( T) thereafter instead of the camera frame as the
camera frame can be treated as a tool frame). The nominal robot geometry is known; therefore,
the location of the camera frame in the robot base frame {B) can be computed by the robot
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forward kinematic model. Funhermore, the 4x4 homogeneous trasnformation BASE, which
has been defined as the transformation from the world coordinate frame ( W} to {B }, is also
nominally known.

Figure 1 The Schematic of the System
The solution strategy is illustrated in Figure 2. By a proper camera calibration, the
accuracy of camera measurement can be as high as 0.05 mm [14,15], provided that the field of
view of the cameras is about lOOxlOO mm2. On the other hand, the accuracy of a robot
manipulator is very poor without calibration. For instance, it was reponed in [2,8, 16 J that the
accuracy of a Puma 560 before calibration ranges from 5 mm to 10 mm.
The advantage of robot base calibration is twofold. First, robot accuracy can be
significantly improved. For example, the position errors of a Puma 560 can be reduced to
about 1.0 mm [8,12]. Secondly, robot joint commands for task points can sti1l be detem1ined
analytically if the robot nominal inverse kinematics problem has a closed form solution. This is
true for most existing robots. As to the complexity of robot base calibration, the solution cun
be either obtained using a linear optimization procedure [17,18] or a nonlinear iteration
procedure [8].
After the robot base is calibrated, the remaining robot pose errors are funher reduced with
a parametric surface fitting procedure, by which both geometric and nongeometric errors of the
robot can be predicted and compensated. The diagram illustrating the parametric fiuing
approach is also given in Figure 2. The input of the block is the pose of the ro~ot at a task
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point; the output of the diagram is the predicated robot pose error at that particular point. As
has been mentioned in Section 1, one major drawback of the parametric surface fitting
approach is that it requires a large number of measurement points for an effective error fitting.
Since the robot end-effector is confmed to move along a swface, the number of measurement
points needed is drastically reduced. Another drawback is that the fitting equations may be too
complex to handle for a general robot calibration problem. Under the assumption that the robot
end-effector has only a single orientation at each point in the cartesian space, the number of
variables can be effectively reduced to two (see Section 4).

Nominal Robot
Solver
usinJl Calibrated
BA E
~ematics

Desired
Robot
Pose

1

Parametric Error
Fitting Proc.edure

Predicted

Robot
Pose Error

'
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Joint
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Figure 2 Wustration of Solution Procedure
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Solving problem A is sufficient for a robotic vision inspection system. In some other
applications, for example robotic welding tasks, solving problem B is however required. This
can be done by adding a step after the pose error is predicted (see Figure 2). If the pose error
is small, which is possible if robot base calibration has been performed, the predicated pose
error can be used to modify the task point. A set of joint commands can thus be found using
the modified pose which ultimately drives the robot end-effector to the desired pose.
In summary, two stages are used to solve problem A: robot base calibration is followed
by parametric surface fitting. An additional stage, pose modification, is used to solve problem
B.

3.

Robot Base Calibration using Quaternions Approach

This section gives a brief account of a quatemions approach for robot base calibration.
Readers are referred to [18,19] for more detail.
. It is assumed in this section that the homogeneous transformation bT1 , from {8} to {T}
is known. This implies that the accuracy of the robot itself is much higher than that of the robot
with respect to its environment before robot base calibration.
Let

wrb and wr,

be the 4x4 homogeneous transformations from the world to the base

frames and from the world to the tool frames, respectively. Hence W'J'b Iii BASE. Let wR, and
wp, be the 3x3 rotation submatrix and 3xl position vector of W'/'1, respectively. Similarly for
bR 1, bp 1,bR 1, and bp1• The following reiationship holds:
wR, =wRbbR,

(3.1a)

wp1 = wRb bp1 + wpb

(3.1 b)

bR 1 and bp 1 are functions of the robot joint variables and link parameters. Now the problem is

to estimate the rotation wR b and translation wp b given wR I• wp ,, bR ,. and bp t·

3.1 Estimation of the BASE rotation
Let k • [kx• ky, kz]T (3xl vector) and 8 be the rotation axis and rotation angle of wRb,
respectively. Let q • [q0 , q1)T • [q0 , QJ> q2 , q3 ]T be the 4xl quatemion representation of wRb
[20], where
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q = ±sin(s{l)lc
q = cos(sfl)

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

On the other hand,

q6 + qf -qi -ql
"'Rb

=

[ 2(qaql +

2(qaq2- qoq3) 2(qaq3 + qoq2)]

qoq3) ql- qf +q~ -ql 2(qlq3- qoq1)

2(qJq3- qoq2) 2(q2q3 + qoqa) q.l- qf

(3.3)

-qi +ql

Let the robot end-effector pose wR, and wp, be measured at m robot configurations. By
eliminating wRb from (3.1b), one obtains

i = 1, 2, ... , m-1; j = i+ 1, ... , m

(3.4)

where a,i • bp 1,;- bPt.j• and b;j • wp,,;- wPt,j· wp,,; denotes the ith position measurement, and
is obtained using the robot forward kinematic model. Geometrically, a;j is the 3xl vector
connecting the ith measurement point to the jth point all measured with respect to {B} and b ii is
that vector measured with respect to {W}. .
If only the positions of the robot end-effector are measured, estimation of wRb from
(3.lb) can be formulated as a linear quadratic optimization problem given the following
quadratic cost [18],
bPt,i

(3.5)

where S P' a 4x4 weighting matrix, is given by

If the orientation of the robot end-effector can be measured as well, the est.i mation

problem can be formulated as follows. From m pose measurements, one has

w:R I,)·-

w:RbbRI,).

=0

J·-1
•

••••

m
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(3.8)

Let c ij and uj be the jth column of wR b and/, respectively. Then a cost function for minimizing
the residual of (3.8) can be written as [19],

(3.9)

J,= qTS,q

where S, is also a 4x4 weighting matrix, and is given by

(3.10)

One may construct a new cost function, utilizing both the position and orientation
measurements of the robot end-effector, which is a linear combination of JP and J,.,

J = «lp + (1-oc) J, = qT(ocSp + (1-oc)S,) q

(3.11)

where oc is a scale factor varying from zero to one, which can be used to emphasize the
accuracy of tool orientations over tool positions or vise versa.
It can be shown that the matrix ocSP + (1-oc)S, is symmetric nonnegative definite.
Consequently the optimal solution of q which minimizes the cost function (3.11) is the
eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of ocSP + ( 1- oc)Sr
After q is obtained, wRb can be computed from Equation (3.3).

J. 2

Estimation of the BASE translation
AfterwRb is obtained, wpb can be solved from (3.1),

(3.12)

The. least squares solution for wp b is then
(3.13)
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4 . Error Prediction using Parametric Surface Fitting Approach
4 . 1 Formulation of the prediction problem
The objective of the parametric surface fitting is to predict the pose error at any robot pose
using the parametric surface.
Let ;, 8 and 'II be three rotation parameters, and x, y, z be three position parameters. That
is. wR, is a function of~. 8 and 'f, and wp, = [x, y, z]T. Let F • F(;, 8 ,'If, x, y, z) be a 6xl
pose error function. In the next section, a particular pose error function will be chosen. Since
there is only one orientation at each robot position p, F(~. 8. 'If, x, y. z) • F(x, y, z). To
further simplify the representation, we assume that the surface defmed by (x, y, z) has the
following property: There exists a linear transformation L such that the function z'(x' _y') is
unique, where
(x', y', z']T =L(x, y, z).

(4.1)

This assumption is valid for most of applications. Let u and v be the normalized parameters
corresponding tox' andy'. Then F(x, y, z) • F(x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v)) • E(u. v), where u
and v are surface parameters. We have effectively reduced the surface parameters from three to
two, ~hich allows us to use parametric surfaces to fit pose errors of the robot.
Since E is a 6x1 vector, we denote E by [E1 , E;. E 3 , E4 , E5 , E 6 ]T. Let the sampled
values of E1c be E1cii fork = 0, 1, ...• 6 at the sampled coordinates (u;. vi>· It is desirable to
determine the function E that satisfies

k= 0, 1, ... , 6, i= 0, 1, ... , m,

j= 0, 1, ...• n,

where (m+l) and (n+1) are the number of grid lines in the u and v directions, respectively.
The function E predicts robot pose errors given the coordinate values of u and v, or
equivalently, x. y and z.
E~c. virtually a surface function, can be determined by forcing it to pass though the
measured pose error component E1 ii. There may exist many surfaces that pass through E~cii.
Bezier interpolation was successfully applied to e<neet image deformation from lens distortion
[12]. This motivated us to use it here for robot pose error prediction. A Bezier surface is
described globally but remains locally sensitive. This behavior is in contrast to least-squares
for fitting polynomials to local data. where local pose errors are averaged out all over the robot
workspace.
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0

4. 2 Fitting a Bezier surface to gridded data
Bezier curves and Bezier surfaces are well known in the field of computer graphics
[10,11]. A Bezier surface is described in terms of the control venices of its characteristic
polyhedron. In this paper however, which is the same as in [12],the purpose is to determine
the control vertices of a Bezier curve that fits a set of grid points.
Since the bounding cuJVes of a Bezier surface are Bezier curves that pass through the
bounding grid points, two steps are needed to determine a Bezier surface:
Determine the control vertices of the bounding curves by fitting Bezier curves to the
1.
bounding grid points, and
2.
Detennine the remaining control vertices of the Bezier surface that fits all the grid points.

A.

Determining the control vertices ofa Bezier curve fitting a set ofpoints
Given a set of (n+ 1) points, Q0 , Q 1, ••• , Qn• the task is to find a Bezier curve that passes
through this set of points. The general behavior of the Bezier curve is governed by the ordered
sequence of control vertices V 0 , V 1 , ... , V n· The curve itself can be thought of as a smoothly
blended approxim~tion of the control polygon. The parametric representation of the Bezier
curve governed by this sequence of control vertices is given as follows [ 10-12]:
II

Q(u) =

L

B;,,.(~)V;

u e [0, 1]

(4.2)

;- o

where

are Bernstein polynomials.
Let us denote the points on the curve at u = jln by Qj. Since the curve passes through Qj,
one has
j = 0, ... , n

(4.3 )

Since a Bezier curve passes through its two end control vertices, V 0
Hence (4.3) can be rewritten as

1

Qj - Bo,,.( !,>Q o - B ,.,,.(!a>Q,. = ~"t

B;,,.(

'• I
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!,>V;

j = 1, ... , n- l

= Q0

and V 11

(4.4)

= Qn .

The left-hand side of (4.4) is known. Equation (4.4) can be separated into a number of
systems of linear equations. Each system of linear equations contains n-1 equations with n-1
unkowns. All the control vertices. V 1••••, V ,..J- on the Bezier curve can thus be solved from
(4.4).

The method given above will be used to obtain the vertices of the bounding curve of a
Bezier surface.
B.

Detennining the control vertices ofa Bezier surface fitting a set of grid points
Given a grid of (n+ 1)x(m+1) points, QoOt Q 01 •• ••• Q,.,., one would like to find a Bezier
surface that passes through this grid of points. In this case. the ordered sequence of control
vertices are V00, V01 , ••• , V mn· The parametric representation of the Bezier surface by this
sequence of control vertices is given as follows [10-12]:
Q(u. v) =

L L
"'

II

B ;,,.(u)B;,,.(v)V;j

U, V E

(0, 1)

(4.5)

i • Oj•O

Let us denote the points on the curve at u = Um and v =kin by Q11- Since the surface
passes through Q1v one has
l = 0, ...• m, j = 0, ... , n

(4.6)

Since a Bezier surface passes through its four comer control vertices ([10-12], also refer
to Figure 3), then
V 00 = Qoo• VOn

= Qon•

V nO =!lnO• V 1111 =!lnn•

(4.7)

Also , since the bounding control vertices of a Bezier surface are the same as the control
vertices of Bezier curve segments bounding the Bezier patch, one can determine the bounding
control vertices of the surface using the procedure given in part A of this section. For example,
one can use bounding grid points Q 0 o. Q01 .... , Qon to detennine the bounding control
vertices V 0 1, ... , V 0 ,.. 1 by the procedure. The bounding control vertices that are determined
in this manner are
V;0 • V;,.. i = 1, ... , m -1; V mj• Voj• j = 1. ..., n -1;
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(4.8)

Figure 3 A Bezier Surface with its control vertices
Substituting (4.7) and (4.8) into (4.6) one gets

l = 1, ... , m -l; k = 1, ..., n -1;

(4.9)

The left-hand side of (4.9) is known. Equation (4.9) can be separated into a number of
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systems of linear equations, each of which contains (m-l)x(n-1) equations with (m-l)x(n-1)
unkowns. All the remaining conttol vertices, V 1t- I= l, ... , m -1, k = l, ..., n -1, can thus be
solved from (4.9).
The application of this approach to the problem at hand is straightforward except that in
this case, there are 6 systems of linear equations in either (4.4) or (4.9) since the dimension of
the grid points Eii is 6. Given Eii = Qii, i = 0, ..•, m, j = 0, ... , n, one is able to find all the
control vertices V 11, i = 0 , ..., m, j = 0, ..., n. After V 11 are obtained, Equation (4.5) can be
used to predict pose errors of the robot end-effector for any task point within the calibration
range.

5 . Accuracy Compensation by Modification of the Robot Pose
As has mentioned before, one more step is needed to solve the accuracy compensation
problem after the robot pose error is predicted. One can use the predicted pose error to modify
the desired pose. The joint commands solved from the modified pose are then used to drive the
robot to the desired position.
Let .O(v) denote a skew symmetric matrix which corresponds to v • [v.¥, v1 , Vz]T,

il(v) • [ :.
-Vy

-~·
"•

::.].

0

Let ar be the differential transformation of

wr,. that is

wr, = wr,o + ar
where

(5.1)

wr,o is the desired pose of the end-effector, and wr, is the predicted pose. Equation

°,

(5.1) states that if we use the joint commands solved for the nominal robot pose w'J'1 the robot
end-effector will move to WJ'1• Let 6 and d denote respectively the orientation and position
error vectors of the robot in { W}. Then

ar = wr,-1sr

(5.2)

where
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6T

=[

!l(8)

d

000

1

]

A natural choice of the pose error function is E = [$1', dT]T. After E is obtained using the
method given in Section 4, we can ftnd the differential transformation tiT by Equation (5.2). lf
the pose error is small, then we may redefine the pose by
(5.3)

W'f,IUW = W'f,O- tlJ'

Joint commands, which will be used to control the robot, are then solved using the newly
defined pose W'f1 new. One problem with this new pose is that its rotation part may not be
orthonormal, which can be avoided using the following relationship
W'f,new:wr,oTrans(-dx, - dy, - dz)Rol(x, -&)Rol(y, -8y)Rot(z, -&). (5.4)

The accuracy and speed of this approach are in general excellent [4,13,21]. One of ils
drawbacks is that the algorithm may fail when the robot is at its workspace boundary.
Therefore, care should be taken when the swface on which the robot will move is planned.
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Modeling and Self-Calibration of A Single-Beam
Laser Tracking Measurement Syst·e m with
Gimbal Axis Misalignment and Mirror Center Offset
Hanql Zhuang and Zvi S. Roth
Robotics Center and Depanment of Electrical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431

Abstract
Relative

distance

measurements

provided

by

laser

interferometers

have

extremely high resolution.
However, the accuracy of a coordinate meas uring
machine based on laser tracking is primarily determined by the geometry of the
tracking mirror system and its control.

The major error sources are gimbal axis

misalignment and mirror center offset. This paper proposes a software compensation
method, by which position measurement errors caused by gimbal axis misalignment
and 111irror center offset can be reduced by orders of magnitude.
In the proposed
kinematic model
for the single-beam tracker, a sufficient number of geometric
parameters is used to represent gimbal axis misalignment effects and · mirror center
offset. If in some applications, gimbal axis misalignment is negligible, the number of
parameters to be calibrated in the model can be significantly reduced.
A calibration
method

involving plane constraints for the movfng

applied · to idemify the unknown geometric parameters.

retroreflecting

target

is

then

The method does not require

any external measurement device to provide high accuracy 3D object calibration
points, which is very important in practice since it is extremely difficult

if not

impossible to have a sufficiently accurate measurement device that can provide such
object points for the calibration of laser tracking systems.

1

Introduction
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Systems that combine laser interferometers. optics and electromechanical
mirror-positioning devices to perform coordinate measuring have ~een developed by
several researchers [1-5).
Methods include single-beam [2,3] and multiple-beam
target tracking [4,5].
The former uses both length and angle measurements to
determine the target location.
The latter uses length measurements only.
In this
paper, an approach to the modeling and calibration of single-beam laser tracking
measurement systems is proposed.
The following factors have to be considered in any process of calibrating a
single-beam laser tracking system.
First, since interferometer reading is
incremental and provides only relative displacement information of a moving target.
there must exist a reference point from which relative displacements are measured .
When the coordinates of such a point are not explicitly available, measurements need
Second, the direction of
to be taken from which such coordinates may be deduced.
the incident beam has to be determined. Third. since it is extremely hard to target the
incident beam to the so-called mirror center. mirror center offset. which is the
distance from the mirror center to the intersection point of the incident beam with
the mirror surface. bas to be compensated.
Finally. due to machining and assembly
tolerances, two gimbal axes may not be perpendicular and intersecting. and the
second gimbal axis does not necessarily (although it nominally should) lie on the
mirror surface.
The gimbal axis misalignment, if is not negligible shall also be
compensated.
All these tasks are collectively referred to as the "calibration of the
single-beam laser tracking system".
In the absence of a second well-calibrated laser
tracking system or a coordinate measuring machine with ultra-high accuracy , the
calibration must be done by the system itself.
Methods for the self-calibration of a multi-beam laser tracking coordinate
measuring machine were reponed in [5].
Two calibration methods, one based on a
redundant four-tracker system and the other based on three trackers combined with
preci sion planes to constrain the target motion were proposed together with iterative
optimization algorithms. A basic assumption for these calibration methods has been
This
th at there is no tracking mirror center offset and gimbal axis misalignment.
ass umption is equivalent to assuming 1) perfect relative distance measurements, and
2) perfectly centered laser beams.
Error analysis presented in [5,6] revealed that
distance measurement errors due to mirror center offsets and gimbal axis
misalignments are significant.
An adjustment procedure which employs a four
quadrant detector was devised for the elimination of tracking mirror center offsets.
The adjustment however is a tedious manual operation.
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A novel procedure recently proposed by Mooring [7] by which the geometric
parameters of a laser projection system may be precisely determined.
The method is
based on a non-ideal mirror-gimbal model.
The proposed calibration procedure
handles both gimbal axis misalignment and mirror center offset.
It does not require
any external measurement instrument other than a calibration board on which a
grid of very accurate target points is inscribed.
Mooring's mirror-gimbal model
however does not include kinematic parameters to represent the reference point and
the distance offset.
The reported calibration results were unsatisfactory which was
explained by the author as the effects of the inherent ill-conditioned calibration
measurement procedure.
Another possibility strongly suggested by this paper is that
the ill-conditioning is mainly due to redundant parameters in Mooring's gimbal -,
mirror model.
Furthermore, Mooring's calibration procedure requires manual
centering of the laser beam to each grid point, an inconvenient and error prone
procedure.
This

paper

proposes

a

software

compensation

method,

by

which

the

measurement errors due to gimbal axis misalignment and mirror center offset can be
reduced by orders of magnitude.
In the proposed gimbal -mirror model. a sufficient
number of independent geometric parameters is systematically developed to
represent possible gimbal axis misalignment and mirror center offset.
If in some
applications, gimbal axis misalignment is negligible, the number of parameters to be
calibrated in the model can be significantly reduced.
A calibration method involving
plane constraints for the moving retroreflecting target is then applied to identify
the unknown geometric parameters.
The method does not require any external
measurement device to provide high accuracy 3D object calibration points, whi ch is
very important in practice since it is extremely difficult if not impossible to have a
sufficiently accurate measurement device that can provide such object points for the
calibration of laser tracking systems.
The paper consists of five sections. A brief review of the system principles and
geometric error models is given in Section 2.
A step-by-step modeling procedure is
presented in Section 3.
The plane calibration method is discussed in Section 4.
Preliminary simulation results are given in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Operation of a
Laser Tracker
A schematic diagram of the laser tracking mirror positioning servo mechanism
used in the Florida Atlantic University machine is shown in Figure 2. 1.
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Schematic of a laser tracker

Two onhogonally polarized beams at narrowly spaced frequencies, referred to as the
reference beam having a frequency of t 2 and measuring beam having a frequency
of/1 • are emitted by the laser head.
The reference beam is divened to the receiver
by the polarizing beamsplitter located at the single beam interferometer. The
measuring beam proceeds through the interferometer and the 50% beamsplitter and
is directed by the tracking mirror to the retroreflector located on the moving targel.
The returning beam from the retroreflector goes parallel to the incoming beam and
enters the 50% beamsplitter from the opposite direction.
Half of the beam, when
passe s through the 50% beamsplitter, is reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter and
eme rges into the receiver. If the movable retroreflector changes position. a Doppler
frequency shift of :t ~/ occurs, which is then translated through interferometry to a
relative displacement reading accurate to within a fraction of a wavelength
res olution.
The other half of the beam reflected by the 50% beamspliuer is
tran smitted to a four quadrant detector, which detects the deviations of the returning
beam from the center. Error signals drive the servo system to adjust the angles of the
two d e grees-of-freedom mirror gimbal.
If rotation angles of the two gimbal axes are measured with sufficient accuracy
along with the distance measurement, the single-beam laser tracker will be able to
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perform accurate 3D measurement, provided that the system is properly modeled and
carefully calibrated.
2.2

Measurement Error Due to Mirror Center Offset

To get an idea about the order of magnitude of mirror center offset errors. it will
suffice to carry a two-dimensional analysis, assuming negligible gimbal axis
misalignments.
A reference frame x-y is assigned to the mirror at its zero position
(i.e. zero reading for both encoders), such that the x-axis is normal to the mirror
surface.
Mirror center offset is the distance between the mirror center and the
intersection point of the fixed in-coming beam with the mirror surface.
In this
analysis mirror cen~er offset is restricted to the y axis. Referring to Figure 2.2. let b
denote the distance between the mirror center and the intersection point of the
incident beam with the y-axis. b is independent of the target position. B,n and 8 0 ., 1
are the incident beam and reflected beam angles with the x axis. It is shown in l5 J
that the resulting distance measurement error equals approximately
61 a b Is i n80 , 1 + s i n8; 111.

(2 . 1)

y

\ fl.

_-_-j-_----b

J
X

Mirror surface

Figure 2.2

A simplified model for mirror center offset
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61 thus has the same order of magnitude as b. which in an unadjusted system may

easily reach a few millimeters in size.
In [S] we proposed an off-line manual
adjustment method, using a four-quadrant detector. which can significantly reduces
Unfortunately ,such tedious manual procedure needs to be performed periodically
(about once a month) as pan of the routine system maintenance which also includes

b.

adjustments of the other system components.

2.3

Measurement error

due

to

&imbal axis

misalignment

The assumption of perfectly perpendicularly intersecting mirror gimbal axes is
far from the truth in most inexpensive gimbals, due to unavoidable machining and
assembly tolerances.
Furthermore, it is very hard to assemble the mirror such that
its second axis of rotation will be flush with the mirror surface. The effects of gimbul
axis misalignments on the position of the mirror center can be modeled by a ball of
uncertainty of radius r centered at the origin of the reference frame, as shown in
the simplified two-dimensional Figure 2.3.

y

0

Figure 2.3

A simplified model for gimbal aiis misalignment

As shown in (7] the approximated distance measuring error, due to gimbal-axis
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misalignment, under the assumption of zero mirror center offset is:

Bl

= r (cfsw - 1)

1 + tanm·tan8i,.

(___)__ + 1 + tanm·tan8o.,,)
cosm
1

(2.2)

cos8o.,
where w • 0 .5(80111 + Bi,.).

This error, again, may be significant.

normally a function of the gimbal system cost.

Unfortunately,

r

is

No mechanical adjustment procedure

is possible.

3
3.1

A New Model of a Single-Beam Laser Tracker
Model of an Ideal Single-Beam Tracker
A tracker consists of a gimbal and a mirror.

The gimbal can be treated as a

l wo

degree-of-freedom manipulator.
Therefore, techniques used to model robot
manipulators can be applied to model the gimbal mechanism. We assume initially that
the two gimbal axes are intersecting and perpendicular, that the second gimbal axis
lies on the mirror surface, and that the incident beam hits the mirror at its center.
simplified geometry of a 'sequentially-moved mirror is shown in Figure 3.1.

A

Three

cartesian coordinate frames. which are the base frame {x,, y h• zb}, the first link frame
{x 1 ,y 1 ,z 1 }. and the mirror frame {x,.,y,..z,.}, are assigned as shown in Figure 3.1.
The origins of the three frames are located at the mirror center
axis of the first joint,

Q

zb

is the rot ation

z 1 is the rotation axis of the se·c ond joint, and zm is parallel to

the normal of the mirror surface.

When the gimbal is at its home position

(8 1

=82 =

0), the x axes of the first two frames are coincident with the mirror surface normal.
To bring {xb• Yb• zb} to {x,.. y,. , z,.}. the following 4x4 homogeneous
should be performed,

trans formation

(3 .1)

Thus the unit surface normal of the mirror represented in

{xb,

y b•

Z 0 }.

denoted by

b c • [b c.x• b c,y• b c)T, can be obtained as the first three elements of the third column of

bT,.,
bc.x =cos81 cos82

(3.2a)

b c.y =s i n81 cos82

(3.2b)

b c,z =- sinB2

(3 .2c)
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Denote by b; and b 0 , respectively, the unit direction vectors of the incident and
reflected beams with ' respect to {x•• Yb• z.).
The direction of the incident beam is
fixed. but that of the reflected beam varies with the location of the target. If one
knows the directions of the incident beam and the surface normal of the mirror, the
direction of the reflected beam can be computed using the following relationship,
b;xbe=b.,xbe

(3.3a)

b; • be=b.,•be

(3.3b)

where "x" and "•" denote cross and dot vector products, respectively.

be can

determined by Equation (3.2) when the angle measurements are provided.
To facilitate the computation of b 0 , a matrix equation can be derived
Equation (3.3).

be

from

Let .Q:v) be an anti-symetric matrix as follows
- v,

.O(Y) • [ :,
-Vy

where ,.. =[vx.vy.v,]T.

0
\l.z

Equation (3.3) can then be rewritten as
(3.4a)
(3.4b)

Three independent scaler equations can be selected from Equation (3.4). For example.
whenever be,, ~ 0, a possible selection of three independent equations is (written in a
matrix form) .

[

0 -bc,l be,y] [ b;,x ]
bc,a 0 -be.x
b i,y
-be,.z -be,y -be,a

b;,,

-

[

0 -be.a be,y ] [ bo,.z ]
be,J 0 -bc,.z
bo,y
be.x be,y be,a

(3.5)

b.,,,

There exist three poss~blc selections since Equation (3.4b) shall always be
chosen.
However. regardless of the selections, (3.4) can be manipulated into the
following unified matrix equation,

...
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..)

target position
Figure

bD

= -B(b

C

3.1

Ideal geometry of a single-beam laser tracker
with sequentially-driven joints

)b t·

(3 .6)

where
2
2bc~

B(bc) =
[

-1

2bc~bc,1

(3.7)

2bc~bc,a

is called the mirror image reflection matrix [8].
Let R be a reference point at which 81 = B.z = 0. If the distance bet ween the
mirror center and the target is known, the location r P of the target at point P i s
readily computed as follows
rp

= lb 0 = (l,. +l,)b 0 =- (1,. +I, )B(bJb ;
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(3.8)

where l is the distance from the point at which the incident beam bits the mirror
surface (that is. point 0 in this ideal case) to the target location: l,. is the relative
distance measured by the laser interferometer; and l, is the distance from the
reference point to point a To compute the ~arget location r. the parameters l, and b;
need to be obtained by calibration.
l.,. s1 • and 9.l are provided by distance and
angular measurement of the laser tracker. and b c is computed by Equation (3.2)
using the measured 8 1 • and 82 •

3. 2

Modeling Mirror Center Offset
In this section, the model given in Section 3.2 is extended to include mirror
center offset. under the assumption of intersecting and perpendicular mirror gimbal
3)(eS.

s

I

.
. \
arbttrary uurror
surface position

target position
Figure

3.2

modeling mirror center offset of a single-beam laser tracker

To compute the target posauon in the base frame •. let us refer to Figure 3.2.
Suppose that when the target is at the initial position (that is, the reference point) R,
the incident beam hits point I, on the mirror surface,
Suppose also that after the
target is moved to an arbitrary position P, the incident beam bits point I. Physically.
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I, is the mirror center of the tracker at its initial position, and I is that of the tntckcr

at an arbitrary position.

Let r

i•

r ir• r ,. and r

be

representation

of /, I,. R. and P i n

(x,. y b• zb}. respectively.

Let b or and b cr be the mirror surface normal and the
direction of the reflected beam when tbe target is at R (that is, at which 8 1 = 8 2 = 0)
and at P. respectively (both are represented in {xb• y b• zb} ).
of the system.

Based on the 3D geometry

(3.9)

where
3.3).

is the distance from I, to I. and l is the distance from I
Furthermore.
11

1,.. + 1, =I +11

to P (sec Figure

(3 .1 0)

where 1,. and I, have been defined in conjunction of Equation (3.8) (also sec Figure
3.3).

target position
Figure

3.3

modeling mirror center offset of a single-beam laser tracker
(continued)
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Substituting Equation (3.10) into (3.9) yields

r =r, -l,b 0 ,+ (1,.. +1, -l6 )b. +l6 b;

(3.11)

However. from Figure 3.3,

r, =r;, +l,b 0 ,

(3.12)

Let the representation of the initial mirror center at the mirror frame {M} be '"r ;, •
Lc x• c Y. O]T, where the z component of it is zero since the mirror center lies on the x-y
plane of (M}. Then
(3.13)

where R ;, and I;, arc respectively the rotation submatrix and translation vector of
bT,. when 8 1 = 8 2 = 0.
b 0 , the direction vector of the reflection beam at a target
position in {xb • y b• zb), can be obtained by Equation (3.6).

That is,
(3 . 14)

where b c is the value of the mirror surface normal when the target point is at P.
Substituting (3.12)-(3.14) into (3.11), one bas,
(3.15)

To determine 1•• let r,.. be the coordinates of 0,.. in (xb• y b• zb}.

b c·<r i

-

From Figure 3.3,
(3.16a)

r ,.) = 0

(3.16b)

Eliminating r; from Equation (3.16) yields
(3. 17)

11 =-bc•(r;,- r,..)lbc"b;

Substituting (3.13) into (3. 17) yields
(3 .18)
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Equations (3.15) and (3.18) which generalize (3.8) remain valid even in the
presence Of gimbal &XiS misalignment. If there iS nO gimbal axiS misalignment, I ar E
r,. • 0, and (3.15) is reduced to
(3. 19)

where
(3.20)

When mirror center offset is negligible, points

I and I, are coincident.

In this

case, '"r ;, = 0 and I ,= 0. Thus as expected, Equation (3.19) is reduced to (3.8). In the
absence of gimbal axis misalignment, calibration includes identification of the five
parameters

c x• c 1 , 1,, and the components of b; as b; is a unit vector.

3.3

Modeling the Combined Mirror Center Offset and Gimbal Axis
misalignment
Calibration of the laser tracking system shall be taken into consideration in the
modeling of the gimbal mechanism. The following are two basic requirements from a
calibration view point: 1)
There should be a sufficient number of geometric
parameters to completely describe the geometry and motion of the actual gimbal
mechanism, and 2) There should be no redundant parameters in a paramete r
identification process.
A geometric model which satisfies the above two criteria is
given next.
It is assumed that a self-calibration procedure will be used to identify geom etric
parameters of the laser tracking system.
Therefore it is not necessary to have a
transformation to relate the base frame to an external reference coordinate frame.
Since the origins of the three coordinate frames are now not coincident, let us
denote by q, q and 0,.. the origins of (xb• y b• zb}, (x 1, y 1, z1 } and {x,.. y m• zm },
respectively.
The location of these frames can be selected in a particular way. by
which no redundant parameters will be used in the model.
Suppose that when the
tracker is at its home position, xb and x 1 are coincident, and are along the common
normal direction of zb and z 1 (see Figure 3.4). Let q, and q be the intcrscl:t ion
points of the common normal with zb and z 1 , respectively. Thus, an angular
parameter cc1
and a
translation parameter a 1
are sufficient to mod e l the
misalignment of the two gimbal axes.
More specifically, Rot(x, a 1 ) will align [-A I>• y b •
zb} with (x 1 ,y 1 ,z1 } and Trans(a 1 , 0, 0) will bring the resulting frame to be coiucidcnt
with (x 1 , y 1 , z1 }.
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Next, let z,.. be parallel to the direction of the mirror surface normal and passing
t h r o u g h q. Let 0,.. be the intersection point of z,.. with the mirror surface. x.. lies
arbitrarily on the mirror surface since it is irrelevant to the computation of target
locations.
Two angular parameters 82 and «z. and one translation parameter e 2 are
thus sufficient to model the situation in which the second rotation axis docs not lie on
the mirror surface.
In other words, Rol(z, 82 + .1fJ.r)Rol(x. «z) will align (x 1 • y 1 , z1 )
with {x,., y,., z,..} and Trans(O, 0, e 2 ) will bring the resulting frame to be coincident
with {X 111 , y ,.. z111 }. In summary, we have
brm =Rot(z, B1 )Rol(x, « 1 )Trans(a 1 • 0, 0)

Rot(z, 82 + .182 )Rot(x, « 2 )Trans(O, 0, e 2 )

(3.21)

To compute the target position in the base frame, both Equations (3.21) and (3.15)
have to be used. When the laser tracking system performs measurement, the lO
geometric parameters
c". c,, l,. b i• «1 • a 1 , .182 , « 2 • and e2 arc assumed to be calibrated
in advance. Steps for 3D measurement arc as follows:
Preparation

1.

stage:

bT,. is computed for the reference point from Equation (3.21) using

81

= 82 =0;

R ;, and 1;, are then taken as the rotation submatrix and translation vector of bT,..

Measurement

l.
2.

3.
4.
5.

stage:

distance l,. and gimbal angles 8 1 and s2 arc measured;
bT,. is computed from Equation (3.21) using measured 8 1 and 82 ; p,. and b ~ are
then taken as the first three clements of the 4th and 3rd columns of b T,..
respectively;
B(b c> is computed from Equation (3.7);
Is is computed from Equation (3.20); and
r is computed from Equation (3.15).

Note that steps in the preparation stage need only to be done once form all
measurements.
On the other band, steps in the measurement stages shall be repeated
for each target point measurement.
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beam from source

gimbal axis 2

target position
Figure

4.

3.4

modeling gimbal axis misalignment of a single-beam
laser tracker

Calibration of the single-beam laser tracker

4.1

Problem Formulation for a Simple Case
In this section, we discuss a special case, that is the one in which the effect of

gimbal axis misalignment is ignored.

The approach will later be extended to the case

in which both mirror center offset and gimbal axis misalignment arc included
As was stated in the previous section. geometric parameters c .x• c Y. I, and b, hav e
to be provided for accurate 3D position measurement using the laser tracker.
calibration method is presented next to compute these geometric parameters.

A selfIn thi s

approach, the target is constrained to move on a precision planar surface durin g the
calibration

measurement

measured ,

the

plane

If three

process.

equation

can

be

different

uniquely

locations

determined.

of

the

More

target
than

arc
three

measurements provide an overdetermined system, in which case th e plane equation
can

be

estimated 01sing

least

squares

techniques .
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The

fining

errors

arc

mainly

contributed by the uncertainty of the geometric parameters of the laser system and
the precision planar surface as the relative measurements provided by the
interferometry are assumed error free.
The geometric parameters of the laser
system and the precision plane can be jointly estimated by minimizing the filling
errors.
Let n be a normal to a plane L and let the distance between the origin of the
reference frame and Plane L be d ( see Figure 4.1). The plane equation is
j = 1. 2 •...• m

n ·r i- d =0.

(4. 1)

where r i is the coordinate vector of a random target point Pi lying on plane L. and
m is the number of the measurements.
r i is a function of the parameter vector x.
Since b i has only two degrees-of-freedom. one can use two angular parameters to
represent it.

For instance,

let
(4.2a)
(4. 2b)

b i,JI = cosl'1 cosl'2
b i,y =s i nl'1 cosl'2
b . =- sin/'.2

(4.2c)

•••

planeL

gimbal axis 2

Figure 4.1

Schematics of planar calibration method
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Then the parameter vector can be chosen as x =[x 1 , x2 , ... , x5 ]T=£c~, cY,1,. 1'1, 1'2 jT.
It was stated in [S] that in order to identify the parameter vector x. the planar
surface has to be placed at three locations. Let

where m t is the number of measurements sampled on the kth plane.
Note that among n 1 and d1 , there are only three independent parameters.

By

removing the restriction of n 1 being a unit vector, one can choose the three
elements of n 1 as independent parameters and set d1 to be a nonzero constant. A
nonzero constant d1 can be guaranteed by avoiding the plane passing ~hrough the
origin of {x 11 , y 11, z11 }.
The problem now is to choose x and n J: such that the cost
function J defined below is minimized,
3 ...

J(x, Rt, n2, n3)=

r

Lhjt(X,

n~;)

2

(4.4)

b l j=l

where again n 1 is not necessarily a unit vector.
4.1

An Optimization Alaorithm
The parameter identification procedure is

a~

follows:

1.

Set di to be an approximated distance.

2.

The solution formulas for the basic measurement equations given in Section 3
are used to compute r i' i

3.

=1, 2, •• ••

m, for a given initial x.

The resulting r i is used to update the geometric parameter vector consisting of

x and n k by applying a nonlinear optimization algorithm [9].
A linearized
error model, obtained by linearizing Equation (4.3) with respect to x and ""' is

k =1, 2, 3; j=l, 2, ···, m

(4.5)

0

where

Vr i • . iJr i I tk can be computed by the finite difference method.

Jacobian matrix is made up of the coefficients in Equation (4.5).
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The

Steps 2 and 3 need to be iteratively solved until the difference of two consecutive
solutions is within a preset limit.

4.3

Extension to the General Case
Whenever gimbal

axis

misalignment

is not negligible.

« 1 • a 1 • .dB2 • « 2 • and e 2

have to be included in the parameter vector z; that is. z =[x 1 , x 2 , ... , x 10JT=[«1, a 1 • ~82 •
oc2 • e 2 • c ... c'Y. l,. r 1 • r 2 ]T.
Simulation results have indicated that when using only
planar constraints the Jacobian matrix is singular.
A remedy to this problem is
described as follows.
The planar fixture is replaced by a L-type fixture.

For simplicity it is assumed

that the angle between two surfaces of the L-type fixture is 900.
"2lc

Denote by

the surface normals of the fixture that is going to be placed at the kth

11 11

and

location.

Simulation studies have shown that it is sufficient to place the fixture at two different
locations. Then ideally
for /c = 1. 2

11 u."llz•=O
The problem is to minimize the cost function J by

choosing

(4.6)

the geomatric parameter

vector and the plane normals under the constraint given in Equation (4.6). where
2

J(x.

1111. 1112. 1121. 1121)

...

= L l: hj1(X. •u.

nu)

1

(4.7)

i-lj-1

A similar algorithm to the one given in Section 4.2 can be used here except for
step 3 which needs to be revised.
the

following
11 u·

In addition to Equation (4.5). one also needs to usc

equations.
II 21 +II

u· d11 21 + •u· dn11 =0

for /c = 1, 2

(4.8)

where n lk and 11 21 are the estimated plane normals from the previous iteration.
ThL"
Jacobian matrix is now made up of the coefficients in Equation (4.8) and an equarion
similar to (4.5).

5.

Preliminary

Simulation

Results

The objectives of the simulation study are to
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1.

verify the model of the single-beam laser tracking system;

2.

test the feasibility of the self-calibration approaches.
To test the validity of the model given in Section 3, we first assumed two sets o f

values

of the

geometric

parameter vector

one

x;

set

" represents"

the

nominal

parameter vector and another set "represents" the actu~l parameter vector.
The
actual parameters were within the neighborhood of the nominal parameters, say
about 0.5
mm or 0.05 degree away from the nominal parameters. A number of 3-D
target points was generated and the corresponding values of the gimbal joint angles
were solved using the proposed model and the actual parameter vector, which was
similar to the inverse robot kinematic problem.
An error model-based technique was
applied to estimate the actual parameter vector utilizing the generated 3-D targl; t
points

and

the corresponding joint angles.

The

treated as the initial condition of the algorithm.
measurement points, say

parameter

vector

was

By using a sufficient numbe r o r

10 points. the identification algorithm always converged

the actual parameter vector.
every

nominal

to

The rank of the Jacobian matrix was full in each and

iteration.

We also tested the feasibility of the self-calibration approaches discussed in
Section 4 .
The same actual and nominal geometric parameters s imulated in the
previous test were used here.
The target was "moved" along a plane surface as the
plane was placed at three different orientations.
At each orientation, 25 target poi nts
were "recorded" along with the corresponding gimbal joint readings.

This data set

was then used to estimate the actual parameter vector given the nominal parame ter
vector.

It was observed that the identification algorithm converged correctly if th e

geometric parameter vector did not include the parameters representing gimbal axis
misalignment.

However,

when

these

parameters

were

also

to

be

ide ntified,

th e

algorithm did not converge to the actual parameters since the Jacobian matri x was
singular. The planar surface was then "replaced" by a L-type fixture. The targe t was
moved along the two surfaces of the L-type fixture as it was placed at two locations.
Twenty-five target points "measured" from each planar s urface at eac h fi xt ure
location were then used for the identification of the general parameter vector.

T hi s

time the algorithm converged correctly to the desi red values.
Listed below are some of the issues the need to be addressed in future studies:
1.

The identifiability of the geometric parameters in different cases.
multi -beam

2.

Noi se

includin g a

laser tracking system;

sensitivities

in

terms of the
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number of measure men ts.

resolution

and

accuracy of the gimbal axis readings,
orthogonality of the L-typc fixture;
3.

flatness

of the

planar

surface,

and

Various feedback control problems associated in the single-beam and the multi beam laser tracking systems.
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ABSTRACI'
The visual looming effect, i.e., expansion of object's size in
shown

to

~c ~tina,

be very important when action is taking place. Most existing

has been

~search

work

on "looming" has been done by psychologists. and is qualitative or limited-quantitative.
In order to usc the cx.Uting JeSuits for robotics applications, a more mathematicallyoriented approach for looming is needed. In this paper we take a quantitative approach
to understanding looming. First we define
cal

pro~rtie.s

how

to

l~ming

mathematically and show geometri-

of objects that produce the same value of looming. Then we explain

measure looming in the general case of motion using optical flow and the

change of the projection of a 3-D object on the retina. It is shown how a multiresolution logarithmic

~tina

simplifies

th~

measurement of looming, and how the results can

be combined with previous work on visual fields. We suggest a new representation of

space based on looming and the so called Equal Flow Circles (EFCs).
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1. INTRODUCI'ION
The Random House dictionary defines looming as: "Coming into view in indistinct
and enlarged form; rising before the vision with an appearance of great or portentous
size". Although this definition is a qualitative one, it is clear that it deals with expansions of objects on the retina. Usually, expansion of object•s size on the retina is a
result of a decreasing distance over some period of time between the observer and the
object.
The perception of looming which is an indication for possible collision is critical
to survival for creatures of nature. It is necessary for locomotion in a complex natural
3-D world. The reaction to this visual stimulus is the result of some kind of "perceived
threat", i.e., the measured relative rate of expansion of objects on the retina corresponds
to a visual timing parameter that causes the subject to defensively react to reduce the
visual threat.

o

Looming· and looming-related actions have been studied by many researchers,
mainly psychologists [1-24], but most of the work is qualitative or limited-quantitative
[9]. The looming effect [20,45], which is the result of optical expansion of objects, has
shown to cause defensive reaction in several animals as well as babies [6,20].

In

several reported experiments the subjects' use of visual information in the last few hundreds of milliseconds before a collision occurs was examined.
In

order to use

the existing results for robotics applications,

a

more

mathematically-oriented approach for looming is needed.
Lee [9,10] and his colleagues [11-14] showed bow to quantitatively measure the

"time-to-contact" from optical flow for an observer who undergoes only translation
when the optical axis coincides with the motion vector. Extensions of the time-tocontact concept were recently reported in [25,26]. Our definition of looming is related
to, but different from, the time-to-contact. The time-to-contact according to [9] is the
time it takes for an observer to hit a specific plane perpendicular to the direction of
motion, i.e., it deals with the relative change of the depth (as opposed to range).
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Assume an observer moving in a 3-D environment filled with several balls (Figure
1). During the motion of the observer relative to the balls, both the size of each ball

and the location its centroid. when projected into the image, are continuously changing.
If the distance between a ball and the center of the camera decreases then the projected

image of the ball will i.naasc in area. The relative rate of expansion of the area over
time of the imaged ball causes the "looming" effect and it is proportional to the time
derivative of the relative distance (range) between the observer and the ball divided by
the relative distance (range) itself. The loominJ is a measurabJc variable and can be

extracted .directly from a sequence of 2-D images using optical ftow, relative change in
area, etc.
In this paper we approach looming from quantitative as well as qualitative points

of view. We start with a mathematical definition of looming, followed by an expression for looming in vector form. We show that looming is rotation independent and
that there are <Cqual looming spheres each of which corresponds to a value of looming.
In other words, each point on a particular equal·looming sphere appears as having the
same looming regardless of the instantaneous rotation of the camera. We introduce
several methods for measuring looming, using optical flow as well as the expansion of
the projection of objects on the retina. We describe camera-centered coordinate systems
that are used here, and derive expressions that relate optical ftow and distance of .a
point to six-degree-of-freedom camera motion. When the optical flow constraint (as
described by Hom and Schunck [36]) is added to these equations, a pixel-based
closed-form solution for the looming of a point in the camera coordinate system is
obtained. The rate of expansion of projected objects is another method introduced to
measure looming.
It is shown that by using a logarithmic retina to measure looming, many computations become significantly simpler, and that the computations are independent of the
object's size. The analysis becomes even simpler when dealing with looming and
fixation. A mapping of space is suggested using equal looming spheres and Equal
Flow Circles (EFCs, as described in [63]).
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The work described in this paper is highly related to the area called "Active

Vision", in particular purposive quantitative as well as qualitative vision, since it can be
used to actively control the viewer's parameters. (30,31,33-35,57,66].

0
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2. MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION OF LOOMING
let a camera and an object (e.a.• a ball) move ubitrarily in a 3-D environment
(Figwe 2a). Then at two diffCKnt time instants they may be in diffe~nt relative loca-

. lions. The distance (range) from the center of the ball to the pinhole point of the camera may change, thus resulting in diffCKnt sizes of projec1Cd images. Figure 2b shows a

.

.

3-D ball and its images at two diffCKnt time instants. The looming effect is caused by
the expansion of the projected ball. Intuitively, the relative rate of expansion, i.e., the
relative change of the projection of the ball

A2-At .
A
Qver the period of time t rt 1 in
1

which the change takes place, is 'highly related to the relative change of the range

Rt-R2
- - - during the same period of time. (In fact, for objects that ~ small relative to
Rt
their range from the observer, they ~ proportional, i.e., differ by a scale factor.) Thus
one can defin~ looming in tenns of the relative change in range· instead of ~lative
change in the object's projection.

In order to mathematically define looming and suggest ways to measure it we
shall consider infinitesimally small 3-D balls. Let the relative distance between the
observer and a point P (the center of the infinitesimally small ball) at time instant t 1 be·

R 1 and at time instant

be R 2 (Figure 3). Then, we define looming L as the negative value of the time derivative of the .:elative distance between the observer and the
t2

p9int P, divided by the relative distance R, i.e.,
(R2-Rt)

L = - lim __AI
__
At-Ml
R1

(1)

.

R
L=-R

(2)

where dot denotes derivative with respect to time. The reason for the negative sign in
·Equations (1) and (2) is to associate image expansion with positive looming.
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This definition allows the use of the term "looming of a point" for describing the
value of L (i.e.. -: ) of a point.
3. LOOMING IN VECTOR FORM

3.1 STATIONARY ENVIRONMENT
Assume a moving observer in a stationary environment. Let the instantaneous
vector from the observer to a stationary point P be R, the instantaneous translational
velocity vector of the camera be t and the instantaneous angular velocity vector of the
camera be

ID

(Figure "4). Then the expression fot the velocity vector V of point P in

camera coordinates is (see for example [51)):
V=-t-mxR

(3)

The general expression for the looming L in vector fonn is:
L

=:.... V·R

(4)

· R ·R
or
V·R
L=---

IR 12

The last expression is identical to the expression in Equation (2) for the following reasons:

!I

1

3-D. V · ;

is a unit vector along the line that connects the observer with the point in

1

.. ·
1s R . Hence

is the

projec~on of the velocity vector V

along the ,: direction, i.e., it

1

V·R
R
IR 12 = R .

By substituting (3) into (4) the expression for the looming L becomes:

'
(5)

_,_(_t_-_m_x_R
__):;...·R_
R·R

L =--

(ro x R)-R = 0 {since the vector m x R is always perpendicular to the vector R) and

thus expression (5)

~mes:

L = _t_·_R_
R·R

(6)
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In the expression for loomin& (Equation (6)) neither the distance nor the velocity

between the observer ·and the point in space need to be explicidy known. Only the

ratio between the two dot products needs to be known. The expression is time dependent only, i.e., L is measured in [lime-1] units.
Note that the result for L in Equation (6) is a scalar which is dependent on the
camera translational component of the velocity vector, but independent .of any camera
rotation.
3.2 MOTION OF A CAMERA AND POINTS
In the case where both the camera and the point am moving, we can always

analyze it as if the point is stationary and the camera undergoes translation and rotation. The translation vector of the camera relative to the "artificially" stationary point
is clearly the result of subtracting the point translation vector from the camera translation vector. For looming computation the rotation is not relevant, and thus only the
•
relative translational infonnation between the observer and the point is relevant for any
kind of relative motion between the observer and the point. The same result is true for
motion of a camera and a 3-D rigid object.
4. EQUAL LOOMING

S~ACES

In this section we answer the following question: "What is the location of points

in 3-D space that result in the same looming value L for any motion of the camera?"
4.1 GENERAL MOTION OF CAMERA
Let us set the value of the _looming expression (Equation (6)) to a constant and
obtain the equal looming s~aces. If the angle between t and R is a then Equation (6)
becomes:

L

It I
= -cosa
R

(7)

where It I is the absolute value of the vector t. Without loss of generality attach an

XYZ coordinate system to the observer such that the Y axis coincides with the instantaneous vector t as in Figum S. In this case cosa =
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V

Y

x2+y2+z2

and R =

Vx 2+y 2+z 2.

Substituting these expressions into Equation (7) yields:
L

=

ltl y

(8)

x2+y2+z2

or

(9)
Equation (9) is an
·
r adius IS

equatio~ of a sph~ whose center is located at (0.

!;i

,0) and its

It I I. The ·center o f the sphere lies on the mstantaneous
.
. . vector,
liL
trans 1auon

and the observer lies on a point of this sphere (the origin of the coordinate system in
Figure 5). Note that this sphere corresponds to a particular looming value, i.e., aU
points on this sphere result in the same value of L . Depending on ltl this sphere will
expand or shrink in 3-D. Figure 6 shows points in 3-D that produce the same looming
•

value, and Figure 7 shows the location of the equal looming points for different looming values. Each circle in Figures 6 and 7 is a section of an equal looming sphere.
4.2 POSITIVE-, NEGATIVE-, AND ZERO-LOOMING SURFACES
Of the equal looming surfaces some correspond to positive values of looming, others correspond to negative values of looming and there is a plane (i.e., a sphere with
infinite diameter) that corresponds to zero looming. Figure 8 shows the three types of
surfaces. Points on the plane which is perpendicular to the instantaneous translational
vector and passes through the pinhole point of the camera produce zero looming.
Points on the hemisphere in front of the moving camera (i.e., in front of the

z~ro

looming plane) produce positive values of looming, and points on the hemisphere
behind the moving camera (i.e., behind the zero-looming plane) produce negative looming values. Note that the smaller the sphere the higher the absolute value of the looming. The different points ·shown in Figure 8 correspond to different L which depends
on their location. Note that at 9 = 45° the looming value is maximum and at

e = -45°

it is minimum. At these two angles the size of the sphere is minimal. The looming as a
function of the angle 9 (as defined in Figure 8) is graphically described in Figure 9.
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S. LOOMING AND SCALED SPACE
As has been shown previously, the radii of the equal looming spheres arc functions of time (measmed in reverse unit of time) and are not measured in length units.
This means that different spheres in 3-D may result in the same looming value when
dealing with different instantaneous translational velocity. For some direction 8, a far
point with large value of It I may have the same value of L as a close point with small

value of It I. In the scaled space, i.e., in the time domain where the coordinates arc

~I. 1~1

and

~I (~-based coordinates) a. single sphere represents a

single looming

value regardless of the exact translational velocity.
6. MEASUREMENT OF LOOMING
We show two basic ways for measuring looming. One is based on optical ftow
where the derivation is for any six-degrce-of-frccdom motion of a camera in a stationary environment. The second way is based on . the relative rate of expansion of the

objects' projections and holds for any kind of relative motion between the camera and
the object.
6.1 USING OPTICAL FLOW
6.1.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND OPTICAL FLOW
This section describes the equations that relate a point in 3-D space to the projection of that point in the image for general six-degree-of-freedom motion of the camera.
The following derivation is for motion in a stationary environment. Some of the equations are well known [51,52].
Assume a moving camera in a stationary environment with the coordinate system
fixed with respect to the camera as shown in Figum 10. Assume a pinhole camera
model, such that the pinhole of the camera is at the origin of the coordinate system.
We derive the optical flow components in a spherical cooldinate system (R 89). In this

.

.

frame, angular velocities (8 and+> of any point in space, say P, are identical to the opt~
ical flow values

8 and t

of the projection of P (i.e., P') in the image domain (Figure

11).
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The relationship between the image ftow values in the spherical domain is given
by the following equations. Let the instantaneous canesian coordinates of the point P
be R =(X ,Y ~)T (where the superscript T denotes ttanspose). Let the instantaneous
translational velocity of the camera be t = (U ,V .w)T and the instantaneous angular
velocity be m = (A JJ .c )T. Then the velocity vector V of the point P with respect to
the xyz coordinate system is as shown in Equation (3). i.e .•
V=-t-mxR
or:

Vx = -U-BZ+CY

(10)

Vy = -V-cx+AZ

(11)

Vz = -W-AY+BX

(12)

where Vx. Vy,. and Vz ·are the components of the velocity vector V along the X, Y .
and Z directions respectively. Let s 8 =sine.

c 8 = cose.

s+ = sincp,

c• . coscp,

and R = IRI. To convert from xn to Rat coordinates we use the relations:

c•

X =R
Y

c.

=R

c8

(13)

s8

(14)

(15)

Z =R s+

In order to find the optical flow of a 3-D point in R aq. coordinates, we use the follo wing relations and transformations (see [52) and Figure 10). Let VR. V 8 • and V 41 be the
components of the vector V in spherical coordinates. then

[VR]Ve v.

Also from [52)

c. 0 s.
0

1 0

-s• 0 c.

ce se 0
-se ce 0
0

0

1

[~~]

.

(16)

(17)

VR =R.

(18)

V 8 = R6 c+,
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(19)

where dot denotes derivative with xespcct to time.
Using equations (10)-(19) the following expressions are obtained:

.s·]
[ -- UB R .s. + C R c• .s8 ]
0
V- C R
+A R .s.
-.s • .s8 c • - W- A R c • .s8+ B R c • c 8

c.

c.,se
c8

c8

There are four unknowns in Equation set (20): R .R, 8, and

(20)

+· For each pixel, 9 and +

are known. The motion parameters (A JJ ,C ,U,V ,W) arc also known.
6.1.2 THE OPTICAL FLOW CONSTRAINT
H the brightness I varies smoothly with 9,

+.and t

(time), then we obtain the opt-

ical flow constraint equation using the chain rule (see [36)):
(21)

or

.
I8 9

.

+ I. ++ 11

=0

(22)

where

a1

/8= -

I,=

. o9

When dealing with digital images I 8 ,

oi
-at·

/•,

and 11 can be approximated from the image

· sequence as follows .. For a given pixel (9; ·•i) in the image at time instant It
~ ::: I (9;,.j,tt) - I (9;-t.+i•tt)

09;

oi _ I(9;.tj.tt> -I(9;.+i-•·'t>
O+i · +r..i-1
oi _ I(9; .tj.tt> -I(9;.+j.tt-t>
ott -

(23)

9;-9;-1

It-It-t
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(24)

(25)

I

•

6.1.3 LOOMING COMPUTATIONS
Equation set (20) together with equation (22) form a set of four equations with

.

four unknowns R, R, 8, and+· Solving these equatio~s for R yields:

R =

.

(Use-Vce)/e+c•(Us•c 8+Vsts 8-Wc•)l•
- c,,- c•(Bc 8 -As 8 )1• + (Cc.-s.(Bs 8+Ac 8 ))1 9

(26)

Solving for R yields:

R = -uc.c 9 -Vcts 8 -Ws•

(27)

And by combining Equations (26) and (27) we get:

L

= _ R =_
R

(-Uc.c 8-Vcts 8-Ws•)(- ctf,- c•(Bc 9-As 9 )1• + (Cc.-s.(Bs 9+Ac 9 ))1 9 )
(Us 9-Vc 9 )1 8 +c•(Us•c 9+Vs.,r 9-Wc•)l•
(28)

If the translat:Wn vector t forms &=e, and

H

1

angles in the R-8--<l> coordinates (Fig-

ure 10) then U ,V, and W can be expressed as:
(29)

V = ltlc.,s 8,

(30)

= ltls+,

(31)

W

Using the last three expressions, Equation (28) can be rewritten as:

(32)

The meaning of solution (32) is that if the location of the pixel in the image, the
instantaneous rotational motion parameters of the camera, the instantaneous translational direction of motion, and the spatial and temporal intensity-changes (i.e., changes
in brightness) are given, then the looming of the corresponding point in 3-D can be
obtained.
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At first inspection, 33 multiplications and divisions, and 11 summations and subtractions appear to be necessary for each pixel at each instant of time. However, for a
given pixel, 8 and

+~ constants and theref01e all functions of 8 and +such as c eC•

can be precomputed. Also, the rate of change of the motion paramcten A JJ ,C and
., ,6 1 is usually much lower than the rate of change of thc image variables / 8 ,

/•

and

11 • Thus the update rate of the motion paramctcn can be significandy smaller than the

computation of L . For example, for a translation in the XY plane, and rotation about
the Z axis (i.e., A • B, and W
period of time but / 8 ,

/•

~

zero). U. V. and C may be constants for some

and 11 change. Practically. accelerations (either translational or

rotational) arc limited due to mass (or inertia) constraints. Thus, any function of
6 ••••1 .61 ,A JJ ,C will typically have an update rate that is an order of magnitude

smaller than the rate of change of the pixel intensity (brightness).
Equation (32) can be :rewritten as follows:
L

'a 0 (a 3 I, + a 4 1• +as / 8 )
Dtle+a21+

=~~~----~--~~-

(33)

where
(34)
(35)
(36)

a 3 =- c•

(37)

a 4 = c•(As 8-Bc 8 )

(38)

a 5 = Cc.-s.(Bs 8+Ac 8 ).

(39)

By observing equation (33) it is clear that for given / 8 ,

/•

and 11 , at the fast sam-

pling rate there are only six multiplications. one division, and thiec summations per
pixel. (Note the the number of multiplication can be reduced to five by multiplying ao
by a 3 ,a 4 and as.)
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For each point in space there is a set of four equations that result in a looming
value of a point in space. The expression for L that corresponds

to

a pixel in the image

can be computed
. using
. a pixel-based processor. and special purpose computers may run
in parallel to compute looming values of all visible points in space. For each pixel
the!C may be a "fast" computer, and a "slow" computer. The "fast computer" extracts

I 8 , I •· and 11 ~ and computes the looming L that corresponds

to

this pixel. The "slow"

computer generates a 0 ,a 1,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 and as from Equations (34)-(39) at a low update
rate. A suggestion for a structure of such a "multi-rate" computer can be found in [64].
The problem with this approach is that the optical flow is highly dependent on
both the translation and rotation of the camera. and so the expression for the looming L
in Equation (32) contains rotation parameters.
For the purpose of analyzing looming this approach is quite limited. Practically
there are other severe limitations which are related to the measurements of spatial and
temporal gradients.
6.1.4 SPECIAL CASE 1
In order to intuitively understand expression (32), we show a special case. Sup-

pose that the camera undergoes ttanslation U and V in the instantaneous ¥Y plane and
rotation C about the Z axis only. i.e., A

= B = W = 0.

Assume f

= 0, i.e.,

the pixel

which is analyzed lies in the XY plane. Substituting these values in Equation (32)
results in the following expression for L:

L =

(c 8 c 8+s 8 s 8 )(-11 +Cia)
I
I
(c 8,s 8-s 81 c 8)1 8

(40)

or (assuming Ia~)

L
where

(ca,ca+s8,s 8)(-9 +C)

= ------------------(c a,s 8-s 8, c 8)

. I,
e-- Ia.

Given that

.

6~ I

(41 )

Equation (41) is a solution for any point in the XY

plane when translating in this plane and rotating about the Z axis.
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6.1.5 SPECIAL CASE l
For the case where· the camera undergoes translation only along the optical axis,
the expression for looming for points in the X -Y plane becomes very simple, i.e.,

.

8
L=--cot8

(42)

An alternative method for computing the optical flow is described in [53,64].
6.2. DIRECf CALCULATIONS OF LOOMING
(FROM RELATIVE RATE OF EXPANSION)
This approach deals with any relative motion between the camera and the object
It is based on measuring the looming at the image region (or object) level (rather than
the pixel level). The

~lative

rate of expansion . of an object in the image is propor-

tional to the looming as defined in section 2.
6.2.1 THE 3-D BALL SCENARIO
The concept of measuring looming from the relative rate of expansion can be
explained using a 3-D ball example. Figure 12 shows an observer moving relative to a
3-D ball. As a result, the projection of the ball on the retina may be different in size at
two different time. instants t 1 and t 2• Let the relative speed along the ball-observer
direction be It I, the radius of the ball r. and the distance from the eentcr of the ball to
the observer R • At t =t 1
• A
r
sm..,=R

(43)

sin(J»~J3) = R-~tl&

(44)

1
For infinitesimally small M and by using lim = l+x the last equation becomes
Jr...O 1-X

.

sm<J»~P> =

r

ltl

(45)

Ji O+R&>

By subttacting Equation (43) from Equation (45), then dividing by M. and letting
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AI-M> we obtain:
dsinP _ r ltl
dt - R2

(46)

dR
dt

ltl
-=--R
R

Using the following ~lations: ~ = sinp,

and

_dsin(}
__..._ =
dt

dR an
.

cos(}~

dt

Equation (46) we obtain:

(47)

and the expression for looming becomes:

.
.
=- !i. = _fL = i!.tn(sin P>

L

R

tan!J

where dot denotes derivative with respect to time.
•
This means that the looming can be measured using
of the ball.

4

(48)

dt

1J and P relative

to the center

contains the information on the relative expansion of the projected

ball during fixation at the center of the ball. This also means (as detailed later) that a
retina which is constructed in a logarithmic fashion. i.e., the pixel length d(} is proportional to tan!J, will measure looming in a linear fashion independently of the size of
the object (as long as the retina fixates at the center of the object).
The above derivation of looming is based on a 2-D angle measurement of a projection of a ball. However, the extension to the projected area of a ball is simpJe. Relative change of area is also proportional to looming. We shall show next that
dA

.dR

-.!!!.__ ::: - _.!!!.__ = L
2A

(49)

R

where A is the projected area, of the ball on an spherical image.
The area occupied by a projected ball on a spherical image is A
where

1J is

= 41tsin2 (

t

2

)r 1

as defined in Figure 12, and r 1 is the radius of the sphere of the retina. r 1
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dA

~

1s constant. By computing

which is tbe relative change of the projected

(divided by 2), we obtain:

~ =

.!!1!.

.!!I!.

dA

dt_t. FOI' small
2tan 2

p,

dtJ!.
2tan 2

~a

.!!I!.
= t!p

which has

been shown (Equation (48)) to be the expression for looming. Thus the relative change
of the projected area can be used to approximate looming values using Equation (49).

6.2.2 THE l-D PLATE SCENARIO
We describe how to measure looming of a flying 2-D circular plate undergoing an
arbitrary six-degree-of-freedom motion. Figure 13 shows a sequence of images of a
two-dimensional plate. Note that the change in the projected area cannot be used to
measure looming. However, at each instant of time there is a plane which is perpendicular to the line that connects the pinhole point of the camera with the center of the
•
plate (Figure 14). The intersection between the plane and the plate is a line (except for
one singular case where the intersection is a circle) whose projection is visible to the
camera. Since this line (which is also a diameter of the plate) is perpendicular to the
line that connects the camera with the plate, it will almost have the longest projection
(compared to all other diameters' projections).

Th~

projection of this line can be meas-

ured. The relative change in length of this line can be used as a measure for looming.
Similar computations as described previously for a section of a ball hold here.

6.2.3 OTHER OBJECTS
The problem with diis approach is that in many cases it is difficult or even impossible to measure looming using the described method since a real environment is not
filled with 3-D balls or circular plates. In several cases, however, it is possible to get
good approximations of looming especially when points lie near the plane which is perpendicular to the optical axis.

6.3 QUALITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF LOOMING
Looming can be measured in qualitative terms. This means that instead of
measuring the exact value of looming, we may be interested if the looming value is
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above or below a threshold level. Alternatively, we may be interested to check if the
looming value is within a specific margin. Figure 15 shows what we mean by qualitative looming (see also [33)). In Figure 15(a), 3-D space is divided into two regions.
One consists of all points inside an equal looming sphere, and the second region
corresponds to all points on or outside the equal looming sphere. Points inside this
sphere are considered to be in a "Danger Zone" since they produce "above threshold"
values of looming, while points on or outside the ball are in a "Safety Zone" since they
produce "below threshold" values of looming.
A more quantitative division of 3-D space is shown in Figure 15(b). Here the
space is divided into several regions, according

to

the range of looming values of

points in each region. We called. these regions ''Danger Zone", "High Risk Zone", and
"Safety Zone".

6.4 ON THE ·MEASUREMENT OF LOOMING WITH A LOGARITHMIC SENSOR
In this section we show that it is "natural" to use a logarithmic sensor to measure

looming. (The results are highly related to neurobiologists' observations about retinal
mapping [61 ]).
What is a "logarithmic sensor"? If the camera has a multiresolution imaging chip,
where the pixel's radial siz.e is approximately proportional to its

distanc~

from the opti-

cal axis, then it is called "logarithmic". Figure 16 shows a log-polar retina. This is
different from a linear-polar retina {Figure 17) where the pixel radial length is constam.
(We wrote "approximately proportional" since it is not possible to measure uniquely
the distance from a finite length pixel

to

the optical axis.) Similarly, for a spherical

image. if the pixel's ansutar siz.e is proportional to the angle (or a function of the angle
e.g., sin(.)) between the optical axis and the line that connects the center of the sphere
with the pixel, it is also called a multiresolution logarithmic retina.
The relevant mathematical expression for the spherical retina (for the continuous
case) where the resolution is proportional to the angle from the optical axis is:
(50)
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where

P is

the angJc between the optical axis and the line that connects the center of

the sphere with a particular point on the image sphere. In practice since pixel size

AP

is finite this expression becomes:

Alnf}=

~

(Sl)

p .

Another example for a logarithmic retina is where d P is proportional to tanp. In
this case the relevant mathematical expression is:
d ln(sinp) =

_!!1!_

(S2)

tanP

and when the pixel size

AP is finite, Equation (S2) becomes:

Aln(sinP) = _M!_

(S3)

tanP

.

We have shown in section 6.2.1 that for the 3-D ball scenario (given that the optical axis of the camera passes through the center of the ball) the looming can be
obtained from the ratio

4

(Equation (48)) independently of the camera rotation,

where p is the angle between the center of the ball and a point on the circular edge of
the ball. This means that by using the ln(sinp) retina (Figure 16, as opposed to the
linear retina of Figure 17) it is possible to measure looming from the expansion of the
projection of a ball in a simple way even if rotation is involved ( as long as the optical
axis passes through the center of the ball, i.e., the camera ..fixates .. at the center of the
ball). In other words, by constructing a retina as mathematically described in Equation
(52) for the continuous case, or as in Equation (S3) for the discrete case, then motion
of a point in the image from pixel ring i to pixel ring i +1 corresponds

to

the same

looming value as motion of a point in the image from pixel j to pixel j+l, and the
same as n times less the looming of a change from pixel k to k +n , for any positive
integers i j ,k ,n . In other words, the ln(sin) retina measures looming during fixation in

a linear way!
Note that the expression for looming of a 3-D ball (48) is equivalent

.to

the

expression obtained for optical flow (42) for points on 3-D equal looming spheres when
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the camera undergoes translation only along the optical axis. (0 in Equation (42) is
measured from the X axis which is perpendicular to the optical axis, and I} in Equation
(48) may be measured relative to the optical axis. Expressions (42) and (48) become
identical when substituting

p = 90°-6

and

Jk-8.)

Also, the relative change in the

object's size and the corresponding change in the pixels' number on the ln(sin) retina
are proportional as can be seen from Equations (48) and (49)). So far the existing
literature has shown how a logarithmic retina can be used for simplifying (i.e., linearizing) the measurement of the optical ftow and time-to-contact from optical flow for a
camera undergoing translation only [65,68,69]. Here we showed that the same retina
can be used to simplify the measurement of looming of a point in translational motion
and for fixation on the center of a ball. Recently ([78]), several other advantages of the
logarithmic retina have been shown.
The derivation here is an extension of existing results and may be another advantage for using•fixation. Using this particular logarithmic mapping, the measurement of
looming becomes independent of the object's size, and looming becomes linearly
mapped, i.e., different size balls located on the same equal looming surface result in the
same relative change in pixels of the logarithmic retina. Figure 18 shows two different
size balls which lie on the same equal looming sphere. Even though their projections
on the retina are different, their relative rate of expansion is the same. Using a fixating
loganthmic retina (Figures 19 and 20) (as described previously) their expansion in
terms of number of pixels is the same.

7. LOOMING AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
So far we have dealt with instantaneous looming. We now examine looming as a
function of time. As shown in Section 4.Z equal looming surfaces are spheres. The
physical size of each sphere is proportional to the instantaneous translational velocity,
the centers of the spheres lie on a line along the instantaneous velocity · vector, and the
observer lies on the sphere surface. Also, the spheres are independent of the instantaneous rotational parameters.
Figure 21 shows what happens to these spheres as a function of time. Note that
their centers always lie on a line along the instantaneous translational vector and nor on
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the optical axis. Figure 22 examines these spheres for a particular point "A" in space.
Assume a camera moving in constant speed along a straight line. As the camera
approaches the point "A" (for t <t.-). the equal looming spheres containing this point
shrink i.e., produce higher values of looming. At a 8 = 4S0 angle as in Figure 8 (i.e., at
time instant t -t.J the sphere containing point "A" gets its minimum size which means
· that the looming value .is maximum. Then, when the camera translational vector is perpendicular to the line that connects the point "A" with the camera pinhole point (time
instant t=t 5 ), the sphere becomes a plane, i.e., the point "A" produces zero value of
looming. At 8 = -45° (at t=t 6) the looming value is minimum, and as the camera continues to move (I >t ~the looming value approaches zero.
Figure 23 shows the values of looming of several points as a function of time.
Figure 23a shows a camera that undergoes both translation and rotation. We examine
the looming values for four different points: 1,2,3, and 4. The looming values are plotted in Figure ·23b. At time instant

t

·=

t1

the looming values for all four points are

positive, and the looming value of point 2 gets its maximum value. At 1 = t 2, the
looming value of point 3 gets its maximum value since the angle forme4 by the instantaneous translation vector and the line that connects the pinhole point of the camera and
point 3 is 45°. At time close to

t

=

high positive value (which changes
immediately after

t

=

1 3).

At

1

=

13

the looming produced by point 4 gets a very

to

a very high negative value at the time instam

t3

points 1. 2. and 3 are all on the same equal

looming sphere and point 1 produces a maximum looming value. Note that the looming values of points 1, 2, and 3 are the same at

t

= 13

as shown in Figure 23b since

they lie on an equal looming sphere.
Shortly after 1 = t 3 point 3 produces zero looming value. At t =

14

point 3 pro-

duces minimum value of looming and point 2 produces zero looming value. At t = t s
point 2 produces minimum value of looming and point 1 produces zero value of looming. At 1 = 1 6 points 1, 2, 3, and 4 produce the same value of looming and point 1
produces minimum value of looming. Note that looming values are independent of the
rot~tion

of the camera. (11le camera in Figure 23a was chosen to fixate on point 2.)
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The case where a point moves relative to a camera with constant value of looming
can be described in two basic ways. In Figure 24a a point is moving in the XY plane.
At each instant of time, e.g., t 1, t 2 , t 3 , and t 4 • the point is on a physically different
sphere. but since the looming values produced by the point are the same for all time
instants the point appears on the same equal looming sphere. In Figure 24b the coordinates are scaled by a factor of

!

• Note that the relative translational velocity of the
11

point changes in order to keep a constant looming value at all time instants.
8. MORE ON LOOMING
8.1 LOOMING AND THE TIME-TO-CONTACT
As mentioned earlier, looming is different from the time-to-contact. It is related
more to the "two dimensional" time-to-contact concept [21]. According to Lee [9] any
point that lies on a plane which is perpendicular to the instantaneos translational motion
direction of the camera, will produce the same value of "time-to-contact" Tc (assuming
that the optical axis coincides with the direction of motion). This means that the timeto-contact deals with depth. The derivation in [9] is valid only for rectilinear motion
(with no rotation) of the camera. Only recently [25,26] has it been extended to a mort
general motion of the camera.
One problem with the time-to-contact approach is that points which lie on a single
perpendicular plane but are located far away from. or close to. the camera produce the
same value of Tc even though they are not equ_ally relevant to making vision-based
behavioral decisions. The looming value of a point is related to range rather than depth.
Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the main difference between the time-to-contact value
of a point, and its looming value. All points that lie on a vertical plane will have the
same time-to-contact value. However, points on a sphere in front of the camera produce
the same looming value. Points 1,2, and 3 in Figure 26 have the same looming value
but different "time to contact" values. Points 2 and 4 have the same rime-to-contact
value but different looming values. Points 4 and 5 have the same time-to-conract
values and the same looming values.
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8.2 LOOMING, ZOOMING, AND VIEWING
· Note that since looming deals with the relative change of range the looming
values obtained from zooming or non-zooming cameras an: the same, although the
images arc different in these two cases. Also tbe looming pcn:cived by a camera (#1
in Figure 27) is the same as that perceived by other cameras (e.g.• #2, #3, and #4 in
Figure 27) that observe a monitor on which images from camera #1 are displayed
(regardless of the distance and location relative to the monitor) This is due to the fact
that the relative change in the area is the same from all points of view.
9. LOOMING AND THE EQUAL FLOW CIRCLES
9.1 THE EQUAL FLOW CIRCLES
This section deals with points in 3-D space that produce the same value of opti~al
ftow. For a particular motion of the camera point with a specific value of optical flow
lie on a circle. We briefly review this result.
It has been shown in previous work [63] that if the camera motion vectors t and

Cll

are:

t = (U,V,O)T
and
Cll = (O,O,C )T.

Then

th~

optical· flow expression in spherical coordinates (Figure 11) is:

X

VX 2+Y 2(X2+Y~Z 2)

0

vx2+Y 2(X2+Y2+z2)

X 2+Y 2+Z 2

-U+CY]
[-v-ex
0

From Equation set (54), the points in space that result from constant

(54)

0 (reg~ess of

of ~) form a cylinder of infinite height whose equation is
2
2
2
2
v . ] +[Y-. 2(C+8)
u ] = [ 2(C+8)
v ] +[ 2(C+8)
u ] , as displayed -in Figure 28a, ·
[X+ 2(C+8)

the

value

and the points in space that result from

+=o (regardless of the value of 0) are those that
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lie .on (a) a plan.e whose equation is Y=-

~X. or (b) a plane whose equation

is Z=O

(i.e .• the XY plane)· as 'pictorially described in Figure 28b. The intersection of the
cylinder with the planes is the· desired solution (Figure 28c). i.e.• the points in space
that result in

0 =constant

and • = 0 optical flow values. Analytically. the following

are the solutions (disallowing the case of X = 0 and Y = 0 which corresponds to an
anomalous situation):

z

=0

and

X =-

~
c+e

[X+ 2(:-HiJ+- 2(%-+&J=[ 2(:-HiJ+[ 2(~8J
and Y =

~.

(56)

c~

These solutions are drawn in Figure 29. Solution

(~5)

is an equation of a circle that lies

+[

2

in the XY plane. The radius of the circle is [[ V . ]
•
2(C+6)
is at [-

2

(;'-H)) , 2(%-H))].

(55)

U
2(C+8)

]1 ~

and its center

The cin:lc is tangent to lhe camera translation vector at

the origin.
Solution (56) is a straight line perpendicular to the XY plane and intersects this
plane at the point [-

~
• ~ • ol. This intersection point also lies on the circle
C-H)
C+S
)

defined in solution (55).
The meaning of these solutions is the following: all points in 3-D space that lie on
the circle or the line described by solutions (55) and (56) and which are visible (i.e.,
unoccluded and in the field of view of the camera) ·produce the same instantaneous

.

optical flow 8 and zero instantaneous optical flow

+·. We call the circle on which equal

flow points lie the Equal Flow Circle (EFC). Two sets of EFCs are illustrated in Figure 30. Figure 30a shows EFCs for the case where the camera undergoes instantaneous translation only. The label of each circle

~presents

the optical flow

a in

the image

that corresponds to points on this circle. Here, there is a straight line (a circle with an
infinite radius) that corresponds to zero flow in the image. Figure 30b shows EFCs for
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the case where the camera undergoes both instantaneous translation and rotation.

.

He~•

there is a circle with finite radius that produces zero flow (8 = 0 in the image domain).
We called this circle the Zero Flow Circle (ZFC).
9.2 THE EFC. and ZFC. AS A FUNCI'ION OF TIME
As the camera moves through 3-D space, the EFCs move with it.

Fi~

31 is an

example of a camera path with some EFCs. At each instant of time, the radii of the
EFCs are a function of the instantaneous motion parameters t and m. The locations of
the EFCs

~

such that they always contain the ori~ of the

c~

coordinate system

are tangent to the instantaneous translation vee(the same as the camera pinhole point),
,
tor t, and

~

perpendicular to the instantaneous rotation vector Cll. Each ZFC lies to the

left or right of the translation vector depending on whether the instantanous rotation is
positive or negative, respectively.
9.3 LOOMING - EFCs MAPPING
As described above, there are equal looming circles in the X -Y plane which are
sections of the equal looming

sphe~.

1bcse circles

~

orthogonal to the EFCs. This

observation suggests a 2-D mapping that consists of two orthogonal families of cin:les
as shown in Figure 3l.
A point in 2-D space can be mapped in camera coordinates by specifying two
numbers. One is the optical flow of the point, and the other is the looming value of the
point.
Figure 33 and 34 show how a segment in the new domain (segment 11,12,22,21 in
Figure 33) can be mapped to another orthogonal grid (segment 11,12,22,21 in Figure
34). In Figure 34 the horizontal &xis corresponds to the optical flow, and the vertical
axis corresponds to the value of looming. Note that the vertical line for which 8 = 0
corresponds to the Zero Flow Circle.
Regions for obstacle avoidance and other behavior related tasks can be defined
using the looming-EFCs domain. In Figure 35 a qualitative partition of the 2-D plane
is shown. A region called "danger zone" can be used to qualitatively detect obstaCles. A
more quantitative partition is shown in FiguM 36 where space is divided into "danger

•

7 0~

zone", "high risk zone", and "safety zone".
Clearly, the mapping can be extended to 3-D using, for example, equal flow
cylinders and equal looming spheres.

10. DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a new and mainly quantitative approach for analyzing

looming. Using the concept of the equal looming spheres we showed how space can
be perceived during motion. Several methods for measuring looming of simple 3-D
objects were _presented. It bas been shown that using a logarithmic retina the looming
computations become simpler. We also showed how beneficial fixation can be to simplify the measurement of looming. This analysis complements the qualitative understanding of looming and fixation.
The equal looming spheres can be thought of as properties of space rather than

.

properties of points in the image domain.
The coordinate system that we chose is a convenient one. However, the angular
velocities of points in space are independent of their representation in the image. Other
image coordinate systems may be chosen, in particular, (for practical purposes) the
image domain may be planar. (Obviously, an appropriate conversion from the spherical
coordinate system should be used).
The approach for measuring looming using relative rate of expansion is quite limited. It works mainly for sphere and sphere-like objects, or sections of these objects.
Computing looming from image flow by the method of Hom and Schunck [36]
has the advantage of simplicity. Unfortunately, it tends to produce noisy and inaccurate
results. There are four sources of noise and errors: First, the sampled data system
.
.
dl
dl
approxtmauons to dt • d

a . and

dl
.. .
.
d N
.
d.
, are sub.~ect to digmzauon
nmse an
yqmst

sampling frequency limitations. Second, except in the vicinity of brightness edges,

~~

is small, and may be zero. Division by small numbers magnifies errors. Third, the sensitivity of photodetectors in any array is not uniform. The difference in signal from
two adjacent photo-detectors is thus not necessarily an accurate measure of the

difference in illumination. Thus range from image flow by the Hom and Schunck
method tends to be inaccurate for smooth images, and Ullmliable for sh&Iply focused
natural images.
Computing looming from image flow by the method of cross-correlation [53] can
be much more accurate and noise free. It is, however, more complicated and computa-

tionally intensive.
11. FUTURE WORK

Future work will focus on measures of performance of the a~ve algorithms in an
environment filled with a variety of natural objects. Tests will be made that simulate
tasks such as obstacle avoidance. We plan to exploit the equal looming surfaces concept in a vision based navigation algorithm for a real-time robot system.
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CORNER DETECTION USING SIMULATED ANNEALING APPROACII
X.Xie, R.Sudhakar and H.Zhuang
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we cast comer detection, which is quite useful in the recognition of shapes
and the computation of optical flow, as a problem of cost optimization. The cost function is
suitably devised to capture different desirable characteris~cs of corners such as edginess,
curvature and region dissimilarity. Both edge and gray level intensity information are included
in cost factors to evaluate the quality of corner configurations. The cost function is minimized
using simulated annealing algorithm. This approach provides corner orientat~ons and angles in
addition to corner locations. The efficacy of the approach is demonstrated by experimental
results.

Key words ------- corner detection, cost function, cost minimization, simulated annealing.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Corner detection has been shown to be quite useful in the recognition of shapes and the
computation of optical flow. Comers provide information for shape description and image
matching. They also constitute mechanisms for significant data reduction and increase in
information density. These attributes make corner detection an important aspect of image
processing.
Many corner detection methods have been developed. Basically, these methods can be
divided into two categories: approaches based on prior segmentation of the image and followed
by the analysis of region boundaries; and approaches directly applied to gray level image . Most
of the earlier corner detection methods belong to the former category. Rosenfeld· and Johnston
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[1], and Rosenfeld and Wesjka [2) analyzed variations in boundary shapes to detect comers.
Beus and Tiu [3), and Rutkowski and Rosenfeld [4) detected comers by the use of chain code
values. Cheng and Hsu [5) found comers utilizing the degree of bending via a set of extended
3x3 masks. Most comer detectors proposed recently are applied directly to gray level images.
Beaudet's DET operator [6) responds significantly near comer and saddle points. Kitchen and
Rosenfeld [7] reported results using several operators that measure the comerity by the product
of gradient magnitude and rate of direction change along edge. Dreschler and Nagel [8)
investigated points lying between extrema of Gaussian curvature as suitable candidates for comer
points. Zuniga and Haralick [9] detected comers using the facet model. Mehrotra and Nichani
[ 10] detected comers using the half-edge detector.
However, both categot:ies of methods have suffered from some shortcomings. For the
former category, the major disadvantage is that the performance of comer detection depends on
the success or failure of prior segmentation steps. For the other category, many of the
algorithms use gradient information to locate comer positions, and they have following
disadvantages:
( 1)
They are sensitive to noise points which have high values of both the magnitude of the
gradient and the change of the gradient direction.
(2)
For those algorithms that use edge operators to compute the gradient, the responses for
comer positions are usually lower than that for edge positions. Hence they exhibit poor
localizations or even worse, some comer points may be lost.
It is well known that the perception of comers by the human visual system is an
extremely complex process which combines different kinds of information. Using boundary
analysis or ·gray level analysis only is often not sufficient to detect true comers. In this paper,
we cast comer detection as a cost optimization problem. We assign a cost value to each point
in the image such that each cost factor captures a desired characteristic. We are only interested
in those points near the boundary due to the fact that a comer point has to lie on the edges, and
this drastically reduces the computational cost. Cost factors such as edginess, comer curvature
and region dissimilarity are computed using both the gray level image and the edge map of the
image to capture dissimilar types of information. Points around comer locations will have
lower costs than those far from the comers. By a thresholding operation, most of the non-comer
points will be eliminated. The remaining points, usually forming clusters around comers, are
considered as initial comer candidates. Simulated annealing technique is then applied to perform
cost minimization. New candidates are generated in the neighborhood of previous candidate.
Candidates in each cluster will be narrowed down to one point with minimum cost that is
.
claimed as a comer point.
The advantage of the proposed approach over existed comer detectors is that it is able
to impose criteria related to both the gray level data and image boundaries to improve the
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reliability of detection. Further, the method also provides corner orientations and angles in
addition to corner locations. Our approach can be used in various applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define a cost
function for evaluating corners. A description of the cost minimization algorithm is given in
section 3. In section 4, experimental results are presented to demonstrate the usefulness of the
approach. We conclude our presentation in section 5.

2.

A COST FUNCTION FOR EVALUATING CORNERS

A crucial step in applying any optimization techniques to image processing is to construct
a proper cost function. An appropriate cost function for edge detection was proposed in [12].
The cost function takes into account desirable characteristics of edges in each cost factor, and
is capable of detecting many different types of edges by choosing suitable weights. In this
section, we follow a similar approach to formulate a cost function to describe desirable
characteristics of corners.
Generally, a corner is defined as the intersection point or the junction point between two
or more straight line edges. Two characteristics are associated with the corner:
( 1)
edginess: a corner point is also an edge point.
(2)
cornerity: a corner point occurs where the edge direction changes significantly.
We define (x,y) as the position parameters of the corner and (8 1,(}2) as the orientation
parameters of the corner. We can thus represent a corner as a quadruplet (x,y,fJ 1 ,1Jz}. During
the detection, we concentrate on the "interesting region .. to which the corner belongs. Naturally
we can use a window, whose size is application dependent, to cover this interesting region.
We call it a corner
configuration that consists of a
corner Q(x,y,81 ,fJz} and a
window. We hope that a good
corner configuration will be
obtained when the comer
position is coincident with
window center. This can be
illustrated by Fig.l, though the
(a)
(b)
corner is covered by the
Fig.l (a) good corner configuration
window in both cases.
(b) poor corner configuration
The cost function is
formulated such that the lower
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costs correspond to the good configurations. It is desirable to associate conflicting factors in the
cost function to avoid false detection and poor localization. Each cost factor captures a desirable
characteristic of the comer.
There are three cost factors in our cost function: C. (edginess), C'" (curvature) and C11
(dissimilarity). The total cost is defined as a linear combination of weighted cost factors

..

..

(1)

C-WC +WC
'" '" +W~C~

( 1)
Cost for edginess. This factor accounts for the
fact that the comer should also be edges. As mentioned
before, our comer detection approach uses the
information from the edge detection. For each edge
pixel, we first consider it as a possible comer and
analyze the neighborhood information specified by a
window with its center at the pixel under consideration.
We then compute the centroid of the edge segment
within this window. A line connecting window center
and the centroid separates edge pixels within this window
into two groups G1 and G2• For each group of pix~ls,
we can fit a line passing the window center using the
Least-square algorithm
y=O;X

\
gUn~

1\ k

v

l

L1

L2
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y \ []' [Q .v~ ..,.
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~

...,..

Lt -Q

X ............................................ ··-·-·- ...

G1

0

G2

Fig.2 Two lines fitted for groups
G1 and G2 within a window

i=l .2

where Oi is the estimated comer orientation. To simplify the problem without effecting the
performance of the detection, we treat comer orientations 81 and 82 as the estimated quantities,
instead of treating them as parameters to be updated. The only parameters to be updated are
corner position (x.y) and the comer is simply denoted by Q(x,y).
The cost for edginess c. is defined as the normalized fitting errors over the two groups
of pixels within the window.
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where n1 and n2 are the number of pixels in group G1 and G 2 , respectively. d(pi,Lj) is the
distance from edge pixel p, to line L1 (j=1,2).
This cost is computed using the edge map of the image and reflects the closeness of the
candidate to the detected edge. Note that the two fitted lines L 1 and L 2 always meet at the
window center. Hence this cost factor favors the configuration with corner position at window
center. Although the comer position is covered by the window for the configuration of Fig.l(b),
the cost factor ce for this configuration is certainly larger than that for tile configuration of
Fig.l(a).
(2)
Cost for curvature. This factor assigns a low cost if the corner angle (the difference of
the corner orientation) is within the permissible range. Let (3= l8r82 l be the corner angle. We
define the cost factor Cc by

. cc- {

0,
1,
0.5,

if (3 is wirhin the desired range
if {3 is near 180°
orhers

We let the desired angle range be application dependent. This cost factor can be used
to effectively pick up the desired comer candidates and eliminate off-corner points.
Cost for region dissimilarity.
Each comer configuration is assigned a measure of
(3)
dissimilarity that is proportional to the difference of gray level average in two regions R1 and
R2 bounded by the edge. The dissimilarity measure is defined as

where n1 and n 2 are the number of pixels in R1 and R2 , respectively.
The cost factor Cd is related to D(R1 ,RJ using the nonlinear mapping shown in Fig.3.
The choice is made based on the following arguments. When D(R1 ,R;l is small or extremely
large, the slope is small; when D(R1 ,RJ is sufficiently large, the slope should also be large to
highlight this range where we need to investigate in detail. The cost factor Cd is defined as

cd -

1
1--------<D-T.)
l+e~
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where T,. is a value related to the gray level deviation u of the pixels within the window (we
select Tm such that it lies on the middle of the possible range of D(R1,Ri) between zero and 3u)
and kd is a scaling factor to adjust the steepness of the C4 D curve.
Each factor has its own effect in the cost function. The factor ce embodies the prior
knowledge of image edges, and helps to improve the •edginess" of the comer. The factor Cc
can effectively capture the "comerity" of the comer. While the factor Cct is somewhat like a
verification in the gray level image, but it has the tendency to push candidate into the interior
of the object. This effect could be countered by the factor Co that has the tendency to pull
candidates to the detected edge. The point with minimum total cost will be claimed as the
corner location.

3.

COST MINIMIZATION BY SIMULATED ANNEALING

3 .I.

The simulated annealing algorithm

159

We have formulated the cost function in the previous section. In this section, we turn
our attention to the minimization of the cost function. We use simulated annealing to implement
the minimization. Simulated annealing is a stochastic optimization algorithm derived from
Monte Carlo methods in statistical mechanics. This algorithm has been successfully applied to
the image processing problems such as edge detection [12]. In the context of corner detection,
we find that it can be employed effectively to obtain satisfactory corner configurations with the
minimum cost.
Given a cost function F defined over a finite set S, let {T.~.:} be a sequence of positive
numbers. In the annealing algorithm, F is the energy function, and {~} is the temperature
schedule. For every SES, let I(S)~Oand Esesi(S)=l, and for every S,S'ES, let G(S.S')>O
and Es.s·esG(S,S') =I. Here, I(S) and G(S!S') are the probability of initial states and transitional
probability of generating a new state from previous states, respectively.
The simulated annealing algorithm [13] is summarized below:
I:
k=O, choose an initial state X 0 with probability PrfX0 =S)=I(S).
2:
generate new candidate state Y.~.: with probability P,(Yt=S'IX.=S)=G(S,S').
3:
if F(YtJ<F(XJ, replace x. with fl and go to 6.
4:
compute

if this probability is larger than a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and
1, replace x. with Yt.
5:
decrease ~ slightly.
6:
set k=k+ 1, and go to 2.
In this algorithm, we perform a descent in step 3 that is a "fall down-hill" operation. In
step 4, we provide a mechanism for making occasional uphill moves which is useful to help
algorithm escape from local minima. First, we ignore the effect of the parameter ~ temporally,
and note that if r. represents an uphill move, the probability of accepting Y.~.: is proportional to
exp(-(F{YtJ-F{XJ). Thus, uphill moves can occur, but are less likely to occur as the size of the
uphill move becomes larger. Now, consider the effect of ~ that strongly intluences the
likelihood of an uphill move. When r. is very large, almost all moves will be accepted. As Tt.
gradually decreases, uphill moves become less likely until for very low value of Ts. such moves
are essentially impossible.
To implement simulated annealing, three relevant issues have to be discussed:
1)
Selection of initial candidate states;
2)
Generation of new candidate states; and
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Design of the cooling schedule {Tt}.
In the context of comer detection, the set S is the collection of all pixels in the image,
and is finite. To guarantee that the annealing algorithm converges to a minimum, the necessary
and sufficient condition, derived by Hajek [14), are that the simulated annealing (S.F.G) has to
be irreducible and weakly reversible which are defined as follows.
A states· is reachable from stateS if there is a sequence of state S=S0, S1• •••• S~;=S',
such that G(S~;.S..1)>0 for OsksK. (S.F.G) is irreducible when for any pair of stateS and
s·. s· is reachable from s.
A states· is reachable at height H from stateS if there is a sequence of state S=S0 • S1•
. . . • S;.;=S', such that G(S;.;.S..,) > 0 for OsksK and F(SJ <H for O<ks K. (S,F.G) is weakly
reversible when for any Hand any pt(lir of states Sand s·, s· is reachable at height H from S
if and only if Sis reachable at height H from s·.
3)

3.2.

Selection of initial states

Before selecting the initial states, we give a brief description of the preprocessing
operations. The first operation for the i~age is edge detection. We use morphological edge
operator, proposed by [16], which has good performance even for noisy images. We Then
move a window of suitable size through boundary pixels to obtain a sequence of corner
configurations. At each configuration, a cost is computed. We pick up the minimum and
maximum costs. A threshold is chosen as the middle value of these two costs. Those off-corner
points certainly have higher costs than the threshold and are not activated. The remaining points
are treated as the initial comer ·candidates which form clusters around each comer location
(shown by Fig.4(b)).
The initial states selected by the preprocessing procedure satisfy the conditions that
I(S) 2:!::. 0 and Esesi(S) = 1.
3.3.

Generation of new candidate states

The generation of new candidate states consists of following three possible strategies:
Strategy 1:
Randomly select a neighbor of the present stateS such that only one of the elements of
S is changed, which implies that the Hamming distance is 1.
Sta·ategy 2:
Randomly select a site with Hamming distance 2 from the present stateS such that only
one of the elements of S is changed.
Strategy 3:
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Randomly select one site from a 5x5 window with the window center at present stateS.
Here, both elements of the present stateS can be changed.
A new candidate state is generated by selecting one of the three strategies with probability
p; (i = 1,2,3). These strategies implicitly explain that all three su:ategies are uniformly
distributed. It is not difficult to see that the resulting simulated annealing (S,F,G) is irreducible
and weakly reversible.
In addition to the generation of new candidates, some candidates will be merged to their
neighbors after each scan. As we mentioned above, initial candidates formed clusters around
corners in the context of corner detection. When the temperature is high enough, the candidates
are most likely to move to new nearby locations which are also on the candidate list, where they
get merged. As the temperature cools down, the merge process is getting slow. For each
cluster, this process terminated when only one comer state with minimum cost remains.
3.4.

Design of cooling schedule

Theoretically, simulated annealing needs an infinite number of transitions to converge to
a global minimum, which is impossible in practice. Hence, the design of cooling schedule is
crucial to guarantee the convergence of the annealing algorithm within a finite number of scans.
Many researchers have proposed several approaches to the problem of determining a cooling
schedule.
The following parameters should be specified in a cooling schedule:
1)
Initial value T0 of the temperature;
2)
Final value 1j of the temperaturt? (stop criterion);
3)
Temperature decrement rule; and
4)
Length of Markov chain.
Initial temperature T0
The initial temperature T0 is determined in such a way that a large percentage of tl1e
transitions are accepted , i.e. exp(-AF/Tc) = 1 where AF is the increment in cost for transitions.
This initial heating is necessary to avoid becoming trapped in a local minima. A rule of
selecting the initial temperature T0 adopted from [15) is described as follows.
The average increase in cost, AF+J is calculated for a number of random transitions, and
T0 can be solved from

( 1)

AF'H
Xo -exp(-- - )

To
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(2)

.

Eq. (2) leads to the following choice for T0
Aj(•)

T.--~=1
0

ln(x0 )

(3)

where Xo is a given value.
Final temperature 1j
Usually, a stop criterion, determining the final temperature, is either determined by fixing
the number of values Tt.• for which the algorithm is to be executed or by terminating execution
of the ~lgorithm if the acceptance ratio is smaller than a given value X./' We however terminate
the annealing process when only one comer state remains in each cluster.
(2)

(3)

Temperature decrement rule
Consider the following temperature decrement rule
To
ln(k+l)

r.-~~
A

(4)

Although it is desirable to use a large temperature decrement for fast convergence, the
temperature should not be decreased until a new quasi-equilibrium is established. A slight
modification for temperature decr~ment rule is made as
T.A

To
ln(k.-I(k)+l)

(5)

k
/(k)-[-]

(6)

where ks is a scaling factor and

L•

where Lt. is the length of Markov chain that will be described in detail in next paragraph and[.)
is a truncate function. Note that the temperature is changed only after L. transitions.
Length of Markov chain
The annealing algorithm generates a discrete time Markov chain {X.}. Central in the
construction of many cooling schedule is the concept of quasi-equilibrium [15]. Let Lt. be the
length of the k-th markov chain. The annealing algorithm is said to be in quasi-equilibrium at
(4)
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current temperature

~

if the following sufficient condition is satisfied
(7)

for an arbitrary small value of 6, where p(L~;, TJ and q(TJ are the probability distribution after
L~; transitions and the stationary distribution at T~;, respectively.
The length L~; and the temperature decrement rule are strongly related through the quasiequilibrium. Given a quasi-equilibrium at T~;, the larger the decrement in 7',;, the larger the
difference between q(TJ and q(Tt+ 1) and also the longer the length Lj;. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between a fast decrement of T11; and a small value for L". In the corner detection case,
we use a large value for L~; in order to obtain a large decrement in 7',;.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The purpose of this experimental study is to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed
approach to detect and localize different kinds of corners. In these experiments, a window size
of 9x9 is selected and the probabilities corresponding to three strategies of generating candidate
are set to p 1 =0.4, p 2 =0.3 and p 3 =0.3 respectively.
Experiment 1:
A leaf image. We present the results of different stages of corner detection
in this experiment. We set W~=l, We=l and W41 =2 and compute the initial temperature as 0.45
acco1ding to Eq.(3). In Fig.4 (b), it is shown that after preprocessing, most off-corner points
are eliminated and several clusters are formed around the comer locations. In Fig.4 (c), 13
corners are localized after 20 iterations. The image corrupted by Gaussian noise with zero mean
and standard deviation 10 is shown in Fig.4 (d). Comers are more localized than edges, and
so are more likely to be degraded by noise. The results given in Fig.4(d) show that this
approach is insensitive to noise, since both the morphologic operator and the dissimilarity
computation (it is actually an average operation of the region gray values) are seldom responded
to noise.
Experiment 2:
A square image with different orientations. This artificially generated ·
image contains 9 square shapes of 20x20 pixels with orientations ranging from oo to 90° in 10°
increments. The squares have gray level intensity 175, and the background has gray level
intensity 75. Independent Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 10 has been added
to this image. We set We=l, We=l and W41 =1 and choose initial temperature as 0.4 in this
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experiment. A comparison of detection performances is made in Fig.5 with three other comer
detectors: the fa~t modei-Qased comer detector [9], the Kitchen-Rosenfeld comer detector [7]
and the Dreschler-Nagel comer detector [8]. The results show that the proposed approach
performs better than other three approaches. It detects all the 36 comers in different orientations
and is proved to be orientation invariant.
Experiment 3:
An aeroplane image. The weights and initial temperature we used in this
experiment are the same as those in experiment 1. As illustrated by Fig.6, almost all apparent
comers are detected using the cost minimization procedure. Some weak comers on the plane
engine are also detected.
I

S.

CONCLUSION

A new comer detection approach using the simulated annealing technique has been
presented in this paper. Simulated annealing has been proven to be a powerful optimization tool.
For different applications, only the cost function need to be modified. We associate a comer
with different cost factors, each of which captures one desired characteristic of the comer. We
make use of both edge and gray 'evel information in the cost factors. Even when the comer
points are not in detected edges, or when the edges are broken, this approach can still track the
corner location. In addition to comers, the new approach computes the comer orientations and
corner angles.
A few things deserve attention with regard to the application of the proposed approach.
First, the cost function in this approach i~ devised to accommodate a user with modifications.
For example, the comer angle range can be updated to capture the most desirable value of the
corner angle, and the steepness of C11-D curve can be changed to investigate most interesting
regions. These characteristics allow the user to use for different applications. Secondly, there
is often a trade-off in selecting the window size. Using an overly small window may cause the
cost factors to respond strongly at two locations on either side of the true comer, partly because
the corners are not sharp. On. the other hand, using an excessively large window may fail to
detect closet y located comers, needless to say that it requires a higher computational expense.
We found that a window size of 9x9 or 7x7 is suitable. Finally, an extension of this approach
can be made to detect comers formed by more than 2 edges, like T or Y joints.
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Fig.4 Corner detection for a leaf image.
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after preprocessing.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the conceptual design and development of an automated visual inspection
J

station is described.

In addition, a number of issues related to the implementation phase of the

system such as cycle-time reduction for on-line inspection and classification is discussed.

The

development of automated visual inspection systems not only reduces the direct labor cost but also
helps to improve process control, produce better quality control, reduce warranty cost and increases
productivity for electronics manufacturing industries.

I.

Introduction
At a time of intensive competition with Japanese manufacturing industries, more and more

United States automated manufacturers are trying to achieve six sigma quality control to maintain
their industrial competitive edge.

In fact, the crucial importance of such high product rel1abd i ty

requirements has led the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to establish
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award program in 1987.

tl).:!

To reach such a goal, s1gndicam

technological advances should be made in automation manufacturing.ln particular. manufacturing
of new products in computer electronics requires breakthroughs in technology and cost effectiveness.
As machine vision technology finds its way into various applications, the development of reliable
automatic inspection stations will not only reduce direct labor cost, but will also help to improve
process control and productivity.
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In general, intensive competition in the electronic manufacturing industries and stringent
product reliability requirement have often made inspection the single most important and sometimes
the most expensive stage in the production process. A great deal of this expense is due to the laborintensive nature of most inspection tasks. for instance, printed circuit boards (PCB) assembled with
relatively inexpensive components by an automated factory may accrue a major portion of their
product cost through wages paid to inspection personnel. Moreover, the current trend toward
miniaturization of electronic components, denser packing of the pager board, surface mount
technology and shorter cycle time for the assembly line will make the task of detecting various
defects on the PCB more critical and more difficult. These defects can be attributed to several causes,
including improperly mounted components by relatively fast assemblers and poor quality solder
joints. Unfortunately, even very small defect rates can cost manufacturers huge amounts of money
per year. Moreover, great damage occurs to corporate reputation should any defective device reach
the market.

The key to reducing these large losses is to identify these defects as early in the

automation assembly process as possible.

Therefore the role of reliable real-time automatic

inspection stations is important for automation manufacturing.
It is common experience that the performances of human observers acting as quality control
inspectors in assembly lines are inadequate for various reasons including:
(1)

Visual inspection by a human operator is very slow and the cycle time for new automation
assembly lines is decreasing. As a result, visual inspection is a bottleneck process in the
producti.on line. This will worsen as new technological advances enable us to reduce
component width and separation on printed circuit boards.

(2)

Human vision is adapted to perform in a world of variety and changes. Visual inspection,
on the other hand, requires observing the same type of image repeatedly for a long
period of time. Many recent studies show that accuracy of human visual inspection
declines with dull endlessly routine jobs ( 1) .

(3)

Quality of inspection is affected to a large extent by the mood or lack of motivation of the
operator at the time of inspection.
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On the other hand, using visual inspection stations has a number of advantages :
•

Inspection of components before reflow.

•

feedback of statistical data.

•

Matching of high speed productivity of assembly line with fast and reliable inspection
tasks.

•

Overcoming the shortage of trained inspectors and reducing labor cost.

•

Performing high quality inspection.

However, even with thirty years of research effort, machine vision has not yet achieved the
power and flexibility of human vision. Nevertheless, computer vision outperforms humans for well
defined tasks in controlled environments. In fact, consideration of inspectors' behavior reveals that
there are image processing techniques that correspond to many aspects of visual inspection (6) .
Most of the automated visual inspection systems in one form or another attempt to idenu fy
both functional and cosmetic defects by observing the visual data that describes the object to be
inspected.

Most of these systems are usually based on edge detection and template m atching

operations. A thorough survey for automated visual inspection is given in (2) . A tutorial overview on
computer vision techniques for industrial inspection can be found in (12). In addition, a number of
approaches have been reported for the automated inspection of solder joints (6) -(9) and othe r
applications such as textile fabrics ( t 1). The computation complelCity involved in visual inspectton by a
computer is revealed in the approach of Best, Delp and Jain [10) .

Recently, the author completed lhe

implementation of an industrial inspection station. The research included both the conceptual design
as well as software development [13), [14) . The prototype design has already been implemented as
an integrated part of a fully automated assembly line.

11.

Inspection Issues and Technical Approach
In general, the present techniques for inspection fall into the three broad categortes d i sc u ss ~d

below.
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(1)

The image of the circuit board bei ng considered is compared to the defect-free image of
the object, p i xel by pixel. If the gray level difference for any two pi)(els from the two
images exceed a threshold level, then a defect exists at that pixel. This method is w idely
used on large size objects in industrial inspection systems because it is simple and fa~t .
However, pixel- by-pixel comparison requ i res the storage of completed defect free
images, is not flexible enough for circuit board inspection task, ~nd requires perfect
alignment of the two images (12) .

(2)

A small region of interset (ROI) is moved on the captured image

If the image inside the

current ROI violates some generic properties of the product, the board is defective. The
generic properties are inferred from a defect-free PC board . This technique is successful
only when the inspection criteria can be transformed into a set of rules that can be
applied uni formly through the captured image.

This is not necessarily true i n any

application.
(3)

A set of feature extracts from a defect-free image of the PC board is stored. The same
features are extracted from the image of the board being inspected and compared to the
former set to determine whether the board is defective or not. This is, in principle, the
most powerful approach although it often requires extensive computational capability.

An i mportant characteristic of many inspection tasks is that the PCB image is known
beforehand to a high degree of confidence based on a given model. Therefore, a pattern matching
approach can be utilized for component inspection of printed circuit boards .
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Ill.

Design and Development of a visual inspection system
In [13) the following phases for the development of a component inspection system were

reported:
Phase 1: Investigation of the different "pattern matching" algorithms available on Automatix
vision systems such as normalized correlation, gradient matching and the general Hough
transform . The following issues were investigated in this phase:
(a)

Algorithm description

(b)

Scope of each algorithm

(c)

Algorithm speed

(d)

Applicability of each algorithm (matrix of pros/con)

Phase II: In this phase the design, implementation and software de11elopment were completed .
The following implementation issues were investigated:
(a)

Parts presence/absence

(b)

Parts locations

(c)

Parts orientation

(d)

feedback of statistical data.

The description of the above phases can be found in an Internal Motorola report [13) .
The block diagram of a prototype component inspection system is shown in figure 1.
The major blocks of the system consist of:
(a)

One moving camera and a vision system to collect and pre-process the d igitized two
dimensional (2-0) images for component inspection.

(b)

A control unit which will generate required commands for the control of illumi~ation as
well as the moving camera. The system is intended to to be able to detect and· locate
various defects on a PC board.

'·'
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The Flow Chart in Figure 2 shows the proposed technique for the implementation of a
prototype component inspection station.
The inspection task is composed of two principal phases.
(a)

Teaching and Training Phase
In this phase the selection of teaching points for the X-Y table movement as well as a

collection of image samples of defect free PCB is performed. In this phase available CAD data can be
utilized and stored in the memory of the computer for future extraction.
(b)

Inspection Phase
In this phase the image features are extracted and calculated for each component

'

according to the rule provided bas~d on given data from Phase I and specific criteria and tolerance. In
sequel a decision is made as to whether the part would pass the inspection.
A summary of the implemented inspection sequences is as follows:
1.

Acquire an image of the printed circuit board at selected T-point.

2.

Obtain the Fiducial (reference position)

3.

Determine the board coordinate with respect to a reference coordinate, (e.g., X-Y
table coordinate.

4.

Determine the position and orientation of each component in ROI.
As an example, if the blob analysis algorithm is utilized, the inspection can be carried
out by the selection of a cost function consisting of various features, (e.g., area.
position, orientation, etc) and a tolerance factor

5.

Compute and plot the statistical data for each PCB for analysis.

In Figure 3 edge detection and connectivity techniques for inspection of a number of
components are shown . In the implementation phase, the following problems were encountered:
•Parts with similar color as "background cannot be inspected properly .

Advanced color

selection, structured lighting or LED color selection are a few suggested techniques to
overcome such technical complications.
•Unequal discretization noise distribution.
•Blurring due to the system optical resolution limit.
•Optical noise due to reflective surfaces and multiple reflection
•Camera distortion.
•trajectory planning for moving camera and implementation of an optimization routine.
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IV.

DISCUSSION
In this paper the design and implementation of an automatic visual inspection system are

presented.

The system utilized monocular vision input which provides considerable limitations

especially for inspection of the parts with similar color as PC8 background. In addition, more sensitive
p ro cessing algorithms should be developed for inspection processes of some of the parts which are
not simply detectable by a dynamic threshold .
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Tool Kanag. .ent (TK) is attracting the attention of Plexible
Manufacturing Syat. . C•KS) users and researchers due to its proven
significant role in the functioning of FMS. However, TM is often
referred as a complicated issue as it deals with the management of
tooling - the most dynamic facility in FMS with very large number
and varieties. To comprehend many complex asynchronous and
concurrent transitions in the TM system, rigid mathematiacl tools
are very much ~ssential. In this paper an initial attempt is made
to appply Petri Nets (PNs) to address the TM issues by detailing
the complexities in achieving the goals of the same. The importance
and relevance of PNs for investigating the tasks involved in the
functioning and designing of various hierarchical levels namely at
tool level, machine level and at system level are highlighted . To
establish the potential application of PNs in TM, some PN models
are formulated. These models form basis not only for investigating
the influence of various TM strategies on the overall FMS
performance but also for monitoring and diagnosis of the system.
The system considered for analysis comprises a tool crib, 3 AGVs,
2 robots, one presetting station, one inspection station and one
machining centre. The ·parameters considered for the investigation
are the tool magazine capacity and the number of tools that an AGV
can transport each time. The performance criteria of FMS
investigated are the production rate and percentage utilizations
of the elements present in the TM system.
Thus this paper propagates the application of PNs in the field
of Flexible Factory Automation, by identifying various problems
relating to TM in FMSs and applying PNs to solve the same.
KEY WORDS:

Flexible manufacturing systems, Petri Net modelling
and Analysis and Tool Management.

* The work reported in this paper was done when the author was
working as a project associate at Manufacturing Engineering
Section, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology, Madras, India.
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A Flexible Manufacturing Systea (FMS) may be defined as a
systea dealing with high level distribution data processing and
automated aaterial flow using computer controlled aachinas,
assembly calla, industrial robots, inspection machines and so on,
together with computer integrated material handling and storage
systems for the production of aid-volume and mid-variety of
products. The smooth and econoaical functioning of any FMS depends
upon the effectiveness of strategies which tackle the problema in
its planning, designing, controlling and aonitoring. A strategy to
solve any of these problems should aim at integrating all the above
problems for ensuring efficient management of the facilities
available in the FMS. The solution with the strategy must minimize
production inventory, human labour, unproductive time of the system
for maximizing the production rate and profits. At the same time,
the solution with the proposed strategy must be able to utilize the
facilities to successfully handle the discrepancies in the system
either due to expected randomness (e.g. change in product variety)
or unexpected randomness (e.g. failure of a aachine, AGV or a
robot).
The facilities in any FMS are machining centres, automated
material handling systea, robots, computers, manpower, raw material
and tooling. These internal factors influence the functioning of
FMS; the external factors which dictate the functioning of these
facilities being product varieties, due dates for the products,
production volumes and aarket demand. The internal factors along
with the management strategies chosen will try to meet the
requirements of external factors.
Tooling - one of the facilities is most prone to change due to
external factors and causes discrepancy in FMS functioning.
In
other words, the probability of change in the tooling due to change
in one or all of the external factors, is very much greater than
the probability of changing any of the internal factors.
The
changes in tooling may be with respect to either the number of each
tool type and/or number of different tool types, and/or position in
FMS (Tool crib, magazines, etc.). The individual or combined effect
of external factors on tooling changes with respect to its number
of tool& of each type and the variety of tools can be visualized
easily by observing the huge tooling in any FMS.
FUrther, the
influence of any external factor on tooling with respect to
position can be clearly observed by tool flow from tool crib to
inspection, presetting stations and then to tool aagazine and
finally reaching the aachine spindle. Added to these, tools being
quickly perishable, tooling is aore prone to replacements during
the long time functioning of FMS.
Hence, tooling is the most
dynamic indispensable facility in FMS which requires keen
attention.
Owing to the above discussed difficulties, TM is very much
complicated task and is often stressed by FMS users and researchers
(Gray et al 1989; Kiran and Krason 1988 ; Reddy, Chatty and
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Chaudhuri 1990). The importance of efficient TM for realizing the
intended benefits of FMSs is elaboraely discussed elsewhere (Gray
et al. 1989, Reddy at al. 1990) •
In spite of its proven importance, surprisingly, TM is still
a vague •isaatch partaking more or less in the World of CIM (Gayman
1987) and proble. . relating to it are partly solved (Reddy et al
1990).
OWing to these complexities in TM, Maccarini,Giardini,
Zavanalla and Bugini 1987 suggested different tool room layouts
comparing their performances; Maccarini, Tenemeni, Zavanella and
Bugini 1987 identified the parameters which describe better tool
room behavior while the production process is evolved.
The
critical analysis of the influence of the work piece dispatching
rules on the tool flow is made by zavanella, Maccarini, Giardui and
Gentili 1988. The comparision of different tool supply management
policies of machining centres and the formulation of appropriate
evaluation is presented by Maccarini, Zavanella, Rovetta, Wang and
Gentite 1988.
However, the recent literature stresses the tool
criticality evaluation (Zavanella, Maccarini and Bugini 1990)
reminding to the FMS researchers that there are many TM problems
yet to be solved (Reddy et al 1990). This is mainly due to the lack
of full comprehensive understanding of TM which is utmost necessary
before attempting any one of the following activities namely (i)
development of algorithms for optimisation, (ii) development of
control software, (iii) design of a tool delivery system and (iv)
framing of a new tool storage or tool flow strategy (Venkatesh et
al. 1990h). Modelling aids understanding of complex asynchronous
concurrent interactions/tasks in TM. Hence the primary objective
of this paper is to make an initial attempt for presenting a
systematic, easily understandable and powerful models which
addresses the issues relating to TM. The models thus obtained form
basis for simulating, analysing and control ing the TM system.
Petri Meta - a versatile powerful tool is selected for solving the
problem on hand.
The sequel of this paper is organised as follows: In section
2, motivation to address TM issues with PNs is presented.
The
goals of TM and associated complexities are briefly discussed in
section 3. Section 4 is devoted to illustrate how PNs can address
the issues relating to TM and importance and advantages of PN
modelling.
Description of the system investigated and its
characteristics are presented in section s. Section 6 presents some
of the Petri Met Ko4ela (PHHa) of the tasks in TM and makes it
limpid how the PNs can integrate various tasks involved in the
implementation of TM. In section 7, the analysis results of one of
the models are presented. Finally conclusions and further research
are presented.

2

KOTXVATXOM TO ADDRBSS TOOL KAHAGBKBNT XSSUBS WXTB PNS

FMSs being asynchronous systems, PNs are already established
as a versatile powerful tool to tackle many problems relating . to
it. Detailed surveys of PN applications in FMS area are recently
reported in Murata 1989 and Silva et al. 1990).
Due to the
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versatility and power of PNa, they
are being increasingly
attempted to solve proble.. not only in rlexible autoaated
machining areas (Ravi Raju, Venaktesh and Chatty 1990a, b, c, d);
Viswanadhaa, Johnson and Narabari(1990); Mu Dar Jang and Frank
Dicesare (1990);
Koh and Dicesare (1990); Zhou and Dicesare
(1990); Masbarq, Janzen. Mohrle and Sairert (1990)
but also in
flexible automated asseably and roraing (Venkatash, Raju and Chatty
1990a, b, c,d); Gaaai, Castel, Raboulet and Hodedbart (1990); Kroqh
and Wayne ( 1990) • PNs are also proved as a powerful tool in
addressing software issues too Hura 1986; Vankatash, Chatty and
Radhakrishanan, 1990e).
Eventhough PNs
are proved as a tool to solve variety of
problema relating to ractorias or the rutura, surprisingly they
have not been exploited to address TM issues in FMSs. According to
the knowledge of the author the only work related to PNs and TM is
the paper by Bruno and Marchetto, 1986 in which the main aim was
rapid
prototyping
of
process
control
systems
using
process-translatable PNs.
It illustrates the approach of rapid
prototyping by using a working example namely the process of tool
handling which is only one of the parts of the TM.
Hence, the
author emphasizes that there is a •uch open scope for researchers
in the communities of both FMSs and PNs, to utilize the power of
PNs in the challenging field of TM. To this end a solemen attempt
is made in this paper to address the TM issues with PNa which is
first of ita kind to the knowledge of the author.
3

GOALS
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The most important goal of TM is to ensure the right tool on
the right aachine at 't he right tiae.
To apply PNs for the
effective implementation of TM, rirst each goal of TM has to be
explicated along with the associated difficulties.
once, all
problems to meet these goals are discussed, "it would be easier to
logically develop suitable strategies which can be addressed with
PNs.
The problems to be addressed to meet the goal of right tool
are identification of a tool, identification of the position of
tool and ensuring the right condition of the tool. The problems to
be addressed to meet tthe goal of right machine are identification
of right machine, loading of tool on to the machine. The problems
connected to meet the goal or right time are quick ensurement of
right tool and right machine and design of efficient tool control
system. The details connected with the above hierarchical problems
at each stage and the method or alleviating its complexity are
discussed elaborately in Venkatesh at al. 1990h.
Gray and Stecke 1988, proposed that TM requires a planning
strategy, control strategy and monitoring strategy. But the aim of
~ither of the above strategies is to discuss the importance of TM
at 3 levels:- namely tool level, machine level and system
management level. However, in both the papers, issues at group
level are not detailed • These are discussed subsequently in this
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paper. Before devel~ping algorithms or designing of subsy~tems of
TM or developing software, one should have full understanding of
the related issues. In this connection, the PNs help not only to
understand these issues but also aid in inL ~ grating them • .
•

TOOL KUIAGDIDIT Uft PBTRX DTS

In this section the relevance of PN modelling in TM
highlighted along with the importance and advantages of PNMs •
•• 1

is

RBLBVAHCa OW PM MODBLLXHG IM TOOL MAKAGBKBHT

From the discussion of preceeding sections, the problems
concerning the TM can be broadly classified as. technological,
informational and operational issues. PNs integrate all of these
aspects, conceptually and formally to generate consistent PNMs
which aid in the structuring and resolving of practical tool- based
decisions.
The main forte of PNs to generate such PNMs are
explained below.
The conventions of PN modelling
•.1.1

ar~

is presented in Table 1.

Un4erstan4ability

PN is a graphical elegant modelling tool which generates
easily understandable PNMs. For e.g ~ consider the PN modelling of
the goals of
TM.
The PNM corresponding to it is depicted in
Figure-1.
Observe the place "ensurance of right condition of tool" (P1 ) ,
which should be fulfilled not only before the tool is mounted on
the machine spindle but also while the tool is cutting the
workpiece (adaptive control).
The latter is depicted by an arc
from the transition " machining starts" (t4 ) to P 1 •
•.1.2

Simultaneous representation of aaterial as vall as
inforaation flow

This ability of PNs in modelling the huge inventory of tooling
for their efficient administration is very much desired in taking
either a management and/or technical decision by referring to a
single model.
For e.g. consider a tool is transported from tool
crib to inspection station.
Here the detailed
and prominent
information that must be transferred with the tool are (i) tool
number for identification and selection procedure, (ii) tool
offsets, (iii) total tool life, (iv) remaining tool life, (v) tool
material, tool geometry, etc. The PNM for this transaction of tool
is shown in Figure-2. This information can be passed wit~ the flow
of tools by keeping 5 attributes for each token corresponding to
each tool.
Once, the tool with the required information is present in
tool crib, and there is a request for tool after selection, the
robot loads the tool on to AGV and again it will be ready to do its

0
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intended operation. This is represented by an output arc fro• ~
to P 2 •
Likewise, as soon as the AGV ends it travel, it will be
again ready to do ita next operation.
4.1.3

Inroraation biding by aodalling at different lavale or
abatraotiona

As earlier emphasized in several contexts, the aim of any TM
strategy is primarily to reduce the complexity of the problem and
efficiently process the required information presented at different
hierarchical levels in TM. PNs can model the system at different
levels of abstractions. For e.g. a transition or place in the PNM
at system level can be represented as a separate PNM or combination
of PNMs at tool level and aachine level. This results in compact
and easily understandable PNMs at each level, because while
modelling higher level tasks extraneous information regarding lower
level tasks can be hided.
In the Fiqure-1, the place P1 is the
result of PNM which models the tasks involved (e.g. selecting and
retrieving the right tool) involved in identifying the right tool.
The above explained capability of PNs make it a potential tool to
implement efficient TM by integrating all the PNMs at different
levels for further investigation.
4.1.4

Representation of Sequential ,and concurrent interactions
along wit~ conditions

There are numerous interactions in TM which are the
combinations of sequential as well as concurrent actions.
The
actions of these interactions will be triggered when certain
conditions are met. PNMs systematically and easily represent such
complex interactions and help in taking many judicious managerial
and technical decisions.
For e~g. in Figura-l, the presence of
tokens in places Ps and P, are results of some concurrent and
sequential interactions respectively, which will again lead to a
sequential interaction. Subsequently, the presence of a token in
P7 will cause triggering of two parallel action by depositing tokens
in P 1 and P1 , i.e., in the PNM the input and output of a transition
causes triggering of sequential and concurrent action respectively
when certain conditions are fulfilled.
4.1.5

Representation of dynaaio behaviour of TK syat. .

A clear understanding of the dynamic behaviour of FMS eases
the implementation of complex TM. The implementation of TM is not
only centered on the management of tooling but also spread among
all other facilities present in FMS. This can be easily seen by
observing any change(s) in other facilities functioning due to a
changing in the tooling. Added to this as the time proceeds, the
status of the facilities in FMS also changes. The representation
of this dynamic behaviour helps to identify the status of each
facility and gives a clear view of the functioning of the system
which is · very much important for monitoring the unmanned operations
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of FMS.
PNMs represents this dynamic behaviour with the help of
occurrence of discrete events. The initial marking Mo of the PNM
represents the initial state of the system under consideration. In
the PNM, when a transition is fired, an event occurs changing the
status of one or •ore facilities present in the FMS. Time can be
associated with transition to replicate the effect of time on
system's functioning. In Figure-1, tokens in P 1 , P2 , P 3 and P4
represents the initial condition of system. Firing of transition
t 4 changes the state of the right tool and right machine starting
machining. Firing of t5 occurs after 5 units of time(i.e. machining
time) and causes the machine to wait for next operation.
4.2

XKPORTAHCB AKD ADVAHTAGBS OW PHNs

PNMs can be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively
in
different methods to get insight into the system's behaviour. PNs
can be easily converted to ADA programming structure (Bruno et al,
1986; Venkatesh et al 1990d, e). Hence PNs with the aid of ADA
support many prominent software engineering principles. Thus PNMs
make easier design and development of huge and complex software
systems relating to TM. Further, the resulted software· is reliable
and can be easily maintainable.
The advantages of developing
software with the combination of PNs and ADA are elaborately
discussed by Venkatesb et al. 1990 e, f.
PNMs not only address TM issues but also solves problems
relating to scheduling, planning, designing, controlling and
monitoring. Problems relating to above areas are interdependent on
each other. Since PNs are being emerge~ as a versatile tool in the
above areas of FMS other than TM, the PNMs of TM when coalesced
and investigated with the PNMs of above areas attain for reaching
significance. This attracts researchers in TM for implementing the
integrated TM
by
simultaneously
increasing
the
potential
application of PNs in the FMS environment.
The formulation of PNMs is the primary step before simulating
any system using PNs. The importance and advantages of simulation
in TM require no elaborate discussion as simulation is almost
indispensable tool in every phase of FMS.
5. DBSCRXPTIOH OW TBB SYSTBN IHVBSTXGATED
A clear understanding of the structure of integrated TM is
mandatory apriori to PN application.
Researchers have discussed
different structures of TM in vogue.
In this context, the
centralised TM system, being the most recent origin requires
immediate attention (Reddy et al. 1990 ) since it has ushered fifth
generation of FMSs. Profound research and standardised structure
of working to deal with TM is the need of the day.
Such a
standardised system should be flexible enough to deal with the
problems concerning many types of FMSs.
Further, apart from
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tooling it should be well integrated with all the activities in the
system. The authors feel that centralised TM can be taken as the
standardised ayst- considerinq aany of ita advantages discussed by
Tomek (1986) and Haywood (1988). Hance a typical exa•pla of such
a system is taken for invastiqation and described hereunder. The
line diagram of the ayste• is depicted in figura-l
Tools required for machininq all the qroups of products with
different production volwaes are present in the tool crib. A group
may contain several product varieties.
A detailed investiqation
connected with tool requirement planning for centralised TM system
is discussed elsewhere (Reddy et al.1990 ).
On the arrival of a job, the required tools are retrieved from the
crib. The creation of tool Data-base for the inventory control of
tools
and
judicious
retrieval
of
tool
availability
and
non-availability of the tool specified by CAPP are dealt in depth
by Reddy at al. (1990 ). The tools selected are then transported
by an AGV to inspection station before presetting.
This is
because, some tools in the tool magazines which are not required
for processing of remaininq production on the corresponding
machining centres are to be returned to the tool crib once they
finish their working on the present group of products. Inspection
ensures right condition of tool which is one of the qoala of TM.
Tools worn-out •ay either be reground or treated as scrap (once a
tool ·actually cutting, the right condition of the tool is ensured
by adaptive control). After inspection, the tools are routed using
another AGV to presetting station. The presetted tools are then
loaded on to the tool magaz ina by a robot.
The fully loaded
magazines are transported by a third AGV to •achining centres.
Selection of a right aachine is not the objective of this paper and
should be done with the aid of •achine scheduling considering tool
availability constraints.
Any of the facilities namely AGVs,
inspection station, presetting station and robots must complete the
assigned task of loading a tool magazine before attending to the
next magazine (no pre-emptive priority). Once a tool magazine is
ready near the machine, unloading of used tools from machine
spindle, loading it on to tool magazine and loading a new tool onto
the machine spindle are done by a robot. The same robot unloads
the workpiece when all the operations on it are completed.
6.

PBTRI MBT MODBLLIMG OW

~ASKS

IM

~L

MAHAOBNBNT

In this section PNMs for tasks in TM are presented.
Since
PNMs are easily understandable, the functioning of them are
explained only when a complex task is modelled.
6.1

PHK rapraaantinq tasks in

~

The PNM depicted in Fiqure-4, represents the tasks involved in
all the levels of TM, i.e., tool, machine and system levels. Table
2 and 3 list the interpretation of places and transitions in
Figure-4.
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For fully random production of workpiece& for longer
duration of time, a high degree of automation of the tool flow
within the aystea ia essential (Zeleny, 1981).
Hence, while
modelling, it is assumed that the tool transportation is by AGVs
and tool loading and unloading at different stations is by robots.
Also, while aodelling, it is assumed that, first there are empty
tool magazines at the preset station and the tool magazine is
transported to the aachine only when it is fully loaded with
presettad tools.
It is needless to say the vital role of tool monitoring for
_the success of unmanned FMS (Merchant 1983; Takeyama, Sawada, Ito,
Oboshi and Asano 1981). Modelling of tool monitoring in Figure-4
needs soma explanation • . As the means to prevent accidents due to
tool breakage and tool wear, the tool life for each tool is
controlled. The data from tool breakage and tool wear detection
can be utilized for continuous updating of the tool life in order
to attain defectless machining (Takayama et al 1981). · When tool
usage time exceeds the predetermined economic service life, an
alarm signal is given, for e.g., if this occurs prior to half-way
point of the machining operation, machining stops otherwise
machining is completed [Grey et al., 1988). Along with a signal to
stop machining, the alara also gives (i) an indication to initiate
robot action to unload the tool, (ii) an indication to tool control
systea to use a substitute tool with the help of the suitable
replacement atrataqy.
6.2

PHK for tool replac. .ant strategy

In FMS, replacement tool can be triggered by one of the
following: 1. Completion of pre determined tool-life, 2. excess
tool wear, 3. rise in temperature limits, 4. tool breakage, (Reddy
etal 1990 ). In such cases, the substitute tool may be found in any
one of the following places: (i) the tool magazine of the present
machine, (ii) the tool magazine(&) of the machines
which are
grouped with the present machine, (iii) the tool delivery system
i.e., either in AGV1 or AGV2 or AGV3 or inspection station or
presetting station and (iv) the tool crib.
Obviously the first
choice for substitute tool is from the tool magazine of the present
machine. However, if the substitute tool is only in one of the
above places, the tool has to be taken from that place. But if the
tool is available in second, third and fourth places, a judicious
decision has to be taken to acquire the tool from one of these
places.
For e.g., if the substitute is in 3rd and 4th places,
eventhough the transfer time for a substitute tool from any place
of tool delivery system is lesser compared to the tool from tool
crib, sometimes the tool from the former place may need to be
replaced once again if the remaining tool life of it is not
sufficient to work on the machine until present batch of job are
produced.
Since with the more number of tool replacements tool
controlling becomes complex, in the above case a fresh substitute
tool from the tool crib is a judicious choice. suppose a substitute
tool is not found in any one of the above mentioned four places,
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the pallets have to be rerouted to another group of aachinea in
order to finish the production of present batch of jobs. At the
same time, a suggestion to TN ia to be given to acquire the new
tool.
In the Pigure-4, the output arc from RSTC to t 16 and the arc
from t 16 to TMM models the first choice of tool replacement
strateqy. The PNM incorporating all the afore-mentioned strategies
for tool replacement is shown in Piqure-~. Tables 4 and 5 present
the interpretation of places and transitions in Piqure-5.
Execution of efficient tool replacement atrateqy should not
only implement the replacement of tool at right time but also
provide necessary information to take some important technical and
managerial decisions. The PNM which provides this information when
considered with PNK of Pigure-5, is depicted in Piqure-6 and ita
formulation and advantages are discussed in next para.

6.3 PETRI MBT KODBLLIMQ
PACTORS

o•

~B ~OOL

RBPLACBKBHT DUB TO SPBCI.IC

Considering centralised TM, tool replacement may be due to (a)
tool parameters: (i) completion of tool life, (ii) excessive tool
wear, (iii) exceeding temperatura 1 imit and ( i v) breakage.
(b)
Machine level: constraints of tool magazine capacity, (c) system
level: issues such as change in job variety.
Th~ PNM shown in
Fiqure-6 models all these tool replacements. The interpretation of
places and transitions used in this PNM are presented in Tables 6
and 7.
The important decisions that can be drawn from this PNM
given below:

are

1. If more tokens are piled up in C9 for a batch of quanity of
products, it can be inferred that machines in the FMS are sharing,
more number of tools.
This may be due to constraints of tool
· magazines. For e.g., suppose for certain batch of products, say 70
tools are required to be loaded on a machines tool magazine, but if
the tool magazine capacity is 60, then other 10 tools have to be
loaded to another machine which is in the same group of the first
machine. In such cases, machines may share the tools more number
of times due to reasons mentioned earlier in sixth section.
2.Association (Piqure-6) of times with transitions gives an idea of
the frequency of each cause for each tool change in a given time.
Further, the influence of any one of the above factors on remaining
factor can be studied with respect to tool changes. That is, for
e.g., since the life of each tool is measured in terms of cutting
time, it follows that for any given level of production, the number
of tool changes due to wear within any production period will be
approximately constant. However, the interval between changes of
each individual tool will increase with product variety but
decreases with product similarity.
3.If changes due to product variety are more, tooling availability
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constrains scheduling decision.
4.The model gives information not only regarding tool changes, due
to specific factor but also decision of how to change the tool,
i.e., either from adjacent tool magazine (if the work of substitute
tool on that magazine is finished) or from the tool crib.
Hence the PNM devotes attention to efficiently performing tool
changes for which ever cause, rather than evolving a scheduling
method. This is according to carrie and Parera, 1986 is a better
strategy for tool changing.

6.4

OUTLOOK OW PH KODBLXHGI

The final PNM obtained by coalescing the PNMs shown in Figures
(4), (5) and (6) addresses TM issues at tool, machine and system
levels.
For example at tool level, the impact of feed rate and
cutting speed on tool life and the consequent tool changes can be
studied by associating times to certain transitions (t 11 and t 17 ) • At
machine level, effect of tool magazine capacity on the possible
sharing of tools among machines and on tool replacement strategies
can be investigated by varying the value of weights(N) on certain
arcs of the PNM. Also, sophisticated features such as tool life,
tool breakage and tool wear monitoring functions and adaptive
control system can be studied. At the system level, the PNM models
all activities of tool delivery system which deals with the
transportation of tool from crib to the machine spindle. For e.g.
the batch of the tools that an AGV can transport each time between
the elements constituting the FMS,
influences the system
performance. Such effects can be investigated by varying the value
of weights(W) on certain arcs. Further, the PNM investigates, inner
details relating to each of the above level.
For example, at
machine level, _the effects of tool load time, tool magazine
rotation time
the functioning of tool handling system can be
studied by associating times to transition t 10 •
This final PNM,
when combined with . the PNM of FMS scheduling and designing aid to
address many other issues such as development of a real time
distributed tool data base, selection of part types to be produced,
allocation of limited number of pallets and fixtures among the
selected part types etc. The PNMs corresponding to FMS designing
and scheduling are discussed elsewhere (Raviraju, et al, 1990].
Further the PNMs aid in the development of software relating to TM
since it can be used as a formal specification tool. Added to this,
since PNMs are easily convertible to Ada based programming
structures, they can be exploited for real time tool control(Bruno
et al 1986; Venkatesh, et. al 1990f).

on

7. PETRI NET ANALYSIS OW TASKS IN TOOL MANAGEMENT:
To establish the potential power of PNs in TM, the PNMs
formulated in this paper have to be analyzed.
To this end, the
package developed by Venkatesh et al. 1990d (for analyzing the PNMs
related to Flexible Automation)
is being used.
This package is
developed based on the principles of augmented timed PNs using Ada .
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Before analyzing the PNMa, tiaea have to be associated to
transitions modeling the activities in the FMS. However, the logic
of PNM formulation and ita aethod of analysis do not change even
when the group of prOducts being processed changes with different
time values for these activities.
In fact., PNMs thus not only
consider
flexibility
in
FMS,
perfectly
replicating
its
characterestics but also preserves . the consistancy in their
modelling and analysis.
Eventhough, all the activities in the
system are modelled by single transition (by associating time equal
to the duration of the activity), the machining activity is split
into two events namely •commencement of machining" and "ending of
machining• primarily to clearly model the activities before and
after machining. The activities before commencement of machining
are rotation of tool magazine for next tool and loading of the tool
by robot2 on the machine spindle. The activities of robot2 after
machining are unloading of the used tool from machine spindle and
unloading of the workpiece from the machine table after the
completion of all machining operations on the same.
7.2

Analyaia or the PHKa
Since the paper is mainly aimed for PN modeling of TM, the
analysis of these PNMs is elaborately discussed in Venkatesh at al.
1990h. Since the internal constraints of the TM such as the tool
magazine capacity (N), number of tools that an AGV can transport
at a time between stations (W) has •uch influence on the production
rate and dynamic behavior of the elements present in the system,
the analysis was carried-out with various combinations of N and w.
The details of system performance provided by such analysis are
production rate, queue sizes of tools before inspection station and
presetting station, dynamic behavior of the FMS, utilizations of
elements in FMS and the number of tool replacements etc. A sample
output detailing the dynamic behavior of the TM system is shown in
Tables 8(a) and (b).

9.

CONCLUSXOHS AND

~URTBBR

RBSBARCB

TM is attracting the attention of FMS users and researchers
due to its significant role in FMS functioning.
It is often
referred as a complicated issue as it deals with. the management of
tooling - the most dynamic facility in FMS with very huge number
and varieties.
In order to plan and operate an efficient TM
system,
full understanding of the related issues and of
mathematical models available to help address these issues is
mandatory. In this paper, an initial attempt is made to apply PNs
for adderessing TM issues.
The goals of TM and associated
complexities are elucidated along with the strategies to implement
the same. The importance and advantages of PNs in TM is made lucid
by formulating and discussing the PNMs of the tasks involved in TM.
These models address issues at tool level and at machine level as
well at system level. Further they can be used to investigate the
influence of TM strategies on the FMS performance. Since, PNs are
discrete event modeling tools, the PNMs formulated are also useful
to study the dynamic behavior of the system which is very much
useful for monitoring and diagnosis. These PNMs can also solve many
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operational infor•ational and technological problems encountered in
TM. The power of PNa in TM can be enhanced by combining the PNMs
relating to achedulinq and deaiqning of FMS with the PNMs of TM.
As the present work is only a first step for initiating
research work related to PN application in TM, powerful analysis
techniques are essential for establishing the power of PNs in TM.
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C6

to specifications

TABLE 1
COHVBHTXOBS OW PM MDOBLLXMG
---------------------------------~------------------------------TASKS
RELATING TO TOOL MANAGEMENT
PH MODELLING OF THE TASK

----------------------------------------------------------------1.
Representation of Intelligent
Token with attributes such as
tool

2 . Tool

remaining tool life, tool
geometry, tool material,
recommended cutti ng
parameters etc.

flow in
transitions

3.

Upd~ting

Firing sequence if

~s

of tool information

Actions on directed arcs

4. Identification of the locat~on
of the tool in ~s with respect
to real time

Distribution of tokens
the marking of the model

5 . Implementation of complicated
decisions such as retrieval of
required tool

Transitions with Predicates

6. Execution of Intelligent decisions such as selection of
right machine and right tool

Hierarchal modelling, i.e.
transitions with abstraction

7. Representation of the number
of tools transported by an AGV
each time, number of machining
operations on the workpiece,
tool magazine capacity etc.

Weights on the directed arcs

8. Analysis of the system with
respect to real time

Association of time values
to transitions

in

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 2(a)
IHTBRPRBTATIOB

0~ P~CBS

IM .IGURB 4

----------------------------------------------------------------Tool Crib (TC) ready

TC
IT

Intelligent tool ready (tool with necessary information
in its chip)
ith AGV ready (i - 1,2 and 3)
Inspection Station (IS) ready
Tool undergoing inspection
Inspected tool ready
Preset station (PS) ready
Tool undergoing presetting
Robot j ready (j - 1 and 2)
Presetted tool ready
Tool magazine (TM) ready
Tool ready in TM
Machine ready
TM with full capacity ready
TM at machine ready
Dummy place(showing perennial source of pallets)
Tool on machine spindle
Machining in progress
Check for tool life
Check for half-way point of tool life
Remaining tool life less than half of the current
machining time
Alarm signal
Stop machining
Initiation of robot action for unloading
Replacement strategy by tool control system
Counter for number of operations on job

AGVi
IS
TIS
IST
PS
TPS
Rj
PST
TM
TTM
MR

TMFR
TMM

DP
TMS
MIP
CH1
CH2
RMM

AL
SM
IRA
RSTC
C1
C2

Counter for production volume

-----------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 2(b)
INTBRPRBTATIOB OP WBIGBTS ABO INITIAL MARKING

----------------------------------------------------------------WEIGHTS

w

Number
Number
INITIAL MARKING
s
Number
Number
N
p
Number
R

of tools an AGV can transport each time
of operations on work piece
of tools in tool crib
of slots in tool crib
equal to product of R and production volume

----------------------------------------------------------------802

TABLE 3
XHTBRPRBTA~IOM

OW

~SITXOMS

IM WIQURB •

----------------------------~------------------------------------

t1
t2
tJ
t4
t5
t6
t7
ts
t9
t10
t11
tl2
t13
tl4
t15
tl6
tl7
t18

Execution o~ tool retrieving aechaniam
AGV1 transporting tool to IS
Inspection
AGV2 transporting tool to PS
Presetting
Robotl loading tool on TM a~ter execution of a loading
strategy
Loading of robotl ends
Execution of mechanism for selecting right machine
AGVJ transporting fully loaded TM to machine
Robot2 loading tool on machine spindle
Machining starts
Check for remaining tool li~e within the limits of
predetermined tool life and updating of tool life
Check for remaining tool li~e exceeding the limit o~ predetermined tool li~e and issuing signals for AL, SM, IRA,
RSTC
Execution of tool replacement mechanism starts
Machining ends and robot 2 unlaoda tool
Robot 2 unloads finished work piece

-----------------------------------------------------------------

~03

TABLE 4
IHTBRPRBTATXOM Or PLACBS XM •zouaB 5

----------------------------------------------------------------~c

~s
~MG

SBS
STC
STS
S~G

SAT

Check ~or Substitute Tool (ST) in TC
Check ~or ST in tool delivery system
Check ~or ST in the group of machines in which present
aachine is grouped
Selection for best choice of ST
ST from TC
ST ~rom tool delivery system
ST ~rom the present group o~ machines
Suggestion to management for acquiring new tool

-----------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 5
IHTBRPRBTATXOB or

~RABSXTXOBS

XB •zoURB 5

-----------------------------------------------------------------

t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22
t23
t24
t25
t26
t27

Selection for ST starts
Check for ST in TC ends
Check ~or ST in tool delivery system ends
Check for ST in present group of machines ends
Rerouting o~ the pallet with a suggestion to management
for acquiring new tool
Selection

~or

best choice of ST ends

Transfer of ST from TC to machine spindle
Transfer of ST from tool delivery system to machine
spindle
Transfer of ST from tool magazine
of
another
machine (which is in the present group of machines) to
· machine spindle

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 6
XHTBRPRBTA~XOM

OW PLACBS XM

~XQURB

I

----------------------------------------------------------------RT
~c

TTDS
TPMR
TPV
TTL
TW
TT
TB
RATM
Cl
C2
C3

C4
C5
C6
C7

ca

C9
C~R

Replacement of the tool
Tool froa TC
Tool froa tool delivery system
Tool froa the present tool aagazine to tool magazine
requested for ST
Tool replacement due to change in product variety
Tool replacement due to completion of tool life
Tool replacement due to excessive tool wear
Tool replacement due to exceeding temperature limits
Tool replacement due to breakage
Tool replacement due to request from
another
machine's magazine
Counter for noting TPVa
Counter for noting TTLa
Counter for noting TWa
Counter for noting TTa
Counter for TBa
Counter for RATMs
counter for noting number of STs from TC
Counter for noting number of STs from tool delivery
system
Counter for noting number of STs from tool magazine of
present machine
Counter for total tool replacements

----------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 1
INTERPRBTATXOH OW TRAHSITIOBS 1• WIQURB I

----------------------------------------------------------------t28
t29
t30
tll
t32
t33
t34
t35
t36
t37

Request for TPV
Request for TTL
Request for TW
Request for TT
Request for TB
Request for RATM
Execution of the request for tool replacement
Execution of tool replacment froa TC
Execution of tool replacement from tool delivery system
Execution of tool replacement from present machine tool
magazine

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 8(a)

o•

TYPXCAL STATUS
~· ACTXVXTXBS (TRAHSXTXONS) XHVOLVED XN TBB
TOOL KAHAGBKBHT SYSTBK

(Time at which the system is investigated - 1000 time units)
(Product being produced • PR1)

----------------------------------------------------------------1
2
9
10
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
11

Transition

Status
(time units)

----------------------------------------------------------------(N - 60, W • 10)

F-vector
1
R-vector
0
Active time
vector
1000

1
0
190

o

o

o

60

0

40

940

90

590

o

o
0

40

940

90

590

o
60

0
o

0
40

940

90

590

o
o

o
o

o

1

0

o
o

o

0
0

0
0

400

o

50

60

75

25

0

o

o
o

0
0

o

o

o

400

0

50

90

0
o

0
o

o
o

0

0

0

5

400

0

50

(N .,. 50, W • 10)
F-vector
1
R-vector
0
Active time
vector
1000

1
0
190

60

o

o

0

5

130

0

0

o

40

o

0
0

0
0

55

10

(N ""' 40, W • 10)
F-vector
1
R-vector
0
Active time
vector
1000

1
o
190

120 175

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table-8(b): Discrete States of the elements comprising the Tool Management System.
Product being produced by the System: PRl;
Internal
constraints on
Tool
Management

Inspection Presetting
Station ·
Station

AGVl

time at which the system investigated: 1000 time units
AGV2

ROBOT!

AGV3

ROBOT2

MACHINE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ready for ready for ready for ready for Loading/
Inspecting Presetting

Transpg

Transpg

Loading

Transpg

Unloading,

Machining

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~----------

N=60, W=lO

94th tool

76th tool

tools
201-210

tools
91-100

81st tool

2nd tool loading 5 machining
magazine tool 5 operation on
on m/c
1st product .
starts

"'N=50, W=lO

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

ready for
5 machining
unloading operation on
5th tool product 2 in
from m/c
progress

N=40, W=lO

. -do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

ready for 1 machining
unloading operation on
1st tool product 2 in
from m/c
progress

(X)

0

-----------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------

Note:

Transpg -- Transporting;

m/c -- machine

RECOGNIZING PARTIAILY OCCLUDED OBJECI'S USING PICfORIAL
KNOWLEDGE EXTRACfED FROM POLYGONAL APPROXIMATION•

Edward T. Lee
Depar1ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida International University
University Park Campus
Miami, Florida 33199

ABSTRAcr
11ris p;lper addresses the problem of recognizing partially occluded two dimensional
objects. The goal is to develop a system which is able to identify and locate several overlapping
objects in the scene. To achieve this goal, the systems must perform the following specific tasks:
1) storing useful information about objects in some format, which is often referred to as the
process of object representation or model formation, 2) matching procedure based on the object
representation, and 3) efficient search of the best matching. This paper presents a new approach
to accomplish these tasks. Polygonal approximation is used to represent an object in this
investigation. The accumulated lengths of line segments, s, and the accumulated sizes of turning
angles, 8, along the boundary from some starting point are extracted. The boundary of an object
is then described as an equation 8 = f(s). Matching procedure performing in such s-8 space will
be shown to be simple and effective. To avoid exhaustive matching in the recognition process,
index diagrams of the features characterizing the boundary are established. Once the features of
some unknown object are detected, the possible objects which might produce the best matching
can be efficiently retrieved from this scheme.

1

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Due to the practical interest in the field of industrial automation, the problem of
recognizing partially occluded objects bas received considerable attention for the last decade.
Industrial vision systems that are currently available can recognize and locate isolated objects.
The system supposes that the objects have been previously separated by mechanical devices such
as shakers, bowel-feeders, conveyors, or various other special purpose prearrangements. However,
the cost of this type of equipment is expensive because each type of object usually requires the
design of a specific mechanical device to accomplish this task. As a consequence, a vision system
capable of recognizing partially occluded objects is useful in order to achieve flexible automation.
The meaning of the word "recognition", according to the dictionary, is to identify
something which has been known. Therefore, a system with the ability of recognition must have
some mechanism to contain the information about what is to be recognized. To store the
information about an object in some format is often referred to as model formation. For
recognition purposes, only the information concerning the recognition is necessary to be input into
•This research was supported by a
Florida International University
Summer Research Award
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the system. This can be done either through the interaction of human beings with abe system, or
by developing a learning mechanism for the system to acquire the needed information
automatically.
The first problem for an object-recognition system then involves the effective construction
of object model. If the whole object can be visib~, then the model may contaia such information
as area, perimeter length, aad enlognation. These parameters are selected due to their invariance
10 translation, rotation, and possibly scaling. These measurable characteristics, since they have
10 .be exttacted from the whole object, are refened to as global features. However, these global
features will not be available when the objects are only partially visible. As a result, local features
play important roles in the performance of partially visible object recognition.
A local feature is a feature that depends only on a portion of the object. There are still
no general rules about bow to decide the best set of local feature. Most of the approaches mainly
properly divide the boundary of an object iato several pans so that each part is tteated as a local
feature. As a result, an object is then described in two levels. In the first level, aa object is
described in terms of local features together with their spatial relationships among them. Each
local feature is then further described iD the second level in terms of some measurable attributes
characterizing the local feature.

The second problem for a recognition system concerns the consttuction of a matching
procedure. Inputs of the matching procedure are two respective descriptions of awo objects.
Output of the procedure is a quantity to indicate the similarity [Lee~74,84] of the two input
objects. When a partial or total description of an unlmown object is to be identified, it undergoes
the matching procedure with the description of some selected known object. If the output
indicates that they are similar enough, i.e., the output quantity is withiD some preset threshold, the
recognition is then accomplished.
The third problem arises when an unlmown object may have to exhaustively match a large
set of known objects. Regardless of how fast the matching procedure can be made, the
performance of recognition task will degrade at least linearly as the size of known object set
increases. As a result of this problem, it is advantageous to organize the models iD such a way
that most of the models can be removed from consideration without examining them and only a
small group of candidate models can be rapidly selected for further examination.

!L.

ASSUMPTIONS
To avoid ambiguity in the problem, we put forth the following assumptions:
1)

.The objects are planar and rigid with uncertain position and orientation on a
plane, which faces a sensor at known distance.

2)

Objects that may be apparendy overlapped in the scene are previously known by
the system.

3)

The boundary of object alone distinguishes the object from other objects. Also,
the boundary. shown as a sequence of pixels, bas been exttacted through some
technique of low level image processing.

Assumption 1 restricts the objects to be positioned in three degrees of freedom (two
translations and one rotation). Thus, objects can be described in a two d imensionaa coordinate
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system. In addition, due to the fixed distance between the sensor and the plane where objects are
located, scaling factor may be ignored.
Assumption 2 requires that the object-recognition system hold the information about
objects that might appear in the scene. In other words, the visual ability of the system is restricted
in a world model previously assigned to the system.
Assumption 3 implies that only information from the boundary of an object is sufficient
to model an object for recognition purposes. This kind of information has also been used by most
of the approaches discussed in the literature. Because we are interested in an automatic
computerized recognition process, sensor input data must be compatible with a digital computer.
As a result of digitization, curve along the boundary may be only approximately represented by
a sequence of pixels close to the curve. The system must be built to be able to handle such
digitized errors without a significant degration in system performance.

Ill.

PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

The problem of object recognition can now be described more specifically. Let OBJ =
i=l,2,... ,n} be a finite set of objects that might appear in the scene, and M 1 is the model of
~ which contains the boundary information of ~· If 0 1 is a mao-made object, M1 could be
constructed by a computer-aided design system as a by-product of the design process. Otherwise,
the model could be constructed through the input sensor data, which is a sequence of pixels in this
case. Thus, the input sensor data for ~ in some position a and orientation 8 can be denoted as
P;ae = { (xt,yt) I j = 1.2...,n1 } here (x1y1) is the position of pixel i relative to some coordinate
system. Model formation is then a procedure of fN that transforms P1ae to M 1,i.e. M1 = fM(P1ae),
such that the description of ~ is independent of a and 8. Suppose the visible boundary of an
unknown partially occluded object U can be obtained and represented as a sequence of
{~,

The following procedure is required to recognize U:

1)

reducing {(xt ,yt)} into S by
applying f", i.e. S=f"({(xt ,yt)l),
so that S bas the same format as M 1•

2)

applying the matching procedure to compute the distance between S and each M1•
Let this distance be referred to as d(S,M;). If d(S,MJ = min1 d(S,M1) or d(S,MJ
is less than some preset threshold, then U is recognized as object 01r..

If Td is the time complexity (Lee89a] for the matching procedure, then the recognition time will
take at most oTd to complete the task for n objects described in the model set. As mentioned
before, the performance will be degraded linearly as n increases. Therefore, the following
procedure is suggested before taking matching procedure to avoid exhaustive matching.

3)

applying selection procedure fc to S and {M;} to obtain C = fc(S, {M;} ), which is
a small subset of {M;} that potentially matches S.

If the selection procedure takes time T,., then the recognition will take time T,.+ ICITc~. Since
IC ls;n, the improvement in performance is apparent, especially when n is large.

How to develop such procedure as fM, d, and fc are the major issues in this study.
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IV.

Related Works

To the best of our knowledge, the earliest attempt to recognize partially occluded object
may be found in Mckee and Aggarwal•s paper (Mcke77]. In their work, not only the boundary
is extracted. but also the internal edges. A T type vertex formed by the incidence of boundary
and internal edge is thus defined as a real oode. An edge is further defined as a set of chainconnected points that collDCCt e:xacdy two real nodes. Consequently. an object is represented by
a sequence of edges on the boundary. A library is constructed by collecting all edges from known
objects and is organized in such a manner that each edge, described in terms of normalized chain
code, is associated with a list of objects in which a similar edge is contained. Two edges are said
to be similar if their difference in normalized areas bounded by these edges is less than a preset
threshold. Edges extracted from some unknown object can be treated as an index to search in the
library to obtain a possible set of objects which potentially match this unknown object. Further
verification is carried out by checking abe consistency of adjacency between edges. A weight is
· given to each candidate object to indicate abe consistency of edge structure. Scale is another
fac&or to be considered in weight estimation by computing the length ratio of similar edges since
sensor may not be located at a fixed distance from image plane. The candidate object wiab the
highest weight is output to be the recogoiud resuiL
Instead of segmenting boundary into edges. Perkins (Perk78) attempted to transform the
boundary into a sequence of coocurves. A coocurve is either a straight line or a circular arc.
Concurves on the boundary are obtained by fining the boundary with straight lines and circular
arcs. The most difficult part to this approach perhaps lies in the determination of which part of
the boundary should be fined by a straight line or a circular arc. Perkins solves this problem by
first transforming the image space to s-8 space, where s is arc-length along the boundary starting
from some starting point and 8 is the turing angle relative to some fixed line. A straight line in
image space wiiJ become a horizontal line in s-8 space while a circular arc becomes a straight line
with its slope proportional to its curvature. The problem regarding detecting straight lines and
circular arcs in image space is now equivalent to that of detecting horizon1al lines and slant lines
in s-8 space. The similarity between concurves is computed based on the general properties
characterized by concurves. The identification of an unknown object is verified by checking the
consistency of rotation transformation between similar concurves.
Bolles and Cain [Boll82) used such local features as comers and holes to describe an
object. If comers and boles are denoted as nodes and their spatial relationships as edges
connecting nodes, then an object can be represented as a graph. Matching procedure then
becomes a graph isomorphism or subisomorphism problem. Bolles and Cain used maximal clique
algorithm to solve this NP-complete problem.
Ayache and Faugeras [Ayac84], Bhanu and Faugeras [Bhan84], and Price (Pric84] all
approximated the bouOdary of an object using a polygon. Due to digitized errors and the lack of
robustness of the processing algorithms, approximated polygons of the same object with different
orientations may not be exactly identical, even though they appear quite similar. This makes the
matching procedure for two polygons a difficult problem.
Once polygons are obtained from objects. Ayache and Faugeras [Ayac84) measured the
similarity of two polygons according to degree. of compatibility, which is computed from the
lengths of segments and the sizes of angles formed by two successive segments. The initial
compatibility is set when the privileged segments (usually the longest one) from two polygons are
compared. The compatibility is then updated by iteratively matching the remaining segments until
a high quality match is found.
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Bhanu and Faugeras (Bhan84] viewed the matching procedure between two polygons as
a labeling problem. A labeling problem may be stated as follows: Given a set of entities E = {
F., I i=1.2...,N} and a set of labels L={Lsl i=1,2...M} U {0} together with some relations R 8 and
~defined onE and L respectively, assign each entity E1 a label~ (or 0 with no label assigned)
such that 1) E; and Ls have the consistent properties, and 2) if Lt and Ls are respectively assigned
to E1 and EJ, then (lt,Ls) E ~ if (E1,E,J) E R8 • To apply the labeling problem to the matching
problem of two polygons, segments of polygons from known objects can be treated as a set of
labels, while segments from some unknown object can be treated as entities to be labeled. In this
case, property of entity or label is the length of segment, and the relation on the set of entities or
labels is the angle size between two successive segments. Since labeling problem can be solved
by relaxation technique, Bbanu and Faugeras applied this technique to solve the matching problem
between two polygons.
Price [Pric84] used another approach to compute the compatibility between segments. The
rotational offset between two compatible segments (one from the model and the other from the
unknown object) is entered into a disparity matrix whose entries are indexed by the segment
numbers in the model as well as the unknown object. The longest sequence of rotational offsets
with the same values in diagonal direction of matrix should indicate the correspondence of the
unknown object with some model. The procedure perfonning the search for the longest sequence
was later improved by Bbanu and Ming (Bba~87] using a cluster technique.
Tumey, Mudge, and Volz (Tum85) proposed the idea of salient features. A salient feature
for an object is the part of a boundary which is unique in its shape and thus can distinguish this
object from the other objects. When several unknown objects are overlapped, they are recognized
by identifying the occurrences of salient features on the boundary Conned by these overlapped
objects. The detection of salient features is perfonned by template matching. However, this is
carried out in s-8 space as Perkins did rather than i_. image space. To transfonn the boundary
from image space to s·8 space, 8 values are detennined during boundary extraction, while s values
have to be computed from a third order polynomial fitting the boundary.
Schwartz and Shairr [Schw87] presented a matching algorithm perfonned in image space.
The boundary of overlapping objects is first divided into several parts so that each part belongs
to only one object. Each part is then matched against the entire boundary of a model using the
proposed algorithm. To avoid exhaustive matcbings, Kalvin, Schonberg, Schwartz and Shairr
(Kalv86] presented a scheme called footprint established from sample points P; 's taken from
boundary. These P; points are used to construct a graph G by adding a horizontal line to G,
whose size is proportional to the length from P;. 1 to (>;, immediately followed by another straight
line with length proportional to the size of turning angle at P; and slop 1 if the turning angle is
positive, or slop · 1 if it is negative. After all Pi points have been transformed into a sequence of
straight lines whose slop is 0, 1, or ·1, the construction of graph G is completed. Using horizontal
line as abscissa, G can be described by a function g(x). Let g(x1)s be a sequence of samples taken
from g(x) with some evenly spaced interval. For samples g(x1)s in the range
(x1,x1 + ws] (ws is some window size), they can be described by a Fourier series whose first four
sine and cosine coefficients are going to characterize footprint of the corresponding object. In
addition to these four coefficients for each :x;, the total turning angles from x1 to x1+ws is treated
as the fifth characteristic. As a result, the footprint of an object appears as a curve in five
dimensional space. This five dimensional space is further divided into. hypercubes of a fixed size.
Each hypercube is associated with a list of objects whose footprints pass through this hypercube.
When the footprint of some unknown object is obtained in the same way. the candidate objects
can be collected from the hypercubes by which the footprint of unknown object passes.
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Koch and Kashyap (Kocb87) also used polygonal approximation 10 represent the boundary
of an object. The curvature at vertex v,te(v), is evaluated as:
K(v) •

n-P

A8

where pis the size of interior angle at v and As repl'esents the change in arc length. Vertices
whose curvatures are higher than some threshold are exnacted as comer vertices. A comer thus
defines a group of lioe segments centered at comer vertex. To recognize some unknown object,
its scene comers first have to be identif"aed by matching with model comers. Tbe matching
procedure is carried out under image space by dividing both comers into n points and then
estimating their minimum square eaor after some coordinate transformation (rotation and
translation) -c. All matching pairs of scene comers and model comers form a cluster if they have
consistent transformation. These clusters generate hypotheses about the unknown object. The
hypothesis is then further verified by the region consistency indicated by the difference between
the regions formed by the hypothesized object and that formed by the unknown object. It may
be noted that the idea of this ~pproach is very similar to that presented by Price, which used line
segments rather than comers as local features.
V.

OVERVIEW OF TilE APPROACHES

Although many methods have been proposed, there still exists some imperfections in these
techniques:
1)

Local features, such as edges defined by Mclree and Aggarwal (Mcke77),
concurve by Perkins (PerJt78), salient features by Tumey et al (Turn85), and
comers by Koch and Kashyap (Koch87), are assumed to be able to be detected
in an object and are visible in the scene. However, this assumption is not always
true. For example, comer is bald to be detected in a circular object and salient
features might be occluded in the scene. •Thus, the proposed approaches are
restrictedly applied to the limited objects.

2)

Polygonal approximation may generally represent almost all 2D objects.
However, relaxation-like techniques such as used by Price, Bbanu and Faugeras,
are computationally intensive.

3)

When matching procedure is carried out in image space, the annoying rotation
transformation is inevitable. All of the matching procedures mentioned in the
literature . are performed in this way except that presented by Tumey et al
[Tum85].

4)

Only Kalvin, et al (Kalv86) proposed a scheme to avoid exhaustive matching. .
However, their scheme needs to be manipulated in a five dimensional space.

As mentioned in Section Ill, model formation, matching procedure, and the selection of
candidate objects are nec~ry components for an object-recognition system. An improved
approach to accomplish these functions is presented in this paper. Model formation wiD be
described. Polygonal approximation is going to be used 10 represent object. However, unlike the
relaxation-like approach, no combinatorial comparisons between line segments are necessary.
Instead, the accumulated line segments (approximated arc length) and accumulated turning angles
from some starting point can represent the boundary of object in s-9 space. Matching is then
performed under this space. This paper also will propose a scheme to avoid exhaustive matching.
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The candidate objects can be found through a footprint-like scheme which will be described in
a two dimensional space rather than a five dimensional space.
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Abstract
Visual motion and structure estimation has received much attention recently as it can be an
important part of an intelligent system. Motion estimation from a sequence of stereo images using
Kalman filter has the advantage of recovering the scale factor of the translational velocity and the
absolute depth of the scene. It is also robust against various types of noise. A major drawback of
the stereo motion estimation algorithm is its computational complexity. Therefore, it is desirable to
implement the algorithm in a parallel computer.
This paper presents an approach to parallel implementation of the Kalman filter based stereo
motion algorithm. The stereo motion estimation algorithm is fust simplified under certain
assumptions to facilitate the implementation. A three-level pyramid structure is then proposed to
compute the stereo motion algorithm. Each level of the pyramid is realized by a systolic mesh
architecture. The motivation for using systolic arrays is that the algorithm can be broken down into
a set of matrix operations and systolic arrays are particularly suitable for rna~ computations. The
work presented in this paper is in the preliminary stage. A detailed study needs to be done to
examine and improve its validity and efficiency.

1. Introduction
Visual motion and structure estimation has received much attention recently as it can be an
important part of an intelligent system [5-7). In [6), stereo motion estimation model was derived
using the direct dynamic motion estimation technique. A Kalman-filter based stereo motion
estimation approach, which utilized the stereo motion estimation model, was proposed in [7). It
computes motion and structure of the scene from a sequence of its stereo images, and has the
advantage of recovering the scale factor of the translational velocity and the absolute depth of the
scene. It is also robust against various types of noise. By using temporal gradients, temporal
matching is avoided. Taking advantage of a parallel binocular configuration, the effort for stereo
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matching is kept minimum. Similar to most gradient-based algorithms, the drawback of the stereo
motion estimation algorithm is its computational complexity. Therefore, it is desirable to
implement the algorithm in a parallel compute~".
This paper presents an approach to the parallel implementation of the Kalman-filter-based
stereo motion algorithm. The stereo motion estimation algorithm is first simplified under certain
assumptions to facilitate the implementation. A three-level pyramid structure is then proposed to
compute the stereo motion algorithm. Each level of pyramid is realized by a systolic mesh
architecture. The motivation for using systolic anays is that the algorithm can be reduced to a set
of matrix operations and systolic arrays are particularly suitable for matrix computations.
However, the work presented in this paper is in the preliminary stage. A detailed study needs to be
done to examine and improve its validity and efficiency.

2.

A Stereo Motion Algorithm

2. 1 Binocular brightness change equation
Figure I shows the set up used for the binocular perspective projection. The distance
between the centers of the two lenses perpendicular to the axis is called the baseline, denoted by b.
The camera coordinate system (x, y, z) is defined under the following assumptions:
1 . The right and left image planes are coincident with the xy plane.
2. The center of projection is at the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system.
3 . The optical axis is along the z axis, and the point in the scene is visible on both came.ras.
4. The effective focal length is unity; that is, the image is assumed to be fonned on a plane z =
1.
The object point is denoted by a 3xl- vector R = [X, Y. Z]T, and vectors rR and rL represent
the image coordinates for the right and left images, respectively, where 'R

= [xR• YR• t]T and 'L =

[xL, YLt I]T.

A vector r can be introduced to denote the image coordinates related to the cyclopean
coordinate system, whose axes are parallel to both the right and left coordinate systems and whose
origin is the midpoint of the baseline. That is, r = [x, y, t]T.
Let E(x, y, t) be the irradiance at time 1 at the image point (x, y). ER(x, y. t) and EL(x, y, t)
represent respectively the irradiance at the right and the left images. Let E,R = [E.xR• EyR• O]T and
E,L = [E.xv EyL• O]T be respectively the spatial gradient on the right and left images. Also let E,R

and E1L be respectively the temporal gradient in the right and left images. Finally, let the the
translation and angular velocities of the camera be I and
brightness change equation for the right image is [6]
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(C),

respectively. Then the binocular

image 1

image 2

object
point

optical
axis
Figure 1 Schematic of a Binocular Configulation

(1 a)

and for the left image is
1 SLI·I + ~VL2 ·CO+

EtL + VLJ ·CO+

R·z

R·z

1

SL2·1 = 0

(lb)

(R·zf

where z = (0, 0, 1]T,

(2a)

0
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VRI =

[

2
E 1R + y E 1R + xy E11R]
- EJCR- xyE1R- x 2E 11R •
yE11R- xEyR

~

SLI = [

] • Su =

:::

(2c)

:

ll.EIIL

yEyL + xE11L

·

(2b)

VRl =

2
2

VLt =

[

EyL + y E 1L + xy E11L ]
- E11L- xyE1 L - x 2E1CL •
yEJ~L-

(2d)

xE1 L

Considering the matched image pair points in the right and left cameras corresponding to m
object points. the brightness change_equations (Ia) and (l.b) can be written in the following matrix
form:
y =Hx

(3a)

where
y

a(- (EIR)I ... [EtR],..

X;;;;

[CI)T

- (Et~.)l ... (Et~.J,..f'

(3b)

ITt

(3c)

and
[ VRI +_j_VR2]

R·z

[vLI

1

+_j_VL2]

R·z

H=

1

[VRt +

_l_yRl]

[vLI

_l_yLl]
R·z
•

+

R·z

•

[-LsRI +

R·z

[__L__sLI
..

R·z

[__!___sRI
R·z
[__L__sLI
R·z

+

1

(R·z'f
1

(R·z'f

SR2]
1

SL1]
1

(3d)

L
+
1 SLlL
(R·z'f
+

1

(R·z'f

SRl

Note that y is a (2m)x 1 vector, x is a 6x 1 vector, and H is hence a (2m)x6 matrix.
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2 • 2 Stereo correspondence
Since the stereo cameras arc parallel and at the same height, point correspondences in each of
the stereo pairs can be located along the same horizontal line· in the images. The input to the
matching algorithm is the set of curve segments extracted from the right and left images. The depth
of the object point corresponding to each matched image point pair (xR, YR) and (xL• YL) can be
calculated from
Z=

fb

(4a)

XR- XL

where f is the focal length. Z can be funher improved by the following linear equation
(4b)

where z• is the predicted value of the depth at this particular location using the depth at the last
sampling time and the estimated motion parameters, and «is a scaling coefficient between zero and
one.
I

I

2 . 3 Central Kalman filter
Motion parameters may be estimated from a sequence of stereo images. In this case, a state
space representation of motion parameters can be given as follows:
Xk+l

=

Xk

+

Wk,

WA: -

I'A: -

(Sa)

N(O, QA:)

(5b)

N(O, RA:)

where x 1 is the motion parameter vector given in (3c), y 1 is the observation vector given in (3b)
and H 1 is the observation matrix given in (3d), and w 1 and v 1 are uncorrelated zero mean white
Gaussian noises.
The motion parameter vector x can be estimated by the Kalman filter algorithm [8]. More
Specifically, the time update equations are
Xt+l

=

(6a)

Xk

(6b)

with P0 given. And the 8\easurement update equations are
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Xl+l = Xt+l + Ki+l l.Yl+t- Hl+lXi••J

(6c)

P1+1 = Pi+l + Hf.tRi.'iHA+t

(6d)

where
(6e)

Note that the dimensions of P. Q. R and H (subscripts are omitted for simplicity) are
respectively 6x6. 6x6. (2m)x(2m), and (2m)x6.

2 . 4 Restructuring the measurement update equation
To be able to effectively implement the algorithm parallelly. let us take a look at the structure
of the measurement update equation. The observation vector y 1 can be unstacked into n
subvectors of dimension n; (l:n; = 2m) coiTesponding to the measurement made in a particular
region (for instance, along an edge region),
(7a)

and the observation matrix can be partitioned into submatricies COITesponding to these observations
(7b)

The noise vector v 1 now can be partitioned in to
(7c)

Since these observations are from different edges. we can assume that these partitions are
uncorrelated,
(7d)

By this partition, (6c)-(6e) can be written as
XA:+t = xi+t + PA:+t

f,
;

where

Pi:]I=

1
(Pi+tl +

-·

f_

HT+t(i)Ri1t(l)[y•••<O - H!+t(l}xi+ t1

Hf.t(i)Ri1t(i)H l+t(i)

(8a)

(8b)

;- 1

Now the measurement update can be performed in two steps. In the frrst step, each
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individual term in the summation of Equations (8a) and (8b) is computed. Then in the second step,
the results are fused to produce the motion vector Xt+l and the error correlation matrix Pk+ 1 by
Equation (8).
The computation of Equation (8) involves two matrix inversion operations of the error
covariance matrix P. The number of inversions for P can be reduced to one by a proper
manipulation as shown below. Let
(9a)
i• I

Mi+t =

t
j-

Hf+t(i)Ri..t(i)H1+t(i)

(9b) --

1

Then Equation (8) can be rewritten as
XA:+l

= Xk+l

Pi+t =

+ Pi+l61+1

Pk..t(l +

MA:+tPi+tt

(lOa)
1

(lOb)

which requires only one matrix inversion operation.
The dimension of each error covariance matrix R(l) can still be very large even after partition
(here the subscript k is omitted for simplicity). For example, if the partition is based on edges,
then each edge can be considered as a block. The dimension of R(l) in this case is equal to the
number of edge pixels in the ith edge segment. Let us say that the length of the ith edge segment
is 200. The dimension of R(l) is then also 200, consequently the computational cost for the
inversion of R(1) in general is exttemely high.
Let us consider again each edge segments being treated as blocks. On each edge segment,
we can number edge pixels consecutively. The correlations among immediate neighboring edge
pixels are normally strong while those among distance neighboring pixels are weak. Ignoring any
correlation except the inunediate neighboring edge pixels, the covariance matrix R(t) is reduced to a
tridiagonal symmetric matrix. On the extteme, if we ignore any correlation among neighboring
pixels, the correlation matrix R(l) is further reduced to a diagonal matrix, and its inversion is
reduced to a number of reciprocal operations.

3.

Hierarchical Implementation

3. 1 A serial computational procedure
This is an edge-based algorithm. Spatial and temporal gradients are computed along edges of
the images. Stereo matchings are also restri~ted along edges.
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A computational procedure, without parallel implementation, is given as follows:
Stage 1. Initialization
1.
Let k = 0, Given x 0 • P 0 •
2 . Input a pair of images (i.e. right and left images) at time k.

Stage 2. Time update
3. Compute Equations (6a) and (6b) for time update given Qt.
4 . k=k+l.
Stage 3. Preprocessing
5 . Input a pair of image at time k.
6.
Do preprocessing on the input images, including smoothing, gradient computation and edge
detection. After this step, EzR• E,R• EzL• E,L• E 1R• and E,L along edges are available.
Stage 4. Spatial mtUching
7 . Do stereo matchings. Since the two cameras are parallel and aligned, stereo matchings can be
done along the x direction on the images.
Stage 5 . Preparation/or measurement update
8 . Compute V R Jo V R 2 • S R Jo S R 2• V LJo V L2• S LJo and S L2 along edges.
9 . Compute H t• y t ·
Stage 6. Measurement update
10. Compute Equations (6c)-(6e) for meas~ment update given R 1 •
11. Go to Step 3.
Steps 6, 7, and 8 have to be performed for each edge pixel. The resplts have to be combined
to compute Ht andy 1 in Step 9. After Ht andy 1 are available, it is ready to perform measurement
update and time update in Steps 10 and 3, where Equation 6 is computed once using information
from the pair of stereo images. For a parallel implementation of the algorithm, the bottle-neck is
from Step 8 to Step 9, where Step 8 has to be done for each edge pixel while Step 9 only needs to
be performed once for a pair of stereo images.

3. 2 Complexity of matrix operations
The algorithm given in Equation 9 involves mainly matrix and/or vector multiplication as well
as matrix inversion. This section surveys matrix operations on different network architectures.
The material is cited from [10].
Matrix and/or vector multiplications includes matrix- vector multiplication and matrix-matrix
multiplication. The following table shows upper bounds on the optimal times for matrix operations
and the corresponding interconnection networks with these bounds can be achieved.
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Thble 1. Upper bands of different matrix and/or vector multiplication

Tune

Atchitecture

Inner Product

O(logn)

Hypercube

n

Matrix-Vector Multiplication

O(n)

Linear Array

n

Matrix-Vector Multiplication

O(logn)

Hypercube

n2

Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

O(n)

Mesh

n2

kth power of a matrix

O(nlogk)

Mesh

n2

Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

O(logn)

Hypercube

n3

kth Power of a Matrix

O(logn logk)

Hypercube

n3

Problem

Number of Processors

Table 2: Bounds on the timing of Gaussian elimination for several architectures
Without Pivoting

With Pivoting

Number of Processors

Architecture

O(n)

O(nlogn)

n2

Hypercube

O(n)

O(n413)

n2

Mesh

O(nlogn)

O(nlogn)

n2/logn

Hypercube

O(n2)

O(n2)

n

Hypercube

O(n2)

O(n2)

n

Linear Array

Matrix inversion can be solved using one of the three methods: Csanky's Algorithm,
Newton iteration, and Gaussian elimination. Csanky's algorithm proceeds by first computing the
characteristic polynomial of the matrix. Once the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are
known, inverting A can be done in an easy. way. This algorithm uses O(n4) processors to invert an
nxn matrix O(logn) steps. Newton iteration method is based on the iterative approach and the
entire algorithm can run in O(logn) steps on an nxnxn mesh of tree. Although no faster algorithms
are known for matrix inversion, both Csank's and Newton's iteration methods are far from
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practical with the refmement of large amounts of processing. Gaussian elimination is the oldest
and most widely known techniques for solving general systems of linear equations and invening
arbittary nonsingular mattices. Table 2 shows bounds on the timing of Gaussian elimination for
several architectures.

3 . 3 Matrix computing usin& mesb architecture
We use grid (or mesh) architecture to implement these basic operations. namely. matrixvector multiplication. matrix-matrix multiplication. and matrix inversion [12]. All these these
operations use systolic type of algorithms [13) which decompose problems into sub-computational
problems that are assigned to dedicated processors with the data "flowing.. through the processors.
In addition. systolic algorithms are expected to exhibit additional properties such as locality of
communication. a regular communication structure. and having only a few different types of
simple processors.
The basic structure of a cell in a systolic array is shown in Figure 2. Each cell in a grid is a
small processor which has one or two input and one or two output.
Input ;~>
lnput

ir

1

..

(1+1)

Output o 1

...

t)

cii

(1+1)

,
where

C·IJ.(O)

Output 02

= const·IJ•·

c;it+l) =/o(i1<t>. ~<t>. c;}'>).
Ot (t+t) =It (it <t>. ~<t>. c;}'>).
oit+l) =/2(it (t). ~<t>. c;p>>.
Figure 2 Structure of a cell in a systolic array
For a matrix-vector multiplication. y =Ax. or
y; =

L"

a;jXj

j • I
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where tl;j is the ijth element of A, Y; is the ith element of y, Xj is the jth element of x . We can
implement the operation in an n-celllinear array (a special grid) as shown in Figure 3.

4144

~

414)

4124

~,

4142

"u
"u

"n

"••

13

"n

"11

41 14
41

"u
X I .t 2 .t 3

x4

"ll

Input i ~>

!

Input

;g>

,

..

~+1)

Output o 1

..

...
where

c1} 0 >= 0,
Ct/1+1) = Ct}') +

il (l)~(t),

ol(t+l) ~it<'>

Figure 3 Systolic array for matrix-vector multiplication
0

In this implementation, Y; is computed at step n + i- 1, that is Y; = cli<n+i- 1). "Hence all values
are computed after 2n -1 steps. The complexity of the algoritlun is thus O(n).
For a matrix-matrix multiplication, Y = AB, or
II

Yii =

L

·-·

a;.bti

where y ij and b;j are the ijth element of Y and B, respectively. We can implement the operation in
an nxn array as shown in Figure 4.
In this implementation, Yij is computed at step n + i + j- 2, that is Yij = c;}-n+i+i-2>. Hence all
values are computed after 3n -1 steps. The complexity of the algorithm is again O(n).
Inversion of an nxn matrix A can be simply implemented using an nx(2n) matrix B = [A I I] .
If A is nonsingular, the sequence of elementary row operations used in Gaussian elimination can
be applied to reduce A to I and and simultaneously reduce I to A . J. Figure 5 shows an example of
inverting a 3x3 matrix A by Gaussian elimination (detailed definitions of c, o1 , and o2 at each cell
are omitted).
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....
.)4

•o

•n

••2

•u

•••

G) I

!·

lnput ;~>
2

,
-

c0..

Input ;~>
Output

'l

~1)

Output o2
1

·where

C·.(O)
'l

= 0•

B

C· .(1+1) = C· .(t) +
'l
•J

1

; (t)i~(l)
-~

,

Ot (1+1) = it (I)
o2(1+1)

= ~(I)
Figure 4 Systolic array for mattix-matrix multiplication

3. 4 Implementation of tbe motion estimation algorithm
We propose to use a hierarchical structure to compute the motion parameters and surface
structure. The whole processor can be considered as a two-layer sttucture, although each lay<?r can
be further divided into a number of sub-layers. The bottom layer is used to do preprocessing such
as image smoothing, temporal and spatial gradient computation, edge detection, and stereo
matching. The top layer com~utes the measurement and time update equations. In this paper, only
the structure of the top layer is investigated.
To implement the top layer, three grids of different sizes are used which are connected as a
pyramid (see Figure 6) [14]. Assume that the measurement error covariance matrix Rt+J(l) is
diagonal. Then
(12)

Ri:!t(i) = diag(J.lt+t(i))

where the jth element of J.lt+J(l), a 2m vector, is placed at the UJ)th entry of the inverse of the
covariance matrix. Again the argument i denotes the ith local node in the Kalman filter. By this
simplification, one can rewritten the time and measurement update equations as follows
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0
0
0

Q))

~A~

4123

Ql2

a.,

Q22

G) I

au

Q21

0

0
0

"u

tI
0

OUIJ>I.IIA

-•

Figure 5 Systolic array for 3x3 matrix inversion

(a)

h.a(i) = Hl.IO)diag(Jll+t(i))

(b)

MA+a

II

=L

h.a(i)Hi+l(i)

i• I

(c)

l.t+t(i) = )'l+l(i) - Hl+l(i)xi. 1

(d)

fl+l =

II

L

l!+l(i)Al+l(i)

i• I

(e)

Pi+ a= Pt+t(l + 'Ml+tPi.a)"

(f)

Xt+2 = XA+t + P~:+tgl+ 1

(g)

Pt+2 = Pl+l + Qk

1

Equations (a)-(g) can be assigned to grids L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 as llusttated in Figure 76. It can be
shown that the load of a cell at each grid is approximately balanced. Therefore, the use of a threestage pipeline is appropriate. Note that Figure 7 shows only a schematic of the structure. To
further improve the performance, summations in in Equations (b) and (d) can be done using a
matrix-vector sum pipeline across different grids. For example, a sum of two matrices at all cells
in L 1 can be performed in the following three steps:
1.
2.
3.

Each cell in L 1 sends its matrix element to the connected cell in L2 ,
The sum of the matrices is calculated at each cell in L2 , and
The sum is broadcasted back to L 1 •
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Level3

Levell

Levell

Figure 6 A pyramid network of size 16
Levell

Levell

Level3
delay

delay

Figure 7 Pipeline implementation of the algorithm
We are investigating more efficient alternatives for parallel implementation of the stereo
motion estimation algorithm. An example is to identify more appropriate computational primitives,
similar to the Fadeev algorithm [15].
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